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Control of Neuroprostheses 

Eric A. Wan, Gregory T. A. Kovacs, J oseph M. Rosen, and Bernard Widrow 
Stanford University Departments of Electrical Engineering and Surgery (Division of Plastic and 

Reconstructive Surgery), and the Palo Alto Veterans Administration Medical Center, 
Stanford, CA 94305-4055 

Abstract 

This article describes technologies and strategtes proposed for the development of prosthetic de- 
vices which would be directly interfaced to the nervous system. A chronic neural interface device 
is under development which should permit the establishment of permanent bidirectional commu- 
nication with peripheral nerves in a human limb. An Artificial Neural Network would be used 
to interpret the neural signals and drive a prosthetic limb in the case of an amputation. For 
nerve repair in an intact limb, the neural network would be used to reroute misdirected signals 
tnto appropriate neural channels. Design considerations for the neural interfaces and supporting 
circuitry are discussed along with information processing strategies. It is intended that a fully 
integrated prosthetic device should be capable of adapting to the individual needs of the patient 
to provide a natural user interface. 

1 Introduction 

This article describes an ongoing project which is concerned with the development of neural inter- 
faces to the human nervous system. Silicon based interfaces, perforated by arrays of via holes, are 
implanted between re-apposed ends of deliberately severed peripheral nerve fascicles. Regenerating 
axons grow through the holes and become physically isolated and spatially fixed with respect to 
the microelectrodes adjacent to each via hole. This should allow for permanent access to neural 
signals at or near the level of individual axons. An artificial neural network can then be used to 
interpret and process the information contained in the neural signals. To our knowledge, this is the 
first attempt to directly link biological neural networks to artificial neural networks. The artificial 
neural network, controlled by the central nervous system (CNS), would form a natural extension 
to the peripheral nervous system. 

This article begins with a description of the silicon based neural interface itself, which is being 
developed by two of the authors (Kovacs & Rosen). The emphasis of this paper, however, is on 
the systems level considerations in designing a complete prosthesis and the role of neural networks 
in adapting the prosthesis to meet the individual needs of a patient. Two applications will be 
discussed. The first, is concerned with the use of interfaces to redirect neural activity in an intact 
arm so as to aid in the recovery of a severe nerve injury. The second deals with full limb prosthesis in 
the case of an amputation. A more comprehensive paper which addresses such issues as fabrication 
techniques, power dissipation, and biological feasibility, can be found in (1]. 

2 The Stanford/VA Neural Interface 
This group has been working on a direct neural interface for peripheral nerves for several years under 
Veterans Administration funding !. The goal of this work is to develop, largely by modification 
of existing commercial technologies, a microelectronic neural interface which will permit direct, 
chronic connection of electronic circuitry to the human nervous system. 
  

“Veteran’s Administration Rehabilitation Research and Development (RR&D) Merit Review Grant B003 
Hentz/Rosen “Towards Better Methods of Nerve Repair and Evaluation” 
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In order to achieve this goal, a microelectronic neural interface capable of repeatably sensing and 

stimulating action potentials in small groups or individual axons of peripheral nerves is under devel- 

opment. While a number of investigators have experimented with implantable nerve-regeneration 

type recording devices using semiconductor materials (2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8], this group would be the 

first to attempt chronic access at resolutions approaching individual axons, in addition to the use 

of active electronics in the implant itself. 

  

                    
  

        
  

  

  
Figure 1: Drawing showing re-apposed ends of a peripheral nerve held against a microelectronic neural 

interface in a surgical coupler. Regenerated axons through the via holes in the silicon (not to scale) are 

shown in the cut-away view. (Reprinted with permission from [13].) 

The current device, consisting of a silicon chip perforated by an array of via holes, will be held 

between the re-apposed ends of a deliberately severed peripheral nerve fascicle in a limb stump 

utilizing a surgical coupler (as shown in Figure 1). It has been shown experimentally [9] that 

for 8 to 12 ym via holes, individual regenerating axons will grow through the holes and become 

physically isolated and spatially fixed with respect to microelectrodes adjacent to each via holes. 

This arrangement will thus form a stable interface between the microelectronic circuitry on the 

neural interface device and the axons. 

The present approach is to provide an individual neural interface for each fascicle of a major 

nerve. The design of monofascicular interfaces requires the use of approximately a 1 mm? surface 

area for the microelectrode array corresponding to each fascicle. The microelectrodes will be 

arranged in a two-dimensional grid at densities approaching those of the axons in peripheral nerves 

(1-2,000 axons per mm?) to maximize access to the information present. The intimate contact of the 

microelectrodes with the axons should provide for good signal selectivity between microelectrodes. 

Details on the development of specialized microelectrodes, surgical couplers, and fabrication 

processes, along with other technical and biological considerations can be found in earlier papers 

(see Kovacs et al [11, 12, 13, 14, 15]). It should be noted, that care was taken to utilize only 

processing techniques which are compatible with commercial CMOS fabrication so that the final 

arrays can be produced in a timely and inexpensive manner. 

2.1 Preliminary [n-Vivo Studies 

A section of a blank neural interface (without microelectrodes or active microelectronic circuits) 

fabricated using a plasma etching technique [16] is shown in Figure 2. The blank neural interfaces 

were mounted in polycarbonate or resorbable GTMC (Glycolide Trimethylene Carbonate) surgical 
couplers and interposed between the surgically severed ends of rat and monkey nerves. 
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Figure 2: SEM (scanning electron micrograph) view of a section of a plasma etched blank neural 
interface (no microelectrodes). These via holes are approximately 12 4m in diameter. 

  

  
Figure 3: SEM view of monkey axons which have regenerated through via holes in a preliminary version 
(without microelectrodes) of the neural interface. (magnification = 1060X) Reprinted with permission 
from [12]. 
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Using functional, electrophysiological and histological techniques, it was demonstrated that 
viable axons had regenerated through the via holes (see Figure 3). 

2.2 Current Status of Neural Interface Research 

Further work on the neural interface has been carried out, with the goal of incorporating the ele- 

ments required to form a functional interface [11]. Passive neural interfaces (with microelectrodes 
but without active microelectronic circuitry) have been fabricated and implanted in the peroneal 

nerves of Sprague-Dawley rats [17]. Preliminary studies indicate that both recording and stimu- 
lating with the neural interface is possible [11]. Current work is focused on determining the degree 

of selectivity for each microelectrode site. As well, active neural interface prototypes have been 

fabricated which incorporate microelectronic circuitry to permit time-multiplexing of the neural 

signals in order to reduce the number of connections to and from the neural interface [13]. 

3 Nerve Repair 

One of the originally envisioned applications for the neural interface deals with nerve repair in 

an injured arm. In a severe arm injury, it is often possible to surgically reattach main nerve 
bundles at the fascicle level. However, as individual axons regenerate a sort of scrambling occurs 

when the axons grow back to the “wrong” locations. The result is a severe functional limitation 

in an otherwise intact hand [21]. While therapy may result in increased usage, the process is 

time consuming and never complete. The use of neural interfaces, however, should allow one to 

electronically intercept misdirected efferent (motor) and afferent (sensory) neural impulses and 
reroute them into appropriate channels, thus “descrambling” the signals and providing increased 

recovery after a severe nerve injury. In order to block the original signals, two neural interfaces 

for each fascicle will be required (see Figure 4). Since fascicles contain both afferent and efferent 
signals each interface must be capable of either recording “incoming” signals or initiating “outgoing” 

signals. 

  

      

Afferent 
Signals 

. Efferent 
Signals 

SUT Fascicle 

Neural Interfaces 

  

Figure 4: Diagram illustrating two neural interfaces being used for nerve repair. Two interfaces are 
used to reroute misdirected neural signals. The original signals are blocked between the two interfaces. 

In order to learn the proper mapping from input microelectrode to output microelectrode, the use 

of a “neural network” is proposed. The network must be bidirectional to accommodate both efferent 

and afferent signals. Furthermore, both the input and output of the network must correspond to 
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the firing rates of axons. The difficulty with this problem is that there is no way to gain access to 
a desired response for the output of the network as would be required to train a traditional neural 
network. There is only a desired response for the hand as a whole, not for individual axon signals. In 
order to overcome these problems, a new algorithm, based on a variety of neural network techniques 
has been developed which appears to solve the mapping problem for a one-to-one descrambling. 

The problem of rerouting axons is analogous to the classical linear assignment problem. We 
wish to assign N input axons to N output axons (N people to N tasks). The assignment can be 
made based on a cost matriz, C, whose coefficients, Ci,j, give the cost, or gain in performance, of 
assigning input axon 7 to the output j. As will be shown, C corresponds to learned information, 
with the coefficients being somewhat analogous to the synaptic weights in a neural network. To 
formulate the assignment it is also necessary to define an assignment matriz, T. The coefficient 
t;,; = 1if input axon 7 is actually assigned to output j, else t;; = 0. T is a sparse matrix since 
there is a single 1 in each row and each column. An optimal assignment is made by minimizing the 
cost function 

N N 

J(C,T) = > cist, (1) 
t=1 7=1 

subject to the constraints 

N 
Sti =] (2) 

t=1 

N 

> tj = 1 (3) 
j=1 

ti; € {0,1} Vi, j (4) 
There are many classical linear programming algorithms to solve this problem. However, C 

may also be used directly to determine the weights for a Hopfield network [18] which may then 
be used as an efficient method to find a “good” solution. What makes the assignment problem 
difficult is that we are never given the cost matrix. Initially there is no knowledge of how individual 
axons are to be assigned. This is similar to a case of the traveling salesman problem in which the 
distances between the cities, the C matrix, is initially unknown. Only the total path length after 
a trial journey to the cities is known. From this, the salesman is expected to learn the best path. 
Learning is reflected in the proper formulation of a cost matrix. 

First define the following parameters: Let E be the average error in the hand’s performance 
over the training period. Let Ex be the instantaneous error for a given volitional command. Then 
€, = E,, — E is a semi-quantitative measure of how well the hand performs for a given command 
relative to past performance. Basically, ¢,, can be thought of as a sub jective measure of how well 
the hand is currently performing. Also define z; as the average impulse frequency or firing rate 
along input axon i during the course of the current command. 

The rule for adapting the elements of the cost matrix can now be defined as follows: 

(cig )ktr = (cis )e + (Acis)x (5) 
(Acij)k = pepziti,; (6) 

The form of this learning algorithm is similar in nature to the LMS algorithm which is used in 
almost all neural networks. Individual cost coefficients are adapted in proportion to the strength 
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Figure 5: Learning curve for axon descrambling simulation. 

of the input; the greater the input the greater its contribution to the total output error. Unlike 

LMS, which adapts each output neuron with respect to an individual error, all coefficient are 

changed in proportion to the total error. This is necessary since the desired output for each axon 

is unavailable. In summary, we adapt the individual cost coefficients associated with the current 

assignment in proportion to the total output error and the input strength at each axon. In this 

way, the cost matrix is adapted to reflect the overall performance of the current assignment. The 

complete sequence of training would proceed as follows: 

1. Start with a random cost matrix. 

2. Use a Hopfield Net to form an initial assignment matrix. 

3. Based on the assignment matrix electronically reroute the axon signals. 

Have the patient give his hand a command (i.e. make a fist). 

Based on the error adapt the coefficients of the cost matrix. 

Based on the new cost matrix use the Hopfield Net to find the new assignment matrix. 

S
O
P
 

Go to step 3. 

This procedure would continue until a suitable level of performance is achieved. This algorithm 

is intuitively motivated. A proof of convergence is unknown and possibly intractable considering 

the qualtitative nature of the error used for adaptation. While it will be years before the algorithm 

can be fully tested on human patients, a learning curve for a computer simulation with 25 axons is 

shown in Figure 5. The simulation assumed a worst case situation in which all axon signals were 
taken to be uncorrelated. For 25 axons there are approximately 1.551 x 102° possible reroutings. 

A complete descrambling was achieved in under 900 attempts. 
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4 Limb Prosthesis 

In an amputation, rerouting neural activity as explained above will be of little use to the patient. 
In this case, the interfaces can be used to establish direct communication to a limb prosthesis (i.e. 
a mechanical hand) ?. 

Interfaces which could presently be applied chronically in a limb prosthesis application can not 
provide access to anything but gross averages of neural activity. Current techniques utilize mechani- 
cal command signals from unaffected tissues (e.g. shoulder movement) or electromyographic (EMG) 
signals from isometric contraction of muscles to control prosthesis movements. Problems commonly 
cited with respect to myoelectric prostheses include lack of reliability of the EMG electrodes (e.g. 
susceptibility to faulty operation in the presence of perspiration), the need to concentrate con- 
stantly on the muscles used to maintain a grip, and the lack of any shear (slippage) force feedback 
(19, 20]. As well, inconsistent placement of the electrodes can make the requisite signal processing 
extremely difficult (20]. In fact, old-fashioned, purely mechanical ”claw” devices, which provide 
rudimentary proprioceptive feedback via their shoulder harnesses (Bowden cables), are preferred 
by many patients over more modern myoelectric prostheses [19]. The problems with these systems 
are all a result of limitations in the available interfaces between the patient and the prosthesis. 

An ideal interface should allow for use of the limb via both the normal efferent (motor) and 
afferent (sensory) neural channels. Furthermore, since the ensemble behavior of the axons in pe- 
ripheral nerves is what allows, for example, the fine motor control of the hand, it is clear that a 
successful interface must provide simultaneous access to the information carried in small groups or 
ultimately individual axons. All these requirements should be met with the current neural interface 
under development. 

4.1 System Overview 

The nature of the signals utilized by the peripheral nervous system to control various hand motions 
are both complicated and case specific. Thus, in order to utilize the thousands of signals available 
from the interfaces, it will be necessary to have an adaptive system capable of both utilizing the 
information content available in the signals and learning how the signals can be used to control 
an existing and fixed mechanical prosthesis. These requirements will be met through the use of 
artificial neural networks. Thus the majority of the burden involved in training will be placed on 
the prosthetic device themselves, rather than the patient. 

A block diagram of a complete prosthesis system is shown in Figure 6, followed by an artist’s 
conception of such a system shown in Figure 7. For efferent signals, following the neural interfaces 
and prior to the neural network, it would be necessary to perform some feature extraction to 
reduce the overall data rate of the system. This is performed in several stages. Initial feature 
extraction would consist of demodulating the neural signals from each microelectrode site on the 
neural interface into numerical representations of their effective axonal firing rates. Within the 
stump, these demodulated signals would be multiplexed into a common signal and then transmitted 
to the external prosthesis hardware via a telemetry system °. Following this, an adaptive feature 
extractor would be utilized to cluster signals into functionally similar groups and then form an 
average demodulated signal for each feature signal. This additional data reduction is necessary to 
reduce the complexity of further processing. Finally, downstream from the feature extractor, an 
  

*For the remainder of this discussion a “prosthesis” will refer to a full artificial limb prosthesis 
*Suitable telemetry systems for bidirectional transmission of data in this application appear to be achievable with 

present technologies. For example, the simultaneous transmission of data and power via high-frequency electromag- 
netic coils has been demonstrated in prosthetic applications [10] 
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Figure 6: Block diagram of a directly interfaced prosthesis system. Signals to and from the neural 

interface for each fascicle are routed by |/O controllers which either demodulate or stimulate as appro- 

priate for each microelectrode site. The data for each fascicle flows through a global multiplexer prior 

to the implanted transceiver. (Each transceiver is depicted as separate transmit (TX) and receive (RX) 
blocks.) Broken areas denote transcutaneous transmission of information. For the efferent channel, 
demodulated neural signals are processed by a feature extractor, followed by a neural network used to 

control the robotic limb. Information from transducers in the robotic limb is mapped onto the afferent 
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    Figure 7: Artist’s conception of a directly interfaced below-the-elbow limb prosthesis. 
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adaptive neural network in the prosthesis would carry out the interpretation of the neural command 
signals and the control of the mechanical systems of the prosthesis. 

For afferent information, signals would be processed in a similar manner, but in a reverse 
direction. Signals from transducers in the prosthesis would be mapped onto the appropriate sensory 
channels using a second adaptive network. The outputs of the adaptive network would consist of 
numerical representations of the desired stimulation rates at the microelectrodes. Signals from 
this network would then be multiplexed into a common signal and transmitted into the stump. 
This information would be demultiplexed and routed to the appropriate microelectrode sites to 
determine their stimulation rates. 

4.2 Training Methodology 

The following technique could be used to establish a basic set of neural command patterns with 
which to train the control of the prosthesis and to simultaneously sort axons into afferent or efferent 
groups. The patient would be asked to mimic, with his or her phantom” hand, a predefined set 
of motions which could be presented using a computer-generated representation of a hand. Several 
records of the neural firing patterns (demodulated as explained below) corresponding to each motion 
would be stored for later use in off-line” training of the feature extractor and neural network control 
system. It may also be useful to have the patient carry out a set of hand motions with a normal 
hand (if present) using a device such as the “data glove” 4 to directly measure the joint angles and 
positions in the state space of the hand. This would allow some of the motions to be defined by 
the patient to better suit his or her individual needs. In order to separate afferent from efferent 
axons, the axonal signals which showed no consistent electrical activity during these tests would 
be classified as afferent. The individual microelectrode sites corresponding to them could then be 
defined as sites for stimulation if the prosthesis is to be equipped with sensory input transducers. 
The process for incorporating sensory capability in the prosthesis will require a separate procedure. 
While the characteristics of the transducers on the prosthesis itself will be known, sorting out the 
different classes of afferent fibers (tactile sense, proprioception, pain and temperature sense) is likely 
to be a much more arduous task. The major difficulty would be that the user, when presented with 
various stimuli would somehow have to report his or her perceptions to the sorting algorithm. A 
proposed method for training sensory information into the prosthesis which also utilizes a neural 
network will be presented in a later section. 

5 Feature Extraction 

5.1 Initial Data Reduction: Demodulation 

Since the information contained in the peripheral nervous system is encoded using pulse-frequency 
modulation and recruitment °, only the presence and rate of occurrence of individual action poten- 
tials would need be detected in efferent signals. Axon firing rates for normal levels of excitation fall 
within the range of 5 - 100 action potentials per second {26] with a conservative upper limit of 500 
Hz. If each microelectrode site was equipped with a simple circuit for registering the occurrence 
of an action potential signal (threshold detection) between sampling intervals, it could be assumed 
that scanning the array at 500 Hz would provide all of the necessary information. This is in con- 
trast to the sampled recording of action potential waveforms, which have frequency components 
extending out to approximately 10 KHz and hence require a higher sampling rate. 
  

*The data glove is a device worn on the human hand and is used for measuring joint angles [25]. 
*Recruitment refers to increasing the number of active motor units. 
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Figure 8: Graph showing the decrease in net data bandwidth with increasing number of encoding bits 

used to store the frequency of action potentials at a given microelectrode site. 

In considering efferent data reduction, one can observe that the action potential frequency 

may be relatively high for each axon, while the rate of change of this frequency with changing 

commands for desired motions will generally be much lower. These commands (symbols) have a 

low data rate due to the relatively long mechanical time constants of the musculoskeletal system. 

6 If one attempts to perform a repetitive simple hand motion, such as tapping the index finger 

against a tabletop as rapidly as possible, the maximum rate is a few Hertz. Thus the number of 

action potentials over a given sampling interval could be converted to a numerical or demodulated 

representation of the average firing rate without undue loss of information. The output data rate 

for each microelectrode site would then be the product of the number of data bits used to specify 

the firing rate and the reciprocal of the sampling interval. Mathematically, this is expressed as, 

  (7) 

where DRdemog is the demodulated data rate, N is the number of bits used to specify the firing 

rate of the demodulated signals, and DR,o, is the raw data rate. A plot of this function is shown 

in Figure 8. The cost of adding encoding bits is both one of increased power dissipation and of 

increased real estate usage on the integrated circuit. The benefit in terms of reduced bandwidth is 

clear. 

In order to estimate the total efferent bandwidth for the system, one first needs to consider the 

total number of axonal signal sources. Referring to the intraneural (fascicle) maps of Sunderland 

(22, 23]. it can be seen that the radial nerve is divided into 8-10 fascicles near the elbow. The 

ulnar nerve is divided into approximately 13 fascicles, and the median nerve into approximately 

14, at this level. Thus roughly forty monofascicular neural interfaces would be required, for a total 

of 40,000 microelectrode signals. Assuming that half of these are efferent, with each site being 

sampled at 500 Hz, and a 5-bit symbol sample rate of 16 Hz, the system data rate would be only 

1.6 Mbits/s (versus the raw signal data rate of 10.2 Mbit/s). For a slower-responding prosthesis 
  

6 And perhaps by bandwidth limits of the cerebrum and cerebellum which evolved concurrently and presumably 

without needless excess speed. 
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with an 8-bit encoding and a 2 Hz symbol sample rate, the system data rate would be only 320 

Kbits/s (roughly a 60-fold reduction). 
The demodulation of the action potential stream, from each microelectrode site, into its re- 

spective numerical signal strength could be accomplished by several methods. One such method 

would use what amounts to frequency counters for each axon. Either digital counters or analog 
charge-integrators could be utilized for this purpose. The digital counters would simply count ac- 
tion potentials over a given sampling period (each would require a comparator or the multiplexed 

output of a shared fast comparator for its clock). Each counter would be interrogated and then 

reset for the next sampling period. Another method, suggested by Franz [19], consists of the se- 

quential storage of bits corresponding to the individual action potentials as time sequences for each 

microelectrode site ’. Encoding logic could quickly scan the time histories for each site and output 

the desired numerically encoded rate value. 

In a two-way neural interface, afferent information would be conveyed to the PNS as low-data- 

rate commands to stimulation circuitry located in the neural interface. This information would 

be encoded by a sensory mapper which would map signals from transducers in the prosthesis into 

pulse-frequency modulated signals for stimulation. 

To minimize the problem of power dissipation into the neural tissue, the inclusion of the de- 

modulation and telemetry functions in the circuitry of the neural interfaces would be avoided. 

The demodulators would be implemented in separate, synchronized companion chips, located in 

less thermally sensitive areas. The outputs from the microelectrode sites’ demodulators would be 

scanned sequentially at the appropriate sampling intervals and routed to the telemetry circuits. 

Relatively high-power circuits could be located in such areas as alongside blood vessels or attached 

to bone. The implanted telemetry circuits could also be affixed to bone in order to facilitate heat 

dissipation if necessary. 

5.2 Efferent Signal Clustering 

In the normal neuromuscular system, thousands of functionally similar axons innervate a single 

group of muscle fibers to regulate its overall contraction. While individual signals could be applied 

directly as input to the neural network, this would be an unnecessary complication. From an 

engineering standpoint, we are interested only in the total muscular force level. It should thus be 

possible to perform massive data reduction by clustering the individual microelectrode site signals 

into functionally similar groups. The average firing rate within each cluster can then be used as 
a single representative signal for that cluster. The average of the demodulated signals from each 

cluster will henceforth be referred to as a feature extracted signal. 

Ideally we would want only one feature extracted signal corresponding to each muscle in the 

hand. However, it will probably be necessary to have several feature extracted signals for each 
muscle to account for such factors as motor neuron size and recruitment order. This corresponds to 

simply grouping the individual axons into finer clusters. The number of necessary feature extracted 

signals will ultimately be determined by both the physiology of the human hand and the dexterity 

capabilities of the prosthesis mechanism to be used. This data reduction subsystem is shown in 

Figure 6 in relation to the overall prosthetic system. It is estimated that this subsystem will enable 
a reduction in data by roughly two orders of magnitude. 

The time histories of the axon firing rates, recorded from the patient as previously described, 
  

"The memory required per neural interface, based on the above estimates, is less than that of the now obsolete 64 
K-bit dynamic RAM memory. Thus, for all forty fascicles a 2 M-bit RAM would be sufficient. (For 1,024 sites per 
neural interface and a 10 Hz sampling rate of the microelectrode time sequences, 64 storage locations per site would 

be adequate with a 500 Hz maximum action potential rate.) 
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will comprise a set of training vectors for the clustering algorithm. The dimension of the input 
vectors is extremely large corresponding to the sampling period and interval over which the time 
histories are recorded. The number of signals corresponds to the number of efferent microelectrode 
sites. The goal is to cluster the sites into groups which are highly correlated. This clustering can 
be performed in many ways, using a traditional approach such as the Linde-Buzo-Gray (LBG) 
algorithm [27] used in vector quantization, or a neural network approach such as Kohonen’s self 
organizing feature maps [28]. 

After training, the microelectrode signals will be clustered into groups which have similar time 
histories. Thus the axons should be functionally grouped according the various muscles that they 
originally controlled. It is important to note that the adaptive process by which the clusters are 
determined is performed only once and off-line, using a computer. Once the appropriate cluster 
for each axon site is identified, the information is used to program the actual feature extraction 
subsystem. The programmed subsystem merely needs to average the firing rates from each axon site 
within each known cluster during normal operation. This average firing rate for the cluster forms 
the feature extracted signal which can then be used as input to the next stage of the prosthetic 
system, the neural network. 

A possible hardware implementation for the feature extractor would entail the use of digital logic 
to compute the feature extracted signals. Each microelectrode site would be assigned a numerical 
mapping address corresponding to the cluster into which it had been classified. As the demodulated 
outputs from the microelectrode arrays are scanned by the feature extractor circuitry, the mapping 
addresses could act as pointers to summing registers into which each demodulated output would 
be added. These cluster sums, normalized by the number of microelectrode signals within each 
cluster, would represent the feature extracted signals at the end of each scan through the array. 
With such an implementation, the off-line adaptation of the feature extractor would merely produce 
a look-up-table of mapping addresses. These mapping addresses could then be downloaded into a 
non-volatile memory structure within the feature extractor to enable its operation. 

More sophisticated feature extraction methods have also been considered but appear to be 
impractical. In EMG analysis, for example, signals are often modeled as ARMA (auto-regressive 
moving-average) processes [29]. One then uses a Bayesian classifier based on the parameters of the 
ARMA model to map neural commands onto a limited number of control sequences. Unfortunately 
this method is usually limited to on/off control with the intensity (force or velocity) being regulated 
by signal power. Also, extracting the ARMA parameters cannot be done on-line. A short time 
window of data must be stored and then processed. This results in unavoidable time delays. 
Furthermore, an EMG measures muscular activity which is based on an ensemble of neural activity. 
It is thus naturally amenable to stochastic analysis. Since we are working at a higher resolution 
than EMG signals, we would require a more sophisticated stochastic model for feature extraction. 
However, stochastic models are not a feasible option when considering the number of microelectrode 
sites involved. In addition, they do nothing to reduce the total number of distinct signals in the 
system. 

6 Efferent Neural Network Interface 

In the prosthetic system, the neural network would act as the bridge between the neural signals 
and the actual robotic hand. It can be considered as the intelligent interface between man and 
machine. Its function is to interpret the microelectrode signals and drive the robotic hand so as to 
make the use of the prosthesis transparent to the patient. To the patient, controlling the prosthesis 
should seem the same as controlling the original hand. 

The training of the neural network will be done completely off-line using computer models of 
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Figure 9: Block diagram of a proposed neural network based prosthesis controller. 

the neural network and signal recordings made while the patient mimics desired hand movements. 
The patient’s hand motions are sensed using a data glove whose outputs are used to form a desired 

response for the neural network. Once the neural network computer model is trained, the values of 

the synaptic weights can be downloaded to the actual neural network hardware. The customization 

of the prosthetic system for the individual patient should then be complete. However, additional 

training cycles may be necessary to emphasize certain motions to achieve fine motor control. 

Prior to describing in detail the design of the neural network, it is necessary to briefly discuss how 

the CNS uses axons to control a limb. Simplistically, agonist and antagonist muscle contractions 
determine tendon tensions resulting in joint torques which ultimately determine limb position. 
Muscular activity is, of course, directly related to neural activity. The multiple axons associated 

with a single muscle regulate its contraction. A muscle is typically modeled as a simple second order 

dynamic system. A static hand and arm position corresponds to an equilibrium point in both neural 

and muscular activity. During the course of a movement the CNS specifies a virtual trajectory [30]. 

A point along the virtual trajectory corresponds to what the limb position would be, given that 

the current neural activity specifies an equilibrium point. The virtual and true trajectories are 

related through the inherent inertial and viscoelastic properties of the limb and muscles. (In other 

words, the virtual trajectory is the control input to a dynamic system, the output of which is the 

actual trajectory.) The underlying principle which dictates the necessary virtual trajectory control 

is believed to be a simple smoothness constraint on the limb trajectory [30]. 
It is thus clear what the neural network must accomplish. The network is provided with a 

set of neural recordings (the feature extracted signals) which contain information about the virtual 
trajectory, and the corresponding desired true trajectory (taken from data glove measurements). In 

order to control the robotic hand, the neural network must be capable of extracting and internally 

learning the original hand dynamics. In addition, it must be capable of compensating for the fixed 
dynamics of the robotic hand as it learns the proper control of the prosthesis. With the above in 

mind, we now propose two methods of implementing the neural control system. 

6.1 Neural Control System 

The first system shown in Figure 9 is attractive in its simplicity. A single feedforward layered 
neural network is used to both interpret the feature extracted signals and drive the robotic hand 

(RH). The output of the neural network corresponds to input levels for the various actuators 

which directly control torques or tensions in the mechanical hand. Training can be accomplished 

using a variation of the backpropagation through time algorithm [31]. This is a non-linear control 
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Figure 10: Block diagram of a neural network as configured for non-linear system identification to form 
an emulator for the robotic hand. 

problem similar to the Truck-Backer-Upper problem ® with some important differences. First of 
all, the inputs to the system are not simple command step functions, but complicated neural inputs 
which contain virtual trajectory information. In fact, it is somewhat misleading to think of the 
neural network as a controller. The CNS is the actual controller. The neural network is more of 
a dynamic precompensator to the mechanical system which insures the CNS control signals are 
properly interpreted. Furthermore, during training a desired response is available throughout the 
entire trajectory. This is in contrast to many control problems which only specify an end point. 
Thus, to properly adapt the network, it is necessary to use both the instantaneous tra jectory error 
and prior gradients accumulated while brackpropagating through the system from previous time 
steps. 

This training algorithm also requires a model of the robotic hand. This is necessary since the 
known desired response occurs at the output of the mechanical hand and not at the output of 
the neural network. In order to formulate the appropriate desired response for the output of the 
network, one needs the Jacobian transformation which relates small changes in the neural network 
output to small changes in the mechanical hand output. 

In general, detailed modeling (e.g. coriolis, centrifugal, and mass matrix terms) for existing 
robotic systems are not readily available. As an alternative, one can form a neural network emulator 
of the RH. Using a neural network in a non-linear system identification mode is illustrated in 
Figure 10. One can then use backpropagation through the emulator to form the necessary desired 
response for the neural network. 

6.2 Neural Interpreter System 

As an alternative to the above approach, which requires the modeling of the RH, a second system is 
proposed which involves decoupling of the interpretation of axon signals from the low level control 
of the RH (see Figure 11). This allows one design of the neural network interpreter virtually 
independent of all robotic hand modeling considerations. 

Existing robotic hands normally utilize low level control systems (LLCS). The LLCS for the 
Utah/MIT Hand [33] includes 16 variable-loop-gain position servos to operate the finger joints 
  

®The Truck-Backer- Upper problem is a non-linear control problem in which a neural network is trained to back a 
truck up to a loading dock [32]. 
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Figure 11: Block diagram of the multi-level scheme for the neural network prosthesis controller. 

and 32 variable-loop-gain tension servos. For example, as input to the LLCS one can specify 

independently a specific joint angle. The LLCS is designed to insure that the desired angle is 
achieved. 

Achieving higher level control of the RH using a LLCS can be accomplished via teleoperation 

(i.e. a human operator using a data glove). A simple linear transformation can be used to map 

anthropomorphic joint angles from the data glove to robotic joint angles for input to the LLCS. 

This transformation (referred to as the anthropomorphic/robotic or A/R transformation) is easily 

found by performing a least-squares fit over a predefined set of anthropomorphic hand poses with 

the desired robotic hand poses 9 [34]. 
Returning to the prosthetic system of Figure 11, it would now be necessary for the neural 

network to act only as an interpreter whose outputs correspond to the joint states of the anthro- 

pomorphic hand. Since the desired hand states that must be recorded for training the prosthesis 

may be taken directly from a data glove, there is now a one-to-one correspondence between the 

measurements taken and the desired output of the neural network. The neural network can then 

be adapted using backpropagation without the need for a model of the RH to be controlled. Note, 

backpropagation through time is still required due to the state feedback from the output of the 

neural network. Once trained, the output of the neural network feeds into the A/R transformation 
which produces inputs for the LLCS that ultimately drives the RH. 

Thus it would be possible to initially train the prosthetic system without any need for an 
actual robotic hand and/or model. It is important to note, however, that the neural network must 

be trained on trajectory information so as to be able to extract the original hand dynamics. If 

one merely trains static mappings from neural activity into desired joint angles then one is in 

essence training the network to learn equilibrium points. In this case, during actual trajectory 

formation, the network’s output will correspond to the virtual trajectory rather than the actual 

desired trajectory. This could, in fact, be desirable if the composite LLCS and RH dynamic 

system could be made to correspond to actual human hand dynamics. In this case the virtual 

neural trajectory formed by.the CNS would be transformed into a virtual joint trajectory by the 

neural network which would then be transformed into the actual trajectory by the LLCS and RH. 

Unfortunately, it would be incorrect to assume that the mechanical prosthesis could be designed 
to match the dynamic properties of a human limb. 

Initially, it is more reasonable to assume that the dynamics of the LLCS and RH are fast enough 
  

9A transformation which includes both joint angle and joint stiffness will probably be desirable. This will require 
further research in order to implement. 
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to be ignored. In this case, without appreciable mechanical time constants, the neural network 
output must be made to correspond to the actual trajectory. This resulting inability to adaptively 
specify the overall dynamic characteristics, including robotic dynamics, is a minor drawback to this 
scheme. ‘The patient’s own ability to compensate for a “mismatch” in dynamics will need to be 
studied. However, it is evident that a person can easily compensate for fluctuations in dynamics in 
the natural hand as demonstrated by the ease with which we can manipulate objects. 

It may appear from Figure 11 that control of the prosthesis is essentially being performed in an 
open loop fashion. Feedback does occur, however, both visually and through the afferent pathways. 
Even in the natural hand no feedback occurs internal to the hand itself. 

7 Afferent Neural Network Sensory Mapper 

The mapping of signals from transducers in the prosthesis onto the afferent neural channels would 

be controlled by a neural network based sensory mapper. The prosthesis could readily be equipped 

with transducers for tactile sensation, force, joint angle, temperature, and other sensory modalities. 

Utilizing such transducers would require the assignment of their output signals to neural pathways 

of the appropriate sensory modalities and perceived locations on the prosthesis. 

The input to the neural network corresponds to the transducer outputs whose characteristics 

will be known. Forming the desired response for the network, however, will require the knowledge 
of the sensory modality with which each afferent microelectrode site is associated. The process 

of sorting out the various sensory modalities will likely prove to be a more difficult task than 

the utilization of the efferent information. Fortunately, the biological organization of the PNS is 

such that the fascicles are somewhat distinct in terms of dermatomes, muscles, tendons and joints 

innervated. Utilizing fascicle function maps such as those of Sunderland [22, 23] and Jabaley, et al 
[24], the fascicles could at least be tentatively identified and this information utilized to speed their 

initial classifications (or to coordinate the global functions of simple prostheses) using techniques 

described below. Thus the gross somatotopic location of each neural interface would likely be known 

as the nerve and perhaps the fascicle into which each interface were implanted would be known at 

the time of surgery. A proposed method for determining the modality and perceived location of 

each afferent microelectrode site involves a process of systematic stimulation as outlined below. 

Initially the perceived locations of the entire group of afferent sites on each neural interface 
would be verified by their stimulation en masse. The patient would report the location at which 
the sensation appears. At this point, low-resolution areas of perceived sensation, or fascicular 

dermatomes, would be known and may well prove adequate for initial prostheses. The subdivision 

of each fascicular dermatome into higher-resolution regions and perhaps distinct sensory modalities 
could subsequently be attempted. 

Stimulation of small groups of microelectrode sites, in numbers chosen such that they are at 
or slightly above the perceptual threshold, should allow the patient to indicate more precisely the 
locations of the perceived stimuli. While it is presently unknown if distinct modalities could be 
resolved in this fashion, future experimentation will undoubtedly yield a better understanding of 
how this could be accomplished. Currently one can only speculate about what the patient would 
actually perceive under stimulation. The only reports of such work known at this time (35, 36], 
indicate that only “tingling sensations” were described under gross stimulation of nerves. 

Regardless of the ultimate resolution at which stimuli could be delivered to the patient, a neural 
network sensory mapper would be required to correctly distribute signals from the transducers on 
the prosthesis to the neural interfaces. The neural network inputs would be the transducer signals 
and the outputs would be numerical values representing the stimulus intensity required at each 
microelectrode site. These numerical outputs would be transmitted transcutaneously, as shown 
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in Figure 6, and converted to pulse-frequency modulated streams of stimulus current pulses by 
implanted circuitry. 

In order to train the neural network sensory mapper, one could use the stimulation intensities 
at each microelectrode site associated with perceived sensory locations and modalities (determined 
as described above) for the training set of desired outputs. The corresponding inputs would be 
derived from the known characteristics of the transducers used. Given this training set, the feed- 
forward neural network could be trained to form an appropriate mapping from transducers to the 
microelectrode sites. Initial training could be done off-line, with fine tuning carried out with the 
interaction of the patient. 

8 Additional Applications for Neural Network Interfaces 
Additional uses for the neural interfaces and processing circuitry would be abundant. Once the 
prosthesis interface is established, the processing circuitry could be trained for alternative devices 
which could be connected to the patient. Thus the neural interface and associated circuits would 
constitute an extremely versatile man/machine interface. 

Control of mechanical devices could be accomplished without the mechanical lag of the hand. 
For example, the control surfaces of an aircraft could be directly mapped to hand motions. Sensory 
ranges could be compressed or expanded to suit many applications. Microscopic manipulations, 
such as those of microsurgery, could be mapped into perceived macroscopic motions. New sense 
modalities could also be introduced. For example, radiation could be sensed using the appropriate 
transducers and mapped into temperature sensations. It should be noted that since information is 
bidirectionally transmitted into and out of the neural interfaces in a form suitable for telemetry, 
remote operation would also be inherently possible in these and other applications. 

In addition, these devices will allow for a great deal of basic science research which should 
answer fundamental questions regarding the nature of neural information conveyed by the PNS. 

9 Conclusion 

This article has presented an overview of the neural interface technology under development by 
this group. Also presented was the use of such interfaces in nerve repair as well as proposed 
implementations for direct neural network interfaced hand prostheses. Naturally, other types of 
limb prostheses could eventually be realized using similar approaches. In order to achieve the goal 
of realistic and cost-effective devices, an active effort is being made to avoid the use of expensive 
and esoteric materials and fabrication processes. | 

The effort to realize such a prosthesis is a long-term, multidisciplinary project. It is expected 
that it will be on the order of a decade before clinically useful devices can be produced. In the 
meantime, it is hoped that some of the technologies developed in the course of the overall project 
will find uses in rehabilitation and basic science research. 
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Time—the Essential Dimension 

Carver Mead 

The architectures of animal nervous systems are shaped by evolution and carried in the genetic code. The essential quality of such an architecture is that it must learn from the environment in which the animal lives. The single common element of learning is the time coincidence in the arrival of nerve impulses. The arrival of one impulse or burst of impulses closely followed by another is taken by the nervous system as evidence for a cause-and-effect relationship between the two. This paradigm has proven effective because much of the animal’s world experience consists of temporally coherent phenomenon. All laws of physics can be phrased in terms of the expected evolution of objects in the world through time. These physical laws are the source of coherence in sensory input, which drives the fine-grained organization of the developing nervous system. Marr and others have emphasized the constraints that the laws of physics exert on what sensory input is possible. More recently it is becoming clear that these same laws of physics constrain the possible architectures of the brain itself. Highly effective computing structures result when the representation within the nervous system takes advantage of these physical laws to mirror the behavior of the physical world. 
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Self-Organizing Neural Architectures for Motion Perception, 
Adaptive Sensory-Motor Control, and Associative Mapping 

Stephen Grossberg 
Center for Adaptive Systems, Boston University 

111 Cummington Street, Boston, MA 02215 

1. Introduction 

This lecture will describe recent results that are based upon two lines of previous 
research: the Grossberg and Rudd (1989) Motion OC Filter, which has been used to 
explain and predict data concerning short-range and long-range apparent motion; and the 
Bullock and Grossberg (1988a, 1988b) Vector-Integration-To Endpoint, or VITE, neural 
command circuit, which has been used to explain and predict data concerning arm and 
speech articulator trajectories and self-organization of associative maps. 

2. Experimental Evidence for a Motion OC Filter 

Part I of the lecture will describe analyses by Grossberg and Rudd of additional prop- 
erties of apparent motion that lend further support to the Motion OC Filter. These 
properties include a unified explanation of Korte’s Laws (Korte, 1915), delta (or reverse) 
motion (Kolers, 1972), visual inertia (Anstis and Ramachandran, 1987), and competitive 
selection of motion pathways (Burt and Sperling, 1981). 

3. CC Loop: Cooperation and Resonance During Emergent Segmentation 

Properties of coherent motion segmentation may be derived by attaching the Motion 
OC Filter to a cooperative-competitive feedback loop called the CC Loop. Grossberg 
and Mingolla (1985a, 1985b) have suggested that the CC Loop plays a key role during 
static form perception. Their predictions have recently received additional support from 
neurophysiological experiments demonstrating cooperative sharpening of receptive fields by 
cortical interactions (Peterhans and von der Heydt, 1989) and cortical resonance during 
cooperative linking of oriented receptive fields (Eckhorn et al, 1988; Gray et al, 1989). 
Here CC Loop circuits are suggested to also play a basic role in motion segmentation, 
notably in motion capture by real and illusory boundaries of global surface properties 
(Ramachandran, 1985, 1986). 

The Motion OC Filter and CC Loop comprise a Motion Boundary Contour System 
(BCS). This system generates motion segmentations that are insensitive to direction-of- 
contrast but sensitive to direction-of-motion. The BCS for static form perception generates 
segmentations that are insensitive to direction-of-contrast and insensitive to direction-of- 
motion. Why are both systems needed? Why not just use a Motion BCS? 

4. The Symmetric Unfolding of Cortical Opponent Processes 

A further analysis suggest why cortical systems for the analysis of both static form and 
moving form exist (Grossberg, 1989). These parallel systems compute all possible ways 
of symmetrically gating opponent pairs of sustained cells with transient cells to generate 
output signals that are insensitive to direction-of-contrast. The result is a symmetric Four 
Fold Way (Figure 1) that constrains the development of visual cortex. Opponent cell pairs 
in the static OC filter define complex/orientation/on-cells and complex/orientation /off- 
cells. Opponent cell paits in the Motion OC Filter define complex/direction cells. Using 
this scheme, opponent cell pairs in the static BCS define orientations that differ by 90° as 
opposites, and in the motion BCS define directions that differ by 180° as opposites. When 
these opponent cell pairs are embedded into gated dipole opponent processes (Grossberg, 
1982, 1988), their antagonistic rebounds clarify data about negative afterimages of Moiré 
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Figure 1. Four-fold symmetry of orientation cells and direction cells: Oriented sustained cells that are sensitive to direction-of-contrast are gated by transient on-cells and off-cells before being combined into opponent pairs of orientation cells and direction cells whose output signals are independent of direction-of- contrast. 

patterns (MacKay, 1957), the waterfall illusion (Sekuler, 1975), adaptation of the short- range motion system (Anstis and Mather, 1985), and the existence of opponent direction hypercolumns in MT (Albright, Desimone, and Gross, 1984). 

5. Preattentive Resonance and Reset 
Another consequence is rapid reset of resonating segmentations. The CC Loop is capable of nonlinear resonance due to its positive feedback loops. Such resonant feedback generates a sharp and stable segmentation of a scene. It could also cause a perseverative neural trace that could prevent rapid adjustment to changing scenes. Opponent cell pairs capable of antagonistic rebound in response to input offset can rapidly reset a resonating Segmentation and prepare it to form the next segmentation with minimal bias. Coexistence of persistent resonance and rapid reset is hereby achieved using preattentive mechanisms, rather than the attentive mechanisms of Adaptive Resonance Theory. 

6. A Self-Organizing VITE Circuit 
Part II of the lecture will derive architectures for self-organization of sensory-motor coordination. The Bullock and Grossberg (1988a) VITE model generates synchronous, variable-speed trajectories of a multi-jointed limb in response to a target position command (TPC) and a GO signal, or a sequence thereof. Several components of this circuit are in close accord with recent neurophysiological data: TPCs with parietal cortex (Hyvarinen, 1982; Lynch, 1980), the GO signal with globus pallidus (Horak and Anderson, 1984a, 1984b), and the difference vector (DV) with motor cortex (Georgopoulos, Kettner, and Schwartz, 1988; Georgopoulos, Schwartz, and Kettner, 1986). See Bullock and Grossberg 
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Figure 2. An AVITE circuit: The left column schematizes an endogenous generator of random training 
vectors composed of gated dipoles. The On channels (+ superscript) generate random unbiased training 
vectors, while the Off channels (-) activate the pauser gate.The right column shows how the endogenous 
generator influences VITE learning. The endogenous generator inputs random vectors to the Present Position 
Command (PPC), where they are integrated until the pauser gate is activated. Inputs to the On channels 

of the generator then terminate, the Now Print (NP) channel is inhibited, and the PPC is copied into the 
TPC. Then learning in the TPC-—-DV pathway zeroes the DV, and thereby adaptively calibrates TPC—DV 
signals to be computed in the same coordinates as PPC—DV signals. When the On channel transmitter 
gates recover, the cycle begins again. 

(1988a, 1988b, 1989) and Grossberg and Kuperstein (1989) for further discussion. Bullock 
and Grossberg (1988b) have also outlined how the VITE circuit TPC may be activated 
during eye-hand coordination via an intermodal associative map by TPCs of the eye-head 
system. These results have recently been extended to show how VITE parameters are 
adaptively self-calibrated and how intermodal associative maps are learned through a self- 
organizing process. 

7. The Role of Circular Reactions in Sensory-Motor Self-Organization 

These analyses clarify how a child, or infant robot, can learn to reach for objects that 

it sees. Piaget (1963) has provided basic insights with his concept of a circular reaction. 
When an infant makes internally generated movements of his hand, the eyes automatically 
follow this motion. As he fixates the hand at a variety of positions, a transformation is 

learned between the eye-head system and the hand-arm system. As learning progresses, 
the reverse transformation is also learned, eventually enabling the child to touch what 
he sees. Thus the circular reaction is based upon endogenously generated actions whose 
commands are correlated with sensory feedback by means of an associative transform. 

Grossberg and Kuperstein (1986, 1989) showed how eye movements in response to 

visual inputs could correct their parameters based upon visual error signals. Gaudiano 

and Grossberg (1990a, 1990b) have shown how the arm movement system can, without 
an external teacher, endogenously generate movements whose consequences are used to 
adaptively self-tune internal parameters of the arm’s VITE circuit and to generate the 

data that are used to learn an intermodal associative transformation. Kuperstein (1988) 

has also utilized circular reactions to learn an eye-hand transformation. His model also 

builds upon Grossberg and Kuperstein (1986), but the circuits described herein differ from 
his. 

The adaptive VITE circuit, also called an AVITE circuit, is schematized in Figure 
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2. It includes a self-regulating generator of random training vectors that can be used 
to learn sensory-motor or motor-motor transformations during a circular reaction. The 
generator is biphasic: The generation of each vector induces a complementary quiescent 
phase during which learning occurs. Then a new vector is generated and the cycle repeats 
itself. This biphasic behavior is controlled by a specialized gated dipole circuit (Figure 2). 
The remainder of the AVITE circuit design shows how adaptive parameter learning and 
random vector search can be combined into a fully self-organizing system. The result is 
a specialized type of adaptive vector encoder (Grossberg, 1988) whereby an autonomous 
agent may relearn its operating parameters while in the field. How intermodal associative 
maps self-organize between AVITE TPCs and other interna] representations will also be 
discussed. 
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ART 3 HIERARCHICAL SEARCH: CHEMICAL TRANSMITTERS IN 
SELF-ORGANIZING PATTERN RECOGNITION ARCHITECTURES 

Gail A. Carpenter and Stephen Grossberg 
Center for Adaptive Systems, Boston University 

111 Cummington Street, Boston, MA 02215 

1. Introduction 

A model to implement parallel search of compressed or distributed pattern recognition 
codes in a neural network hierarchy is described. The search process functions well with 
either fast learning or slow learning, and can robustly cope with sequences of asynchronous 
input patterns in real-time. The search process emerges when computational properties 
of the chemical synapse, such as transmitter accumulation, release. inactivation, and mod- 
ulation, are embedded within an Adaptive Resonance Theory architecture called ART 3. 
Formal analogs of ions such as Nat and Ca7* control nonlinear feedback interactions that 
enable presynaptic transmitter dynamics to model the postsynaptic short term memory rep- 
resentation of a pattern recognition code. Reinforcement feedback can modulate the search 
process by altering the ART 3 vigilance parameter or directly engaging the search mecha- 
nism. The search process is a form of hypothesis testing capable of discovering appropriate 
representations of a nonstationary input environment. 

2. Equations for Transmitter Production, Release, and Inactivation 
The search mechanism works well if it possesses a few basic properties. These properties 

can be realized using one of several closely related sets of equations, with corresponding 
differences in biophysical interpretation. An illustrative system of simplified equations is 
described below. Equations (1)-(3) govern the dynamics of the variables =,;.ujj, vij, and 7; 

at the ij** pathway and j** node of an ART 3 system. 

Presynaptic Transmitter 

  a = (zi; — uij) — uij[release rate] (1) 

Bound Transmitter 

oii = —v;; + ui; [release rate] if reset = 0 (2) 

vij(t) = 0 if reset >> 1 

Postsynaptic Activation 

i tiy + [intrafield feedback] if reset = 0 

rj(t) = 
0 if reset >> l. 
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87-16960). 
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3. Transmitter Release Rate 
ART Search Hypothesis 1: 

Presynaptic transmitter u;; is released at a rate jointly proportional to the presynaptic signal 
5; and a function f(x;) of the postsynaptic activity. That is, in equations (1) and (2), 

release rate = S;f(z;). (+) 

In the simulations, f(z;) is linear above a small negative threshold. 

The form factor S;f(zj;) may be compared to interactions between voltages and ions, 
where 5; depends upon Nat; f(z;) on Ca*+; and transmitter release on their joint fluxes. 

4. System Dynamics at Input Onset: An Approximately Linear Filter 
Assume that u;;(0) = =; and 3;(0) = v,;(0) = 0. During a time interval ¢ = OT 

immediately after a signal S; arrives at the synapse, the ART equations approximate a 
linear filter: 

  
dv;; - 
W = 214;5;f(0) (5) 

and so 
vij(t) = A(t)Sj2;; for times t = OF. (6) 

By (3) and (6), 

zj(t) = >- A (t)Sjzj; = K(t)S-z; for times t = 07. (7) 
$ 

5. System Dynamics After Intrafield Feedback: Amplification 
of Transmitter Release by Postsynaptic Potential 

In the next time interval. the intrafield feedback signal contrast-enhances the initial signal 
pattern (7) via equation (3) and amplifies the total activity. These intrafield nonlinearities, 
coupled with the nonlinear transmitter dynamics described below. correct coding errors by 
triggering a parallel search, allow the system to respond adaptively to reinforcement, and 
rapidly reset to changing input patterns. Term wij 5; f(rj) for the amount of transmitter 
released per unit time implies that the original incoming weighted signal =;;5; is distorted 
both by depletion of presynaptic transmitter uj; and by the activity rj; of the postsynaptic 
cell. In particular, once activity in a postsynaptic cell becomes large, this activity dominates 
the transmitter release rate, via the term f(z;). Thus, although linear filtering properties 
initially determine the small-amplitude activity pattern of the target field, once intrafield 
feedback amplifies and contrast-enhances the postsynaptic activity z j,1t plays a major role 
in determining the amount of released transmitter v; j- The postsynaptic activity pattern 
across the field that represents the recognition code is imparted to the pattern of released 
transmitter, which then also represents the recognition code, rather than the initial filtered 
pattern S - z;. 

6. System Dynamics During Reset: Inactivation of 
Bound Transmitter Channels 

The dynamics of transmitter release implied by the ART Search Hypothesis 1 can be 
used to implement the reset process, by postulating the 

ART Search Hypothesis 2: 
The nonspecific reset signal quickly inactivates postsynaptic membrane channels at which 
transmitter is bound. 

The reset signal in equations (2) and (3) may be interpreted as assignment of a large 
value to the inactivation rate of bound transmitter in a manner analogous to the action of 
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a neuromodulator. Inactivation breaks the strong intrafield feedback loops that implement 
ART 3 matching and contrast-enhancement. 

Following inactivation, the pattern of released transmitter forms a representation of the 
postsynaptic recognition code. The reset signal implies that the system has judged this 
code to be erroneous, according to some criterion. The ART Search Hypothesis 1 implies 
that the largest concentrations of bound extracellular transmitter are adjacent to the nodes 
which most actively represent this erroneous code. The ART Search Hypothesis 2 therefore 
implies that the reset process selectively removes transmitter from pathways leading to the 
erroneous representation. 

After the reset wave has acted, the system is biased against activation of the same 
nodes, or features, in the next time interval: Whereas the transmitter signal pattern S- u; 
originally sent to target nodes at times t = 0+ was proportional to S-z;, as in equation (6), 
the transmitter signal pattern S-u, after the reset event is no longer proportional to S - z;. 
Instead, it is selectively biased against those features that were previously active. The new 
signal pattern S-u; will lead to selection of another contrast-enhanced representation, which 
may or may not then be reset. This search process continues until an acceptable match is 
found, possibly through the selection of a previously inactive representation. This search 
process is relatively easy to implement, requiring no new nodes or pathways beyond those 
already present in ART 2 modules. It is also robust, since it does not require tricky timing 
or calibration. 

7. ART 3 Simulations: Mismatch Reset and Input Reset of STM Choices 

The computer simulation summarized in Figure 1 illustrates three ART 3 system vari- 
ables as they evolve through time. The time axis (t) runs from the top to the bottom of 
the square. A vector pattern, indexed by 7 or j, is plotted horizontally at each fixed time. 
Within each square, the value of a variable at each time is represented by the length of a 
side of a square centered at that point. In each figure. part (a) plots ys), the normalized 

STM variables at layer 1 of a field F.. Part (b) plots >; wee , the total amount of transmitter 

released, bottom-up, in paths from all F, nodes to the jth F, node. Part (c) plots 5°; ve, 

the total amount of transmitter released, top-down. in paths from all F, nodes to the 7th Fj, 
node. The ART Search Hypothesis 1 implies that the net bottom-up transmitter pattern in 
part (b) reflects the STM pattern of F, in part (a); and that the net top-down transmitter 
pattern in part (c) reflects the STM pattern of Fy. 

In Figure 1, the vigilance parameter is high and fixed at the value p = .98. For0 <t< 
.8, the input is constant. The high vigilance level induces a sequence of mismatch resets, 
alternating among the category nodes 7 = 1,2, and 4 (Figure la), each of which receives an 
initial input larger than the input to node j = 5. At t = .215, the F, node ) = 5 is selected 
by the search process (Figure la). It remains active until t = .8. Then, the input from Fy 
is changed to a new pattern. The mismatch between the new STM pattern at Fa and the 
old reverberating STM pattern at F} leads to an input reset. The ART Search Hypothesis 
2 implies that bound transmitter is inactivated and the STM feedback loops in Fy and F; 
are inhibited. The new input pattern immediately activates its category node 7 = 1, despite 
some previous depletion at that node (Figure la). 

Large quantities of transmitter are released and bound only after STM resonance 1s 
established. In Figure 1b, large quantities of bottom-up transmitter are released at the F; 
node j = 5 when .215 < t < .8, and at node j = 1 when .8 < ¢ < 1. In Figure lc, the 
pattern of top-down bound transmitter reflects the resonating matched STM pattern at Fy 
due to Input 1 at times .215 <t < .8 and due to Input 2 at times .8 < ft <1. 
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Figure 1. ART 3 simulation with p = .98. A series of 9 mismatch resets lead to activation 
of the matched category (j7 = 5) at t = .215. Input 1 switches to Input 2 at t = .8 causing 
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F-OR IZI ANA FIELDS (SOQAF 

by Fred S. Weingard, Booz-Allen & Hamilton, Inc. 
Crystal Square 2, Suite 1100, 1725 Jefferson Davis Hwy. 

Arlington VA. 22202-4158 

ABSTRACT 

In this paper we describe a fundamentally new neural network paradigm called Self- 
Organizing Analog Fields (SOAF) capable of self-organizing analog-to-analog mappings. Analog- 
to-analog mappings, in contrast to winner-take-all (WTA) mappings, are essential for developing 
hierarchical systems capable of extraction and abstraction of spatiotemporal features. SOAF's 
functionality can be likened to that of an unsupervised backpropagation network (with entirely 
different system dynamics). We have found that "meaningful" unsupervised analog-to-analog 
mapping requires the use of modulating (MOD) system dynamics, as well as long-term memory 
(LTM) and short-term memory (STM) system dynamics. The MOD dynamics are used to drive the 
System to homeostasis where analog activations (STM dynamics) and learning (LTM dynamics) 
become "meaningful." Because we have found that unsupervised analog-to-analog mapping 
requires topological learning, as well as feature-space learning, the synapses in this paradigm 
contain two LTMs. One LTM regulates topology (e.g., cross-sectional area) and the other, feature- 
space (e.g., efficacy per cross-sectional area). The criteria for homeostasis allows one to solve, 
mathematically, the credit assignment problem between self-organizing topology and unsupervised 
learning of spatiotemporal features. SOAF design is entirely modular and readily accommodates 
hierarchical organization of SOAFs to build powerful neural network-based subsystems. 
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Characteristics of Neural Population Codes In 
Hierarchical, Self-Organizing Vision Machines 

Kenneth Johnson 
Hughes Aircraft Company, Missile Systems Group 

8433 Fallbrook Avenue 262/C64 
Canoga Park, CA 91304 

This work seeks to understand how the characteristics of the distributed population 
codes at different levels in the Neocognitron affect the recognition performance of the model. 
The population codes have characteristics that are controlled by the parameters used to set 
weight masks at each level. In this paper we analyze these codes and provide interpretations that 
indicate what constitutes a good population code, and how the codes are related to the features 
in the input pattem. Analysis of the neural codes is carried out using standard pattern recognition 
techniques. Results from the studies point to several general principles which are characteristic of 
hierarchical population coding vision systems. 

Measurement of Distributed Population Code Characteristics 

The Neocognitron architecture is illustrated in Figure 1. Each layer is comprised of planes 
of neurons that perform computations using the data on the previous layers as input. The 
neurons form a massive distributed code that represents characteristics of the input pattern. 
Associated with each layer are a number of parameters that control the shape and magnitude of 
convolution weight masks that define the computation. The masks of primary interest are called 
the ¢ and d masks. The location of each of these masks in the hierarchical structure is shown in 
Figure 1. Details of the computations can be found in the Original Neocognitron papers 
(Fukushima, 1982]. 

USs1 UCI 
US UC 

US3 UC3 

Input " " . . . Output 
Pattern " " , . Vectors 

UO               

Masks 

Figure 1: The Neocognitron architecture is hierarchical and 
massively parallel. Between each level (or representation) is a set 
of masks that defines the transformation. The location of these 
masks within the architecture are shown on the bottom. 

Figure 2 shows that when the planes on any given layer are stacked on top of each other 
the neurons at position (x,y) form a code vector representing the input pattern in the neurons’ 
receptive field. When viewing the large population of neurons as sets of code vectors that 
represent the pattern contained in the input receptive field, one can measure the code vectors’ 
length, orientation in vector space, relationship to other code vectors, and a host of other 
characteristics using standard pattern recognition concepts. Knowledge of the code 
characteristics can then be related to the parameters used during the self-organizing process and 
to the system's classification performance. 
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Figure 2: The planes of the Neocognitron can be viewed as sets 

of code vectors representing the 2D pattern contained in a small 
receptive field at each (x,y) position in the input. 

The Neocognitron simulation used to generate the distributed representations in this 

paper was written in FORTRAN and run on an Alliant FX4. The input pattern consisted of 99 

segmented IR airfield images. The original images were 512x512, the output of the segmentor 

was 50x50. The simulation was trained using a selected subset of the 99 images and various 

width masks. The masks were 7x7 pixel, normalized 2D Gaussians with the width specified as the 

variance of the Gaussian in pixels. The model had 3 sets of US and UC layers. There were 12 

planes in layer 1, 24 in layer 2, and 12 in layer 3. The UC3 output planes were 3x3 pixels. The 

output of the Neocognitron was classified using a backpropagation network. Ten classes were 

defined according to range from target. 

Work presented in previous papers [Johnson et. al., 1988a, 1988b, 1988c) defined 

optimal mask widths and parameter settings. Using these parameters we achieved 93% 

classification on the test set. The internal data from each of the US1, UC1, US2, and UC2 planes 

were stored for each image in the test set. Each image had approximately 120,000 neurons in the 

population codes of the first 2 layers. 

Neural code vectors were analyzed in the following manner. The 7x7 pixel features in the 

99 images were sorted and counted. This resulted in 13,219 different features. There were 2718 

features that occurred more than 10 times. The (x,y) position of each of the 2718 features was 

noted in each of the stored population codes. The length and variance of the neural code vectors 

was computed for each feature type across the samples. Thus, if there were 45 occurrences of a 

feature in 13 different input patterns, the average length of the code vectors as well as the 

spherical variance of the code vector cluster in hyperspace was computed. The length and 

variance were averaged across all codes to generate an average length and variance measure for 

the entire population code. This experiment was carried out for all combinations of c0, d1, c1, and 

d2. The data generated for each experiment were compiled into a tree structure shown in Figure 

3. Codes at each layer are levels in the tree and each node represents a specific parameter 

setting. 

Code Characteristics 

The data contained in the tree has embedded in it many important results which, when 

analyzed in terms of the models’ functional operation and architecture, produce greater insight 

into the limitations of hierarchical population codes and into the nature of machine perception and 

recognition. 

Of primary interest are the nodes of the tree that are circled. These nodes correspond to 

what we know to be optimal parameter settings. At these nodes the average code vector lengths 

are generally larger than any other node at the same level. This larger code length increases the 
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Figure 3: The data in this tree represents the code characteristics 
for 190,000,000 neurons involved in the coding of 99 airfields. 
The average code length and variance are specified for each 
parameter setting at each level. The circles indicate those 
parameter settings which we know provide the best 
performance. 

volume within which codes can form and therefore increases the number of codes that can be 
unambiguously defined in the volume. Another observation is that trends in code lengths and 
variances are related to choices of mask width. For example, the US representation at level 2 has 
significantly shorter codes with reduced variance if the c mask is smaller. This is different from UC 
representations which have shorter codes with reduced variance if the d masks are larger. 
Another important point is that when progressing from a US representation to a UC representation 
the code vectors are generally compressed in length and variance. This is particularly true if the c 
mask in the preceeding layer was large. We have correlated performance measures against code 
lengths and found that those parameter settings that result in shorter code lengths generally 
result in poor performance. 

Principles of Hierarchical Population Coding Machines 

One of the purposes of the hierarchical structure of the Neocognitron is to allow the 
higher levels of the system to have larger receptive fields in the input pattern layer. The larger 
receptive fields of the higher layers enable the population codes in these higher layers to 
represent more global characteristics of the input pattern. This is contrasted with the lower level 
receptive fields which have only narrow views of the world and can therefore represent smaller 
localized features of the input pattern. Clearly then, if a mask at a higher layer is smaller, the mask 
is restricting the receptive fields’ width. This results in incomplete and ambiguous codes at the 
higher levels. . 

A further complication with hierarchical population codes is associated with the 
dimensionality of the code. As data progresses to the higher layers, the system attempts to 
Squeeze information from thousands of neurons into smaller and smaller populations of neurons. 
Given that recognition codes are only useful if they can be discriminated, this introduces an 
incomplete coverage of the code space or large ambiguities between codes. How does one 
trade code discrimination capability against the desire to squeeze many codes into a given code 
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volume? Our experience with this issue indicates that this type of architecture functions very well 

in limited problem domains. However, as pattern complexity and the number of classes increases 

the codes at the higher levels become very ambiguous. This inability to distinguish between small 

differences in the codes results in poor recognition performance. From a statistical point of view, 

this makes sense because feedforward hierarchical systems are essentially projection machines 

that are limited by the projection capacity of the weights in the system. These observations tend 

to indicate that a truly versatile vision system may have a different architecture that is free from the 

capacity limitations imposed by population codes. 

Characteristics of a Generic Vision Architecture 

The coding limitations imposed by compressive population coding hierarchical 

architectures can be overcome in several ways. If one assumes that generic object recognition 

codes are contained at the higher levels, code capacity could be increased by increasing the 

dimensionality of the codes. However, given the unlimited number of visual patterns in the world, 

there would never be enough code capacity to unambiguously represent the entire world. A 

second option would be to use the entire population of neurons at all levels to represent 

recognition codes for objects in the world. This would allow large scale structural codes to be 

represented at the higher levels and small scale details to be represented at the lower levels. 

However, the problem of integrating the multilevel codes into another memory structure that 

would allow objects to be tagged with the concept of small objects ‘contained-within’ large objects 

arises in this scheme. Furthermore, there would still be a finite representation capability due to 

the fact that neural activity can only represent what the receptive field weights allow them to. This 

limitation results in a monomodal projection of patterns onto weights. A third option would be to 

use feedback to adjust the population codes and thereby remove monomodal projection 

constraints. This option could be implemented in one of two ways. First, recognition codes could 

be the state of the neural population after feedback had equilibrated. However, the system would 

still have a limited discrimination and representation capability due to code capacity. A more 

plausible second alternative would be to use the trajectory of temporal feedback distributed 

across the entire population of neurons as the recognition code. That is, the object codes are the 

state transitions of the entire system, not the equilibrium state of the neural population. 

The concept of temporal neural codes is not new [Optican and Richmond, 1987; 

Richmond and Optican, 1987]. From a pattern processing and recognition view a temporal 

recognition code would have a significantly greater representation bandwidth in the same neural 

population volume. The representation would not be limited to monomodal projections of input 

patterns onto the specified population weight spaces of individual receptive fields. Instead, 

recognition codes and neural processing would be populations of temporal messages which 

represent the input data and how it was being processed by the system. This is very different 

from equilibrium population codes which attempt to represent the input data by projecting it onto 

the weight spaces. This concept indicates that one cannot look at a neural signal and assume that 

because the neuron is active a specific pattern is contained in the input. Instead, the temporal 

codes must be viewed as longer messages which are being generated by the system's response 

to the input patterns. A further characteristic of this type of coding is that the neural codes are not 

only coding local features present in their receptive fields, but they are coding those features in 

terms of more global codes being fed back from the higher levels. Therefore, the system is 

simultaneously segmenting and representing input patterns as the temporal messages evolve in 

time. 

Conclusions 

In this paper we present numerical results that quantify the characteristics of neural 

population codes in the Neocognitron model. We have shown that neural code characteristics are 

directly related to recognition performance. Furthermore, model performance is directly related to 

the ability to unambiguously define recognition and representations codes in limited code 

volumes. Finally, we hypothesize that construction of more powerful vision architectures will 

require using the temporal aspects of neural responses to increase processing and 

representation bandwidths. 
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Abstract 

The basic mechanism of spatial pattern segmentation for patterns such as images is an operation 

analogous to cutting out an object of interest in a photograph from its surround with scissors 

(finding the correct part of the image to cut out is the difficult part). A corresponding basic mech- 

anism for segmenting spatiotemporal patterns (such as the time-varying power spectrum of a sound 

stream containing multiple overlapping sounds of interest) is not so obvious. This talk discusses a 

spatiotemporal pattern segmentation mechanism based upon a combination of the expectation feed- 

back model of Grossberg and his colleagues [3,1,4,5] and the activation source backtracking spatial 

pattern attention mechanism of Fukushima [2]. The talk introduces a neural network architecture 

for implementing this spatiotemporal segmentation mechanism. 
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ABSTRACT 

In a previous paper [1], we proposed a parallel Toroidal Lattice Architecture 
(TLA) neurocomputer to simulate large scale neural networks. In this paper, we 
describe implementation of the TLA with Transputers including a parallel processor 
configuration, load balance algorithm and evaluation of its performance. This TLA 
neurocomputer has achieved 2 MCPS in a feedforward network using 16 Transputers. 
Actual proof is given that its performance increases in proportion to the number of 
parallel processors. We have implemented the Hopfield neural network and applied it 
to the traveling salesman problem (TSP). 

1 Introduction 
  

Neurocomputer applications to speech recognition, image processing, natural 
language processing, etc. need considerable computing power. Therefore, a parallel 
neurocomputer which simulates a large scale network is being studied. Virtual 
implemented neurocomputers, in which a large number of artificial neurons are mapped 
onto an actual number of physical processors, have been developed. Electrical Virtual 
Neurocomputers using a parallel architecture such as CM [2], Warp [3], AAP-2 [4] or 
neuro-turbo [5], etc. are reported. However, these neurocomputers have not 
effectively solved the connectivity problem for simulation of large scale neural 
networks thus preventing their expandability. In the previous paper, TLA provided a 
solution to the connectivity problem between parallel processors. 

In this paper, the TLA algorithm is first introduced briefly. Next, the load 
balancing algorithm crucial for effective parallel processing is indicated. Finally, 
implementation of a TLA neurocomputer using Transputers T800-20 and evaluation of the 
performance of the TLA neurocomputer are discussed. 

2 Toroidal Lattice Architecture 

The TLA virtual processor network as shown in Figure 1 has been derived from a 
general artificial neuron model. Feedforward processing along the rows and back- 
propagation learning processing along the columns of a multi layer perceptron are 
executed efficiently on the TLA processors. A large number of virtual processors 
(VP) are mapped onto an actual number of physical node processors (NP) by horizontal 
and vertical partitions. Consequently, the NPs also have a TLA structure. Commu- 
nication processes between node processors and calculation processes are executed 
simultaneously, so that the overhead time for communication can be neglected. 

The next important matter in efficient parallel processing is load balancing 
between NPs which is also important for TLA. We solved this problem by permutation 
of the VP matrix. 

3 Load Balancing Algorithm 
  

As shown in Figure 2, when the TLA neurocomputer assigns the VP networks for two 
neural network models such as the Hopfield network and the multi layer Perceptron, 
the load of each kind of VP is different. For example, the CP load is about ten 
times that of the SP with connection. Therefore, if the VP matrix is partitioned 
simply, load balance would be in adequate. To partition the VP matrix equally, 
permutations should be done before partitioning. The basic idea of row and column 
permutation is to distribute to the NPs_ the rectangular subregions obtained by 
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dividing a homogeneous or methodically arranged rectangular region. Using this 
method, each processor has almost the same number of SPs and CPs, that is, the load 
of each NP is nearly equal. A typical matrix which was partitioned almost uniformly 
into submatrices is shown in Figure 3. 

As shown in Figure 4, the load balance algorithm is given as row and column 
mapping by permutations and partitions. Even though this algorithm is based on the 
existence of a homogeneous or methodically arranged subregion in a given matrix, it 
is applicable to nearly all neural network models. 

4 Implementation 
  

The TLA neurocomputer system is implemented by 16 INMOS T800 processors in a 4x4 
NP configuration with TLA, a root Transputer, and an IBM-PC host. The 1/7 processors 
are assigned as one root processor (RP) and 4 trunk processors (TP), the NPs on the 
top row, and the 12 other NPs shown in Figure 5. The host computer executes the load 
balancing algorithm and communicates the network architecture, initial weight matrix, 
and network active potentials with the RP. It also distributes the submatrices to the 
NPs via the RP and TPs. The RP is used mainly for communication. The TP has three 

tasks: computing the weighted accumulation of an active potential and an error, 
communicating the division of virtual submatrix, partial active potentials and 
partial errors with neighboring NPs, and up-loading the status of the NPs. Except for 
up-loading the status of the NPs, the NP plays the same role as a TP. 

First, the host computer partitions the VP matrix equally and sends the VP sub- 
matrices map to the NPs via the RP. Next, the RP delivers the assigned VP submatrices 
to each NP via the TPs. Then, each NP starts neurocomputing on its assigned VP 

submatrix and communicates an active potential with its neighboring NPs. Finally, 

the computing result is collected and sent to the host computer via the RP and TPs. 
We have implemented the TSP with the Hopfield network on the TLA neurocomputer. 

The network was able to solve for 20 cities. It is important to note that. the 
potential number of simulated artificial neurons and connections are not limited by 
the number of NPs but only by the total memory capacity. In the current 
implementation, the simulation rate is approximately 2 million connections per second 
(MCPS) for the feedforward propagation. Table 1 shows comparative feedforward 
propagation processing times for several NP configurations. The performance is 
approximately proportional to the number of NPs. This indicates the TLA architecture 
can be expanded for large scale neural networks. 

5 Conclusion 
  

The practical implementation of a neurocomputer using Toroidal Lattice 
Architecture has been discussed. The generalized load balance algorithm for TLA is 
presented. The simulation results showed that the speed is approximately accelerated 
in proportion to the number of processors. 

We are now simulating other neural network models on a TLA neurocomputer and 
planning a more powerful neurocomputer using DSP chips. 
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v.sup=0; h. sup=0 

for( h=0; h<b; ht+ ) 

v(0, hJ=Lo/Q+] 

for( h=b; h<Q; ht+ ) 

v(0, hJ =Lo/Q 

h. sup=h. suptb 

for( k=]; kSM; k++ ) 

b=mod(L., P) 

for( v=v.sup; v<v.suptb; vt+ ) 

V(k, vJ=Li/Ptl 

for( v=v.suptb; v<v.sup+P; vt+ ) 

V{k, vJ=L./P 

v.sup=mod(v.suptb, P) 

for( u=0; u<P; utt ) 

c=mod(V,[v],Q) 

for( h=h.sup; h<h.suptb: h++ ) 

v(k, u*Q+mod(h, Q))=V{k, u) /Q+1 

for( h=h.suptb; h<h.sup+Q: h++ ) 

v(k, u*#Q+mod(h, Q)J=V{k, u} /Q 

h. sup=mod(h. suptc, Q) 

(1)Row mapping by permutation and partition 

v(k,n} : the number of VPs in the n-th 

subregion of the k-th layer. 

vS{k,n], vE(k,n) : the start and end 

address of the n-th subregion. 

WSik.nJ= = Lit ¥ vik, j} 
vE (k,n) = vS(k,n]) + v[k,n] —1 

Assume that the y-th VP row is assigned 

to the y’-th VP row in the p-th NP rovw. 

IF vS(k, (p-1)Q) SySvE(k, pQ-1), (k=1,2..M) 

THEN y’=y—vS[k.(p-1)Q) +2 3) vfiva) 
(1)Column mapping by permutation and partition 

Assume that the x-th VP column is assigned 

to the x'-th VP column in the q-th NP column. 

(a)IF vS[{0,q) SxSvE([0,q] 

THEN x’ =x—¥ v(0,m) 
(b)IF vS{k,q+jQ-1) SxS vE(k, q+jQ-1], 

(j is one of (0,1,..P-1}, k=1,2,...M) 

THEN x’ = x— vS[k, q+jQ-1] + v[0,q]) + 

ZS vlivatmQ-1) + 
= vk, a+mQ-1] 

Figure 4 : Load balance algorithm. Where VP network has M layers, LO units in the 
input layer, and Lk units in the k-th layer. NP matrix has P rows and Q columns. 
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Abstract: This paper describes a parallel neurocomputer architecture with an error back-propagation learning 
algorithm. The prototype system consists of 256 digital signal processors and is estimated to run back-propagation 
at over 500 million connection updates per second. After describing the architecture and algorithm, some 
improvements and research plans will be mentioned. 

1. Introduction 

There have been developed and used many digital electronic neurocomputers or artificial neural network (ANN) 
simulators including just software ones for general purpose processors or vector processors. These simulators 
Should be very important because they make it easier to use ANNs and help the exploration for the mechanism of 
the nerve system, where simulation is a virtually effective way to approach because mathematical analysis of large 
ANNs is very difficult due to their non-linearity. In addition, as research tools, they have certain advantages over 
optical or analog neurocomputers. These advantages include flexibility and programmability of learning algorithms 
as well as network configurations, stability and repeatability among several simulations. 

Several fast neurocomputers have been reported on with speeds of over a million connection updates per second 
(MCUPS) such as ANZAplus{1}, NeuroTurbo(2}, Delta(3], NeuMan[4}, CM-1{5], Warpi6) and SX-2[7). Although the 
fastest simulator, SX-2 NETtalk, runs at 72 MCUPS, even this is not fast enough for simulating large networks. We 
have developed a new multiprocessor architecture for digital neurocomputers which is faster and have been 
developing a 256 processing element (PE) prototype, Sandy/8, as our research tool. 

2. Basic Architecture 

The architecture developed is shown in Figure 1 and consists of multiple  sts=\ 
“trays” and PEs. Each tray functions as a container and a router that is 
connected to its two neighbors. A ring or one dimensional (1-D) torus 
network is formed which functions as a cyclic shift register. Some of the 
trays have associated PEs. Each PE has a floating point multiplier, an 
adder, and some local memory in which weight vectors and program code 
are stored. 

The way to divide and assign tasks to PEs, or to map neurons or 
Synapses to PEs, is a problem commonly found in multiprocessors. Several 
ideas have been considered on how to solve this for multiprocessor neuro- 
computers(4; 5; 6]. The mapping developed is shown in Figure 1. There is a 
three layer perfect connection ANN at the bottom and its implementation is 
at the top. The ANN has four neurons in the input layer, three in the hidden \\A; 
layer, and two in the output layer. The implementation has four trays, threc Three layer ANN 
PEs, and no physical layer structure. The neurons at the same column in all 
layers are mapped to the same tray and simulated successively by the Figure 1. The Basic Architecture 
associated PE (enclosed in dotted lines). It provides us the flexibility for 
changing the number of layers simulated that this architecture has no physical layer structure. The layers are imple- 
mented by software instead. The number of trays required is the maximum number of neurons in all but the Output 
layer. Similarly, the number of PEs required is the maximum number of neurons in all but the input layer.t Note 
that it is not necessary to assign PEs to the neurons in the input layer. 

This architecture can be explained by giving two examples. These are time-consuming operations found in error 
back-propagation (BP) algorithm(s}. Figure 2 shows a time-chart computing Wx where W is a four by three matrix 
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¥ Each PE can simulate any number of neurons by the code in real implementations so that it is possible to 
simulate large ANNs that have more neurons in a layer than PEs. 
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that represents the weight vectors of three neurons in the hidden layer 
and x is a four element vector that represents the outputs of the neurons 
in the input layer. Similarly, Figure 3 shows a time-chart of W’y, where 
W is the same as above and y is a three element vector of generalized 

errors, back-propagated from the output layer. The weight matrix W is 

distributively stored in the local memories connected to the PEs, i.e., a 

sub-vector of W, wis, is stored in each local memory with skew as shown 

in the figure. 
Each element of x is initially stored in a tray and circulated in the ring 

during Wx computation. Each partial sum, 2 wij xj, is stored in an 

accumulator on a PE, whose value is initially set to zero as shown at the 

top of Figure 2. At the next time, T1, PE: fetches and muluplies xi and 
wii and adds the product to acci. The ring is then rotated counter- 
clockwise one tray, which is done in the same machine cycle. At T2, PEi 

fetches and multiplies xi+/ and wii+/ and adds the product to acc, and 

so on. Finally, after T4, acci contains Lwij xj. This computation takes 

only four machine cycles. 

Computing Wy (see Figure 3) is similar except that the roles of trays 
and accumulators are swapped. Each partial sum is circulated in the ring 
and yi is held in PEi. The way in which the sub-vectors of W are stored 
in the local memories is the same as for Wx so that their transfers across 

PEs are not necessary. This allows for fast successive computation of 

Wx and W'y, which appears in BP. 
There is a problem in applying this architecture. Assuming that the 

simulator has 256 trays and PEs, it requires 256 machine cycles to rotate 
the ring even if the ANN simulated has much fewer neurons. The ume 
required is independent of the number of active PEs or the number of 

neurons in a layer simulated. Simulating mululayered ANNs that have 

different numbers of neurons in different layers cause similar problems. 

It is thus necessary to have some mechanisms changing the ring size 
dynamically across layers. This also lets some PEs eventually idle. In 

other words, the fewer the number of neurons in the output layer the 

worse the performance, even though the time elapsed does not increase. 

This architecture might be seen as a kind of SIMD as each PE 

executes the same instruction at a time. However, the data-flow for a 
matrix-vector multiplication is similar to that of 1-D systolic machinesj9}. 

S. Y. Kung at Princeton University independently developed a systolic 
architecture for neurocomputers, “ring systolic{10},” which is similar to 
ours for single layer ANNs but different for multilayered ones because 

the layer structure is physically implemented in his architecture. 

3. Back-propagation algorithm 

The all over time-space chart for the algorithm developed, shown in 
Figure 4, for three layer ANNs BP learning, which can be extended for 
almost any number of layers ANNs easily. The horizontal axis shows the 

space, i.e., PEs used, and the vertical axis shows the estumatcd ume 

consumed. | denotes the number of neurons in the input layer, H in the 

hidden layer, and O in the output layer. t is the time required for a multi- 
ply and add operation. The steps expressed at the right half are the oper- 
ations performed by a PE, PEk, which repeats these stcps unul some 
convergence condition is satisfied. 
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Figure 3. Time-chart computing W7x 

The steps (2) and (3) are the combination of Wx, described above, and the calculation of some sigmoid function 

that can be done elemcent-wise. Steps (5) through (8) are similar to (2) and (3), and require W’x and element-wise 

multiply-add-store operations in addition. The others are also element-wisc operations. All of the steps can thus be 
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implemented efficiently on this architecture. 

4. Extensions 

There are two extensions for this architecture; one is for 

partially connected networks and the other is mainly for 2-D 

image processing. The basic architecture and algorithm 

described above are for completely connected ANNs. 
Partial connections are also efficiently implemented on this 
architecture. The index of an element of vector x is the 

same as that of PE in initial state of Wx computation and 

increases cyclically through the rotation for perfect connec- 
tion. This is similar to a turntable with some trays on it, 
such as those commonly found in Chinese restaurants. A 
shutde movement instead of full rotation of the ring results 
in partial connection. The index first increases by half 
width then decreases by width, which takes one and a half 
width machine cycles. Note that this requires bidirectional 

connection. 

The network topology is not necessarily one-dimensional 

but can be extended to an arbitrary number of dimensions. 
Two dimensional networks are useful for image processing 
in which perfect connection is not realistic. A spiral move- 

ment can be used instead of a shuttle. The required time is 

thus directly be proportional, rather than proportional to the 

square, of the number of neurons simulated. 
The total time required is roughly (4H+3l)t plus twice 

the ume for sigmoid functions. 

5. Prototype system and performance 

Sandy/8,' a 256 PE prototype system of this architecture, 
shown in Figure 5, is under development. A floating point 
digital signal processor (DSP), TMS320C30, is used as the 
PEs for Sandy/8.* Each DSP has 2K words internal RAM 
and 32K words high speed static RAM external. The word 

size is 32 bits. These areas can be used as both program and 

data storage. The machine cycle of the DSP is 60 ns in 
which multiply and add operation of two 32-bit floating 
point numbers can be done. The shift operation of the ring 

can also be done within the cycle, immediately after DSP 

operations. A custom gate-array of about 2,000 gates is 

used for the tray including some scratchpad registers. The 

additions to the basic architecture described above are: (1) a 

variable size FIFO memory connected to a host machine, 
Sun-3, (2) short bridges linking over the ring network; (1) 
and (2) are the mechanisms for changing ring size, and (3) a 

host common bus through which all of the external local 

memories associated with the PEs can be accessed by the 

host. The width of the ring network is 32 bits and its cycle 
is 60 ns. The band width is thus 67 MB/s, which is much 

faster than the VME bus connected to the host. The training 
sample vectors must thus be stored in the FIFO or local 
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Figure 5. Prototype system 

¥ The number following slash indicates the number of PEs included as in powers of two. 

+ The reason DSPs are used instead of custom LSIs is to speed up development of the prototype. The use of 
custom LSIs could result in a more compact and faster machine. 
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memories and used repeatedly in learning cycles to get the best perfor- Table 1. Performance of fast 

  

  

  

mance. neurocomputers 
Table 1 lists the estimated performance for both the 64 PE and 256 Machine | NETtalk | Max 

PE Sandy and other reported neurocomputcrs of over onc million CUPS. 
NETtalk{i1] which is a famous ANN application widely used for | “NZAplus “dS 
measuring the performance of neurocomputers, was used in the bench- NeuroTurbo - 2 
mark test. The network has 203 neurons in the input layer, 60 in the Delta - 2.7 

hidden layer, and 26 in the output layer. Up to 60 PEs can thus be used NeuMan _ 85 
in this architecture. This is the reason that the estimated performances of CM-1 28 13 
Sandy/6 and of Sandy/8 for NETtalk are the same. However, larger 
ANNs including more than 256 neurons in a layer show better perfor- Warp V7 7 

mance when Sandy/8 is used. Sandy/6 118 141 

6. Future work SX-2 72; 180 
We have some research plans on this architecture. Sandy/8 118 567 

e Hardware: 

e Software: 

2-D version of Sandy with custom VLSI PEs. 

e Applications: 

7. Conclusion 

A new multiprocessor architecture for neural network simulators with an error back-propagation learning algorithm 

has been described. The estimated performance of a 256 PE prototype system, under development, is also reported. 

The estimation indicates that the prototype runs NETtalk at over 100 and larger tasks at over 500 million connection 

updates per second for BP learning. Some extensions including dynamic ring size change for flexibility, shuttle 

movement for one-dimensional partially connected networks, and spiral movement for two-dimensional ones are 

        

proposed. These may make it possible to run two-dimensional neural network learning in real time. 
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1. Introduction 

From the beginning, Artificial Neural Systems (ANS) have been associated with massively parallel 

computation!, The fundamental element of all neural systems is the processing element which is replicated 
thousands or millions of times and interconnected with other processing elements to form a concurrent 

distributed processing network2. In practice, the implementation of an ANS network in a multiprocessing 
architecture involves more than the mapping of processing elements to processors and the interconnection 
of processing elements. The load leveling of parallel computations, the minimizing of interprocessor 
communications and the coordination of processor activations must also be considered. For example, 
synchronous toroidal multiprocessor architectures have been used to implement the Backpropagation 
Network paradigm with nearly linear increase in performance with number of processors? 4. These 
architectures achieve high performance by exploiting the synchronous nature of gradient decent learning but 
do not directly map processing elements to processors. Recently Occam has been proposed as an alternative 
development environment for distributing ANS networks over multiple physical processors such as 

Transputers>. However, the application of communicating sequential processes® (CSP) can limit the inherit 
concurrency of the ANS network. 

In this paper, we extend some of the conclusions and explore some of the implications of a concurrent 
architecture for the implementation the Backpropagation Network proposed in an earlier paper’. There we 
used an actor based language called ANSpec to specify a concurrent architecture based upon the principles of 

communicating concurrent processes (CCP) . ANSpec uses the actor model8 developed by Hewitt? for the 
specification of ANS networks consisting of communicating concurrent processing elements called actors. 
An actor can operate in parallel with other actors to achieve system wide objectives. To prevent the actors 
or processing elements from competing for processing resources and developing inconsistent views of the 

system, they must communicate with each other within a distributed processing network!9. An attractive 
feature of the actor model is that concurrency is considered the norm and sequential processing a special case 

such that it is possible to describe ultra-fine concurrent processing models! 1. The actor model also assumes 
no specific interprocessing protocol other than guaranteed mail delivery. Guaranteed mail delivery ensures 

that communications sent from one actor to another will be delivered but does not guarantee time or order 
that the communications will be processed by the receiving actor. This condition is so general that the actor 
model covers a wide range of physical processing architectures from loosely coupled asynchronous 

distributed processing to tightly coupled synchronous pipeline processing architectures!2, Here we discuss 
the differences between CSP and CCP and their implications in modeling ANS networks and implementing 
them in multiprocessor VLSI architectures. 

2. Backpropagation Network Paradigm 

The Backpropagation Network!3 seems to violate the condition of local computation at the processing 
elemcnt during training. In the forward propagation direction, the recall activation function for a processing 
element Is : 
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For the backward propagation direction during training, the error function is : 

lfoj- pj)pj[l- pj) output layer 

pi . 
Opj() - Opi) 2 Spi” by hidden layer 

k 

To implement both the recall activation function and the error function within the local processing element 
j, the processing element must have access to the connection weights for both the forward (w,;) and 
backward (wj)/) processing elements connected to it. This would imply that the weights are external and 

shared among ‘the processing elements so that the connection weights can be updated according to : 

Aw (n+ 1)= (6, 0 )+ a Aw ;;(n) 
pi? pt 

where 77 is the learm rate and a@ is the momentum. The localizing of computations to processing elements is 
typically a property of ANS networks and a necessary property of concurrent processing networks. The laws 
of concurrent processing state that there can not be shared access to data among concurrent processing 
agents. 

There is a further problem characteristic of back propagating or feed back networks of both forward and 
backward propagating signals asynchronously arriving at a processing element. There is the very real 

potential that an inconsistent implementation will occur if the two types of signals are not coordinated. The 
processing element performing the error function must match the error (dp j) with the input activation (opi) 
and output (Oj) generated in the earlier forward pass for the pattern p. If the processing element is 

implemented using communicating sequential processes, the processing element holds these activations as 
internal state parameters, and blocks any further forward signals until the backpropagated error signal 

activates the processing element. Once the error and weight changes have been computed the processing 
element can then change state again to receive the next input signal. This approach will essentially force the 
network to pass training patterns through the network sequentially. Typically this is not a concern for 
single processor architectures or tightly coupled synchronous architectures. It does restrict the usefulness of 
the paradigm in multiprocessor concurrent architectures. 

3. Concurrent Implementation of Backpropagation Networks 

The concurrent implementation of the Backpropagation Network addresses the computational or algorithmic 
aspects of the paradigm within a concurrent architecture using communicating concurrent processes. This 
implementation directly addresses the synchronization problem in the BP network between forward and 
backpropagating signals and the local computation of weight updates. In the CSP case, the process element 
has a serialized behavior. That is to say, its state changes with each activation and the forward and backward 
propagated errors must be synchronized for the processing of the network to be consistent. This is precisely 
the situation one encounters when attempting to use sequential process techniques such as channels in 
Occam to implement ANS networks. 

The implementation for the concurrent version of the Backpropagation Network requires that the processing 
elements be unserialized throughout the processing of a set of training patterns. At the end of a training 

cycle, the weights for each processing element are updated. The synchronization problem arises because the 
processing clements are serialized during the forward propagation with its internal state defined by the input 
and output activations. This situation can be removed if another actor is created to receive the back 
propagated signal and has an initial state given by the input activation and output signal (figure 1). This 
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Forward Activation Signal 

Opi =F o (Dd, wiopi) 

    

    

jth processing element in 
Layer J 

= Op   

  

a” Implicit actors created for each 
training pattern p to receive the 
delta error generated by signal 

Opi \ output Opj 

\ )th error processor for pth pattern 

Obj = Opj (1-Opj) Ohi 

vi = Awy (n+1) =ndiqri Oni 
ji = Qjwi 

Jth Layer inversion 
  

  

NX 
a 

NX 
a 

Backward Delta Error Signal 

Figure 1 Use of implicit actors created during forward propagation to receive the delta 
error during backpropagation to resolve forward and backward signal 
propagation conflicts at the processing element. This will create an implicit 
actor for each training pattern pair during training. The delta weights are 
collected but not applied until the end of the training cycle. 

uncouples the forward and backward propagation and allows both signals to propagate independently from 
each other. This new actor handles the error processing for each fire activation and is the customer of the 
error signal for the particular training pattern p. Meanwhile the original processing element is free to 
process the next training pattern. 

The creation of new actors during processing frequently occurs in actor models and is analogous to 
spawning parallel processes. Often when implementing processes within a behavior, actors are created 
implicitly to provide the appropriate sequence of actions. The implicit actor created here inherits the weights 
and activations of the parent processing element and receives the delta error replies from processes the parent 
initiated . This eliminates the need for the processing element to save its forward activation state making 
it an unserialized process capable of immediately processing the next input activation. The error process 
actor will be the customer of the delta error signal from the forward layer. The error process actor is created 
implicitly and disposed implicitly after completing the error function process. 

To localize the error function, the error process actor pj computes a vector of delta errors (Spji) using the 

weights local to the parent processing element (w,;). The layer performs the inversion to compute the delta 

error (Spi) to be distributed to the processing elements of the next backward layer. The layer is an 

unserialized actor which essentially forwards or propagates signals among the processing elements. In the 
actor model unserialized forwarder actors become part of the guaranteed mail delivery system. The resulting 
network with forwarder layer behaviors 1s isomorphic to the direct connection of the processing elements 
themselves. For the computation of the weight changes, the order in which the weight changes are 
accumulated during a training cycle is not important and can be performed asynchronously with the input 
processing. This means that the processing of input signals and the accumulation of weight changes at a 
processing element can proceed concurrently. 

In Kraft et. al® this strategy is implemented in detail except that the new actor is created at the layer level. 
An implicit layer actor is created each time the layer receives a forward activation. The implicit actor sends 
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the appropriate activations along with the delta error to the process elements during error processing. To 
ensure that the layer actor is always active, the layer behavior is unserialized. This allows for a potential 
static implementation of the layer behavior while implicit actors are created dynamically as required. 
Therefore, all intermediate error computations are managed by the processing elements to eliminate the need 
to save these as part of the layer task processing. This division of labor among the layer, process elements, 

and implicit actors will allow for a concurrent implementation of the network while at the same time allow 
for a more efficient static implementation of the original architecture. 

4. Implications of the Concurrent Architecture. 

This architecture was derived from the direct application of communicating concurrent processing to the 

computation of the Backpropagation paradigm. It attempts to maximize the concurrency of the given 
paradigm by removing sequential processing requirements. In this case the forward and backward signal 
propagation processes are uncoupled and can proceed concurrently over a training set to implement optimal 
updating of the weights. This was accomplished because the Actor Model which implements CCP allows 
for the spawning of parallel processes. The implication is that processors which would have remained idle 
are free to perform computations increasing the overall throughput of the system. Further the architecture is 
sufficiently general to support a number of implementation approaches from loosely coupled processing 
networks to tightly coupled MIMD processors implemented in VLSI chips. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Inaccuracy in the knowledge model often degrades the performance of an expert 

system, but it is not easy to extract accurate knowledge from a human operator. One of the 
solutions is to refine a model by learning, and a few learning algorithms for a fuzzy model 
have been proposed [1,2]. They change an original fuzzy model by shifting membership 
functions, or by changing expression in THEN clauses so that the error included in the 
model is decreased. But these methods do not cover the problem when IF clauses are not 
properly described. 

This paper proposes a fuzzy knowledge model, where each fuzzy rule has a weight 
which changes the importance of the corresponding rule. In the learning process each 
weight is changed to reduce the error included in the model. As a result those rules which 
are not quite correct are excluded from the model. Since the proposed model is already 
close to a skilled operator at the beginning, learning speed is faster than that by a neural 
network, where it starts from almost nothing. 

2. STRUCTURE OF THE PROPOSED FUZZY KNOWLEDGE MODEL 
Figure 1 shows a block diagram of the proposed fuzzy knowledge model of a neural 

network type. The model describes the knowledge of a skilled operator using fuzzy rules, 
and infers an output value from input values. It is different from a conventional fuzzy 
knowledge model in that the output of each fuzzy rule is multiplied by a weighting factor, 
wi. By varying the weighting factors the input-output characteristics of the model is 
changed. In the learning process the weighting factors are changed to decrease the error 
included in the model. 

  

  
    

  
  

  

            

Since the weights of Weighting 3 
the proposed model janabis 7 variables 
correspond to synaptic Taal IPasPAANDEnaE ) JP 
weights of a neural | CO THENyisCp ; : 
network, we call the x fuzzy |yty) |defuzzi- {ly 

: compo- fication W— 
proposed model a ! sition ! 
i" Rule n: IF x,; is An AND xn2 is By fuzzy knowledge ! THEN sie,” ! 
model of a neural i cn :       

  

network type". 

Figure 1 Structure of the proposed fuzzy knowledge model 

The output value of the model, y, is calculated in a similar manner as a 
conventional fuzzy knowledge model using Equations (1) and (2). 

  

f(y) = max [ui # ug,(y) # min {uy (213), My, (x20)} (1) 
i d 5 JM) y dy 2 

fit (y) dy 
where H,(- ), Hy (+) and , (+) denote membership functions for fuzzy sets Ai, Bi, and Ci, 

1 1 

respectively. 
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3. LEARNING PROCEDURE 
In the first stage a knowledge base is created by describing skilled operator’s know- 

how in the form of fuzzy rules and membership functions. This procedure is the same as a 
conventional one, which uses this knowledge base without modification. In the proposed 
model the model is refined by modifying the weighting factors so that the difference 
between the output value of a nominal model and that of the proposed model becomes 
smaller than that in the previous iteration. 

In the following three learning methods are shown, one of which models a skilled 
operator directly, and the others make the proposed model approach an inverse model of a 
plant. 

3.1 The model of an operator 
The first method uses a skilled operator as a nominal model in the learning 

procedure. Figure 2 shows a block diagram of the system. With the proposed fuzzy model it 
is refined by adjusting the weighting factors so that the difference between the output 
value of the proposed model and that of a skilled operator is decreased. 

Let J(k) be a performance index of an error in kth iteration as shown in Equation 
(3). The weighting factors, w;(k), is modified in the next iteration so that the performance 
index of an error in (k+1)th iteration, J(k+1), is 
slightly less than J(k). Then the proposed model /   

  
      

  

      

  

      

is adjusted to approach the skilled operator as Fuzzy 
the number of iterations increases. knowledge 

1 k del I(k) = § lye) — ya(k)|I? “6 (3) nth mt, Ontput 
03 (k a (k) variables variables Aux(e) =~: 20) = es yey WO... i(k) =~ 65 ay = IO) Bey 777 (4) said 

wi(k+1) = wi(k) + Awi(k) -++ (5) operator | yak) 
where €; is a positive small number. Figure 2 The model of an operator 

  

3.2 Inverse model of a plant 
The goal of the previous method is to model operations done by a skilled operator, 

who does not guarantee the best operation. A better method is to build an inverse model of 
a plant. Figure 3 shows a configuration of this method, where the output of the plant is 
compared with the 
command. The weighting 

  

  
    

            

  

. Manipulated Controlled 
tactors d in the | fuzzy Commands variables variables 

howrecge =—s Mode Sse x(k) Fuzzy y(k) fly,k) 
modified so that the knowledge -| Plant 
difference between the model 
output of the plant and the 7 + 
command is decreased.     

Figure 3 Inverse model of a plant   

Let J(k) be a performance index of an error in kth iteration as shown in Equation 
(6). The weighting factors, wi(k), are modified after each iteration as follows: 

J(k) = 5 Ilflywo) — x(K)|]? ++ (6) 
Awi(k) = - €; eh = - €; fly,k) a ny Bue) +++ (7) 

Wi(k+1) = wi(k) + Awj(k) --+ (8) 

Then the proposed model is modified to approach an inverse model of the plant as the 
number of iterations increases. 
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3.2 Another method to build an inverse model of a plant 
To calculate Equation (7) partial derivative of f(y,«) with respect to y(k), (a sign of 

it at least,) is required. But it is not always available, especially when the characteristics of 
the plant is not monotonous. To overcome this problem learning steps are divided into a 
coarse and fine steps which are used in CMAC {3]. In the coarse step the model is roughly 
tuned in the configuration shown in Figure 3. Then the difference is compared not at the 
output of the plant but at the output of the model in the fine learning step, which is 
described by exchanging the 
plant with the proposed 

  

  

  
  

      

? Manipulated Manipulated model as the one shown in variables Commands variables 
Figure 4. The weighting Ya(k) x(k) Fuzzy y(k) 
factors, wi(k), are modified Plant knowledge 
using Equations (3)-(5), model       where partial derivative of + 
f(y,k) with respect to y(k) is 
not required. 

  
  

Figure 4 Another method to build an inverse model of a plant 
  

  

  

  

    

4. SIMULATION RESULTS Rule IF clause THEN clause 

To verify the validity of the proposed Speed © Consumpuion Roughosss | Wath Current 
fuzzy model, simulations are performed. The 1 | Large Large Medun Large 
control used in the simulation is machining 2 | Large = Medium Large Large 
condition setting for an electric discharge 3 | Large Small Large Large 
machine, and the learning procedure used in 4 | Large Large | Oye? Large 
the simulation is the one described in 3.3. S| bare Medium | “Small” _ arse 
The commands are machining speed, 6 | Medium Small Large 18h” 
electrode consumption rate and_ surface 7 | Medium Small Small Medium 
roughness, and the manipulated variables =] Sma Smal a. 
are current and pulse width. The > | Smal Smal | Smal” Small 
characteristics of the machine is given in [5]. “ targe Tange | Medium Large 

The fuzzy rules and their membership . se nee ne naan 
functions are shown in Figures 5 and 6, " race Seat aaa 
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Figure 5 Fuzzy rules used in the simulation 
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The results of the simulation for the pulse width are shown in Figures 7 and 9, those 
for the current are shown in Figures 8 and 10. The vertical axes in Figures 7 and 8 show 
the performance index given in Equation (3), and those in Figures 9 and 10 show the 
weighting factors given in Equation (5). The horizontal axes show a number of iterations. 

In the simulation the weighting factors at the beginning, w;(0), are set to 0.5, and 
the input values to the machine are randomly changed. It can be seen that the errors 
included in the model are decreased as the number of iterations is increased. Figures 9 and 
10 show that the weighting factors are adjusted according to the importance of the rules. 
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5. CONCLUSION 
In this paper we presented a fuzzy knowledge model of a neural network type. The 

output membership function of each fuzzy rule in the model is weighted by a factor, which 
is adjusted to minimize the error included in the model. Three learning methods are 
presented. One of them models a skilled operator directly, and the others make the 
proposed model approach an inverse model of a plant. Simulation results for an electric 
cischarge machine show that the error decreases as the number of learning iterations is 
increased. 
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ABSTRACT 

The response and the characteristics of present models of artificial neural nets are primarily 
investigated by simulation on vector computers, workstations, special coprocessors or transputer 
arrays. The fundamental drawback of such simulators is that the spatio-temporal parallelism in 
the processing of information that is inherent to the neural net is lost entirely or partly and that 
the computing time of the simulated net especially for large associations of neurons (tailored to 
application-relevant tasks) grows to such orders of magnitude that a speedy acquisition of 
“neural” know-how is hindered or made impossible. This paper discusses systolic architectures 
that support emulation of neural networks composed of MLP-modules, and presents the layout of 
a chip specially designed to accelerate the weighting. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

An appreciable reduction in computing time for the simulation of neural nets and thus the 
handling of largish tasks or those that are to be executed in realtime become possible with neural 
hardware that contains an artificial neural net of finite size. Apart from the shortest possible 
computing time, neural hardware offers a very much smaller structural volume than can be 
implemented with hardware simulators for the same task. This aspect is especially important 
when neural hardware is to be incorporated in terminals for man/machine communication or 
mobile robotics. 

In the development of digital neurocomputers it is consequently a matter of implementing the 
compute-bound learning algorithms in hardware and designing a system and circuit architecture 
that supports in optimal fashion the massive parallel networking of the neural net and produces a 
sufficient measure of flexibility and expansion capacity for coping with a domain of applications 
(e.g. vision, speech, signal processing, robotics) or with general-purpose action. 
Emulation pursues a strategy of restricting the massive parallelism of a neural net as little as 
possible. The basic idea is to generate a large net by means of a systolic array of small (chip- 
integrable) nets. An implementation of this kind has the spatio-temporal parallelism for the 
modules of the array and still allows the spatially parallel, time-sequential processing of the 
neural input. Systolic emulation with small nets seems to be the best possible approximation to 
neural parallelism for rapid execution of the learning and recall phase respectively of large neural 
nets. 

2. NEURAL SIGNAL PROCESSING 

A neuron’s elementary recall function is of simple algorithmic structure: 

N 
y,=fe=K > (Wa+wb+0)- y ,i=1.M (1) 

k=0 nS 

N is the number of inputs common to a layer of M neurons. The first summand represents the 
weighting of the common inputs a,, the second one the weighting of the neuron’s individual 
input b, and the last one a threshold value 0,. f is the discriminator function (step, ramp, 
sigmoidal, tanh or a table) and y, the output of the i-th neuron. The parameter A controls the 
slope of the discriminator function or the temperature in case that a Boltzmann net is to be 
generated. Formula 1 displays an elementary neural processing step which is common to all 
known neural paradigmas [1,2] . 

For large neural nets with several thousands of neurons, 1-chip implementation becomes 
impossible, even with a future 0.3 ym CMOS technology [3] at wafer level. In order to preserve as 
much of neural parallelity as possible, we suggest to decompose formula (1) in the following way: 
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n counts the number of parallel multipliers of a neuron, m the number of neurons to be 

implemented at a chip. It follows immediately that the whole weighting takes N/n-M/m steps. 

Therefore, the number n-m of synapses to be implemented in parallel on a chip should be 

chosen as high as possible. Figure 1 shows a 4-neuron unit with 16 synapses. 
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Figure 1 Schema of a 4-neuron unit with 16 multipliers . 

It becomes clear from figure 1 that the number of pads needed to transfer the weights to the chip 
determines the number of neurons to be implemented. If 8 bit weights were to be used, a total of 
128 pads were necessary for parallel transfer of the weights to the chip. Apparently, it makes no 
sense for the fast emulation of large nets to implement more neurons on a chip than can be 
supplied with parallel weights. The use of pad demultiplexers will make little change to this 

either. Chip area which is not used by multipliers can be used to advantage for implementing 

those parts of the circuitry that support universal emulation (for example, block floating point 

format) . See, however, [4] . 

A second constraint which influences the chip architecture is posed by the clock cycle. If the 

weights are to be stored in a DRAM bank, reading the memory in the ripple mode results in ca. 30 

ns clock cycle. Thus, trimming the multiplier array to highest throughput is not an urgent 

requirement and word-level multipliers and accumulators suffice, 
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The m-neuron unit may be embedded into a systolic chain (figure 2). A chain of L m-neuron units 

makes multiple use of the input data a,..a,. The input vectors need to be repeated M/(Lm)-times 
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Figure 2 Systolic neuro-emulator with peripheral memory banks. 

only, t.e the systolic chain computes L-times faster than the simple m-neuron unit. 

The computation time is given by the expression 

  

a, N- M 1 
Computation time = > OL +2L-—-1)- A , A=clock period 

m 4 

With A= 50 ns, L= 10 and m=4, a number 6.4 - 108 of connections may be computed in 0.2 s. 

This size of local memory is sufficient to run a Hopfield net of 25000 neurons. Larger nets, 
however, require additional time to be added for loading new weights into the local memory (a 

DRAM bank of 6.4 -8 - 108 bit would take approximately 160 $s to be rewritten by means of a 

8bit bus, with a transfer rate of 400kB/s). 

Figure 3 displays a systolic chain for multiple use of weights. For instance, a set of pictures could 

be scanned by the same set of weights. 
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Figure 4 shows the layout of a WSI chip with 512 data pads which can perform the simultaneous 

  

  
Figure 4 

Layout of a systolic array of multipliers & accumulators (chip size = 6x6.8cm2) . 

weighting of 6 independent input lines. The chip measures 6.8x6 cm’? and comprises more than 

900 000 transistors. It consists of an 6x8 array of 16 bit multipliers and accumulators. Every row is 

provided 2 spare modules which are controlled by soft configuration. The total power 

consumption of the chip is estimated to be less than 10 Watts when run at 16 MHz (see [5] for 
details concerning the worst case clock frequency). A full account of the chip architecture and its 
redundant configuration is found in [6] . 

4. LEARNING ARCHITECTURE 

In the search mode, (i.e. when the network responds to given weights and input patterns), the 

data flow has a relatively simple structure, for all a controller has to manage is start and stop the 
weighting for a layer, initialize subsequent discrimination, transfer the results and proceed for 
the next layer. In case of the systolic chain, the control would be systolically transmitted along the 

chain. In the learning mode, however, the data flow program is more involved, and support for a 

wide variety of neural paradigmas is harder to achieve. Figure 5 shows an architecture common to 
the learning rules according to Hebb, Widrow-Hoff and error back propagation. Here, the indices 
p numerate the patterns to be learned, kj is an index running through the neurons of the i-th 
layer, t,,(p) and y,(p) indicate the reference output at the last layer and the actual output at the 
i-th layer respectively. Having computed the 8;(p) in the recursion unit (necessary for MLPs), an 
additional block of 4x4 multipliers suffice to compute the corrections 5Wk.k,, - The learning 

module shown is designed to fit the m-neuron unit, also in the systolic mode. 1- and 2- 

dimensional systolic arrays composed of these basic modules may be arranged, either for fast 

learning and/or recall. Similiar architectural schemes have been proposed in [7] . 
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Optically Configured Phototransistor Neural Networks 
Charles F. Neugebauer, Aharon Agranat, and Amnon Yariv 

California Institute of Technology 
Mail Code 128-95, Pasadena, CA 91125 

Introduction: 
Modeling neural networks on conventional digital hardware is inherently slower than 

special purpose hardware simulations. Single processor and coarse grain multiprocessor 
simulators with high numerical precision are not particularly suited to neural network processing -- 
a fine grain, low precision task. The highly parallel task of computing synaptic weightin g for 
neural networks can be most efficiently addressed by a hybrid optoelectronic technology’. The 
systems which we develop take advantage of the fact that signal processing in silicon is a mature 
technology and incorporate optics where silicon fails -- namely the interconnectivity problem. 

Network Description: 
The basic synaptic accumulation calculation 

Ij =X Wij * Vj Eqn. (1) 
J 

(where Vj is the pre-synaptic input, Wj; is the connection strength, and J; is the accumulated input) 
has been implemented with a variety of technologies, the most gommon being silicon. VLSI 
hardware simulators with computation rates on the order of 108 - 1019 connections per second 
have been proposed, demonstrating the gains to be had with hardware implementations. The 
computation rate increase comes at the expense of flexibility, however. Most hardware solutions 
of Eqn. (1) rely on some form of VLSI memory to store the synaptic connection matrix, Wij. To 
achieve the high computation rates, the synaptic weight memory access time must be minimized, 
resulting in the local storage of the synaptic weights within the neural processor IC. In order to 
change the weights completely to simulate another network, new connection values are time 
multiplexed into the neural processors -- a time consuming process for large networks. Thus 
quotes of computation rates of a billion connections per second per chip must be qualified by the 
fact that they can only simulate small (<10> neurons, <10 connections) networks very quickly 
and larger networks (involving changing the weights) prohibitively slowly. Thus for interesting 
networks containing biologically relevant numbers of connections (>107) these implementations 
must either contain prohibitively large numbers of chips or be constrained by the classic von 
Neumann bottleneck. 

Volume holographic crystals are currently under development that permit the storage 
and readout of multiple 2-D images with a simple beam indexing scheme. Images are read by the 
application of a single laser beam, the specific pattern recalled being indexed to the direction gf the 
laser beam. Theoretical limits on the storage capacity of these crystals are about 107 bits/em? with 
readout access times limited by the switching of the single indexing beam. The architecture we 
propose uses these materials to break the von Neumann bottleneck associated with large networks. 

The basic features of the architecture are shown in Fig. 1. The system consists of two 
main subassemblies: a 2-D spatial light modulator (SLM) using a holographic crystal for storage 
and an integrated circuit which performs the synaptic accumulation and nonlinear processing. 
The connection matrix Wij is stored within the SLM which projects an image of the weight matrix 
onto the IC. The neural processing IC contains a matrix of detectors which convert the intensities 
(proportional to the weights) into an electrical signal to be used for the synaptic weighting and 
accumulation. Thus the connection strengths can be loaded into the IC in parallel from the SLM. 
Many independent sets of connection strengths can be stored within the holographic crystal SLM 
which is accessed by the direction of a single laser beam. Thus by changing the direction of this 
single beam, an entire new set of weights (e.g. a different section of a large network) can be loaded 
into the IC, There is no penalty associated with loading the entire weight matrix, making very 
large (>10° neurons, >10 connections) and very fast (limited by silicon detector response) 
networks possible. By using parallel optical storage/transfer to solve the memory bottleneck and 
fast VLSI detectors, a hybrid optoelectronic approach makes very large networks possible. 
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Fig. 1 Basic Architecture 

The IC is accessed by a conventional digital computer which stores the input and output 
of the network. The computer deals only with the neurons, not the connections, reducing the 
computation and storage needs tremendously. In addition, the computer allows conventional 
access to the neural network -- namely digital I/O (no special interface needed). 

Circuit Description: 
A typical pwell CMOS process has a parasitic vertical bipolar transistor that makes an 

excellent photosensor. The standard MOSIS CMOS process produces a phototransistor with a 
typical current gain of over 200. This NPN bipolar device has its collector (the substrate) tied to 
Vdd. The base region (the pwell) is left floating -- photocurrent generated in the base will be 
multiplied by the current gain factor. The emitter is formed by a heavy N type diffusion at the 
surface of the substrate. 

An IC implementing an optoelectronic neural processor using phototransistors has been 
built. A single synapse performs a multiplication and sum operation. The phototransistor synapse 
contains two devices -- a phototransistor and a p-channel FET, as shown in Fig. 2. 

dd 

nat(¥,) —f 

Wis %3 
Fig. 2 Binary Phototransistor Synapse 

The photocurrent generated at each detector is proportional to the respective Wj;'s. In 
this initial implementation, the neurons are binary -- thus a multiplier is simply a switch which can 
be implemented with a single FET. The gate of the multiplier FET is connected to the column input 
line. The potential of the j column line reflects the state of the respective input (V;). The 
multiplying FET's at each synapse produce currents proportional to Wij * Vj which are 
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subsequently summed along a row output line. Thus the accumulation according to Eqn. 1 is 
accomplished in parallel, providing the synaptic accumulation, Jj, in the form of a current. Each 
row line is then connected to a decision function which provides binary outputs, as shown in 
Fig.3. In addition, the IC contains peripheral circuitry for subtracting a weight offset to allow for 
inhibitory connections. 
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Fig. 3 Phototransistor Network 

Fabrication Results: 
The IC, containing a 32x32 array of synapses and 32 decision functions, was 

fabricated in MOSIS's 31m pwell process. The synapse size was approximately 50x50 m2. The 
binary decision function circuits were found to have thresholds within 7-10% uniformity across the 
chip. The phototransistors themselves could resolve the minimum SLM changes in input intensity, 
putting their sensitivity at >45dB. The sensitivity of the entire neuron (phototransistors and 
decision functions) was measured at 35dB which translates into 5-6 bit accuracy. The settling time 
of the network depends on the illumination strength as shown in Fig.4. A simple, two layer 
inverting XOR was implemented using a low power CRT as the SLM. Six weights and three 
neurons were used to demostrate operation, shown in Fig. 5. 

Conclusion: 
We have demostrated an optoelectronic network that computes 103 connections with 

5-6 bit accuracy in less than 10psec in low illumination, giving a computation rate of >10 
connections per second. The architecture can be scaled (this chip is only 3mm on a side) and 
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illumination increased, resulting in greater performance. More importantly, very large networks 
can be efficiently computed using holographic crystals as connection storage. 
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Optically implemented Hopfield associative memory using 

two-dimensional incoherent optical array devices 
Kazuhiro NOGUCHI and Toshikazu SAKANO 
NTT Transmission Systems Laboratories, 

1-2356 Take, Yokosuka-shi Kanagawa-ken, 238-03, JAPAN 

Optically implemented two-dimensional (2-D) Hopfield associa- 
tive memory using a hologram array for interconnection between 
optical source and detector arrays has been proposed‘!). ‘=, 
However, it is difficult to construct such large element number 
systems because extremely large size hologram elements are neces- 
sary. This communication describes a simplified optical 
Hopfield associative memory using 2-D arranged incoherent source 
and detector array devices. Polarization encoding and shadow 
encoding methods for installing the optical interconnection for 
the Hopfield memory are proposed. 

In Hopfield associative memories, the connection matrix 
T={T,;,} is written as 

M 

T,,= > (2V*,-1) (2V*,-1) - Ma,, (1), 
k=1 

where V* (k=1,2, .-,M) is a set of stored binary vectors ‘=. In 
networks which have N 2-D arranged elements, the output vector 
yout is determined by the following operation, 

N 

yout =th { > T,,Vir, } (2), 

j=1 
th (x) = 1 if x>0 

{ 4 otherwise (3), 

where V'!" is the input binary vector. The vector Vet is fed 
back to the input, and the resulting vector converges to the 
stored vector which is most similar to the input. 

In this operation, a matrix represented as 

M 

Tt, |= > (2V* ,-1) (2V*,-1) 

k=1 
M 

= S$) BQV (Vey, VE.) “KOR (VE, VE) (4) 
k=1 

sov(a,sye £1 3£4=B gona me f1 if xB 
O otherwise O otherwise (5) 
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is used as an alternative for the T,, matrix<¢?. Thus, the 
Hopfield associative memory can be optically implemented using the 
optical EQV and XOR interconnections. 

Here, we propose the optical Hopfield associative memory using 
polarization encoding as shown Fig. 1. This system consists of 
source and detector arrays which are covered with polarizer 
arrays, and a spatial filter. The source array contains NxM 
incoherent optical sources, and the detector array contains NxM 
detector pairs each of which consists of two adjacent detectors. 
The source and detector arrays are divided into N segments which 
contain M sources or M detector pairs. In Fig.1, arrays are 
divided into 12 segments containing 4 sources or detector pairs. 
Each segment corresponds to an element of V'" or yout, 

Here, we classify all the polarizer states to be "0" if they 
pass vertically polarized light, and to be "1" if they pass 
horizontally polarized light. Obviously, light passes through 
two polarizers from source to detector only when the two 
polarizer states are equal to each other. 

The optical interconnection scheme linking a source segment to 
a detector segment through a spatial filter is shown in Fig. 2. 
In this example, each segment contains 4 sources or detector 
pairs. The spatial filter connects k-th source in a segment 
only to k-th detector pair in all detector segments in the detec- 
tor array. The state of the polarizer that covers the k-th 
source element in the i-th segment agrees with the i-th element 
of the stored binary vector V*(1sksM). Also, the state of the 
polarizer that covers one detector element (named "+" detector) in 
k-th detector pair in the i-th segment agrees with Ve,, and that 
with the another element (named "-" detector) agrees with the 
complement of V*,. In the example shown in Fig.2, the "+" 
detectors are put at the upper side of the detector pair, and the 
"-~" detectors at the lower side. Then, the light currents 
Is*)+,, and I‘*)-,,, which are generated at the k-th "+" and "-" 
detectors in the j-th segment by the light emitted from the k-th 
source in the i-th segment, is written as 

I<") +, ,=1,-EQV(V*,, V¥,) (6) 
and 

Ise) -, ,=I,-XOR(VE,, Ve) (7), 

where I, is the generating light current when v*«,=V* ye These 
equations show that optical EQV and XOR interconnections can be 
formed using polarization encoding. 

In the operation of this system, all sources belonging to the 
i-th segment are simultaneously turned on or off according to the 
i-th element value of the input binary vector v'». Provided 
that the I, for all optical connections are equal, the 
photocurrent difference in the i-th detector segment I, between 
the total photocurrents generated in all "+" detectors and that 
generated in all "-" detectors is written as 
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M N 

I,=Ip >, > Vin, (EQV(V*,, V¥,) -XOR(V*,, V*,)) (8). 
k=1 j= 

Therefore, V°t, is determined from the photocurrent difference 
I,. 

We have constructed a 5x5-element Hopfield memory with 2 
stored patterns as shown in Fig. 3(a). The sources are 880-nm 
LED’ s, and the detectors are Si-PIN photodiodes. Two patterns, 
which represent 5x5-dot characters of "A" and "C", are stored in 
the memory. Figure 3(b) and (c) shows the the demonstration of 
the Hopfield memory operation. In both cases, one of perfect 
stored patterns is reconstructed from the part of the stored 
patterns. 

The optical EQV and XOR interconnection can be constructed by 
shadow encoding without using polarizer arrays. Similarly to 
polarization-encoding, the Hopfield memory using shadow encoding 
is assembled from source and detector arrays, which contain NxM 
sources or detector pairs and are divided into N segments. The 
interconnection scheme between one source segment and detector 
segment is shown in Fig. 4. The states of source elements, which 
agree with corresponding stored vector element, are determined by 
the source position. In the example in Fig. 4, the upper side is 
"O" and the lower is "1". The light from a source connects to 
only one detector in detector pairs through the spatial filter, 
and another detector is covered with shadow of the spatial fil- 
ter. The state of the detector pairs is "0" when the “+” 
detector connects with the state "0" sources, and is "1" when the 

"—" detector connects with "0" sources. In this condition, the 
EQV interconnection is constructed between the source and "+" 
detectors, and the XOR between source and "-" detectors. There- 
fore, Eqs. (6) ~(8) also hold in the shadow encoding model. 

The Hopfield memory using the polarization encoding or the 
shadow encoding described above is constructed very easily if 
integrated 2-D optical source and detector array devices are 
used. Therefore, we believe that these encoding methods are 
suitable for constructing a Hopfield memory with a large number 
of elements. 

To summarize, optically implemented 2-D Hopfield associative 
memory using incoherent optical array devices was proposed. 
Optical EQV and XOR interconnections were implemented between 
source and detector arrays using polarization or shadow encoding. 
The structure of the system is suitable for constructing the 
Hopfield memory with a large number element because it is very 
simple and easy to assemble. 

The authors would like to thank Hidetoshi Kimura and Takao 
Matsumoto for their continuous encouragement. 
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LEARNING IN OPTICAL NEURAL COMPUTERS 

Demetri Psaltis, David Brady, and Ken Hsu 

California Institute of Technology, Pasadena, California 91125 

Optical holography is useful in artificial neural hardware because of the relatively 
large size of the networks which can be implemented and because it provides a potentially 
simple method for dynamically controlling the free parameters of the network. The 
simplicity of learning in holographic systems is based on the analogy between Hebbian 
learning and hologram formation: A holographic connection between two optical modes 
forms in linear proportion to the product of the activities of the modes. When this 
principle is applied to construct large-scale adaptive networks, the hologram must 
integrate contributions from many modes over many learning cycles. The use of multiple 

learning cycles (holographic exposures) necessarily restricts the dynamic range of the 
recorded holograms. In this paper, we describe how these restrictions arise and how 
they may be partially overcome by periodic copying between short term and long term 
components of holographic memories. 

A basic module for a volume holographic neural system is sketched in Fig. 1. The 
activity of the 7#* neuron in this system is represented by an optical signal on the yeh 
pixel at the input plane. A connection is made from the it’ neuron to the 7** neuron via 
a holographic grating coupling the mode excited by the 7" input with the mode incident 

on the j** output pixel. The signals diffracted from all the input modes onto the th 

output mode are summed and thresholded at the j** output pixel. The strength of the 
connection is proportional to the the product of the activity of the i** pixel on the input 

plane. and the activity of the j*" pixel at the training plane. Light from the j th pixel 

on the training plane excites the mode which couples into the jt" pixel on the output 
plane. The strength of the connection between the 7" and j th neurons is increased if 
the interference pattern between the corresponding modes is in phase with the hologram 
which stores the connection and is decreased if the interference pattern and the hologram 
are out of phase. 

In addition to connecting the modes used to record it, a grating coupling a pair 
of modes results in undesired connections between other pairs of modes. To prevent 
this degeneracy from constraining the nature of the transformations which can be 
implemented using a hologram, the modes which are coupled by the hologram must 
be restricted. Since each mode corresponds to a unique pixel on the input or output 
plane, only a subset of the available pixels can be used in the interconnection system. 

Suppose that the input and output planes each consist of N? pixels. If the same number 

of pixels are to be used on the input and output plane, only N ? of the pixels on each 
plane may be used in an unconstrained interconnection system. A grid wich samples 

pixels on the input and output planes such that each pair of input-output pixels may be 

independently interconnected is shown in Fig. 2. The input pixels are sampled densely 

as shown at the top of the figure. The output pixels are arranged in lines separated by 

the width of the input grid. In this figure, N = 100. 

The most promising technology for recording adaptive volume holograms is based 
on photorefractive materials. The key advantages of these materials are that they offer 

relatively high dynamic range, that their response to new recording beams does not 

degrade under multiple exposure, and that they respond in real-time with no development 

steps. A photorefractive hologram is formed by the redistribution of photogenerated 

charge among local traps. While a recorded hologram remains stable in the dark, 
the excited charge created by writing a new hologram increases the conductivity of 
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the material and causes the charge patterns corresponding to previous holograms to 
decay exponentially in time. The time constant of the decay is inversely proportional 
to the intensity of the writing beams. The decay of previously recorded holograms 
limits the number of exposures which can be usefully recorded in a photorefractive 
crystal. We have described previously, [1], an exposure schedule by which an arbitrary 
nuinber of holograms, M, each with identical diffraction efficiency, may be recorded in a 
photorefractive material. Unfortunately, recording each hologram with the same strength 
necessitates a fall off in the efficiency with each successive exposure. The end result is 
that the diffraction efficiency of each hologram falls off in proportion to <q: 

Outer-product based storage of associated patterns can be implemented using 
photorefractive holograms in the system of Fig. 1 by exposing the hologram with a 
sequence of appropriately sampled patterns on the input and training planes. As an 
example, we have stored up to twenty associations between random image-name pairs of 
the sort shown in Fig. 3 using this approach. The sampling grids of Fig. 2 where used 
in these experiments. The reconstruction fidelity when only a few patterns are recorded 
was good and we were able to verify the fall off in diffraction efficiency with the square 
of the number of associations recorded. 

By an adaptive system, we mean a system which responds in real time to some 
function of its input and control signals. In general, the input and control signals will be 
generated externally and will not drive the system to its “optimal” state in a minimum 
number of steps. For a system implemented using photorefractive crystals, it is desirable 
to minimize the number of learning steps in order to preserve the diffraction efficiency, and 
thus the dynamic range, of the recorded hologram. One method by which the effective 
number of recording steps can be minimized is to record the hologram in a two step process 
using a “short term memory” to condense the information stored in each short series of 
exposures and a “long term memory” to store the connections which emerge over the 
length of the learning process. This approach is particularly applicable to systems which 
adapt continuously, in which case an indefinitely long sequence of exposures controls a 
finite number of independent connections in the hologram. 

In this paper we describe and present experimental results from a preliminary 
implementation of short term-long term storage. The basic idea is to use two holographic 
media to periodically refresh each other. The architecture of our system is shown in 
Fig. 4. A series of holograms between a reference plane wave and a set of signal beams is 
recorded in a cesium doped strontium barium niobate crystal (SBN:Ce). Shutters $4 and 
S5 are closed during this operation. In our experiments we used plane waves generated 
by rotation of the mirror RM as signal beams. The diffraction efficiency of the recorded 
holograms is monitored continuously using the phase conjugate of the reference wave. 
The path of the diffracted conjugate to an output CCD is shown as a dashed line in the 
figure. A self-pumped BaTiO3 phase conjugate mirror is used to generate the conjugate 
wave. We use a PCM to compensate for the generally poor optical quality of the SBN. ( 
This problem is unique to the particular crystal we used.) When the diffraction efficiency 
of the photorefractive holograms begins to be unacceptably low, the recorded holograms 
are copied from the SBN to a second holographic medium, which in our experiments was 
a thermoplastic plate. The thermoplastic hologram is formed using the diffracted phase 
conjugate reference and a back-traveling reference wave. Shutters $2 and $4 are closed. 
The hologram written on the plate is copied back to the SBN with the original intensities 
in the signal and reference beams. The original reference beam and the conjugate to the 
thermoplastic reference are used to create this hologram. Shutters $1 and $5 are closed 
during this step. The result is a rejuvenated hologram of each of the signal beams in the 
SBN. The diffraction efficiency of each hologram is now proportional to 7 as opposed 

to the previous vee Since the diffraction efficiency per hologram for Mf superposed 
patterns is at best aT this copying scheme allows us to implement adaptation under 
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multiple exposures with no cost compared to recording the same information in a single 
exposure. 

The temporal behavior of photorefractive holograms may be described by growth in 

the amplitude of the space charge density proportional to (1 — e~%/t) during recording 

and decay proportional to e~°/' during the recording of successive holograms. I is the 
recording intensity. The amplitude of the space charge corresponding to the m** hologram 
when M holograms are recorded is 

M 

Am = Ao(1 —e7 7 )exp(—) gs tdtm’) (1) 

where A, is the saturation diffraction efficiency and tm is the recording time of the mth 
hologram. A, is a constant for all m if 

  

tina x). (2) 
tm = (al —y ( 

where x = a, 

To begin recording a series of holograms in the system of Fig. 4, we record m, 

holograms on the SBN following the schedule of eqn. (2) for y = 1. The amplitude of 

the space charge for each hologram is fe. at this point. When only a few holograms 

are recorded, the diffraction efficiency of the optical field may be nonlinear in the space 

charge amplitude due to pump depletion. We assume, however, that my, is large enough 

that the diffraction has fallen to the linear regime. In this case the diffraction efficiency 

in intensity for each of the stored holograms is Wer where 7, is the saturation diffraction 

efficiency for a single hologram. We now copy the summed holograms in the SBN onto 
the thermoplastic plate by using the phase conjugate of the reference beam to read out 

the crystal. Copying the hologram on the thermoplastic back onto the SBN with the 

original total intensities in the signal and reference beams results in a restoration of the 

photorefractive hologram with Vm, times greater amplitude. The reduction by a factor of 

/m,)~! in the amplitude of each hologram results from a reduction in the modulation 
depth with which each hologram is recorded due to the sharing by all m, signals of 
the intensity available in the signal beam. This factor is inherent in the simultaneous 

recording of m, signals. However, the total diffraction efficiency, summed over all m 
holograms, is restored to its saturation value. 

At this point we begin recording another series of new holograms on the SBN using 

the schedule of eqn. (2) with x = Ta We make m2 exposures in this cycle. In order 

to maintain a constant diffraction efficiency from the thermoplastic, m2 is selected such 

that the total diffraction efficiency of the summed hologram on the SBN falls back to its 

value after the first m, exposures, 1. e. we. After mz exposures we copy back to the 

thermoplastic, back to the SBN and again make holograms until the total diffraction 

efficiency falls again to Je. From here the process may proceed indefinitely. Each 

time M = >>m, holograms are copied back and forth, the diffraction efficiency for each 

hologram is restored to aT: 

Fig. 5 is a log-log plot of experimental results for recording holograms in using the 

exposure schedule of Eq. 2 and using periodic copying. The diffraction efficiency of the 

recorded holograms was monitored in each case using the diffracted phase conjugate 

reference and the CCD shown in Fig. 4. The solid line in Fig. 5 corresponds to the 

theoretical M/~—? decay in the diffraction efficiency per hologram with no copying between 
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short and long term storage. The *’s are experimental data points for the mean diffracted 
power of the stored holograms. The dashed line shows the theoretical decay in diffraction 
per hologram when periodic copying is used. The first 5 holograms are recorded exactly 
as in Fig. 2. These five are then copied to the thermoplastic and back to the SBN, 
restoring the diffraction efficiency per hologram to the M—! line, which is the dotted line 
in the figure. Thermoplastic holograms are also made after 10 and 15 exposures. The 
#-’S represent experimental data points. 

In conclusion, photorefractive volume holography remains a very promising 
technology for implementation of adaptive neural networks. Of the difficulties which must 
be addressed before large scale networks can be implemented, the most troublesome is the 
need to find a way to control volume holograms over many exposures without sacrificing 
too much dynamic range. Significant progress can be made on this problem using the 
short term-long term memory approach sketched in rough form here. 

This work is supported by the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency. The 
authors thank Rockwell International and Ratnakar Neurgaonkar for the SBN used in 
these experiments. 

[1] Demetri Psaltis, David Brady, and Kelvin Wagner, Adaptive optical networks using 
photorefractive crystals, Applied Optics, 27, 1752-1759, 1 May 1988. 
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Simulated Annealing Feature Extraction from Occluded and Cluttered Objects 
Harold Szu, and Kim Scheff 

Code 5756, Naval Research Laboratory, Washington D.C. 20375-5000 
Abstract: Human Visual System (HVS) is investigated for solving the occlusion pattern recognition problem. A 
movie of partially occluded moving objects is simulated in a cluttered imagery sequence. In order to suppress the 
clutters and the occlusions, the HVS passes the salient features before lowering the image resolution by means 
of a layer-by-layer coarse graining of the input image sequence feeding through a Fukushima-like neural 
network, namely a feedforward neural network architecture. In a successive approximation manner, the last 
layer produces invariant object templates having almost orthogonal features. Such useful coarse-graining 
processing, based on multiple frames and successive layers, has efficiently achieved the mini-max 

optimization that is useful for intra-interclass clustering with respect to associative memory recall. Thus, we 
have adopted in this paper, an imagery sequence of different land vehicles of 3 x 3 pixels tracking over natural 

terrain within the attentive field of view of 9 x 9 pixels, scanned by a space-filling Peano curve [Space- 

Scanning Curves for Spatiotemporal Representations.., Szu, Foo, IJCNN-90, Wash. D.C. 1990]. Then the 

technique of Fast Simulated Annealing (FSA)[Szu, Hartley, Phys.Lett. A122, p.157; Proc. IEEE, V.75,p.1538] is 

employed for the first time to search for those orthogonal features constrained by object templates. The 

constraint is obtained by an imprecisely centroid-overlayed sequence due to various degrees of motion-occlusion 

by moving past trees. These template imperfections can be overcome by the fault tolerance nature, inheritant in 

associative memory, together with the orthogonality of those extracted features from templates [IJCNN-89, p. 

I- 547, Wash. D.C. 1989]. In this paper, pattern data have simulated the pointing-and-tracking gray-scaled 

land vehicles, and the FSA has sped up the automation of binary feature extraction and orthogonalization. 
Keywords: Image Processing, Clutter, Occlusion, Simulated Annealing, Peano Curve, Neural Networks 
1. Introduction: An animal visual system is known to be sensitive to a moving object, and pays attention to the 
object immediately with the second look pointing and tracking towards the motion-detected scenery. This kind 

of attentive image summation is believed to be important for better object template formation, and simultaneous 

feature extraction, as well as subsequent neural network pattern recognition. A video sequence of a submerged 

object has been taken downward through a wavy surface of swimming pool. Then, a shifted-and-added 
technique was used in the second look to produce a sharp template of the submerged object. The second look was 
a regional resummation that was re-done piecewise with respect to the identical set of imagery that has 
produced in the first pass a blurred template which had a correct statistics of image pieces through the 

straightforward pointing-and-tracking summation of many frames (about 16 distorted fields) according to the 

centroid of the whole frame [1](c.f Fig. 1 Distorted Fields, Object, Long Term Average, Centroid Correction). 
This effect had demonstrated the need of a smart sensor concept such as the eye which can see a weak star 
during an "instance of good seeing"[2] through the turbulent sky. On the contrary, the undiscriminating and 
dumb telescope camera can only produce a blurred picture of the weak star in the over exposed picture by the 
whole frame summation based on the straightforward pointing-and-tracking gimbal without any adaptive 

phase for turbulence medium phase correction mechanism. 
Recently, a sequence of distorted imagery that consists of a training set of 15 samples of hand-written 

characters (each has 4 by 4 pixels, only trained to recognize 3 classes) has demonstrated the ability of 
generalization: recognize a new class of letter[3]. This was done by means of critical feature extraction using the 
"mini-max concept" to discover by itself a new class of 5 more hand-written characters by analyzing the "intra- 
interclass clustering property" on the self-constructed feature space(c.f. Fig. 2 for 20 samples 4 classes).This 

example used a table top computer, because the Gram Schmidt orthogonal feature extraction was based on the 

associative memory employing the Fixed-Point Cycle Two Theorem [4]. Such a procedure of parallel Gram- 

Schimdt constrained orthogonalization could be exceedingly usefully for a covert communication constrained by 
call signs and known scrambling instruction, because feature extraction by means of the straightforward 
projection is not permitted to obliterate critical portion of the signal. However, any practical construction of 

large set of orthogonal feature vectors could be subject to a realtime processing bottleneck. In this paper, the 

Fast Simulated Annealing (FSA) technique is adopted to alleviate the bottleneck problem. 
Image processing by annealing techniques have been attempted by Geman and Geman [4], Barrett et 

al.[5], etc. mainly for noise/distortion reduction. Neural networks have been recently applied to pattern 
recognition by Kohonen, Fukushima, Grossberg, Hopfield, etc.. White noise annealing and neural networks are 

combined through the Boltzmann Machine by Hinton, Sejnowski, Ackley [6] of which colored noise variant has 

been referred to as Cauchy Machine[7,8,9]. 

2. Imagery Sequence: A useful clutter rejection hypothese is that man-made vehicles are designed to minimize 

the hydrodynamic drag via streamlined shapes and wheels while the natural environment of tree trunks is 
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mainly vertical against the gravity[unpublished work of J. Landa, H.Szu]. Thus, a sequence of imagery of land 
vehicles passing trees and bushes is considered, Fig. 3a. When a land vehicle moves by a tree, the partial 
occlusion of the vehicle by the tree trunk can be easily overcome by a properly pointing tracking, zooming, 
imaging on the moving vehicle. The image sequence can be averaged and threshold to get rid of the relative 
motion between the tree and the vehicle, Fig. 3b, together with the 3 by 3 scanning curve and the 9 by 9 scanning 
curve. The centroid pointing and tracking of the vehicle is assumed to produce the averaged gray-scaled image 
< Ig(x,y) > 

< I¢(x,y) > = zi I j(x+xcy+y¢)/ frames (1) 
where (x¢, yc) is a vehicle local centroid coordinate. After a certain threshold, the obscuring effect of the tree 
and bush will be minimized. Fig.2 (describe the templates) 

I <(x,y) = Threshold( < I¢{x,y) > ) (2) 
Let the critical feature of the template class-c be denoted as f¢(x,y). Then, the performance criterion is the 
minimum distance between the template of the c-class=1,2 together with the direction cosine in the numerator, 
and the maximum difference between feature vectors in the denominator. Thus, the mini-max filter energy is 

E(f¢ j= ad c#c'(<felfe >) +b 2X c=1,2.... Ifo-InI2 tlLcx¥ec' d/ lfo-forl2 (3) 

where the coefficient of the direction cosine via the inner product <|> may be heavily weighted, eg. by setting 
a= 10 (relative to b = 1, and d=10). The change of energy is defined as AE = E new -Eold. 

‘3. Cauchy Simulated Annealing: The physical space is 2-D; but the search space can be 1-D, provided that 
space-filling scanning technique is adopted here for mapping 2-D imagery space to 1-D search space and yet 
preserving the local neighborhood relationship[11]. In principle, the space-filling can be done to any desired 
degree of resolution that is meaningful by the original dynamic range and the image pixel resolution. 

The periodic 1-D space is used for the 1-D infinity search space for the Cauchy probability: 
(1) Generation of the new state x’ from the previous old state x by the Cauchy random number X, and the 

1-1 mapping back to 2-D image domain: Choose fy = 1,4, Let f2 be constructed from I¢2, 

GT (x'Ix'=x+X) = T(t) /{IT(t) 2+ X 2] 2}; T= To/ (1+) where To = 100. in this paper. 
The random displacement X is equivalent to the following simple formula: using a random number n, 
normalized between [0,1], to generate a uniform angles: (n - 0.5 )x 1, between -2/2 and+1/2. 

X= T (t) tan (6) (4) 
(2) Canonical Acceptance Criterion 
Ic2 pixel toggling for f2(x with AE < 0 is accepted; the output state energy increase AE > 0 is also 

accepted if the random number generated between [0,0.5] is less than the following acceptance function 
PT7(A E) = 1/[1+ exp(AE /T (t))] (5) 

Eq(5) is similar to the Cauchy acceptance criterion [10] when expressed in terms of the energy increment in a 
simulation by a serial process. To insure the mini-max property,Eq(3), if £o(x') happens to be togged to be 0, we 
can reset f4(x’) to 14(x);otherwise, we chang f2(x) back to 1 2(x) and set f1(x') = 0. The final data of fy and f2 
are given in Fig.3d. The generating, the accepting, and the energy are plotted in Fig. 4 which shows three 
segments of the coordinate with respect to the abscissa of 2000 time points in five minute CPU of MAC II(top: 
searching 9 x 9 states , middle: accepted 9 x 9 states, and bottom: the energy of the visited state). Note that 
the scattering points about the accepted states is gradually narrowing down due to the Cauchy random walks 
but never completely because of the occasionally Cauchy random flights. Moreover, the energy occasionally 
goes up before it goes down, demonstrating the typical characteristics of simulated annealing. 
Acknowledge: J. Landa, F. Polkinghorn and A. Tse have helped prepare the land vehicle imagery. 
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Fig. 3b Gray-Scaled Templates in terms of 3 x3 and 9x9 Sanning Curves Fig. 3c Binary Features 
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1 Introduction 

In their organization and operation neural networks differ radically from conven- 
tional computer systems. However, it is likely that the systems that may eventually 

be built around them will be remarkably similar to the traditional computers that 

these networks are designed to augment. This is because the business of the system 

architect is to build systems that solve problems at a reasonable cost: all else is 

secondary to this goal. And viewing neurocomputer architecture in terms of such 
traditional issues as communication bandwidth, processor utilization, and memory 

system organization lends a problem-solving perspective to the entire system design. 

The bulk of research reported today treats neurocomputer design in a very narrow 

focus: in most cases the goal is simply to design an electronic analogue to a biological 
neuron. Despite the significant achievements in this regard, it can be argued that 
this approach sidesteps the fundamental goal of building practical problem-solving 

systems. This is largely due to the inordinate burdens that a faithful neuron design 

would place on the surrounding system. For example, pure analog processors often 

require real-valued inputs to each synapse. Few communication systems (other than 

direct optical input) could begin to deliver the required millions of analog signals 

that a complete system would require. As another example, many proposed designs 

push the burden of neural learning off-chip, slowing it to the point of eliminating 

the performance gains achieved by using a neurocomputer in the first place. 

These common situations result from a premature emphasis on elegant circuit 

design that relegates architectural issues to secondary status. This is surprising, for 

it is the traditional architectural issues mentioned above that really determine the 
  

*This work was supported in part by the Semiconductor Research Corporation contract no. 86-10—-097, and by 

the Office of Naval Research, ONR contract no. N00014 88 K 0329. 
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viability of the system. Given models of neural operation and network structure, the 
primary task of the neurocomputer architect is to select the best set of implemen- 
tation strategies to implement them. Analog versus digital computation is only one 
of many questions that must be addressed, and its determination must be balanced 
with the other requirements of the entire system. 

We believe that the three key issues in neurocomputer architecture are (1) com- 
munication, (2) weight representation and learning, and (3) neural computation. 
These represent special cases of traditional system design considerations, and will 
be briefly discussed below. When analyzing the target neural network model, as 
much attention should be paid to the model’s temporal characteristics as to its con- 
nectivity structure and learning behavior. Many significant economies are possible 
if concurrent utilization in any of these areas is sparse. 

Looming above all implementation issues is the connectivity dilemma. Our re- 
search has shown that an attempt to fabricate a neural network consisting of one 
million neurons, each connected to its one thousand nearest neighbors in a two- 
dimensional grid, would result in a VLSI wafer approximately 85 square meters 
in area [1]. Most of this area is consumed in routing the one billion metal wires. 
Multiplexing is one technique available to reduce this area appreciably, but only if 
the target model can tolerate the reduced availability of interconnect. We are cur- 
rently investigating architectures that have appropriate static characteristics such 
as sparse and spatially local interconnect, and appropriate dynamic characteristics 
such as sparse temporal behavior, allowing the shared utilization of valuable com- 
munication resources, a technique that biological systems seem to exploit. 

Compromises that must be made to create a practical communication system 
have impact elsewhere. Neural computation has been the favorite topic of neuro- 
computer research, and most proposed systems feature the parallel nature of analog 
multiplication, essentially having a processor per synapse. These approaches usually 
require that all inputs to the neuron be available coincidently, a requirement unlikely 
to be satisfied by any communication system based on shared wires. Even if all in- 
puts could be made available simultaneously, the attraction of parallel multiplication 
is dimmed if only a small subset of inputs actively take part in the computation. If 
input activation is low, which is common in many associative structures, it may be 
possible to share computation resources in the same manner as was interconnect, 
and to consider serial digital or hybrid analog/digital approaches for multiplication. 
Again, this kind of compromise depends on the temporal behavior of the particular 
neural model being implemented, and exemplifies the sort of questions that system 
architects must face before committing to alternate forms of computation. 

If the area implications of direct interconnect do not seriously impact the pure 
ideal of distributed, electronic nervous systems, the difficulties posed in learning 
and weight representation might. Thousands of parallel multipliers require a corre- 
spondingly enormous memory system bandwidth to feed the inputs and store the 
outputs. It is difficult to conceive of a single data path off-chip to memory that 
could approach the required performance. Instead, local storage of synaptic weights 
in close proximity to the multiplication hardware is the preferred solution. The 
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challenge is to combine a memory system compatible with the local computation 

hardware. Even more troublesome is the learning task. The hardware required to 

enforce local learning rules can be prohibitively expensive unless ways can be found 
to share the area burden among multiple processors. For example, at OGC we have 
designed and built a hybrid analog digital implementation of the Klopf/Kosko dif- 

ferential Hebbian algorithm. This learning rule is not atypical of biological learning 

mechanisms. By the time we had integrated all the circuitry required to perform 

the various differentiations and temporal integration, the per synapse circuitry had 
grown to quite unreasonable proportions. As we try to implement such functionality 
we are increasingly impressed with Nature’s sophisticated and compact mechanisms. 

In a manner analogous to using multiplexed interconnect and processors, such learn- 

ing can only be contemplated if the target neural model limits coincident learning 

to small subsets of the total number of neurons. In the associative structures we are 

studying, learning occurs at a fraction of the total synapses at any point in time. 

Neurocomputer design as expressed here embraces an enormous design space, a 

much broader one than the narrow focus on L-II neuron design. This architectural 

perspective embodies a problem-solving approach consistent with traditional meth- 

ods of system design. The key steps in neurocomputer design first require breaking 

the system into its three main architectural components, and then closely examining 

the target model’s structure and temporal characteristics, as well as their complex 

interrelationships. The questions for the architect involve selecting the best set of 

implementation strategies consistent with the requirements of the model. 

One theme mentioned repeatedly here is the focus on sparse activity in the model 

that allows us to cost-effectively leverage shared resources. Many currently popu- 

lar neural models such as backpropogation are not compatible with this technique 

because of the simultaneous activity across multiple processors and communication 

lines. Some of the work involved in neurocomputer design, then, involves looking 

for those models that possess sparse” characteristics, in both the temporal and 

spatial domains, so that architectural economies can be considered. Much of our 

research is typified by this type of effort, and interestingly enough some biological 

models appear to fit many of our requirements. One such example is the pyriform 

cortex model of Gary Lynch, Rick Granger and their colleagues at the University of 

California at Irvine [3]. 
It is our belief that these “second generation” neural network models will be more 

closely inspired by biology and will have the size and power for solving some of the 

more truly difficult problems that currently sit at the boundary between the messy, 

analog, real world and discrete world of the digital computer. 

Although we have couched our discussion in the context of our own research in 

silicon cortex models [2], we feel that much of this is broadly applicable to general 

neurocomputer design. The take-home message of this paper can be summarized 

quite simply: beware of local optimizations, for neurocomputer design requires a 

systems perspective. 
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Abstract 

We describe a parallel implementation of Kohonen self-organizing feature maps based on an epoch update. 

That is, for a set, or epoch, of training patterns the weight changes are calculated independently for each 

pattern and added at the end of the epoch cycle. Use of the epoch update allows efficient parallel implemen- 

tation, as demonstrated on a Warp systolic computer, with simulation speeds ranging from 6 to 12 million 

connections per second. Experimental results indicate, that for a small epoch size (10 to 20 patterns), conver- 

gence is similar to the original algorithm. It is observed, however, that the epoch update causes instability of 

the ordering process and “folded” maps sometimes result. To ensure topological ordering it is recommended 

to use a small number of iterations of the exact algorithm to initialize the map to an ordered state before 

using the parallel algorithm. 

I. Introduction 

The Kohonen self-organizing feature map [1] is a two dimensional mesh of neurons each with a weight vector, 

w;. During the search phase, each node, i, computes the Euclidean distance between its weight vector and 

the input vector, x, 

m% = ||x — w;|| (1) 

and chooses the closest neuron (minimum 7;) called the winning cell. During the update phase, a small 

number of neurons within a neighbourhood around (and including) the winning cell are updated, 

Ww; = w; + a(x — w;) (2) 

where a is a small learning constant. The update neighbourhood usually begins large (to include about half 

the cells in the network), and decays slowly with time, until it includes only the winning cell. 

A parallel implementation of the Kohonen algorithm is desired because of the large cost to compute (1) 

for every neuron in the network to find the winning cell, and the large number of iterations required for the 

update rule (2) to converge. 
The Kohonen algorithm is difficult to implement on a parallel computer as global communication is 

required to broadcast the input vector x to all neurons in the network and to find the winning neuron in 

the network. Current attempts at a parallel implementation of the Kohonen algorithm depend on global 

communication in analog hardware [4] or a global broadcast facility if the network can be implemented on 

a single digital chip [5]. Although a fully parallel implementation will require the global communication 

available in analog or optical computers, it is possible to achieve limited parallelism using digital computers 

if the number of processors is small relative to the number of neurons in the network. 

This paper presents a parallel implementation for the Warp systolic computer. The implementation based 

on the epoch update is similar to the implementation of the back propagation algorithm for the Warp (3). 

II. Partitioning the Problem for Systolic Architectures 

The Warp systolic computer [2]. shown in figure 1 is a linear array of 10 computing cells, connected to an I/O 
processor at either end, and driven by a Sun “host”. The elements are systolic in the sense that communication 

is local (left or right neighbour), and that each cell has a simple function (floating point add and multiply). 
The simplest implementation called network partitioning [3], is to divide the neurons amoung the pro- 

cessors. The feed-forward operations of (1) can be calculated independently, but global communication will 
be required to find the global winning neuron. This approach is efficient as long as the number of pro- 
cessors is small relative to the number of neurons. For the Warp implementation, however, this approach 

was abandoned due to the programming complexity of dividing the neurons amoung the processors, and of 

implementing a variable sized update region (neighbourhood) which may span more than one processing cell. 
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For the Warp implementation, a second approach, called data partitioning [3], was used. In this approach, 
the input patterns, rather than the neurons are divided amoung the processors. A different pattern is given 

to each processing cell, and the network updates are calculated independently for each pattern. At the end 

of the cycle, all of the network changes are added to provide an updated network. Each set of patterns used 

for one cycle is called an epoch. Assuming a small epoch size and small weight changes for each pattern, this 
update is expected to give results similar to the exact algorithm. 

IIT. Warp Implementation 

The epoch update was implemented on the Warp architecture shown in figure 1. One training pattern is 

placed in each of the first 9 processors. During the search phase, the weights flow through the array from 
the left to the right, with each cell computing the activation of the neurons in the network given by (1) 
and choosing the winning neuron. During the update phase, the weights flow through again, with each cell 
outputting the weight changes given by (2). The weights flow along the upper (X) channel, while the weight 
changes are accumulated along the lower (Y) channel. The tenth cell inputs the weights and the weight 

changes, adds them, and outputs the updated weights. 
Two changes were made to increase the speed on the Warp. The first change was to put two patterns 

in every Warp cell since the I/O speed of the Warp is limited to approximately on half of the computation 
speed. This results in an epoch size of 18 patterns. The second change is to calculate the similarity measure 

of (1) as a dot product. Since the squared Euclidean distance can be written, 

2 2 2 
|x — wall” = |]wall? + |lx||° — 2x7 w, (3) 

it can be calculated using the dot product, x? w,, if the magnitudes of w; and x are known. This requires that 

the final cell compute the magnitudes of the weight vectors, and that the magnitude of the input patterns be 
calculated as a pre-processing step. 

The implementation of (3) requires 1 computation cycle per weight on the Warp, while the update rule 

given by (2) requires 2 cycles per weight. The compiled code for the Warp performs the search and adapt 

cycle in approximately 4 cycles per weight, corresponding to a maximum speed of 12.5 million connections 

per second. The actual simulation speed ranges from 6 to 12 million connections per second depending on the 
network size. This is due to a fixed communication overhead of 0.01 seconds each time an epoch of patterns 

is started on the Warp array. For example, a network of 1024 neurons (32-by-32 mesh), with 16 inputs, runs 

at 29 epochs per second. This corresponds to a speed of 522 iterations per second or 8 million connections 

per second. The same network with 128 inputs will run at 5.3 epochs per second, a speed of 95 iterations per 

second or 12.5 million connections per second. 

IV. Experimental Results 

The effect of the epoch update is to average several individual updates. For a small number of patterns the 

epoch update appears to have similar performance to the exact algorithm, but suffers from two limitations. 

The first limitation is that for stability, the size of the learning constant, a is limited to a < 1/K, where K is 

the size of the epoch. This provides a practical limit on the epoch size. The second limitation is that, because 
of the epoch update, the self-organization process occasionally fails, giving maps which are not topologically 
ordered. 

Maps were trained with both 2 and 8 dimensional inputs to compare the epoch update to the exact 

algorithm. The two dimensional data shown in figure 2 consists of two Guassian peaks, the first with a 
variance of 1 centred at (0,0) and the second with a variance of 2 centred at (2.32,0). The 8 dimensional data 
had the same two peaks, with centres at (0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0) and (2.32,0,0,0,0,0,0,0) respectively. 

For the 2-dimensional input, 16-by-16 maps were trained with the input of figure 2, a learning rate of .05 
and a neighbourhood decaying linearly from 8 to 0 during the first 3600 iterations. Figure 3 shows the exact 
algorithm, while figure 4 shows the similar results of the epoch version. Figure 5 compares the convergence 
of the exact (solid line) and the epoch (dotted line) algorithm based on mean squared error calculated as the 
map evolves. The convergence of the exact and epoch maps was almost identical when the same learning rate 
(.05) was used. 

In the second experiment a 32-by-32 map was trained with the 8-dimensional data set. The learning 
constant was set to .05 and the neighbourhood was decayed linearly from 16 to 0 during the first 7200 
iterations. Figure 6 shows that the exact and epoch versions have similar convergence in terms of mean 
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squared error. Figure 7 shows the topological ordering of the exact algorithm (solid line) and the epoch 
update (dotted line) using a variant of a method proposed by Lampinen [6]. A line is drawn in the input 
space moving from neuron (1,1) to (2,2), (3,3), and so on up to neuron (32,32), while the path of the line 

is plotted by the position in the network. If the map is topologically ordered, the path should follow the 

diagonal as in figure 7. Figure 8 shows how the path deviates from the diagonal for a map which is not 

topologically ordered, as is occasionally found when the epoch update is used. 

V. Summary and Conclusions 

A parallel implementation of the Kohonen self-organizing feature map algorithm is proposed based upon an 
epoch update. An efficient implementation on the Warp systolic computer achieved a learning rate of between 

6 and 12 million connections per second depending on the network size. 

By using the measurements of mean squared error and topological ordering, it is possible to evaluate 

the convergence the algorithm for maps with any input dimension. Experiments have shown that for a small 

epoch size (10 to 20 patterns), most runs of the epoch and the exact algorithm provide similar performance. 
It has been observed, however, that as the epoch size increases, failure of the topological ordering becomes 
more likely. 

Two alternatives are being considered to improve the reliablity of the topological ordering process. The 

first idea is to train the map with the exact algorithm for the first 100 to 1000 iterations, as the early 

iterations, called the ordering phase, are responsible for the topological ordering of the map [1]. This could 
be implemented on the Warp by disabling learning on all but the first systolic cell for the first 100 to 1000 
epochs. For the longer convergence phase, the network could be trained with a full 18 patterns per epoch. 

The second idea is to start the network in an ordered state before learning begins by choosing an initial set 
of ordered weights. 
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Abstract 

A charge-based analog multiplier circuit and a time-division multiplexed architecture for single-chip, 

multi-layer neural network implementations is presented. The neural cell supports continuous signals and 

weights; all computations are performed in the analog domain and multiplexing is accomplished by 
dynamic current injection. Test circuits fabricated with the MOSIS 2.0um analog process operate as 
predicted by analysis and simulation, with a multiply cycle time of approximately 30 nsec. 

INTRODUCTION: 

If one uses the development of mature microelectronic technologies as a precursory model, the extension of 

artificial neural network models into integrated hardware at VLSI levels will require scalable, modular circuit 
primitives, high-bandwidth communications, and possibly unique circuit designs not yet seen in traditional digital 

or analog systems. Many engineering issues presently complicate chip-level integration of connectionist systems 
[1]. 

One direction of neural implementation efforts has been the construction of massively-parallel digital systems. 
These networks exhibit good global communication (interconnect) efficiency and VLSI potential, but are limited 
by the complexity of the individual computational (multiplier) elements and inherent quantization effects. In 

contrast, analog VLSI offer simplicity of the neural processing elements, good dynamic range, and continuous 

signals. However, analog systems are often plagued by interconnection limitations, a less than modular/scalable 

arrangement, and high power consumption. 

The particular long-range implementation goals of our group (VLSI, radiation-tolerant, space systems) pres- 

ents many system constraints. Massive interlayer connections on a planar chip require multiplexing [2], yet high 

throughput is essential. The analog synaptic weighting requires a multiplication circuit which is size and power 

efficient, accurately supports continuous weights and signals, maintains a high degree of noise and degradation 
immunity, and can be naturally and efficiently multiplexed. Traditional active multiplier circuits, such as Gilbert 

cells [3] or op-amp gain stages, which are common in analog neural implementations [4], are complex circuits 
requiring substantial space and power, thus limiting system complexity at the single-chip level. Passive weighting 
using resistors or single FET devices are usually not modifiable after construction or are highly nonlinear. 
Charge-based approaches, such as CCD [5] or switched-capacitor [6], hold a great deal of promise for power and 
size efficiency, but weighting by charge attenuation opens questions of reliability in noisy environments, such as 

space. 

This paper presents a charge-based approach for analog, multi-layer neural systems using charge-injection 
multiplier circuits and analog multiplexing over distributed communication busses. Standard double-polysilicon, 

2 um CMOS processing is utilized in the design. 

TRANSDUCER CELL DESIGN: 

The basic circuit module is a cell which produces an integral charge proportional to an input signal and a 
weight, both of which are analog (continuous) quantities. Figure 1 shows a schematic of the multiplier circuit. 
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During operation, the input signal to a group of these modules, termed a neural broadcast cell, is temporarily 

stored as a voltage, V., in a low-power buffer. Clock signal, 6, and devices M1 and M2 act as an input switched 
capacitor stage which cycles the cathode of coupling capacitors C,, between V, and ground. The weight voltage 
appears on the gates of devices M3 and M6; this weight can be stored in a nonvolatile fashion using double-poly 

floating gate devices for M3 and M6, or can be dynamically refreshed from off-chip circuitry [7]. (We have 

fabricated both and are evaluating the tradeoffs of nonvolatility versus ease of weight programming.) 

The remainder of the circuit generates excitatory and inhibitory exponential pulses controlled by the signal and 
weight, onto distributed charge accumulation busses shared by all cells. Multiplication is performed using the 
simple property that the integral charge contained in an exponential current pulse is given by the peak value 
multiplied by the decay time constant. This circuit is designed so that (to first order) the weight and the input 

signal independently determine the exponential decay time constant and the initial magnitude of the pulse, respec- 

tively. Sourcing and sinking output drivers connected to excitatory and inhibitory busses produce two-quadrant 

multiplication over the weight range 0 to 10 Volts. More rigorous circuit analysis [8] shows interesting second 

order nonlinearities, as is subsequently discussed. 

By circuit design and constraints on the accumulation bus voltage, the output devices, MS and M§8, are always 

saturated; because of this, the charge delivered does not depend (to first order) on the changing voltage along the 

distribution bus. Thus, many of these cells can be active at any one time. Also, since analog switches onto the 

shared busses are not needed, clock feedthrough from switching transients are minimized. The circuit not only 
performs the multiply operation on weight and signal, it acts as a simple, pulsed amplifier for high signal-to-noise 
ratios. However, because this is a dynamic amplifier technique, power consumption is minimized. 

ARCHITECTURE: 

These basic multiplier circuits are grouped in neural broadcast cells, as shown in Fig. 2a, and time multiplexed 
over shared analog busses, as depicted in Fig. 2b. Space does not permit a complete discussion of the overall 
architecture of the analog multiplexed system, but the extension to more cells and layers is straightforward. In the 
figure, S denotes signals and W denotes interconnect weights. Local control signals generated by a globally- 

clocked shift register within each neural cell produce the 6 timing signals of Fig. 1. Lockstep operation produces 

concurrent multiplication and charge injection by one output of each neural broadcast cell during every clock 

cycle. 
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Fig. 2. (a) Operation of the basic neural broadcast cell. (b) Multiplexing and interconnect diagram; solid 

lines indicate active signal paths during one clock cycle.       
During each clock cycle, the parasitic capacitance of the accumulation bus acts to integrate and sum the charge 

packets delivered by the neural cells. Shared buffer and activation circuits process the sum, perform appropriate 
offset and scaling, and produce a voltage corresponding to the particular activation function implemented (e.g. a 
sigmoid function). This output is then distributed to an analog latch for the first neural cell in the N+1 layer. The 
process is repeated (time multiplexed), loading each neural broadcast cell in the N+1 layer. Since only one set of 

processing (activation) circuits are used between each layer, considerable cost (size, complexity, power) can be 

expended where it is needed in these analog subcircuits without severe penalties in system size. In fact, the 
approach is generic in that any type of activation function can be implemented with minimal modifications. 

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS: 

Test bars of several of the subcircuits described have been fabricated using the MOSIS 2um analog (double 

polysilicon) process. The circuit of Fig. 1, which was not at all optimized for space in this phase of the work, 
occupied approximately 40x60 um. Experimental results of the operation of this basic circuit are shown in Fig. 3. 
Here we see the injected charge as a function of the input signal for three weight values. Other similar data was 
acquired, but only three curves are shown for clarity. An interesting natural nonlinearity of the circuit is seen in 

Fig. 3. This nonlinearity was not unexpected; it is directly predicted by circuit analysis of Fig. 1. The curves 

were fit with a sigmoid function multiplied by weighting factors, shown by the solid lines. Because of this form, 
if backpropagation [9] is the learning scheme implemented, a simple modification of the activation temperature of 
the desired sigmoid function between layers can predistort the input signals so that very linear response is seen 
over the entire rail-to-rail dynamic range of the circuits [8]. 

The test circuit delivered the charge packet at the clock edge in approximately 30 nsec. A conservative 

clocking scheme of 100 nsec cycle time with 50% duty cycle corresponds to 10 MHz operation for the multiplica- 

tions, summing, and loading of each neural broadcast cell in a layer. Scaling and speed-optimization could 
increase this figure, as well as pipelining information through the layers. Of course, many outputs are active 

during any one clock pulse, so throughput depends on the number of broadcast cells in each layer. 
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CONCLUSIONS: 

Our results indicate that a charge-based approach may be useful in the multiplexing of analog interconnect 
paths for planar implementations of neural systems. The circuit described here generates a linear multiplication of 
a stored weight (either dynamically refreshed or stored in a nonvolatile fashion on a floating gate) and a 

predistorted input signal, and delivers the results as an amplified current transient of exponential form. Experi- 

mental results show proper operation and predictable, controllable current impulses at an accumulation bus. Even 

though multiplexing necessarily reduces the throughput of any system, we conclude from our results that the 

distributed, concurrent multiplications of this architecture are efficient and accurate enough to be a useful compro- 

mise between total interconnection and the limitations of planar VLSI processing. 
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LEARNING LOGIC ARRAY. Ethem Alpaydin. Microcomputer Laboratory, Swiss Federal 
Institute of Technology, Cour 37, 1007 Lausanne Switzerland. 

When a logic function with some inputs and output is to be implemented, it is 
generally hardwired using some, preferrably optimal, number of logic gates. When 
the specification of the function is modified, the system is halt, the old circuit is 
removed, and a new circuit is placed in its stead. One approach is to make the gates 
programmable, thus allowing the modification of the logic function by just modifying 
the values of some memory elements, i.e., enabling or disabling connections. This 
second approach is the soft approach, as opposed to former Aard approach. The 
third approach that I am _ proposing here is the J/earning approach, where 
modification of these memory elements are also performed by the system, thus 
removing the need of a higher-level supervisor completely, who either needs to build 
the new circuit in the hard approach, or determine and program the connectivities, in 
the soft approach. 

The idea is very simple. The diagram for a two-input function is given. There 
lies a first layer which is a n to 2" decoder. The decoder layer gives out unit 
vectors, i.e., one of the outputs is “on" at a time, others are all “off,” thus the 
actual output of the function can be computed using an OR gate. The connections 
from the decoder outputs to the actual output are enabled or disabled according to 
the states of J-K flipflops, each governing one line. The state of the flipflop, as can 
also be written as a logic function, can be determined by the system itself. A 
feedback signal is required to inform the system when it commits an error. 
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x and y are inputs, a is the only “on" output of the decoder, b is system's output, r 
is the required output, e is the error signal when b and r do not match. Only one of 
the “and gate-flipflop" connection controller is shown, there are altogether four. 
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First, the connection from the decoder output a to output b is important only 
when a is "on." Besides, when there is no error, nothing needs to be modified. But 
when there is an error, the error should be due to the connection connected to the 
currently “on" output of the decoder. The state of that connection should be toggled, 
i.e, disabled if currently enabled, and vice versa. A J-K flipflop when both inputs are 
"on" acts as a toggle. The error signal can be fed to the system directly, or when 
the required: output is known, can be computed by a XOR gate. No special 
initialization phase is required. 
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Abstract 

In this paper, we describe a dismibuted artificial neural system 
(ANS) simulation environment for research on large-scale ANS 
networks. The ANSkit, as the environment is called, allows local 
graphics workstations to ualize ANS simulation engines 
implemented on remote supercomputers and to interactively display 
the results of the simulaaon. The ANSkit design uses extensive data 
compression and standard network protocols to permit its use over 
wide area, as well as local area networks. The ANSkit demonstrates 
an easily used, simulation visualization canability for ANS research 
in a heterogeneous, distributed computing environment. Further, 
ANSkit demonstrates how remote supercomputing resources can 
provide a cost-effective tool for ANS research. 

L_Introduction 

Research in artificial neural system (ANS) technology is largely 
based on computer software simuladons[{1l]. This approach offers 
researchers the opportunity to simulate a vanity of ANS paradigms 
in order to assess and compare their capabilities. However, the 
simulation of even a moderately large ANS network on a 
conventional digital computer requires an immense amount of 
computation and thus, makes this approach both dme-consuming 
and expensive. As the need for research on large-scale ANS 
networks grows, so must the computing power used for ANS 
simuladon. 

Supercomputing systems offer a powerful workbench for ANS 
simulation and provide an effective near-term soludon. With the 
Supercomputer, a researcher can test ideas and optimize ANS 
network designs faster and more cost-effectively than would be 
possible by any other conventional means. Although only a few 
years ago supercomputers were a scarce resource for the general 
scienafic ccmmunity, the creation of national supercomputer centers 
have made them accessible through wide area networks?. 

Because of the enormous quanates of data that ANS simulations 
can produce, graphical display capabilities are a major concern to 
ANS researchers. In certain cases, graphics have led to a better 
understanding of the computation taking place in ANS networks (2]. 
By translating data into images, computer graphics provide an 
effective way to reveal information that otherwise would remain 
buried in an avalanche of numbers. A computer system well-suited 
for ANS research would use a dedicated high-performance computer 
for ANS simulation that is tightly coupled to a dedicated graphics 
workstation for network visualization. However, this is not a cost- 
effective approach when the simuladon engine is a supercomputer. 

Our approach in satisfying these somewhat conflicting resource 
constraints is to distribute the processing of ANS simulacon across 
computer systems. A dismibuted ANS simulation environment 
known as ANSkit (Artificial Neural System toolkit) was designed at 
Pacific Northwest Laboratory (PNL) to make use of both remote 
supercomputing resources and local graphics workstations. This 
approach allows us to use remote supercomputing resources to 
achieve appreciably higher-performance ANS simulation. 
Visualizadon support and ANS simulation conrol is incorporated in 
the ANS simulator implemented on local graphics workstations. 

  

1 Operated for the U.S. Deparument of Energy by Battelle Memorial 

Insutute under conuract DE-AC06-76RLO 1830. 
2 The sites that supply supercomputing to the general scienufic community 

are: Nauonal Magncuc Fusion Energy Center (NMFECC), National Center for 
Aumnosphenc Research (NCAR), and the National Science Foundation 

supercomputer centers (SCSC, PSC, JvNC, NCSA). Access to these 

supercompuung centers ts via wide area networks. 

The design of the ANSkit system is intended to integrate 
heterogeneous computer systems through standard network 
protocols, while avoiding any architectural dependencies. By using 
Berkeley sockets [3] for interprocess communication (IPC), the 
ANSkit system can operate over the many networks that make up 
the TCP/IP Internet. This offers an environment which is 
conveniently extensible, both in terms of scale {to other 
supercomputer systems and graphics workstanons on the network) 
and for future improvements (to incorporate the benefits of new 
ANS paradigms and visualization techniques). It is hoped ANSkit 
will provide an example of how remote supercomputing resources 
can be used to provide a cost-effective tool for research on large- 
scale ANS networks. 

The focus of this paper is to describe the physical architecture of 
the ANSkit environment. A brief synopsis of the network 
environment at PNL will be presented in order to provide some 
perspective for the system architecture in context of the overall 
computer network. 

2._Previous Work 

The utility of supercomputers for ANS simulation has been 
recognized by many researchers. Several systems, some of them 
very effective, have been proposed and/or implemented. For 
example, the mulalayered perceptron network has been implemented 
on the massively parallel Connection Machine [4], the Warp! 
systolic array computer (5], and the Cray X-MP vector processor 
(6]. Most of this work has focused on the design and 
implementation of a particular ANS algorithm on a supercomputer. 
In contrast, our work presents a framework for a distributed ANS 
simulation environment capable of incorporating multiple ANS 
algorithms. Advances in implementing ANS algorithms on 
supercomputers and our distributed ANS simulacon environment 
are complementary. Our work crcposes 2 methodology so that 
ANS algorithms running on remote supercomputers are accessible 
through the internet to local graphics workstations. 

Our motivation, in designing and implementing ANSkit, was to 
facilitate research with large-scale ANS networks. It was not 
intended as a simulation tool for any particular ANS network model. 
Instead, our goal was to develop a distributed ANS simulation 
environment that could easily incorporate additonal ANS models 
and computing hardware as our research progressed. This goal led 
to the set of key design principles listed below: 

¢ Natural distribution of processes. Each process of the 
simulation system should be executed on a computer system that 
3s natural for that process. For example, ANS learning mode 
simulation is naturally done on a high-performance floating-point 
architecture, while the rendering of the ANS network under 
study is most naturally done on a high-resolution graphics 
workstadon. 

  

3 Warp is a servicemark of Camegie-Mellon University. 
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simulator on a supercomputer produces an appreciable performance 
difference. Therefore, the ANS simulauon modules for learning 
were implemented to perform operations on vectors of data which 
represent the ANS network and training dau. As descnbed in more 
detail elsewhere [6], the resulting modules are both highly 
vectorizable on supercomputers and quite efficient on scalar 
processors. Third, the learning process must provide the user 
interface process with the ANS network state information in near- 
real ime. From a remote supercomputer, the leaming process must 
transmit both the network connection weights and learning state 
information over the internet to the user interface process. 

To reduce both the amount of data transferred and the transfer 
time, the data is compressed by limiting the significant digits and 
removing redundancy. To compress the connection weights we use 
what amounts to a sequential quantization entropy reduction 
technique. This is similar in principle to differenual pulse code 
modulation [7]. The small loss of accuracy in the connecuon weight 
values does not adversely affect the quality of the graphics display 
of the ANS network. When the ANS learning process is complete, 
the final connection weights are sent over the network without 
compressing the data, to preserve the accuracy of the values. 

The ANSkit learning process can be used effecavely over the 
internet since it does not send out huge amounts of data to the user 
interface process on the local workstanon. On a Cray X/MP, the 
value of one connection weight requires 64 bits of storage. Each 
connection strength is data compressed prior to being transmitted 
with 12:1 -15:1 compression. With the 5OMbit/sec HYPERchannel, 
the data transfer rate is approximately 11 million connection values 
per second. At 1.5Mbit/sec, the data rate is considerably slower 
going across the microwave connecuon to the Ethemet. However, 
these data transfer rates are sufficiently fast to support the near-real 
time display of ANS network informaton on the local workstanon. 
To illustrate, in a large ANS network with 1,000 processing 
elements and 160,000 connections, the connection weight values 
and learning trace information amounts to approximately 83 Kbytes 
of compressed data that must be transmitted for each graphics 
display update. This takes slightly over one-hundredth of a second 
at 50 Mbits/sec, and slightly less than one-half a second at 
1.5Mbit/sec. 

5.2, Simulation User Interface Modules 

The simulation user interface modules are responsible for 
interpreting user commands, and executing the ANS simulaton on 
either a remote supercomputer or a local graphics workstanon. The 
user intcriace is designed to present the researcher with an 
interactive interface to the ANS simulation, regardless of the 
machine on which the simulation is being run. It also provides 
support for creating and archiving ANS networks and training sets, 
and furnishes the graphics interface module with the data required to 
create a visual display of the ANS network. 

ANSkit has a graphical interface which allows the user to design 
an ANS network interactively, using a mouse and pull-down menus 
to create and edit information which corresponds to the network's 
structure. The output of this process is two data files. One specifies 
the ANS network configuration and model parameters. The other 
contains the training data for ANS learning. A validation module 
then performs error and validity tests on the user specified network. 
The resulting ANS network is displayed on the graphics display by 
the graphics interface module. In a few seconds, the researcher can 
define and build an ANS network, and view a graphical display of 
the resulting ANS network. 

From the user interface, the researcher can elect to run the ANS 
network on the local workstation to conduct experiments (i.e., 
classification performance, error tolerance, etc.) with the network 
under study, or execute the learning process. ANSkit has 
provisions for controlling learning mode simulagon runs on remote 
machines. Once the user has created the ANS network and selected 
the training data, the user opens an authorized session on the 
supercomputer through a terminal emulator on the workstation. By 
selecting an option from the user interface menu, the user begins the 
learning mode process, which in tum establishes the interprocess 
communication path on the network. The user interface process 
then transmits the data files which contain the ANS network 
specification and the training data to the ANS learning mode process. 
At this point the learning process on the supercomputer creates the 
ANS network from the specifications file and begins the learning 
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process. Optonally, for small ANS networks, the learning mode 
simulation can be run on the local graphics workstauon. 

When the learning process is running on a remote 
supercomputer, it must transmit a file containing the numeric 
representation of the ANS network (connection weights and 
processing elements values) back to the local workstacon. The user 
interface process decompresses this data into the standard vector 
representation of the ANS network, and provides this data to the 
graphics interface module. 

Once the learning process is complete, a file containing the final 
connection weights is ransmitted to the user interface. From the 
user interface, the researcher can display the ANS network and 
perform experiments, to evaluate the results of the training. The 
ANS network definition can also be saved and reloaded from files in 
text formats. An ANS network definidon includes the network 
connection topology, underlying data structures, and optionally, 
selected state information (such as connecuon weight values and 
processing element states). 

sud. Graphics Interface Module 

The graphics interface module can render graphics images from 
the vector representation of the ANS network and display the 
network in near-real ime. This allows the researcher to view ANS 
network information as the computations are taking place, 
independent of the process running the ANS simulauon. The 
graphics interface module presents this interactive graphics display 
of the ANS network during both the learning and execution modes 
of simuladon. | 

Graphics primitives are rendered by scanning the numeric 
representation of the ANS network stored by the user interface 
process. Each ANS network processing element and connection is 
displayed as a separate icon whose size, shape, or shading vanes 
with the current value of that processing efement or connection. As 
the simulation runs, the icons are updated to reflect changing values, 
providing a continuously changing view of what the network is 
doing. 

Supporting the graphics interface module are two graphics 
representation algorithms that are general enough to be used for 
displaying any ANS network model. The first is an algorithm to 
display the ANS connection weights and processing element values 
as Hinton diagrams. The user may select which processing 
elements and connections are displayed, and may select the rate at 
which the connection weight display is updated during learning 
mode simulation. The second is an algorithm to display the ANS 
network connection weights and processing elermsni vaiucs a5 
network graph diagrams. This algonthm provides a mechanism for 
displaying the complete network topology of the network under 
study. Here, the user may select the rate at which the connecoon 
weight and processing element state display is updated. 

Other graphical operations on the ANS network display include 
zoom and pan on the processing element and connection icons, and 
the ability to trace the value of any icon over ame. The result is an 
interactive graphics display that allows the researcher to graphically 
view and examine the ANS network under study at any ame without 
disturbing the simulation. 

nh men 

Though the ANSkit environment is still under development, it is 
being used by researchers to develop appiications of ANS network 
models to real-world problems. For example, we have used the 
ANSkit environment to develop a mululayered perceptron network 
for a matched filtering problem (Barga and Melton (8)). 

Future plans for enhancing the ANSkit environment include the 
incorporation of additional ANS algorithm implementanons and 
computers systems, and enhancements to the user interface. As 
illustrated in Figure 3, several ANS algorithms have been 
implemented on computer systems throughout the PNL computer 
network. Currently, only the multilayered perceptron (MLP) 
network is fully integrated into the ANSkit environment. Our 
ulamate objective is to integrate all of the ANS simulacon algonthms 
into the ANSkit environment. In addition, we wil ualize other high- 
speed computer systems for ANS algonthm simulation, such as the 
Convex (refer to figure 2). The ANSkit environment will continue 
to grow, incorporating new ANS simulations and computers 
systems, in response to resources required to support our ANS 
research efforts.



e Standard network interface. The system must utilize 
standard network protocols and avoid architectural dependencies. 
This is to permit the extension of the system to computing 
resources that are accessible over the internet and which run 
TCP/IP. 

¢ Vectorization. The learning mode process should be able to 
exploit vectorizaton and pipelining. Calculacons that are similar 
should be done together. 

e Common representation. Most of the simulation system 
should work with a single representation of the ANS network. 
To accomplish this, we represent the ANS network and training 
data as vectors. All of the ANS simulation calculations and 
visualization algorithms are performed exclusively on these 
vector representanons. This is not only an efficient method of 
transmitting ANS network information over the intemet, it also 
facilitates the vectorizacon of ANS simulation. 

e Large ANS models. The system should be designed to 
Simulate a large number of ANS network processing elements 
and te able to process large training sets. 

e Near-real time display of the ANS network. The 
graphics display of the ANS network must be highly efficient, as 
we expect the display to be updated in near-real time. 

4, The Network Environment 

At PNL, the three principal networks associated with the ANSkit 
system are Ethernet, HYPERchannel, and the long-haul network 
NSFnet. The local area network based on Ethermet links all the 
computers with the exception of the Cray X-MP computer system. 
The Cray X-MP is linked to the network by HYPERchannel. Both 
of these local-access networks connect computers located within 
PNL. These laboratory-wide connections are made with microwave 
technology, repeaters, and bridge connections for the Ethernet and 
HYPERchannel networks, as indicated in Figure 1. 
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Figure 1. Parual hardware configuration of the PNL computing facilities. 

All the computers shown in Figure 1 run the TCP/IP 
communication protocol. In addition, Berkeley-style networking 
commands are supported on many. of the larger systems, which 
further facilitates the distribution of application systems. The use of 
TCP/IP provides remote users transparent access to the computing 
resources on the network, including the Cray X-MP, through the 
Ethernet and HYPERchannel gateways. 

The internet accommodates multiple, diverse computing systems, 
network technologies, and operating systems while providing a 
uniform set of conventions for usage. ANSkit is designed to take 
advantage of this extensive technology. The success of distributing 
the ANSkit system across the internet is that ANSkit “sees” and uses 
Only one, uniform interface: TCP/IP and Berkeley sockets. The 
result is a highly extensible system that can easily incorporate any 
additional computer systems that run TCP/IP with the Berkeley 
socket library. 

istribu NS Simulation Environmen 

ANSkit was designed to take advantage of the heterogeneous 
computing resources described above. The ANSkit system design 
involves two processes: the user interface process and. the ANS 
learning mode process, as shown in Figure 2. The user interface 
process 1s designed to run on a local graphics workstation, while the 
ANS learning mode process is designed to run either locally on the 
workstation or on a remote supercomputer, as the user sees 
appropriate. These processes communicate over the Ethernet or 
HYPERchannel networks using TCP/IP protocols and the Berkeley 
socket library. The user interface process controls the ANS 
simulation and graphically displays the ANS network under study. 
The learning mode process simulates the ANS learning mode and 
sends the network learning state information over the intemet to the 
user interface process. By remotely simulating the ANS network on 
the supercomputer, numerical data instead of image data can be 
transmitted, reducing the bandwidth requirements for interactive 
simulation. The user interface process then displays the state of 
ANS network processing elements and connections on the local 
workstation, in near-real dme, independent of the learning process 
running on the supercomputer. The user interface >rocess is 
designed to simulate both ANS execution and leaming mcdes. This 
is useful tor executing the learning procedure tor small ANS 
networks and for experimenting on trained ANS networks. 

There are 3 main modules in ANSkit: the simulation engine for 
ANS network learning mode; the ANS simulation user interface; and 
finally the ANS network graphics display. These software modules 
are illustrated in figure 2a. As shown in Figure 2b, the modules can 
be connected procedurally on a local graphics workstation, or, as 
shown in Figure 2c, by interprocess communication between a local 
graphics workstation and a remote supercomputer. 
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Figure 2. The distributed architecture of the ANSkit system. The ANSkit 

software modules and interfaces are illustrated in Figure 22. The modules may 

be connected procedurally on a local workstation or by interprocess 

communication between a local workstation and a supercomputer, as shown in 

Figures 2b and 2c, respectively. The partitioning of the modules is specified by 
the user at runume. 

This is a complementary combination of technologies. Each 
machine is permitted to do what it does best (interactive graphics vs. 
intensive computation) and utilizes supercomputing resources 
available over wide-area networks. Most importantly, the researcher 
is presented with an interactive simulation environment for 
investigating large-scale ANS networks. The ANSkit software 
modules are discussed in more detail in the following sections. 

5.1. Simulation Engine for ANS Learni 

We had several goals related to the design of the modules for the 
ANS learning mode process. First, the software had to be able to 
run on both supercomputers and workstations. The researcher 
could then elect to run the ANS learning mode simulation on the 
local workstation or the supercomputer, depending on the 
complexity of the ANS network and training set data. This meant 
we had to avoid architectural dependencies. Second, whenever 
possible we wanted to take advanmage of the fine-grained parallelism 
afforded by the pipelined vector processors found on 
supercomputers at our lab. This way, running the ANS learning 
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Figure 3. A simplified illustration of the PNL computer network depicting the 
ANS simulation algorithms implemented on computers systems throughout the 

network. A more detailed illustracon of the PNL computer network is presented 
in Figure 1. 

Additional user interface features are planned to present the user 
with a transparent and seamless interface to simulations running on 
remote computer systems. The most important is a programmatic 
interface to the ANS simulation programs that run on the remote 
computers. A programmatic interface would provide the local user 
interface with interactive conrol of the remote simulation, instead of 
Operadng in the background. Through a programmatc interface, the 
user could, for example, update the simulation algorithm parameters 
in response to an undesirable state depicted in the graphics display 
of the network. Coupling the user interface process to the remote 
simulation process through a programmatic interface will provide 
more user contol and interaction with the simuladon. 

L_Conclusions 

We have presented the framework for a distributed simulation 
environment for ANS research. The methodology lends itself nicely 
to distibuted processing over wide area networks and utilizes both 
remote supercomputing resources and local graphics workstations. 
The uulizauon of standard network protocols and the avoidance of 
architectural dependencies permits the extension of the environment 
to any of the supercomputing resources available through the 
internet. 

Our specific accomplishments include: 

e The development of a methodology for distributing ANS 
simulation computations. This methodology is based on the 
utilization of local graphics workstations and remote 
supercomputer resources accessible over wide area networks. 
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¢ The development of an operational dismbuted ANS simulation 
environment for research with respect to the methodology. 

Our experience with ANSkat demonsmates that dismbuted ANS 
simulation can be quite successful in wide area networks, 
processing on both remote supercomputers and local graphics 
workstations. It is our view that the development effort expended to 
implement the ANSkit environment on the hardware described is 
well justified by the increase gained in performance. We feel that 
the use of supercomputers is essenual for the simulation of large- 
scale ANS networks to be performed in a feasible amount of ame. 
For a more complete treatment on the use of supercomputers for 
ANS simulaton (with a detmiled example), see Barga [6]. 
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ABSTRACT 

The interpretation of radiological images is a two step 

process requiring 1) the identification of abnormal anatomical 

structures as they appear on the radiographic image, and 2) the 

interpretation of any abnormal findings into a list of plausible 

diagnoses. The first task involves pattern recognition, where 

the second step in this process is a cognitive procedure. We 

have evaluated the performance of neural networks in both of 

these steps, independently, and found that in both cases neural 

networks were capable of performance comparable to radiologists. 

INTRODUCTION 

Medical diagnosis is an endeavor requiring the assimilation 

of complex, often sparsely related and sometimes conflicting 

data. Consistent and accurate medical diagnosis is a prerequi- 

site to efficacious medical treatment. The quality of medical 

diagnosis, however, is very much related to the training and 

experience of the medical diagnosticians that the patient 

encounters in his or her clinical evaluation. The aim of 

computer aided diagnosis (CAD) is not to replace, but rather to 

aid and assist in the diagnostic work-up of patients. The 

hypothesis surrounding CAD is that computer assisted diagnostic 

tools, if they can be implemented, tested and demonstrated to be 

reasonably accurate, will introduce improved consistency and 

accuracy in the diagnostic phase of patient care. 
Radiologists sit at the front line of the battery of 

diagnostic tests in medical practice, and often the "x-ray" 

(radiograph) is the first diagnostic test ordered in the work-up 

of a patient. Thus, the radiologist works in a realm where the 

radiographic image is the primary, and often the only, source of 

diagnostic information. The sparsity of clinical information is 

only compounded by the enormity of the radiographic information. 

For example, chest radiography using the anterioposterior and 

lateral views (two images) comprises the analog equivalent of 
approximately 32 megabytes of data. 

Radiologists first read the radiographic images, and compose 

a mental list of abnormal "findings", which may serve as clues in 

the diagnosis. This process is clearly one of pattern 
recognition. Due to the constraints imposed by minimizing the 
radiation exposure to the patient, the signal to noise ratio of 

radiographic images can be very low. We examined the performance 

of a two layer perceptron in evaluating simulated, very simple 

but noisy 25 pixel images and compared the network's performance 
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with two human observers given the same task. The second step in 
radiologic diagnosis is to interpret relevant radiographic 
findings, comprising a list of possible diagnosis, which in turn 
is used in guiding further diagnostic work-up. We evaluated this 
in the specific application of pediatric chest image diagnosis. 
The two phases in this process will be discussed sequentially. 

STEP 1: PATTERN RECOGNITION IN A NOISY IMAGE 

One hundred 25-pixel (5 x 5) images were generated with 
Gaussian noise, and in 50% of these a signal was added. The 
amplitude of the signal with respect to the noisy background was 
governed by the signal to noise ratio (SNR), a dependent variable 
in this study. The signal was a 3 x 3 square added to the center 
of the 5 x 5 image. The 100 images served as a training set for 
the feedforward 2 layer network, using 25 input nodes (1 for each 
pixel), 5 hidden nodes and 1 output node. The image data in each 
case was normalized to the interval (0,1) prior to being input to 
the network. The target nodes were set to 0 if no signal was 
present, and to 1 if a signal was present. The learning 
algorithm used was a variant of the generalized delta rule. The 
network solution converged with 100% accuracy in under 3000 
iterations on the initial training set generated at a SNR of 5. 
The same noise ensemble was used to generate training sets at 
lower SNRs, and the network (along with its coefficients) was 
trained using progressively lower SNRs (5, 3, 2.5, 2 to 1.75). 
This "sensitizing" technique was used because the network was 
unable to converge on the training set when initially generated 
at a SNR of 2. 

The network was tested on test sets of 1000 images 
(different from the training set), generated as above, at various 
SNRs. The numbers of true positives (tp), true negatives (tn), 
false positives (fp) and false negatives (fn) were scored, and 
the true positive fraction [tp/(tptfn)] and the false positive 
fraction [fp/(fpt+ttn)] were calculated. A threshold could be 
applied and varied to the network output (which is continuous on 
the interval (0,1)), such that network outputs less than the 
threshold were considered as "no signal", and output above the 
threshold value meant that the network is calling the signal as 
present. The tp and fp fractions were calculated as a function 
of threshold value and are plotted against each other in Figure 
1. These plots are known as Receiver Operating Characteristic 
(ROC) curves. Two human observers (one radiologist and one 
physicist) were tested using 300 images each, and their results 
are also shown on Figure 1. Because the human observers did not 
vary their decision threshold, only one point of the ROC curve 
was determined for each human observer. 

On ROC curves, a perfect observer would be represented by a 
plot climbing the ordinate to 100% and then spanning the abscissa 
at the top of the graph. A perfect guesser would be represented 
by the diagonal line from lower left to upper right. The ROC 
curves shown here illustrate that the neural network was able to 
perform comparable or better to human observers, at least in this 
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very basic visual perception task. This result suggests that 
continued research using neural networks in radiological pattern 
recognition is warranted. 
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STEP 2: COMPUTER AIDED DIAGNOSES USING NEURAL NETWORKS 

The second step that a radiologist performs is to convert a 
mental list of radiographic findings to a list of plausible 
diagnoses. This step encompasses cognitive reasoning based on 
the radiologist’s medical training and experience. We developed 
a checklist with 50 possible choices for radiographic findings, 
and 23 possible diagnoses, pertinent to newborn chest 
radiographs. A training set of 77 images, all from patients 
under 48 hours of age, was read by a pediatric radiologist (RAD 
A). A separate set of 103 images, to be used for testing network 
performance, was read by two pediatric radiologists (RAD A and 
RAD B) in independent sessions. The 50 possible findings could 
be represented by 21 input nodes. Eleven of the 23 possible 
diagnoses did not occur in over 2 patients, and so only the 12 
remaining diagnoses were used, in corresponding to the 12 output 
nodes. Table 1 lists the findings and diagnoses used in this 
study. A two layer feedforward perceptron (one hidden layer, 15 
hidden nodes) was used, and again a variant of the generalized 
delta rule was used to train the network on the training data. 
After 20,000 iterations the network was able to correctly 
identify 150 of the 190 positive diagnosis (79%) and 727 of the 
736 negative diagnoses (99%) made by the mentor radiologist, RAD 
A. The agreement in the test results between the two 
radiologists, between the network and either radiologist, and 
between two random guessers is shown in Figure 2. Positive 
agreement is defined as tp/(tptfn+fp), negative agreement is 
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tn/(tnt+fnt+fp) and total agreement is (tpt+tn)/(tnt+tp+fnt+fp). The 
random guessers were armed with only the prevalence of the 
various diagnoses as determined from the training data. 

  

Table 1: The findings and diagnoses used in this study 
  

FINDINGS DIAGNOSES 
  

Cardiomegaly 

Pneumothorax 

Bowel Gas 
Ascites 

Hepatomegaly   

Pulmonary Vascular Density 
Mediastinal Shift 
Pleural Effusion 

Pneumomedi ast inum 
Aeration-degree 
Aeration-spatial 

Pulmonary Infiltrate+8 characteristics 
Pulmonary Infiltrate Distribution   

Amniotic Fluid Aspiration 
Neonatal Pneumonia 

Hyaline Membrane Disease 
Meconium Aspiration Syndrome 
Acute Pulmonary Hemorrhage 

Atelectasis 
Transient Tachypuca of Newborn 

Cyanotic Congenital Heart Disease 
Acyanotic Congenital Heart Disease 

Congestive Heart Failure 
Pulmonary Hypoplasia 

Normal Chest 

  

SUMMARY 

We have applied neurocomputing towards computer aided 
diagnosis in radiological diagnosis, and found that neural 
networks show early promise in both steps of image interpreta- 
tion. The results presented in this study provide a basis and 
encouragement for further investigation. 

  

Figure 2: Comparisons of performance between diagnosticians 
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Abstract 

A small network of electronic Pulse Coding Neurons (PCNs) is presented 

having features similar to those of its biological counterpart. Information is 

encoded in the instantaneous impulse rate IR(t). It functions in a completely 

analog and asynchronous way, with the synaptic weights being stored digitally 
(8 bit). Neural net topology can be selected flexibly. A personal computer is 
used for monitoring functions. 

It is shown that the PCN network can learn logical functions including 

XOR when provided with a corresponding teach signal. The learning rule is 
embedded in the neural net topology rather than in a learning algorithm. To 
this purpose, some of the PCNs function as "learning neurons", having special 
contacts on synapses (presumably similar to pre-synaptic synapses) to modify 
the weights. 

Introduction 
There have been several efforts to build fast VLSI hardware emulators 

for Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs,[8]). Most of them are based on simple 
Processing Elements (PEs) that show only very few similarities with biological 
neurons. One of the main differences between these PEs and Pulse Coding 
Neurons (PCNs) is that PCNs use pulse trains as information carriers, whose 
temporal structure offers a wide range of free parameters. The PCN concept 

emphasizes the information processing in biological neural systems ([4], [7], 

[10]). 
The literature describes several attempts to combine pulse coding schemes 

with VLSI technology. ({1], [2], [3], (5), [6], [9], [11]). Most of them 
stress not only biological relevance but technical advantages like small size, 

low power dissipation, and ease of design. Alterable synaptic weighting is 
usually not possible or accomplished by either gating incoming pulse streams 
({5}) or modulating individual pulse widths ([{2], [5]). However, in our 
approach, synapses weight incoming pulses by modulating their amplitude only 
Without changing any temporal parameters. 

  

Concept 

The PCN network consists of two different hardware modules, neurons and 
synapses. The modules (built with discrete electronic components) can be 
flexibly combined to create various neural net topologies. A Personal Computer 
(PC) is used to initialize the synaptic weights, provide network- and teach- 
inputs for learning, and monitor the weights during learning. 

Fig. 1 shows a block diagram of our electronic PCN. Rectangular pulses of 

unity amplitude (5 V, TTL level) and a duration of 1 ms represent action 
potentials (APs). Synaptic weights are digitally stored in 8 bit counters and 
A/D-converted. An incoming AP closes a switch and creates a pulse of ims and 

an amplitude corresponding to the stored weight. Weighted pulses of an 

arbitrary number of synapses are connected to a common low-pass filter. The 

filter output is the linear superposition of the single AP responses and 

represents the membrane potential (Uy). A comparator triggers a pulse 
generator that generates a new AP whenever Um reaches’ the threshold potential 

  

x) supported in part by a BMFT-Grant to R. Eckmiller 
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U U TO M     Control Inputs 
  

Fig. 1: Block diagram of Pulse Coding Neuron (PCN) 

(Up) . To simulate the refractory period, the AP at the output drives Up to its 
maximum value (usually the supply voltage). U, then decays towards the 
stationary threshold Um, following a hyperbolic time function 

Up (t) = 1 / (m+ t) + Ung 

(see Fig. 2). Consequently, the instantaneous impulse rate IR(t) is 
proportional to the suprathreshold membrane potential Uy (t) (see: inset 
Fig. 1). : 

As the synaptic weights are stored in counters (8 bit resolution), they 
can only change by +/- 1 bit. To effect weight changes, each synapse has two 
control inputs (presynaptic synapses) in order to increase (+) or decrease (-) 
weights by means of arriving APs. A weight will be changed only if the AP at 

the control input coincides at least partially with another AP at the regular 
synaptic input. 

in : input signal 
out: output signal 

Um : membrane potential 
Up : threshold potential 
Ung: Up resting value     

    
Fig. 2: Time course of PCN signals while processing a burst of APs 
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Fig. 3: Network that learns Boolean functions 
inl, in2, bias, teach : network input signals 
out ; network output signal. 
Nn : hidden neuron 
No ; output neuron 

Nu+e Nyp- : learning neurons 

Application 
  

A neural network of PCNs, which learns Boolean functions of two variables 

(e. g. XOR), is shown in Fig. 3. The logical values (1, 0) are represented by 

the following coding scheme: 

"27" -)> "one ore more APs (burst)", 
"oOo" -)> "no AP". 

The PC generates 2 inputs (inl and in2), an additional bias input, and a teach 
Signal as desired output. All the signals exhibit bursts of the same type 

(shown at the top of Fig. 2) to denote "1". The “hidden unit" N, fires 

whenever both inl and in2 are active. The only changeable weights in this 

network are those of the synapses 1, 2, 3, and 4 of output unit No: 
Ni4 and N,;_ are "learning neurons" that "compare" teach and output signal 

out generated by N., detect errors, and change the weights. N,, fires when 

teach = 1 and out = 0. Its output is directly connected with one of the "+" 

control inputs of synapses 1, 2, 3, and 4. N,- Operates respectively for the 

"—" control input. 
In the following experiment to learn XOR, the four possible input 

combinations together with bias and teach were presented repeatedly with a 
pause of 10 ms between them. Teach was "1" when either inl or in2 were "1" 

(XOR). Fig. 4 illustrates synaptic weight changes while the number of learning 
cycles increases. Initial weights were set to +1. Learning curves were 
monitored until no further error could be detected for at least 200 more 
learning cycles. The experiment was repeated with all the other possible truth 
tables and proves that the network is indeed able to learn Boolean functions. 

This approach, using asynchronous information processing in PCNs, is 

fundamentally different to standard self-organizing mechanisms in neural 
networks: “learning neurons" projecting to weight-changing inputs of synapses 
embed a modified version of the Delta-rule in the neural net topology. 
Consequently, no analytical calculation of learning rules is necessary. 
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Introduction 

Biological neural systems employ synaptic learning rules which include associative learning of 
temporal relationships between multiple inputs. Much of the cellular basis for this learning has 
been identified experimentally in the neural ganglia of simple invertebrates such as worms, 
snails and insects [1]. An example is the plasticity in the sensorimotor synapse which controls 
the gill withdrawl reflex of the marine mollusc Aplysia [2-4]. The synaptic weight in this case 
undergoes (a) habituation, in which repeated stimuli of the siphon elicit reduced gill withdrawl 
responses as the animal learns to ignore the stimulus (b) sensitization, in which a shock to the 
tail evokes the opposite response of increased sensitivity to siphon stimulation and (c) classical 
or Pavlovian conditioning, in which there is a temporal pairing of the conditioned stimulus 
(CS) to the siphon which precedes the unconditioned stimulus (US) to the tail by a critical time 
period. In the latter case the enhanced response is similar to sensitization but is learned faster 
and results in a larger synaptic weight [2-4]. This paper suggests that EEPROM devices of the 
floating gate tunnel injection geometry can implement in situ nonvolatile versions of all of these 
biological, non-Hebbian synaptic learning primitives. 

EEPROM Synapses 

Fig.1 illustrates an EEPROM device of the floating gate tunnel injection type [5]. This device 
will be shown to represent the equivalent for an artificial VLSI network of a biological synapse 
such as the sensorimotor synapse described above. The weight of this synapse is proportional 
to the channel conductance of the EEPROM device which in turn is determined by the charge 
Qfo on its electrically floating gate FG. This device has an ultrathin oxide region (region 3 in 
Fig.1) over a diffused region which permits electron tunnelling to the floating gate. We will use 
the symbol Vp for the voltage applied to this diffused region since in our circuit it represents the 

programming potential. A potential Vg applied to the upper or control gate also affects the 

tunneling process by contributing to the potential of the FG given by [5-7] 

Vtg = (Qtg + Ci Vp + C3 Vg)/CTr (1) 

where the capacitances C, , Cz and C3 are between the FG and the V, terminal, between the 

FG and the channel, and between the FG and the Vg terminal, respectively. The total FG 
capacitance Cp = Cy + Cp + C3. The electric field in the tunnel oxide is given by 

E = (Vp-Vig) / d (2) 
with d the tunnel oxide thickness. The tunnel current to the FG is responsible for the learning 
process; this current is due to Fowler-Nordheim tunneling and is described by 

J = « E2 exp (- 0/E) (3) 
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where kK = 9.625 x 10-7 AV-2 and @ = 2.765 x 108 Vom"! [8] . The sign of E determines the 
direction of J; it is the absolute value or magnitude of E which appears in (3). The charge Qs 
determines the synaptic weight via the conductance of the MOSFET channel. This conductance 
depends upon the threshold voltage VT of the device which in turn is related to the charge on 
the floating gate via 

VT = VTo - Qfg/ C3 (4) 

for an n-channel device, with VTo the threshold voltage when Qrg is zero. Modifications to 
this charge due to the tunnel current thus result in changes to the threshold voltage of 

AVT = -AQey/ C3 = -JAtn/ C3 (5) 

where 7) = Ay C2/(A2 (Cj +C2)), with Az and Aq the areas of the floating gate over the 
channel and over the tunnel oxide. This factor takes account of charge redistribution on the FG 
following tunneling from the VP terminal. In (4) and (5) the charges and capacitances are per 
unit area. Finally, the channel current in the EEPROM which represents the quantity of 
neurotransmitter release NT is given by 

I= NT = ( Co/2) (W/L) [( Vg - Vr) 2] (6) 
for saturation conditions in the transistor. 

Habituation is incorporated into our model by employing the control gate CG and Vg in Fi g.1. 
Assume that the US is zero and that a series of pulses (of magnitude V, = 10V and duration 
Ims) are applied as a CS to the drain and control gate terminals. Initially there is no charge on 
the FG so the threshold voltage is VT¢. The potential Vp and Qfg in (1) are zero and the 
floating gate potential is Vtg = Wg (C3/CrT ). The magnitude of the electric field E in the 
tunnel oxide is V¢y /d and the tunnel current is given for this E by (3). This current results in a 
buildup of negative charge on the FG, an increase in V7 and thus a decrease in the channel 
current NT. It also causes a reduction of Vg which reduces E and J. The result is that further 
pulses continue to increase the threshold voltage but with diminished effect. This is shown in 
Fig.2 which presents the dependence of AV on the number of CS pulses (the curve marked 

habituation). For this simulation we have that Vg = 10V, ny = 0.1 and At = 10-3 s. We have 

used values of C3 = 0.6 Cry , C3 per unit area = 3.45 x 10-9 Fem-2, andd =50A. 

Also shown in Fig.2 are the effects of sensitization and classical conditioning on threshold 
voltage. During a sensitization trial US pulses are applied to the Vp terminal with the CS set to 
zero. Thus Veg in (2) is obtained from (1) with Vg = 0 in this case. The charge on the FG now 
becomes positive. The shift in threshold voltage due to US pulses is shown in Fig.2 by the 
curve marked sensitization, where we have employed the values Vp = 6V and Cj/Cy = 0.1. 
During classical conditioning a very similar process occurs to that during sensitization. If the 
US pulse described above is immediately preceded by a CS pulse within a critical time period 
then circuitry external to the EEPROM can facilitate the positive charging of the FG in three 
distinct ways: (i) the CS can be made to leave a temporary negative charge on the upper gate, 
(11) the CS may provide a substrate bias, or (iii) the CS together with the US can be used to 
increase Vp- We have developed circuitry which accomplishes (iii) for the example of Aplysia 
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Synapses by using three extra transistors [9]. This circuitry also prohibits backward 
conditioning (thereby enforcing a causal relation between CS and US) at the cost of a single 
transistor. This provides the desired time window for classical conditioning, and the shape of 
this window may be controlled via the time constants of the external circuitry.The increase in 
Vp in turn provides a larger electric field in the tunnel oxide layer of the EEPROM and 
en anced tunnel current for classical conditioning as compared to sensitization. We demonstrate 
the effects in Fig.2 (the curve marked classical conditioning) with a value of Vp of 7V. The 
same EEPROM device thus accomplishes all three biological learning primitives. 

The influence of the threshold voltage shifts of Fig.2 on the learning behaviour is illustrated in 
Fig.3. This is a schematic timing diagram in which the relative magnitudes of the synaptic 
currents (the NT pulses in the figure) have been determined quantitatively from the results of 
Fig.2. More or less rapid response is readily accomplished by adjusting assumed values of 
device and circuit parameters in the simulation. In this sense the silicon model is more flexible 
than its biological counterpart. An initial threshold votage of 1V was assumed for the EEPROM 
and the sensitization and classical conditioning results begin with a habituated device. We 
conclude that in situ synaptic learning primitives for habituation, sensitization, and association 
including Pavlovian conditioning can be efficiently realized with analog EEPROMs. 

Acknowledgements: I am grateful to the Natural Sciences and Engineering Research Council of 
Canada for financial assistance. The hospitality of Oxford University and Jesus College during 
the sabbatical year 1988-1989. 
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1. Introduction 

This paper introduces a neural network design language [1] for solving problems using the 

neural three-layered perceptron model [2] with three-valued-logic network [3]. Users may describe 

the features of a problem in a natural-language-like manner instead of going through the pain of 
using the conventional binary representation. The following introduces the syntax semantics of the 

language. It also illustrates the language with an example. 

2. An Example 

Consider a car-dealer record system where the used cars are specified according to selling price, 

year manufactured, and engine displacement. Suppose the range for the specifications are as follows: 

Price (10K +, 5-10K, 5K-); 

Year (2YRS-, 2-5YRS, 5YRS +); 
Displ (2000cc + , 1600-2000cc, 1600cc-); 

In the above, the price is divided into 3 catagories: larger-than $10,000, equal to or between 

$10,000 and $5,000, and less than $5,000. Similarly, the year and displacement each has 3 catagories. 

Furthermore, each car is identified by tag number, engine number, make, model, and year as 

described below. 

Car-id (Tag#, Engine#, Make, Model, Year); 

Suppose the following cars are available at the dealer: 

Car (10K +, 2YRS-, 2000cc +): 

Car (5-10K, 2YRS-, 1600-2000cc); 

Car (5K-, 2-5YRS, 1600-2000cc); 
Car (5K-, 2-5YRS, 1600cc-); 

Car (5K-, 5YRS+, 2000cc + ); 

The corresponding car identifications are: 

Car-id (XYZ123, 112233, Buick, Century, 1988), 
Car-id(MDS7345, 340703, Honda, Accord, 1987); 
Car-id (ABC987, 987654, Toyota, Selica, 1985); 
Car-id (MN K222, 128268, Chrysler, Labron, 1984); 

Car-id (WAT357, 778211, Ford, Escort, 1978); 

The car dealer tries to match these cars for the buyers, according to the specifications given by 
the buyers. There may be no match, one match, or serveral matches. The program in the neural 
network design language [1] (NNDL) is shown to be developed below. 
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3. Program Heading 

The program of NNDL begins with the program heading followed by the user-defined program 
name. The enclosed program parameters consist of input name, output name, and unknown input 

name. The program heading is shown below. 

Program Progname (Input-name, Output-name, Unknowninput); 

Input-name and Output-name are user-defined names to represent the set of input and output 
vectors, respectively. Unknowninput is also defined by the user to represent an unknown input 
vector. an example is: 

Program Dealer (Car, Carid, Buycar); 
(* This example is to buy a car from the stock in a car dealer *) 

4. Input and Output Attributes 

Suppose there are m attributes: Au, Ae, ..., Am to represent m input features (or characteristics), 
and n attributes: Bu, Be, ..., Bn to represent n output features. Then, the NNDL will appear as follows: 

Input Attribute: 
Inputname (Aj, Ag, ..., Am); 

Output Attribute: 
Outputname (Bi, Bz, ..., Ba); 

Using the same example, the following declarations are for input and output attributes. 

Input Attributes 
Car (Price, Year, Displ) 

Output Attributes 

Car-id(Tag#, Engine#, Make, Model, Year) 

5. Ranges for Input Attributes: 

The constants of each input attribute usually represent range of values instead of a specific 
value. For example, the ranges of “Agegroup”: AG1, AG2, AG3, AG4 and AG5 are shown below: 

AGI: 65+ (retired age); 

AG2: 40-65 (middle age); 

AG3: 21-39 (adult); 
AG4: 12-21 (youth); 

AG5: 0-12 (child): 

In many applications, it is more meaningful to use age group than age. 

In NNDL, the ranges of each input attribute can be defined as follows: 

Attribute Range: 

Ai (R11, R12, ..., Rir); (*r ranges for A: *) 

Az (R21, R22,..., R2s); (*s ranges for Az *) 

An (Rm1, Rm2, ..., Rmt); (* t ranges for An *) 

where Rij is the jth range value for attribute Aj. Using the same example, the attribute range is: 

Attribute Range 

Price (LOK +, 5-10K, 5K-) 

Year (2YRS-, 2-5YRS, 5YRS +) 

Displ (2000cc + , 1600-2000cc, 1600cc-) 
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6. Input and output Constants 

A set of initial exact input and output values must be given to the system to serve as the 

database for self-learning, which is used to match exact or possible answers for any unknown inputs. 

For a given input vector,it is possible to have more than one answers. 

Suppose that the constants of a set of k input and output vector-pairs are given to form the 

database. In NNDL, the initial input constants can be defined as follows: 

Input Constant 

Inputname (Cu, Cr, ..., Cin); 
Inputname (C2, Czz, ..., Cem); 

Inputname (Ci1, Cre, ..., Cun): 

Where Cjj (i= 1,2, .... k, J=1, 2, ..., m) is the input value for attribute Aj in the ith input vector. 

Likewise the initial output constants can be defined as: 

Output Constant: 

Outputname (Di, Dr, ..., Dia); 

Outputname (Dai, Dz, ..., Den); 

Outputname (Dui, Dre, ..., Dex); 

where Dj (i= 1,2, ..., k, j=1, 2, ..., n) is the initial output value for attribute Bj (or jth element) of the 

ith output vector. Using the same example, the following declarations are for input and output vector 

constants. 

Input Constants 

Car (10K +, 2YRS-, 2000cc + ); 
Car (5-10K, 2YRS-, 1600-2000cc); 
Car (5K-, 2-5YRS, 1600-2000cc); 
Car (5K-, 2-5YRS, 1600cc-); 

Car (5K-, 5YRS+ , 2000cc + ); 

Output Constants 
Car-id (X YZ123, 112233, Buick, Century, 1988); 
Car-id(MDS7345, 340703, Honda, Accord, 1987); 
Car-id (ABC987, 987654, Toyota, Selica, 1985); 

Car-id (MNK222, 128268, Chrysler, Labron, 1984); 
Car-id (WAT357, 778211, Ford, Escort, 1978); 

Now, the definitions required for a NNDL program is completed, and the neural network model is 

formed. 

7. Program body 

Once the neural network model is formed, we are ready to accept unknown inputs and to match 

for exact output solution or possible output solutions. The program body defined in NNDL is as 

follows: 

Begin 
Do 

Read Unknowninput (A1, A2, ..., Am); 

Write Outputname (Unknowninput); 
Until EoF 

Eind. 

Using the same example, the program body is, 
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Begin 
Do 

Read Buycar (Price, Year, Displ); 

Write Car-id (Tag#, Engine#, Make, Model, Year); 
Until EoF; 

End. 

8. Complete Program and Execution 

By combining the above constructs, the complete program is thus obtained. For execution, 
assume that the input for the Read statement is: 

Read Buyer (10K +, 2YRS-, 2000cc-): 

After matching in a 3-layered perceptron, the output is found to be: 

XYZ123, 112233, Buick, Century, 1988 

The above output is a matched one. Assume that another input for the Read statement is: 

Read Buyer (5K-, 2-5YRS, unknown): 

where “unknown” refers to the input attribute of engine displacement. There are two outputs: 

ABC987, 987654, Toyota, Selica, 1985 

MNK222, 128268, Chrysler, Lebaron, 1984 

In summary, the program structure consists of the definitions of program name, Input Attribute, 
Output Attribute, Attribute Range, Input Constant, Output Constant, and program body. The 
program body so far has only three statements: Do ... Until, Read, and Write. The Read statement is 
used as usual to accept unknown input attributes. The write statement prints out only exact or 
possible solutions for the unknown input. The design language provides a friendly and easy 
environment for user to describe the features of the problem in a natural-language-like manner 
rather than goes through the pain of using the conventional binary representation in neural network 
model. 

9. Remarks 

The data sets of the neutral 3-valued logic network are in vector form, and the processing in the 
network is parallel. The design language can be made interactive. An interactive design environment 
can be implemented for direct interaction and debugging. 
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Abstract 

A neural network model can be implemented with an optical disk. By doing so, the 

capacity and speed of the associator are increased beyond that of any existing neural 

network model implementation. Justification of this claim is presented by the design and 

analysis of the binary weight pattern associator using an optical disk. 

Introduction 

Neural networks are noted for their applications. Hand written character recognition, 

speech recognition, visual data comprehension, language comprehension, optimal control, 

data classification, inference engine, etc. are practical applications. Some of them are 

discussed in the literature [Ande88] and [Rume86a]. With such potential applications in 

mind, there has been an effort to incorporate the neural network in computer architecture. 

This paper presents the design of the neurocomputer which incorporates digital electron- 

ics, optics, and optical disk technology which enhances the usefulness with significantly 

increased capacity and speed. 

Neurocomputer 

Invariably, the models of a neural network exhibit an associative characteristic; thus, 

an implementation of a neural network in this paper is called an assoctator. It can be 

attached to a conventional computer system in a similar way as a CPU. The computer 

system which has an associator is referred to as a neurocomputer. 

Figure 1 is the block diagram of the neurocomputer using optical disks. It employs 

both the digital electronics associator as well as the optical associator. The block AP 

is the associator implemented with digital electronics. The details of its architecture are 

presented in [Choi89b]. The OD blocks are the optical disk units with hybrid optics for 

associative retrieval. Their details are the focus of the following presentation. Note that 

there are two sets of buses. The BUS] is used to interchange data among the ODs and AP. 

It is crucial to accommodate the highest data bandwidth on the interconnections among 

optical associators and the electronics associator in order to fully exploit the speedup 

advantages. The data width of an associator is very large. It has the same number of bits 

as the number of neurons in an associator. The BUS2 is a conventional computer bus; it 

connects OD and AP to a CPU and memory. There can be multiple AP as well as OD 

units. 

Neural network model 

The neural network model implemented both electronically and optically in this paper 

is the Binary Weight Pattern Associator* (BWPA) which is perhaps the simplest model of 

a neural network. It was originated by D. J. Wiilshaw |Will69]. His studies of information 

  

* This name is an invention of the author; [Rume86a] calls it pattern associator. 
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storing and retrieving using optical holography led Willshaw to his ingenious network 

model correlograph and its simplified version, the BWPA. Willshaw then carried out the 

analysis of the network in [|Will71] and [Will81]. The network analysis is followed by 
another, [McCl86a]. The associator is then applied in [McCl86b] to read English words 
and in [Rume86b] to learn past tenses of English verbs. Also in [Aust87], it is used in 
pattern recognition and 3 dimensional scene analysis. Anderson and Rosenfeld, in their 
introductory remark for Willshaw’s paper |Ande88], noted its suitability for modern VLSI 
implementation. 

Furthermore, the model can be efficiently implemented with an electro-optics system. 

The main advantage of an optical associator is its speed. The vector-matrix multiplication 
is carried out at the speed of light. The whole process of retrieving a pattern can be done 

as fast as displaying a pattern. More importantly, the optical implementation enables the 

use of an optical disk as massive associative storage at fast retrieval speed. 

Optical disk based neural network architecture 

Figure 2 illustrates the optics arrangement of the optical disk interface for the retrieval 

operation. Starting from the upper left, the pulsing laser light is fanned and directed to 

the moving head scanning on the disk surface. The moving head consists of a mirror M, 
a polarized beam splitter PBS,, a quarter wave plate QW P,, and a lens Lz. The moving 
head travels along a diagonal line of the disk and its travel distance covers the most inner 

tract to the most outer tract. The laser beam reflected off the disk surface is directed to 

the lens L2 which in turn projects the image, with magnification, on the diffuser D,. The 
arrangement past the diffuser is identical to the optical neural network proposed by T. Lu 

et al. in [Lu89]. The diffuser replaces the TV screen which displays the interconnection 
weight matrix. Through the lenslet array, the sub-blocks of the weight matrix are projected 

on to the input vector displayed on the spatial light modulator, SZM,. In the resulting 

image, the product of the weight matrix and the input vector is then focused on the 

photo-detector array to be converted into the digital electronics signal. 

Based on currently available technology, the following example parameters are calcu- 

lated. The area on the disk surface, on which the laser beam will be focused, is 1 mm?. 

This is primarily due to the limitation of Lz and L3, the microscopic lenses’ field of view, in 
which the magnification factor is about 70. The area of 1 mm? amounts to 529 x 529 bits, 

a matrix block for 529 neurons. Note that the square is distorted radially. This distortion 

can be corrected by the lens or it can be accounted for by the SLM and the photo-sensor. 

Also note that the number of sectors varies radially. This way, it uses the disk surface area 
more efficiently. 

To retrieve an association, the moving head seeks (locates) the desired matrix block, 

and the laser unit emits pulsed light to capture the matrix block on the diffuser screen. 

The approximate formulation of the required laser power is 7 x Pz > Sph where Py 

is the laser power, Spp is the photo-detector sensitivity over its response time, and 7 

is the absorption coefficient. m can be written as 7 = (1/2) x t,; x t2 x tg where ft; 
is the reflectivity of the disk surface, t2 is the transparence of the SLM, and ¢3 is the 

energy loss factor between the diffuser and the SLM. We assumed, as an example, that 

t; = 0.5, tg = 0.2, t3 = 5 x 107%, and Soph = 10-° watts over a 10 nsec response time. 

The resulting power is Pp > 107°/(0.5 x 0.5 x 0.2 x 5 x 1073) = 4 x 107? watts. It 
is also required to maintain the matrix image on the diffuser over the duration of the 
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photo-detector response time. This limits rotational speed of the disk to at the most 

Vepm = (lp/ls) X tph = (107°/(m x 12 x 0.0254)) x 60 x 10° = 6,265** rpm where lp is a 

pit length, /, is the circumference of a disk, and ty, is the response time. 

Capacity and speed 

Based on the above design parameters, there are 3,663 matrix blocks on each side of 

the disk (7,326 blocks per disk***). Assuming that each block can store 50 associations, 

there are 366,000 associations that can be stored per disk. This number well exceeds the 

150,000 entries in the Webster’s Collegiate Dictionary. 

With the use of 529 parallel photo-detectors, retrieval of a pattern can take within 

100 nsec — 50 nsec for AD conversion and 50 nsec for thresholding (10 bit arithmetic). 

Since each matrix block consists of 279,841 connections, this yields a peak processing 

rate of 279,841/(100 x 10~°) = 2.8 x 10!” connections per second. Compare this with the 

multiprocessor of 529 processors and a 50 nsec memory access time. The parallel algorithm 

takes O(n log(n)) time steps [Choi89], which yields a peak processing rate of 1.1 x 10° 

connections per second. Furthermore, the currently available single processor, specialized 

for neuro computing, is rated at a peak 10° connections per second [Hnc88]. The speed 

up factor of the optical disk-based processing over the parallel computer algorithm is 10° 

and over the best single processor algorithm is 10°. 

However, the operational speed of the optical disk-based neurocomputer is limited by 

practicality. The input and output of the OD units are directed from and to the AP, an 

electronics associator. Thus the operating speed is limited by the slower of the two, the 

AP’s. But, this is still an advantage since ODs may allow AP’s speed be sustained at its 

peak. 

Summary 

The original idea and the design of a neurocomputer using an optical disk is presented. 

It takes the advantages of recent technological developments such as neural networks, 

digital electronic computers, optical information processing, and optical disk technology. 

Through this effort the usefulness of the neurocomputer has been increased. The gained 

advantages are (1) a large associative data base capacity, (2) a better method of providing 

stable, permanent, compact, and economic associative data storage, and (3) a speedy 

retrieval of a large amount of associative data (2.8 x 10!? connections per second peak 

processing rate). Perhaps this neurocomputer will make the real time recognition of image 

and voice a reality in the near future. 

Also, this design reveals some of the difficulties and potential problem areas of using 

the optical disk as associative storage. First, writing the information on the disk still 

relies on the old method of a serial bit stream and presently the disk allows writing only 

once. Second, the weight of the moving head (including the set of lens, mirror, and beam 

splitter) may significantly degrade the seek time. Lastly, the size of the network is limited. 

However, these difficulties can be overcome by further development of the technology. 
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Abstract 

We describe the design of a CMOS current mode neuron for use in neural networks and describe its 

application to the construction of a self organizing feedforward network. The synapses are implemented 

with a modified version of the Bult-Wallinga [2] four quadrant analog current multiplier. We present the 
design of a current mode based circuit which allows the adjustment of the synaptic weights according 
to a Hebbian learning rule. This allows the circuit to be used in a self organizing network, such as the 
Kammen-Yuille orientation selective network [6,10]. The neural elements described in this paper can be 
implemented in a standard CMOS integrated circuit fabrication process. 

1 Self Organizing Feedforward Networks 

In [6] Kammen and Yuille showed that a two-dimensional feedforward network of linear summation elements 
with stochastic inputs can develop (learn) into a system that exhibits directional selectivity (i.e. the response 
of a neuron on the output layer of the network responds maximally to patterns of input oriented in a specific 

direction). The adaption mechanism they used to obtain their result was similar to that of Linsker (8] and 
used the following synaptic weight update equation: 

wis(t + At) = w,;(t) + At(—A — 2Bu,;(t) — 4CwZ,(t) + 2 < O;, hi; >) (1) 

where t indicates a particular neuron, 7 indicates a particular synapse on the neuron, w,;(t) is the weight of 

synapse 7 on neuron t at time t, O; is the output of neuron 3, J,;; is the input to synapse j on neuron: and 

<,> indicates expectation or stochastic correlation. The terms with the B and C multipliers are needed in 
Kammen and Yuille’s model to keep the w,;’s bounded. We will follow Linsker [8] in obtaining boundedness 
by using sigmoidal nonlinear summing elements that saturate when the magnitude of the weighted sum of 

the inputs is large. Thus, in the circuit described below we set B = C = 0. 

This research was supported in part by the Office of Naval Research and the 

Joint Services Electronics Program under grant N0014-84-K0504, as well as by 

the NSF Systems Research Center of Excellence, under grant number CDR- 
85-00108. 
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2 <A Current Mode Neuron 

The standard model of processing elements in artificial neural networks [9] is a linear weighted summation 
of inputs followed by amplification by an amplifier having a nonlinear (sigmoidal) transfer function. We 

present here a current mode based approach to the implementation of this standard model. Current mode 

analog circuit design [7,4,5] is a methodology wherein currents are used to represent information rather that 
voltages. 

The design of our neural element is shown in figure 1. There are two major building blocks of our current 

mode neuron. The first is an analog current multiplier, the second is a bidirectional cascode current mirror. 

The analog current multiplier is based on the scheme of Bult and Wallinga [2]. The only difference 
between our version and that of Bult and Wallinga is that a cascoded current mirror is used in place of a 
standard current mirror in order to reduce the output current offset error (i.e. the output current when the 
input currents are both zero). The multiplier is a four quadrant multiplier which means that both the input 
and weight currents can be bidirectional, as required. 

The bidirectional current mirror consists of p-channel and an n-channel cascode current mirrors [1]. It is 
a circuit that allows the replication and scaling of currents. This circuit is shown in figure 2. Note that one 
can split the current mirror into two halves, one which receives the input current, the other which produces 

the output current. We will refer the the left half of the current mirror as LHCM, and the right half by 
RHCM. The two halves are connected by three voltages which, as a set, represent the output current. By 
sending these three voltages to other RHCM’s one can obtain replication of currents. This will be used to 
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Figure 3: The synaptic weight adaption circuit. 

send the output of our neuron to many different neurons. 

The current mode neural element consists of three parts: a set of synapses, the summing junction, and 

the weight adaption circuits (one for each synapse). 

The synaptic function is performed by an analog multiplier which multiplies the input current by a weight 

current. The input to the synapse is a set of three voltages from the LHCM at the output of the neuron 

feeding this particular synapse. These voltages are converted to a current with a RHCM and this current is 

multiplied by a weight current (in the form of three cascode mirror voltages) in the analog multiplier. The 
weight current is produced by the weight adaption circuit which will be described in the next section. 

The summing of the weighted input currents is performed by a single current summing node connected to 

the outputs of the analog multipliers and to an LHCM. The LHCM takes up the excess current flow coming 
from the analog multipliers which, by Kirchoff’s current law, is equal to the sum of the outputs of the analog 

multipliers. 

3 The Synaptic Weight Update Circuit 

Each synapse contains circuitry which allows it to adapt the weight applied to its input according to the 

learning rule given earlier (equation 1). The synapse weight adjustment circuit which has this task of 
updating the synaptic weights of a current mode neuron is shown in figure 3. 

The weight adaption circuit consists of two main blocks, the input-output multiplier and a leaky two 
phase switched capacitor integrator. The input-output multiplier, which computes the J;; x O; term in the 

weight update equation uses the modified Bult-Wallinga multiplier circuit described earlier. The current 

output by the input-output multiplier is fed into the leaky integrator. A constant current (corresponding 
to A in the weight update equation) is subtracted from the input to the leaky integrator (this causes most 
of the leaking) by a current source/sink consisting of transistors M1 and M2. The voltage V4 adjusts the 
amount of current subtracted from the input (it is also used to compensate somewhat for offsets in the 
switched capacitor integrator opamp). The input current is converted to a voltage with the left half of a 
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standard (i.e. non-cascoded) current mirror (transistors M3 and M4). The transistors in this current mirror 
have a relatively large channel width to length ratio in order to provide for a small current gain (when 

the current source voltage is converted back to a voltage with transistors M9 and M10). This small gain 

corresponds to the At term in the weight update equation. The current mirror voltage is then integrated 
with a switched capacitor integrator to perform both the time averaging required by the correlation term in 
the weight update term, and the actual storage and updating of the weight. 

Detailed description of the design and operation of the weight adaption circuit can be found in [3]. 

4 Summary 

We have presented the design of an adaptive CMOS analog neural network which implements the learning 
rule of Kammen and Yuille’s self organizing neural network. It utilizes CMOS analog current multipliers to 

perform the multiplication of inputs by weights. The weights are adapted according to a simple Hebbian 

learning rule, implemented with a correlator and a leaky integrator. The weights are stored dynamically on 
a capacitor, hence the circuit must be constantly running and learning, else all learned states will be lost. 

A prototype of an implementation of a 10 synapse neuron is currently being fabricated through the MOSIS 
facility in a 2 micron CMOS process. The size of the neural element is roughly 1.0 by 1.4 millimeters. 
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INTRODUCTION 

For many applications of neural networks, such as electro-encephalogram (EEG) 
spike and seizure detection, there is a need to explore different network 

architectures and paradigms. Generally a network must be hand coded and debugged 

for each new application. Many researchers are faced with the problem of 

developing their own neural network software and the time spent on this activity 

detracts from the application. 

Various general purpose parallel processing system simulators have been proposed, 

in efforts to provide researchers with network development tools. These have 

generally been interpretive systems requiring large scale or special purpose 
processors to achieve reasonable performance. While such simulation systems may 
be useful for some applications, they have not been usable on personal computers 
and smaller general purpose machines. A large class of problems can be 

effectively solved on personal computers, provided that the neural network 

software is reasonably well optimized. The CASENET approach is to generate highly 
optimized machine code from the user’s network specifications in order to 
maximize performance of the available computing machinery. 

A second problem of the simulators that have been proposed, is that they present 
a complex command language that takes time to master and use effectively. 
Instead, CASENET provides a graphical interface, that allows the user to draw 
the network architecture on a graphics screen and enter network attributes from 
menus on the screen. The network graph together with the attributes attached to 
the nodes of the graph, form the network specification, from which executable 

code is automatically and quickly generated. 

In this paper the basic CASE (Computer Aided Software Engineering) tools and 
mechanisms used by CASENET to automate neural network generation, are described. 
Preliminary results for typical applications using Back Propagation Networks, 
a paradigm well suited to EEG applications are described. Other types of networks 
are being incorporated into the development environment. 

COMPONENTS OF CASENET 

The CASENET system consists of four major sets of tools, namely the network 
definer, the analyzer, the code generator and the compiler. Figure 1 illustrates 
the CASENET system components. The network definer is a graphical network editor 
for drawing the desired network architecture. The editor translates the user's 
graphics into a formal representation. The analyzer validates this network 

definition and extracts essential network attributes. The code generator parses 
the network definition and emits code fragments. The compiler builds the 
executable network from the code fragments and a generic network skeleton. The 
results of each phase of the network translation, are available as intermediate 
files, which the advanced user can edit to customize or optimize any level of 
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the network. 

These tools are described in detail in the following sections, with examples 
showing their use. 

GRAPHICAL NETWORK SPECIFICATION 

The architecture of a generic neural network can be defined using a few simple 
concepts. Neural networks are typically viewed as consisting of several layers, 
each layer comprising a number of processing elements. However, some applications 
may require several hidden layers, partitioned into slabs, as illustrated in 
Figure 2. A slab is a more convenient, more general concept to work with. It is 

a group of elements with identical attributes, activation functions and 
connections to other slabs. An example of the resulting specification for a three 
layer back propagation network follows: 

slab(1,48). connect(5,1). inputs({1,2,3,4]). 

slab(2,48). connect(5,2). outputs([6]). 

slab(3,48). connect(5,3). 

slab(4,48). connect(5,4). 

slab(5,16). connect(6,5). 

slab(6,4). 

The statement, 

slab(id, number of units). 

creates a slab with a unique identifier and number of processing elements, 

connect(destination, source). 

establishes a path from the source slab to the destination slab, 

inputs(list of input slabs). 
outputs(list of output slabs). 

create connections from the neural network to the outside world. The graphical 
editor is used to build a visual executable model of the neural network. The user 
places slabs on the graphics screen with simple mouse commands and connections 
between slabs by drawing directed arrows. The diagram is annotated with the slab 
identifiers and number of units. 

NETWORK ANALYSIS AND CODE GENERATION 

The analyzer and code generator are automated tools, to validate the network 
definition and generate executable code. The analyzer checks that a valid neural 
network architecture has been defined. Two important facts are that all nodes 

are properly connected and, for a feedforward network, that there be no feedback 
cycles. These facts are easily established using Prolog. To search all slabs of 
the network and check that each slab is connected, the predicates, 

connected(X, X). 

connected(X, Y) :- conmect(X, Y). 

connected(X, Y) :- connect(X, Z), connected(Z, Y). 
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define the transitive closure of the connect() facts in the database, to 

recursively determine connections in the network. 

The analyzer detects cycles by using the connect() facts to visit all slabs in 

the network, as in the predicates, 

cyclic(X, Visited) :- member(X, Visited). 

cyclic(X, Visited) :- connect(X, Y), cyclic(Y, [X | Visited]). 

NETWORK CODE GENERATION 

The code generator parses the validated network definition and emits C code 

fragments, each corresponding to a particular net task: 

allocate slab, read weights, read patterns, read targets, 
iterate net, delta net, iterate weights, sum squared error, 

write weights, write net, free slab. 

The C code consists of a small code skeleton with several parameters. The Prolog 
code generator unifies parameters with the particular network architecture being 
defined. Typical parameters are, 

X, Y mame of the slab, fan-in slab 

N, M size of the slab, fan-in slab 

The parameterized code fragment for the “iterate net" task is 

float sum = BiasX[i]; 

for (j = 0; j <N; jt) 

sum += wX[j] * outY[p][j]; 
outX([p]{i] = 1 / (1 + exp(-sum)); 

NETWORK COMPILER 

Compiles the network using a generic network skeleton that has slots for net 
tasks. Each slot is filled by a code fragment for a net task. The network is 
compiled directly by a C compiler or native code assembler. 

DISCUSSION 

CASENET is in use to generate working neural networks in EEG spike and seizure 
detection applications [1]. Ways to optimize code for numeric and other 

co-processors are under development. Once debugged, the code generator can 
reliably and quickly generate different kinds of network architecture to suit 
researcher’s needs. This approach can easily be extended to radically different 
neural network paradigms. 
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ABSTRACT 
Using the CMOS threshold adjust circuit recently presented in 

[1], this paper develops an adaptive analog neural-type junction. The 

junction itself is based upon the circuits presented in [2] and works 

according to charge control theory discussed in [2]. 

DEVELOPMENT 

Current research trends concentrate upon means of adapting 

weights in analog neural networks. The main problem facing hardware 

designers is the feasibility of large scale implementations when adap- 

tation is incorporated. Here we present a system which readily lends 

itself to simple VLSI implementation. 
Figure 1 shows the input weighting stage including threshold 

adjustment where V, is the threshold adjust parameter. This weighting 

stage is the three terminal device labelled G-D-S. The circuit of Fig. 

1 is inserted into the neural-type junction of Fig. 2 at the corre- 

spondingly labelled points. It is noted that D, G, and S&S represent the 

drain, gate, and source of the input transistor being replaced in the 

original junction of [2]. 
The threshold adjust circuit accomplishes threshold voltage 

adjustments in order to modify the connection weights which determine 

the level of transmission from one neuron's output to another neuron's 

input. As discussed in the paper of 1987 [1], double gate MOS struc- 

tures can be used to capture the adaptive properties of biological 

neurons. However, in present day technology the double gate transistor 

is relatively inconvenient to use. The circuit of Fig. 1 avoids this 

inconvenience by expeditiously employing the charge control concept. In 

Fig. 1 charge flows into the gate g and via the parasitics fixes the 

amount of charge on the right hand transistor. This right hand transis— 

tor acts as a normal transistor but with its characteristics controlled 

by V.. This is to say, the I-V characteristics of the three terminal 

device labelled G-D-S are the same as those of a normal MOS transistor 

but shifted through the threshold adjust parameter V,. 

* Research supported by NSF Grant MIP 87-19886 

**x Research supported by NSF Grant MIP 88-08292 
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Abstract 

This paper describes an interconnection scheme for the neural network which is implement- 
able in current technology. The connection is made by projecting a light pattern onto a photo- 
conductive layer (PCL), thus creating low-resistive paths on the layer. The connection pat- 
tern can be changed by modifying the LCD mask positioned between the panel light source 

and the PCL. The proposed implementation is extremely flexible and highly expandable, 

consumes very little power, and is insensitive to manufacturing variations. 

Introduction 

Two major implementable realities required by neural network paradigms, whether 
supervised or unsupervised, are a learning model/algorithm and a massive interconnection 
scheme. To date the implementations of artificial neural networks are mainly confined to 
small scales using software simulation because the implementation of the interconnection 
scheme has been regarded as a bottleneck which prevents the large scale realization of the 
neural network in hardware. The basic problems include a large number of paths, large fan-in 
and fan-out requirements, the variability of the weights, the training procedures, and the 
power consumption. 

This paper attempts to address the issue of the interconnection scheme. We propose 
an implementation which is flexible, expandable, and feasible under the current technology. 
In addition, it is highly insensitive to manufacturing variations and requires relatively low 
power consumption. 

The basic construction consists of a plasma light source, a pixel-addressable spatial 
light modulator (LCD mask), and a photoconductive layer (PCL). The light source, when 
modulated by the mask, projects a light pattern on the PCL. The light on the photoconductive 
layer is absorbed by the photoconductive material, and generates carriers in the PCL. When 
external electric field is applied to the layer, electric current is produced by the motion of the 
Carriers, and a connection between two points is established. 

The Photoconductive Neural Network Interconnect 

Most of the electronic implementations of the modifiable synaptic weight have been 
evaluated and reported [1,2,3] using lumped circuit approaches. But according to the De- 
fence Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) Report on Neural Networks [4], the 
potential solution to the interconnection problem is in optics and electro-optics. It offers the 
advantages of higher speed and higher density of the interconnection process over the elec- 
tronic (silicon or galium arsenide) implementations. 

Figure 1 shows the construction of the proposed Photoconductive Neural Network In- 
  

{Part of the work reported in this paper was carried out in the ECE Department, Clarkson University, Potsdam, New York. 
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terconnect (PNNI) scheme which utilizes conventional optical and electronic hardware. A 
simple planar light source illuminates a photoconductive layer. This illumination is modulat- 
ed by a planar spatial light modulator. This construction allows any arbitrary two-dimension- 
al interconnection pattern to exist on the PCL. Furthermore, if the SLM is allowed to have 
Shades of gray (as opposed to only the binary settings of opaque and translucent), we have 
another degree of control over the connection strength. 
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Figure 1.Photoconductive neural network intercon- 
nect (PNNI) structure 

The edge connections along the edges of the PCL are simple wire bonds. These wire 
bonds could either be brought out or connected to a string of internal thin film integrated re- 
Sistors to form the passive summation (see Figure 2). No implicit interconnection paradigm 
is assumed here. Only the generally required massive interconnection needed in any neural 
network implementation is considered. 
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(unity gain) Figure 2. Passive summation for the PNNI output. 

The light source, the SLM and the PCL are contained between two outer opaque cas- 
ings. This structure could be repeated several times, thereby greatly increasing the intercon- 
nection density on a per-module basis. 

Analysis of the Photoconductive Layer 

When light is absorbed by the photoconductive material, electron-hole pairs are gen- 
erated. This happens because the light quanta hw > Ec, where h is the Planck constant, @ is 
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the wavelength of the light, and €, is the gap energy of the material. 

The injected pairs will gradually diffuse throughout the material. If we assume that 
we have a point light source projected onto the surface of the material for a short time, the 
concentration of the carrier can be characterized by a Gaussian-shape function under the 
point source. Since equal amount of electrons and holes are injected, the differential increase 
in the carrier is much more prominent in the minority carriers. In the following description, we 
will consider the minority carriers only. 

When we applied an external electric field Ey on the material, we have both the diffu- 

sion and drifting of the minority carriers. The differential concentration of carriers can be de- 
scribed by [5]: 

Any exp(-t/t,,) exp/( -x2/4Dt) 

- 2VnDt 

where Ano is the number of injected pairs per sample cross section, D is the ambipo- 

An   

lar diffusion coefficient, x’ is defined to be x-Ept, in which 1 is the ambipolar drift mobility, 

and tT, is the lifetime of the carrier. This equation shows that while the carriers diffuse, the 

pattern is drifting in the direction of the electric field. Thus if we have a path not totally in line 
with the field, the pattern will translate in the direction of the field. 

To control the path width, we need to control the width of the Gaussian-shape func- 
tion. The parameter related to this is D. The half-width (full width at half maximum) of the 
Gaussian-shape function is 

Ay p=4VDt In 2 = 3.33VDt . 

Suppose the light source is steady, then the injection of electron-hole pairs continues. 
A steady state of the path width may be reached. More analysis is needed to determine this 
Steady state path width and the optimum energy input from the light. Since both doping con- 
centration and material will affect D, the effective path width depends on the material used in 
the photoconductive layer. 

Spatial Light Modulator 

The spatial light modulator is a pixel-addressable LCD mask. On the mask patterns 
can be created so that specific paths between the edge connectors can be formed in the PCL. 
Initially, the conventional nematic type LCD could be used because it is inexpensive, readily 
available and of low power usage. It also has numerous ‘off-the-shelf? geometries avail- 
able. The contrast ratios are in the order of 100:1[6]. 

To avoid the problem of cross-over paths, the SLM patterns can be time-multiplexed. 
The response time of the nematic-type LCD is approximately 25 msec [6]. If faster SLM re- 
sponse times are desired, the use of a ferroelectric LCD can be utilized. The ferroelectric 
LCD has its opacity related only to the electric field applied across the device. However, 
speed in this initial study is not as important an issue as the development of a modifiable 2- 
D interconnect scheme in the PCL. 

A trade-off also exists between the photoconductive diffusion and optimum SLM res- 
olution. The nematic-type LCD has a medium resolution of 20 lines/mm [6]. When the de- 
velopment of a 1-2 mil wire bonding process is considered in the future, the issue of LCD 
resolution will become important. But at this moment, depending on the neural network para- 
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digm and training algorithm used, a sparse interconnection scheme may be sufficient, thus ob- 
viating the need for higher cost PCL and SLM devices. 

Discussion 

The proposed scheme is a first attempt to ease the bottleneck which prevents the 
large scale implementation of neural networks. It offers some immediate advantages: 

1) Simple construction with existing technology 

2) Extremely easy to expand -- the interconnection density is doubled just by repeat- 
ing the interconnect construction layers vertically 

3) Low power consumption -- the only major power needed is in the light panel source 

4) Highly insensitive to manufacturing variations in processing 

5) The binary bit-map of the SLM patterns can be stored in conventional digital formats. 

A number of issues need to be addressed before this scheme can be fully implement- 
ed. When a connection network is specified by the participating network in either the training 
Stage or the operation stage, the specific paths between the two banks of connectors repre- 
senting two layers have to be computed. Since crossover of the paths is not allowed, sched- 
uling of paths in the time-multiplexing scheme is the major task in the path computation. 
The covariant neighboring effects [6,7,8,9] observed in the biological synapse interconnec- 
tions in the cortex may prove to be effective in reducing the crossovers needed, and thus re- 
ducing the computing time. Finally, the effects of this interconnection scheme on the learning 
algorithms have to be investigated. 
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Abstract 

A highly flexible simulation environment based on object-oriented software techniques was developed 

and successfully used to implement and test novel neural network models. The architecture of this system 

is based upon the objects the simulation is intended to manipulate — the neurons in the network. This is 

in contrast to the prevailing procedure-oriented approach in which the software architecture is based upon 
the functions the system is intended to perform. The benefits obtained from using such an approach, 

which are presented in this paper, are a direct result of the methods used to encapsulate the data 
structures. This method of data encapsulation allows a flexible system architecture to be constructed in 

which one can easily extend or modify the functionality of the software product to simulate any neural 

network model. 

1 Introduction 

Artificial neural network research is largely dependent upon the use of computer simulation. However, the 

appropriate tools for the development and simulation of neural network models and learning algorithms 

are currently lacking. A recent study commissioned by the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency 

(DARPA) [1] found this issue to be of critical importance to the development of neural network theory. 
This report stated that much of the research in the field is inhibited by the lack of inexpensive and easily 

accessible simulation facilities. 
Recently, a number of neural network simulation systems have been developed that make use of object- 

oriented programming techniques [2,3]. There are a number of benefits obtained from using such an approach. 

The method of data encapsulation provided by an object-oriented language allows the development of a 

flexible simulation environment in which one can easily extend or modify the functionality of a neural 

network model. Furthermore, this extension can be accomplished without knowledge of the implementation 

details of the original neural network software product. The manner in which these benefits can be achieved 
are presented in this paper. A brief introduction of the fundamental concepts involved in object-oriented 

programming, and the philosophy of their use are discussed. In addition, the ability to specify and simulate 

arbitrary neural network models using these concepts is addressed. It should also be mentioned that the 

method of communication used by the objects of an object-oriented neural network software system facilitates 

their mapping onto parallel processing hardware. This is an area in which we are actively pursuing research. 

However, the topic of implementing these simulations on parallel computer architectures is not addressed 

here. 

2 Object-Oriented Programming Languages 

The design of an artificial neural network software simulation involves a mapping of the objects and actions 
occurring in the problem domain to a corresponding set of operations on data in the computer domain of the 

software system. In the design of such a system, a decision must be made whether to structure the software 

architecture around the functions the system is intended to perform or the objects that these functions 

manipulate. The classic design approach is based upon the decomposition of the functional requirements 

of the system. This is embodied in the practice of top-down functional design. It is widely acknowledged 
that the major difficulty encountered using this approach involves dealing with changes or modifications 

to the system [4,5,6]. That is, the ability to evolve into a more useful product is not inherent in systems 

designed using classical software design methodology. Object-oriented design, on the other hand, affords the 
opportunity to greatly reduce the difficulties involved with the introduction of change. It bases the system 

architecture on the classes of data (i.e., objects) the system manipulates as opposed to the functions the 
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system is required to perform. The rationale for this approach follows from the observation that as software 

system requirements change or evolve, the functions that the system performs may change drastically; 
however, the classes of data that the system manipulates tend to remain much more stable [6]. 

In the object-oriented design of a software system, one strives towards retaining as much flexibility 

as possible in the system architecture. The goal of this approach is to allow the software system to be 
easily extended to improve its functionality, or reused in other systems that require its services. Ideally, 

the extension or reusability of the software product does not require a knowledge of the details of system 

implementation. The ability to develop software in this manner enables software components to be packaged 

in such a way that others are able to modify and incorporate them into their products as needed. This ease 

of reusability is currently lacking in traditional software technology. 

A class in an object-oriented system is considered a means of packaging the implementation of an abstract 
data type. A class contains all the information necessary to construct separate instances of itself, these 

instances are the objects that the software system will manipulate. If the objects are chosen to represent 
objects in the real-world (e.g., the neurons in the network) a more natural mapping of the problem domain 

to the software system can be obtained. 

Every object contains its own set of data elements, instance variables, that determine the individual state 
of that object. In addition, a class may store information that is common to all instances of the class in class 
variables. The instance variables are private to the object and may only be accessed through the accessing 

routines provided by the class. The class also provides accessing routines for manipulating the class variables 

shared by all objects of a particular class. In the terminology of object-oriented systems, these accessing 

routines are called methods. 

An object-oriented programming language must support inheritance. This concept enhances the ex- 

tendibility of the system as well as the reusability of system components. Inheritance gives the user the 

ability to create a new class that is an extension or specialization of an existing class by simply specifying 

the differences between the new class and the existing class. In this case, the new class is said to be an an- 
cestor of the class from which it was derived, the parent class. Many object-oriented programming languages 

also support multiple inheritance in which a derived class can inherit more than one parent class. 

An ancestor inherits instance variables, class variables and methods from the parent class. The ancestor 

may also add new instance variables, class variables and methods that are necessary for its specialized 

functions. Additionally, an ancestor of a class may redefine any method provided by the parent class by 

simply supplying a new method that has the same name as the old method in the parent class. In this 

case, the new method in the derived class is said to overload the method with the corresponding name in 

the parent class. This allows different meanings to be attached to the same method name; which method is 
invoked when the name is called in a program depends upon the class being used at that particular time. 

Computation in an object-oriented system centers around messages. Objects in the system manipulate 
other objects by sending messages requesting them to perform specific actions. These messages invoke the 
appropriate methods in the object’s class, or possibly a method in a class from which the object is derived. 

This model of computation maps well to loosely coupled multiprocessor computer systems. 

There is a fundamental distinction between message passing and the conventional procedure calls used 
in procedure-oriented systems. A message can be viewed as a request of an object to perform some action. 
How the object responds to this request depends upon available methods. This approach allows objects from 
different classes to respond appropriately to the same messages, a trait known as polymorphism. When an 

object receives a message, it is up to the object to decide what to do. If a new response needs to be added 

to the system, then an appropriate method can be incorporated into the system while inheriting a class. An 

object of this derived class will now use the new method if an applicable message is received. The important 

aspect of this approach is that the original code does not have to be modified. Therefore, an addition to the 

system requires just that — addition and not modification [4]. 
Using traditional software technology, the developer is responsible for system modification. By allowing 

the objects to determine how a message should be interpreted, the responsibility of implementing system 

modifications and additions can be shifted away from the developer of a class to the user of a class. Such a 

fundamental change in focus supports the notion that software can be developed and packaged for later use 
just as hardware components are packaged for convenient use in integrated circuits (ICs) [4]. 
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3 Neural Network Simulation 

As mentioned previously, artificial neural network research is largely dependent upon the use of computer 
simulation. Consequently, numerous neural network simulation languages and environments have been de- 
veloped to help meet the needs of researchers in this field [7,8]. These simulation systems require the user to 

specify the neural network architecture and learning rule through the use of a network specification language 

which is then translated into a lower-level implementation language (e.g., FORTRAN, C or LISP). The 
specification language normally allows one to simulate some of the more popular neural network models; 
however, if the user wishes to simulate a novel learning algorithm or activation function, he must provide 
the system with a procedure written in the appropriate implementation language that performs the desired 
function. In order to do this, the user must be familiar with the implementation details of the network 

components being simulated. 

However, if an object-oriented approach is used, the developer is able to supply the user with a generic 

base class patterned after a general neural network model. This base class may then form the framework 
for simulations of specific neural network models. The details of the particular architecture or learning 
algorithm can be incorporated into the system through the use of inheritance. Instead of writing a new 
procedure using a low-level implementation language, the user can add additional functionality to a neural 

network simulation through the incorporation of new methods defined in terms of the high-level methods 

provided by the base class or classes derived from the base class. Therefore, the inheritance mechanism 

now allows system modification to be accomplished in a more abstract fashion. Such an approach was used 
to develop a general purpose neural network base class using the C++ programming language. This base 
class provided the scaffolding upon which more complex neural network models were built. The hierarchy of 

classes created through the use of inheritance is shown in Figure 1. In each case, a new model was specified 

by inheriting a previously developed class while providing methods necessary for the specialized functions of 

the new neural network model. For example, the Hopfield [9], back-propagation [10] and ART [11] networks 
were all simulated by first inheriting base class, and then adding specialized methods that implement the node 
activation functions and learning rules required by the specific model. These additions were accomplished 

in a straight forward manner through the use of the methods provided by base class. In addition, a network 
that implements the delta-bar-delta learning rule [12] was simulated by inheriting the back-prop class while 
providing a new method for implementing the weight update rule required by that algorithm. The classes 

shown in Figure 1 represent a small portion of the neural network models simulated. A number of novel 

models were also simulated using some of these classes as a starting point. 

  

base class 
      

  Y 
hopfield back-prop ART 

      

                  

  vy 

delta-bar-delta 

  

      

Figure 1: Hierarchy of object-oriented neural network classes created. 
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4 Conclusion 

The recent resurgence in neural network research has resulted in the development of a wide variety of neural 

network models. All of these models are similar in that each contains a collection of nodes connected via 

adjustable weights. The issues that differentiate the various models are: the manner in which the nodes are 
interconnected, what type of function each node computes, and how the network weights are adjusted. An 
object-oriented design allows the software simulation system to capture these similarities while maintaining 
the ability to easily add distinguishing network properties. The significant contribution of this approach 

is the manner in which these distinguishing properties are added to the system. The ability to inherit the 

functionality of a generic neural network base class circumvents the need for writing the low-level routines 
that directly manipulate the computer representations of the network elements. Thus, developers of a 

novel neural network models do not have to understand the complex issues involved in implementing these 
routines — they only must understand what the routines do. This object-oriented approach allows the 

design of specialized neural network models to proceed from a higher level of abstraction than is possible 

in simulation systems using a procedure-oriented methodology. This gives neural network researchers the 

ability to rapidly implement and test new ideas. 
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ABSTRACT 

We describe mapping a fast back-propagation algorithm[1] onto a GCN(Giga CoN- 
nection) and the architecture of our GCN. 
This architecture is a two level pipeline processor array. In the first level, a.Cray_1 

like intra-chip pipeline is used and in the second level,the inter-chip pipeline is a sys- 
tolic (Wavefront) array(2][3][4] with asynchronized communication. 
We propose the Net-Data Partition method which is tailored to the mesh array proces- 
sors and Copy Network method which reduces inter chip communication cost. These 
methods improved the performance of a large multi_processor array and just fitted for 
the back-propagation algorithm of large scale network used for learning . 
From results of our computer simulation, we get one Giga connection per second using a 
one hundred twenty eight processor system (GCN-128). 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The artificial Neural Nets (ANN) model is useful in a number of applications, such 
as speech recognition, image processing, robot control, etc. 
In order to improve ANN capability, many learning data and a large scale network are 
demanded. 
First we describe the architecture of the GCN and how the back-propagation algorithm 
can be mapped onto the GCN which has mesh interconnected PEs (Processing Ele- 
ments). Then we describe the performance of the GCN which was obtained by executing 
a back-propagation program on software simulator. 
Finally planned extensions and improvements to our GCN system are discussed. 
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2. THE ARCHITECTURE OF GCN 

Fig.1 shows the mesh architecture of our GCN. Each PE has an 80860, local 
memory (4 Mega byte), and 2 FIFOs(first in first out memory, 64bit x 256W) for mesh 
connection. The 80860 is designed by Intel Corp. as a 64bit General purpose RISC pro- 

cessor. The 80860 obtains high performance with three parallel units (integer core, 
32/64bit floating-point multiplier and adder), pipelined processing mode, 64bit external 
and 128bit internal data busses, 12kbyte large on-chip data/instruction caches, pipe- 
lined external memory access, and a full customized VLSI chip using CMOS 1.0 pm 

technology. 
A our GCN is a two level pipeline processor array. 
In the first level, the intra-chip pipeline is implemented by the 80860’s pipeline mode 
which floating point operations can be executed in a three stage pipeline units. 
In the second level, the inter-chip pipeline is a Systolic array like Warp [2]. 

Since the adjacent PE can be asynchronously communicated to using a very high 

bandwidth FIFO (160M bytes/sec,if cpu clock is 40MHz), the GCN avoids synchronous 
overhead. Then the 80860’s dual instruction can execute FIFO load/store instructions 
and floating-point instruction in parallel. 
The local memory is used for storing weights, data, and intermediate results. 
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3. MAPPING A BACK-PROPAGATION ALGORITHM ONTO THE GCN 

In systems over one hundred processors, the linear ring connection has a large 

communication time, while the mesh connection has a much smaller communication 
time. 

Fig.2 shows the Net-Data partition method which maps the back-propagation algo- 
rithm onto the GCN. 

In the vertical ring, each PE is used for the Network partition (5], has different weights, 
and transfers hidden output values and intermediate results for delta hidden at every 

forward and backward computation. 

In the horizontal ring, each PE is used for the Data partition [2], has different data and 
same copied weights to reduce communication time (we call this the Copy method), and 
transfers delta weights and updated weights at every cycle of all data presentations. 
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Fig 2 The Net-Data partition on the mesh connected GCN. 
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4. SIMULATION OF PERFORMANCE 

Speed evaluation of our GCN was obtained by executing back-propagation on the 
Sim860 which is a software simulator of the 80860. 
In the three layered Neural-Net, the input layer has 256 units, the hidden layer has 80 

units,and the output layer has 32 units. There are 5120 input data points and the GCN 

has 128 PEs. Each PE executes calculator with 32bits of floating point accuracy. The 
network is partitioned into four parts and data is distributed into 32 PE groups. 
We get exactly 6.4 machine cycles required per connection in each PE. 
This includes the forward and backward computation time and the communication 

overhead. 

If the clock of each PE is 20ns (50 MHZ),the speed of the GCN-128 will be over one 
giga connection per second. 

5. CONCLUSION 

We conclude that two level pipeline RISC processors in a mesh connection confi- 
guration can obtain good performance in a large scale Neural Network simulation. 

Our next plan of the GCN is to integrate each node (core like 80860 ,2 FIFOs,4Mbyte 
Memory) into super_chip by 1992. 
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ABSTRACT 
Parallel algorithms for implementing the Kohonen Self-Organizing Feature Map (SOFM) are 

presented in this paper. The algorithms can maintain a high degree of load balancing and minimize 
the communication overhead. We have implemented the algorithms on a linear chain and a 
two-dimensional mesh of transputers. Significant speedup has been achieved. In addition, models to 
describe the performance of the algorithms are also presented. The performance of massively parallel 
parallel processing systems is predicted from the models. 

INTRODUCTION 

Kohonen’s Self-Organizing Feature Map (SOFM) is a reliable and widely accepted vector 
quantization algorithm. A drawback to Kohonen’s algorithm, is the increase in computation time 
associated with an increase in the number of node elements. Depending on the particular hardware 
arrangement on which the Kohonen algorithm is implemented, there is a maximum number of nodes 
which can be used for real-time vector quantization. 

A possible technique that can be used to overcome this drawback is to use a multi-processor 
machine[3-5]. The nodes of the SOFM can be distributed across the processors with the corresponding 
computations likewise distributed. The multi-processor scheme allows more node elements to be added 
to the SOFM while maintaining the real-time vector processing. A sufficient number of processors can 
be added to ensure real time vector quantization with the addition of the extra nodes. 

The goal of this paper is to develop parallel algorithms for the SOFM so that it can be adapted 
to any number of processors running simultaneously. For the modification of Kohonens’s algorithm 
two, guidelines will be followed. These are : 

1.) Develop an algorithm to maintain a high degree of load balancing 
2.) Keep communication time to a minimum. 

The structure of the SOFM makes it easily adaptable to a parallel processing environment. The 
nodes can be divided equally among the processors of the System. Each processor is responsible for 
updating the weights connecting the input nodes with the corresponding set of output nodes. 

IMPLEMENTATION OF THE ALGORITHM 
Linear Processor Arrangement 

The first implementation of Kohonen’s algorithm is carried out on the processor arrangement 
shown in figure 1. A node arrangement that maintains a high percentage of load balancing is shown in 
figure 2. 
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fig. 1. Linear processor chain fig. 2. Node arrangement for figure 2 
The numbers within the nodes correspond to the particular processor to which the node is 

assigned. This node arrangement allows for a high percent of load balancing while minimizing 
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communication time. One-hundred percent load balancing is maintained while the neighborhood radius 
is greater than or equal to N As the neighborhood size decreases below N the percent of load 

balancing is approximately {2(R&)}+1)/N } x100%, where [R(k)] is the integer part of the 

neighborhood radius for iteration number k. When a training vector is applied to the processor 
chain, each processor calculates the minimum node distance and determines the coordinates of this 
minimum distance node in the complete feature map. The coordinates of this node are determined by a 
mapping array that is generated by each processor during the initialization phase. 

Once each processor has calculated the minimum node distance and determined the node 
coordinates, a global minimum must be determined. A global minimum can be determined by rotating 
each set of values N times clockwise or counter-clockwise allowing each processor to have a copy of 
these values to determine the minimum node. The time required for communication is_ therefore 

independent of the number of nodes and depends only on the number of processors in the chain and the 
number of iterations for each training vector. The computation time per processor will be a function 
of the number of nodes per processor and the number of iterations per training sample. The 

computation time should therefore decrease as IN The communication time increases as the number 

of processors and the number of iterations per training sample. The total time to process a training 
sample can be derived as follows : 

The time required to process a training sample can be broken down into the sum of a computation 
time and a communication time. The computation time can be divided into three parts; a time required 
to determine the closest node to the present input; a time required to determine the new 
neighborhood, and a time required for updating. Communication is carried on only while R(tel. 
Using a rotation method to establish a global minimum node requires the data to be rotated around 
the processor chain twice to ensure each processor has a copy of the necessary data. 

Define the following values : 

  

t= time required for a multiplication 

t. = time required for an addition or subtraction 

t = time required to evaluate the expression c'!? for some constant C 

N, = number of input nodes 

1 = total number of iterations per training sample 

Th = time to transfer 12 bytes of information between processors 

qT, oT aot! time to process an input vector 

NT = Number of nodes in the x-direction 

N = Number of nodes in the y-direction 

T = (2N_.+ 30. + (N+ 20) +t 
i I a I m S 
e 

T, = 2Nit + Nie 

y = Neighborhood contraction rate 

The total time required to process a training sample is then calculated to be, 

oN N, ° 1 “(1-79 
TIOTAL —T + — Ror, | ) +QN -DT . (1) 

N N -2y 
Pp Pp l -e 

Ie is obvious from the above formula that there is an optimal number of processors such that 
adding more processors to the chain results in an increase in the processing time for an input. This 
optimal value can be calculated by differentiating (1) with respect to N_ and setting the result 

P 

equal to zero. Note that the processorchain requires that the number of nodes in the x-direction be 
divisible by N Figure 6 shows the 
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results of the simulation for the processor chain. 

2-D Mesh Processor Arrangement 

The second implementation of Kohonen’s SOFM is carried out on the 2-D processor mesh as shown 
in figure 3.The corresponding node arrangement is shown in figure 4. 
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fig. 3. 2-D processor mesh fig. 4. Node arrangement for 2-D processor mesh 

The ordered pairs within the nodes correspond to the particular processor to which the node is 
assigned. One-hundred percent load balancing is maintained while the neighborhood radius is greater 
than or equal to M. When the neighborhood radius is less than M, the percent of load balancing is 
approximately {(2(R(k)]+1)/M}x100% for the k’th iteration. - 

The 2-D processor mesh allows for many more degrees of freedom in communication than the 
processor chain does. Similar to the processor chain, the computation time per processor will be a 
function of the number of nodes per pyocessor and the number of iterations per training sample. The 
computation time should decrease as M = N. The communication time increases with the dimension 

of the processor mesh and with the number of iterations per training sample. The total time to 
process an input vector can be obtained in a similar manner as before. The result is, 

  

my NLNY . 1 (1-6 77") 2 
qT, OTAL —_ qT, + > ROT, | 5 + (2M - 2)T a I (2) 

M M 1-¢ *? 

As before, there is an optimal size processor mesh for implementing the SOFM. This can be 
calculated by differentiating (2) in a similar manner as before. For the 2-D mesh arrangement, 
communication time is decreased by a factor of (2M 2)/QN 1). For large D the decrease in 

communication time becomes a noticeable effect. 

The following figures show the results of the simulation for the linear processor chain and for 
the 2-D processor mesh for N= N= 10. Figure 7 shows the projected speed up for a massivley parallel 

implementation of the SOFM based on a 2-D model as in equation (2).Note that the model agrees well 
with the measured speedup in Fig. 6. Significant speedup can be observed in the figures. These 
results indicate that Kohonen’s SOFM is suitable for parallel processing by the algorithms presented 
above. Moreover, on-line learning for the SOFM is feasible for practical applications. 
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Speedup .VS. Number of Processors Speedup .VS. Number of Processors 
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fig. 5. Speedup for the linear fig. 6. Speedup for the 2-D 
processor chain. processor mesh. 

Speedup .VS. Number of Processors 
  

1000 + e 

      

fig. 7. Projected speedup for a 1000x1000 
system of nodes distributed across 
1000 processors. 

CONCLUDING REMARKS 
There is significant speedup for the simulation of Kohonen’s SOFM by the parallel algorithms 

presented above. The model further predicts that the algorithms are applicable to a massively 
parallel processing system. The algorithms optimally balance the load among processors and minimize 
the communication overhead. The 2-D mesh architecture has a better speed up over that of a processor 
chain. This indicates that a higher-performance interconnection network, such as a _ hypercube, is 
able to further increase the speedup of the parallel simulation of the SOFM. 

The results have demonstrated that the large-scale real-time applications of the SOFM are 
feasible by utilizing the parallel algorithms. 
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Recently, we have introduced a nonlinear class of processors for pattern 
recognition, inverse filtering, and image processing [1,2]. The nonlinearity is 
used at the Fourier plane to threshold the joint power spectrum of the input 
signal and the processing function for various types of operations. The binary 
nonlinear optical processor has been used to implement a programmable 
optical associative memory for two-dimensional associative retrieval using 
binary spatial light modulators [3]. We have shown that binary nonlinear 
associative processors can produce will defined correlation signals, low cross- 
correlation sidelobes, and high optical efficiency. As a result, the need for 
employing nonlinearity at the correlation plane may be eliminated. 

The nonlinear processor has been investigated for a general type of a 
nonlinearity at the Fourier plane. It has been shown that the correlation signals 
produced by various types of filters can be produced simply by varying the 
severity of nonlinearity and without the need to synthesize the specific type of 
the filter. The discrimination sensitivity, peak size, and peak height of the 
processor can be adjusted by controlling the severity of the nonlinearity of the 
Fourier plane [4]. 

In this paper, we present a programmable optical processor that can perform 
associative retrieval using a variable nonlinearity in the Fourier domain. The 
nonlinearity is varied to reduce the correlation sidelobes and to improve the 
correlation performance at the output plane. We show that the selection of the 
nonlinearity is dependent on the associative signals employed in the processor. 
Statistical analysis of the nonlinear processor will be performed to study the 
effects of the Fourier domain nonlinearity on the performance of the processor. 
Experiments using the nonlinear associative processor for different degrees of 
the nonlinearities will be presented. 
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Abstract 

Electron trapping (ET) materials are capable of 
performing multiplication and storing optical information in 
memory. The stored information can be summed and subtracted 
optically. The interconnection weight matrix of a neural net 
can be formed optically and stored in an ET device. 

L. Introduction 

There are two major options to implement a neural 
net - namely electronic and optical. The paper will describe 
the use of ET materials to implement optical neural 
networks. A neural network for associative memory can be 
represented by a matrix vector multiplication [1]. The 
matrix vector multiplication can be easily performed 
optically utilizing the interconection capability provided 
by an optical system using two orthogonal cylindrical lenses 
(2], where the vector and matrix represent a 1D input and 
the interconnection weight function, respectively. However, 
the interconnection matrix cannot be formed optically from 
the given 1D memories. Instead, another means such as a 
serial electronic computer has to be used to do calculations 
for forming the matrix. The mathematical formation of an 
interconnection matrix from given memories is known as 
prescribed learning. 

Many optical architectures for implementing neural 
network models have been demonstrated. In these 
architectures, an optical mask which might be an 
electronically addressed spatial light modulator (SLM) is 
used to display the matrix formed by other than optical 
means. The electron trapping (ET) device developed by 
Quantex as well as other SLMs can be used to perform matrix 
vector multiplication with a classic arrangement [3], in 
addition to 2D associative memory [4,5]. Furthermore, the ET 
device has an inherent capability of summing, subtracting, 
and storing optical data. This extra capability, which is 
not commonly found in SLMs, will be utilized for the optical 
formation of an interconnection matrix or prescribed 
learning [1]. 

2. Electron trapping (ET) materials 

The ET materials are IIa-VIb compounds with two 
Specific rare earth dopants added. Both ground and excited 
states of each impurity exist within the band gap of the 
wide-band-gap host material (Eg > 4 eV). Visible light 
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(e.g., 488 nm) excites electrons from the ground state to 

excited states of one of the dopants from whence the 

electrons transfer over to the second dopant. The electrons 

remain in the ground state of the second dopant for very 

long times. Subsequent exposure to IR light (e.g., 1064 nm) 

excites the trapped electrons to the excited states of the 

second dopant, the electrons transfer to the excited states 

of the first dopant and return to the ground state of the 

first dopant with the emission of orange to red light. At 

the present time, the ET materials are mostly applied as 

wavelength upconverters and erasable optical memories. 

Measurements show that the ET materials possess a large 

dynamic range covering 4 orders of magnitude. 

3. Optical formation of matrix 

The ET materials are currently used as an erasable 

optical memory. Blue light excites electrons in the ET 

materials to a higher energy state at which they become 

trapped. A subsequent IR exposure will release the trapped 

electrons to the ground state with an orange emission. The 

emission pattern is a replica of the information pattern 

that has been stored in memory. Thus, the ET materials can 

be straightforwardly applied to a neural network. The 

interconnection weight function of the matrix is stored as 

an optical memory in the form of a density pattern of 

trapped electrons ina higher energy level as a consequence 

of the blue light absorption. A subtraction of the weight 

function is done by releasing trapped electrons from the 

higher energy level to the ground state with an IR 

stimulation. The summation is performed by successive 

exposures to blue light. 

4. Matrix vector multiplication 

To explain the interaction between an input and 

entire memories, the neural network model assumes that an 

associative memory retrieval process is equivalent to a 

matrix vactor outer-product. Hopfield's model can be 

expressed as follows [1]. 
N 

vVe> 1 if 2. Ti Vp > 0 i yy) 

Vs > 0 < 0 ’ (1) 

where Vj is output, Vj is input. The interconnection matrix 

Tij is defined as 
M 

Ti) 0O= 2 (2ve™ - 1) (20;% -1) =, for i#s 
J i | ' J 

= 0 , for i=j ; (2) 

where V;” and v;" are ith and jth elements of the mth memory 

vector V™. 

The matrix vector multiplication expressed by 
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Eq.(1) can be optically performed using a fan-out and a 
fan-in cylindrical lens [2]. The product of each term is 
provided by the ET materials. The emission intensity from 
the ET layer is proportional to the product between the 

intensities of the write-in blue matrix and the read-out IR 
vector. 

2. Prescribed learning 

The terms of (2V;™ -1) (2V;™ -1) in Eq.(2) will be 
either +1 or -1. Thus, a matrix element is a summation of a 

series of tls and -ls. The matrix elements of +1 are written 
with blue light into the ET device to increase the trapped 
electrons. Similarly, the elements of -1 are written with IR 
light into the ET device to decrease the trapped electrons. 

The contributions of +1 and -1 are determined through the 
XNOR and XOR between vector elements V;™ and V;™, 
respectively. A bias level is required to avoid the negative 
numbers of trapped electrons in the ET device. After the 
matrix has been formulated, an input vector carried by IR 
light is incident onto the ET device. Consequently, an 
emission representing the matrix vector outer-product or a 
1D associative memory will be obtained. 

6. Experimental results 

An experiment has been conducted to evaluate the 
feasibility for the optical formation of an interconnection 
matrix. For example, the procedure to obtain a matrix 
consisting of elements of -l, 0, and +1 is described as 
follows. The ET device is first exposed to visible light to 
provide a zero bias level. Then, the elements of +1 and -1 
are formed by illumination of visible and IR light with 
masks shown in Fig.1(a) and (b), respectively. The resulting 
matrix is analytically shown in Fig.l(c). Figure 2 shows the 
emission from the ET device with an uniform IR light 
stimulation indicating the matrix which has been formed 
optically. Three distinctive gray levels show matrix 
elements of -1, 0, and +1. 

7. Concluding remarks 

We have described an optical method to implement 
neural networks using ET materials. The advantage of ET 
materials over other SLMs is the large dynamic range 
provided so that an interconnection matrix with multiple 

levels can be constructed. This will substantially reduce 
the error of neural nets as compared with binary or ternary 
Clipped interconnection matrices. 

Another feature is the capability of optically 
performing a prescribed learning that will preclude the need 
to use a computer for re-calculating the whole 
interconnection matrix when a memory vector is changed. This 
is certainly useful for a learning scheme based on error 
propagation as well. We have shown one procedure for the 
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formation of the interconnection matrix. Other procedures 
are possible for performing XOR and XNOR operations and will 
be presented. 
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Fig.1. Masks for (a) visible and (b) IR illumination. White 
Squares are transparent areas. (c) Resulted matrix 

consisting of elements of -1, 0, and #1. 

  
Fig.2. Emission from the ET device verifying the resulting 

matrix shown in Fig.1l(c). 
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Abstract 

A stochastic neuron used in pattern recognition is introduced in this paper. The motivation is to 

incorporate indirect, dynamic neurophysiological activities in the brain. A Monte Carlo technique 

is used to cause biased randomness in deciding whether individual neurons should fire, and whether 

they should die. The stochastic neuron model is applied to a pattern-recognizing neural network, 

which is implemented using a simulation shell. The resulting network is a more realistic model of 
neurophysiological activities in the brain. | 

Introduction 

A general, fundamental hypothesis in neural network modeling is that information is transmitted 

solely by signal impulses through individual neurons. Following this hypothesis, the basic structure 

of a simulated neuron consists of a cell body (soma), a group of fibers (dendrites), and an azon. A 

neuron simplified in this fashion receives impulse signals from its dendrites and transmits its output 
through the axon, which then splits into branches that connect to the dendrites of other neurons 
via synapses. Information is stored in the form of synaptic strengths. Communications among the 

neurons are carried by impulse signals that flow via these synapses. A neuron will fire impulses 

along its axon only when the sum of the excitatory and inhibitory signals that it receives from 

its dendrites exceeds a certain threshold. In this computational model, the products of each input 

signal and the corresponding strength are combined to produce one or more activation values for the 

neuron. The activation values are then passed through a function, usually non-linear, to produce 

an output value. Subsequently, the decision whether a neuron should fire is made by passing the 

output value through a threshold function. 

The above computational model ignores indirect neurophysiological interactions resulting from 

slowly varying potentials and hormonal flows. Yet clinical measurements have indicated that these 

communication media display valuable information concerning the activities in the brain [1]. For 
example, electroencephalographic potentials (EEG), which are one type of surface potentials as- 

sociated with the brain, have been used to diagnose, monitor, and control irregularities in the 

brain. To conform a neural network more closely to neural activities in the brain, there is a need 

to incorporate, in some fashion, these other forms of communication. 

A major problem with any attempt to incorporate the afore-mentioned indirect communication 

media is the difficulty in quantifying the dynamic and chaotic phenomena observed. A Monte Carlo 

method used for this purpose is described in this paper. The technique is applied to a version of 

Fukushima’s 1984 model [2] for pattern recognition. Using this technique, biased randomness is 
imposed on decisions whether to fire individual neurons as well as whether to allow neurons to die. 

The resulting neuron model is termed stochastic neuron. The version of Fukushima’s model that 
is implemented is called COGNET, an acronym for cognitron network. 
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Other stochastic methods, such as a Boltzmann machine (3], have been used to model neural 
networks. The purposes of these stochastic methods, however, are to derive a measure of the 
learning mechanism and to improve this mechanism rather than to quantify activities in the brain. 
The stochastic neuron model is able to incorporate indirect neurophysiological activities in the 
brain. 

Rationale for Stochastic Neurons 

The main motivation for using a stochastic neuron is to incorporate dynamic neurophysiological 
phenomena into a neural network. The brain consists of about 10!! neurons connected in a dense 
network. A variety of characteristic local changes occur at each neuron. These changes sometimes 
cause a rapid increase in the electrical potentials of the neurons. In addition, there are slower 
electrical potentials at the surface of cerebral hemispheres. These potentials, known as the EEG, 
often occur in characteristic patterns, and are detectable on the surface of the scalp. Some patterns 
are rhythmic; they change depending on the state of consciousness, awareness, and the activity of 
the brain [1]. Several kinds of periodic waves, such as alpha and beta, have been identified. Certain 
circulating hormones and metabolites in the blood also influence the behavior of the neurons in the 
brain. 

From a computational viewpoint, the use of stochastic neurons increases the random charac- 
teristic of the neural network model. Thus the output of the system is less predictable than when 
deterministic neurons are used. A neural network made up of stochastic neurons is a more realistic 
model of the brain. 

Application 

The structure and implementation of COGNET are briefly reviewed here. The central components 
of Fukushima’s network include the multi-layered, hierarchical structure, self-organizing property, 
and bidirectional flow of information. The network consists of four-layered modules. Within each 
module, the neurons are further divided into subgroups. Each subgroup of neurons is arranged in a 
two-dimensional array called a cell plane. In each layer, except for the first, there are two inhibitory 
cell planes and nine cascaded excitatory cell planes. For the first layer, also known as the input 
and output layer, there is only one excitatory cell plane. 

A simulation shell, called SUMMERS (acronym for Simulation Utilities and Monte Carlo Models 
for Event-driven Research Studies), was used for the implementation of COGNET. SUMMERS 
was first conceived by Seaholm [4] and has subsequently been significantly improved [5,6]. The 
simulation shell is composed of routines and utilities coded mainly in VAX VMS FORTRAN. 
The shell facilitates simulation of epidemiological models, especially those of the discrete-time and 
micropopulation types, using Monte Carlo techniques. The main distinction between a simulation 
shell and a utility package (e.g., IMSL) is that the shell provides not only re-usable code, but alsu 
conceptual commonalities that can be used to develop different models. The concept of a cluster, 
for instance, is used commonly in stochastic micropopulation studies to represent interacting groups 
of elements, see for example [7]. This concept can be used in neural network models to describe 
interconnected groups of neurons. Furthermore, functional programming techniques, similar to 
those in a LISP environment, have been employed to help achieve explicit and clean coding as well 
as the ease of adaptation of new models. 
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Monte Carlo Method and Examples 

A Monte Carlo technique is used to emulate the neurophysiological phenomena in the brain. This 

technique has been used in epidemiological simulation studies [7] to allow for random variation of 
the input parameters and to compute the average outcomes of repeated simulations. The choice 

of this method for modeling a neuron stochastically arises from the ease of implementation using 

observed or fabricated data rather than rigorous mathematical and statistical formulations. 

The technique first involves determination of the cumulative probability distribution for a se- 
lected parameter. This probability is obtained by initially sampling data, such as EEG potentials, 

which correspond to one or more characteristic patterns. The magnitude of the sampled data is then 

normalized to an appropriate range. A cumulative probability distribution graph is drawn based on 

the number of occurrences of the sampled data that fall within the selected range. (See Figure 1.) 

Subsequently, a pseudo-random number generator that follows a predetermined distribution, such 

as, a uniform or normal distribution, is used to pick a probability value. Last, a corresponding 

value for the selected parameter is derived from the cumulative probability distribution. In this 

manner, the parameter is estimated stochastically at each time interval of the simulation. 

Using the Monte Carlo technique, the decision whether to fire individual neurons can be biased 
stochastically. For example, let » and f be the threshold and non-linear activation functions, 

respectively, of the neuron. A parameter, say 6, is then combined with f to bias the activation 

value, u. This results in 

u= 9(f - 9) (1) 

The cumulative probability distribution for 9 can be determined empirically as described in the 

preceding paragraph. Similarly, the decision whether to allow individual neurons to die is ran- 

domly determined. The generic processes in using the Monte Carlo technique are illustrated in 

Figure 2. In conclusion, the Monte Carlo technique offers a simple means of incorporating indirect 

neurophysiological activities in the brain into a neural network. 
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Abstract 
In this paper, systolic implementation of a multi-layer feed-forward network 

together with the back-propagation learning algorithm is presented. In this 
design, the network and the learning algorithm can be implemented separately 
or together. The resultant arrays are regular and of nearest neighbour inter- 
connections which are attractive for VLSI implementation. 

Background Theory 
Consider a L-layer ( layer 0 to layer (L-1) ) feed-forward neural network 

consisting of Nx neurons at the kth layer. Define the input of the ith neuron 
at the kth layer 

a i’; for k = 1 4) 
xqCk] = | 1 

oi fk-1) for 2 <k <L-1 

where i’4 is the ith element of the input vector I’; and o0j3l*] is the output 
of the jth neuron at the kth layer. 

The recalling of such a L-layer feed-forward neural network can be described 
by (2)-(3). For k=1 to L-1 

Nx -1 
netjlk] = EF = xqlk) waglk) - t; (2) 

i=1 
and 

ojfk] = f( netglk] ) (3) 

where wigjlk] is the element at the ith row and jth column of the kth Jayer 
connection matrix ( from (k-1)th layer to kth layer ) Wik); t4 represents a 
threshold value; netjf*] is the activation of the jth neuron at the kth layer; 
and f(-) is the activation function (e.g. sigmoid function). 

In the learning phase, according to the back-propagation learning rule [1], 
the weight change from the ith neuron at the (k-1)th layer to the jth neuron 
at the kth layer following the presentation of input pattern p is defined as 

Bow; jfk) =a Sp jfk) Xp ilk) (4) 

where a is the learning rate parameter; xpi is the ith element of the input 
pattern p; Opjl*] ( which is defined by (5a-b) ) is the output error of the 
jth element in the presentation of the pattern p. 

For the output layer, k = L-1 

Spglt-1] = ( o’py - Opglt-t) ) F'( netpslt-1) ) (5a) 
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where 0’pj is the jth element of the target output; f’(-) is the derivative of 
the activation function. 

For the hidden layers, 1 < k < L-2 

Nk +1 
Spgj lk] = F'( netpzjlk) ) Ff Spilkts) wy jg lk+1) (5b) 

i=1 

Systolic Implementation of the Multi-layer Feed-forward Network 
The resultant systolic implementation is shown in Figs. 1-2. The implementa- 

tion is composed of (L-1) arrays of basic cells. Each array represents a con- 
nection between two adjacent layers in the feed-forward network. The kth array 
( connection from (k-1)th layer to the kth layer ) is composed of Nx by Nx-1 
basic cells. Defining a clock cycle as the maximum time between the time 
required by one real multiplication and one real addition, and the time for 
thresholding and quantization. The input is fed into the network from the top 
of the ist array. During the 1st clock cycle, the 1st element of the input 
pattern enters the basic cell at the ist row and 1st column of the 1st = array. 
The next element will enter the next right cell at the top row of ist array at 
next cycle. Similarly, the remaining elements of the input pattern will enter 
the top row of the 1st array sequentially. 

After receiving the input from the top, each basic cell multiplies the input 
with the weight stored and adds to the accumulated value which flows from left 
to right. Therefore, in the next clock cycle, the basic cell will pass’ the 
previous input and accumulated value, respectively, to the next cell below and 
in the next right cell. As the accumulated values flow from left to right, ’0’ 
should be fed into the left boundary ( at the start of the accumulation path ) 
of the array at all time. 

After No clock cycles, the activation of the 1st neuron at the 1st layer is 
known. This activation is required to pass through the thresholding and ac- 
tivation function ( elements ’Q’ at the right boundary of each arrays in the 
Fig. 1 ) in order to obtain the output value, before passing to the next array 
of the feed-forward network. The output of the remaining neuron at the 1st 
layer will pass into the next array ( i.e., 2nd array ) sequentially. The 
whole process is repeated for the next array, and so on, until the final out- 
put is obtained. After X(Nx+1) ( from k=0 to L-2 ) clock cycles, the first 
output of the network is obtained at the ist element of the right boundary at 
the last array ( ji.e., the (L-1)th array ). The remaining outputs can then be 
obtained sequentially. 

Systolic Implementation of the Back-propagation Learning Rule 
Figs. 3-4 show the systolic implementation of the learning rule. In Fig. 3, 

the kth learning array accepts sequential input of the error of jth neuron at 
the kth layer, 6p3f*] at the right boundary of the array and outputs the com- 
puted error, 6pjf*k-1), of the jth neuron of the (k-1)th layer at the top of 
the array sequentially. The operation of the learning basic cell is to carry 
out multiply and add operation in (5b). As the accumulation goes from bottom 
to top in the learning array, ’0’ is needed to feed into the array at the bot- 
tom at the start of each of the accumulation path. Before the accumulation 
output is fed into the next array, the accumulation output is multiplied to 
the derivative of the activation function. As seen from (1) and (3), the lat- 
ter can be obtained from the original input, xpif*]. For many activation func- 
tions, such as the sigmoid function, the hyperbolic tangent function, sine 
function etc, the derivative of the activation function is related directly to 
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the activation function itself. This implies that once xpilfk] is known, 
f’(netpilfk-1]1) of (5b) can be computed. we represent this computation by a 
block denoted by Q’ in Fig. 3. As the original input exists and passes out at 
the bottom of the feed-forward array, a series of delay elements ( I(2Ni+3) 
from i=k+1 to L-1 excluding the triangular synchronization delays ) can _ be 
added to the bottom of each of the feed-forward arrays in order to obtain the 
proper synchronization with the learning array. In doing so, the original in- 
put at the kth layer ( xpif*) ) can be input to the learning array from the 
bottom sequentially. In this learning phase, this original input ( xpifk] ) is 
also used to calculate change in weight according to (4). The change in weight 
is added to the instant weight immediate before the calculation in (5b). 
After a basic cell has carried its multiply and add operation, it passes the 
original input ( xpil*)] ), the accumulation value, and the error of the neuron 
( S5p5lk] ) to its appropriate neighbouring cells. Its neighbouring cells ac- 
cept all inputs and update their weights within the same clock cycle. This ac- 
cumulation and update process is repeated for the next clock cycle. After the 
input signal passes through the array, xXpil*] will appear at the top of the 
learning array at the same time as the accumulation output. The derivative of 
the activation function can be computed using xpifk]. The accumulation output 
is then multiplied by the derivative of the activation function to obtained 
the error of the jth neurons ( dp3fk-1) ) of the (k-1)th layer. All these 
outputs are fed into the (k-1)th learning array to calculate the errors of all 
the neurons at the (k-2)th layer and also the changes in weights of the (k- 
1)th layer. The whole process is repeated for the next array, and so on, until 
the error propagate back to the input of the network. The maximum limit of a 
clock cycle is equal to the maximum between time of one real multiplication 
and one real addition, and the time for computation of the derivative of the 
activation function. For synchronization, the clock cycle of the learning 
phase can be made equal to that of the feed-forward phase. 

Combinated Array for Both Recalling and Learning 
The implementation of the two phases can be combined to a combined array as 

shown in Figs. 5-6. Switches are added to the resultant array to cope with the 
differences between the two phases. Besides these switches, an additional 
Switch is added to the update path of the weight. This switch is used to avoid 
undesirable update of the weight during recalling. In the recalling phase, all 
Switches are at the position as shown. The network accepts the desired input 
pattern and calculates the output of the network. After all the outputs are 
obtained, target output pattern is fed into the network to calculate the er- 
rors at the output layer ( dpjft-1] ). At the same time, all switches switch 
to the other positions. The errors at the output layer is fed back into the 
right boundary of the last array ( (L-1)th array ) in proper timing. Learning 
phase is then carried out as described in the previous section. After all the 
weights are updated, all the switches switch back to the original positions. 
The recalling phase is carried out again. 
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Abstract 

In order to simplify neural network design we consider the processing of analog signals by set operations 
rather than by arithmetic operations ; e.g. by replacing the most commonly used sum-of-products formula 
by a generalized Boolean operation. A well-suited tool for implementing this idea are the socalled t-norms, 
wellkrown from the domain of fuzzy logic. They offer a higher degree of freedom for hardware design than 
commen Boolean operations and by exploiting this viewpoint of higher variability all to-day known fuzzy or 
stochas‘ic hardware implementations can be treated under these norms. The sum-of-products formula turns 
out to be a subset of these generalized set operations. 

1.Fuzzy Logic and Neural Networks 
For direct implementations of neural networks it would be wishful to get large matrices of computational 
elements onto the chip; therefore designs with high regularity and as simple as possible processor elements 
have to be preferred. Regarding one matrix column (neuron) of a simple neural network model (fig.1), it is 
the iraplementation of the sum-of-products of input signals z; and weights w;; that has to carry the largest 
computational burden and therefore is in the focus of VLSI design. 

In this article we concentrate on the sum-of-products function s;, leaving out the sigmoid function 9(s;) 
which is important for the feedback in connection with an individually chosen learning rule, and we also look 
rather for function than for accuracy. Following this path we emphasize the processing of analog signals by 
set operations rather than by arithmetic operations; and by using triangular norms as mathematical tools 
that are wellknown in fuzzy set theory [1]. 

To handle new developing fields (like neural networks) with methods taken from other fields (like fuzzy 
logic {1-6] or probabilistic logic (7-9]) is an attractive task, leading to new insights for both areas. From the 
phenomenological point of view the relationship between neural networks and fuzzy logic is based on the 

fact, that both use approz:mative approaches in their models (learning steps vs. membership functions) and 

furthermore, that these models are built up rather implicitely, e.g. applying experimentally verified learning 

tules, than by algorithmic formulation of the problem. 

2. Sum-of-Products Formula 
In our network model one matrix column is representing one neuron. Usually the product of weigth w;; and 
input signal z; of the different matrix points of one column j are summed up in some kind of sum-of-products 
rule s; =) zjwij before feeding the sigmoid output stage. 
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From the circuit designers point of view this sum-of-products formula deserves some attention. Summa- 

tion and multiplication are well accepted concise and simple arithmetic operations; but what is regarded as 
simple by the arithmetician not necessarily has to be regarded as simple by the circuit designer and vice 
versa. (Since most simulations of neural networks are done on computers this problem usually goes un- 
detected). To bring one example: multiplier and adder circuitry, wether in analog or digital form, seems to 
be rather costly in comparison to analog maximum and minimum circuitry built up e.g. by diode gates (fig.6). 
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Therefore we may ask: Is the sum-of-products formula Ss; = )o 2;wi; which is used in a varnety of neural network structures, replaceable by a more generalized form s; = f(zi, wij), built up from arbitrary approzi- mation functions? (fig.2) — For example, can we replace arithmetic operations by set operations in order to perform a logical processing of analog signals in neural networks? 

Two observations are pointing into this direction: 

e The sum-of-procucts formula is a composite formula characterized by integral and averaging features, 
thus being less dependant on local deviations. In principle, neurons may be regarded as analog or 
infinite-valued logical devices. 

e The adaptation of the matrix point weights is following a learning curve (fig.3). It seems to be relevant 
to reach the final level in asymptotic approach; but it seems to be not so much relevant what size of 
steps is chosen. 

These viewpoints are supported by similar approaches in the field of fuzzy logic where for example along 
with sum-of-products rules also other functions like max-min-operations [4] are used. As an example of a 
neuronal-network- like structure built up by max-min-functions see (5). 

3. Generalized Boolean Operations 
In following this approximative approach one has to look for generalizing functions. By applying set operations 
we assign to the task of a neural network two different characteristics in a very general sense: 

e AND-like (conjunctive) operations characterize cooperative events where different influences are acting 
together and in parallel [10]. A typical example for this case is the Hebb-rule, represented by the product 
Li Wij. 

© OR-like (disjunctive) operations characterize the collection of separate and serial events in order to form 
a resulting aggregate action, preferrably if the events ttself are disjoint [10]. Examples for this case are 
the adaptation of the weight parameters and the summation of the different products of a matrix column; 
the preferrable condition of disjoint events however is not fulfilled by most models of neural networks 
where the sum-of-produciés is computed rather simultaneously (exception: stochastic processing [8,9]. 

A well-suited tool to match these Boolean-like statements are the triangular norms (t-norms) [7] which are wellknown in the domain of fuzzy logic [1]. These norms range over the interval [0,1] and therefore are valid expressions for probability values or scaled analog values, in contrast to Boolean operations which are confined to the set {0,1}. 

The t-norms and the corresponding t-conorms may be regarded as generalized Boolean conjunction (AND) and disjunction (OR). In comparison to Boolean operations (fig.4a) these norms offer a higher degree of free- dom by different possible surfaces inside the skeleton (fig.4b). Apparently there are different possible ways how to get from the z = 0 level to the z = 1 level. This viewpoint is important for hardware design, thus opening a variety of design options and strategies. M-norm 1 W-norm - “norm ° 
z= min(z, y) z= zy z = maz(z + y— 1,0) 

a) b) 

Boolean AND t-norm (skeleton) 
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Fig.4 Boolean operations and corresponding t-norms. Fig.5 M-, I-, W-norms and corresponding co-norms. 
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The t-norms are defined by the following cartesian mapping: 
t : [0,1] x [0,1] — (0, 1] with 
t(0,2)=0; ¢(1,z)=2 (boundary conditions) 

(2,y) $t(z/,y) forz <2’, yy (monotonicity) 
t(t(z, y)z) = t(z(y, 20) — (associativity) 

The corresponding t*-conorm is a reflection of the t-norm in the center of the unit cube: 
t*(z,y) = 1—t(1—z,1—y), and is conform to the DeMorgan-rule zVy = ZA 9, if the fuzzy notation = = 1—z 
and y = 1 —y are applied. 

The most important t-norms: Corresponding t-conorms: 
M-norm min(z, y) M*-conorm maz(z, y) 
Il-norm zy II*-conorm z+y—zy 
W-norm maz(z+y-— 1,0) W*-conorm min(z + y, 1) 

These norms are sketched in fig. 5 and demonstrate the relation: W<I<M<M* <II* < Ww 

A relation between set operations and arithmetic operations already has been stated by Kolmogorov/(10] : 

zAy = $~'($(z)- o(y)) | 
zVy = o—'(¢(z) + o(y)) , for any strict monotone function ¢ . 

4. Hardware Implementations of Generalized Boolean Operations 

The following examples demonstrate the applicability of t-norms to any fuzzy or stochastic hardware imple- 

mentation (3,4,6,8,9]. 

e M-norm and M“-conorm: Simple devices following this norm are diode max- and min-circuits. The 
error caused by threshold voltages can be eliminated by use of operational amplifiers [3]; though in the 
case of cascaded max-min or min-max circuits this error is partly compensated (see fig. 9). 

» Il-norm and II*-conorm: In stochastic (probabilistic) computing [8,9] signas are coded into series 
of statistically independent pulses with the number of pulses per time interval representing the analog 
value: This statistical puls frequency coding makes it possible to use digital gates as processing elements 

(fig.7). 

e W-norm and W*-conorm: Current mode fuzzy logic circuits developed by T.Yamakawa [6] are based 
on the bounded difference which can be used as a building block for the W-norm and W*-conorm (fig.8) 
as well as for the M-norm and M*-conorm. 

+ 

  

Ve = min(Ve,V,)+Vasede Vs = maz( Vo, Vy) — Viiows 

Fig.6 M-norm and M*-conorm 
implemented with (ideal) diodes. 
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Fig.7 I-norm and I[*-conorm: Fig.8 W-norm and W*-conorm 
stochastic computing with AND- and OR-gates. ‘Im current mode fuzzy logic (6]. 
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5. Examples of Neuron Implementations 

In fig.9 some examples of different possible implementations of a matrix column (neuron) are presented. It 
can be seen that inside the interval [0,1] the arithmetic sum-of-products implementation b) is a composi- 
tion of the M-norm and the W*-conorm. The implementation in Doolean algebra e) may be regarded as 
a degenerated sum- of-products solution. The I-norm and conorm, though as circuit design identical with 
case e) follow a completely different behaviour, because of stochastical coding. Fig.10 shows simulation results. 
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Fig.9 different example principles of the generalized sum-of-products formula of neural networks. For better clearness the diagonal sections A—C are shown too. a) M-norm and conorm, b) arithmetic sum-of-products formula (combination of M-norm and W*-conorm inside the interval (0,1]),c) H-norm and conorm (z; and w;; are given as probabilities (pulses)), d) W-norm and conorm, e) Boolean circuit (degenerated sum-of-products tule, operation not identical with c)!). 

6.Outlook 
Though implementations within this framework may be done in any analog, digital or stochastic form, the 
advantage of direct fuzzy hardware design is marked by functional transparency and conciseness which is es- 
sential for miniaturization of neural networks and for gaining high circuit density through regularity of design. 
— In general the processing of analog signals by set operations is offering new prospects in signal processing, 
demonstrated e.g. by rising attention in the related area of filtering (morphological filters) [11]. 
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ABSTRACT 

The synapse of a neural system is analyzed, and a hardware model is presented for so- 
called “weight" storage. This unique hardware model consists of a bipolar transistor with 
an S;0, layer applied to the base-emitter junction of the transistor. It is postulated 
how charge, representing a weight value, is stored beneath the oxide layer. Model 
equations are formulated, with parameters including insulating (S;05) capacitance, 
depletion layer capacitance, trapped charge capacitance, resistivity of the oxide layer, 
etc. From these equations, the storage time for this element is determined and compared 
to an actual measurement of a fabricated device. This element, and its placement and 
function in an analog model of a neural system, is then discussed. 

PROPOSED MODEL 

For neural systems, it is desired to store the changing synaptic weight, and at the same 
time, have this weight affect the output signal of the modeled postsynaptic membrane. In 
order to do this, a semiconductor weight storage and active device needs to be designed. 

Consider an NPN bipolar transistor (Fig. 1). By changing the bias,, the quiescent point (Q 
point) can be changed. Changing the Q point will result in a corresponding change in the 
current gain of the device, given the semiconductor characteristics of the device. Thus, 
if this property (changing the Q point) can be utilized, it will meet the requirements, 
namely, that the output signal from the modeled postsynaptic membrane can be influenced by 
another variable. 

It is recalled that for a MOSFET, the conductivity of the channel is affected by the 
voltage on the gate. In fact, for an N channel MOSFET, the effective area where carriers 
reside can be increased by changing the gate voltage, increasing the conductivity of the 
channel. 

Given this property, it is proposed that an S;0, layer be added between the base and 
emitter of a bipolar transistor. Connected to this is a metal contact, a so-called gate. 
Care must be taken that the insulating layer and contact are appropriately aligned, with 
regard to the contact, such that the device operates properly and fringing fields are 
minimized (1). From Fig. 2, it can be seen that for proper operation, the S;0, layer must 
extend from near the boundary of the emitter to a portion of the base region. 

MODEL OPERATION 

By applying the proper voltage to this new terminal, a portion of the base region becomes 
an N region. Thus, the emitter area has enlarged, and therefore, the distance for 
electrons to travel from the emitter to the collector has been shortened. This implies 
less recombination of carriers and thus, increased gain. Positive voltage on the gate 
attracts more electrons beneath the surface of the insulating layer, increasing 
conductivity (2). 

For proper operation of this device, the appropriate connections must be made as shown in 
Fig. 3. Here a resistor is added to the socalled gate terminal of the transistor to allow 
for "memory loss". Further, since the neural Signals are of low frequency, bias is 
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obtained by using a modified DC amplifier configuration (1,4). For proper phasing, an 
additional stage is added. The operation is such that, from a previous circuit, (3) 

the signals are filtered and accumulated at the presynaptic 
junction. Then, this signal is routed to the base lead of the memory transistor for 
amplification, in addition to the new terminal, the so-called gate. Amplification, 
however, is a direct function of the gate bias, and thus, the charge retained near the 
insulating S;0, layer. This charge deposition is a direct function of the filtering that 
takes place at the terminal of the axons or dendrites, which determined whether the 
Synapses were excitatory or inhibitory. Thus, the output of the modeled postsynaptic 
membrane varys, depending upon whether the activity at the synapse was mostly excitatory 
or inhibitory. 

THEORETICAL FOUNDATION 

The storage element functions because of the deposition of S$;0, on the semiconductor 
surface. Charge storage exists because this layer functions as a capacitance. In fact, 
the insulating layer is composed of a number of layers of various forms of S;05 (5). 
These include, at the semiconductor surface, a layer of incompletely oxidized silicon, 
S;0,. Then, a strained region of § O04, followed by a strain free layer of S$;05. Thus, 
interface traps and oxide charges will exist. Specifically, interface trapped charges are 
located at the S; - S O, interface, and fixed oxide charges are located near the 
interface, in addition to mobile ionic charges within the Si0,. The equivalent 
capacitance of this configuration is given in Fig. 4. C; and Cp are the equivalent 
insulating capacitance, and semiconductor depletion layer capacitance which depends on 
voltage, respectively. These capacitances exist even in the ideal metal insulator 
semiconductor model. What is added is the capacitance of the interface traps, Co, which 
is a function of surface potential. 

Given the S,0, layer, there can, in actuality, be some current flow due to ionic 
conduction. when the electric field is removed, some ions can flow back to their 
equilibrium position. Thus, the equivalent circuit for the new "gate" system is shown in 
Fig. 5. Therefore, the charge on the gate can leak off over time, even without the 
resistor for so-called "memory loss." 

For the equivalent system, 

C (c a) 

CuIN 7 = - (1) i BEQ 

where C = C. +C 
BEQ B Ss 

and the minimum value of capacitance is that where there is no further change in the 
depletion region. 

Now the capacitance per square centimeter, in general, is given by (5) 

Cc. = (2) i A.
|™
 

where ¢« is the permittivity and d is the S;0, layer thickness. CREQ is a function of the 
geometry and the width of the depletion layer, as alluded to above. 

Given a width of .7um, a depth 33.3 ym, with an S;05 layer of 1000 A° 

C; = .0101 pf 

and 
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For the resistance of the insulating layer, 

R « of (3) 

where p is the resistivity, and 2 and A are the thickness of the insulating layer and the 
cross-sectional area, respectively. 

For the previous geometry with a resistivity of 11 x10!° ohms-centimeter for the S;0,-S;0, 
insulator (5) 

R = 4.92(1018) ohms 

Now for the circuit of Fig. 5, the charge Q, at any time t, is related to the initial 

charge on the gate Qo, and the parameters R and Curn by 

Q = QoEXP[-t/RCyq 799] | (4) 
Assuming no real degradation of charge after time t’, when Q/Qo = -9, it is found, using 
the values of R and Cutn 

t’ = 3496 sec 

EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION 

The analog storage device described was fabricated, and the charge retention noted (2). 
It was found that the charge was retained for approximately 1 hour, or 3600 seconds, 
before significant degradation began to take place. This value compares favorably with 
that derived in the previous section. 

CONCLUSION 

From the desired characteristics for a neural synapse, especially the excitatory and 
inhibitory behavior, the design of a transistor system for modification of amplification, 
as a function of analog weight storage, was postulated. In addition to the requirement 
for passing all frequencies, D.C and above, and having high input resistance, 
necessitating the use of a D.C amplifier configuration, the system had to retain charge 
for a significant period. Thus, the semiconductor physics of this new device was 
analyzed, a model proposed, and the charge storage time found. This time compared 
favorably to the storage time for a similar transistor without the DC configuration, 

originally fabricated for use as a correlator or adaptive equalizer weight storage device 
(2). 

This new element is significant, in that it permits on-line learning to take place in real 
time, with the option of monitoring weight values, stored as charge on the so-called gate. 
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1. Introduction 

This paper describes a hardware implementation of the ART 2 neural network model(i]. This 
implementation addresses the problems associated with massive interconnect, variable synaptic weights, 
and learning within a hardware architecture capable of supporting many thousands of artificial neurons. 
The hardware architecture described retains the ability of the underlying ART neural model to use top- 
down learned expectations to focus attention on bottom-up information in a way that protects previously 
learned memories from being destroyed by new learning. Thus, at a hardware level, learning may proceed 
without compromising the synaptic plasticity necessary to admit new learning. 

Figure 1 shows a block diagram of ART 1, the predecessor of the ART 2 neural network model(2,3]. 
Both models contain four basic functional blocks: an F1 feature representation layer, an F2 classification 
layer, bottom-up and top-down adaptive filters (labled LTM in the figure), and a self-regulating control 
structure. In operation, data is received at the inputs of the F1 layer where it is noise supressed and con- 
trast enhanced. This data is then presented, via the bottom up filters to the F2 layer where a 
cooperative-competitive network selects a classification for the input data. This classification is then 
passed back to the F1 layer via the top-down adaptive filter where it is compared with the input to the 
Fl layer. If the top-down and bottom-up data are a poor match (meaning that the distance between the 
top-down and bottom-up vectors exceeds the distance dictated by the vigilance parameter p), the control 
inactivates the current classification of the F2 layer and the process begins again. If the match is good, 
"resonance" commences. 

ART 2 is an extension of the basic ART 1 model, the main difference between these models being in 
the F1 layer. In ART 2, this layer assumes much of the functionality of the gain control paths shown as 
part of the attentional subsystem shown in figure 1. By making these gains continuous, based on the 
degree of mismatch between the F2 top-down feedback and F1 layer input, as opposed to simply being 
dependent on the presence or absence of signals, the ART 2 model becomes capable of producing 
responses to arbitrary sequences of analog rather than just binary valued input patterns. 

2. A Hardware Architecture for Supporting ART 2 

In this section, a hardware architecture which supports the ART 2 neural network model is 
described. This architecture, shown in figure 2, consists of four functional blocks: a set of Bottom-Up 
Adaptive Filters (BUAFs), a category representatioa module (the F2 layer), a set of Top-Down Adaptive 
Filters (TDAFs), and a feature representation module (the F1 layer). Both digital and analog components 
are combined to implement various components of the architecture, thus allowing the efficiencies of each 
type of technology to be exploited within the framework of a single hybrid system. 

2.1. The Bottom-Up Adaptive Filter Hardware Module - BUAF 

The Bottom-Up Adaptive Filter (BUAF), shown in figure 3, consists of 1 independent entities which 
individually multiply the sth element of the feature vector S;, received from F1, by the sth element in 
each classifying weight vector Ze;, where j implies the jth virtual classifying node in F2. The product 
terms 5;Zc;; are then summed to form the vector inner products, T; = S°Ze; (7 = 1..N), which are 
sent to F2. 

Once, all the dot products T;, (7 = 1..N), have been computed by the BUAF and received by F2, 
F2 selects the maximum inner product and sends the corresponding index jy4y to a memory address con- 
troller and, in addition, applies the transfer function G(T,;) to the selected maximum vector inner 
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product T;  _ to form the classifying signal U; which is sent to both the BUAF and the TDAF. F2 

always makes a single MAX[T;] selection resulting in a single classifying signal U3 ave 

In a single ART 2 system, there are a total of M BUAF;s, (¢ = 1..M). Each of which contains N 
modifiable-weight synaptic connections to F2. In the hardware architecture, these modifiable-weight con- 
nections are implemented as a 1xN vector in digital memory where N is the number of inputs presented 
by the F1 module. Using digital storage in this manner provides a cost-effective way to store many con- 
nection weights over long periods of time. 

The outputs of each BUAF;, are connected to a single output conductor which uses current summing 
to implement the summation needed to form a dot product. Thus, only a single connection between the 
M BUAF’;s and F2 is required. Since every node in the F1 module must effectively connect to every node 

in the F2 layer, there are a total of O(MxN) inter-layer connections needed. By using current summing to 
form dot products, the total number of required connections between F1 and F2 is reduced to O(M). 

Operation of the BUAF is as follows: During the hypothesis-testing phase, the external memory 
address controller steps through all N memory locations in each of the M 1xN memory arrays, at each 
step, simultaneously selecting the same memory location 7 in each memory array. As shown in figure 4, 
each BUAF; uses its currently selected digital synaptic weight zc,;,, where j is the same for all the 
BUAF;;s, together with its analog input signal s, from the corresponding output node in F1, to control a 
programmable current source, the analog output current of which is proportional to s;2c;;. During the 
filtering phase, the analog output current from the programmable current source is connected to the out- 
put of the BUAF; through a switch set to "Filter", by the external controller. The analog output currents 
from all M BUAF;s are collected (summed), at the junction where the output wires from all the BUAF;s 
are connected to form the resultant vector inner product T; = S- Ze; which is passed to F2. 

During the bottom-up learning of classifying vectors, each BUAF;, applies its currently selected 
synaptic weight z¢;;_.,,. converted from digital to analog by the DAC, together with the analog input 

signal s; from its corresponding output node in F1, to a variable-gain amplifier, the gain of which is con- 

trolled by the classifying signal U; _.,- {rom F2, to derive a new synaptic weight ze; in accordance 

with the specified learning law. During the learning phase, the output of the variable-gain amplifier is 
connected by the external controller to the ADC which performs the conversion of the new analog synap- 
tic weight z;; to digital form for storage in memory location 17. The contents of the currently selected 

memory location (37) are thus updated with the new synaptic weight 2Ci5 

2.2. The Category Representation Module - F2 

The F2 module converts the sum of currents received from the BUAF;,s, to a digital form which 
represents the vector inner Product T; of a feature vector S and a classifying weight vector Ze;, and com- 
pares T; with T, (k #7) in the register. If T; >T,4; then F2 stores T; in the register and signals the 
external memory address controller, which controls both the BUAF and the TDAF, to select the next 
address in the memory arrays which hold the synaptic weight values. 

After the memory address controller has completed a scan of N memory locations (which is 
equivalent to completing the processing of N F2 classifying nodes), it signals F2 to pass it the index j 
associated with the 7; currently stored in the register. This 7 becomes jy,y , used by the memory con- 
troller to tell the BUAF,;s and the TDAF;s which weights to select for modification during their respec- 
tive learning phases. In the case of the TDAF,s, jy,4x also serves to select the top-down expectation 
weight vector LE; ax 

2.8. The Top-Down Adaptive Filter Hardware Module - TDAF 

Similarly to the Bottom-Up case, there are a total of M TDAF;s, (s = 1..M) which constitute a 
top-down adaptive filter. These TDAF,; hardware modules are similar in form and function to those 
which constitute the BUAF. However, unlike the BUAF,s, the analog current outputs from the indivi- 
dual TDAF;s are not wired together, instead, the output of each TDAF, is connected to its corresponding 
output node s, in F1. 
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As can be seen in figures 2 and 4, during the derivation of a top-down expectation, each TDAF, 
uses its currently selected synaptic weight 2¢;; .,-) Where 7 is the same for all the TDAF;s, together with 
the classifying signal U5 ace? to control its programmable current source, the output current of which is 
proportional to 2055 ce aseace’ Lhe output from each TDAF; is connected to its corresponding output 
node in F1. Collectively, the TDAF, generate the top-down expectation vector Viease = Ls aoe Sneace 
which is presented to F1. 

In figure 2, F1 matches the top-down expectation vector V5 ease with the feature vector 5. Depend- 
ing on the degree of mismatch relative to the chosen vigilance level p, F1 signals the BUAF and F2 to 
remove the current jy,x from their respective pools of valid node indices j. 

The learning of top-down expectation weight vectors proceeds in a similar fashion as the learning of 
bottom-up classifying weight vectors. 

2.4. The Feature Representation Module - Fl 

F1 accepts an analog input pattern vector J and separates signal from noise through subjecting I to 
a combination of normalisation and nonlinear feedback processes to produce a contrast-enhanced 
corresponding feature vector S at the output nodes of F1. 

For ART 2 to match and learn sequences of analog input patterns in a stable fashion, its feature 
representation field F'1 includes several processing levels and gain control systems. The basic concepts for 
reducing the necessary numbers of interconnections between the F1 and F2 modules can be applied to the 
intralayer connectivity required in the F1 module. The main difference is that rather than implementing 
an underlying learning law equation, in the F1 module normalization constants are exchanged and filter- 
ing operations are performed. Therefore facilities, such as ROM lookup tables, must be provided to pro- 
vide the correct transforms on the intralayer normalisation constants. 

3. Conclusion 

The basic framework of a hybrid hardware system which implements the ART 2 neural network 
model has been described. Based on this framework, ART 2 systems containing many thousands of 
artificial neurons may be constructed, the main limitation being the resolution of the analog to digital 
converters. As is the case with the total number of artificial neurons, the primary limitation to processing 
speed is also the analog to digital conversion since this conversion will tend to be quite slow compared to 
the time needed to access memory. Even with these limitations, however, it appears to be possible to 
implement systems containing thousands of neurons which perform classification at rates on the order of 
tens of milliseconds using current technology. 

In summary, the proposed architecture provides the features needed to implement variable-weight 
connections while maintaining the stability and plasticity needed to support learning. By using current 
summing techniques, the number of interconnections has been reduced from O(NxM) to O(M) with a 
minimal impact on the parallelism inherent in the ART 2 model thus making the system a viable alterna- 
tive for implementing systems containing several thousand neurons. 
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INTRODUCTION OF NEW ANGLE MODULATED ARCHITECTURES 
FOR THE REALIZATION OF LARGE SCALE 

NEURAL NETWORK HARDWARE 

By Patrick Nunally and Brian Hallse 
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P.O. Box 2507 MZ 50-28 Pomona, CA 91769 

Abstract: 

This paper introduces new principals of ‘implicit’ hardware structures which operate under the constraints of neural 
mathematical theory but do not rely on direct correlation between function and structure. This paper discusses 
specific research, innovations and results in the development of advanced hardware structures (Analog,Digital & 
Optical) utilizing the new principals introduced. 

Introduction: 

Developments in neural science have been primarily focused in the development of mathematical theory and its 
verification/validation in software. The software developed to execute neural structures has been, and continues to be 
ingenious in its utilization of Von Neuman serial/parallel processors. However, it has become clear that neural 
processing must begin to directly compete with classical algorithmic methodologies. The lack of neural hardware 
has been well documented as the major stumbling block in neural technology [1-3] and its importance has been well 
documented and is not included here for brevity. The design of large scale neural network hardware is a massively 
complex problem which has currently been addressed with electrical and optical devices which implement 
mathematical functions directly (i.e. one synaptic weight one dendritic interconnection). 

The two most basic requirements of neural hardware structures is a bounded function of thresholding and an ideally 
unbounded function of weighted (synaptic) interconnect. Currently in analog hardware a voltage or current 
(voltage/current) threshold, of a sigmoid form, is used as a bounded threshold and an analog potential voltage/current 
is used as the semi-continuous synaptic weighting mechanism. The advantage of analog hardware is clearly the 
direct implementation of sigmoidal model theory and straitforward continuous potential weights. However, the 
disadvantages of ‘direct’ analog hardware have recently begun to emerge [4]. The structure of weighted 
interconnection is generally the dominant limitation in the development of large scale analog, digital or optical 
neural devices. These interconnect structures tend to be area intensive, unexpandable and limit the feasibility of the 
large neural hardware structures needed in modern systems. 

This research addresses new and innovative neural architectures appropriate for future compact, low-power systems. 
These architectures accommodate the high fan-out/high fan-in properties characteristic of artificial neural network 
systems with high density interconnects, and have the high throughput capability to achieve rapid processing of large 
volumes of data. 

Theory to Hardware: 

Neural hardware structures currently fall into three main categories: analog, digital and optical. Analog structures use 
voltage/current as the weighted variable between neurons and multiple interconnects for routing potential to the 
neurons of the next layer in the system. Digital architectures use counting structures as the weight variable between 
neurons and multiple interconnects busses for routing values to the neurons of the next layer in the system. Optical 
Structures use holographic refraction as the weight variable between neurons and multiple light interconnects for 
routing values to the neurons of the next layer in the system. This new frequency based neural architecture is 
independent of these technologies yet generally applies to them all. The architecture uses offsets of frequency as the 
weighted variable between neurons and a single collective interconnect for routing neuron contributions to the 
neurons of the next layer in the system. 

This technology is a combined analog/digital device architecture, using silicon or other materials, and is based on 
developments currently in work as part of this research. The architecture is designed to be robust to manufacturing 
and environmental variability. The goal of this new architecture is to optimize usage of interconnect structures 
which account for a majority of device area consumption and processing "bottlenecking”. The architecture is 
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designed to be flexible and modular to accommodate evolving neural network system architectures and allows for 
scale-up to large-sized systems through assembly/interconnection of smaller subsystems. 

Neuron Structure: 

The structure of the neuron processing unit is design such that the summation of the synaptic weights over time is 
performed, instead of the summation of voltage/current typically used in analog neuron structures. The neuron is 
driven by two signals, an excite and inhibit. These signals are driven by the synaptic weights were the synaptic 
weights are represented as frequencies, with a smaller weight being represented by a larger frequency offset from the 
carrier and a larger weight represented by a smaller frequency offset. The purpose of the excite and inhibit signals is 
to increase or decrease the internal sum of the neuron. The internal sum of neurons are thresholded using bandpass 
thresholding method. The correspondence between the theoretical synaptic summation and the summation performed 
within the neuron is: 

meen Hardware 
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Synaptic Structure: 

The use of analog voltage/current for weighted interconnect has been explored as a primary focus of much of today's 
current research. This storage of variable weights in analog formats has proved to be a superior structure for data 
storage. The development of initial functional devices has been completed and the development of expandable 
concepts must now be initiated. The critical aspect of system structure expandability is the development of weighted 
interconnect structures which will allow for a maximization of area utilization and flexibility. 

By interconnecting multiple synapses on single interconnects they would typically interfere with each other because 
all signals would interact directly. By utilizing frequency directly as a synaptic weight they would still interfere with 
each because the spectra of all the signals occupy more or less the same bandwidth. By utilizing synaptic weight to 
modulate different carrier frequencies, it is possible to translate each signal to a different frequency range. This 
principle is fundamental to the high density interconnect and expandability requirements of all analog, digital and 
optical neural systems. Figure 1 shows the power of interconnect scheme versus current methods. 
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Voltage/Current Count Based Holographic New Frequency Based 
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Figure 1. - Comparison of conventional neural structure's 
connectivity to frequency based neural networks 

Frequency is a continuous function which can equate to a large continuous variation of weighting. This weighting 
function can be achieved by varying the excite carrier frequency in proportion to a modulating signal. The frequency 
of a particular exponentially modulated frequency can be shifted by this variation. A frequency shift of wg in the 

frequency domain is equivalent to multiplication by eJw0t in the time domain. The significance of this variation is 
that the demodulation of multiple frequencies on a single line is performed with bandpass filters. These filters can be 
wall filters which transition from a signal of full amplitude to no transmission emulating a step function. This is of 
course an ideal condition; real filters tend to role off at some given rate. Using a typical filter represented by the 
following transfer function: 

lH)! = (Equation 1] 
@ n 

1+| -—— 
vi (= 

we can represent a number of different transfer functions through controlling the order of the filter (n) as shown in 
Figure 2. 
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Figure 2 - Typical filter characteristics 

By using this principle we can vary a particular neurons contribution to the next layer in the network by simple 
varying its modulation slightly. The role of of the switch capacitor filters constitute the threshold response of the 
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previous layer. These filters can emulate common activation functions typically utilized in neural network 
paradigms [5] shown in Figure 3. 

    
  

  

    

              

Wei Wej 

AWi AWi 
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Figure 3 - Neuron contribution to the next layer as a function of filter structure. 

The modulation variation is a function if the switch capacitor filter network and the constant amplitude of angle 
modulation make this system less susceptible to nonlinearities. 

Results And Future Work: 

This research has resulted in the development of technologies and integrated circuit structures for frequency based 
neural networks. The primary focus of this research has been geared towards the design and fabrication of a 1.6 
micron CMOS silicon analog/digital 40 neuron integrated neural network. This is not meant (nor should it be 
perceived as) a limitation of this architecture's application to other implementation technologies or larger neural 
networks (it is merely an economical test vehicle). Higher end limits of device bandwidth have not been reached 
however, ground work has been established for the expansion of future bandwidth capability. The positive results of 
this research has led to the initiation of a 256 neuron dual layer fully interconnected analog/digital self configuring 
neural network project scheduled for fabrication late in 1990. 
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A Multiple-Bus Network for Implementing Very-Large 

Neural Networks with Back-Propagation Learning 
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Abstract: A multiple-bus network incorporating only two types of building blocks is proposed. 

The architecture, with its built-in features, provides an integrated solution to the ever-demanding 
high-speed, modular, reconfigurable and VLSI implementable hardware platform to implement 
back-propagation neural networks(BPNNs). The programmability features provided by software 

simulators are embedded into the architecture and hence, make it suitable for high-speed real-time 

implementation of very-large BPNNs. 

1. Parallelism in Back-Propagation Neural Networks 

Multilayer neural networks using back propagation learning [2,3] are extensively used by neural 

network researchers. The back-propagation learning algorithm(BPLA) dictates data dependencies 

in computations (computing outputs of neurons in forward pass, error vectors and weight updates 

in backward pass) between different layers of neurons. Hence, irrespective of serial or parallel 

implementation, the parallelism is restricted only to computations involving adjacent layers of 
neurons. 

First, we analyze the computational overhead associated with scaling up a BPNN. Figure 1 (a) 
shows a three layer BPNN with m, n, and p neurons in input, hidden, and output layers. Assuming 

full connectivity, the number of computations involved in adjacent layers are O(mn) and O(np) 
respectively. By scaling up the problem z times (figure 1(b)), the number of computations increases 

to O(mnz*) and O(npz*). This O(x?) overhead slows down the serial implementation time by O(z2?) 
and makes the software simulation scheme unrealistic for real-time large scale BPNNs. 

The best parallel implementation is to have a hardware featuring dedicated point-to-point(PTP) 

interconnections, where the computations between adjacent layers can be carried out in O(1) time 

step. But, the present-day technologies (digital /analog/optics/analog-hybrid) are not matured to 

implement full PTP connectivity between large number of nodes. Hence, a technologically feasible 
scheme, demonstrating maximum parallelism with limited PTP connectivity, is ideal for efficient 

implementation of large scale BPNNs. 

The back-propagation learning algorithm uses the following computational steps: 

u(kl+1) = > wis(k) - a;(k,l) + 6(1 + 1) (1) 

aj(k,l+1) = f(ui(k,l+1)) (2) 
wi; (k + 1) = w;;(k) + 5;(k, f + 1) : f (uy(k, 0+ 1)) “n° a; (k,l) (3) 

6(k,l) = So (k,l+1)-w,i(k) if LAL (4) 

= O;(k,!)—a;(k,l) if l=L 
where k = iteration number, / = Ith layer (1 < / < L), L = total number of layers, 1 < 1 < N; and 

N, = number of neurons in the Ith layer. 

Steps (1) and (4) are of matrix-vector multiplication type and hence, can be implemented in 
parallel by assigning a processing element (PE) for each neuron. Efficient distribution of synaptic 
weights among the PEs is required to minimize interprocessor communications. Step (3) is of 
array-updation type and hence, can be implemented in parallel. Step (2) can also be implemented 
in parallel by using a table-broadcast approach instead of a table-lookup approach as mentioned 
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(a) A back-propagation network (b) x times scaled 
back-propagation network 

Figure 1: Computational overhead in scaling up a back-propagation network. 

in [4]. So, overall, the computational steps in a BPLA exhibit inherent parallelism. In the next 

section, we propose a multiple-bus network to exploit this parallelism. 

2. The Multiple-Bus Network Architecture 

Steps (1) and (4) of BPLA belong to different passes(forward and backward) and the matrix-vector 
operations are carried out on weight matrices W,;(weight matrix between layers i and j) and Wi 
respectively. To exploit full parallelism, we designate one PE (Synaptic Neuron Element or SNE) 

per neuron. The synaptic weights are duplicated among these SNEs to provide full parallelism in 

both passes. SNE (j,k) (kth SNE of the jth layer) stores the kth column of the weight matrix W;_1,; 
in a column memory and kth row of the weight matrix W; ;41 in a row memory. Figure 2 shows 

the mapping. The group of SNEs in adjacent layers are connected to a common bus controlled 

by a Layer Bus Controller (LBC). The SNEs support dual-ported control and addressing. A (m) 
layer BPNN is mapped to a (m+1) layered bus structure. LBC(j) is capable of addressing the 
row(column) memories of SNEs in jth ((j+1)th)) layer. The SNEs in layer j operate in SIMD 
mode under the control of either LBC(j) or LBC(j-1). All LBCs together with the host share a 

common message passing communication bus and implement the computational steps of the BPLA 

by message exchanges. 

Initially, the host distributes the synaptic weights of SNEs to the respective LBCs using high- 

speed message passing. All LBCs work in parallel to store these weights in respective SNEs. During 

the forward pass, LBC(0) commands the layer 1 SNEs (from left to right sequentially) to broadcast 

their output values on Bus(1) in consecutive clocks. During this broadcast, all SNEs on layer 2 
listen to the broadcasted value and perform a multiply-accumulate(MAC) operation each using the 
desired weight from the column memory. The weights in column memory are serially addressed in 

consecutive clocks. After all SNEs of layer 1 have broadcasted their values, the SNEs of layer 2 

are ready with the step (1) operation. A table-broadcast approach is used to carry out step (2) in 
parallel. The non-linear activation function f, stored inside LBC (1) by the host, is broadcasted 
on Bus 1. All SNEs of layer 2 compare the broadcasted value with the step (1) result in parallel 

and determine the output of the neurons in O(1) time step. 

Steps (1) and (2) are repeated for subsequent layers. At the end of the forward pass, each SNE 
of the output layer computes the error and broadcasts it to lower layer SNEs. During the backward 
pass, the SNEs in destination layer use the weights stored in their row memories for computing 

the back-propagation error and updating the weights. While the backward pass operation between 
layer j and layer (j-1) SNEs is carried out, LBC(j) copies the weights from row memories of layer j 
SNEs to column memories of layer (j+1) SNEs. This ensures that the modified weights are used 

during the forward pass of the next iteration. | 

The present architecture exploits full parallelism of a BPNN in each of the 4 computational 
steps. It takes O(m+n) and O(n+p) time steps respectively for forward and backward pass for the 
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Figure 2: Mapping of a back-propagation network onto a multiple-bus network (LBC=Layer Bus 
Controller and SNE=Synaptic Neuron Element). 

BPNN shown in fig 1(a). Since a shared bus is used, scaling the problem size by z times has only 
linear effect (O(z)) on the computing time. Since the bus technology allows only a finite number 
of nodes to be connected to it, we provide a multilayer bus structure with repeaters (Fig 3) for 
implementing very large scale BPNNs. The LBCs on a horizontal bus perform themselves the bus 
repeater operation by receiving a broadcasted value from left(right) bus and re-broadcasting it on 
right(left) bus with 1 clock delay. 
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Figure 3: Multilayer-bus network with repeaters for a 256 neurons 3 layer back-propagation net- 
work(LBCR=Layer Bus Controller with Repeaters, SNE=Synaptic Neuron Element). 

3. Programmability, Modularity and Expandability 

The multiple-bus network, providing flexibility at the hardware and firmware level, incorporates 
the following programmability features: 

1. Reconfigurable Interconnections: Any arbitrary interconnection between adjacent layers of 
neurons is supported. A tag bit of 1(0), associated with each weight, indicates the pres- 
ence(absence) of an interconnection. The MAC hardware of SNE uses this tag bit to bypass 
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a MAC operation in the absence of an interconnection. This tagged memory feature allows 

a smaller size problem to be mapped to the architecture. By disabling selected repeaters, 

multiple smaller size problems or different instances of a smaller size problem can also be 

implemented on a common hardware in parallel. This multitasking feature results in full 

resource utilization and fast turnaround time for algorithm development. 

2. Neuron parameters: The table-broadcast approach allows dynamic allocation of non-linear 

function to a group of neurons. The neurons of a single layer can also have mixed parameters. 

3. BPNN parameters: Different parameters of a BPNN like number of hidden layers, number 

of neurons in a hidden layer, gain constants, etc are easily programmable on the architecture 

by downloading appropriate control program to the LBCs by the host. 

4. Downloading/Uploading synaptic weights: Precomputed weights can be downloaded to the 

memory to run the BPNN with/without learning. The whole computation in the system can 

also be frozen after a predetermined passes to debug/alter the synaptic weights. This internal 

visibility feature (1] makes BPNN algorithm development much easier. 

Besides programmability, the architecture uses only two types of building block VLSI chips: 

SNE and LBC. Due to the bus oriented structure and message passing communication between 

LBCs, the architecture is expandable and provides modular growth in both dimensions: 1) in- 

creasing the number of neuron layers and 2) increasing the number of neurons in each layer. In 
the present design, the size of the column and row memory restricts the growth of the system in 

the second dimension beyond certain stage. This restriction can be alleviated by providing a SNE 

source address field against each synaptic weight (5]. 

4. VLSI Implementation and Technology Requirements 

The multiple-bus architecture uses the technologically proven bus-oriented interconnections. Fully 

digital implementation using only two types of building block modules make the architecture suit- 

able for VLSI implementation. The local bus controller with repeater (LBCR) is functionally equiv- 

alent to the currently available message passing coprocessor chips (MPC chip for MULTIBUS-II for 
example). A small portion of the synaptic memory element (SNE) is dedicated to simple processor 
logic. A major portion of the SNE is dedicated to memory cells for storing the synaptic weights. 

From the integration and functionality point of view, LBCR stands in par with commercially avail- 

able medium-level microcontroller and SNE with high density memory chips. 

The sophisticated processor technology and high density memory technology of the present-day 

VLSI world promises high density SNEs and high performance LBCRs. Similar to the available 

memory chips, SNEs can be fabricated with different word widths and storage capacities to im- 

plement different hardware implementation for different sizes of back-propagation network. The 

architecture, using the VLSI technology, allows implementation of very large BPNNs consisting of 
10° neurons/layer. Due to the regular bus-oriented interconnections, wafer scale integration of this 

architecture is also technologically feasible (5]. 
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Parallelized Back-Propagation Training and Its Effectiveness 

Ken L. Parker 
Allison L. Thornbrugh 
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Training back-propagation neural networks for real-world, real-time problems involves managing 
large quantities of numeric examples and piping those data through a computationally intensive 
learning algorithm. In response to this need, a parallel back-propagation (BP) training tool has 
been developed. The approach used for parallelization is coarse-grained. Training patterns are split 
among the various processors, gradient estimations are computed in parallel, and then a central 
copy of the weights is updated. This approach results in a nearly linear relationship between 
computation speed-up and the number of processors (Chart 1). However, the reduction in 
training time (defined as time to reduce total sum of squared error to a specified level) is not linear. 
This is due to the fact that this parallel approach effectively computes a more accurate gradient 
estimation. It does not necessarily allow more weight updates to occur. Therefore a limit exists to 
the amount of actual training time speed-up achievable using this method of parallelization. The 
exact amount of parallel processing power that is useful depends heavily on the nature of the 
training data and the problem being solved. Two different back-propagation networks have been 
considered: a simple sum of sine functions and a target detection problem with actual imagery. 
Based upon evidence gathered from these examples to-date, a relationship exists between the epoch 
or batch size specified when running the parallel BP training tool and training performance. 

Parallelization is only one option for improving training performance. Other options include new 
or modified learning algorithms [Park87, Simo89, Denn87, Sama87, Shep88], learning rate 
changes over time [Cate87, Hush88], momentum adjustments [Gogg89], and parallelization of the 
network model itself [Wata89]. Because the current range of application sizes (1,000 - 5,000 
interconnections) and the inherent difficulty in parallelization of the network itself (due to 3-D 
interconnections on 2-D real estate) — a parallel implementation of the training phase only and not 
the entire simulator was selected as a starting point. An eighteen-processor Encore Multimax was 
used for this study. This machine is a bus-based parallel processor with 32 MB of shared main 
memory. Each processor has a floating point co-processor and 64 KB cache. 

  

Tool Development and Test Results 
There are several possibilities for segmenting the BP training problem. One of the simplest 
approaches is to divide the training patterns into 'n' sections, where 'n' is the number of 
processors. Each processor contains a complete copy of the neural network simulation and trains 
using its subset of the training patterns. The back-propagation algorithm that executes at each 
processor was adapted from work at the University of California San Diego [Rume86]. The issue 
of weight coherency quickly becomes a problem with this approach. In order for the individual 
processors to collectively work on a solution, they need to operate from the same weight matrix. 
Otherwise, each processor would work toward a solution for its peculiar subset of training 
patterns, not the global solution. This coherency requirement causes the training to become 
“epoch” training, i.e. - several training patterns are presented to the network before weight changes 
are made. Figure 1 shows an overview of the tool's operations. 

Epoch training produces different effects on different training pattern sets. Each pattern 
presentation during BP training is used to compute an estimation of the steepest descent gradient on 
the error surface. By collecting multiple gradients and averaging them (epoch training), more time 
is spent computing the gradient, but it is theoretically more accurate because of the larger sample 
size. Thus, for a given amount of time, a trade-off exists between time spent computing the 
gradient and the number of weight updates possible. The two extremes are computing the gradient 
over a) the entire training pattern set, and b) a single training pattern. 
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This trade-off is certainly not unique to the 1.0 ese 
parallel processing paradigm, but it directly 
affects the parallel training tool's efficiency. > Beyond this point, 
If the quality of the gradient estimate improves a parallelism yields 
only slightly using more training patterns, the & little/no benefit. 
parallelized training procedure described will = 
not decrease the learning time. Parallelization 3 
is only helpful where gradient quality increases &§ 
with respect to epoch size remain significant. In 
other words, on the hypothetical curve shown in 0.0 
Figure 2, useful work is done as long as the "0 Epoch Size 
slope does not level off. After that point, one is 
only "polishing the stone." More processors can | Figure 2 - Gradient quality as a function of 
work on the problem, but the total error epoch size (Hypothetical curve)       reduction over time will not increase. 

For optimal learning efficiency, parallelization among training patterns requires careful attention to 
the epoch size (ES). Bigger is not necessarily better. See Charts 2 and 3 for graphical summary of 
results for the object detection example problem. This training set contained 4156 samples and the 
network was 30x30x10. Table 1 summarizes the environment for each trial used as a data point. 
In order to generate certain epoch sizes, different numbers of processors were used as listed. The 
interesting point on Chart 2 is that increasing the epoch size produces lower error up to epoch size 
of 18. After that point, even though more efficient parallel processing (less synchronization, more 
number crunching) is occurring, error is not further reduced because the additional time refining 
the gradient estimation is wasted. Thus, fewer weight updates are made in a given time. Since the 
gradient estimates are not more accurate, total error is higher. Chart 3 summarizes the twenty test 
trainings examined. A single learning rate did not perform well for all cases. To negate any 
advantage, the learning rate is individually specified (Table 1) inversely proportional to the epoch 
size [Kung88, Juri88]. We discovered empirically that a learning rate of about "5 / epoch size" 
worked well for nearly all cases. 

Dj . 

This paper reports incremental results to-date. Several areas require more analysis: (1) the effects 
and size of parallelism overhead, (2) further evidence for predicting the gradient quality vs. epoch 
size curve, (3) optimizing the contribution of learning rate and momentum to reduced learning time, 
and (4) use of different training sets and types of data. 

The results presented are specific to the data set studied. We fully expect different results for 
different problems, sample sets, and types of data. On some data sets, using even more than one 
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pattern to compute the gradient may be a waste. Parallelism would not help reduce training time 
and would likely prolong it due to overhead. In other instances, the gradient quality curve might 
be linear. Linearity and increased utility of the parallel approach might occur where the samples 
constitute a spanning set for the total input space, and there is, thus, no redundancy in the training 
set. Other types of data sets need to be studied to allow any general conclusions to be drawn. 

The simple empirical evidence presented herein shows the benefit of measuring the quality of the 
gradient estimate as a function of epoch size for a given problem. The analogy can be drawn 
between the use of gradient quality through multiple weight updates (time) and forces applied 
through distance to create work in mechanical systems. Conservation and flow of information 
from the sample set to the neural net weights is similar to conservation of energy between potential 
to kinetic forms. In creating a better weight update in parallel, one is increasing the potential 
"information" energy of the system. To do work and reduce errors, that potential must become 
active, i.e., iterative weight updates must be applied. The tool described can produce statistical 
results for finding the optimal epoch size for a given problem, in addition to increasing the 
efficiency of the training for larger back-propagation neural networks in complex domains of 
interest. 
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Bidirectional associative memories (BAM) [1] are mainly designed to allow heteroasso- 
ciation between pairs of patterns. The first studies of these systems were very optimistic 

because they seemed to show excellent results not only because of the high number of pat- 

terns that could be encoded but also by the rather easy implementation in VLSI. However, 

more accurate analysis showed that the performance of a BAM cannot improve that of other 
well known models of associative memory (2,3,4]. This fact caused an oblivion of the BAM. 

The goal of these notes is to renew the interest on BAM by presenting two different 

results. From one side we present a new form of the matrix of connections which has the 

advantage that together an architecture suitable for VLSI purposes, allows to increase the 

effective capacity of the system respect to a general autoassociative network. The point 

is the reduction of the number of physical connections. As a complement we introduce a 

method able to codify very efficiently patterns with low levels of spatial activity, 1.e, sparse 

coded. This method is particularly interesting for the architecture presented in this paper. 

A BAM is composed by two layers with n and m neurons respectively. Both layers are 

completely interconnected but there are not connections between neurons of the same layer. 
The goal of the system is to codify a set of pairs of patterns ((X', Y")......(X?, Y”)) through 
of the following matrix of connections M = 37, X‘TY*. The dynamics of the system is simple. 

Taking as initial condition a corrupted version of a pattern, for instance X*, one evaluates 

the product X*M obtaining as a result a version of Y*. Then, one evaluates M7Y* leading 

to X * and so on till one arrives to a stable state. 
The learning rule that we propose is aimed for autoassociative purposes. Its adaptation 

needs a modification of the basic structure of the system in order to make profitable the 

features of the standard BAM. Let’s suppose that a set of vectors Z = (X1...Xn,Y4...Ym) 

of length n+m, built up from the composition of vectors X and Y, must be codified. We 

construct a matrix of connections M’ through the following learning rule 

4 

M;, = 0 l<icsn, 1<jz7<m 

= M? l1<i<n, m+1<j<m4n 

M n+1l<icn+tm, 1<j7<m 

= 0 n+l<icnt+m, m+1l<jycmen (1) 

where M is given by (1). With such structure our system behaves as a one layer autoasso- 

-clative network for vectors Z. The dynamics of the model is the usual one. Each element of 

Z evaluates its state in the next time step from the product ZM’, however the structure of 
\{° causes some interesting effects which deserve special attention. The components of the 

vector Z after one iteration are 
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Xi — YM + cece +Y¥,Mini 

Yn = X,MP 4......4X,Mi, (2) 

Therefore, the dynamics of the standard BAM is preserved. The subset X of Z is recalled 

through M whereas Y is recalled through M7. Notice that the new dynamic process is 

composed by two independent steps. First, we evaluate X(t+1) from the initial values of 

Y(t). If the initial version of Y is , for instance, very corrupted, then the retrieval of X(t+1) 

will be very poor even if we begin the process with a correct version of X. The same reason 
leads to a very good retrieval of Y(t+1) because it comes from a good version of X(t). In the 

second step we find opposite behaviours. If the initial X was good the retrieval of X(t+2) 

is expected to be good (if there are not problems of saturation) and consequently bad for 

Y(t+2). Therefore, we have to difference two cycles, each with its own features which depend 

on the initial overlap of the two subsets of Z, X and Y. The reason for this effect born in the 

structure of M’. One observes two submatrix with no links between them which causes two 

independent processes. In this way we have introduced partitioning. 

VLSI analog neural networks implementing associative memories, have been built follow- 

ing different design methodologies [5,6], mainly with architectures based on the Hopfield- 
model (Fig 1). The results obtained in terms of silicon area are highly dependent on the 
number on interconnections, n? in a Hopfield net, rather than on the number of the neurons 

n. Our system behaves as an autoassociative one-layer network for vectors of length n+m. 

Because of the symmetry and of the dilution our matrix is composed by two zero sub-matrix 
plus two sub-matrix, one the traspose of the other. This structure can be profitable from an 

architectural point of view, to reduce one half the number of implemented synapses. 

One can obtain autoassociativity on vectors Z=(X,Y) by multiplexing the calculation. 

To achieve that, we use a ”programmable combinational resource”, composed by the inter- 

connection matrix and the neurons. In this sense programmable means not a new load for 
RAM but a control of the direction of the process or, in other words, to transpose the matrix 
M. In odd cycles, the resource implements M matrix, so Y’ is computed from the product of 

X by M, whereas in even cycles, M7 is implemented and X’ is computed from the product 

of Y by M7. So every two clock cycles we have an updated value of Z. 

In terms of architecture one needs, for each interconnection: 

- A number of RAM cells which depends on the values that weights can take, and its 

associated circuitry. 

- One device simulating the synapse. 

- One device and I/O and control lines, for bidirectionality. 
Additionally, two layers of neurons with programmable threshold for sparse coding, and two 

registers per neuron, to store X, X’, Y, Y’. . 

The design (Fig.2) is composed by an external bus (an usual eight or sixteen bits bus), 

used to load the weights into the RAM cells of the interconnection matrix and also for data, 

through a register in a multiplexed way. Internally each register is split in two parts of 
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Fig 1:Architecture based in the Hopfield model. Fig 2:Architecture based in our BAM. 

lenghts n and m. BAM is showed as a programmable (X to Y, Y to X) resource, controlled 

by the same line that controls internal multiplexers. 

Evaluating our architecture in terms of devices we have the same number of neurons 

n+m, whereas the number of interconnections is nm ,instead of the expected 2nm for this 

type of system without multiplexing. The stable state condition not ensures an error-free 

recall becuase of the existence of two independent processes which produces two different 

values for each register part, X and Y, for even and odd iterations. This additional condition 

can be used as an error-free test, for fault tolerant computing purposes. Otherwise one must 

take a decision about taking values associated with even or odd cycles for vector Z. 

This process can be expanded towards a great number of parts, using more BAM re- 
sources, and using different fault tolerant conditions (two of three, two of four, etc.). It is 

a very powerful method of partitioning, not possible with autoassociative memories because 

of the independence of different parts. 

We also present a BAM capable of codifying in a very efficient way sparse coded patterns. 

The strategy that one has to adopt goes through the study of the non-homogeneous BAM 
whose most relevant feature respect to the homogeneous BAM is the effect caused by non- 

zero thresholds. Let’s consider a set of p pairs of patterns (X,Y) with n and m neurons 

respectively. We assume that {ta}n neurons are active in each X and {+e)m neurons are 

active in each Y. This new BAM has the following energy function 

E=-XMY'4+XS'+TY (3) 

where S = (9j...5,) and T = (T7}...T,,) are the thresholds. We propose for each M in (1), 5 

and T the following expressions [7] 

M = Dx ~—a)(Y¥' —b) 
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ST = aM+S7 
T = bM+T (4) 

We observe that the first term of S is correlated with the pairs of patterns (X,Y) learned 

by the network. We also observe a prefactor (a or b) related with their level of activity. Both 

elements are fundamental in our analysis. Moreover, we introduce another factors S’,T” that 
we will consider as a constant thresholds. We are now interested in the evaluation of the 

number of patterns p which can be stored perfectly (no errors in the retrieval process) by 

our BAM. We consider as a simplification that the number of neurons in both layers is the 

same n=m, and the level of activity is also identic (a=b). The basic idea is to analyze the 

stability of a pattern through the study of the dynamics of the system. Following a standard 

process [4] (no explained here because of the brevity) we have found 

~ x (5) P™ 9(1 — a2)[2In(N) — In(1 — a?)] 
We observe that if the patterns are highly correlated,(a — 1), p increases notably. It 

is of interest the study of some limit cases. For instance, when a = 0 the expression (5) 
reduces to p = TN): This well known result [4] shows that the BAM cannot overreach, for 

unbiased patterns, the capacity of the Hopfield model. If a scales with N as N = (1 —a?)7! 

  

Faas (6) N 6(1 — a?)ln(1 — a?) 

This is also a well known result found by Gardner [8]. It is interesting to observe that the 

process followed in this notes causes the performance of the BAM to be nearly optimum 

since the functional form of (6) is.an upper limit for associative networks. Moreover, we 
have found a relationship between the sparseness and the size of the network, which can 

be of interest for finite systems. From expression (5) we extract additional properties of 

the BAM. The storage capacity of a standard BAM is determined by only an element, the 

number of neurons of the smaller layer. However, when sparse coding appears on the scene, 

there is a competition between two elements, the size of the layer and the level of activity 

of the patterns encoded. This fact could lead to interesting effects useful for applications. 

  = & 
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|. ABSTRACT. 

Recent reports have shown the feasibility and advantages of implementing stochastic nets in digital 
hardware. We propose a simple digitally implementable formulation of a smooth sigmoidal transfer func- 
tion for the probability distribution function. Simulation results are briefly described for the implemen- 
tation of the sigmoid in a Boltzmann machine architecture. The Traveling Salesman Problem was selected 
as a benchmark simulation problem. 

II. INTRODUCTION. 

Several attempts have been made to implement the neural network computational paradigm in hardware. 
Analog implementations suffer from the problems of the implementation of variable resistances and the 
interconnection complexity. This has led researchers to find alternative approaches, such as implement- 
ing stochastic nets in digital hardware (2]. An added benefit of the stochastic approach is that it provides 
an avenue for simulated annealing [1]. We propose a stochastic approach to digital hardware implemen- 
tation of neural networks. Essential to the implementation of stochastic digital nets is the availability of 
a simple, effective, hardware implementable random number generator that can generate random num- 
bers with a Gaussian probability distribution, which in turn will give the needed sigmoidal cumulative dis- 
tribution function. We will now describe a digital architecture for neural networks that addresses these 
issues. 

III. GENERATING A USEFUL SIGMOIDAL TRANSFER FUNCTION. 

The most widely used sigmoid function is the Boltzmann distribution function. The method used to get a 
cumulative distribution function of that form is to generate a uniform random number and compare it with 
the output of the Boltzmann distribution function and pulse the output if the random number ts smaller. 
It is, however, difficult to approximate the smooth sigmoidal Boltzmann distribution function in digital 
hardware. An alternative approach is to generate random numbers with a Gaussian distribution and com- 
pare that directly with the input. Simple digital hardware designs, however, can only generate uniform 
pseudo-random numbers. Obtaining a Gaussian from the uniform distribution usually involves a large 
sample of uniformly distributed random numbers and application of the Central Limit Theorem to get the 
Gaussian. Both methods thus require complex random number generators, implemented with a special 
unit or with software methods via a host computer connected to the digital hardware. We propose here 
a different sigmoidal function, g(x), that will be much easier to implement in digital hardware: 

g(x) = 2007 = 2M 2 1y222*IM) x gc 0 
e(x) = 1-1/(2*2%1) x > 0 
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where T is the temperature and x is the input. Figure 1 shows our sigmoid in comparison with the 
Boltzmann distribution function. Both were drawn with T = 1. T would be varied to incorporate simu- 
lated annealing in the network. 

The function is easily implemented in hardware by using a Pseudo Random Binary Sequence 
Generator(PRBSG) implemented using a Linear Feedback Shift Register(LFSR). Each bit in the LFSR 
of a PRBSG has a probability of 0.5 of being a 1. Logic gates can be used to generate different probability 
values; two signals with probabilities p1 and pz of being a 1 would, for example, result in a signal with prob- 
ability p1*p2 of 1 if put through an AND gate and a probability pi + p2- p1*p2 if put through an OR gate. 
Similarly, for an inverter, if the input has probability p1 the output has a probability value of 1 - p; [3]. The 
characteristic of the inverter allows us to generate only half of the sigmoid function, say (0,0.5], and put 
that output through the inverter to get the other half. In our sigmoid above, the sign bit will determine 
which half to use. If the input (|x|/T) = 0 the probability value is 0.5; to get this we could just use the 
value of one LFSR bit. In figure 2 the register shown contains the magnitude of the input after 
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division by T. Each bit represents powers ¢* 
of two, integer and fractional, of the sig- *°7 
moid. Also shown are the number of bits %- 
used for each power. For integer powers, 32 - 
the bits are simply ANDed together. For <e, 
fractional powers, the number of bits could = «- 
be varied according tothe desired accuracy. «o- 
Calculating 2"? with 4 bits would ap- a. 
proximate it with 11/16; this could be aa - 
generated by the use of AND andOR gates. ae - 
To obtain the sigmoid simply AND the ae 
probability valués of allthe bitsthatareon a0 4 
together with an extra LFSR bit. We ob- 
serve that for large negative integer powers, - 
of 2 the probability is close to zero, while for e. 
small negative fractional powers of 2 the 
probability is close to 1/2. This would sug- ° 
gest using some cut off point implementing O 4 @ 12 16 20 24 26 32 36 40 44 40 52 56 60 64 

a "window" of computation that includes Tour Len@en = ares 
both integer and fractional powers of 2. Figure 3 

Figure 2 illustrated a six-bit window. The 
wider the window the better the approximation. This sigmoid is part of a digital architecture that will 
operate wholly in integer arithmetic, thus resulting in a faster and much more space efficient mplemen- 
tation in hardware. 

      
IV. SIMULATION RESULTS. 

We implemented the sigmoid in a Boltzmann machine architecture and performed simulation on the 
Traveling Salesman Problem. We chose to use the original 10 city problem used by Hopfield and Tank 
[4] transposed to a 64 X 64 square area from the original 1 X 1 square area, a necessary step forced by the 
use of integer arithmetic. Figure 3 shows the minimum path solution that was found by the network on 
several occasions. The performance of the network was as expected: at high temperatures there is a large 
degree of randomness, and as the temperature is reduced the network converges to a stable state. The 
cost function proposed by Hopfield [4] has parameters that are not easy to establish and their values do 
not scale easily with the size or the spatial configuration of the problem. We propose a cost function with 
parameters that are easily established for a given problem and do scale well with the size of the problem. 
We define the connection weights between the neurons i and j in a matrix configuration for the neurons 
[4] as follows: 

Dx(D - dij) for neighboring cities 

Gij = 

-Dmax for row/column inhibition 

Parameter dij is the distance between the neighbors. Parameter D plays an important role similar to the 
biasing current in Hopfield’s formulation. Larger values of D give longer tours but more valid convergen- 
ces; while smaller D values give better tours at the cost of more invalid convergences. Parameter Dx could 
be varied to control the level of the critical temperature during annealing; while Dmax should be set large 
enough to prevent more than one neuron on in a row or column. Note that in this formulation the scaling 
related to the spatial configuration is dealt with in a straightforward manner. Also, scaling the number of 
cities does not complicate matters. Gutzmann proposed a similar cost function that also scales well but 
often leads to less optimum and more invalid solutions [5]. The scaling properties of the Hopfield cost 
function compared to ours is analogous to that of the a portable versus a nonportable program in conven- 
tional computers. Table 1 summarizes the results of preliminary simulation runs on the 10 city TSP. 
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Table 1 

Exp.# #ofTries # of Valid Conv. D Dx Tour Length 

Avg. Min. 

1 10 9 45 2 209.54 188.21 

2 20 20 45 2 203.97 172.31 

3 10 7 35. 8 199.39 176.96 

4 50 20 30 4 191.45 172.31 
    
The results were obtained with the following annealing schedule: 

T(i) = 27° - 30) 

where 2!° is the initial temperature, with To initially set to 5, and i is the iteration number; i/30 was ob- 
tained in integer arithmetic. Note that even for this very rough schedule (chosen for its simplicity, since 
changing temperature just involves a shift operation in hardware) the network still performed well. The 
minimum tour length of 172.31 shown in figure 3 and table 1 is the same one found by Hopfield (172.31/64 
= 2.69 = 2.71, their optimum tour)[4]. 

In conclusion, we have proposed a different sigmoid and showed how that sigmoidal cumulative prob- 
ability distribution function could be realized with simple digital hardware. This would in turn allow the 
placement of these PRBSG in each VLSI chip or several PRBSG’s on each VLSI chip that implements 
the network instead of the one random number generator per circuit board to be shared by several chips 
as suggested by [2], thereby resulting in a reduction of the complexity and an enhancement of the speed. 
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ABSTRACT 
This paper presents a computer architecture based on the integration of digital 

and artificial neural networks. The goal is to demonstrate the opportunities that 
an effective connection between neurocomputing and conventional computing might 
offer. A small instruction set computer (SISC) was designed using a hardwired 
controller and A Hardware Programming Language (AHPL). The hardwired 
controller was replaced by a neurocontroller that utilizes several artificial neural 
networks in order to achieve speed and possibilities of modifiable behavior. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Computer architecture is a universal concept that integrates hardware and 

software to perform a variety of processing activities. These processing activities 
usually have different natures that affect the strategy utilized in order to provide 
an efficient computing process. Consequently, functional models of computa- 
tional systems should be developed.‘ 

This research studies a computer architecture based on the integration of dig- 
ital and neural networks to provide an effective connection between 
neurocomputing and numerical computing environments. In order to accomplish 
our goals a small instruction set computer (SISC) was designed. Originally, this 
computer was designed using a hardwired controller and AHPL.? This computer 
was redesigned, replacing the hardwired controller by a neurocontroller that uti- 
lizes several artificial neural networks (ANNs) to achieve various characteristics 
including the speed of hardwired controllers and possible modifications in the 
processor’s behavior as microprogramming does. 

This computational scheme will provide a powerful interface to other com- 
puting environments such as neurocomputing and symbolic processing. This 
scheme also provides the opportunity for a futuristic hierarchichal parallel dis- 
tributed processing architecture (HPDP). The high level elements of a HPDP 
architecture will distribute the tasks to perform to the appropriate computing el- 
ements. HPDP could take advantage of the natural characteristics of ANNs in 
order to utilize metalearning® procedures and become an evolvent computer. 
2. DESIGN OF A SMALL INSTRUCTION SET COMPUTER USING AHPL 

For this research, a 16-bit small instruction set computer (SISC) was designed 
and simulated.? This design created a simple architecture, with the required 
functional capabilities. These capabilities should demonstrate the adequacy of a 
general purpose digital computer for certain kinds of computing environments 
(e.g. numerical computing). The system configuration of this particular design 
has a collection of registers and busses to allow the necessary data transf- 
ormations (See Figure |). The set of instructions is classified by the following 
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groups: 
a. Fifteen memory reference instructions with four addressing modes; 
b. Thirty operate instructions; 
c. Eight input/output (1/O) instructions. 
The nature of the operations in this 

computer is cyclical, and consists of the 
Sequential fetching and execution of 
instructions --the degree of parallelism 
was kept to a minimum at the instruc- 
tion level to reduce the complexity of 
design. Consequently, a control strat- 
egy was incorporated to perform these 
operations in the registers. This con- 
trol strategy was implemented using a 
hardwired controller. 

The design phase involved the utili- 
zation of AHPL. The AHPL se- 
quences provided a complete 
description of the sequential digital 
network required to control the com- 
puter. The detail of this hardware de- 
scription language allowed the FIGURE @. SMALL INSTRUCTION SET COMPUTER. 

simulation of the computer and a clear 
picture of the digital network realiza- 
tion. 
3. DESIGN OF A NEUROCONTROLLER FOR A DIGITAL COMPUTER 
ANNs have commonly been applied to control the behavior of robotics sys- 

tems and manufacturing processes.’ Their characteristics of graceful degradation, 
real-time learning, and massively parallel-distributed processing make ANNs 
candidates for controlling the sequential actions required for certain computing 
tasks. ANNs might provide a control with a fast decoding of machine language 

instructions and flexibility to be modified. 
3.1 Architecture 

Based on the factors mentioned above, the hardwired controller was replaced 
by a neurocontroller in the computer designed. The neurocontroller utilized is 
composed of several ANNs(see Figure 2). These ANNs decode instructions and 
generate time sequences. The ANN A is a three-layer feed-forward network that 
was trained using the Back-Propagation learning algorithm. This network de- 
codes the instruction stored in the instruction register(IR) and feeds the ANNs 
B, C, and D. 

The ANN B is a three-layer network that assisted by the ANN C reproduces 
the Jordan’s network architecture.° The structure formed by the ANNs B and C 
allows the generation of time sequences and inclusive loops and jumps in the se- 
quence of patterns of a specific plan. These loops and jumps are needed to im- 
plement certain hardware algorithms such as multiplication. The output of ANN 
B is fed to the ANNs C and D. 

The ANN C is a three-layer feed-forward network that was trained using the 
Back-Propagation algorithm. This network receives the output of the ANN B, 
fed by the decoded contents of the IR, and the thresholded output of several 
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registers and status flags. ANN C is responsible to copy back the output of the 

ANN B to the current-state units of the ANN B. This process is modified if the 

contents of a register (involved in the execution of a instruction) trigger a different 

response to feed to the current-state units of the ANN B. This “new” output 

pattern will force a change for subsequent patterns in the sequence of the current 

plan. | 
The ANN D is a three-layer feed-forward architecture that was trained using 

the Back-Propagation paradigm. This network receives an input pattern from the 

ouput from ANN B and the decoded contents of the IR, and then generates the 

corresponding control signals. 
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PIOURB 2. NEUROCONTROLLER ARCHITECTURE. 

3.2 Training . 

The Back-Propagation algorithm was utilized. Dynamic node creation,’ dy- 

namic learning rate adjustments, and combined subset training’ were used to as- 

sure an accelerated and efficient learning process in each of the networks 

described. 
Dynamic node creation (DNC) was utilized to achieve accuracy in the input 

to output mapping and an efficient size for the hidden layer. 
The learning rate and the momentum were adjusted dynamically. The learn- 

ing rate was sometimes incremented to accclerate convergence and decreased to 

avoid oscillations, and divergence. 
To accelerate the learning and increase the efficiency of the learning process, 

combined subset training (CST) was utilized in some of the learning sessions. 
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ISZ (USING DIRECT ADDRESSING) 

DESCRIPTION: Increment the contents of the 
memory location by 1 and skip the next instruction 
in sequence if the result is zero. 
  

ANN A ANN B ANN C ANN D 
OUTPUT OUTPUT CURRENT U. OUTPUT AHPL STATEMENT 

11001 00001 c000G 00001 BUS2=MD ; BUS3[1 :16] =INC1 [0:15 }(BUS2); 
MD <= BUS3I1 216]. 

11001 00010 00001 ooo10 M2DCD(MA) <= MD; 
BUS2(6: 15 PC#(-(+/MD)); 
BUS3[7 :16 = INC2[0 :91 (BUS2I6 iS *(+/MD 
PC #(*(+/MD)) <= BUS3[7 :16]. Dace » 

11001 ooo1t oo010 00011 BUS2(6 -15 PC; 
BUS3[7 :16 ]}=INC2[0 -9] (BUS2[6:15]); 
PC <=BUS3 [7:16]. 

11001 10000 00011 10000 BUSS[7 :16]=PC ;MA<=BUS3[7 :16]. 
11001 11000 10000 11000 MD <=BUSFN(M ;DCD(MA)). 
tto001 11100 41000 00000 BUSS[1 16 ]=MD ;IR<=BUS3I1 216].       

TADLE g. EXECUTION OF 1SZ. 

3.3 Simulator | 
A simulator of the computer using the neurocontroller was made using C 

programming language in an IBM 6152 workstation. As an example, the exe- 
cution of an instruction is explained in Table 1. 

4. CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER RESEARCH 
The design and simulation of a SISC computer using a neurocontroller has 

demonstrated the possibility of an effective connection between neurocomputing 
and conventional computing environments (when the necessary hardware be- 
comes available). Also, more powerful ANN architectures are required, specif- 
ically those needed for sequential formalisms.® Further research is needed to 
develop hybrid hardware description languages. These hybrid hardware de- 
Scription languages should have primitives to identify parallel and sequential 
hardware patterns. This development will lead to optimum hardware imple- 
mentations. 
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Abstract 

Neural nets have been shown to have the capability to learn and to remember. As more and more 
supporting theory and applications for neural nets are being explored, the hardware implementation of 
neural nets becomes more important. However, most of the existing hardware implementations of neural 
nets suffer from various weaknesses. This has led to the design of a dataflow-based multiprocessor system 
for efficiently simulating asynchronous, highly parallel neural nets. 

This paper presents the architectural requirements for a suitable neural net implementation. The 
organization of the proposed design is outlined. A neural net-dataflow graph transformation technique is 
introduced which guarantees the executability of neural nets on the proposed dataflow-based system. 
Simulation results show the validity of this approach. A speedup method is also presented for increasing 
the parallelism in neural net operations. The scheme is based on dataflow’s coloring mechanism which 
allows parallel execution of network iterations. 

1. Introduction 

Contrast to advances and developments in theory and applications of neural nets, hardware support 
for these networks has been sporadic. Although analog VLSI and optical approaches are attractive means 
for implementing neural nets and a number of circuits for this purpose have been developed, current 
microelectronic techniques face severe technological restrictions. Therefore, almost all current neural nets 
implementations are still emulated by either software simulation on conventional computers or using 
special-purpose neurocomputer coprocessors [1-4]. However, these approaches suffer from inadequate 
parallelism and/or high communication overhead and/or restriction to only small-to-medium neural nets, 
and being unable to perform truly asynchronous neural operations. Based on these observations, a dif- 
ferent machine architecture and technology suitable for neural nets becomes demanding. 

The dataflow model of computation offers an effective approach for achieving parallel computation 
and may serve as a good engine in the neural net implementation. The basic idea of dataflow model is 

that data flows from instruction to instruction directly rather than via a shared variable and rather than 

a program counter or other central control mechanisms, instructions may execute ("fire”) any time after 
arrival of the data they require [5]. We found that neural nets and dataflow model have many charac- 
teristics in common: i) they are represented by directed graphs with nodes and links; ii) in both models 
each node functions as a simple processing element and operates asynchronously with other nodes; and iii) 

both models execute value-passing computations. These findings have motivated us to design a dataflow- 

based multiprocessor as an effective engine for neural nets implementation. 

2. The Proposed Approach 

The ideal architecture for neural nets must i) contain many simple, yet massively parallel, process- 

ing elements which are able to be asynchronously operating; 11) have adequate local memory in each pro- 
cessing element to hold the states of neurons ,the weights , and the program itself; iii) consist of process- 
ing element(s) capable of handling I/O activities; iv) provide a high communication bandwidth between 
  

* This research is in part supported by a grant from DARPA. 
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processing elements; and v) be cost effective. 

To satisfy the above requirements, we propose a fine-grained, loosely-coupled, dataflow-based mul- 
tiprocessor design where each computing node is a dataflow processor (in current design they are static 
architecture) connected through a point-to-point link interconnection network. A noticeable point is that 

the loosely-coupled processors can have a separate I/O system from the interface of host computer. This 
feature enables a particular sub-set in a large neural net to take specific I/O data, which is of no concern 
to other portions of the net, without overloading the host interface and routing the message through the 
interconnection network. In such an architecture, the communication between neurons in different proces- 
sors is asynchronous. In addition, neurons within the same processor also communicate in an asynchro- 
nous fashion due to the dataflow operations. 

2.1. Neural Net - Dataflow Graph Transformation 

A dataflow program is described by a dataflow graph, and a specific neural net model is also 
represented by a topology graph plus its operation algorithm. Though both graphs constructed by nodes 
and links, they stand for different meaning. Hence, a method to transform a neural net to a correspond- 

ing dataflow graph is required such that neural operations can be executed on a data flow-based machine. 

Our transformation method is essentially a disassembling procedure which disassembles complicated 
operations in the neural net into several simpler computations that are executable on the proposed 
dataflow machine. For example, in a typical neural operation, a node sums N weighted inputs and passes 

the result through a nonlinearity. We can disassemble this operation into N multiplication nodes, one 

node which sums these N products, and follow it by the activation function fy. Figure 1 presents this 

transformation for node N4 with three inputs (N = 3). Here, circles denote nodes and boxes denote input 
pools. Note that N additional nodes are generated in order to hold the corresponding weights. The 
transformation for those nodes which reside in the same level and perform the same operation, such as 
Ni, N2, and N3 in the example, are identical. The relative positions among these nodes in the 
transformed graph also remain the same. Thus, adding or deleting nodes on the original graph later does 

not necessarily require an overall retransformation. In fact, to reflect the modification, only attaching or 
removing the corresponding subgraph on the transformed graph is sufficient. For a given learning algo- 

rithm, the transformation can be modularly constructed on a neural function to neural function basis. 
This is because only a few neural functions are involved in any artificial neural net and there is no depen- 

dency among those functions except the data dependency. 

Ne 

eH) &%) & 
before transformation 

      

                    
N1 wl N2 w2 N3~ w3 

node N4 after transformation 

Figure 1. A simple neural net-dataflow graph transformation example 

Figure 2(a) presents a topology of a simple three-layered back propagation (6] neural. net where the 
backward links used for propagating errors are not always shown. The neural functions in this neural net 

can be grouped into four classes of modules. They are (ml) summing the weighted inputs, (m2) updating 
the weights according to the error signal, (m3) supplying input data, and (m4) supplying target data, 
respectively. By employing the modular transformation technique, the corresponding dataflow graph can 
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Figure 2. A transformation example of a complete neural net with back propagation algorithm 
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be obtained as shown in Figure 2(b) in which only the left half is shown. Note that the right half would 
be identical to Figure 2(b) since the network is symmetric. In the transformed graph, the backward error 
links appear downward and explicitly, such as L1 and L2. Clearly, the whole transformed graph is com- 
posed of several subgraphs circled by broken lines in which each subgraph stands for a module and per- 
forms a specific neural function. In a similar way, this transformation can be applied to any neural net 
model with any number of neurons. 

The modular transformation technique has been verified through software simulations based on 
several different learning algorithms. Simulation results show that the transformed network indeed per- 
forms the functions of the original network and does converge with exactly the same learning performance 
as we expect from a conventional implementation of such neural net. 

3. Dynamic Dataflow 

Based on the transformed dataflow graph, we found that some nodes are unable to fire until the 
tokens representing the updated weights and/or the outputs of certain nodes generated from the previous 
iteration are present. This fact which occurs in most neural nets would reduce the parallelism to a good 
extent and hence results in a speed bottleneck. Those tokens whose absences would cause a bottleneck are 
called bottleneck tokens. 

In order to remove this bottleneck, we slightly modify the firing rule in the static dataflow model 
such that those bottleneck tokens will not be consumed even after their destination nodes fire. In this 
way, a bottleneck token will always be there until a new corresponding bottleneck token arrives and 
replaces it. This modification allows immediate firing of a node with a new set of inputs. Thus, parallel- 
ism is highly increased. However, we must keep track of each set of weights as they relate to a new set of 
input values. This can be easily achieved through the coloring mechanism of a dynamic dataflow 
machine. We have also simulated this environment using several neural networks. The simulation results 
indicate that this deviation makes the modified network keep the same learning capability but with a 
much smaller number of iterations. In the example of Figure 2, which is used to solve a two-input 
exclusive-or problem with 500 presentations of target data , the unit time elapsed is 12000 against 20000 
in the unmodified network. This is equivalent to a factor of 1.7 speedup. 

4. Conclusion 

Due to the fact that both current analog VLSI technology and existing emulation approaches suffer 
respective weaknesses, we have presented a dataflow-based multiprocessor prototype system for efficiently 
implementing neural nets. A modular transformation technique was also presented to embody the execu- 
tability of neural nets on such a dataflow machine. Until the technology for direct analog implementation 
is fully developed, this dataflow approach provides an efficient alternative to realize neural nets. 
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Abstract: The importance of production systems (PS) in artificial intelligence has been repeatedly recog- 
nized in a number of expert systems. We demonstrate in this paper that the connectionist approach can be 
applied to the PS paradigm. The three-layers of a ring-structured feedback network with associative mem- 
ories is considered as an architecture. Characteristics of production systems are identified, based on 
which mapping PS onto neural networks are done along the local representation. Simulation results show 

that the proposed approach can be efficient for PS processing. 

1. Problems and Approaches in Production Systems 

A production system consists of production memory (PM), working memory (WM), and infer- 

ence engine (IE). PM (or rulebase) is composed of productions (or rules), each of which 

performs predefined actions if all the necessary conditions are satisfied. The left-hand side 

(LHS), the condition part, and the right-hand side (RHS), the action part consist of patterns. 

The productions operate on WM which is a database of assertions, called working memory el- 
ements (WMES). Both patterns and WMEs have a list of elements, called attribute-value 

pairs (AVPs). The value to an attribute can be either constant in lower case or variable in up- 

per case. The inference engine repeatedly executes an inference cycle which consists of three 

steps: (1) matching condition patterns of all the productions against the WMEs to determine 
the satisfied productions, (2) resolving conflicts to select one among satisfied productions, 
and (3) rule firing to perform action patterns of the selected production. IE will halt the PS ei- 
ther when there are no satisfied productions or when the desired solution is found. 

The PS paradigm described above presents inefficiencies. The time taken to match pat- 

terns over WMEs can reach 90% of the total computation time [3]. Another weakness is in 
heavy memory dependency, i.e., all the patterns to be matched must be repeatedly stored 
and recalled for a new inference cycle. This in turn gives less-adaptability to complex prob- 
lems and new environments where robustness and self-learning are essential. 

To solve the above problems, neural network [6,7] and data-driven multiprocessor [4] 

approaches have been proposed. The architecture of a neural network proposed in this study 
has three layers of neurons which form a ring-structured feedback network. A hardware ap- 
proach is to reduce the matching step, which takes 90% of the total computation time. Inser- 
tion of Bidirectional Associative Memories (BAMs) [5] between layers substantially reduc- 

es the matching time. At the same time, the memory dependency can be flattened by the pro- 
posed architecture and mapping strategy. 

2. The Three Layers of Ring-Structured Architecture 

The architecture proposed for the PS paradigm consists of three layers, (1) condition, (2) 
rule, and (3) action-layers, as well as three associative memories, BAM1, BAM2, and BAM3. 

Fig.1(a) shows the logical organization of the architecture. Neurons in the three layers con- 
nected through a ring structure feed information forward. Upon completion of an inference cy- 
cle, the newly created state of WM is fed backward for another inference cycle. 
  

* This research was supported in part by AFOSR #88-0274. 
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Action Layer 
2-fleld 

Fig.1: Three layers ring-structured architecture. (a) Logical organization, (b) Detailed architecture.       

As depicted in Fig.1(b), the condition-layer (X-field) which has nm neurons )....,x,, 

xe {0,1}, reflects the state of WM. If x,=1, the corresponding WME is present at WM. Other- 

wise, the WME is absent. An initial state of a PS is presented to this layer in the form of a 
vector X with n elements. The rmule-layer (Y-field) has p neurons yop» each of which rep- 

resents one of several instantiations of the rules. All the possible instantiated rules are rep- 
resented in this layer. The activation of a neuron indicates that the corresponding rule is to 
instantiate. The action-layer (Z-field) holds a set of WMEs indicating how and what opera- 

tions it will enforce on WM. 
BAM1 holds dependence relations between WMEs and conditions of a particular rule. Giv- 

en a set of WMEs, rule(s) will be instantiated, thereby turning on/off the corresponding neu- 
rons in the rule layer. BAM2 holds information between WMEs and actions of a particular 

rule. Upon selection and firing of a rule, WMEs in the action layer will be changed by turning 
on/off the corresponding neurons. BAM3 holds information between the previous and next 
states of WM. When WMEs are changed due to the rule firing, the neurons in the action layer 

will reflect the current state to the previous state of the condition layer. 

3. Representation of Working and Production Memories 

WM at any point in time holds a subset of all the possible instantiation of condition patterns. 
Let p,=[(@, v,),.-..(@, v,)] be a pattern consisting of n AVPs. Suppose that p, has in its n val- 

ue-parts m variables, each of which can be bound to d different values. There would be a 
maximum of md different WMEs, resulting in md neurons in each X- and Z-layers. A straight- 

forward way of representing the state of WM is assigning a WME to a neuron. Assignment of 
neurons in the Y-layer for PM is based on how the rule be instantiated, i.e., information re- 
garding as which variables bind what values will establish a basis. An example will clarify 

the assignment process. 
Consider below a production system with RULE1 and four WMEs. RULE! has two condi- 

tion patterns u,, u, and two action patterns v,, v,. The condition pattern u, consisting of two 
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AVPs has a variable F. The condition pat- 
Rule 1 WM tern u, with three AVPS has variables F 

u,: [(a 1) (0 F)] w,: [@ 1) © 2)] and G. Action patterns v,’s are proceeded 

uy: (PF) (qG)3)]_ w,: [fa 1) (b 3)] by ‘+’ or ‘—’ indicating adding to and delet- 
— w,: [(p 1) (q 2) (r 3)] ing from WM. Assuming that the variables 
v,: -[(a 1) (6 G)] w,: [(p 2) (q 3) (r 3)] F and G can be bound to 1,..,3, each of the 

V5: +[(p G) (q F) (r 3)] X and Z-layers can be modeled with 12     neurons since there can be a maximum of 

12 different WMEs for RULE1. Table 1 shown below lists all 12 possible instantiations of 
RULE1 and their assignments to neurons X,,...,X,. of X-layer and Z,,...,2,5 of Z-layer. 

  

  

Neurons WMEsassigned Neurons WMEsassigned Neurons WMEsassigned 
    

X,2; [(a1) (1) XyZ5 [(P1)(q2)3)] XZ: [(P 2) (3) F 3)] 

XZ: [(a 1) (0 2)] XeZ— = (P10 (@3) C3) Xq2Z19: [ 3) G1 3)) 

X323: [(a 1) (b 3)] Xp2q (P2QUVES) ——-%yy7% 2 (3) G2) 3) 
XZ, [(P1)(q1)@3)] X42: = [(p 2) (q 2) ( 3)] X19:212: [@ 3) (q 3) @ 3)] 

Table 1: Assignment of all 12 instantiations of Rule? to neurons of X-layer and Z-layer. 

An initial state of the WM shown above can then be represented in the X-layer as: X 
=(011010001000). Given the initial state, RULE1 is instantiated by w, and w, with F any G 

bound respectively to 2 and 3. Selection and firing of RULE] affects WMEs [(a 1) (b 3)] and 
[(p 3) (q 2) (r 3)] according to v, and v,. The fact that 2 WMEs are influenced by the rule fir- 

ing is represented in the Z-layer by turning z, off and z,, on, i.e., Z=(00@000000010), where 

z, is marked @(null) to indicate its deletion from WM. 

To satisfy u, and u, of RULE1, the variables F of u, and F of u, must be bound to the same 

value v. G can be bound to any value vw’ such that vv. For the given four WMEs w,,...,w,, the 

variables F and G are bound respectively to 2 and 3 to satisfy RULE1. The fact that F and G 
are bound to 2 and 3 constitutes a particular state of the Y-layer. For RULE1 there can be a 
maximum of nine different combinations of variable bindings, requiring nine neurons in the Y- 

layer. Assigning variable bindings to the neurons y,,...,y, is made as follows: y,:(F=1,G=1), 

y,:(F=1,G=2), y,:(F=1,G=3), y4:(F=2,G=1), y,:(F=2,G=2),.... Yo:(F=3,G=3). When the rule 

is instantiated with (F=2,G=1), the Y-layer is represented as: Y=(000100000). 

      

4. Encoding the Three Associative Memories 

We shall continue using the above example to show the encoding of three BAMs. Associa- 

tions for BAM1 is derived from the X and Y-layers. The given four WMEs is represented in 

the X-layer as X1=(011010001000). The corresponding instantiation of the rule for the given 
WMEs is represented in the Y-layer as Y1=(000100000). An association for BAM1 is then 

obtained as: A(X1,Y1),44,, = {(011010001000),(000100000)}. Associations for BAM2 is de- 

rived from the Y and the Z-layers. Given RULE1 and w,,...,w,, the Y-layer will have y, turned 

on, resulting in Y1=(000100000). According to the action patterns, the Z-layer will become: 

Z1=(00100000@010). An association for BAM2 is obtained as: A(Y1,Z1),,,,.={(00010000 

0), (00100000@010)}. 
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After firing of RULE1, WM contains the following 4 WMEs: w,, w,, w,, and w,.,=[(p 3) (q 

2) (r 3)]. This new state is (011010000010), which must be subsequently represented in the 

X-layer. A simple way of doing this update is a combination of AND/OR operations on two 
states of X rev (011010001000) and Z rev= (001000002010). A combination of AND opera- 

tions on the plain binary values and OR operations on the null values gives a new state 
X ew=(011010000010). An association for BAM3 is, therefore, obtained as A(Z1,X1), 44, = 

{(00100000@010), (011010001000)}. Applying the same procedures, remaining associations 
for the three BAMs can be easily obtained. 

5. Simulations and Conclusions 

Our simulation is on the blocks world STRIPS [2] with two blocks. Assigning binary {0,1} or 

bipolar {—1,+1} values to associations seems straightforward. However, the actual proce- 
dure for the encoding of BAMs is a rather difficult task for two reasons: First, the continuity 
assumption [5] must be satisfied, 1.e., H(X,,X;)/n=H(V;,¥ )ip=H(Z,,Z,)/m, where H(*,*) 1s a 

Hamming distance between two vectors. Second, H(*,*) for any two vectors of the same lay- 
er need be large enough to distinguish each other from the crowd. Enforcing the following con- 

dition, H(X,,X )>n/2, HY,.Y,)>p/2, H(Z,,Z,)>m/2 for ij=1,...,8, and i#/, we were able to suc- 

cessfully implement STRIPS with 2 blocks in our architecture. 
Three BAMs are not listed in this paper due to the space constraint. For details, see [6]. 

Using our architecture and mapping strategy, matching condition patterns over WMEs reduc- 

es to O(1). When the correct initial state is presented to the network, our architecture can 
find the goal state in four iterations for the problem with two blocks. When a disturbed initial 
state is presented to the network, irrelevant operators are selected and fired, resulting in an 
incorrect solution. This is due to the facts that the heuristics which prune the irrelevant 

search paths are not considered in this study and that our study is mainly in reducing match- 
ing time in production systems. In summary, the architecture and mapping strategy we devel- 

oped in this work substantially reduces the pattern matching time and assimilate the memory 
dependency of production systems in parallel processing environment by flattening it into lay- 

ers of neurons. 
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ABSTRACT 

We demonstrate an opto-electronic neural network that can 
recognize the 26 characters of the alphabet for the first 
time. This success is owing to the adoption of the proposed 
quantized learning rule suitable for optical implementation 
and the development of the dynamic opto-electronic neural 
network. 

1. Introduction 

Recently, there has been a strong requirement for the high- 
speed, low-cost and minituarized neural networks in order to 
use them in the practical fields. Among several approaches 
including Si-LSI neuro-chips, the opto-electronic approach is 
expected to play an important role in the implementation of 
neural networks because it allows the use of the innate 
parallelism and dense interconnection capabilities of optics 
in conjunction with the nonlinear processing ability of 
electronics. ) 

Up to date,2)-4) many opto-electronic neural networks have 
been reported. Psaltis and Farhat pioneered this field by 
demonstrating the Hopfield aggociative memory uSing discrete 
opto-electronic components. We have reported the optical 
associative neuro-chip in which light emitting diodes, 
synaptic interconnection matrix and photodiodes are integrated 
in a layered structure on GaAs substrate. 

One of the important features of neural network is that it 
automatically acquires knowledge through learning. However, 
most of the reported opto-electronic neural networks are, with 
a few exceptions, ) based on the Hopfield models without 
learning mechanism. This is due to the lack of a suitable 
analogue spatial light modulator (SLM) as a synaptic 
connection device. 

In the first part of this paper, we propose a quantized 
learning rule which is basically the back-propagation 
learning rule but modified for utilizing the binary-operating 
SLM. In the second part, we demonstrate the recognition of 26 
characters of the alphabet using the proposed learning rule 
and the dynamic opto-electronic neural network. 

2. Quantized learning rule 
The back-propagation learning rule is an error-correction- 

type learning rule using a set of supervised signals and 
training signals.® Although the usefulness of this learning 
rule is verified by computer simulations, the weights of the 
Synaptic connection must be continuously varied in the 
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learning process. This requirement makes it difficult to use 

the reliable SLMs such as magneto-optic SLMs and liquid 

crystal SLMs that operate in a binary digital value. To solve 

this problem, we propose the quantized learning rule. The 

procedure of the learning rule is summarized as follows. 

(1)Start from random-distributed continuous weight W;;. Wij is 

a connection strength between ith and jth neurons. 

(2)Convert the continuous weight W,;, into three discrete 

levels (-W,0,W). We call this discrete level Wi.4 quantized 

level. J 

(3)Choose one training signal and the corresponding supervised 

signal that the network is required to learn, and present 

them to the network. These signals are unipolar binary 

vectors. 

(4)Calculate the correction signal AW; according to the 

conventional back-propagation rule. 

(5)Correct the original continuous signal Wis by adding AW, - . 

(6)Repeat steps (2)-(5) for all pairs of training and 

supervised signals. 

(7)Repeat steps (2)-(6) until the connection strength pattern 

of the network is converged. 

(8)Convert the final continuous weight into the quantized 

level if the connection strength pattern is converged. 

The computer simulation results for the recognition of 26 

characters of the alphabet are shown in Fig.1, by plotting the 

recognition rate as a function of the Hamming distance. The 

simulation was done using the three layered network where the 

number of neurons of the input, hidden and output layers are 

30, 32 and 26, respectively. 26 unipolar binary vectors with 

30 bit length were rearranged two-dimensionally as characters 

"3" to "Zz". The learning was performed so that one of the 26 

output neurons corresponding to the input character was 

excited. In the simulation, the connection strength pattern 

was converged by 13000 times of learning (500 times for each 

character). As shown in Fig.1, there is little difference 

between the conventional continuous back-propagation learning 

and the proposed quantized learning. Therefore, it is 

confirmed that the quantized learning rule is very useful for 

opto-electronic neural networks using the binary-operating 

SLMs. 

3. Experimental set-up 

A schematic diagram of the dynamic opto-electronic neural 

network developed for the alphabet recognition is shown in 

Fig.2. In this system, two optical multipliers corresponding 

to the positive and negative synaptic connections were used to 

calculate the product of the unipolar binary vector with the 

bipolar synaptic matrix. In Fig.2, only one optical multiplier 

is shown to simplify. Each multiplier is constructed of an 

array of 32 light emitting diodes (LEDs), a binary-operating 

liquid crystal SLM with 32x32 pixels, an array of 32 photo- 

diodes (PDs). The time-division multiplexing technique ) was 

used to implement the three layered network. 

The operation procedure is described as follows. At first, 
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the input vector v(1) and the connection matrix W(I,H) between 
the input and hidden layers are addressed to the LED array and 

the SLM, respectively. The output vector u(2) from the PD 

array is thresholded by the comparators to obtain the neuron 
state vector of the hidden layer v - Next, v ) and the 
connection matrix W(H,O) between the hidden and output layers 
arg addressed to the LED array and the SLM. The output vector 

u from the PD array is transmitted to a maximum-value 
selector. The output neuron which takes the maximum-value 

among 26 neurons corresponds to the desired answer to the 
input incomplete character. 

4. Experimental results 
For all training set of 26 characters, perfect recognition 

was successfully achieved by using the dynamic network 

described above. In Fig.1, the experimental recognition rate 

is also shown as a function of the Hamming distance d. The 

recognition rate was averaged over the randomly-selected 

signals more than 100 patterns for each Hamming distance. In 

response to the almost all incomplete input patterns of d=2, 
the correct character could be retrieved. These results agree 
with the computer simulations as shown in the figure. 

The processing time of the constructed network was a few 
seconds and it was limitted by the slow response time of the 

SLM utilized in this work. However, it is not essential at 

present stage. The processing time can be dramatically 

improved by separating the optical vector-matrix multipliers 
between the input and hidden layers, and the hidden and output 

layers. 

5. Conclusion 

We proposed the quantized learning rule that allows the use 

of the binary-operating SLM. Furthermore, we demonstrated the 

recognition of alphabet 26 characters using actual dynamic 

opto-electronic neural network for the first time. The 

experimental results agreed with the computer simulation 

results. The optical neural networks reported in this work is 

quite suitable for integrating the system in a chip. The 

possibility of such optical neuro-chip will be also discussed 

at the conference. 
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FLETE: An Opponent Neuromuscular Design for 
Factorization of Length and Tension 

Daniel Bullock} and Stephen Grossbergt 
Cognitive & Neural Systems Program, Boston University 

Boston, MA 02215, USA 

How does the nervous system ensure independent control, or factorization, of the length and tension of muscles controlling a moving limb? We report simulations that show how 
an opponently organized spino-muscular system (Figure 1) may use co-contraction to vary limb compliance over a large range without causing joint rotations by inadvertently chang- 
ing the lengths of opponent muscles. Consider the forces, Fj, ¢ = 1,2 developed by two 
muscles operating on different sides of a joint. In a springy tissue like muscle, force depends 
on the amount of stretch beyond the resting length. Because muscle can actively contract, 
muscle has a variable threshold length for force development. Thus we have 

F, = 9((L;-Iy+ ci]*) (1) 
where L; is muscle length, I; is the resting muscle length, C; is degree of contraction, and 
g(w) is monotone increasing. Notation [w]+ means max(w,0). Because contracted fibers 
yteld when the force acting to stretch them is sufficiently large, a simple law for C; is 

50% = Bi[(Bi - C:)M; - 60] - [F - F]* (2) 
where 0 < #; < 1 and M; is the output signal of the ith alpha-motoneuron pool. When 
force F; exceeds threshold Ip, it reduces contraction. By constraint £;, contraction caused 
by neural input M, is slow relative to decontraction by external forces. 

At equilibrium, £C; = 0 in (2), so the equilibrium value of C;, is 

- + up, — Batol" 
C= M;+6 ° (3) 

Given (3), how is it possible to generate and sustain forces much larger than I'p at a 
fixed muscle length? By )> greater force at a fixed length L; can be generated only by 
increasing C;. However, if 6; is constant and less than 1, then (3) shows that the negative 
force feedback will cancel the effects of increasing M,, and C; will not grow large. To 
overcome this deficiency, let the contraction rate parameter GB; and the number of sites 
B; increase with M;. Such a relation is called the size principle [3]: As total excitatory 
input to the alpha motoneuron population grows, it recruits additional, progressively larger 
motoneurons which have faster conducting axons, whose collaterals reach many more motor 
fibers and whose potentials evoke more rapid muscle contractions. Equation (3) provides 
a new, functional, perspective on the size principle. 

However, the size principle can pose a threat to stable position coding. If a limb 
segment is initially at equilibrium, such that F, = Fy, then by (1), 

g([L1 — Ty + C1(Ay)]*) = o([L2 — Tz + C2(A,)]*), (4) 
t Supported in part by the National Science Foundation (NSF IRI-87-16960). 
{ Supported in part by the National Science Foundation (NSF IRI-87-16960) and the Air Force Office of 

Scientific Research (AFOSR F49620-87-C-0018). 
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[i INTRAFUSAL MUSCLES 

Figure 1. FLETE model components: Neuron populations comprising two channels control opponent mus- 
cles (AG for agonist, ANT for antagonist) acting on a joint. Descending signal P to both channels allows 
co-contraction and joint stiffening. Adjusting the balance between descending signals A; and A; allows recip- 
rocal contractions and joint repositioning. For clarity, subpopulations of neurons and some signal pathways 
are not depicted. Key: Ia; = Ia interneuron population in channel i,i = 1,2; y; = gamma motoneurons; 
MN; = alpha motoneurons; R; = Renshaw cells; + = excitatory input; — = inhibitory input. 

where C,(A;) denotes the equilibrium value of C; when M, = f(A) in (2). Now try to 
hold the limb at the same position, but more rigidly, by increasing the level of muscle 
contraction on both sides of the joint. To do this, add constant P to each motoneuron 
input [4]. Thus M, = f(A, +P) and M, = f(A, +P). However, by the size principle, (4) 
implies 

g((L1 — 1, + C,(Ai + P)|*) = g([L2 — Ty + C2(An + P)I*) (5) 
for arbitrary P and the same initial values of L; only if A, = Az (Figure 2): Thus a co- 
contractive input P aimed at stabilizing limb position could instead cause a limb rotation. 
This is a failure to factorize length and tension. 

Renshaw cells are well situated to play a compensatory role: Opponent Renshaw pop- 
ulations R, and R, measure the output of their respective alpha-motoneuron populations, 
a-M N,, and a-M Np», and compare those outputs via mutually inhibitory signals (Figure 
1). A consensus emerges regarding which MN channel to inhibit via Renshaw feedback, 
and which to disinhibit via feedback along the Ia interneuron (IaIN) pathway. Suppose 
that a co-contractive input, P, to a-MN, and a-MN, occurs when input A, exceeds A, 
and that the activity of a-MN, is consequently multiplied by a larger factor than that of 
a-M Np» due to the size principle (Figure 2). Then R, also becomes much more active due 
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Figure 2. When opponent motoneuron populations obey the size principle, a co-contractive signal P sent in parallel to both populations can disrupt the Joint position code. (A) Signals A; and A, supraliminally activate only small cells in opposing channels and their relative sizes determine the balance of muscular forces and thus the equilibrium joint position. (B) With A; > A2, co-contractive signal P causes the total input A, + P to exceed the big cell threshold while input Az + P remains below the big cell threshold. Thus part of the signal P is subjected to greater amplification in channel 1 than in channel 2. Unless compensated, this would create a new balance of forces and cause an unwanted joint rotation. 

  

to a size-correlated synaptic weighting on a-MN, axon collaterals to R, (2],[5]. Because the opposing R, has not experienced as large an input increment, R, will transiently be- come more active than R; by an amount that scales with the difference between the o- MN output increments due to the change in P. Thus this system calculates an error due to 
unequal amplifications of co-contractive inputs. This error signal then directly inhibits a-MN, and, by inhibiting IaIN,, indirectly activates a-MN,. Both actions work to zero 
the error without negating either the shared increment in a-M N; activation required to 
increase joint stiffness, or the joint angle setting determined by the difference in descending 
inputs, exclusive of P, to opponent a-MN and IaIN populations. 

This conjecture has been supported by our computer simulations, which assumed a rotary joint affected by two opponent muscles, each of which is inserted in the moving 
Segment one unit from the axis of rotation. The distance from muscle origin to the axis of 
rotation was 20 units, and the midpoint of the limb’s 180° excursion was stipulated to be 
at joint angle O = 0°. Origin-to-insertion muscle lengths, L;, were thus functions of O: 
  

  

Ty, = y (cos 0)? +(20-—sin9)?, L y= (cos ©)? + (20 + sin@)? (6) 

Because these simulations concerned only large-scale effects on equilibrium joint angle, we 
ignored moment-arm and force-velocity effects and chose the simple force law 

F; = k[L; - I; + C,]* (7) 

where k = .5, I; = 20.9 and i = 1,2. Limb dynamics were governed by equation 

d? 1 dO qn? = li -h-n=) (8) 
where m represents mass and n is a damping coefficient. 
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Contractile state C; was governed by (3). Variables 6; and B; were defined by: 

Bj = .05+ .02(A;+ P), B;=2+ 20(A; + P) (9) 

Both variables grow as a function of total descending input A; + P to the MN pools in 
channel 2, but 6; grows with a smaller slope. Use of §; and B; in Equations (2) and (9) 
approximates a-MN recruitment effects that occur tn vivo. 

Recruitment of larger motoneurons causes larger inputs to the Renshaw cells. In our 
lumped model, this effect was absorbed into a single variable, z;, which was a function 
of recruitment extent, approximated by A; + P. The equations for opponent Renshaw 
populations were thus 

oR = (AB; _ R;)z;M; — R;(1 + R;) (10) 

z; = .2+ .8(A;+ P) (11) 

where {7,7} = {1,2} and A =5. 

We modeled the opponent alpha-motoneuron populations via 

4 ug, = 4[(AB; — Mi)(Ai + P+ xB)] — Mi +0R; +4) (12) 

where {i,j} = {1,2},¢ = .2, and 2 =0 or 1. Inhibitory inputs I; come from the IaINs 
(Figure 1) and excitatory inputs E; from the muscle spindles. IaIN dynamics were modeled 
without direct dependence on B;, and without a co-activating input P: 

£1; = $(10 — 1)(Ai + xB) — (1 +0; + Fi) (13) 
Results. In our simulations, variables A,, Aj, and P were constant inputs and vari- 

ables L,;, F;, and O were dependent variables. Composite spindle feedback signals E, and 
Ez in Equations (12) and (13) were gated off in our simulations by setting x = 0. This 
allowed us to test the ability of the Renshaw-Ia-MN feedback circuit to achieve position 
code invariance without assistance from stretch reflexes. 

When Renshaw feedback was absent ( = 0), changing P while A, and Az remained 
fixed led to large rotations. When Renshaw feedback was present (2 = 1), rotations due 
to changing P with fixed A, and Az were < 1°. This was the invariance property we 
sought. A more complete discussion of relevant physiology, of our modeling results, and 
their relation to our model of variable-speed trajectory formation will appear in [1]. 
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A Self-Regulating Generator of Sample-and-Hold 
Random Training Vectors 

Paolo Gaudiano and Stephen Grossberg 
Boston University 

Center for Adaptive Systems 
111 Cummington street 

Boston, MA 02215 

The Role of Circular Reactions in Self-Organization 
How does a child learn to produce the sounds that he hears? How does he learn to reach for objects that 

he sees? Piaget{1] has provided a useful insight with his concept of a circular reaction. When an infant makes 
internally generated movements of his hand, the eyes automatically follow this motion. As he fixates the 
hand at a variety of positions, a transformation is learned between the eye-head system and the hand-arm 
system. As learning progresses, the reverse transformation is also learned, eventually enabling the child to 
touch what he sees. Thus the circular reaction is based on endogenously generated actions whose commands 
are correlated with sensory feedback by means of an associative transformation. 

This article describes a self-regulating endogenous generator of random vectors that can be used to learn 
correct sensory-motor or motor-motor transformations during a circular reaction. The generator is biphasic: 
The generation of each vector is followed by a complementary quiescent phase to allow learning, after which 
a new vector is generated. Such a sample-and-hold mechanism allows the adaptive sensory-motor system to 
learn the correct transformations in a self-regulated periodic environment. Here randomness provides the 
substrate for adaptive control of deterministic motor behaviour. 

A Self-Regulating Generator of Random Trainable Vectors 
The Vector Integration To Endpoint (VITE) model for generation of synchronous multi-joint trajectories 

has been described by Bullock and Grossberg{2]. A self-organizing adaptive VITE model that incorporates 
the random vector generator is described in Gaudiano and Grossberg{3]. 

The following equations describe one generator channel, which is depicted in Figure 1: 

Random Input to the Generator 

_ J € [us —o3,us +03] with probability py — J+ — . + 

f= Ai = Keonstant); Jj" = My with probability (1 — p;) (1) 

Where yz is the average input level and a, is the maximum possible deviation from py. 

Pauser Gate 

~J 1 DY >Tp 
1P ={ 0 otherwise (2) 

where Ip is a fixed threshold, and Y,~ is described below (eq. 5 ). 

On and Off Channel Activations 

+ 
: sci = -AX} + (B-X}+) (1+ Jt +p); te = -AX; +(B-X;)I (3) 

Habituating Transmitter Gates 

“i = (p- 23) -En(xtyzt, 2 = 0(D- 27) - EN(xp)a (4) 
where f(X) = aX + BX? represents a nonlinear habituation law. 
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Figure 1: The endogenous generator circuit (left diagram). The On channels (+ superscript) provide the 
random unbiased test vectors, while the Off channels (-) regulate the pauser gate and the phasic input Jt. 
The right diagram shows the basic layout of the VITE model and its inputs from the generator. 

Opponent Output Signals 

¥+(t) = [XP ZF - XP Zz) +; ¥F() = [X7 27 - XP ZF] + (5) 
where [W] + = maz(W, 0). 

The above equations describe a gated dipole (Grossberg, ([4,5,6]) with nonlinear transmitter habituation 
(the “+” and “-” superscripts refer to the “On” and “Off” channels, respectively, as shown in Figure 1). 

With this formulation, the net signal through the gate exhibits a transient response for sufficiently large 
input channel activations. As a result, when the On channel receives random inputs J* it produces a 
transient response. As the transmitter Z+ habituates to lower levels, the On channel activation decays, 

disinhibiting the Off channel. Once enough Off channels are active the pauser gate yp exceeds the threshold 

T'p, becoming active. This shuts off the random input Jt, leading to a vigorous rebound in the Off channel 
due to the habituated On transmitter gates. When the transmitter in the On channel is replenished, the 
pauser gate is inactivated. This restores random input to the On channel, and a new cycle begins. 

Fig. 2 illustrates computer simulations of the various levels of a one-channel generator. The bottom 
row shows a trace of the phasic input (dashed line) and the X; activations. The middle row represents the 
available transmitter levels! Z;, and the top row depicts the resulting Y,* (left) and Y;~ outputs. Note the 
complementarity of the On and Off outputs, and the quasi-periodic nature of the alternating phases. 

Adaptive Tuning of PPC and TPC Coordinates 
The VITE model generates synchronous multi-joint trajectory commands [2] by integrating the Difference 

Vector (DV) between the limb’s Present Position Command (PPC) and its Target Position Command (TPC). 
The present work shows how signals from TPC to DV are adaptively calibrated during the circular reaction 
to be in the same measurement scale as signals from PPC to DV. 

The generator output signals are integrated at the PPC. This causes a limb movement which ends when 
the pauser gate turns on. Then a copy of the PPC is instated at the TPC through the Now Print (NP) gate, 
and learning in the TPC—DV pathways drives the DV toward zero until TPC—DV signals and PPC-—+DV 
signals are in the same measurement scale. PPC integration of endogenously generated signals obeys the 

equation: 
  

1It should be noted that Z;= remains constant throughout the simulation because it receives no phasic input. 
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Figure 2: The behaviour of the various layers in the generator. Parameters for this simulation: A=0.1, B=1.0 
C=0.1, D=10.0, E=0.5, I=0.05, 4y=0.05, oy =1.0, py =0.5, ['p=0.08, a= 0, B= 1. The Z values are plotted 
between 0.0 and 10.0, while all the other values are in the range [0,1]. 

Present Position Command 

dP* dP- _ - 
“do (1— P*) Yt. - PHYS; “da (1— P>) Yof - P, Y3f-13 (8) 

Each VITE channel consists of an agonist-antagonist pair, thus requiring input from two generator On 
channels. This is reflected in the notation Y,t_, and Y;t, which shows the existence of two generator channels 
for each VITE channel. 

System 1-6 is capable of generating an unbiased distribution of PPC vectors, as illustrated in Figure 3a. 
The abscissa represents the difference in amplitude between the agonist and antagonist side of the first PPC, 
and the ordinate that of the other PPC. Each 2-D vector was calculated at the moment when the PPC is 
copied into the TPC, where it remains unchanged until the next On phase. All four generator modules were 
coupled to a single pauser gate, which guarantees synchronous On and Off phases across generator modules. 

Figures 3b and 3c show histograms of the number of vectors within each of sixteen evenly-spaced angles 
(—z, 7] and magnitudes [0,1] with respect to the origin. The curves confirm the unbiased distribution of 
the random vectors. Note that the distribution of output vector magnitudes can be modulated by generator 
parameter choices without changing the random input J+ characteristics. 

Concluding Remarks 
We have presented a model that generates unbiased random vectors interleaved with quiescent phases 

that allow for complementary tasks-such as learning-which require periodically stationary inputs. The 
random vector generator provides the VITE model with a self-regulating mechanism for learning circular 
reactions, such that input stationarity occurs when the PPC and the TPC encode the same vector. The 
model is robust across a wide range of parameters, and allows modulation of the distribution and temporal 
characteristics of its output vectors. 

The behaviour of the VITE model when the generator is active is functionally similar to the babbling 
phase observed in an infant’s speech acquisition, during which the infant produces a series of endogenously 
generated sounds, which are used in learning the transformation between speech perception and production. 
An analogous babbling phase may be used to control self-tuning of parameters used in trajectory formation 
for execution of planned motor tasks. 
  

?Terms not related to the generator have been omitted for clarity. See[3] for additional details. 
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Figure 3: Random PPC vectors generated by four generator modules: (a) Each dot represents the pairwise 
difference of the four Y,;* responses; (b) Vector distribution at each of sixteen evenly-spaced angles between 

—a and 7; (c) Vector distribution at each of sixteen evenly-spaced magnitudes in the interval (0, 1]. 
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ABSTRACT: A layered neural network model is proposed for controlling robotic manipulators. The model has 
self-organizing mechanism in the second layer, where the function of cerebellar Golgi cell system is attached. 
Connections are formed automatically by modifying both excitatory and inhibitory weights according to Hebb-type 
learning rule. It is shown that cells in the second layer self-organize into representatives of similar inputs. The 
model has been applied to learn to control a manipulator with dynamic characteristics. The ability of generalization 
and adaptation to failures of cells (redundancy) is demonstrated by computer experiment. 

INTRODUCTION 
It is well known that neural networks in cerebellar cortex play important roles in executing movement 

smoothly and accurately based on a great amount of information stored in modifiable synapses [1,2]. Hence, the 
cerebellum can be regarded as a sophisticated controller which has great ability of learning and of adapting itself to 
external circumstances. 

In the cerebellar neural networks, the layer of granule cell is equipped with the Golgi cell. This layer 
corresponds to the second layer of the perceptron model of the cerebellum proposed by Marr [3] and Albus [4]. 
According to their theory, the role of the Golgi cell is considered to keep firing rate of parallel fibers constant by 
monitoring activity of both mossy fibers and parallel fibers. It is also shown that the second layer is essential to 
the ability of pattern separation of inputs. By taking the Golgi cell into account, Fujita [5] proposed the adaptive 
filter model of the cerebellum. But these models do not have modifiability in the related synapses. 

For an artificial multi-layered network model, architecture of intermediate layer is substantial not only to 
pattern separability but also to ability of generalization and redundancy. For an extreme case, if each of input 
patterns is separated completely and is represented by a single cell, the ability of generalization and redundancy is 
not expected. Learning must be done for all inputs in this case. In order to obtain the response properties adequate 
for the above ability, we assume that the weights in the second layer are modifiable in our perceptron-based model. 

In this paper, we propose the artificial network model by taking into account the above findings on the 
cerebellar neural networks. The model is constructed based on the theory of self-organization [6,7]. Preliminary 
results have been given in [8]. The response properties of cells in the second layer and the ability of generalization 
and redundancy are studied for the learning control of a robotic manipulator. 

MODEL 
The layered neural network model and the learning procedures in the second and third layers are described in this 

section. The neural network model with one Golgi cell is shown schematically in Fig. 1. Mutual inhibitory 
interaction is not considered, since the cerebellum has no such connection in the second layer. 

The first layer of the network receives outputs from filters, through which continuous valued inputs (e.g. angle 
and velocity of each joint of a manipulator) are transformed into a set of spatial patterns. Each filter has Gaussian 
response property. The width of the response is taken rather large and they are arranged to overlap each other. The 
filters and the cells in the first layer are of the same number (N}), and are connected one to one by fixed weights 
Ww), 

Cells in the second layer receive inputs Vj!) through excitatory synaptic weights W;;‘2) from the first layer 
and an input Vz through inhibitory synaptic weights Wj8 from one Golgi cell. We assume only one Golgi cell in 
the network, since one Golgi cell inhibits a large number of granule cells in the cerebellum. At the start of 
learning, the cells in the first and second layer (the number of cells is N2) are randomly interconnected by Wij. 

A cell in the first and second layers has a sigmoid transfer function. A cell in the third layer (the number of 
cells N3 corresponds to the degree of freedom of a manipulator) is assumed to have linear characteristics, since 
outputs of the network are considered to be unlimited. The i- th cell in the third layer and the J- th cell in the second 
layer are connected by a modifiable synaptic weight Wij). 

The equations of the cells in the second and third layers are written as 
Vi) = o(LIWijVj - WisV, - a(2)), (1) 

ACD = LWij Vj, (2) 
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Fig. 1 Neural network model with Golgi cell. Fig. 2 Control system diagram. 

where 6 is a transfer function and 6(2) represents a threshold. 
Since the cerebellar Golgi cell receives outputs from both the first and the second layers, and inhibits the cells 

in the second layer through an inhibitory weight Wj8, the output of the Golgi cell may be written as 

Vg = 9(D] Weim Vill) + Dj WejP Vj - eg), (3) 
where is a transfer function of Golgi cell, Wgi" and Wg;? are constant synaptic weights coming from mossy and 
parallel fibers to the Golgi cell respectively, and 0, is a threshold. 

The perceptron model has modifiable weights Wi;) only in the third layer. In the present model, it is assumed 
that the weights Wij and W3j8 are also modifiable. Therefore, the model has two learning procedures. Learning in 

the second layer is accomplished by the Hebb-type rule and these weights are modified according to 

1 dWj;(2) /dt= (-Wij + 61 Vi2V;Dyv,2), (4) 

todWi8 / dt = (-W38 + c2V;2V,) Vj). 
Here, t, and t) are time constants of learning, and c, and cz are parameters related to convergence and velocity of 

learning. Self-organizing properties of the above type of equations have been studied in Amari and Takeuchi [6], 
where the theory has been applied to the formation of category detecting cells and the analysis is performed under 

the conditions of V, = 1 and V;) = 1 or 0. In the present case, Vg depends on the firing rate of input and output, 
by which response properties of the cells in the second layer have been improved. The term V;(2) in the right-hand- 
side serves for the cells to fire when new patterns are given. The time constants and the parameters for learning are 
selected so as to fulfill the ability of pattern separation, generalization and redundancy. From Eggs. (1) and (3), it is 
found that the activity of the second layer cell can be regulated by the Golgi cell. 

The learning in the third layer is accomplished by the usual error-correction procedure. The weights are 

modified by the following relation : 

AW,;°) = e€§£; V;), (6) 

where e (<1) is a constant, and the error term Ej (i=1,..,N3) are given by feedback torques described below. 

CONTROL SYSTEM 
The present network model has been applied to the dynamic control of the robotic manipulator, which has two 

links operating in 2-dimensional vertical plane with equal length L=0.3(m) and mass M=5.0(kg). In general, a 
mechanical model of a manipulator is given by the non-linear differential equation: 

M(q)q + C(q,q) + Gq) = T. 
where M(Qq) represents inertia terms, C(q, q) Coriolis and centrifugal terms, G(q) gravitational terms, and T 

actuator torques. In the present considerations, joint angles and velocities of the first and second links are restricted 

to the regions of -10/3 < qi, G2 < 1/3 and -2.87/s < qi, q2 < 2.81(/s, respectively. If a desired trajectory is given 

in joint space coordinate, an inverse dynamic model of a controlled object can be obtained from the control system 
with two pathways as shown in Fig. 2. One path is the main path of feedback with a gain K and the other is the 
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side path with adaptive elements. Physiologically the lateral part of the cerebellum has the same side path structure 
for the major signal flow pathway [1]. In Eq. (6), the error-term Ej is given by the feedback torques: 

Tei = Kp(qi® - qi) + Ky(qio - qi), (i=1,..,N3) (8) 
whete Kp and Ky are constant gains*for angular positions and velocities, respectively. The manipulator is driven by 
the sum of two contributions: T = Tg + Ty. The path of feedback is necessary to sense unexpected changes of 
characteristics of the system or of external circumstances. 

RESULTS 
Four kinds of desired trajectories (T1-T4), each of which is made with a simple combination of trigonometrical 

functions and requires the period of 1 s, are used to see the response properties of the cells in the second layer and 
the performance in controlling the manipulator. For one trajectory 50 patterns are obtained (sampling time: 20 ms) 
by filtering the inputs. 

Response property To see how the self-organizing process works and the connections to the cells in the 
second layer are formed, 200 patterns (correspond to four trajectories) are imposed on the network repeatedly. The 
parameter values used in Eqs. (4) and (5) are T =) = 20, Cy = 1.0 and cz = 30.0, and the numbers of cells used in 
the simulation are N; = 80, N2 = 100 and N3 = 2. In calculating Egs. (2) and (3), they are solved self-consistently, 
and the thresholds (2) and @p are set to 0 for simplicity. 

Initial values of weights, Ww; and Wj8, are chosen randomly between 0 and 1, which cause all the cells 
active at the start of learning. As the learning proceeds, the number of active cells decreases gradually and reaches an 
equilibrium state. One example of the response property for T1 is shown in Fig. 3, where the abscissa represents 
input patterns for one trajectory and the ordinate represents active cells in the second layer, which are rearranged in 
order to see the responsibility for a particular input pattern. 

The figure shows some features adequate for the ability of generalization and redundancy. The cells in the 
second layer self-organize into representatives of similar inputs. An input pattern is represented by the plural 
number of active cells, the number of which is nearly constant over the sequential inputs. 

Note that the cells in the second layer do not have mutual inhibitions. Even with this configuration, good 
quality of response properties has been obtained by taking the function of Golgi cell into account in the model. 

i n The task of the network model is to learn to yield desired Outputs (torques) so as to 
follow the track of desired trajectories expressed in joint space coordinates (angle and velocity). In the present case, 
the gains of the feedback are taken small (Kp = 1.0 and Ky = 3.0), so that the control of feedback alone is not 
enough to track the desired trajectories. At the start of learning, the weights W;;@) are taken zero for all the 
elements. The constant e of learning in the third layer is 0.02. 

In the early stages of learning, the contribution of the network is small and the object is controlled mainly 
with the contribution of the feedback. As the learning proceeds, the error due to the feedback decreases and the 
network contributes to most of the desired torques corresponding to the desired trajectory. After 100 trials the 
normalized root-mean-square-errors (RMSE) are reached within halves of the overlapping interval of the filter. 
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To see the adaptability (redundancy) to failures of the cells in the second layer, 10 % damages (outputs are 
forced to 0) are introduced additionally to the cells at every thirty trials. The results are shown in Fig. 4, where the 
upper and lower curves correspond to the normalized RMSE of angles and velocities, respectively. The learning of 
the second layer is not performed when the failures are introduced, since the purpose is to show that the connections 
formed by the self-organizing mechanism do have redundancy. The network shows adaptability up to about 30 % 
failures of the cells by the learning of the third layer. 

To see the ability of generalization, learning of four trajectories has been performed by modifying Wi) 
successively. Fig. 5 shows the curves of normalized RMSE of joint-angles versus trials (bold lines), where the 
RMSE of independent learning of each trajectory is superimposed on the same diagram as dotted lines. Each 
trajectory is learned repeatedly by 30 trials. The figure shows that the effect of generalization is not evident at the 
early stage of learnings. But, as the learning proceeds, the performance of T3 and T4 are improved (Fig. 5-a). The 
results after 600 trials are shown in Fig. 5-b, where the performance is markedly improved for all the trajectories. 
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Fig. 5 Curves of normalized RMSE of angle vs. trials showing 
generalization. Four trajectories (T1-T4) are learned successively. 

CONCLUSION 
We have proposed an artificial network model of the cerebellar neural networks and applied it to the control of a 

manipulator. The model is equipped with two learning mechanisms. Especially, the second layer of our model has 
self-organizing mechanism. The connections are formed automatically by input data. The ability of generalization 
and redundancy has been demonstrated. If there was such modifiability in the cerebellar neural networks, even at the 
early stage of growth, it would serve for the improvement of the ability. More complex trajectories than tested here 
can also be learned similarly by the method described above. 
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Abstract: In an earlier paper [5], we reported that it is possible to train a first-order multi-layer feedforward 

network with backpropagation to classify raw 8-bit images of vehicles. We concluded that a linear feedforward 

network is capable of within-class generalization when trained with perspective views taken every 10°, but is 

incapable of one-class generalization. This paper describes the results of a set of experiments to train a feedforward 

network with second-order inputs to perform one-class classification on image data. We compare the results of the 

first-order network and the second-order network and show that the second-order network is better able to generalize 

as a one-class classifier. 

1. Introduction In our previous paper [5], we implemented a multi-layer feedforward network with first-order 

inputs to process a 32 x 32 receptive field of raw grey-level data within a 256 x 256 image. Invariance to shift was 

achieved by replicating the network for each registration of the receptive field within the larger image. The resulting 

feedforward network consisted of the parallel implementation of 50,625 identical receptive field networks, which 

collectively process the entire input image and can detect the presence of a target regardless of its position within the 

input image. We trained the receptive field network with digitized video images of nine different miniature vehicles 

with 10% noise added. Invariance to perspective was achieved by training the network with representative 

perspective images taken from three different depression angles and from every 10° aspect as the vehicles were rotated 

through 360°. To achieve reliable false alarm rejection, we introduced the method of iterative training. For iterative 

training, we first trained the network with 800 to 1000 receptive field images representative of the target and non- 

target vehicles of interest. We then tested the trained network against large numbers of non-target images. We 

extracted those images that generated false alarms and we used them to augment the original training set. We found 

that with four iterations of training, the network was able to achieve 91% detection of the target vehicle and 3% false 

alarm rate on the non-target vehicles in the training set independent of perspective [5]. The network was shown to 

be capable of generalizing the within-class perspective view information. 

The iteratively trained first-order network was not capable of one-class generalization. When it was tested with 

non-target objects that were not part of the training set, its performance was unacceptable. This experience is 

consistent with our intuition about the nature of the decision boundaries formed by a first-order network. The first- 

order network has the capability of forming only hyperplane decision boundaries in its first layer of hidden nodes. 

The succeeding layers then can form combinations of these lincar decision boundaries. In order to form a one-class 
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classifier with the first-order network, it would be necessary to completely surround the target class with a closed 
decision boundary. For a network with n-dimensional inputs, forming a closed decision boundary would require 

n+I nodes in the first hidden layer [2]. If fewer than n nodes are used in the first hidden layer, a target class cannot 

be completely surrounded, and invalid one-class generalization will result. As an example, consider a two- 

dimensional problem with only two nodes in the first hidden layer. The two hyperplanes can never completely 

surround a finite-size target class, and as a result there will always be an infinitely large part of the feature space 
where invalid generalization results. 

Maxwell and Giles have shown that higher order networks can generalize more capably and more efficiently than 

first-order multi-layer networks [3]. This is consistent with our intuition, because the higher order network has the 

capability of forming a closed hyperellipsoidal decision boundary with only a single node. Also, Psaltis has shown 
that the storage capacity of an associative memory can be increased by implementing polynomial discriminant 

functions of a higher order [6]. We have implemented a second-order network trained with backpropagation to test its 

one-class generalization ability. We compare the generalization ability of the second-order network to that for a first- 

order network trained in the same way. 

2. Training the Second-order Network for One-class Classification Because a full second-order 
implementation would require more than one million input connections, the cross terms in the second-order network 

were set to zero, and only the squared data values were input to the network. Therefore, the network is limited to 

forming high order decision boundaries that are aligned with the axes of the input data samples. The network has 

2048 inputs, 16 nodes in one hidden layer, and one output node. Higher order terms are generated for the input layer 
only, not for the hidden layer. The network contains a hidden layer to account for the possibility that the target class 
is multi-modal. The performance of this network with second-order inputs was compared to a single-order input 

network with 1024 inputs, 32 nodes in each of two hidden layers and one output node. The sizes of these two 
networks were chosen for comparison because both contain approximately the same number of weights. The first- 
order network has 33,889 weights and the second-order network has 32,801 weights. Unlike the network in reference 

[5], both these networks were trained iteratively using only image data from a fixed training set containing the nine 
vehicles; no false alarms from additional objects were included in the training set. 

The first-order network was trained for three iterations. For each iteration, the network trained for hundreds of 
epochs before it converged. Then, the network was tested and false alarm images were extracted for the next iteration 
of training. The training set for the first iteration contained 792 images, and the training sets for the second and third 
iterations contained 1411 images. The second-order network was first trained with a special noise addition method 

[5]. It was then trained for three iterations, each of which required hundreds of epochs to converge. The training set 
for the first and second iterations contained 954 images, and the training set for the third iteration contained 690 
images. In each case, the network trained iteratively until it achieved reasonable performance on a number of the 
images in the fixed size training set. The detection thresholds for both networks were set to the same value. 
3. Results The two networks achieved similar performance on a number of test images extracted from the 
training set. Both networks were then tested on new images, not included in the training set. Figure 1 shows Test 
Image #1 containing all the training objects in new orientations plus a telephone, an object not part of the training 
set. The target object is the tank in the lower right corner of the image. Figure 2 shows the thresholded response of 
the first-order network, and Figure 3 shows the thresholded response of the second-order network. The first-order 
network generalizes incorrectly because it responds to the telephone image with a false alarm. The second-order 
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network generates no false alarms. Figure 4 shows Test Image #2, another arrangement of the objects from Figure 

1. Notice that in this figure, the training set vehicles are spaced more closely than they were in Test Image #1. 

Figure 5 shows that the first-order network generates a number of false alarms even for the vehicles from its training 

set. It responds with false alarms for the following reasons. The feedforward network processes one receptive field 

network for each registration of the 32 x 32 receptive field within the input image. When the vehicles are spaced 

closely together, there are a number of receptive field images that see a piece of more than one vehicle. Since the 

network was not trained with more than one vehicle at a time, the network treats these pieces as unknown objects. 

Some of these multi-piece objects fall in regions of the input space which, by default, have been declared to be target 

regions. The first-order network must contain lots of these default target regions because it does not have enough 

hyperplane decision boundaries to completely surround and close off the true target regions. Figure 6 shows that the 

second-order network does not experience false alarms for the Test Image #2. We also tried a third experiment to test 

the ability of the two networks for one-class generalization. Test Image #3 contained an image of a white sheet of 

paper. The first-order network responded to the white paper image with a large region of false alarms at the edge of 

the paper. The second-order network indicated no false alarms at all. 

4. Conclusions We have trained two networks, one with first-order inputs and another with first and second- 

order inputs, to recognize a single target vehicle and reject eight non-target vehicles from a fixed training set. While 

both networks perform comparably on the training set, the second-order network rejects more examples of new non- 

target objects. These preliminary results show that the second-order network generalizes as a one-class classifier 

better than the first-order network. References (3} and [5] have shown that higher order networks provide better 

generalization for learning boolean functions and better capacity in associative memories. We have extended these 

results to show that higher order networks also provide better generalization in networks trained for image 

classification. We also plan to test the second-order network on a larger number of images for more statistically 

significant results. To do so, we are now implementing the second-order network on the high-speed feedforward 

pipeline which implements the feedforward network at more than 2.5 billion connections per second [1] [5]. 
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Figure 1. Test Image #1 Figure 4. Test Image #2 

  
Figure 2. First-order Network Response to Test Image #1 Figure 5. First-order Network Response to Test Image #2 

  
Figure 3. Second-order Network Response to Test Image #1 Figure 6. Second-order Network Response to Test Image #2 
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Abstract 

A neural network for recognizing complex shapes in natural scenes is described. Using an energy function formalism, 

a regularization network is derived to.extract edges which are consistent with a model representation. Models of 

specific shapes are encoded in a parameter network. Top-down feedback drives the formation of edge boundaries 

given they are consistent with model information. It is demonstrated using real images that model-driven, top- 

down feedback provides superior performance to a purely data-driven, feedforward network. Because our model is 

general enough to admit a wide variety of useful features and shape representations, it is an attractive paradigm for 

segmentation and perceptual organization. 

Introduction 

The recognition of visual objects in natural scenes is a major scientific challenge. Real images may contain a 

million pixels of grey level information and a totally connected network processing a one million pixel image 

requires over one trillion connections. This number of connections is difficult to achieve in a practical system. The 

raw images span a feature space of very high dimensionality and the discriminant surfaces in this feature space are 

topologically complex. Because it is difficult to achieve learning convergence under these conditions, it is necessary 

to systematically reduce the complexity of the image to a point where the recognition problem becomes tractable. 

A standard solution technique for reducing the complexity of an image is segmentation. Segmentation divides 

the scene into disjoint subregions. Associated with each subregion is the collection of original grey levels defined 

over the subregion, the perimeter of the subregion, and a list of features for each subregion. Segmention provides 

a simplified description of the scene which greatly reduces the complexity of the recognition process. 

Unfortunately, the segmentation process is seldom error free in real imagery. Because real images are com- 

plicated by noise, occlusion, complex lighting and other confounding factors, it is extremely difficult to reliably 

partition the image into segments and accurately assign the correct attributes to each segment. Segmentor error 

results in poor classification performance, and whether a conventional or a neural network classifier is used, the 

segmentor is typically the bottleneck to the attainment of a high probability of recognition. 

Segmentors fail largely because the data they receive is inherently ambiguous and they have no mechanism for 

recovering from the ambiguity. For example, it is difficult to discriminate between an object boundary and a shadow 

boundary. Shadows and other confounding factors can only be disambiguated by appeal to higher level knowledge 

(eg. knowledge of the shapes being sought after). This leads us to the segmentation/recognition dilemma: it is hard 

to classify shapes in a scene without segmentation, and it is hard to achieve good segmentation without having 

classified the shapes. | 

A solution to the segmentation/recognition dilemma is to provide controlled feedback from the shape recognition 

process to the segmentation process. A conventional approach to this problem is to implement feedback using a 

hypothesis generation and test procedure, but this approach is far too slow and brittle to be practical on real time 

systems working with real images. We suggest that cooperative-competitive neural network models provide the 
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right conceptual framework for solving the segmentation/recognition dilemma and that neural networks derived 

from Markov Random Field (MRF) models provide the mathematical and computational tools required to make the 

cooperative-competitive computations do their job effectively. 

Neural network systems that systematically exploit cooperative-competitive behavior can be derived from 
MRFs(4]. In particular, a rich theory for early vision, regularization[7,9,10), can be derived from the MRF 

formalism. Koch and Yuille[8] have shown how to derive Hopfield-like neural network models which provide 

deterministic solutions to the MRF. Their neural network update equations provide a strictly negative time deriva- 
tive for the energy function thus preventing limit cycle behavior. The energy function formalism assures superior 

performance over simple connectionist models based upon the ad-hoc linking of cooperating and competing units. 

Model-Based Perceptual Grouping: A General Approach 

We perform perceptual organization in two stages collectively called Model-Based Perceptual Grouping (MPG). In 

the first stage, regularization, features and segmentation boundaries are computed. In the second stage, perceptual 

grouping, the features and boundaries are organized to form collections of shape and segmentation hypotheses. 
These hypotheses, encoded by patterns of neural activity, are formed in parallel and compete for activation in the 
neural network. The regularization network receives feedback from the perceptual grouping network to enhance 

the formation of boundaries and features given they are consistent with the coexistent perceptual groupings. As the 

network converges, only the most successful perceptual grouping survives. 

Prototype for MPG: The Weak Membrane Coupled with a Parameter Network 

A prototypical MPG network (Figure 1) is constructed by combining a regularization network which extracts edge 

features and a perceptual grouping network which groups the edge features. Edges are extracted using the weak 

membrane model[3,8] and the edges are grouped together to form target outlines using a parameter network[2]. 

The regularization network extracts edge information from the scene by minimizing the following Hopfield- 
like[6] energy function: 

> U5 dig P+? > fing — fier si) — figs gta D> hi —pita D> 1 51—pigz) 
ij ij ij ij 

In this formula, d; j Tepresents the input sensor data, f; ; represents the regularized output, and h; ; and 2; ;, 

are continuous variables representing the confidence that vertical and horizontal edges are present at a particular 

position. The variables h; ; and v; ; are called line processes. The difference terms, \? )-. jig - fing — hij) 

and A? 5°; :(fi,j — fij+1)°(1 — 14,5), measure smoothness, the term, a >; ; 1; ;(1 — pi,j), provides a penalty for 

introducing edge discontinuities, and the term, 57; ;(fi,j — 4i j)”, measures the least squares distance between the 

data and the output. The factors 1 — h; ; and 1 — v;,; couple the edge formation process to the smoothing process, 
and the factor 1 — p; ; couples the model output to the edge formation process. 

Following Hopfield [6] we derive a set of neural network update equations: 

  

  

df; ; E 

“i “ie = -2 (fig — dig) 20 (fig — fins) (1 — hig) #20? (fie — fig) (I-43) @ 
tj 

dV; dE 
“d Bug 7 Y Wis ~fers)—o 6) 
dH; ; OE 
a Ohig ¥ (fig fist) — 4 (4) 

where vi5 = 9(Vis) = Tostevry and Ai; = 9( Hi) = Ge: 
The values of the p;; are updated using a parameter network. We use a parameter network which encodes 

shapes by a mechanism similar to the Generalized Hough Transform (GHT)[1]. The outputs of the regularization 
network, f; ;, are passed through a collection of neurons with oriented receptive fields(5]. The link weights of the 
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parameter network perform a correlation on the outputs of the oriented receptive fields. The neurons of maximal 

activity indicate the presense of a particular shape in the scene. This shape is then backprojected as a control signal 

to the horizontal and vertical line process neurons in the regularization network. 
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Figure 1: The MPG network. The smoothing and continuity constraints of the regularization network are coupled 

with the shape constraints of the parameter network. 
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Experimental Results 

Figure 2 shows the results of applying the MPG network to a very noisy infrared image of a tank. This image is 

representative of the images that must be processed by military Automatic Target Recognizers (ATR). The image is 

small and the signal-to-noise ratio is low. Substantial blurring occurs around the tank perimeter. The target contains 
a hot spot which tends to confuse edge detectors using a global adaptive threshold. 

The result of applying the Sobel edge operator to the image is shown in Figure 2(b). The Sobel edge operator 
is unable to find all of the edge features because the image is very noisy and the image gradients tend to take on 

a bimodal edge distribution. Figure 2(c) shows the output of the weak membrane regularization network (without 

feedback) on the tank image. The weak membrane recovers more of edges than with the Sobel operator but many 
of the edges are displaced due to extreme blurring around the target perimeter. Once the selection of edges is driven 

by a shape model (Figure 2(d)), the performance improves dramatically. 

Conclusions 

We have demonstrated the feasibility of using models to drive the emergence of features and segmentation bound- 

aries. We have shown it is possible to couple model information with the extraction of oriented edge features using 
an energy function formalism and that this coupling results in improved recovery of edge information in a complex 
image. MPG networks can be used in conjunction with any early vision process based upon a Markov Random 

Field (MRF). Since the form of the coupling terms is independent of the model representation, MPG networks can 

utilize a wide variety of shape recovery techniques. MPG networks provide a useful paradigm for solving problems 

in segmentation and perceptual organization. 
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Figure 2: Edge extraction is improved through feedback from the perceptual grouping network. (a) The input 

image to the network - an infrared tank image. (bv) The Sobel edge operator fails to find all of the edges of the 

tank. (c) Regularization using the weak membrane improves the performance slightly, but considerable noise is 

introduced. (d) Model-driven feedback greatly improves the recovery of the target shape and the rejection of noise. 
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Abstract 
An algorithm using a neural network is proposed for the collision-free path planning problem in 

which a polyhedral object goes through a set of polyhedral obstacles. For each obstacle, a collision 
penalty function is defined with a three-layer neural network which computes how much a path collides 
with that obstacle. Then, energy is defined based on the collision penalty function and the length of the 
path. By moving the path so that energy is minimized, a collision-free path can be obtained at the equi- 
librium state. By simulation, the behavior of the algorithm is examined. 

1. Introduction 

Collision-Free Path Planning is a well-known problem in robotics. Given an object with an initial posi- 
tion and a goal position, and a set of obstacles located in space, the problem is to find a continuous path for 
the object to move from the initial position to the goal position which avoids colliding with obstacles along 
the trajectory. Many algorithms such as the configuration space approach{1] and the generalized cone ap- 
proach[2], have been developed for this problem. These schemes require some preprocessing and graph search 
technique, and thus can be quite expensive. 

This paper presents a new approach to solve the collision path planning problem by utilizing Neural Opti- 
mization Network Concept [3, 4]. The idea of most neural networks for optimization is to move in a space of 
possible configurations representing solutions so that progress is achieved in a direction that tends to mini- 
mize the cost function, and the space and method of moving are smooth enough that a good solution will ult- 
mately be reached. To solve the collision-free path planning problem, we first define the collision penalty 
function which is used to determine how much an object collides with obstacles along the path. Next, by de- 
fining the energy and then deriving the dynamical equations, the path planning algorithm is developed for an 
object represented by a point. This algorithm is simply extended to the case of a polyhedral object. Finally, 
simulation results are presented. 

2. Neural Computation for path planning 

A typical situation in the 2 dimensional case is shown in Figure 1. The initial position and the goal posi- 
tion are specified as a point, and a set of obstacles are represented by a set of polygons. To find a feasible path, 
we choose representations for initial and goal positions, obstacles, and a path as follows: 
- Initial and Goal position: The initial point and the goal point can be represented by the 3(2) coordinates in 

the 3(2) dimensional space. 
- Obstacles: The polyhedral obstacle can be represented by a set 

of inequality constraints, which are mapped one-to-one to 
planes(edges) in the 3(2) dimensional space. With these ine- 
quality constraints, it is possible to decide whether any point 
is inside the obstacle or not. 

- Path: The path is determined by a set of via points and is ap- 
proximated. by the line segments between the adjacent via 
points. Each via point can be specified by the 3(2) coordinates 
in the 3(2) dimensional space like the initial/goal point. 

With these representations, the basic procidure in our algo- oo, rithm can be described as follows: Figure 1. Typical situation in the 2-D space 

Given coordinates of the initial and goal points and sets of constraints of obstacles, via points of the path 
are arbitrarily chosen. These via points are desired to move in space, and finally to converge to the positions 
which make the optimal collision-free path. 

Collision Penalty Function 
Because the path for an object is represented by a set of via points, its collision with obstacles can be con- 

sidered as a sum of the collision between its via points and obstacles. To determine the degree of collision be- 
tween a point and an obstacle, the collision penalty function is defined as a three layer neural network for 
each obstacle as shown in Figure 2. Each of the three units in the bottom layer represents respectively the x, 
y, Z coordinate of a point. Each unit in the middle layer corresponds to one inequality constraint of the obsta- 
cle. The connections between the bottom layer and the middle layer are assigned to the coefficients of x, y, z 
in the inequality constraints, and the threshold of a middle layer unit is assigned to the constant term in its in- 
equality constraint. The connections between the top layer and the middle layer are all assigned to 1 and the 
threshold of the top layer unit is assigned to 0.5 less than the number of constraints. 

  

  
  

    

      
       

  

        Initial point \/ 
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When a point is given to the units in the bottom layer, each of 
the middle layer units decides whether the given point satisfies its 
constraint. The top layer unit is "on" only if all of the middle lay- 
er units are "on", i.e. all the constraints are satisfied. This means 
that the network outputs "on" only when the point is inside the ob- 
stacle, thus a path collides with the obstacle if any of its via points 
force the network to output "on". Therefore, with a set of net- 
works, we can compute the degree with which the path collides 
with the obstacles. By using the sigmoid function 

f(x)=k/(1l+exp(-x/T)) (1) 
as its activation function, the analysis can be easily done for contin- 
uous movement. 

An example for the collision penalty function is shown in Fig- 
ure 3. The rectangular obstacle in (a) has four inequality con- 
straints as shown in (b). The corresponding network is illustrated 
in (c), and the three dimensional view of the collision penalty func- 
tion is drawn in (d). This shape can be changed by adjusting the 
gain, k, or the temperature, T, in the activation function. Since the 
network produces a type of potential field, it can be used for the ar- 
tificial potential field approach for a polyhedral object. 

Energy and Dynamical equations 
In collision-free path planning problem, there are two sub- 

goals to be accomplished. One is to avoid colliding with obstacles, 
and the other is to minimize the length of the path. These two fac- 
tors are to be considered in defining the energy function. As for the 
path length, the energy is simply defined as the sum of squares of 
all the lengths of the line segments connecting the adjacent via 
points, P.(x,, y;, Z;), for i=1, 2,..., N, as: 

E, = Lain L? (2) 
= Dien (%; - X54 + Yi Yu)? + (3547) 

where L, is the i* line segment length and N is the number of via 
points. As the path converges to the minimal one, E gets smaller, 
and the via points tend to be equally separated due to the usage of 
its square rather than the line segment length itself. With the colli- 
sion penalty function, we define the energy for collision as: 

Eo = Lien Peer Ci (3) 
where M is the number of obstacles and C. is the collision penalty 
at the i* via point, P., due to the k“ obstacle. With those two mea- 
sures, we define the total energy, E, as: 

E=E +E. (4) 

Since low energy implies less collision and a shorter path, the 
dynamical equation for a via point, P.(x,, y,, z,), 1s chosen to make 
the time derivative of the energy, E, be negative along the trajecto- 
ry. The derivative of E with respect to time is 

dE/dt = >. (VP, E) dP/dt 

=Z, {[ 0L/ox, + D, C*/ox, ] * dxdt 

+ [ AL Joy, + D, OCK/dy, ] * dy,/dt 

+ [ AL Jaz, +L, ACK/dz,] *dzfdt} (5) 
So by choosing the time derivative of each coordinate as: 

dx /dt = - [ OL,/ox, + L, dC */dx, J 

dy jdt = - [ OL Joy, + X, OC*/dy; J (6) 

dz,/dt = - [ OL,/dz, +, dC */dz, }, 

the time derivative of energy becomes: 

dE/dt = - Db. { [dx,/dt]? + [dy,/dt]? + [dz/dt]? } <0 
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C: output of the top layer unit 

IT: input of the top layer unit 

OM;: output of the jh middle layer unit 

IM;: input of the ja middle layer unit 

Wx jr yj Wz j° coefficients in the jh constraint 

Figure 2. Network for a collision penalty function 
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Figure 3. An example of the colli- 
sion penalty function for a rectangu- 
lar obstacle. a) Obstacle b)Its con- 
straints c) Network d) 3-D shape 
with T=0.05, k=1



along the trajectory, and 

dE/dt = 0 if and ony if dx,/dt =0, dy,/dt =0, and dz,/dt =0. 
This means that all via points move along trajectories that decrease 
the energy, and finally reach equilibrium positions. From Eq. (6) 
and Figure 2, 

dC/ox, = IC/IT * aIT/ox, 
= dC/AIT * D1; d0M,/ox; 

FF 

=dC/alT * 5,_,; OMIM, *aIMox, (7) 

=f ’(IT) * Lief (IM;) *w, i: 

where J is the number of constraints and f ’(.) is equal to (k/T) * 
f(.) * [ 1 - f(.) ]. Thus, from equations (6) and (7), the dynamical 

equation for x, is derived as: 

dx dt = - [(2x; -x, -X;,,) + D, &/T) *f0T) *[1-f0T) 
* Diets (K/T) *£(IM,4) * [1-£(IM5)] * w, 4] 

dy,/dt =- [(2y; - Yi. “Yiev) + dy (k/T) *f(IT*) * [1-f0T"] 

* D213 (Kk/T) *f(IM;) *[1-f(IM5)] *w, *] (8) 
dz,fdt = - [(2z, - Z,., -Z4;) + Ly (K/T) *f0T) *[1-£0T9) 

* Dieis (W/T) *£0M;5) *[1-£01M,5] * w, 4] 
This analysis for the collision penalty function is similar to that of 
the back-propagation algorithm. The difference is that the input is 
varying in this algorithm, while the connection weights are varying 
in the back-propagation algorithm{(5]. 

Path Planning for a polvhedral Object 

The above algorithm for an object represented by a point is easi- 
ly extended to the case of a polyhedral object. The collision be- 
tween an object and an obstacle implies that some points within the 
object collide with the obstacle. Thus, the collision penalty of a 
polyhedral object can be considered as the sum of the collision pen- 
alties at some of its points which can be placed at the vertices, edg- 
es, planes, etc. 

For a polyhedral object, rotation as well as translation can oc- 
cur along the path. Thus, due to rotation, one or three more inde- 
pendent variables are needed to represent via positions in two or 
three dimensional space. And dynamical equations for the rotation- 
al variables are also required. The i* via position in the two dimen- 
sional space can be represented by a reference point, P.o(X.9 Yio), 

and a rotational variable, 0,. And each of the collision test points, 

P; (X.4> Yig)» J=1, 2,....S, can be determined by a fixed distance, d,, 1, 

and an angle, 4, from the reference point. Based on these observa- 
tions, the energy is modified as: 

E=E +E =den lt dois dicin Mem Cis © 
where L, is a distance between the reference points of the i* and (i- 
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1)" via positions and C, ,* is the collision penalty at the s test point of the i* via position due to the k® ob- 
stacle. In two dimensional space, the time derivative of the energy is 

dE/dt = ds { dE/ OX; 9 * dx; o/dt + dE/ OY io * dy; )/dt + dE/00, * d6,/dt } (10) 

From Eq.(10), the dynamical equation for translation can be derived in a similar way as Eq. (8), and the dy- 

namical equation for a rotational variable, 9., is chosen as 

d0,/dt = - 3E/80, = - 5, D, (k/T) *£1T*)*(1-£0T*)) 
* 5; (k/T) *£(IM;**) *[1-f(IM**)] *d,, *[ - w,,* *sin(@®, + 6,) + w, * *cos(®, + 4,)] (11) 

where the superscript, k and s,represents the k" obstacle and the s“ test point. 
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3. Simulation Results 
Through computer simulation, the behavior of the pro- a) 

posed algonthm is examined. Figure 4 shows the results 
for an object represented by a point with two obstacles. Oat oi 
The initial path is arbitrarily chosen as a straight line from P 
the initial position to the goal position as shown in (a). 
The shape of the collision penalty function for the obsta- | ;ia) 
cles is shown in (b). At the beginning of the computation, | positio 
the via points near the boundaries of the obstacles move Mtoe 
much more than the others. This is because the slope of the 
collision penalty function of an obstacle is steep at its 
boundary. The trajectory illustrated in (c) is obtained by 
plotting all the via points which converge to form the col- b) 
lision-free path illustrated in (d). 

Because the path is approximated by its via positions, 
the resultant path may collide with obstacles while pass- 
ing from one via position to its adjacent via position. This Pog 
situation can be improved by increasing the number of via Jy 
positions. With more via positions, the distance between | initial_— . 
the adjacent via positions gets smaller, thus decreases the PC 
chance of collision. In such a case, the computation time re- _——— a : 
mains constant, even though the size of the network is in- Figure 6. a) Path for a square object only with translation 
creasing. This is because the computation for each via posi- >) rath for a rectangular object with rotation as well as 
tion can be totally localized, and thus can be performed in 775400" 
parallel. It is also possible to get a safer path by introducing the virtual boundary for the obstacle. The en- 
larged virtual obstacle can be placed at the same location as the real obstacle. By using the virtual boundary, 
the resultant path can avoid colliding with the real obstacles while it may collide with the virtual boundary 
itself. Figure 5 shows that a safer path can be obtained with the virtual boundary. 

The results for a polyhedral object are shown in Figure 6. The path in (a) is allowed only translation 
while the path in (b) is allowed rotation as well as translation. The above methods to obtain a safer path can 
be applied also to the polyhedral object case. Since the object itself is approximated by a few test points, a saf- 
er path can also be obtained by increasing the number of test points. 

However, the algorithm does not guarantee a globally optimal path. This is due to the local minima of 
the energy. Thus, depending on the initial path assignment, the final path can converge to the locally minimal 
path. Moreover, the resultant path may not correspond to the feasible path in some cluttered environment, 
while this can be detected using the length of adjacent via positions which tend to be equally separated in the 
feasible path. For initial path assignment and path verification, a combination of a higher level planning 
scheme with the proposed algorithm is desirable. 

4. Conclusion 

In collision-free path planning, there are two subgoals to be accomplished. One is to avoid a collision be- 
tween a moving object and obstacles, and the other is to minimize the length of the path. To determine how 
much collision occurs, a collision penalty function is presented as a three-layer network. This network produc- 
es a kind of potential field around an obstacle, so that it can be easily applied to the artificial potential field 
approaches for a polyhedral object. By simply adjusting the gain or the temperature of the activation function 
in the neuron, the shape of the field can be altered. 

Based on this collision penalty function, the path planning algorithm is developed for an object represent- 
ed by a point, and then extended to the case of a general polyhedral object. Simulation results show that the 
proposed algorithm finds a collision-free path for both an object represented by a point and a polyhedral ob- 
ject. Because the path is approximated as a set of via positions, the object may collide with obstacles while 
passing from one via position to its adjacent via position. Such a situation is improved by increasing the num- 
ber of via positions. Also, with the virtual boundary concept, a safer path can be obtained. Since the proposed 
algorithm suffers from the local minima problem, a higher level planning scheme could be implemented in 
combimation with it. 
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Learning Aspect Graph Representations 
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Abstract. View-based representations, such as “aspect graphs,” are well-suited for recognizing 3D 
objects when both the views and the relationships (i.e., transitions) between views are stored and ex- 
ploited. Using concepts in neural learning originally developed by Grossberg (1982), we show how an 
“aspect network” (based on the “aspect graph” concept of Koenderink and van Doorn (1979)) evolves 
from an initially amorphous (fully interconnected) adaptive network, fusing sequences of 2D-invariant 
views of a 3D object into a coherent graph-like representation. Following learning of the network, we 
suggest how this representation can be used to recognize 3D objects from previously experienced or novel 
view-sequences. This work extends our neuromorphic vision system for learning and recognition of 2D 
shapes (Seibert & Waxman, 1989a) to include the learning of representations for 3D objects. 

Our perception of events is sequential, yet we have little difficulty building multidimensional represen- 
tations from collections of experiences. In the vision application motivating this contribution, we wish to 
combine the many views arising from the exploration of a 3D object into a single representation. Moreover, 
this representation should be self-organizing and useful for recognizing novel view sequences of this object. 
We have recently designed a network, called an aspect network, based on the concept of an aspect graph pro- 
posed by Koenderink and van Doorn (1979). An aspect network extends our 2D object recognition system 
(Seibert & Waxman, 1989a) by organizing 2D-invariant? view sequences of 3D objects into coherent graph 
representations suitable for recognizing the objects. An aspect network extends the aspect graph concept by 

incorporating self-organizing competitive learning and temporal sequence recognition. 

The network which emerges through learning is analogous to an undirected, cyclic graph. Each node 
of an aspect graph represents a single 2D-invariant view from a sequence. Let us refer to a single view as 
an “aspect” (or a “symbo?’ in other applications). An arc represents a feasible transition between adjacent 
aspects in a sequence. The collection of arcs store the relationships among the aspects and sequences. 
Figure 1 schematically diagrams the aspect network. Several (possibly partially overlapping) representations 
of multiple objects are stored in the network. As a consequence of the graph representation, there is no 

@ priori aspect which initiates or terminates a sequence. Any observed sequence provides evidence for its 

parent graph. When attempting to recognize an object from a sequence, multiple running hypotheses are 
maintained. Any sequence is recognizable in either the forward or reverse directions. We seek to exploit the 
transitions between the aspects by detecting “trajectories” of experience through the aspect network. Thus, 
we are able to recognize objects using views which may be statically ambiguous and noisy. 

A set of simultaneous first-order differential equations (motivated by cell membrane dynamics) governs 

the activity of the nodes in the network, as well as the slowly varying synaptic weights (i.e., arcs of “variable 

strength”) between the nodes. Our dynamical equations below are based on principles of neurodynamics 
and learning developed over the past twenty years by Grossberg. 

Input is provided by the I-nodes, which are the output nodes of the F2 (category) layer of an ART 2 

network used to categorize 2D-invariant views in (Seibert & Waxman, 1989a). As a result of competition 
within the F2 layer, only a single view is active whenever the ART network is in resonance. Any view 

category could potentially be an aspect for any object during the initial learning phase, so each J-node is 

connected widely across the aspect network to potential aspect graphs, although sparsely to allow other 
I-nodes connections also. The input from node J; (either 0 or 1) to node z; is gated by a nonadaptive 
connection J;;: 

Jy = { 1.0 if J; is connected to z; 
*"“ | 0.0 otherwise. 

  

1This work was supported by the Department of the Air Force. The views expressed are those of the authors and do not 
reflect the official policy or position of the U.S. Government. 

?The 2D neural system learns representations of 2D shapes that are invariant to position, orientation, scale, foreshortening, 

and small deformations (due to perspective). 
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Figure 1: Aspect Network. The learned graph representations are realized in the z-node layer. * Trajectories” 

through the graphs are detected by the y-nodes. (To simplify labeling, only a few interconnects are drawn. ) 

The z-nodes actually form the aspect graphs: each node represents a particular 2D invariant view while 

the (variable strength) arcs code the learned relationships (i.e., transitions) among the views. The rates-of- 

change of the z-nodes are given by a set of coupled, first-order differential equations: 

= = (1 — 2;) : J+ >> 2} ne] — zi c +0 25; h(z;)] - (1) 
#8 J# 

In (1), Zj; denotes the synaptic strength (i.e., possibility of a transition) from node z; to node z; and the 

superscript indicates either excitatory (+) or inhibitory (—) connections. A passive decay of activity is 

provided with rate yz. The signal function A(-) can be used for noise suppression (i.e., sigmoid or threshold- 

linear), but we have not experimented with anything other than linear A(-) functions. Equation (1) elaborates 

Grossberg’s (1973) shunted short-term memory model. The first term is shunted by (1—z2;), which approaches 

0.0 as z; approaches 1.0. This serves as an automatic gain control on the excitatory terms, keeping the value 

of zx; less than 1.0. Similarly, the inhibitory and decay terms are multiplied by z, so that the value of z; 

cannot decrease below 0.0. 
The excitatory inter-z-node weights, 25; , serve to subliminally and laterally prime possible adjacent 

views (since they are correlated by experience), as well as help in the detection of views which legally follow 

predecessor views. The inhibitory inter-z-node weights, Z2;;, discourage these events which are decorrelated 

by experience. Both excitatory and inhibitory weights evolve from identical initial conditions to reflect the 

experience of the network as it observes 2D views of 3D objects in 3D motion. Each 2Z,;; becomes either 

excitatory (i. e., positive) or inhibitory (i.e., negative) and therefore contributes to either the first or second 

summation in (1). (For inhibitory weights, Z;; = —Z,; > 0.) 
The equation governing the inter-z-node Weights uses a modified Hebbian learning rule. Inspiration for 

weight adaptation via (2) comes from competitive in-star learning which was proposed by Carpenter and 

Grossberg (1987a, b) as part of Adaptive Resonance Theory. The rates of change of the weights are: 

ou =« f(z;) |(1- 25) @ h(zi) — (1+ Z%;) B — h(zz)| . (2) 

kAiJ 

In (2), « < 1 controls the speed of evolution of the weights relative to the z-node dynamics, a > 1 and 

3 < 1 balance the importance of Hebbian learning and competition, respectively. Weight changes are gated 
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by f(z;), a threshold-linear function of the post-synaptic activity z;. The weights undergo competition 
according to — ) A(xr;), which serves to normalize the weights impinging on each x; node. This synaptic 

competition reflects mass-action dynamics where axons compete for a limited number of synaptic sites on 

dendrites. The shunting terms (1 — Z,;) and (1+ 2;;) provide automatic gain control on the strengths of 
the weights (Grossberg, 1973), just as in (1), to keep the value of Z,; in the interval from —1.0 to +1.0. 

Weights between z-nodes which are activated in sequence become excitatory, while other inter-z-node weights 
become inhibitory through competitive learning. From an initially amorphous network, an aspect network 

crystallizes as the trajectories through it are repeatedly experienced. A significant side effect is that the 

emerging representation is more general than the experiences which combined to create it, in the following 

manner. When two trajectories cross at a single node, many other trajectories are implicitly represented by 

taking the first half of one trajectory and branching into the second trajectory at the shared node. That is, 

once a view transition is learned, it contributes to any trajectory that incorporates it. Thus, view sequences 
which have never previously been experienced can still facilitate recognition of the appropriate object. 

Competitive learning plays a key role in the evolution of the synaptic weights. Suppose the element 72, 
is active, but begins to decay as r2 becomes active due to the next view. The activity of r, does not decay 

to zero since it receives lateral priming from z2, and indeed takes quite a while (depending on the setting of 
ft) to decay. While both nodes are semi-active, the weights Z,,2 and Z), are both strengthened according 
to (2). The weight Z, 2 is strengthened at the expense of all the other weights impinging on z2, namely 

Zx#1,2, while the weight Zz, 1s strengthened at the expense of 2,42. All of these weight changes proceed 

simultaneously. Since @ < a, the reinforced weights do not impose a large penalty on the other weights 
(permitting many-way branches within the graph), but the cumulative effect of seldomly experienced view 

transitions is to drive the associated weights negative (and inhibitory), effectively halting excitatory lateral 
priming (anticipation) along the arcs between uncorrelated nodes. 

Referring again to Figure 1, let us examine the general architecture. Each bottom-up input aspect 
activates widely dispersed nodes within the aspect network via randomly distributed, hardwired connections. 

This is necessary since any particular aspect may be a member of many different object representations. 

The time-sequences of aspects, through competitive learning, then build up local graph structures within 

the network. The activities of nodes in the network laterally prime one another (sequence predictions), 
as well as gate the flow of activity to the object classifying y-nodes. The y-nodes compete on a slow 
time-scale (relative to the z-node evolution) so that the maximally active y, indicates the currently best 
object-hypothesis. The y-nodes also provide top-down, subliminal priming (expectations) to the z-nodes. 

Example of Aspect Network Learning 

We have recently described (seibert & Waxman, 1989b) the integration aspect network learning with the 
recognition system for 2D-invariant views. For example, a simple prismatic object (Figure 2A) might generate 
a graph such as Figure 2B when some symmetries are taken into consideration. This will be used to illustrate 
the learning of the aspect graph. The sequence of views presented to the system was: reset ~ 0 — 2 > 

10-1-0-9-—-3-4-5-6-7-4-8—-9—- 10 —6 — 8 — reset + 3 + 2-5. The 
reset item indicates that all z-node activities were set to zero before the next view was presented, which 
is necessary when the next view is not a successor of the previous view, such as when attention is shifted 
due to camera motions. This sequence was presented as input to the aspect network 5 or 6 times. As a 

result of this presentation, each possible transition among views was experienced in at least one direction for 

the graph of Figure 2. The equations for the aspect network were implemented using 4-stage Runge-Kutta 

and predictor—corrector coupled differential equation solvers. We systematically investigated the effects of 

perturbation on the equation parameters in terms of robust organization, recognition, network size, and 

stability. 
Figure 2C shows the matrix of evolved connection weights for the aspect graph of Figure 2, after five 

complete cycles through a sequence of views. The parameter settings were as follows: Z;;(0) = 0.01, a = 

3.0,« = 0.01, 8 = 0.5, uw = 0.5, and the threshold for the threshold-linear function f(-) was 0.3. No top- 

down priming was used in this example. There are no weights Z,; from z; to z;: the bracketed diagonal 

elements are used to display the current activity values of the z-nodes. In this case, z5 has the highest value 

since it corresponds to the most recent view of the prism. 
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0} 60.0337) 0.0517 0.0707 = .0178 = 0660 -.045) ~~ -.0660 ~~ --.0283. 0552-00593 = 0317, 

i 0.0893 <0.0134> -.0495 -.0390 0707 -.0552 -.0495 - .0282 -.0521 -.0414 0.0286 

2 0.0521 - .0027 €0.1202> 0.0424 - .0564 0.0571 -.0583 - .0264 -.0538 - 0464 0.0548 

3 -.0393 -.0261 0.0659 <0.0424> 0.0611 -.0078 -.0592 -.0251 -.0418 0.0290 -.0421 

4 -.0453 -.0293) ~.0466 0.0425 <0 .0454> 0.0725 - .0426 0.0483 0.0677 -.9461 ~.0670 

5 0416 -.0249 0.0186 -.0397 0.0292 «0.6710% 0.0556 - .0002 -.0275 -.0627 -.0586 

6 -.0414 -.0179 -.0619 -.0459 -.0417 0.0249 «<0.0644> 0.0957 0.0607 - .0638 0.0048 

7 -.0439 -.0279 -.0636 -.0444 0.0624 -.0418 0.0325 «<0.0126> -.0082 - .0644 ~.0695 

8 -.0441 -.0286 -.0633 -.0381 0.0218 -.0399 0.0190 -.0102 <0.0128> 0.0531 -.0487 

9 0.0406 -.0234 -.0434 0.0816 -.0454 -.0490 -.0490 ~.0267 0.0238 <0.0145> 0.0493 

10 '  -.0167 0.0919 0.0226 -.0331 ~.0673 -.0429 0.0436 -.0268 -.0392 0.0103 <0.0352>     
  

Figure 2: A prism (A) could be represented by the graph in (B) when certain symmetries are considered. 

The learned weights are tabulated as the diagonal elements in (C). 

Note that the connections Zo; and Z1,9 were both learned, even though the transition 0 — 1 was never 

experienced. This is the case in general: the weight matrix is qualitatively symmetric. The quantitaive 

asymmetry is due to the effects of different competitions for post-synaptic receptive sites. That is, the 

competition tends to normalize the weights in each column of the connection matrix according to (2). This 

has the convenient effect of lessening the priming of anticipated views when there is a large number of 

possible successor views (and thus less certainty). 

In addition to vision, such learned graph representations are applicable to speech recognition, simulating 

finite state automata, representing semantic networks, music recognition and improvisation, and planning. 
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Training Continuous Speech Linguistic Decoding Parameters as a Single-Layer Perceptron 
Mark T. Anikst and David J. Trawick 

Speech Systems Incorporated 
' 18356 Oxnard Street 
Tarzana, California 91356 

Abstract 
In this paper we present a provably convergent variant of the corrective training method (see [Bahl 88]) for 

estimating the scoring parameters of a linguistic decoder for speech recognition. This method does not rely on the 
treatment of the scoring model as a hidden Markov model (HMM), which is viewed here as unnecessarily limiting 
the values of the scores to those of transition or output probabilities. Our variant of the corrective training can be 
characterized as a direct application of the LMS algonthm to single-layer perceptron training (see [Lippmann 87}). 
As such, when the target labelling is kept fixed, it possesses the known stochastic convergence property of the LMS 
algorithm. This variant of corrective training can also be applied to the HMM-based scoring model if we abandon 
the interpretation of that model's components as probabilities. We also include a more natural method for finding 
near-misses for the algorithm, by using the near-misses generated during the speech decoding process. 
1. Introduction 

Many current speech recognition systems use hidden Markov models, which are typically trained using the 
Baum-Welch (or forward-backward) algorithm [Baum 72]. An alternative HMM training method has been introduced 
by Bahl, et al. [Bahl 88], called corrective training, which yielded a 16% reduction in the number of word errors on 
their 2000- or 5000-word speaker-dependent, isolated-word office correspondence task. Lee et al. [Lee 89] extended 
this method to speaker-independent continuous-speech, which yielded a 20% reduction in word error rate on a (no 
grammar) 997-word DARPA resource management task. Both of these methods rely on the Baum-Welch algorithm 
for reestimating probabilities as an underlying step of the training process. 

Here we describe a similar algorithm that we have used for training our speech decoding scoring parameters. 
However, we have not restricted ourselves to continually recasting the parameters of the model as probabilities, nor 
are we dependent on an underlying Baum-Welch algorithm. This allows for a direct application of training methods 
for a single-layer perceptron, and allows us to optimize directly for improved recognition performance. 

Our decoding algorithm is a version of a dynamic programming beam search (Lowerre 80). As such, it keeps 
alternatives when decoding. After decoding, several alternatives remain that were not chosen as the output. These 
alternatives are used in our training algorithm as a natural choice for near-misses, making reinforcement training 
easy. In the case of an error in decoding, we can furthermore identify where the decoder went wrong and concentrate 
Our training at that point. 

In section 2, we describe our speech encoding and decoding model, particularly as it relates to the training 
algorithm. Section 3 describes the training algorithm, and section 4 gives the results along with some discussion of 
an application of the algorithm on a speaker-independent continuous-speech digits task. 
2. Speech Encoding and Decoding Model 
2.1 Speech Segmentation and Coding 

A continuous-speech utterance is first quantized by the acoustic front-end into a time-sequence of acoustic 
frames. Next, the acoustic frames are coded by a Frame Encoder (neural-network based) trained to maximize the 
average mutual information between its code alphabet and the alphabet of the broad phonetic classes (which are used 
for frame segmentation). The time-sequence of coded acoustic frames is then processed by a Segmenter which forms 
acoustic segments by merging some time-contigous blocks of frames using their codes and the code/broad phonetic 
class statistics to make segmentation decisions. Finally, the resulting acoustic segments are coded by a Segment 
Encoder (also neural-network based) trained to maximize the mutual information between its code alphabet and the 
alphabet of the dictionary phonetic classes (which are used for transcribing words in the dictionary). We denote the 
output time-sequence of segment-codes by S = ({code(i), i=0,...,I1] where cach code(i) belongs to the code alphabet 
(or codebook) of the Segment Encoder. 
2.2 Language Model 

A language model is defined by a dicuonary and a grammar. Each word in the dictionary is represented by a 
directed graph with nodes associated with certain phonetic classes. Multiple paths in the word graph account for the 
phonetic vaniations of the word. 

The grammar is a directed graph with nodes associated with certain word categories. Paths in the grammar graph 
correspond to sentences allowed by the grammar. 

Expanding each node of the grammar graph with the word graphs of all the words found in the node's word 
category yields a (directed) graph which we call a sentence transcription graph. Each path of the latter graph 
represents an allowable transcription (in the phonctic classes) of some sentence. We denote such a transcription by 
{class(j), j= 0,...,J}, where each class(j) belongs to the set of phonetic classes. 
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2.3 Speech Decoder Model 
To find the spoken sentence which produced the sequence of segment codes S = {code(i), i= 0,...,I1}, we search 

the sentence transcription graph for a transcription T = (class(j), j = 0,....J)} which maximizes the score of the (best) 
alignment between S and T. The sentence text corresponding to this transcription is then chosen as the output. 

The alignment between the segment code sequence S and the sentence transcription T includes time alignment 
between elements of S and T. Possible time alignments are restricted to those in which a subsequence of codes 
{code(i), i = i(0),...,i(1)}, i(0) < i(1), can be time-aligned with a single class class(j); conversely, a subsequence of 
classes {class(j), j = j(0),....j(1)), j(0) < j(1), can be time aligned with a single code code(i). 

A typical alignment is illustrated in Fig. 1., where code(0) is aligned with class(0); class(1) is aligned with 
{code(1), code(2)}; code(3) is aligned with (class(2), class(3), class(4)}; class(4) (the last class of the previous 
subsequence) is also aligned with code(4); code(4) (the last code of the previous subsequence) is also aligned with 
class(5); and finally, class(5) is also aligned with code(5). 

code(0) code(1) code(2) code3) code(4) code(5) 

Figure 1. class(0) class(1) class(2) class(3) class(4) class{5) 

2.4 Alignment Score Computation 
To score an alignment between the segment code sequence S and the sentence transcription T, we first assign 

score values to the time-aligned subsequences of S and T, and then take the sum of these score values. To score the 
time-aligned subsequences, we account for (a) each alignment between a code and a class, (b) the number of 
successive classes aligned with the same code, and (c) the number of successive codes aligned with the same class. 
To express the score of an alignment, we introduce the alignment scoring model comprised of three components (one 
for each of the above cases): — 

(1a) p(code, class) -- the score for aligning code with class; 
(1b) q(code, nummclass) -- the score for aligning code with niwnclass successive classes; 
(1c) r(class, numcode) -- the score for aligning class with numcode successive codes. 

The score of an entire utterance is simply the sum of the scores of the time-aligned subsequences of the entire 
utterance. To illustrate the score computation, we give the score for the alignment of Fig. 1: 

score(alignment Fig. 1) = p(code(0),class(0)) +q(code(0),1) +1(class(0),1) 
+p(code(1),class(1)) +p(code(2),class(1)) +q(code(1),1) +q(code(2),1) +1(class(1),2) 
+p(code(3),class(2)) +p(code(3),class(3)) +p(code(3),class(4)) +q(code(3),3) +1(class(2),1) +1(class(3),1) +1(class(4),2) 
+p(code(4),class(4)) +q(code(4),2) +p(code(4),class(5)) +1(class(5),2) +p(code(5),class(5)) +q(code(5),1) 

We will now rewrite the scoring formula into a form suitable for single-layer perceptron training. Since the 
score components of the aligned subsequences of the codes and classes are summed to obtain the alignment score, we 
can group the terms of that sum in the following way: 

(2) score(alignment) = x 2 p(code,class) - x(code,class) 
all code, class 

+X 2 q(code,numclass) - y(codenumclass) + > r1(class,numcode) - z(class,numcode) 
all code, numclass all class numcode 

where x(code,class), y(code,numclass), and z(class,numcode) are the number of times the given pairs (code,class), 
(code,numclass), and (class numcode) occured in the alignment, respectively. If we introduce the vectors P, Q, and R 
corresponding to the p, q, and r scoring components respectively, and the vectors X, Y, and Z corresponding to the x, 
y, and z alignment components respectively, we may rewrite (2) as a sum of the dot product of these vectors: 

(3) score(alignment) = P*X + Q*Y+R*Z 
Finally, concatenating P, Q, and R into a (block-) vector L, and concatenating X, Y, and Z into a (block-) vector 

U, we obtain the formula for the score of an alignment as the dot product of L and U: 
(4) score(alignment) = L * U. 

Note that L has all the scoring parameters of the decoding model, which are the parameters that will be subject 
to training, while U = U(alignment) has all the essentials of the alignment as far as the scoring formula is concerned. 
2.5 Decoding Method 

To convert the segment-code sequence into the sentence text, we use a version of the dynamic programming 
beam search method. An utterance is decoded left-to-right by progressively aligning its segment-code sequence with 
the transcriptions found in the sentence transcription graph. A set of prefix alignments is maintained by the DP 
beam-search algorithm, consisting of all the prefix or complete sentence transcriptions aligned with the prefix 
segment-code sequence. The prefix alignments are successively expanded each time the next code is added to the 
segment-code sequence. The set of prefix alignments is pruned by retaining only the top scoring alignments. Only 
those alignments within a relative scoring threshold of the best scoring alignment are kept. 
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After the decoding process reaches the end of the segment-code sequence, the complete sentence transcription 
yielding the highest scoring alignment with the complete segment-code sequence is found. The text corresponding to 
this transcription is the chosen output. If no complete sentence transcription exists among the aligned transcriptions 
remaining on the beam, the utterance is rejected (a decoding failure). For more details see Meisel, et al. [Meisel 88]. 
3. Training Method 

For the purpose of training, we designate the target alignment and complete sentence transcription for each 
utterance of the training set. Our task is to train the alignment scoring model (2) so that the score of the target 
alignment is greater (by some threshold) than the score of any incorrect alignment (aligned with the same prefix 
segment-code sequence) remaining in the beam structure after each beam-pruning step. An incorrect alignment is 
defined as any alignment of any prefix or complete transcripuon of any incorrect sentence. Thus if RA is the target 
alignment, and WA is any incorrect alignment remaining in the beams after the beam-pruning step, we want: 

(5) score(RA) - score(WA) 2 h, (h>0,a fixed margin) for all WA. 
Replacing these scores and alignments as in (4), yields 

(6) L * U(RA) - L* U(WA) = L * (U(RA) - U(WA)) 2 h. 
If we define the set of vectors V = (V : V = U(RA) - U(WA)}, we can formulate the scoring model training task as 
the training of the single-layer perceptron with weight vector L to perform the separation of the set V: 

(7)L* V 2h, forall V in V. 
This task can be approached with a number of the single-layer perceptron training algorithms (see [Lippmann 

87]). We selected the LMS algorithm with the linear threshold non-linearity: 
t(d) = Oford<0O, t(d) = dhforO<sd<h,and (td) = lford2h 

An algorithm to train the scoring parameters L is then: 
(83)L' = L + (1-«L* V))-B-V 

where L' is the updated L, V is some vector of V, and B is the training rate (0 < B <1). The effect of this update is 
to adjust the scores so that the target alignment's score is increased while the incorrect alignment's score is decreased. 

The update step (8) is performed for all vectors V of V. For the next utterance of the training set, a new set V 
is constructed. One iteration through the training data consists of processing each utterance in this manner, updating 
L each time. 
3.1 Generating Target Alignments 

The target alignments necessary for training are generated automatically by a special mode of the decoding 
process. In this mode the sentence transcription graph is restricted to transcriptions of the known sentence. Then a 
nearly exhaustive search is performed on the alignments of that graph with the segment-code sequence for that 
utterance. The highest scoring alignment/transcription is chosen as the target alignment. (Specifics of the 
alignment/transcription including the score, class sequence, and class-code alignment are retrieved from the remaining 
beam structures after decoding is complete.) 

This automatic target alignment generation step is performed just prior to performing the parameter training 
with that utterance, using the scoring parameters being trained to do the decoding. This constitutes a modification of 
the standard LMS algorithm which precludes a straightfoward extension of the proof of convergence. Nevertheless, 
we found that it resulted in the stochastic convergence in all the cases tested so far. Note that if we could select the 
target alignment a priori and use it in all training iterations, then convergence is guaranteed for a large enough 
number of iterations. In our modification, it is possible that the target alignment will never settle into a steady 
state, and thus the scoring parameters would not converge. 

The values of the vector L, the scoring parameters of the decoder, are initialized with a heuristic estimate before 
any training is performed. The estimate is made from a large pool of phonetically labelled speech data. (The data are 
labelled with the phonetic classes of the dictionary.) 
3.2 Selecting Incorrect Alignments: Preventive Maintenance Training 

Several possible incorrect alignments remain in the beam structures after the decoding process, as well as many 
prefix alignments. By using these remaining incorrect alignments we focus on the errors actually made by the 
scoring algorithm. This addresses the problem more directly than generating near-misses, as has been done in other 
approaches [Bahl 88, Lee 89]. 

Due to the left-to-right nature of the decoder, we can determine the point in time (the segment-code sequence 
index) where the target alignment was lost by being pruned from the beams. We can thus focus the training on that 
area where the chosen alignment lost the possibility of attaining the target alignment, by training with the prefix 
target alignment and the corresponding prefix incorrect alignment(s). These prefix alignments are treated essentially 
like complete alignments by the taining algorithm. Training is performed on each whole word prefix alignment 
unui the target alignment is pruned off the beams (if it is), at which point we stop the training for that utterance. 

We call this training method “preventive maintenance training" since it attempts to prevent the score of each 
prefix target alignment from dropping too low. It thus attempts to prevent each prefix target alignment from being 
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pruned from the beams, as well as attempting to make (eventually) the complete target alignment the highest scoring 
complete alignment. 
4. Results and Discussion 

An experiment was run to investigate the performance of the new algorithm. For this experiment, a digits 
application was used. The grammar for this application accepts all sentences containing the words "zero" through 
“nine” and “oh" in any combinauon and of any word length. The word "point" may also occur anywhere in an 
accepted sentence, but only once. 

A set of 3017 digits utterances collected from eleven male speakers were used for the training process. Another 
800 digits utterances collected from eight of the original eleven were reserved for testing purposes. The average 
number of words in a training (test) utterance was 4 (4). Baseline results were obtained using the original scoring 
parameter estimations, generated from large-vocabulary (1526 word) training data. These will be indicated as 
iteration 0 in the following tables. For this test, a training rate of 8 = 1.0 and a training threshold of h = 5.0 were 
used. Some brief experimentation showed that performance was satisfactory at these values. 

Table 1 shows the change in performance on the test data for the six iterations that were made. Table 2 shows 
the change in performance on the training data for the same six iterations. The utterance accuracy refers to utterances 
that are exactly correct; no deletions, substitutions, or insertions. The "+ Off 1" statistics refer to the percentage of 
utterances with at most one error (one insertion, one deletion, or one substitution only). The "+ Off 2" statistics 
refer to the percentage of utterances with at most two errors. 
Iteration Utterance Accuracy + Off1 +Off2 Iteration Utterance Accuracy + Off 1 + Off2 

0 45.25 72.00 86.25 0 56.25 84.22 94.66 
1 61.75 85.25 95.38 1 72.69 92.38 98.08 
2 59.38 86.00 94.88 2 72.92 93.80 98.54 
3 64.63 87.75 95.62 3 79.22 94.93 98.77 
4 68.75 89.12 96.62 4 85.58 97.18 99.57 
5 67.50 88.50 96.00 5 86.84 97.32 99.44 
6 69.13 89.38 96.50 6 87.04 97.12 99.47 

Table LTest Data Table 2,Training Data 
At the end of six iterations, the utterance recognition rate on test data has increased from about 45% to 70%, for 

a reduction in utterance error rate of about 55%. The recognition rate on training data has increased from about 56% 
to 87%, for a reduction in utterance error rate of about 30%. 
5. Conclusions 

A new training algorithm for continuous speech linguistic decoding parameters has been presented and tested 
successfully. This new algorithm has several novel aspects, which we believe are advantages over other tested 
corrective training approaches [Bahl 88, Lee 89]. In particular, it: 

a. Deals with an alignment-scoring model more general than HMM (does not rely on the interpretation of the 
model components as probabilities); 

b. Is based on the LMS algorithm directly, for which the property of stochastic convergence holds; 
c. Selects confusible alignments (near-misses) from the incorrect sentences remaining on the beams, which 

were actual confusions the decoder encountered: 
d. Trains using prefix target alignments, so that training emphasizes survivability of target alignments 

throughout the left-to-right processing of the decoder. 
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Abstract 

A neural network based data compression system using a 
technique called scene quanttzatton is presented. In scene 

quantization a whole scene of information is quantized at a time 
and is compressed to a single representation for low rate 

transmission and subsequent recovery of the original scene. The 

proposed network model is a 4-layer feed forward architecture with 

back propagation learning paradigms. Simulation results for the 

compression transmission and recovery of a number of scenes which 

are members of the training set or out side the training set are 

presented. 

1. Introduction 

This paper presents the results of an investigation in the use 

of neural networks to realize data compression using scene 

quantization. Scene quantization differs from vector or scalar 

quantization in the sense that it allows simultaneous 

parallel-processing of a whole scene of information whereas vector 

or scalar quantization only quantize one vector or one point 

respectively at a time. Therefore, with scene quatization 

technique one scene of information can be compressed to one 
representation. Thus, the transmission rate, time and number of 

parallel links for transmission, and storage requirements are much 

less than those required by scalar or vector quantization for the 

same scene. 

ec. Data Compression Using Scene Quantization 
2.1 The Proposed Neural Network Architecture 

output subscenes 
  

    

      
  

  

  

  

  

Out put Layer i LC ] 

oN __ 
Layers | | «— Quantizer 

| | «<— Combiner 

I t Layer >? if | IT 1     
input subscenes 

Fig. 1 The Proposed Neural Network Based Data Compression System 
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As shown in Fig. 1, the system consists of three sections: 
input-layer section, hidden-layer section, and output-layer 

section. Input-layer section consists of a number of subnets which 

serve as input layer to the network. The hidden-layer section 

consists of three parts: combiner, quantizer, and decombiner. The 

combiner acts as the multiplexer to the input subnets. The 
quantizer produces the internal representation of the scene. 

Finally, the decombiner acts as the demultiplexer. A preprocessor 

may also be used, but is not shown here. 

If the networ k consists of m input-subnets, and m 

cutput-subnets and each subnet has k nodes and a sigmoid nonlinear 

tranformation is applied to the activation level of each node, 
then, 

k 

At the combiner: C = f Ww x » where 
ni 44 nij nj 

Cut ouptut of jth combiner node corresponds to n subnet 

x j= output of yuh node of nF subnet 

weight between the yuh node of the nth subnet to the i 

node of the combiner. 

w ~ th 
nij™ 

m 1 

At the quantizer: q, = | 2 [ jan Cay }}- where 

q; = output of awh node of the quantizer 

At the decombiner: d . = | 2, w_.., q, |. wher @ 
ni j£ MljJ J 

qui = output of yth node corresponding to nth subnet 

Pp = number of nodes of the quantizer 

r 

At the output: Yni = | 2, Wai Fy 
j= 

The distortion measurement is the mean square error between the 
output scene and the input scene. Therefore, 

we =F (eu on ] 
The overall desired outputs are the same as the corr osponding 

2 

inputs. 

c.c A Simulation Model of the Network 

The proposed neural networtk model for scene quantization was 

simulated on an IBM AT using the Professional II software package 

of NeuralWare, Inc.€3]. Due to the limitation of the software 

tool, a scene of 12x12 pixels was used as the input scene. The 
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number of nedes in the quantizer was 5 or 8. 

As shown in Fig. 1, the network model is divided into three 

sections: input-layer, hidden-layer, and output-layer sections. 

Futhermore, the hidden-layer section consists of three layers, 
namely combiner, quantizer, and decombiner. The overall network 
model is symmetric. One can take advantage of this symmetry in the 

training process as follows: the network was trained inside out, 

i.e. the hidden layers were trained first, thenthe outer layers 

were trained using those previous computed weights for the hidden 

layers. 

3. Simulation Results 

Shown in Figure e are the examples of recovered output scenes 

which have been quantized and reconstructed from input scenes. 
Table 1 shows the distortion, MSE, over trained and untrained 

input scenes with different number of hidden nodes. 

  

  

scene Hidden Compression MSE Type 

Nodes Ratio 

a 5 es. 80 O. 0380 Trained 

b S c4. 00 0. 0270 Trained 

c 6 24.00 0.1285 Untrained             
  

Table 1 : Compression Ratio and MSE 

4. Conclusion 

It is observed from the simulation results that the network 
worked with reasonable error and hence the scene quantization 

provides - viable method for compression of data scenes. 
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Input Scene Output Scene 

  
Ca) shows reconstructed scene from trained data 

with S quantizer nodes. 

Input Scene Output. Scene 

Cb) shows reconstructed scene from trained data 
with G6 quantizer nodes. 

    
Input Scene Output Scene 

  
Cc) shows reconstructed scene from untrained data 

with 6 quantizer nodes. 

Figure @ - Examples of Simulation Results. 
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The temporal nature of speech signals provides strong constraints on the neural net- 

work (NN) solution design process for automatic speech recognition (ASR) at the word- 

level. In this report we present initial experiments comparing the performance of several 

static and recurrent back-propagation (BP) trained networks on a spoken English word- 

recognition task. We conclude that judiciously applied, a recurrent neural network solution 

aimed directly at the word-level may be appropriate for certain ASR problems. 

Methodology 

Speech data and preprocessing 

The ASR problem we study here is a simple, yet indicative, spoken English word- 

recognition task. Neural nets are trained to classify isolated utterances of the digits "0" through 

"9" and control words "up", "down", "left", "right", "pitch", "roll" and "yaw" recorded from three 

male-speakers. Five sets (I-V) are recorded from each speaker over a several week period. 

Recording is done in ambient noise conditions at 10K A/D samples per second, low-pass 

filtered at 3.3kHz cutoff. Preprocessing of recorded speech yields input data for NN training. 

First, selection by hand yields 0.5 second segments containing a single word or “noise.” FFT 

analysis (with Hamming window; linear pre-emphasis in the frequency domain) in a 25 msec 

moving time-window (2/3 overlap between successive windows) transforms each utterance into 

a 3D image, e.g. a frequency spectrum at each of 60 times in a 0.5 second segment. Second, 

NN input is obtained by transforming each individual spectrum to a 15-D vector by integrating 

the spectral amplitudes centered at the following frequencies in Hz (bandwidth indicated in 

parentheses): 130 (30), 164 (38), 206 (48), 260 (60), 327 (76), 412 (96), 520 (121), 655 

(152), 828 (192), 1040 (242), 1310 (305), 1650 (384), 2078 (485), 2619 (611), 3300 (770). 

Each 15-vector is optionally peak-, vector- or not normalized. Four of the five word sets are 

used for NN training; the fifth serves as an independent test set. 

Network architectures 

We systematically study several static and recurrent NN trained with the BP algorithm 

[1,2]. Static nets with one or two hidden layers are trained by presenting the entire 0.5 second 

spectrograph as a 3D “image” on the input layer, e.g. 60 x 15 input units. The single-hidden 

layer nets use 20 hidden units; double hidden-layer nets use 15 units per layer. For all nets, 

the output layer contains 17 output nodes (one ON per word); noise vectors to turn all output 

units OFF. 

Our recurrent net is an extension of that reported by Elman [2] and analyzed by Servan- 

Schreiber [3]. The extension is simply an implementation of the nested equation describing 

recurrence of a hidden unit’s output value. For the case of a two-step time-delay, the equation 

dictates the number and relationship of local memory cells associated with each hidden unit. 

The equation generalizes to arbitrary time-delays by further nesting. 

i=n i=n 

yi = f (Dying + wif Coy wy + wjy}-7)) 
i=0 i=0 
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y; - hidden unit output, f(x) - unit transfer function, y/ - input unit output, w, - input to hid- 

den unit connection, Ww; - the recurrent connection, n - number of input units (includes bias). 

The recurrent net allows time-sampling of the input spectrogram without the necessity for 

multiple copies of time-shifted inputs; this is well-suited for real-time applications. Our 

approach is to present, for each utterance, sequential, overlapping groups of spectra contained 

in that word’s spectrogram. Exhaustive search suggests that for the present data, an optimal 

combination of grouping, overlap and time-delay stores hidden unit activation for the 

equivalent of up to 200 milliseconds preceding current input. The number of hidden units used 

in the single hidden layer case is twenty. 

Training and testing 

Training of all nets proceeds in an iterative fashion. For speaker-trained nets, training ini- 

tially proceeds with set I alone using random weight strengths as initial conditions. “ Following 

convergence, set II is trained using as initial conditions the weight matrix generated at the pre- 

vious step. This procedure is repeated until all four training sets have been pooled. The 

multiple-speaker case proceeds similarly, but with pooling of numbezed sets at each iteration. 

Our usage of the back-propagation algorithm is as follows: a.) errors are accumulated 

across the entire training set; b.) learning rates range between 0.05 - 0.001, depending on train- 

ing set size and net type; c.) "viscosity" term is 0.9; d.) learning rate and viscosity terms are 

divided by 10 for the first 20 training cycles; e.) errors greater than 0.1 are propagated; and f.) 

calculation of error is as described by Solla [4]. Empirically, gradient descent has proven most 

useful. (Extensive experimentation with the conjugate gradient descent procedure coupled with 

simulated annealing is disappointing so far for anything but the smallest nets.) In the case of 

recurrent nets, a time-varying teacher signal has proven most successful. (See also [5].) In par- 

ticular, for a given utterance, the selected output node is trained to peak at 1.0 in the range 

250-350 milliseconds into the 500 msec utterance. Over the interval [0,250-350], the value 

rises linearly. 

Trained nets are tested by classification performance on word set V. In the case of static 

nets, we define two types of classification score: a.) "raw" recognition; and b.) "fine-tuned" 

recognition. In raw recognition, the highest valued output unit greater than 0.5 denotes net- 

work response. Fine-tuned recognition is one approach to a problem inherent in processing 

each utterance as a single 3D image: time-alignment of repeated instances of an utterance. 

Noise spectra are appended to the beginning and end of the test spectrogram and the composite 

image is shifted sequentially through the window defined by the number of net input units. 

Each shift position yields a peak output value; the highest value (> 0.5) achieved across an 

empirically derived shift set (< 100 msec in either direction) denotes net recognition. In cases 

where the correct output node is signalling < 0.5, fine-tuning can often raise the value to > 0.9. 

Testing performance of recurrent nets is more problematic. Since the input is time- 

varying so is the output. To detect classification, output layer activity is fed one-for-one into a 

continuously running mutually inhibitory net. This additional net (MAXOUT) signals recogni- 

tion when one of its units achieves a value of unity, e.g. signals the corresponding most active 

recurrent net output unit across time. 

Results 

Table I summarizes network performance on our 17-word (plus noise tokens) database. 

"Raw" and "fine-tuned" recognition scores (max= 18/18) are listed separately for the one and 

two hidden layer (HL) static networks. For the one HL static case, fine-tuning the position of 

the spectrogram image on the input layer adds significantly to performance. For the two HL 

static case, raw recognition for two of three speakers is 100%; for the third, fine-tuning 

increases performance. The response values in the two HL case are robust, so that for speakers 

2 and 3, a minimum output threshold value of 0.8 yields 100% and 88% raw recognition, 

respectively. On average, performance of the two static net types is quite close. Training time, 

measured by cycles through the learning set at each iteration, averages between 50-150 for all 
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nets; note that the one HL net contains > 19000 connections and the two HL case < 15000. 

  

  

  

Table I 

Network Performance on a 17-Word Test Set 

Speaker Static (1 HL) Static (2 HL) Recurrent 

Raw Fine-tuned Raw Fine-tuned 

1 61% (11) 78% (14) 44% (8) 67% (12) 83% (15) 

2 78 (14) 100 (18) 100 (18) 100 (18) 88 (16) 

3 94 (17) 94 (17) 94 (17) 100 (18) 94 (17) 

Mean 78% 91% 19% 89% 88% 

MS* 87% (27/31) 90%(28/31) 81% (25/31) 84% (26/31) 94% (29/31)     
Results for 1 and 2 hidden layer (HL) static nets and a 1 HL recurrent net using 

a "home-grown" 17-word (plus noise) database (see text). (# correct in paren.) 

We are currently installing the TI/NBS Database. The recurrent net achicves 

competitive and more consistent results than the static nets. (*MS - multiple- 

speaker digit recognition "0" - "9" plus noise token only) 

Table I (last column) lists performance of the single HL (20 units) 2 time-delay recurrent 

nets. (Initial studies suggest that a time-delay beyond 2 adds significantly to training time, with 

marginal effect on performance for the single HL net.) Though training time is significantly 

greater, e.g., 100’s of cycles, these far smaller recurrent nets perform competitively and more 

consistently than the static nets. The recurrent nets contain fewer than 1600 connections: a.) 

17 output units; b.) 20 hidden units with a recurrent connection; and c.) 75 input units, e.g. 5 

sequential 15-D spectrogram -derived input vectors per sub-sample. 

Classification proceeds by sequentially sub-sampling a test spectrogram and tracking 

activity of the MAXOUT net. Typically, the initial samples, at the transition of back ground 

noise and speech, force all outputs towards zero, e.g., the noise response. As sam pling 

proceeds, the correct output node (as well as one or two others) increase activity; the final con- 

vergence of the correct output node to a peak value (on average, in excess of 0.8) follows a 

non-linear path, see also [5]. Significantly, the misclassification is most often the type "NOT 

CLASSIFIED", e.g., no output node activates enough to drive a MAXOUT convergence over 

the entire word. Hence, the recurrent nets trained with noise vectors (or a "garbage" output 

node) resist false positive classification; we have not observed this property in the static nets. 

The final row of Table I indicates performance on a multiple-speaker digit recognition 

problem. The data used are from the same dataset above, but new nets (with 10 output nodes 

only) are iteratively trained as described in Training and testing, above. Again, fine-tuning the 

Static net input increases performance, though in this case, raw performance is high. The far 

smaller recurrent net outperforms both the one and two HL static nets. 

Conclusions and Discussion 

The present effort is aimed ultimately at word-spotting in continuous speech. Thus we 

must deal directly with the temporal characteristics of the formant-phoneme and word levels. 

At the word-level the key problem is time-alignment owing to differential speaker rates, ampli- 

tudes, fundamental frequencies, etc. We have explored two approaches to the problem. One 

using static nets in conjunction with an image shifter, and another using (temporally) recurrent 

nets. In this restricted study, recurrent nets yield competitive classification ratcs with a Icvel of 

consistency not seen with static nets. 

The present results are similar to those reported by Anderson, et al., [5] and Franzini, et 

al., [6]. Similarly, the study by Rossen and Anderson [7] suggests that there is a variety of 
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input representations which may enhance performance of both static and recurrent nets. The 

usage of different databases makes direct performance comparisons difficult. (We are presently 

installing the TI/NBS database in order to facilitate such comparisons.) However, these several 

studies, among others, support the conclusion that recurrent nets offer a viable neural network 

approach to ASR. 

The approach adopted in this study is different in an instructive way from that adopted by 

Waibel and colleagues [8]. First, we seek to effect discrimination at the word level, thus aiming 

to implicitly incorporate co-articulation effects and the like, into the network. In their applica- 

tion (Japanese ASR) Waibel, et al., have found it efficacious to focus on the formant-phoneme 

level; word level recognition is achieved by forming heirarchical nets in a bottom-up fashion. 

Second, a recurrent neural network structured properly allows each hidden unit to optimize its 

own time-delay characteristics. The result is smaller networks where each hidden unit requires 

only small local memory for (summed) activation values. Moreover, the local memory affords 

the opportunity for more advanced temporal processing by the hidden units, e.g. sec [9]. On 

the other hand, in their application, Waibel, et al., have been able to select and fix tem poral 

dependencies by pre-specifying connection patterns between layers. The differing nature of the 

two applications may fully account for the differing NN designs. However, it is important to 

recognize that temporally, ASR is a multi-level problem. An application-driven NN design pro- 

cess ought to take advantage of and be informed by the unique characteristics which exist at 

each time-scale. The inherent temporal processing capability of recurrent nets makes them 

strong candidates as components in NN solutions for automatic speech recognition. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Self-Organizing Maps are competitive neural networks that both produce localized responses to 

input signals (i.e., accomplish a kind of vector quantization of an input vector space) and represent 
the topology of the input signal space over the network [1,2,3]. Most of the applications of Self- 
Organizing Maps are based on the proposition given in, e.g., [3] which says that if the input vectors x 
are samples of a stationary probability density function p(x) then, due to the self-organizing learning 
algorithm, an ordered image [(p(x)}"/(n+2) will be formed onto the reference (weight, codebook) 
vectors of the cells of the network. I.e., the ability of the network to optimally align the reference 
vectors according to the input space is usually utilized. 

However, in this report we outline a discrete-signal identification application that, above all, 
employs the active topology preserving property of the learning scheme. In modern signal 
transmission technology, ideally, values of transmitted signals are quantized, i.e., in one dimension, 
only certain values, e.g., a+n(t)h, n(t)=0,1,... can occur (figure 1) and, in two dimensions, only 
(coordinate) values of, e.g., gridpoints of a rectangular area can occur. Consequently, the p(x) 
function is very simple - a sum of properly shifted delta functions. However, due to various reasons, 

the transmitted signals may be distorted by the transmission path of the communication system 
(figure 2) and thus, adaptive signal identification mechanisms are needed for recovering from 
possible errors. Although p(x) is now time-varying it can be assumed that the form of the signal 
topology is preserved and the self-organizing learning can easily adjust its reference values 
according to the signal levels. 

ADAPTATION BY SELF-ORGANIZING LEARNING 
As described above, ideal transmission of quantized signals occupy discrete values, e.g., x(t) = 

a+n(Hh, n(t) = 0,1,... (see figure 1). Due to disturbances, etc., the receiver sees modified values of the 
transmitted signals, i.e., x(t) = a+n(Hh+en(t), resulting in signal trajectories such as in figure 2. An 
obvious choice for the self-organizing framework is now a linear array of learning cells, each 
characterized by an adaptive parameter m;. As the ideal and distorted signal values are one- 
dimensional, the mj; values are also scalars. The m; values may be initialized to the ideal values, or, 
according to the signal levels received in the beginning of the transmission, or, they may be given 
even random values because the m; values will effectively converge to possible asymptotic values of 
the received quantized values in the coarse of the self-organizing learning process. The adaptive and 
time-varying signal identification proceeds according to the following rules that are based on the 
original self-organizing algorithm. 

Figure 1. |\ Figure2. |\ 
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Figure 3. One and two dimensional adaptive networks. 

(i) At each discrete time instant t, determine the cell c with the best matching 
parameter m,(t) in respect to the current received signal sample x(t), i.e., 

Ilx(t) - m,(t)|| = min; {kx - mI} (1) 

(ii) Adapt the parameters in the neighborhood N,; of the computed cell c 

mi(t+1) = mi(t) + afx®-m(), i=c (2a) 
mi(t+1) = mit) + Bix®)-m WH), ie N,i*e (2b) 
m;(t+L) = mj(t) ig N, (2c) 

The topological neighborhood N, consisted of the recalled cell itself and its direct neighbors up 
to depth 1,2,... (see figure 3a). Since the problem now is not primarily to find an image for a 
complicated stationary input distribution but rather to follow the drifts, etc., in the quantized signal 
values we used values for the iteration coefficients, a and B (and not monotonically decreasing 
functions of time, etc.). As is obvious from the experience of the capabilities of the self-organizing 
maps in general and also as shown by the demonstrations described below, if the o and B values and 
the neighborhood radius are selected properly, the mj values will trace reasonably well the time- 
varying x(t) values, i.e., adaptively identify the received quantized signal. It must be further 
emphasized that as the broadcast signal space has a well-defined topology and as the mapping is 
topology-preserving, due to neighborhood learning, the adaptation is very effective unless the 
distortions are so large that the linear topology of the quantized signals is destroyed. 

The neighborhood learning is always applied symmetrically in each direction in the array of 
adaptive cells. Because cells near the edges of the array may not have neighbors in both directions 
the learning causes some bias in the mj values towards the group center of the parameter values. To 
compensate for this, the input signal x(t) can be modified to bj+djx(t), bj and d; being node-specific 
parameters, i.e., the input signal space is effectively enlarged yielding the following modified 
adaptation formulas: 

mi(t+D = mi() + o[b;+dix) - mi(t)], i=c (3a) 
mi(t+1) = mi(t) + B[bj+dix(t) - mi(t)], ie N,i#c (36) 
mi(t+l) = mip) i¢ N, (3c) 

The ability of the method to preserve a signal space topology becomes even more evident when 
the quantization of the signal space is two (or higher) dimensional, i.e., the ideal signal values 
occupy, e.g., the coordinate values of the gridpoints of a rectangular area. Two-dimensional signal 
quantization is utilized in the so-called QAM coding in modern communication systems [4]. 
Obviously, it is advantageous to use now a respective rectangular array of learning cells familiar 
from the multitude of demonstrations given of the Self-Organizing Maps (see figure 36). Accordingly, 
the learning neighborhoods are also two-dimensional. Otherwise, the above adaptation equations are 
directly applicable to the two-dimensional case, too. 

The gridpoints in a two-dimensional space may be shifted, zoomed, rotated, etc., in various ways 
but still the order of the signal levels tends to be preserved, i.e., the rectangular grid-like structure is 
preserved. Even when absolute signal levels change drastically, they are effectively and steadily 
followed by the topology-preserving learning rule. 
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SIMULATIONS 
The purpose of the simulations was two-fold. Firstly, we wanted to demonstrate the ability of 

the self-organizing learning network to identify adaptively discrete and distorted signal levels. 
Secondly, we wanted to preliminarily survey acceptable values for the coefficients, etc., of the 
method, primarily for a and B. Especially, we wanted to test the sensitivity of the parameters against 
different sort of deformations in the input space. The emphasis of the simulations was on the two- 
dimensional quantization. 

The adaptation capability was measured in terms of identification accuracy, i.e., counting the 
number of correctly identified signal levels in proportion to the amount of all transmitted signals. A 
received x(t) was always identified according to the nearest-neighbor rule, i.e., Eq. (1). For 
comparison, the identification accuracy was also measured using a straightforward adaptive method 
that, in one-dimensional case, traces the smallest and largest values of the received signal in time 
and then divides the space in between evenly assuming an equally spaced modified quantization. 
Such an identification technique is commonplace in many practical AGC (Adaptive Gain Control) 
based receivers. In two-dimensional case, both dimensions were treated similarly and the simplified 
method assumed a signal quantization occupying at the intersections of equally spaced parallel 
division lines in both directions. 

The first simulation was carried out with one-dimensional signal quantization. The ideal 
quantization consisted of four equidistant levels and the amount of signal samples broadcast were 
2000. An artificial distortion was made in the middle of the transmission by shifting the lowest and 
highest levels towards the other two levels, however, without intersecting the signal trajectories and 
thus, maintaining the topology (see figure 4). The distances of the shifted signal levels to the intact 
levels were 1/4 of the original. For the form of the shift, a smooth step (like a sigmoid function) was 
used. In addition, simulations were always carried out with random, normally distributed noise 
included in the received signals. In this particular example, the standard deviation of the noise was 
o = 5 per cent of the difference between the ideal quantization levels. Equations (1) and (2a-c) were 
used for the adaptation. The neighborhood radius was J in all simulations. Each simulation actually 
consisted of a series of systematic test runs to find out proper or safe values for a and B to obtain 
good adaptation. Figure 5 depicts the region of (a,f)-values with identification accuracy of 95 per 
cent or above for the received signals with time indices 201 through 800, i.e., during the nondistorted 
region except noise. Figure 6 depicts the corresponding (o,)-values for time indices 1251 through 
2000, i.e., after the collapse. For practical operation, (a,B)-values giving high accuracies in both time 
regions should be chosen. Figure 7 depicts the decrease of identification accuracy obtained with 
properly chosen (a,f)-values within time indices 1000 through 1150, i.e., during and right after the 
transition from normal to collapsed mode. The accuracies are calculated of 30 sample windows, each 
10 samples apart. With the AGC based method, the identification accuracy was 100 per cent for 
signals with time indices 201 through 800 and only 85.6 per cent for signals with time indices 1251 
through 2000. 
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With two-dimensional signal quantization, the forms of deformations experimented were the 
following (see also figure 8). a) Collapse of all signal levels or "zooming in", 5) collapse of corner 
levels inwards of the grid c) rotating the grid by 10, 20, or 30 degrees, and d) escape of one 
quantization level from the grid. In each type of deformation, the transition from normal to the 
abnormal mode occurred in the middle of the transmission, around the time index 1000, analogously 
to the one-dimensional simulation. The total amount of samples was extended to 3000, however. The 
rate of each transition was the slope of the sigmoid function (/() = 1/(1+exp(0.1*t))). The standard 
deviation of the noise (two-dimensional) varied between 2 and 5 per cent. Both 4 by 4 and 6 by 6 
grids were tested. For adaptations, equations (1) and (2a-c) were used in each case. 

In general, the adaptation is most reliable in deformations that cause topologically similar 
changes to all gridpoints, e.g., zooming in or out, rotation, or shift. The effect of noise was neglible, at 
least in the range of 0 to 5 per cent (standard deviation). If there are gridpoints whose behavior 
diverges from the others, e.g., escape, it is advantageous to decrease the B-parameter to make the 
effect of the neighborhood learning weaker. 

As a special case, we will describe the simulations oc), i.e., rotating the grid, in more detail. At 
first, it was not difficult to assign good values for a and 8 before the transition, i.e., a 100 per cent 
identification was easily obtained. A 30 degree rotation of a 4 by 4 grid was initiated at time index 
751 and was completed at time index 1250. The standard deviation of noise was 5 per cent. The 
region of (a,B)-values giving a high identification accuracy (95 per cent or more) for received signals 
with time indices 1501 through 2200 is shown in figure 9. As can be seen, the adaptation is robust 
within a wide range of (a,8)-values. For comparison, the identification accuracy of the AGC based 
method was below 25 percent assuming the rotation of the grid can not be taken into account. 
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Figure 8. Figure 9. 

CONCLUSIONS 
These preliminary simulations clearly indicate that self-organizing learning may offer a very 

effective and robust means for adaptive signal identification in modern communication systems. The 
virtues of the method can be seen especially with two-dimensionally quantized signals with noise 
and distortion. The choice of the parameters of the method does not seem to be critical. The 
adaptation is fairly fast and stable although no provisions of the characteristics of the signals have 
been made (admitted the test signals were artificial, so far). 

Encouraged from these early simulations, we are now concentrating on carrying out more 
extensive designs and test runs with real communication signal samples. 
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SOME PRACTICAL ASPECTS OF THE SELF-ORGANIZING MAPS 

Teuvo Kohonen 
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Abstract. The main purpose of this presentation is to advocate the Self-Organizing Map algorithm by emphasizing 
the simplicity of its implementation by standard hardware (electronic, optic). In particular, if the original dot- 
product matching is used, the Map is easily implementable, e.g., by optic devices; the Icarning law must then be 
modified accordingly. Nonetheless it remains possible to define almost arbitrary nonlinearly separable and even 
disjoint class regions with this simple algorithm. - A survey of a few earlier and contemporary applications is also 
given. 

1. Motivation of the Map for a Neural Network Paradigm 

If we try to make a comparison of the nowadays perhaps already familiar Self-Organizing Map 

[1], [2] with the most widespread NN structure, namely, the Backpropagation network (BP), the 

most salient difference is that BP is designed to implement a wanted input-output mapping of 

signal patterns, whereas the Map carries out a Vector Quantization, directly identifying the input 

signal pattern with the closest "codebook pattern" (in some suitable metric). If one then applies 

these networks to pattern recognition or pattern classification tasks, the difference becomes even 

more apparent. In BP, a "regularizing" input-output mapping between sample data is first 
designed in terms of nested functional expansions of the form 

YE= O(LwpO(LM OC... 2up)--)) a) 

where the xj are input signals and the yg output responses, respectively, and 6 denotes the 

"sigmoid" nonlinearity; classification of the input vector then results on the basis of the relative 
output values of yy. The Map, on the other hand, does not need nested mappings, since in 

classification, it is only the decision border between classes in the signal space that is 

important, and any (optimal, nonlinear) form for it can directly be set by using a sufficient 
number of suitably located codebook vectors for each class; to define the codebook vectors on 

the basis of wanted decision borders is a vastly lighter task than determination of the functional 

expansions in BP networks. Still the classification accuracy of the Map is at least as high as that 

of the BP networks. 

2. The Euclidean Map Algorithm 

Let us denote the input vector by x e R” and the codebook vectors of the Map by wj € R”, 

respectively. The simplest matching defines the nearest codebook vector, with subscript c, in the 

Euclidean metric: 

-Ilx-well = min {Ilx-will} . 
i (2) 

Updating of the codebook vectors is usually based on the following law. If x = x(t) and w; = 

w;(t) are discrete-time sequences of vectors, then 

wi(t+1) = wi(t) + a(D[x(D-w,(O] forie Ne ; wi(ttl) =wj(t) forié N. , (3) 

where & = a(f) is a monotonically decreasing "gain" sequence (0 < @ < 1), and N,, is the 
"topological neighborhood" of the codebook vector w-, ("winner") (see [1], [2]). 
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If the Map is then used for classification, each class is usually made to contain a small number 
of codebook vectors. Post-training (fine-tuning) of the Map is now carried out in a supervised 
process whereby the class-affiliation of the input vectors x must be known. If the class- 
affiliation of the closest codebook vector in the Map on the basis of Eq. (2) is the same as that of 
x, then a positive o like in Eq. (3) is used; on the other hand, if the classification was wrong, 
then —a is used instead of a. This principle (which is applied after the Map was already formed 
and especially with N; = {c}) is one of the algorithms called Learning Vector Quantization [2], 
[3]. 

3. The Dot-Product Map Algorithm for Simpler Hardware Implementation 

The hardware implementation of the Map, in which the "optimal" codebook vectors can be 
computed off-line, may be extremely simple. For instance, with high-dimensional input vectors 
itis often possible to normalize them, or at least to assume that all the important information is 
contained in the relative values of the components. All the available information is then 
preserved although the codebook vectors are normalized. Such a Map may be implemented by a 
linear mapping followed by a maximum selector ("winner-take-all"). The matching law is first 
modified to read: 

xTwe = max (xTwj)} . 
i 

  

(4) 

If this transformation is used, the learning law for the codebook vectors w; must read: 

w(t) + ax (£) 
w(t+1) = forie N, ; wi(t+l) = w(t) forié N. , 

llw(t) + a’ x (Dil (5) 

where a’ = @’(4) is a monotonically decreasing scalar function of time (this time 0 < @’ < 9), 
and N, is a similar neighborhood around the "winner" we as in the previous Map algorithm. One 
might try the form ’ = o/t where (i is rather large (10 to 100). 

If this Map is again applied to classification tasks, a supervised learning scheme analogous to 
that mentioned in Sec. 2 can be used; now, again, the sign of &’ is a function of classification vs. 
misclassification of the known input training vectors x. 

A simple hardware implementation, where the dot products are first computed by a "synaptic 
matrix" (optically: by transmission filters) and summation is made by the columns (like in many 
neural models) is illustrated in Fig. 1. The different dot products are compared by a "winner- 
take-all" circuit that outputs a 1 at the line corresponding to the maximum dot product xTm, and 
QO at all the other output lines. The outputs corresponding to all those codebook vectors that 
belong to the same class are combined with a logic OR gate; each gate thus corresponds to one 
class and the corresponding output indicates to what class x belongs. 

4. Survey of Practical Applications of the Maps 

In addition to numerous more abstract simulations, theoretical developments, and "toy 
examples", the following practical problem areas have been approached by the Self-Organizing 
Maps. In some of them rather concrete work is already in progress. Although the number of 
published papers is already much greater, I have tried to collect references to the most central 
ones. 

- Statistical pattern recognition, especially recognition of speech [4], [5]; 
- control of robot arms, and other problems of robotics [6], [7], [8]; 
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Fig. 1. Schematic illustration of the Dot-Product Self-Organizing Map. Each 

column of the “synaptic matrix" computes a dot product of the type xTw;. 

- control of industrial processes, especially diffusion processes in the production of 
semiconductor substrates [9], [10]; 

- adaptive devices for various telecommunication tasks [11], [12]; 
- optimization problems [13]; and 
- analysis of semantic information [14]. 

Among these, the application to speech recognition has longest traditions in demonstrating the 
power of the Map method, when dealing with difficult stochastic signals. My personal 
expectations are, however, that the greatest industrial potential of this method may lie in process 
control and telecommunication tasks. 

It is a little surprising that so few applications of the Maps to Computer Vision are being 
studied. This does not mean that the problems of vision were not important; it is rather that 
automatic analysis and extraction of visual features, without any heuristic or analytical 
approach, has turned out to constitute an extremely hard problem. In the biological vision, and 
in its artificial implementations, one probably needs a very complicated hierarchical system that 
employs many stages (i.e. several different maps). One of the unclear problems is how the maps 
should be interconnected, e.g., whether one should use special interfaces; and in hierarchical 
systems, adaptive normalization of inputs also seems necessary. There are only some isolated 
problems, such as texture analysis, that might be amenable to the basic method as such. 

The problem of hierachical maps has indeed turned out to be very tough. One of the particular 
difficulties arises if the inputs to a cell come from very different sources; it then seems 
inevitable that an unsymmetrical distance function, in which the signal components are provided 
with adaptive tensorial weights, must be applied [15]. Another aspect concerns the interfaces of 
modules in a hierarchical map system: the signals merging from different modules may have to 
be combined nonlinearly [16]. 

It has already been demonstrated that the Map can be used, e.g., as a preprocessing stage for 
other models [17], [18]. In the Counterpropagation Network of Hecht-Nielsen [19], the map is 
nicely integrated into a hierarchical system as a special layer. 

More mathematical aspects of the Maps can be found in Refs. [20] through [25]. 
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A Technique for the Classification and Analysis of Insect Courtship Song! 
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Biology, Brandeis University, Waltham, MA. 02254, “MLLT. Lincoln Laboratory, Lexington, MA 021732. 

Abstract 

A technique is described and preliminary results presented for the classification and analysis of acoustic 

signals from insect courtship song using Neural Networks. The system consists of two parts: 1) a Kohonen self- 

organizing network that directs its output into 2) a 2-layer feedforward network which uses back-propagation 
learning. The signal is first preprocessed by a zero-crossing transform before training. The network eventually 
learns an optimal representation of the pulse events based on learned vector quantization (LVQ). The vector-quan- 

tized output is used to calculate a histogram of time-summed quantized events and is then used as input for the 

subsequent feedforward network. The second network learns with a modification of back-propagation the 

correspondence between the processed-song input and an external parameter such as the genotype of the song 
producing animal. The adapted system can then be used to analyze new mutant songs and to classify them into 
appropriate categories based on genetic allelism and song characteristics. Finally we describe a novel technique 
for the identification, classification and analysis of other complex behaviors and its application to the general 
analysis of animal behavior and communication phenomena. 

ntr i 

The complex behaviors of animals are of great interest 

to both behaviorists and neurobiologists alike. Models 

of how the nervous system of an animal is capable of 

producing complex behavior are being developed for 
many species (Drosophila, Hall [1]; Aplysia, Kandel 
[2]; canary, Nottebohm et al. (3]). With the advent of 

new molecular techniques and tools for analyzing 

neural systems, the need to accurately correlate 

behavioral patterns to the data obtained by these 

techniques is critical. A complex system such as an 
animal’s nervous systems can yield very complicated 
results to even the most focused investigation. This 
translates into a need for more accurate and compre- 

hensive techniques which reproducibly measure and 

classify these behavioral ensembles. 

We have been investigating the mechanism of male 
Drosophila melanogaster (fruit fly) courtship song 
from both wild type and song mutants. The song is 

produced by wing vibration and is made up of intermit- 

tent hum and pulse component. The latter consists of a 

train from a few to many individual pulses of 2-3 
cycles/pulse(polycyclicity) at ~225 Hz separated from 
each other by a mean interpulse interval (IPI) of 35-45 

milliseconds (Fig. 1). It is a necessary part of the 

1. This project was funded by Grants GM-21473 

from the NIH to J.C.Hall. 
2. The views expressed here are the preliminary 
views of the authors, and do not reflect the views or 
policies of M.I.T. Lincoln Laboratory. 

courtship repertoire and is believed to enhance the 
female’s receptivity for mating. Variation is observed 
between pulses from different trains, but is much less 

between pulses within a train. A complete song lasting 

many minutes can contain many types of pulses with 

different amplitudes, frequencies, and polycyclicity. 

  

    | l j l 

Figure 1. Pulse song from wild type Drosophila 

melanogaster. Time intervals are 50 milliseconds. 

  

Two separate mutations, cacophony and dissonance 
which affect pulse polycyclicity are presently being 
studied at the molecular level in our lab. However, both 
mutations exhibit high pulse variation and therefore 

simple classification based on pulse polycyclicity alone 

is not very accurate or reliable. In addition, many 
experiments involving mutant transformation rescue 
and other genetic modifications yield very complex 
results which are not definable by any single pulse 

feature, such as polycyclicity. We eventually wish to 

develop a fast, automated approach to screening and 

analyzing these and other putative mutations. Before 
this can be done, a technique must be developed on the 
computer which provides for a more complete song 

phenotype assessment. 
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Conventional signal processing techniques (signal 
rectification, low-pass filtering, peak detection) have 
been employed to identify putative pulses in a court- 

ship song recording; however ~10% of the pulses are 

either not identified or other non-pulse events (wing 

cleaning, female wing vibrations, bumping) are 

incorrectly labeled as pulses. In addition, though their 
polycyclicity and IPIs are measured to yield an 
average set of values for a given song, the identified 
pulses are not individually classified because of their 
complex variability. In order to design a more complete 

analytical tool, the use of adaptive techniques which 

would specifically tune a system to features in the 
acoustic signals of interest was investigated. The goal 
was to develop a system which could best describe a 
given pulse, classify it, and then use the entire pulse 

classification record of a song to correctly assess the 

type of fly that produced it. 

Kohonen [4] describes a system which is able to vector 
quantize data. This system adapts itself using self- 
organizing rules to effectively construct a set of proto- 
type input vectors. These vectors when compared to 

real inputs yield a least mean squared error based on a 

nearest neighbor measure. The result is a network 
which best describes the distribution of the input data 
and can be used to label signals into classes if the 

prototypes are ordered according to some clustering 

(classification) method. This technique can also be use- 

d as an effective codebook for data compression. 

The vector quantized song data are then used to adapt a 

feedforward network that attempts to map the song to 

the correct type of animal producing it. Preliminary 

data on the effectiveness of this approach are presented 

and additions to the technique are suggested. A brief 

outline to be applied to more general behavioral 
analysis is also presented. 

Implementation 

Courtship songs of Drosophila males were monitored 

using a special microphone system called the 
Insectavox [5]. The song data were digitized at a sam- 
pling rate of 1 kHz. Pulses were identified manually by 
an operator who logged in the individual pulses using 

previously described software [6].The location of the 

pulse was defined as the time at which the maximum 

absolute amplitude of the pulse occurred. The 
identified pulses were used to create zero-crossing 
(ZX) interval files for each of the pulses. This 

consisted of starting at the pulse location and 

calculating the ZX interval for that half cycle and also 

for 4 preceding and 4 subsequent ZX intervals. A 
theorem by Logan [7] states that if a signal is contained 

within an octave bandwidth, then the signal can be 
described completely by its zero-crossing information 
and a multiplicative constant. The spectral energy of a 

pulse is concentrated in such a frequency interval, and 

therefore can be effectively transformed by ZX without 

much loss of information. In order to compare the 

efficiency of the adaptive system to more conventional 
signal processing and identification methods, pulses 
were also identified by an automatic procedure. This 
procedure employed threshold peak detection of recti- 
fied and low-pass filtered signal. For each pulse event a 

total of nine ZX intervals were stored along with its 

time, its event number and whether the pulse was iden- 
tified (true) or not (missed). Non-pulse events which 

were incorrectly identified by the conventional 
automatic approach were also entered into the record, 

along with their ZX information (non-pulse). The auto- 

identification information was later used for analysis of 

the classification capabilities of the network. 

I. Kohonen Self-Organization 

A Kohonen LVQ network [8] with 72 nodes and nine 

inputs to each node was used to learn the distribution 

of the pulses' ZX information. Each node i consisted of 
nine coefficients for each input element of vector x. 
This network was then allowed to adapt to the ZX 

information of each pulse. This was performed by 

adjusting the coefficients of each node according to the 

rules: 

choose node c such that: 

Ix -m, l= min, { Ilx-m, I) (1) 

1 is within a neighborhood of c (i.e. NEc(t)) if: 

ll m;-m, ll < Ao*exp(-t/T1) (2) 

then adapt the coefficient vector according to: 

mi(t+t}= {ni + aby -m((t)] forie NE, (t) (3) 

m,(t) otherwise (4) 

where a(t) = Al* exp(-t/T2) + A2 (5) 

x is the input vector (ZX) and mj is the node vector 

(each node corresponds to a pulse prototype). The mj 

are adjusted first coarsely to the the input distribution 
with NEc(t) and a(t) being maximum for t = 0. As t 

approaches Tl and T2, NEc(t) and a(t) both decrease 

exponentially, respectively, and the adjustments are 

fine. The final mj; for all the nodes eventually attain a 
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distribution similar to the training input distribution. 
The nodes can be represented as a set of points, each 

corresponding to a node, whose position in input space 

(i.e. nine dimensions) is specified by the coefficients of 

that node. An input (e.g. pulse) is also represented in 

the same space, and that node which is closest to the 
input (Euclidean distance) is “activated”. 

After training the network can be used to vector 

quantize novel inputs whose distribution is similar to 
the training set's. If the distributions are stationary, then 
the mean squared distortion error (MSE) is minimized: 

< error” > = E{min, { Il x(t) - mj I” }) (6) 
where 1 = 1...M. 

This quantity is also useful in assessing the efficacy of 
vector quantization for a given network presented with 
a given song sample. 

Therefore for M nodes, the distortion error of a signal 

is minimized for the mapping of a signal to the 

"closest" node. Subsequently, all pulses can be mapped 
to a node to create a compressed file of only the node 
labels corresponding to the original pulse sequence. 

Such a file still retains all the information as to the type 

of pulse event and their distribution. However, the 

pulse data has been significantly compressed from a 
vector of nine elements to a scalar quantity ranging 
from 1 to M. The "node" event file can be utilized in 
several different ways in the analysis of song structure. 

In this set of experiments, the entire accumulated event 

record (i.e. node activation histogram) is used as a “‘sig- 

nature” to predict some characteristic of the animal 
which produced the song. 
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Figure 2. Node activation histogram of a song 

after being analyzed by a self-organized network. 

A node activation histogram can be calculated based on 
the distribution of nodes activated by a given song 

sample (Fig.2). The histogram can be represented as a 

vector which is usually scaled to unity. This vector can 

be thought of as a time-independent (stationary) 
signature for the song. A measure to quantitate the 

similarity between song activation histogram vectors 

was defined using the cosine of the angle between 
different vectors: the less in common the distributions, 

the greater the orthogonality and the angle. This was 

performed by calculating a dot product between 

normalized histogram vectors (1-D correlation) or 

between normalized matrices containing the 
distribution of node activation in one index and their 
distortion error in the other (2-D correlation). Both give 

the cosine of the angle between the distribution vectors 

or matrices (orthogonality) ranging from -1 to 1 which 
is effectively a measurement of similarity between 
event distributions . 

The node activation histogram is useful for the 

screening of potential behavioral and song mutants in 
which this lab is active. To do this, another system is 
required that will be able to best estimate whether a 
given song is wildtype or mutant. We have utilized a 
two-layer feedforward network whose input is the nor- 
malized node activation histogram vector from each 
song file. 

This vector is fed into a feedforward network and the 
Output trained to match one of the genotypes. The 
network is trained on the vector pulse records for many 
examples using a modified back-propagation method. 

After training, the feedforward network is tested with 

-novel examples. 

Il. Backpropagation Learning Rule 

The familiar error backpropagation learning rule [9] 

was used to train a two-layer (one hidden layer) neural 

network. In a conventional backpropagation network 

(BPN), the connection weights are modified for each 

input/output pair (p) according the the rule: 

Api = MpiOpi 7) 
where the error, Op) is defined as 

for the output layer and as 

for hidden layers. We used the conventional sigmoidal 

function: 

f(net 1/(1-@ Melpiy (10) 
pj) = 
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The variable 1 in Eq. (7) is the scalar learning rate co- 
efficient and netpj is the linear sum of weighted inputs. 
In order to increase the learning fate, our 
implementation used adaptive learning rate 
coefficients. The scalar learning rate coefficient in Eq. 
(7) was replaced by a learning coefficient matrix. The 

weights of the network were modified only after an 
entire pass through the training set: 

AW; = Hi; Zp 8p,0p; (11) 

This was both computationally efficient and prevented 

the order in which the training set was presented to the 

network from affecting the adaptive learning 
coefficients. The learning rate coefficients, His ; » were 

adapted according to the delta-bar-delta rule of Jacobs 
[9]: 

AW, (n) = @ AW a(M-1) + (1-@) AW;(n) (12a) 

where 0<0<1 

if AW, (n) * A Wii (1) > 0 

then Mi = Mi + «K (12b) 

if AW, (n) * AW; (n) < 0 

then m = (1 - >) (12c) 

where AW; (n) is the exponential moving average of 

AW ji and a represents the nth pass through the training 

set. @ determines the “fading memory” characteristics 

of AW; (n). 

The rationale behind the delta-bar-delta rule is as 

follows: An exponential moving average of the weight 

updates, AWji(N) in Eq. (12a), is multplied by the 

current weight update, AWji(n). If the product is 

positive, stable learning is occurring and the learning 
rate coefficient, Hj, can be increased. If the product is 

negative, learning is unstable or oscillatory and the 

learning rate coefficient is decreased to improve 

convergence stability. Since we are searching for the 
minimum of an error surface, this can also be thought 
of as increasing the learning rate when passing over 
"smoothly sloping" regions of the error surface and 

decreasing the learning rate when we traverse a 

"valley" of the error surface. The learning rate is 
increased linearly by an amount x, but decreased 
geometrically by the factor @. This has been found to 
produce more stable convergence by quickly 

decreasing the learning coefficient when crossing a 

"valley", but not letting it increase too quickly when on 

a "smoothly sloping" section of the error surface. 

The delta-bar-delta rule has similar advantages to using 
a momentum term [10] but unlike momentum, the 

leaming rate can be allowed to increase without bound 

when appropriate. It is limited only by the term « and 

the number of iterations through the training set. This 

has the advantage of speeding convergence on the 

“smoothly sloping" section of the error surface and is 
superior to momentum for most cases. 

The values of 8 and which produced consistent 

convergence of the network were 0.7 and 0.2, respec- 

tively. This produced more than an order of magnitude 
improvement over a constant learning coefficient in 
terms of convergence speed. A judicious choice of xk is 

dependent on the magnitude of the input vector and the 

size of the training set. 

Results 

In our experiments, we first trained the Kohonen self- 

organizing network on all the pulses of all the training 

files. The metwork consisted of 72 nodes, each 

receiving the nine inputs. These files consisted of 6 
wildtype songs, 6 cacophony mutant songs and 4 disso- 
nance mutant songs, and 3 period songs. Both wild 
type and period exhibit normal songs, while the other 

two mutants specifically affect pulse song, albeit not 

consistently. The total number of pulses used to train 

the network were 29,000 and the whole set was 
repeated 3 times (i.e. 87,000 pulse examples). The 
Kohonen training parameters were chosen to be: for the 

leaning rate Ao = .001, T1 = 30,000; for the 

neighborhood contraction rate: Al = 1.5, A2 = .001, T2 
= 3000. 

Our experience has shown us that T1 should be at least 

3-fold lower than the total training samples, and T2 at 
least 10 fold lower than T1. Al was based on the radius 
of the initial random distribution and A2 on the desired 
smallest distortion error, usually set to 0. Ao was ini- 

tially chosen based on an equation derived using a few 

assumptions (not shown). The initial values of each set 

of node coefficients were chosen randomly using a 
Gaussian distribution around the mean pulse value for 
all the song files. 

The effective data compression is determined as the 

number of bits required to describe the original pulses 
divided by the bits required to describe the activated 
node maximized for entropy. The ZX transform has the 
added advantage of staying constant with increasing 

sampling rate. The compression ratios for tested songs 
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is ~50:1 for 1kHz sampling, and increases linearly with 
sampling rate. The bit rate (bit/sample) of the vector 
quantized ZX-preprocessed signal is defined as logy 72 

nodes / 9 ZX-intervals = .69 bit/sample. 

After completion of learning, the same set of examples 
were entered into the network and the normalized node 
activation histogram calculated. Both 1-D and 2-D 
correlation measurements were used to give an 

indication of how similar pulses classifications were 
compared to non-pulse classifications. Effective sepa- 
ration is accomplished using the 2-D correlation, in 

which 98% of pulses are correctly included as pulses, 
while ~75% of the previous falsely classified non- 
pulses are now properly excluded. This illustrates that 
pulses can be partially separated from non-pulses by 

VQ alone. 

The same correlation measurements were used to 
compare different songs (pulse events only) with each 
other. Songs from the same and differing genotypes 
were compared to each other this way to determine if 

the Kohonen network was sufficient in distinguishing 
the genotypes by the node activation overlap. The cor- 

relation results indicate that most songs cannot be 
properly distinguished by this analysis alone. 

The fact that a substantial portion of the song histo- 

grams from different genotypes overlap suggests that 
the genotypes share some pulse types. Furthermore, as 

the number of nodes defined increases, the overlap of 
general pulse classes with nodes will decrease due to 
the finer nodal separation of pulses within these class- 
es. These two obstacles make simple comparisons 

based on scalar correlations difficult. 

Therefore, an additional method is required which will 
identify those prototypes or groups of prototypes which 
belong to a pulse class and are most significant in 

correctly distinguishing the song according to 

genotype. Also, the analysis of an M-dimensional 

signature may be more complicated than simple 
correlation analysis (i.e. involving higher than second- 
order combinations of features). The output was 

targeted to the different genotype classes and the 

weights adapted according to the modified back- 

propagation rules described above. It was hoped that 

the song signatures would contain enough information 
to be able to distinguish them based on the genotypes 
that produced them. 

Table 1 shows the averaged results of four runs in 

which the BP network was trained on a set of songs of 

all genotypes and then tested on four novel songs. The 
output response signifies the ability of the networks to 

Test Song Type 
WT cac diss per 

Output 
WT 0.73 032 0.09 #£«0.53 

cac 0.08 058 0.74 0.33 

diss 0.08 0.26 0.31 £420.19 

pero 0.49 006 007 0.09 

Table 1. Average output response of BP net- 
work trained on 4 genotypes (15 songs total) 

and tested on 4 novel songs of each geno- 

type. 

generalize to songs it has not seen before. The highest 
values in each column represent the network’s “predic- 

tion”. In summary, WT and per0 are classified both as 

WT, while cac and diss are usually classified as cac. 

This result is reasonable based on the observed pulse 
characteristics of these songs. These results indicate the 
use of the BP network after VQ is essential for proper 
song classification. 

Future Applicati 

The system described can be adapted to more general 
behavioral analysis beyond song. Inputs could include 
animal movement, orientation, courtship components, 

and other measurable, and putatively significant 

aspects of behavior. These behavioral responses could 

be compressed using the Kohonen self-organizing 
network described here. Alternatively, or additionally, 
they could be orthogonally projected into a subspace to 
remove noise and insignificant features from the data. 

The compressed/projected data would then be inputted 

into a network similar to the feedforward network. This 

input need not be limited to time-independent analysis. 

Analysis using sequence dependent data would allow 
time and sequence specific events to be analyzed. 

However, the “target” of the data is not limited to 

genotype predictions. It can be also targeted to 

experimental stimuli presented to the animal before 
analysis. Such an adapted system would contain 

information about the correlation between the observed 
behavior and the presented stimuli. In other words, the 

network could be used to identify and determine the 

underlying principles governing complex behaviors 

and the relation between different behavioral modes. It 
would not necessarily explain the behavioral 
mechanisms in detail, but it would aid in the 

construction of appropriate behavioral models. Such 

"black box" systems could be made to yield important 
information of their behavioral mechanisms by the 
careful mapping of their highly non-linear, yet 
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relationally significant, external expression. 

Analysis could be expanded to all forms of animal 

communication and complex behavioral repertoires. 
Factors controlling and affecting these expressions 
could be studied and would contribute in the synthesis 
of models. The ability for these networks to achieve 

these aims is based on the fact that adaptive networks 

are able to focus and tune in the important features of 

phenomena (e.g. communication and behavior) and 

correlate them with any causal effectors. 

Conclusion 

A two-part Neural Network was used to develop a 
representation of specific preprocessed acoustic events, 
and to attempt to categorize them according to 

genotype through supervised learning. The results of 
this preliminary set of experiments, which are not con- 

clusive, do indicate several key points: 

1. Certain acoustic signals can be effectively described 
by their ZX interval information so as to retain enough 
information about their type for classification. 

2. The condensed ZX information can be used to train a 

Kohonen self-organizing network. The adapted 

network is then an effective form vector quantization 
of the original acoustic data with minimized mean 
squared error. 

3. The vector quantized events can be used to partially 

distinguish pulse events from non-pulse events without 

supervision or a priori knowledge of the events. ~75% 
of previous incorrectly classified events are correctly 
classified. 

4. The stationary description of acoustic data processed 

by the Kohonen network (i.e. VQ) is sufficient for 

song-genotype matching using a subsequent two-layer 

feedforward network. The arbitrariness of the unsuper- 
vised adaption in the Kohonen network is unimportant 
for the BPN to function properly. 

5. Early results indicate that the final dual-network 
system is capable of generalizing to songs on which it 
has not been trained. 

Obviously, the effectiveness of the combined system 
classification is dependent on the performance of the 
Kohonen VQ. Improvements in the distribution and 

number of nodes may radically enhance classification. 
We have not yet tried sufficient variations of all such 
parameters. To this effect experiments on variations of 
these parameters will be performed. Future 

experiments also could utilize the sequence 

information in the VQ event files in order to find time- 

dependent features which differ significantly between 
animal songs of different genotypes. Such time- 
dependence can be analyzed in a variety of ways: 1) 
VQ song data can be analyzed for time-dependence of 

pulse types over different time-frames, 2) pulse 

probabilities can be analyzed for dependence on 

previous pulse events (first-order transition 

probabilities), or 3) self-organizing network could be 
designed for the elucidation and identification of 
complex time-dependence between pulse-events. 
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Abstract 

This paper presents the classification results of applying traditional classifiers and neural classifiers to the same 

real-world problem. The returns of a surface-based dual-polarized radar are used to classify sea-ice fields into 
one of four possible classes: first-year ice, multiyear ice, icebergs and shadows cast by icebergs. It is shown that 

a multilayer perceptron classifier trained with the back-propagation algorithm and a Kohonen/learning vector 

quantization (LVQ) classifier provide performance comparable to the traditional Bayesian (Gaussian) classifier. 

The decision regions of the classifiers are plotted, and are found to be similar. 

I. Introduction 

Ice fields in the Arctic are generally composed of three different types of ice, first-year ice (salt-water frozen 

during the present winter), multiyear ice (salt-water frozen during previous winters), and icebergs (large pieces 

of fresh-water ice). Safe navigation through sea-ice fields is hindered by both multiyear ice and icebergs. Hence, 

it is necessary to distinguish between the different ice types. 
Although sea-ice surveillance can be performed using air-borne and satellite borne radars, the work pre- 

sented herein is concerned with the classification of the returns of a surface-based radar system; specifically a 

noncoherent dual-polarized, Ku-band (16.5 GHz) radar. Data collection was performed on the northern tip of 

Baffin Island, Canada in a joint project between the Communications Research Laboratory (CRL), McMaster 

University, and the Department of Fisheries and Oceans (DFO), Canada. Since the radar is surface-based, in 

addition to the three ice types described above, there will be a fourth category, that of shadows cast by objects 
(usually icebergs) which extend above the height of the radar antenna. The only pre-processing performed was 

range-compensation. 
Since the radar system employed is dual-polarized, two-images of the sea-ice field are obtained, one from 

the like-polarized channel and a second from the cross-polarized channel. Hence, it is necessary to employ a 

two-input classifier. In this paper we summarize the results of classifying the radar returns using a traditional 

Bayesian (Gaussian) classifier [1] and two neural classifiers, a multilayer perceptron classifier trained using the 
back-propagation algorithm [2], and a Kohonen feature map (3]/learning vector quantization (LVQ) [4] classifier. 
The classifiers were trained using 450 data pairs from each of the four classes and then tested using a different 

data set of the same size. A scatterplot of a subset of the sea-ice data is shown in figure 1. 

II. Bayesian (Gaussian) Classifier 

The first classifier, a parametric Gaussian classifier [1], is a well-known classifier. The results of this classifier 
will provide a benchmark for the neural classifiers. In the classification problem, we are given a vector, x (in this 
case a two-element vector), and must decide to which class it belongs (in this case 1 out of 4 possible classes). 
Using classical Bayesian theory, and assuming a constant loss function, the problem reduces to determining the 

class, i, with the maximum discriminant function, 

gi(x) = —5(x — mi) B-4(x - m;) — = log|| (1) 

The mean, mj, and covariance, Jj, are estimated from the training samples for each class, 2, using, 

1 & 

mi= 7 2% (2) 

yi = cs 5 be m;)(x — mj)’, (3) 

where N is the number of training points available for each class (in this case 450). 
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The decision regions formed by the two-dimensional Gaussian classifier using the data of figure 1 are shown 

in figure 2. The vertical decision boundaries between shadows and first-year ice and between first-year ice and 

multiyear ice indicate that only the like-polarized channel is needed to distinguish between these two classes. 

However, the curved decision boundary between multiyear ice and icebergs indicates that the cross-polarized 

channel is needed to successfully distinguish between these classes. The results of applying the Gaussian classifier 

to the test data are shown in table 1. The classifier has an average classification accuracy of about 82.0%. 

III. Multilayer Perceptron Classifier 

Multilayer perceptron neural networks, trained using the back-propagation algorithm [2], are becoming increas- 

ingly more common for non-parametric classification. In this particular experiment, one-hidden layer networks 

were trained using the data of figure 1. Each network had 2 inputs nodes (one each for the like-polarized and 

cross-polarized channels), and 4 output nodes (one each for the 4 possible classes). Several different networks 

were trained, consisting of from 1 to 50 nodes in the hidden layer. Sigmoidal nonlinearities were used in each 

node, the learning rate constant was set to 0.5 and the momentum constant was set to 0.7. Convergence, in 

the sense that the mean-squared-error per output node has reached a steady-state value, is generally achieved 

after presenting the network with a total of 100,000 input points. The networks were trained such that the 

desired output of a given output node is 1 if that particular node corresponds to the current input class, and 0 

otherwise. In testing the trained network, the output node showing the greatest activation was deemed to be 

the decision of the network. The results of applying the different sized classifiers to the test data are shown in 

table 1. The average classification accuracy reached a maximum of 82.6%. 

The decision regions formed by a multilayer perceptron classifier with 6 hidden nodes in the hidden layer 

are shown in figure 3. The decision curves are very similar to the corresponding curves formed by the Gaussian 

classifier of figure 2. Again, it can be seen that only the decision boundary between multiyear ice and icebergs 

require the cross-polarized channel; the like-polarized channel alone can distinguish between the other classes. 

IV. Kohonen Feature Map/Learning Vector Quantization Classifier 

The final classifier consists of applying a Kohonen self-organizing feature map [3] to determine a good initial 

state for a LVQ classifier [4]. The Kohonen algorithm assumes a network in which all nodes are connected to the 

input vector, x. Each node, i, stores a weight vector, w;, of the same dimension as the input vector. Following 

the rules of the Kohonen algorithm, each node computes, 

= |x — will2, (4) 

the Euclidean distance between the input vector, x, and the node weight, w;. Following this computation, a 

neighbourhood of nodes around (and including) the node which computes the smallest Euclidean distance is 

modified according to the rule: 

Wi = wi + a(x — wi), (5) 

where @ is a small learning constant (set to 0.05 in this simulation). The neighbourhood typically begins large 

(to include half of the nodes in the network), and decays with time. The procedure continues with the next 

input vector. 

Once the Kohonen algorithm has converged, all training vectors are once again input to the network, and 

class labels are assigned according to a majority vote to which class most often excites each node. This labelled 

map is then used as a starting point for LVQ learning. For the LVQ algorithm, the input vectors, x, are once 

again presented to the network and the closest node, c, is determined using (4). The node weights of this node 

are modified according to, 

_fwe+a(x—we), if x and node c belong to the same class; (6) 

°™~ | w.—a(x—we), if x and node c belong to different classes. 

All other nodes are left unmodified. Upon completion of LVQ learning, the unknown input vectors are applied 

to the network, and the class associated with the node computing the minimum distance according to (4) is the 

decision of the network. 

Several different experiments were performed with the Kohonen/LVQ classifier, using different numbers of 

nodes, with one-dimensional networks ranging from a 10-by-1 map through to a 100-by-1 map, and two two- 

dimensional networks consisting of a 10-by-10 configuration and a 5-by-20 configuration. Convergence of the 

network using the Kohonen algorithm was achieved after inputting 10000 sample points (alternating between 
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the four possible classes) and training of the LVQ required a further 10000 iterations. It was found that networks 

composed of at least 20 nodes, in either the one-dimensional or two-dimensional configuration, performed nearly 

as well as the other two classifiers. The classification accuracies of the different networks are found in table 1. 

The average accuracy of the classifier peaked at 81.9%. 

The decision regions formed by the 50-by-1 Kohonen/LVQ map for the data of figure 1 is shown in figure 4. 

The points indicated on the map represent the node locations and labelled class type. The lines are drawn 

equidistant between nodes of different classes. The decision regions of this classifier closely match those of the 

previous two classifiers. Again, the cross-polarized channel is needed only to distinguish between multiyear ice 

and icebergs. 

Table 1. Summary of Classifier Performance 

Percent Correct 

Shadows First-Year Multiyear Icebergs Average 
Classifier Ice Ice 

Gaussian Classifier 93.3% 84.2% 72.7% 77.8% 82.0% 

Multilayer Perceptron Classifiers 

1 Hidden Unit 94.4% 80.7% 51.8% 85.1% 78.0% 

3 Hidden Units 92.0 86.2 72.7 74.2 81.3 
6 Hidden Units 91.8 86.2 73.6 78.7 82.6 
12 Hidden Units 92.2 85.3 74.7 77.8 82.6 
20 Hidden Units 90.7 88.0 73.8 77.8 82.6 

Kohonen/LVQ Classifiers 

10-by-1 Map 82.7% 96.7% 66.7% 74.9% 80.2% 

20-by-1 Map 91.8 89.6 71.6 74.9 81.9 
50-by-1 Map 92.2 86.1 74.7 73.3 81.7 

100-by-1 Map 91.6 86.0 72.7 74.2 81.1 
10-by-10 Map 90.2 86.7 74.7 74.0 81.4 
5-by-20 Map 91.8 85.8 75.8 73.3 81.7 

V. Summary and Conclusions 

Three classifiers have been applied to the sea-ice problem. Each classifier has produced similar decision regions 
and showed similar classification performance. Since the Gaussian classifier achieved a classification accuracy 

similar to that of the other two neural (and non-parametric) classifiers, we can conclude that the ice data are 
closely approximated by Gaussian distributions. Based upon this data, the choice of a specific classifier to process 

large sea-ice images in real-time will depend upon the efficiency of implementation of the classifier. Current 
work is aimed towards the real-time implementation of neural classifiers [5]. Another important conclusion 
drawn from this research is that the like-polarized channel contains information about the different forms of ice 

that is adequate for its classification into shadows, first-year ice and a combined class consisting of multiyear ice 

and icebergs; the addition of a cross-polarized channel is particularly useful in distinguishing between multiyear 

ice and icebergs. 
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Figure 1. Scatterplot of a subset of the sea- 
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Neural Tree Structured Vector Quantization 
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Abstract 

In this paper we present a new method for vector quantization design and implementation using a tree 
structured artificial neural network. Each node in the tree consists of a neural network which successively 
learns to partition the input space. While the structure is evaluated for use in image compression, the 
NTSVQ can be generalized as a means of data compression wherever vector quantization is appropriate. 
In addition, the adaptive tree structure should have many applications in related pattern recognition 
problems. 

1 Introduction 
In recent years, vector quantization (VQ) has become an increasingly popular form of data compression (see 
[1] for a review). A traditional vector quantizer consists of an encoder, decoder, and codebook as shown in 
Figure la. Given a vector to be quantized, the encoder finds in a codebook the codeword which minimizes the 
distortion between it and the vector to be quantized. The binary index of the codeword, called the channel 
symbol, represents this vector and can be processed, transmitted, or stored. A decoder having an identical 
codebook uses the channel symbol to locate the corresponding codeword for the reproduction vector. For a 
codebook of k codewords and a vector dimension of N, the bit rate is defined as logo(k)/N bits per vector 
component. The codewords themselves can be stored to an arbitrary accuracy and do not figure into the 
bit rate. The process of encoding and decoding is straightforward. The more difficult task, however, is the 
design of the codebook which minimizes the overall distortion of the data to be quantized. The standard 
VQ design technique, the LBG algorithm [2], utilizes training vectors to establish the codebook. 

In a tree structured VQ, encoding is achieved through a series of binary decisions in which the input 
space is successively partitioned. Referring to Figure 1b, the input is first evaluated by the root node, which 
is at the top. Depending on the result of this initial test, the input vector is then passed to either the left 
or right child of the root. Each child, in turn, is another node which makes binary decisions to continue the 
classification process. Each node in a VQ tree actually consists of a tiny VQ with a codebook of size two. 
The binary decision at the node consists of determining which of the two reconstruction vectors incurs the 
smaller error. The effective codebook of the tree VQ is the union of the codebooks of the lowest level nodes. 
For a binary tree with L levels, the total number of classes or codewords is 2“. Reconstruction vectors used 
by any node above the bottom do not appear in the final codebook but only determine the search path 
down the tree. This binary path through the tree corresponds directly to the actual channel symbol. Since 
only one comparison is needed at each level, the computations required to search a tree grow only with the 
logarithm of the codebook size (a great savings over the fullsearch VQ which grows linearly with codebook 
size). 
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Figure 1: (a) Traditional VQ System, (b) Binary Decision Tree Encoder 

The process of quantizing an N-dimensional vector amounts to partitioning N-dimensional Euclidean 
space into k partitions. The centroid of each partition represents each codeword. A vector falling into one of 
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these partitions is represented by the centroid of the partition. The error as a result of quantization can be 
viewed as the distance between the actual vector and the codeword. An example of a 2-dimensional vector 

space partitioned by a binary decision tree is shown in Figure 2a. 

2 Learning in the Decision Tree 
We now present a method of implementing a tree structured VQ based on neural network techniques. Each 
node in the decision tree of Figure 1b contains a small adaptive neural network capable of binary decision 
making. The architectures of the nets are the same for all the nodes. The weights are different from node 
to node, depending on learning experience. 

The typical neural network for each node is shown in Figure 2b, The simple 2-layer neural net can be 
considered as a two-codeword vector quantizer. The first layer is an encoder and the second layer is a 
decoder. The values of the encoder weights determine the partitioning of the input space. For a single layer 
of encoder weights, this partition is a simple hyperplane at each node. While additional encoder layers would 

allow for non-linear partitions, the optimal partition for a two codeword codebook is always a hyperplane. 

The sign of the sigmoid output at the hidden channel layer determines the binary decision for the node. The 

collective binary decisions down the tree formulate the full channel symbol. 

  

     
O Codeword Vector 
X Sample Input Vector (a) (b) 

Figure 2: (a) Tree Partitions, (b) A Node’s Internal Neural Network 

Node Adaptation Referring to Figure 2b, training is effected using the backpropagation algorithm [3] to 
cause the decoder output X to be a least squares reconstruction of the input X. The sigmoid is necessary 

for backpropagation. However, after convergence of the two layers, the sigmoid must be replaced by a hard 

binary quantizer. This produces an actual bit at the encoder output and drives the second layer with a 

binary signal. The decoder weights are then readapted using simple LMS [4] to once again minimize the 
mean square error. With the encoder weights fixed, and the partitions set, the decoder outputs will converge 
to two possible reconstruction vectors X which will become the centroids of each partition. Thus, the system 

of Figure 2b is a self-contained self-organizing classifier which is used here as a binary vector quantizer. The 

tree itself forms a more sophisticated vector quantizer that also learns without supervision. 

Tree Adaptation Since nodes will only need to make decisions on inputs which are passed to them from 
higher nodes, it makes sense to adapt their weights on only those vectors. Thus to adapt the entire tree we 
use the following training cycle : 

1. Adapt the root node to the current vector in the training set. 

2. Depending on the side to which the root node classifies the input vector (based on the sign of the 
channel bit), select either the left or right child to receive the input. 

3. Perform steps 1 and 2 for the selected node and continue until the bottom of the tree is reached. 

4. Repeat the cycle for a new input chosen randomly from the training set. 

In this way, for any given input training vector, only L nodes in the tree are adapted corresponding to 
that input’s classification path. Multiple passes through the training set are performed until the weights 

converge or a suitable VQ distortion level is achieved. 
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3 Analysis 
A study of an individual node reveals how partitions are formed and provides insight into the nature of the 
reconstruction vectors. Referring to Figure 2b, let the input X = [1,z1,...,2~]? be a sample vector plus 
bias. U = [uo, u,...,un]7? is the encoder weight vector, V = [vo, 1,...,un]? is the decoder weight vector, 
and M =[mo,m1,..., mn]? is the decoder bias weight vector. The output reconstruction vector is then 

K=vs(XTU)+M (1) 
and the error due to reconstruction is 

E=X-X=X-Vf(XTu)_M (2) 

For a performance measure we consider the total mean squared error & = E{et E]. The optimal solution 
for the weight vectors which minimizes the overall mean squared error can be found by setting the gradients 
of € with respect to the various weight parameters to zero and solving a set of nonlinear matrix equations. 
Unfortunately, no closed form solution exists. However, by assuming operation in the linear region of the 

sigmoid (i.e. f(z) + z), several interesting results may be obtained. With this assumption 

€=TRR] +2UTXVIM+ Ul RUV!V -oMTX + MTM -2UTRV (3) 
where R = E(XxXT1}. By taking the gradient with respect to each of the weight vector, U, V, and M, it can 
be shown that the following conditions must hold at a minimum 

M= XxX = —— 4 yTv (4) 

RV= AV Emin = TR[R]— Ul RV (5) 
This implies that whenever V is an eigenvector of R, and the conditions in (5) are met, we are at a 

local minimum. Thus there are up to N local minima, where N is the dimension of X. The optimal global 
solution is achieved when V is the maximal eigenvector of R. The globally minimum expected mean squared 
error is then 

Emin = TR[R] — Amaz (6) 

and the optimal partition defined by xT U = 0 is the hyper-plane normal to the maximal eigenvector of R. 
While this result is only valid for the linear case, it should reflect how partitions are initially formed during 
the early stages of adaptation with the sigmoid. The nature of the final partitions with the full non-linearities 
involved is still under investigation. 

4 Applications To Image Compression 
For image compression, the input vectors to the VQ system are obtained by dividing up images into sets of 
non-overlapping square blocks of pixels. Thus, each image provides a large number of input vectors. Training 
vectors can be obtained from several representative images. 

A sample image compressed to 2 bits per pixel with a 2x2 block size is shown in Figure 3. The original 

8 bit per pixel image, with pixel intensities ranging from 0 to 255, is reconstructed with a root mean square 
error (per pixel) of 6.17. The compression ratio is 4:1. The reconstructed image is almost as good as the 
original. 

5 Variations 

Philanthropic Trees Traditional decision trees are often described as greedy . A parent is designed to do 

the best it can without any consideration of how its child is doing. The overall performance of a tree may 

be improved if at any given intermediate node a sacrifice in performance is allowed based on knowledge of 
how its decision affects its children’s performance. Neural TSVQ’s offer the unique potential of being able 
to adapt all nodes in a fully interdependent manner. The error of a child can be weighted into the error of 
its parent. The parent which attempts to minimize its own mean squared error is now directly influenced 

by how well its children are doing. The parent, which determines the subset of the training set its children 

see, in turn affects the expected mean squared error of the children. The details of philanthropic trees are 

left to [6]. Experiments with error passing have shown improvements in MSE on the order of 10 percent. It 

is our view that various error passing schemes which allow one to adapt the tree as a fully interdependent 

unit will ultimately provide many advantages over traditional decision trees. 
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  (b) 
Figure 3: Lena (a) Original (b) Compressed 

Pruned Trees Additional improvements to Tree VQs can be obtained by using variable length trees. One 
can prune selected nodes to cut the tree short along paths which include inefficient nodes. This lowers 
the average bit rate of a coder without undue loss in mean square error. Equivalently, this procedure can 
yield lower distortion for any given average bit rate by first growing a uniform tree at a higher bit rate and 
then pruning back to the desired rate. Pruning results in trees with classification paths similar in nature to 
entropy based codes and can outperform even full search quantizers. An “optimal” pruning technique can 
be found in [5]. 

6 Conclusion 
In this paper we have presented a new method for vector quantization which combines decision tree techniques 
with neural network techniques. While we have concentrated on data compression, the neural tree structure 
can be applied to a variety of decision problems. Inputs to the network may, for example, correspond to 
segments of speech. The tree would develop in such a way that decision paths identify phoneme classes. A 
study of this structure for use in character recognition is already under investigation and will be reported in a 
forthcoming paper. Finally, other possible variations include alternate error passing algorithms, the inclusion 
of additional layers in the encoder and decoder, and the use of teacher directed learning. A detailed discussion 
of this structure can be found in an expanded version of this paper [6]. 
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Abstract: 

A three—layer neural network has been used to detect moving targets in severely cluttered environments 
for pulse—doppler radar applications. Significant performance improvements have been achieved as compared 
with the conventional fast Fourier transform method. An example with 16 input signal samples per moving 
target is used in this paper for demonstration. 

1. Introduction 

The basic function of pulse—doppler radars is to detect a target by transmitting a pulse of radio frequency 
energy and receiving a portion of the reflected energy from the target. Medium pulse repetition frequency 
(PRF) radar systems can be designed to have a greater degree of tactical flexibility in target detection by 
combining the desirable features of both low and high PRF radars [1,2]. The medium PRF radar systems use 
time discrimination for ranging and frequency discrimination for range rate calculation. The clutter foldover 
effect caused by ambiguous range makes the medium PRF radar require greater clutter rejection capability. 

In this paper we apply three—layer neural networks for moving target detection in severe clutter 
environments. The performance of the neural network is compared with that of the conventional filter bank 
method. The neural network shows much better performance especially in highly cluttered environments. 

2. Moving Target Indication 

The purpose of moving target indication radars is to reject signals from fixed unwanted targets, such as 
buildings, hills, and trees, and retain signals for detection of the moving targets such as aircrafts, ships, 
missiles etc. 

The target doppler frequency F can be expressed as F = (2V,/ A)cosp, where V, is the target velocity, 

Y, is the angle between the target—velocity vector and the radar—target line of sight, A is the radar 

wavelength. Figure 1 shows a typical medium PRF radar frequency spectrum in the presence of ground 
clutter. The major function of a moving target indication (MTI) radar is to detect the target doppler shift 
from severe clutter environments. 

2.1 Conventional MTI techniques 

Adaptive pulse cancellers process the received signals in time domain. Based on the clutter information 
the adaptive pulse canceller can change the notch frequency to block clutter from receiving. The adaptive 
pulse canceller can only distinguish whether this is a moving target or clutter. The target velocity can not be 
obtained from pulse cancellers directly. In many application situations the target velocity is required. 
Therefore in advanced radar systems, filter banks are used to further process the output signals from pulse 
cancellers. | 

Another technique is to use doppler filter banks directly without using pulse cancellers. Doppler filter 
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bank technique is used in many modern radar systems to detect not only moving targets but also their 

associated radial velocities. Fast Fourier transform (FFT) is the most commonly used technique to construct 

filter banks for target velocity detection and clutter rejection. Based on the sampling theory, the maximum 

detectable target velocity is 1/2 * PRF. A filter bank covering frequency from —1/2 * PRF to 1/2 * PRF can 
be constructed from a direct application of fast Fourier transformation. There are many other ways to form 
filter banks, such as using a set of narrow bandpass filters in parallel. But the most economical and reliable 

one is to use FFT. 

2.2 Limitations in Conventional MTI techniques 

The bandwidth of each filter in the filter bank determines the accuracy of target velocity. The number of 
points used in the FFT processing has to meet the radar system design requirements. The number of stages 

used in the FFT is log,n, n is the number of points and has to be an integer power of 2. The FFT algorithm 

has reduced the computation load tremendously as opposed to discrete Fourier transform. But it still takes 

log n processing steps to finish one complete transformation. Moreover, the spectral leakage effect due to the 

finite window length in observation will degrade the signal strength in the mainlobe and enhance the signal 

strength in sidelobes. To overcome this spectral leakage, i.e. to reduce the signal magnitude in sidelobes, many 

windowing schemes are used such as Hanning, Hamming, Blackman, and Bartlett windows [3]. All these 
windows can greatly reduce the signal magnitude in the sidelobes, but the mainlobe frequency bandwidth has 
been increased. In other words, the supression of sidelobe signals sacrifices the resolution due to the widening 
of mainlobe bandwidth. 

3. Neural Network Moving Target Indication 

A three—layer neural network has been trained to perform as a moving target indicator. The back 

propagation training algorithm [4,5] has been used to train a three—layer neural network. This three—layer 
neural network has 16 neurons in the input layer, 24 neurons in the hidden layer, and 16 neurons in the 

output layer. For each input signal (pattern), two corresponding output neurons will be activated to generate 
output signals with magnitude close to 1, and the rest of neurons in the output layer generate almost zero 

output. The output neurons are numbered from —8,—7....,0,...,6,7, then training pattern 1 will activate output 

neurons —1 and 1, training pattern 2 will activate output neurons —2 and 2, and so forth. Training pattern 8 

is used to activate output neuron 0 only. Physically this three-layer neural network is trained to perform as a 

set of bandpass filters with different center frequencies. The outputs of neuron n and —n are corresponding to 
a bandpass filter with center frequency at n/16 * sampling frequency, where n varies from 0 to 7. For a 

pulse—doppler radar system, the sampling frequency is the PRF. 

3.1 Performance Comparison 

The performance of the three—layer neural network is tested with randomly sampled input signals to 

represent different moving targets with different velocities. The white Gaussian noise has been used to 
simulate the highly cluttered environments. For the purpose of comparison, the outputs from the FFT filter 

bank method have also been calculated. Figure 2 shows the output comparison between the neural network 

and the FFT for signal—to—noise ratio (SNR) = 5 db and no noise cases. Figure 3 presents a complete 
comparison for eight different target doppler signals with SNR = 0 db. Surprisingly good performance is 
achieved by the three—layer neural network. The three—layer neural network performs much better in clutter 
suppression than the conventional FFT filter bank method. Another unique feature we found from the neural 

outputs is that the mainlobe width remains unchanged, implying that the target velocity detection resolution 

will not be changed after the suppression of signal magnitudes in sidelobes. This unique feature can not be 

achieved through the windowed FFT method (such as Blackman, Hamming etc) that can only suppress the 

signal magnitude in the sidelobes at the expense of widening the mainlobe [3]. (i.e. detection resolution is 
reduced. ) 
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4. Discussions and Conclusions 

The advent of new massively parallel neural network hardware offers the opportunity for implementing 
special purpose detection processing which has the potential for considerable performance gains. This paper 
has shown that a three—layer neural network can be trained to detect moving targets in very cluttered 
environments. The three—layer neural network performs much better than the conventional FFT method in 
several aspects: 1) suppress the sidelobe clutter significantly without widening the mainlobe bandwidth, 2) the 
number of input signal samples can be any integer numbers, 3) only two stages are needed for the completion 
of computation regardless of the number of input signal samples. (many test results cannot be included due to 
space limitation) 
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ABSTRACT The development of handwritten character recognition system has been an 
age old puzzle to researchers in the field. A simple hardware implementable technique that 
yields very high recognition rate using neural networks is herein discussed. 

INTRODUCTION Artificial neural net (ANN) models have evolved to emulate the 

behavior of biological nervous systems in such tasks as image and speech recognition [1]. 
The brain performs a large number of operations in parallel with the aid of interconnections 
(synapses) of a large number of simple processing elements (neurons). Thus these ANNs 
incorporate parallel distributed processing with dense interconnections of simple 

computational elements. 

Such a highly interconnected ANN model is not easily scaled for large number of nodes, 

since the area requirement increases as per O(N), where N is the number of connections 

[2]. Two proposals have been made so that different ANNs can be implemented in VLSI 
without undue demand for interconnection area [2,3]. Bailey and Hammerstrom [2] 

suggested an architecture based on multiplexing of communication lines and information 

Storage and passing. Akers and Walker [3] have proposed limited-interconnect, multi- 
layered perceptron like neural net architecture. A limited interconnect would limit the area 
set aside for communication links and hence would be easily expandable. 

We have explored a limited-interconnect multiple-layer perceptron topology to 

overcome the interconnection problems. We have successfully trained network 
architectures for handwritten numerals (ZIP code information) with a maximum of eight 
inputs and eight outputs per node and nearest neighbor connections. Results on the 
(handwritten) zipcode database from the United States Postal Service Office of Advanced 
Technology are presented [4]. 

METHOD Several techniques such as Fourier transforms, stroke feature distribution 
and moments [5,6] exist for addressing orientation, translation, and scale invariancy in 
pattern classification. We have opted for a feature set extracted in a manner that is 
simplistic, and computationally more efficient. Starting from a binary image frame of a 

digit, we first skeletonize the image, and then extract a set of features from the image. Eight 
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parameters (D;, Mj, and @;) are obtained by preprocessing the image using holon dynamics 

[7]. We define a septon as a group of nine holons (3x3) taken as a unit [7]. Here a holon is 

assumed to exist for each pixel and neighboring holons cooperate in image processing and 

information compression. 0D; represents the total number of Septons with the ith mode 

excited. A certain mode is said to be excited if a direction vector exists in a 3x3 pixel area 

of the digit. M; counts the number of type i septons with i modes and 9; is the total angle 

subsumed by the septon of type i. These parameters provide for orientation independence 

(8). 
The remaining features in the set (see Fig. 2) account for character distortions. It was 

noted that most of the character distortions occurred near the image boundaries. So, a set of 

parameters were extracted from a sub image obtained by disregarding in the final 

computations 10-20% of the image near the four edges. For computation of horizontal 

parameters, regions near the vertical boundaries are disregarded and vice versa. HC 

parameters determine the number of crossings as the subimag® is scanned in the horizontal 

direction from top to bottom. HC; corresponds to the total number of times the number of 

crossing change in the subimage from j(j * i) to i crossings, with the i crossings maintained 

for 10% of the subimage. HS records the sequence in which these HC; occur up to a 

maximum of four entries. VC and VS define similar parameters in the vertical direction. HE 

and HJ (VE and VJ) record the number of end points and junctions, respectively, while 

scanning the image in the horizontal (vertical) direction. 

NETWORK ARCHITECTURE Figure 1(a), represents A730, one of our hierarchical 

structures with 5 and 6 input perceptron modules. The features were subdivided into 6 

groups of five features as shown in Figure 1(a). D, through Dg were repeated as De 

through Dg respectively (Figure 1(b)). The outputs of these six subgroups formed inputs 

to the second higher level B module (Figure 1(c)). A730 thus has 396 wieghts which are 

locally connected. Two other networks used are of similar architecture with more inputs. 

One of them has 36 inputs while the other has 64 inputs. 

  

      
  

              CSE ST 
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(a) 

Figure 1. A730 Network Architecture 
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(b) (c) 

A-Module Network Architecture B-Module Network Architecture 

Figure 1. A730 Network Architecture (continued) 

SIMULATIONS We used the image database that the U.S. Postal Service has assembled 

to train and test various automatic digit recognition techniques [4]. This database contains 

approximately 2400 image frames of handwritten ZIP codes. SPIDER package routines 

among other routines were used to process the images. We have developed our algorithms 

using only the first 90 frames which yielded a total of 460 digits. Of these 460 digits, a 

maximum of about 50 digits, as listed below, were used to train the networks. The networks 

were trained with the back propagation algorithm. The number of iterations varied from 

about a few hundreds to 2000 depending on the setting of alpha and beta [1]. 

Table 1. Test results on 460 handwritten digits. 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

DIGIT iN TRUE FALSE TRUE FALSE PERFORMANCE 
/ TRAINNG POSITIVE | POSITIVE | NEGATIVE | NEGATIVE (%) 

0 12 90 7 359 4 97.6 

1 10 24 3 430 3 98.7 

2 28 51 1 393 5 96.5 

3 51 35 12 412 1 97.2 

4 40 29 2 427 2 99.1 

5 35 20 12 424 4 96.5 

6 28 45 9 402 4 97.2 

7 35 50 8 401 1 98.0 

8 15 46 7 401 6 97.2 

9 30 37 3 415 5 98.3                 
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RESULT Results for the performance of the networks on the handwritten digits are 

provided in table 1 above. Our true digit recognition rates of 96% or better are superior to 

those obtained on the same database by other researcheres who used various techniques [9]. 

One of the techniques used a 256 input perceptron that was trained with 391 digits 10,000 

times and tested with 1173 digits. The better of their various techniques yielded 60-75% 

performance. 

DISCUSSION We have adopted an incremental training technique for all the networks. 
Initial set included only one of a group of patterns in the training set. Since the digits are 
handwritten and come in all shapes and sizes, a well written digit and a badly distorted one 

might not be seen by the network as the same pattern. Consequently, the additions to our 

training set will come form the false positives and negatives. 

CONCLUSIONS We have evolved a system that is simple, and has a high digit 
recognition rate. Our limited interconnect hierarchical perceptron classifiers are VLSI 
implementable. Cost and performance may be traded to yeild hardware solutions that range 
from a fully serial to a fully parallel (one network per digit) implementations. It is also 
our belief that the system is general enough for application to characters. 
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Abstract: The neocognitron was’ previously proposed as a model of visual 

pattern recognition in the brain. This paper mainly discusses’ merits and 

problems which will arise when trying to extend the neocognitron to recognize 

spatio-temporal patterns. As a first step to extending the neocognitron, a 

simplified model is proposed. In connection with this model, we concentrate 

our discussion especially on the problem of tempo-invariant recognition of 

time sequences, that is, a problem somewhat related to recognition of words in 

a continuous stream of speech. 

1. Introduction 

The neocognitron was previously proposed by the author as a neural 

network model for visual pattern recognition [1]-[3]. The structure of the 

network was suggested by the visual system of the brain. It can recognize 
Stimulus patterns correctly, even if the patterns are shifted or distorted. 
It can acquire this ability by unsupervised learning. The repeated 

presentation of a set of training patterns is sufficient for the self- 

organization of the network, and it is not necessary to give any information 

about the categories in which the patterns should be classified. Since the 

neocognitron has the function of generalization, it is not necessary to teach 
all the deformed versions of the training patterns. It even comes to 

recognize correctly a pattern which has not been presented before, provided it 

resembles one of the training patterns. 

The original neocognitron can recognize spatial patterns only, and do not 

have the ability to process time-varying patterns. We are trying to extend 

the neocognitron so as to be able to recognize not only spatial patterns but 

also spatio-temporal patterns, such as speech signals. 

The vibration of the sound wave caught by the ecardrum gencrates a 

traveling wave through the basilar membrane in the cochlea in the inner ear. 

Different locations along the basilar membrane have different resonance 

frequencies. Thus the frequency of an acoustic signal is transformed into a 

particular place of vibration along the basilar’ membrane. The vibration 

pattern of the basilar membrane is sensed by hair cells that line along the 

membrane, and is converted to neural signals. Hence, the input pattern to the 

auditory nervous system is a one-dimensional spatial pattern that varics with 
time. We can treat speech recognition as a problem of spatio-temporal pattern 

recognition. 

In the first part of this paper, we discuss merits and problems’ which 
will arise when trying to extend the neocognitron to recognize spatio-temporal 

patterns. After that, we concentrate our discussion mainly on the problem of 

tempo-invariant recognition of time sequences, that is, a problem somewhat 

related to recognition of words in a continuous stream of speech. We have 

proposed sevcral models for spatio-temporal pattern recognition [4]. Among 

these models, we pick up a simplified model with which we are mainly testing 
the function of tempo-invariant recognition of time scquences. 
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2. Spatio-temporal Patterns vs. Spatial Patterns 

2.1 Why Necocognitron for Speech Recognition? 

We will first consider the similarity between visual pattern recognition 

and auditory pattern recognition. In order to make the following discussion 

simple, we will tentatively consider an easiest way of using the necocognitron 

for spatio-temporal pattern recognition, although this is not the model 

proposed in this paper. 

The process which is’ tentatively considered is as follows: Using an 
array of delay lines, the spatio-temporal pattern is transformed into a_ two- 

dimensional spatial pattern in which one axis correspond to the time axis in 

the original spatio-temporal pattern. The neocognitron can be used _ to 

recognize this converted spatial pattern. 

We, human beings, can recognize speech correctly, even if the frequency 

of the speech sound is somewhat shifted. In other words, we can recognize 

speech even if an audio tape is played at a speed different from the recording 

speed. The frequency shift of the sound corresponds to the shift in position 

in the spatio-temporal pattern, and consequently to the shift in position in 

the two-dimensional spatial pattern. Because of the shift-invariant nature of 

the neocognitron, the effect of frequency shift would be absorbcd. 
We can also recognize speech even if it is spoken slowly or quickly. The 

change in speaking speed, that is, the elastic expansion or contraction of 

time axis, is converted to the change in scale in the two-dimensional spatial 

pattern. The size-invariant recognition by the neocognitron would also_ solve 

this problem. 

The ability of deformation-invariant recognition of the ncocognitron 

would be useful to make speaker-independent recognition of speech sounds. 

The process of converting spatio-temporal patterns into two-dimensional 

spatial patterns by delay lines, however, seems to be unnatural as a model of 

biological systems. Hence, we try to extend the neocognitron to be able _ to 

process’ spatio-temporal patterns directly without transforming them into two- 

dimensional spatial patterns. 

2.2 Peculiarity of Straight Lines 

When recognizing a spatial pattern consisting of line drawings by the 

neocognitron, the cells in a lower stage extract local features such as line 

scgment in a particular orientation, intersection of lines, corner of a bent 

line, curvature of a line, end of a line, and so on. Among these features, 

line segments show a peculiar characteristics different from others. 
Let a letter "L", which consists of a bent linc, be presented to the 

input layer (or the retina) of a neocognitron. Many cells will be activated 

in the cell-planes which extracts horizontal line segments, and also in the 

cell-plane extracting vertical line segments. However, only one cell (or at 

most a few cells around it) will be activated in a cell plane which extract 
corners. The same is true for each end of the bent line. If the output 
Signal from these eell-planes are treated under’ the same criterion, the 

influence of the line segments becomes extremely strong because of the large 

number of activated cells. To make matters worse, the number of activated 

cells varics considerably with the change in size of the input’ pattern, 

depending on the length of the straight lines in the pattern. This causes 

deformation-invariant recognition difficult. 

  

* <A cell-plane of the neocognitron is defined as a subgroup of cells. which 

extract the same feature but from different locations in the retina. Cells in 

a cell-plane are arranged topographically in order in a two-dimensional array. 
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In the conventional neocognitron which are designed to _ recognize 

handwritten numerals [3], training patterns which would gencrate cell-planes 
extracting line segments are not given during the supervised learning of the 

intermediate layer Us2. Layer Us2 are trained to extract such features as 

ends.of lines, corners, curvatures, intersections, and so on. 
Disuse of line-extracting cells in the intermediate laycr plays an 

important role in endowing the network with the ability of size- and 

deformation-invariant recognition of line drawings. In order to recognize a 

straight line, for cxample, it is enough to detect the existence of both ends 

of the line, and also examine the absence of all other features between’ them. 
If the input pattern is not a straight line, some other features must be 

detected between the both ends of the line. Thus we can recognize’ input 

patterns without detecting line segments explicitly in the middle part of 

lines. Since cells detecting line segments does not exist in the layer, the 

number of activated cells does not vary so much even if the size of the input 

pattern changes. 

This does not mean, however, that line extracting cells are completely 
climinated from all stages of the network. On the contrary, the first layer 
Usi consists of cell-planes extracting line segments’ only, and no other 

features are extracted in this stage. All the other features are extracted 

indirectly in higher stages using the output of layer Us1. 

In the case of spatio-temporal pattern recognition, a continuous’ signal 

which does not change with time corresponds to a straight line in the spatial 
pattern recognition. By eliminating cells responding to stationary continuous 
signals, we expect to help endowing our model with the ability to tempo- 

invariant recognition of temporal patterns. 

Hence, in our simplified model for spatio-temporal pattern recognition, 

transient components (or temporal variation) are first detected from a_ time 

sequence of spatial patterns, and the sequence of such transients are 

processed by layers of cells connected in a hicrarchical manncr. Transient 

detecting cells correspond to on-cells and off-cells found in the auditory 

nervous system. An on-cell is activated by the start of a continuous’ tone, 

and an off-cell responds to the end of the tone. 

3. A Simplificd Model for Sequence Recognition 

3.1 Sequence Recognition 

The basic idea for sequence recognition in our model resembles somewhat 

to that proposed by Tank and Hopfield [5] in the sense that sets of delay 

filters are used. Filters of different delay times detect signals from 

different parts of the input time sequence. In their model, one set of delay 

filters is used to detect the entire sequence at a time, while in our model, 
many scts of delay filters are used to detect fragments of the input sequence. 
In the next stage of the hierarchical network, the information about fragments 

of the input sequence is integrated by other sets of delay filters which has 

longer delay than the first. This kind of processings are repeated in a 

hicrarchical manner in a multilayered network. 
In these models, a filter which has a longer delay has a broader’ tuning 

curve on time scale. This is effective to make tempo-invariant recognition of 
sequences. However, the detection of the order of stimuli in a sequence (say, 

the order of phonemes in a word) becomes ambiguous, especially at the 

beginning part of the sequence which is detected by a filter of broader tuning 

curve. 
In order to reduce the adverse effect of broad tuning curve of the 

filters, and still to maintain the ability of tempo-invariant recognition, our 
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model is designed in such a way that the difference in the tempo of the’ input 

sequences is absorbed a little at a time at each stage of the hicrarchical 

network. 

3.2 Structurc of the Network 

Supposing that the deformation-invariant recognition of spatial patterns 

could be performed by the same mechanism as the neocognitron if necessary, we 

omit these function from our simplified model. 

The network has a hierarchical structure like the neocognitron. Input 
signal to the model is a time sequence of spatial patterns, and is given to 

input layer Uo consisting of receptor cells. Bchind Uo, layers of S-cells and 
C-cells are connected alternately in a hierarchical manner, and they are 

denoted by Us and Uc, respectively: Uo2Us12Uc12Us22Uc2 2Us37Uc32Us4. 

Layer Usi in the first stage consists of on-cells and off-cells. An _ on- 

cell responds to the beginning of the response of the corresponding cell in 
the input layer Uo, and an off-cell responds to the ending of the response. 

An S-cell sends’ signals to a subgroup of C-cells of the next Uc layer. 

The connection from the S-cell to a C-cell has a characteristic like a delay 

line of broad tuning curve. C-cells in each subgroup have connections of 

different delay time ranging from zero to a certain maximum delay. The 
breadth of the tuning curve increase in proportion to the delay time of the 
connection. 

In an intermediate stage, even the longest delay of the connections to C- 

cells is shorter compared to the duration time of the entire input sequence. 

In other words, the Uc-layer of the intermediate stage processes only a part 

of the input sequence at a time. The higher the stage is, the longer is’ the 
time span of the sequence which are processed by the Uc-laycr in the stage. 
In the highest stage, it is as long as to cover the entire input sequencc. 

S-cells (except those of layer Us1) receive input connections from all 

the C-cells in the preceding stage, and extract spatial features at every step 

of time. The input connection of S-cells do not have any time-delay. These 

connections have plasticity and reinforced by unsupervised learning using a 

competitive learning procedure similar to the one used in the neocognitron. 
The S-cells in the highest stage works as' recognition cells. Each of 

them observes’ the entire input information indirectly from the output of the 

C-cells of the preceding layer, and responds only to one particular input 

sequence. 
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Abstract: We present an approach to texture analysis that uses spatially localized filters and cooperative- 

competitive mechanisms for determining emergent boundaries. Gabor filters that closely resemble cortical 
receptive fields are used to activate columns of cells that selectively respond to localized frequency and 
orientation attributes of an image. For each cell column, a winner-take-all network that is moderated by 
the activities of neighboring columns is used to gradually segment the image. All the mechanisms used 

are biologically plausible and typically yield results that are superior to those reported previously for real 

images. 

1. Texture-based Segmentation. 

Both biological systems and computational vision models use texture for perceptual tasks such as seg- 

mentation of surfaces, classification of surface materials and computation of shape. An image texture can be 

interpreted as a pattern of image intensities projected from a surface of uniform surface radiance attributes. 

Several models of perception use spatial filtering or frequency analysis to perform segmentation based on 
characteristics of the image spectrum. Since frequency estimates are inherently global, identifying significant 
spectral components in an image does not remove the burden of determining their spatial supports. Indeed, 

it is possible to generate textures having identical power spectra but with different local structures that are 

preattentively discriminable [9]. 

An alternative approach developed recently regards an image as a “carrier” of region/surface information 

which can be encoded into several narrowband channels[1,2]. A localized multi-frequency multi-orientation 
channel decomposition of an image yields local orientation and spatial frequency estimates that are used as 
key parameters for classifying texture. Bovik et al. [1] have proposed texture segmentation methods based on 
the recovery and analysis of the amplitude envelopes of Gabor-filtered images with two predominant textures. 

Daugman [6] has shown that the 2-D Gabor functions uniquely achieve the lower bound of the conjoint 
uncertainty relationship - Aux Az > 1/4 and Avx Ay > 1/4z, where (z, y) and (u, v) represent 2D spatial 
and spectral coordinates respectively. Thus these functions optimally achieve simultaneous localization in 
space and frequency. Furthermore, these functions closely resemble the receptive field profiles of simple cells 

in the visual cortex of cats, and their coefficients can be determined by a neural network [5,6]. A slight 

modification of the Gabor transform has been used by Perry and Lowe [13] for segmenting textured images 

through an iterative growth of seed regions. In this paper we extend this methodology to cater to images 

with arbitrary types of textures, and present a novel neural network for the adaptive segmentation of images. 

2. Determination of Localized Spatial Frequencies. 

A continuous, monochromatic image containing only a narrow range of frequencies concentrated near 
(U;, Vk) can be described by: 

te(z,y) = a(z, y)cos[2m(Ugz + Vey) + p(z,y)], (1) 

where a(z, y) and p(z,y) are slowly varying amplitude and phase terms. A natural texture t(z, y), can be 
modeled as composites of sub-images of the form (1): 

N 

t(z,y) = > ai(z, y)cos[2x(Ujz + Viy) + pi(z,y)] + t'(z,y), 
t=1 

where t’ is a residual containing shared or insignificant frequencies and any dc term. 

The image t(z, y) is the input to our terture discrimination network. The assembly of ‘neural’ cells that 

forms this network contains N layers of cells. The cell at position (z,y) in the ith layer has a localized 

receptive field centered at coordinates (z, y) of the image. The synaptic strengths in this field are selected 
  

1This research is supported by the Texas Advanced Research Program under Grant No. 3456 and by URI Project R-145. 
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so as to mimic a 2D Gabor filter with center frequency (U;,V;). Such a filter is described by: A(z, y) = 
g(x’, y' )e271Uiz+Vi9] | where (2’, y’) = (xcosd + ysing, —zsing + ycos¢), and g(z,y) = seipzezp{—[(z/A)? + 
y?]/2c07}. Here, h is a complex sine grating modulated by a 2D Gaussian with aspect ratio A, scale parameter 

o, and major axis oriented at an angle ¢ from the z-axis. 

Let m;(z,y),1<i< N, be the activation of the cell in the ith layer with retinotopic coordinates (x,y). 

When an image is presented to the discrimination network, the N cell activations at each point (z, y) are 
proportional to the amplitude responses of N Gabor filters. Within a component texture, the activation 

vector formed by such a column of cells is expected to vary smoothly. At texture boundaries, on the 

other hand, the activation vectors will differ significantly. It can be shown that, if the textures are highly 

narrowband, then segmentation may be obtained using the region assignment: 

(z,y) ER, if n= arg{max [m,(z,y)]}, l<i< N. (2) 

Usually, the envelopes m; are not smooth enough to allow consistent segmentation using Eq.(2). If some 

texture does not have narrow bandwidths, leakage will occur. This can be reduced by post-filtering the 

amplitude envelopes with a Gaussian filter having the same shape as the channel filters but a greater spatial 
extent. The modified region assessment 

(z,y) ER, if n= arg{max [9;(z/7,y/7)*mi(z,y)]}, 1S ig N; 0<y<1, (3) 

will then yield a smoother segmentation. In our experience, we have found y = 2/5 to be effective in most 

cases. 

Even the modified region assessment gives inadequate performance for textures that vary smoothly in 

frequency and/or orientation. By using a maz function in Eq.(2) and (3), information about the differentials 
in the cell responses is not fully utilized. Region assignment at each point (z, y) should be dependent not only 

on the strength of each hypothesis indicated by the column of cells at that point, but also on the activation in 

neighboring columns. The next section describes how these column vectors are used for adaptively detecting 

emergent texture boundaries. 

3. Detecting Boundaries through Cooperative-Competitive Mechanisms. 

On the presentation of an image, the feedforward network using local receptive fields enables each cell 

plane to reach an activation level corresponding to the amplitude envelope of the Gabor filter that it repre- 
sents. A cooperative-competitive feedback network is then used as a Smoothing, Adaptive Winner-Take-All 

Network (SAWTA) so that only one cell gradually becomes predominant in each column. 

To implement this mechanism, each cell receives constant inhibition from all other cells in the same col- 
umn, along with excitatory inputs from neighboring cells in the same row or plane. The synaptic strengths of 

the excitatory connections exhibit a 2D Gaussian profile centered at (x,y). The network is mathematically 
characterized by shunting cooperative-competitive dynamics [8] that model on-center off-surround interac- 

tions among cells which obey membrane equations [10]. Thus, at each point (z,y), the evolution of the cell 

in the zth layer is governed by: 

rim, = —m;+(A—m,)J* —-(B+Cm)J-, (4) 

where Jt, J~ are the net excitatory and inhibitory inputs respectively, and are given by 

_— =Li== - = - ° — Jt =a > m;(Zn, Yn )e aa ; J7~= Y= f(m;(z,y))- 

(TaynJER jri 

Here, FR is the neighboring region of support and f is a sigmoidal transfer function. The stability of such 

systems has been shown by Cohen and Grossberg. The network is allowed to run for t, iterations before 
region assignment is performed using Eq.(2). 

Experimental Results: A variety of natural and synthetic images have been segmented using the SWATA 
network, and compared to previous approaches that use Eq.(2) or (3). The 256x256 gray level images 
are prefiltered using a Laplacian-of-Gaussian to remove high dc components, low-pass phase functions, and 
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to suppress aliasing. Sixteen circularly-symmetric Gabor filters are used. Sets of three filters with center 

frequencies increasing in geometric progression (ratio = 2.1) are arranged in a daisy-petal configuration along 
5 orientations, while the sixteenth filter is centered at the origin. Figure 1 shows the segmentation achieved 

_ by the three approaches for a synthetic.texture. Figure 2 uses an aerial view of tilled land that can be easily 

segmented by the human eye, and compares the same three approaches. For both Fig. 1.d and 2.d, the 
constants A, B and C in Eq.(4) were taken to be 1, 0 and 10 respectively. The activation function used is 
f(z) = tanh(2z). Figure 3 shows the effect of varying the number of iteration steps t, and the inhibition 

factor C, on the segmentation obtained. We observe that the SAWTA network achieves a more smooth 

segmentation in regions where the texture shows small localized variations, while preserving the boundaries 
between drastically different textures. Usually, 10 iterations suffice to demarcate the segment boundaries, 
and any changes after that are confined to arbitration among neighboring filters. 

4. Concluding Remarks. 

Our method does not require a feature extraction stage as in [7] or computationally expensive masking 

fields [4]. The incremental and adaptive nature of the SAWTA network enables it to avoid making early 
decisions about texture boundaries. The dynamics of each cell is affected by the image characteristics in 
its neighborhood as well by the formation of more global hypotheses. Typically, four spatial frequencies are 

dominant in human visual systems. This suggests the use of a mechanism for post-inhibitory response [12] 

that suppress cells with activation below a threshold and speeds up the convergence of a SAWTA network. 

Also, the adaptive learning network of Kohonen [11] can be used to change both excitatory and inhibitory 

synaptic strengths (J+,J~) in response to a teaching input. This approach is being currently studied. 
The use of cell responses for instantaneous frequency estimates leading to shape-from-patterns analysis also 

merits active investigation(3]. 
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Figure 1 Figure 2 

  
Figure 3 

Fig. 1: Segmentation of a synthetic texture. (clockwise from top left): (a) original (b) 
segmentation using (2) (c) segmentation using (3) (d) segmentation after 10 iterations of the 
SAWTA network. 

Fig. 2: Segmentation of an aerial image. (a) original (b) segmentation using (2) (c) 
segmentation using (3) (d) segmentation after 10 iterations of the SAWTA network. 

Fig. 3: Effect of iteration steps and inhibition factor on segmentation. (a) same as Fig. 
1(d) (b) segmentation using C = 3 (c) after 100 iterations (d) after 50 iterations. 
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1. Introduction 

Computer vision via range image analysis has potential use in automated vision tasks because of the 

richness of the explicit surface information contained in range data. Surface representation is one of the 
important ways used to characterize objects. Surface curvature features, such as mean curvature and 

Gaussian curvature, are invariant to rotations, translations and changes in surface parameterization and 

are therefore desirable properties for 3-D object recognition and location{1]. The surface curvature 

based representations facilitate many 3-D vision problems. 

According to Differential Geometry [9], mean curvature and Gaussian curvature at a point on a graph 
surface can be computed from the five partial derivatives of the graph surface function which is the 
range data in the problems considered in this paper. However, numerical differentiation is mathemati- 

cally an ill-posed problem [10],[12}. Regularization techniques have been used to make an ill-posed 

problem well-posed [3),[6]. Some researchers have introduced discontinuities in finding regularization 
solutions for early vision processing such as surface reconstruction, edge detection (2],[7),[11). 

In this paper, we present from regularization theory a computational framework for low level and inter- 
mediate level processing of 3D computer vision based on invariant surface curvature features, covering 

from a range image to invariant surface descriptions [8]. We then map the corresponding computa- 
tional algorithms onto neural network paradigms. The final interests of this work is the understanding of 
range images. 

2. Low Level: From a Range Image to Surface Curvature Images 

The problem we are facing in this level is to estimate surface curvature from noisy range data. It is 

done through minimization of some energies involving discontinuities, with the result of regularized 

data. Partial derivatives are estimated from the regularized data. 

2.1 Computational Framework 

We chooses for our problem energy functions of the form as: 

Ef |d,7,Q,)=E?(f ld) + AES Cf 12,Q,) (1) 

In this function, d={d(i,j)I(i,j)€Zy) is the given data, where Zy=((i,j)|1Si,j<M) is an integer 

lattice, f=Uf (i,j) 1@.,7)€Z yy} a function to be found, A>0 a weight, Q,={0, (7) IG. j)eZmy) is the 
homogeneous neighborhood system in which o, (i,j )=((u,v) | O<(u—i)*+(v—j)*Sn } is the set of neigh- 
bors of (i,j) where n is an integer (note 7 ,j) € w,(i,/) ). m=(n(i.j) | (ij)e€Zy )} is a characteristic 

function indicating (the absence of) depth discontinuities at (i,j) with respect to @, (i,j). At this level, 

The neighborhood parameter n=1 and the cardinal number of the neighborhood set #,(i,j) = 4. 

E?’(f \d) is a function that measures the discrepancy between f and d: 

E’(f id)= DY GVHED? 
Gy) 

E*(f \x,Q,) is a membrane energy that measures the (lack of) smoothness of the function f with 

respect to ©, controlled by x: 

E*(f (n,Q,)= = Mf «vf Gi” 
Gy) (uvjeo, Cy) 

where o, (iJ )=({((u,v) l|(u,v)Eo, (i,/); u2i,v2j; (i,j/)EeZy)} is a subset of @, (i,/). 
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Solution f“ minimizes E: 

E(f* \d.nQ,) = min(E (f 1d.7,,)) (2) 

E is quadratic with x fixed and therefore there is a unique solution for the minimization problem (2). 

2.2 Neural Networks 

By substituting V for f ,/ for d, we can write (1) as: 

EWV)=YDVGVH GP + DY LY Tesuv (Vay vey? 
MD) (i,j) (v)ew,’ 

where T (i ju ,v)=T(i,j)=An(i,j). A simple dynamic system with characteristic =< is determined 
by a system of differential equations: 

  

avi) __ oE .. 
di v1 VG) for all ij 

where pi>0 is a constant. From this, we can write the dynamic equations for the network: 

c AED - 1G j)- “EDs y Téduv) Vary-VG/)I forallij (3) 
(uv Jew, (if) 

  = GE _ OE dV(ij) _ ae 2e é where C = -1> 0 and R = 1. Since 7 z VG) at Cr 1° <0, with =0 

only when AED 20 for all (i,j), and E is lower-bounded (from 0), the system will converge to the 

minimum enersy state and E is therefore a Liapunov function. Once initialized, i.e. once 7,C,R and 

T are set, the network will evolve as to settle into a stable state [5], that of the least power dissipation. 

According to Kirchhoff’s current law, (3) is the dynamic equation of of a massive network at node 

(ij). Fig.1 illustrates the circuit for neuron ( ,j) of this network and its connection. 

The stable state of (V(i,j)} is the minimum solution f* of (2). Partial derivative estimates f,, f, can y 
be computed from the minimization solution f* using the finite difference formulation. Fig.2 ilustrates 
the derivative estimation process. 

3. Intermediate Level: From the Curvature Images to Invariant Surface Descriptions 

The problem we are facing in this level is to segment an estimated curvature image g into a curvature 
sign (+,0,-) map which we expect to possesses some surface-patch coherence. If g is a noise-free image, 
this problem can be well solved by a thresholding operation at thresholds +t(t>0), resulting in an initial 
3-level segmentation. However, in the noisy case, the problem is not so simple. In what follows, an 
appropriate energy function will be constructed as the cost of segmentation to achieve coherent and 
consistent segmentation from noisy images, and a piecewise-constant configuration is found as the 
solution of the segmentation problem by minimizing the energy function. 

3.1 Computational Framework 

The energy functions is defined by: 

E(h \g,n,7,Q,) = E? (hig tak‘ (h I12,Q,) (4) 

In this function, h=(h(i,j)'1(i,j)€Z yy} is the map of the curvature sign; h(i ,j)e®, where D=(+,0,-} is 
a set whose elements correspond to the positive, zero and negative sign of curvature. 
g=(e(i/)IG.j)eZ} the input curvature data. A, m and Q, are as illustrated in section 2.1. t>0 isa 
pre-determined threshold [8]. E?(h1g,t) is a function that measures the plausibility of a mapping from 
the curvature function g into the curvature sign function A subject to the threshold 7: 
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EP’(higt)= Ser (adj)le@.f),t) 
Gv) 

where A(Zi j)E®D, g(i,j)ER and e?;(>!7,7) is a function that measures the plausibility of a mapping 

from g(ij) to h(i,j). e?;(o1n,t) is a function defined by: 

1 <0 In2ctl  Inle2r 
eP (+1,t) =1-n/2t Osn<2t —s ee, (01 0, T) | 1 otherwise eP (—In,t) = eP (+1 —n,7) 

0 NH22t 

E* (h |x,Q,) is a function that measures the smoothness of the function A with respect to the neighbor- 

hood system Q, 

E*(hinQ,) = Vela) inGv),0,.07)) = Yai) #(u veo, Gj) | h(u,v)+o)/#0, 
GJ) Gj) 

The neighborhood parameter n=5 at this intermediate level processing stage. The solution h” of the 

problem minimizes function E: 

E(h’ |g .x,t,.0,) = min{E (h |gx,2,0,)) (5) 

3.2 Neural Networks 

Replace A by a 3-layer net V = { (V.(i./), Volivi), V-Gv))’ | Gv)eZm). The state of a neuron 

takes boolean value V4(i,j)e¢ {0,1}. Among layers, states of neurons have to satisfy a consistency con- 
straint: Do oli J )==1. This multi-layer network is an extension of [3]. Let J4(t,j)=e?;(ole(@.j),t) 

and T=A7. Equation (4) can be written in terms of the new notations as: 

EV)=TE MiG D+ SLY MVE DIN- ST Vee 
6 @./) Gy) (u,v eo, (J) 

= GIVE -—- DD VTE sjsu.) Vo VF )Veg(uv) + constant 
oJ) o Guy) 

where N=#@, and T(i,j;u,v)=T (ij HO/N )x(i,j). 

The energy change AE (i,j) due to the state change AV") = (AV? .,j), AVA? Gy), AVE GAY 
of a neuron at (i ,/) 1s: 

AEG, j) = FHL GJ) AVE GY) 
> 

where 

HO EGA|) =) - 2S TSsuvVP? Uv) 
(u,v) 

The updating rule for the gradient descent is that for all (i ,/): 

i om Ve Ge 1 

if 
HOG J) < HPC i) for all p#q 

According to the updating rule, we have AV =] and AVS )=1 and therefore the local energy change: 

AEG jf) = HL - HYP 

is always negative if any change occurs. V“ will finally converge. V“) is a map representing the solu- 
tion h” of (5) from either a mean curvature image or a Gaussian curvature image. 

In this network, the neurons within a layer cooperate whereas those among layers compete. The circuit 
for neuron (i,j) of this network and its connection is illustrated in fig.3. 

A mean curvature sign map and a Gaussian curvature sign map are derived from the present intermedi- 
ate process. The combination of the two maps yields a new map that tells up to eight different surface 
types. This description is invariant to rotations, translations and scale changes. Fig.4 shows results from 
a Renault part image. Upon this, an adjacency graph can be derived with surface patch attributes 
attached to each node of the graph, with which a third network for object recognition and location can 
start working. 
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Fig.3 A circuit for 3-layered neuron (i,j) of the network Fig.4 Experimental results from a Renault part image 
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INTRODUCTION 

How can we understand the rich and complex organization of processing functions found in many biological 

perceptual systems? The visual system of macaque monkey, for example, is composed of dozens of 

anatomical regions which we may think of as processing stages, interconnected in a manner that suggests 

extensive serial and parallel processing of visual input, with both feedforward and feedback interactions 

between regions (Van Essen 1985). Are there rules that might account for the specific processing functions 

found in each such region, and for the ways in which cell properties develop and become organized to perform 

these functions? 

In earlier work (Linsker 1986) I showed that in a layered feedforward network of linear-response cells 

whose connections develop according to a Hebb-type rule, cells can develop feature-analyzing propertics 

(including center-surround and orientation-selective receptive fields) that are qualitatively similar to 

properties found in the early stages of visual processing in cat and monkey. Analysis of the Hebb-type rule 

used in that study showed that the rule causes each cell’s set of connection strengths {c,} to change with time 

so as to maximize the quadratic form V=,,cQ,c, subject to the constraints =c, = constant and 

c_<c,<c, for alli. (The constraint on Zc, is not explicitly imposed, but emerges from the particular form 

of Hebb-type rule used.) Here Q,, is the covariance of the signal activities at a pair of connections / and / that 

provide input to the developing cell. The quantity being maximized, V, is the statistical variance of the output 

activity of the developing cell. To visualize the optimization problem geometrically, note that: (1) The 

connection strength vector ¢ lies within a hypercube bounded by c_ and c,. (2) The covariance matrix Q has 

no nonnegative eigenvalues. Therefore, apart from the possibility of zero eigenvalues, V(c) has a unique local 

minimum at the origin. (3) V is to be maximized on the hyperplane defined by 2c, = constant. This maximum 

is guaranteed to occur at a point on the boundary of the hypercube at which all, or all but one, of the cs are 

extremal (Linsker 1986). V is not in general guaranteed to have a unique local maximum (owing to the 

constraints). 
If we instead use a rule that maximizes V subject to the different constraint 2c? = constant (with no 

additional constraint on each c,), we are maximizing Von a hypersphere. The well-known solution is then that 

c should lie in the direction of the leading eigenvector of Q (that having maximal eigenvalue), or in the 

subspace spanned by the eigenvectors having identical maximal eigenvalue, if degeneracy exists. Such a cell 

performs principal components analysis (PCA) on its inputs, in the sense that the cell’s output value is the 

leading principal component of the input vector. 

I emphasize that the solutions obtained in (Linsker 1986) are not the PCA solutions, owing to the 

difference in constraints. However, the particular constraints can be changed by using a different Hebb-type 

rule (e.g., Oja 1982), and there is no compelling reason to choose one such rule rather than another. It ts 

therefore worthwhile to explore what feature-analyzing properties emerge when a cell develops to perform 

PCA on its inputs. 

Why is PCA of interest in this context? (1) PCA, or the Karhunen-Loéve expansion, is a classic and 

important tool of statistical analysis (Watanabe 1985). (2) If one uses the cell’s output value to optimally 

reconstruct the input values, the reconstruction has smaller mean squared crror if the output is the leading 

principal component than if the output is any other linear function of the input values. (3) Under special 

  

This paper covers in greater detail a portion of the talk entitled “Using Information Theory to Guide the Design of a Perceptual 

System,” presented at the JCNN Winter 1990 Meeting (Washington, DC, Jan. 1990). 
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conditions (e.g., a linear response ccll, a Gaussian distribution of input vectors, and Gaussian noise) a cell 

whose output is the leading principal component of the input vector convcys maximum Shannon information 

about the input vector (Linsker 1988). 

Why, on the other hand, might we expect that PCA does not suffice as a principle for determining what 

response property a cell develops to analyze an ensemble of input "scenes"? (4) Cell response is in general 

nonlinear. (5) Biological constraints are in general complex, and the particular PCA constraint 

Zc? = constant is not a necessary (or even a particularly plausible) one. (6) A processing layer contains many 

mutually interacting cells, and there is no reason to require each cell to develop according to an optimization 

principle, independently of its neighbors. (7) There is no apparent reason to "reconstruct’ the input values 

from a cell’s output value in a biological system, so that the optimal reconstruction property of PCA (which 

is important in a data compression context) is of unclear value here. Also, if the biological circuitry does not 

in fact perform such a reconstruction, the appropriate choice of constraints to impose on such a hypothetical 

reconstruction (in order that one may compute the optimal connection strengths for the encoding stage) is 

obscure. (8) Feedback from "later" processing stages may be important in determining the cells’ response 

properties. 

An information-theoretic principle, ‘maximum information preservation, has been proposed (Linsker 

1988) as an optimization principle for a processing stage of a perceptual system. [For a review of earlier ideas 

relating information theory and perception, see (Linsker 1990).] This principle reduces to PCA in restricted 

cases [see item (3) above], yet is applicable to the more general situations described in items (4)-(6) of the 

preceding paragraph. A new criterion -- namely, that the output values from a layer should optimally 

discriminate among the input vectors -- replaces the minimum reconstruction error criterion of item (7). 

(Further extension of the principle is needed to accommodate feedback from later stages.) Some 

consequences of this information-theoretic principle for biological systems and model networks are described 

in (Linsker 1988, 1989a,b). In particular, (Linsker 1989a) shows how the principle selects an 

information-theoretically optimal solution from the low-dimensional subspace spanned by the first several 

principal components, in certain types of linear systems. 

With this background, let us explore some general properties of PCA solutions, and the character of 

these solutions for input ensembles of biological interest. The goal is to see what we can learn about biological 

response properties from studying PCA solutions, and what properties remain unexplained in the context of 

PCA. 

The main analytic, and some of the numerical, results presented here appeared earlier as part of a 

technical report (Linsker 1987). Relationships between PCA and the emergence of feature-analyzing 

properties in biological systems have also been studied for the case of orientation selectivity by Sanger (1989) 

and Yuille et al (1989), and (for ocular dominance) by Miller et al (1989). 

SPECIFICATION OF THE EIGENFUNCTION PROBLEM 

Suppose we are given an ensemble of input "presentations" {L*(x)} , where L*(x) is the signal activity of 

presentation 7 at position x in the two-dimensional layer L. Without loss of generality we may assume that 

<L*"(x)> = 0 for all x, where the angle brackets denote the ensemble average (over 7). (Replace each 

L*(x) by L*(x) — <L*(x)>.) Consider an arbitrary cell of the following layer M, whose output is a linear 

function of the activities in layer L: M7 = Jf L*(x)a(x)dx. The covariance function of L*(x) 1s 

Q(x, x’) = <L*(x)L"(x’)>. If Q is a function only of (x — x’) , then the eigenfunctions of Q are the Fourier 

components of Q(x — x’), which extend over all of layer L (Linsker 1989a, Yuille ct al 1989). To obtain 

localized solutions in such cases, we will introduce a weighting function g(x) that falls off with increasing 

|x| and in effect limits the spatial region of L to which an M cell will respond. [Yuille et al (1989) study the 

unlocalized case (of translation-invariant Q) analytically, and the localized case by numerical simulation. 

We will show that the cigenfunction problem in the localized case is separable. This leads to useful analytic 

results concerning the geometric form of the eigenfunctions, simplifies the numerical computation, and helps 

to avoid computational problems arising from near-degeneracy of cipenvalucs. | 

There are several different ways to introduce such a localizing function. We state three ways, motivated 

by different considerations, all of which lead to the same eigenfunction problem and subsequent analysis. 

(1) Diserete connections with density function: Consider an M cell (centered at x = Q) that receives 

discrete connections from layer L, with a density of connections given by g(x)? . The strength of each 
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connection i located at x, is c(x,) =c, = a(x,)/g(x,)*. The output value is M* = Jf L*(x)g(x)2c(x)a2x 

= £,L*(x,)c,. In terms of the discrete connections, the PCA criterion is that we maximize the output variance 

V= <(M")?> = 2, 6:Q,,c, subject to 2c? = 1, where the discrete covariance matrix 0, = = <Lx; )L*(x,)>. In 

the continuum representation, the output variance is V = f c(x)g(x)?Q(x, x g(x’ ye(x! \d?xd?x’, and the 

constraint is {g(x)2c(x)2d2x = 1. Define z(x) = a(x)/g(x) = o(x)g(x). Then V = [z(x)S(x, x’)z(x’)d?xa2x’ 
and the constraint is {z(x)?d2x = 1, where S(x, x)= 2(x)O(x, x g(x’). In the continuum representation, 

PCA therefore consists of determining the eigenfunctions z(x) of S(x, x’). 

(2) Masking of input by a localizing function: A simple way to introduce the localizing function g is to 

premultiply L*(x) by g(x) before providing it as input to the M cell. (The origin x = 0 is defined appropriately 

for each M cell in turn.) This approach could be appropriate if the goal is to use PCA to design an array of 

filters in a synthetic network, for example. Then M* = J[L*(x)g(x)a(x)d*x and 

V = fa(x)g(x)Q(x, x’)g(x’)a(x’)d2xd?x’. If we impose the constraint fa(x)?d?x = 1 then we should define 

z(x) = a(x) and (as before) S(x, x’) = g(x)Q(x, x’)g(x’). In this case PCA again consists of determining the 

eigenfunctions of S(x, x’). 
(3) The criterion of minimum weighted mean squared reconstruction error: In this example we do not fix 

either the density of connections or any constraint on their strengths. Instead, we ask: For a linear response 

function M" = {L*(x)a(x)d2x , how should the {a(x)} be chosen so as to minimize the weighted mean square 

reconstruction error 

WMSE = f g(x)°<[L"(x) — LZ.(x)]’> d’x, (1) 

where the weighting factor g(x)? is applied to the MSE at x? Here Lz,,(x) is the optimal estimate of L*(x) for 

given {a(x)} ; it is given (Liebelt 1967) by 

Leg 00 = M" x [ for, x’ )a(x’) ax’ | / [ facrow’ x” )a(x”’) d*,' dx". (2) 

Therefore WMSE = {f2(x)?<[L*(x)]*>d?x} — H, where the first term on the right-hand side is independent 

of {a(x)}, and 

= { f e000" [O(x, x’ a(x’) d’x'}* dxt / [ fawarx. x’ a(x’) dx ax’ | . (3) 

The minimum-WMSE criterion therefore requires that we choose {a(x)} so as to maximize H. [Cf. (Linsker 

1988) for the unweighted case.] Now define z(x) = a(x)/g(x) and S(x, x’) = 9(x)Q(x, x’)g(x’). Algebraic 

manipulation gives 

H= [ feo se x)S(x, x’”)z(x’”’) d’x dx’ dx" | / [ f cose x’)z(x’) dx ax’ |. (4) 

Let z,(x) and A, be the kth eigenfunction and eigenvalue in a complete set of orthonormal eigenfunctions of 

the kernel S; that is, 

fs x’) z,(x’) d*x' = Ax 2X) (S) 

for all x and each k. For any eigenfunction z,(x), the H value of the corresponding M cell is A,. For any linear 

combination of cigenfunctions z(x) = 2, 5, z,(x) [hence for arbitrary z(x)], H = (26,A2) / (25,A,). His 

maximal for the cigenfunction of S having largest eigenvalue. The linear combinations of the first few 

cigenfunctions (in order of decreasing eigenvalue) give the M cell types having large H value. 

All of the approaches described lead to the same problem: that of determining the cigenfunctions of 

S(x, x’). We proceed to derive some analytic results of general interest, and numerical results for particular 

types of input ensembles that arise in models of carly visual processing. 
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ANALYTIC RESULTS: GEOMETRIC FORM OF EIGENFUNCTIONS 

The situation of principal interest to us is that in which (1) Q(x, x’) is a function Q(s) only of the 

separation s = |x — x’|, and (2) the localizing function g(x) is a function g(r) only of the distance r of x from 

the origin (the position of the origin ts specific to each output cell). Under these conditions S(x, x’) depends 

only on (u, u’, |e’ — |), where uzrtiu’ =r’? and 0, 6’ are the angles that x, x’ make with a reference axis. 

[To see this, note that S(x, x’) = a(rnO(lx — x! | )g(r’) and that the argument of Q is a function only of 

(u, u’, |0" — 8|). ] 
For a covariance function S of the form S(u, u’, |’ — @|) , the eigenfunction problem of Eqn. 5 is 

separable in polar coordinates. To see this, assume a product form z(u, 6) = f(u) sin(n@ + 6). Then Eqn. 5 

becomes (with @ = 0’ — 0) 

(1/2) f Staal, lol) fu’) sin [n(o + 0) + 5] du’d@’ = Af(u) sin(nO + 4). (6) 

The left-hand side equals (1/2) sin(n@ + 6) fdu'f(u') Sd cos(no)S(u,u'’, ||). Therefore this z(u, 6) is an 

eigenfunction of S if and only if f(u) satisfies fdu’T,(u, u’)f(u’) = Af(u) where 

T,(u, u’) = (1/2) f de cos(n@)S(u, u’, | ¢1). (7) 

For each n > 0, we denote the (complete) set of eigenfunctions of T, by {f,,(u)} (i > 0) and the corresponding 

eigenvalues by {A,,}. A complete set of eigenfunctions of S is then given by {f,,(r), f,,(r) cos n9, f,,(r) sin 8} 

for all 2 > 0,i > 0. For all 2 > 0 and all i, the eigenfunctions occur as degenerate orthogonal pairs (with 

angular dependence sin 78 and cos n@). In particular cases, special symmetries of S may give rise to additional 

degeneracies, or "accidental" additional degeneracies may occur. 

In the absence of such additional degeneracies, we see that each eigenfunction of S must have a 

"sectored" geometric form. That is, each eigenfunction is either circularly symmetric (n = 0), or has two 

semicircular regions of opposite sign (n = 1), or has 2n sectors of alternating sign, with angular dependence 

of the form sin(n@ + 5) for arbitrary phase 6. Note that the only eigenfunctions that can be described as 

having a form similar to that of a Hubel-Wiesel orientation-selective ‘simple’ cell are the n = | solutions. 

We shall return to the comparison with "simple" cells later. 

NUMERICAL RESULTS: RELATION TO FEATURE-ANALYZING CELLS 

To proceed further we must assume specific forms for S. We shall treat two different types of input ensemble 

{L*(x)}. 
(1) Random field convolved with Gaussian filter: Here each presentation L*(x) is obtained by convolving 

a random ficld of identically and independently distributed (i.i.d.) values with a two-dimensional Gaussian 

filter exp( —s2). The resulting covariance function is (apart from an overall constant factor) 

Q(s) = exp( —s?/2). We obtain for the kernel 7, of the radial eigenfunction problem: 

1/2 
2a 

T,(u,u’) = (1/2)g(u'/?)g(ul!”?) expl — (u + u’)/2] ; d> cos(n¢) exp[(uu') ’“ cos 4] 

1/2 

(8) 
1/2 

= mg(u ““)g(u ) exp[ — (u + u’)/2] L{(uu’)'/?) 

where /, is a modificd Besscl function. 

Figure la shows the two largest eigenvalues of 7, (for each of n= 0, 1,2 ) as functions of the 

parameter fr. for a Gaussian localizing function g(r) = exp( —r?/2r3). The corresponding six radial 

eigenfunctions are shown in Fig. 1b for the case ry = 1.5. Note that the leading cigenfunction is the circularly 

symmetric (n = 0,/ = 0) solution. The cigenvalues of the broken-symmctry cigenfunctions (m > 1) are 

considerably smaller in value (for this choice of S and g). 

(2) Random ficld convolved with "Mexican-hat" filter: Here each input presentation is obtained by 

convolving an i.i.d. random field with a filter that is proportional to the Laplacian of a two-dimensional 

Gaussian (a type of "Mexican-hat" function). This filter function is (1 — s?) exp( —s?), and the resulting 
covariance function is Q(s) = (1 — s? + 54/8) exp( —s?/2) (obtained by calculating the overlap integral of 
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two identical filter functions whose centers are separated by distance s). The kernel 7, has a form similar to 

Eqn. 8, but with /, replaced by a sum of terms involving J,.0.12. 
Figures |c,d show the eigenvalues and eigenfunctions of 7, form = 0, 1, 2 andi = 0, 1. Recall that each 

eigenfunction of S is the product of a radial eigenfunction of 7, and an angular factor sin(m@ + 5) for arbitrary 

phase 5. Thus the leading eigenfunction of S has (n,i) = (0,0) and is of circularly symmetric center-surround 

form. The next two orthogonal eigenfunctions of S [with (n,i/) = (1,0)] have angular dependence sin(@ + 4) 

and cos(@ + 5) for arbitrary 5, and are therefore ‘orientation-selective’ in the sense of Hubel-Wiesel 
"simple" cells of odd symmetry. It is important to note that the eigenfunctions of S for n > 2 are necessarily 
of 'sectored" form (having 2” "pie slice" regions of alternating sign), and are not orientation-selective in the 
sense of "simple" cells (although, clearly, symmetry breaking occurs for all n > 1). As stated above, the only 

exception to this statement arises if the eigenfunction problem happens to have additional symmetries or 

"accidental" degeneracies, in which case one may be able to construct an eigenfunction of simple-cell form 
as a linear combination of degenerate 'sector-shaped'’ eigenfunctions of S. 

Some notes and caveats are in order before proceeding further. (1) In certain cases (particularly in the 
large-ry regime of Fig. 1c, where several angular eigenmodes have similar but not identical eigenvalues), one 

must be particularly careful when solving the two-dimensional eigenfunction problem numerically, to avoid 

computing spurious "cigenfunctions” that can have a banded appearance reminiscent of orientation-selective 

cells, but are in fact not eigenfunctions of S (R. Linsker, unpublished observations, 1987). The recognition 

that the cigenfunctions of S must have a sinusoidal dependence on polar angle -- unless truce degeneracy exists 

between different modes n -- helps in avoiding this difficulty. [Sanger’s (1989) method for computing transfer 
functions gives banded, non-"'sectored" solutions; the reason for this is not described. Yuille et al (1989) 
provide insight into the reason for the occurrence of near-degeneracy in a related problem.] (2) Two of the 
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Figure 1. PCA solutions: (a) Eigenvalues for angular eigenmode indices n = 0, 1, 2 and radial 

eigenmode indices ¢ = 0, 1, where each input presentation is a random field convolved 

with a Gaussian filter, and the localizing function g(x) = exp( —r?/273). Curves starting 
at top: (nj) = (0,0); (1,0); (2,0) and (0,1) (degenerate); (1,1); (2,1). (b) Radial 

eigenfunctions for the same six modes, for 7 = 1.5 (solid, i = 0; dotted, i = 1; within each 

triplet of curves, the value of r? at the peak or trough of the curve shifts to the right as n 

increases). (c) Same as (a) but where each input presentation is a random field convolved 

with a "Mexican-hat" filter (see text). Curves starting at top: n = 0,1,2 for i = 0, then 

n = 0,1,2 fori = 1. (d) Same as (b) but for the input presentations described in (c). Note 

that the leading solution (m = 0, i = 0) has "center-surround’ geometry. 
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lower-lying eigenmodes in Fig. la, (n,/) = (2,0) and (0,1), happen to be degenerate. This degeneracy 

depends upon the particular forms of S and g; it vanishes if, for example, the form of g(r) is changed from 

Gaussian to g(r)x exp( —r2*/272). (3) The (n,i) = (1,0) eigenmode is not necessarily lower-lying than the 

(0,0) mode. For example, choosing g(r) = {1 + exp[(7 — 7)/Ar)}-'”2 (a '"flattop" function in two dimensions 
with a smoothed sigmoid-like falloff), with r= 1.6 and Ar=0.1, gives cigenvalucs Aj, = 1.17 > 
Noo = 1.05 > Azo = 0.92 , for the S function used in Figs. 1c,d. That is, an orientation-selective solution is 
favored over the circularly symmetric one for that g(r). 

We return to the solutions discussed earlier and illustrated in Figs. Ic,d. The geometric form of the 

(n,i) = (1,0) and (2,0) eigenfunctions of S is shown explicitly in Fig. 2a,b. The function plotted is the 

eigenfunction of S (denoted z,,) multiplied by g(r); this equals the transfer function from layer L to the M cell 

for the three problems introduced in the "Specification ..."" section above. [The transfer function is a(x) for 

problems (1) and (3), and g(x)a(x) for problem (2).] An orientation-selective cell of even "-+-" symmetry 

(Fig. 2c) is not itself an eigenfunction of S, but can be constructed as the sum of two eigenfunctions (which 

are not degenerate), Zo + 2:9. Other linear combinations of the leading eigenfunctions have a variety of shapes 

(Figs. 2d-g) which are not in general "orientation-selective' in the sense of Hubel and Wiescl’s (1962) classic 

receptive field (RF) plots. [To obtain RF plots for the "cells" discussed here, one must convolve the transfer 

function shown with the receptive field of the cells in the input layer L. However, for the cases shown, the 

transfer function gives a good qualitative indication of the RF shape. Cf. (Linsker 1986) and (1988) for an 

illustration of this distinction for an orientation-selective cell.] 

  

    
  

  

                  
  

    
  

  
  

                    
Figure 2. Transfer functions g(x)z(x) where z(x) are linear combinations of the first several 

eigenfunctions z,,(x) of S, for input consisting of random field convolved with a 

"Mexican-hat" filter, and Gaussian g(r) with m= 2.5: (a) z=29 (eigenvalue 
Ay = 1.10). (b) Z=% (Az = 0.96). (c) Zc A+ (> iS center-surround 

eigenfunction, not shown, having Ag = 1.15 ). (d) 2< 2 + (20/2) + 2. (€) 

2% Sy + Zo. (1) 2a Ay + 220 + Za. (2) ZK Ay + 22 1 + 2a, Where 219 is the (1,/) = (1,0) 

cigenfunction orthogonal to 2,9. Solid (resp. dotted) contour curves denote positive (resp. 

negative) values; contours are spaced every 0.15 units (starting with + 0.075). All z 

functions normalized to {z(x)"d2x = 1. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

Principal components analysis is a useful tool for understanding some aspects of the feature-analyzing 

properties of cells found in at least the first few stages of a sensory processing pathway. This is illustrated for 
the case of center-surround and oricntation-selective cells. In particular, we (i) start with a simplified model 

in which the input activities correspond to a random field convolved with either a Gaussian or a 

"Mexican-hat" filter, (ii) compute the transfer functions for model 'cells'’ whose output activity has high (but 
not necessarily maximal) statistical variance, and (iii) find that some of those ''cell" types are qualitatively 
similar to those found biologically. These ‘cell’ types lie in a subspace spanned by the first several 

eigenfunctions in a PCA or Karhunen-Loéve expansion. The relevant eigenfunction problem is shown to be 
separable in polar coordinates; this fact leads to useful constraints on the geometric form of the 

eigenfunctions. A connection between PCA and a criterion for the minimization of a geometrically-weighted 

mean squared reconstruction error is derived. 

Although the properties of a low-dimensional PCA subspace may provide some insight into observed 

cell response properties, PCA (at least as used here) is insufficient to determine which of the transfer 

functions lying within such a subspace will be found in a biological system. To make more detailed predictions 

of cell responses, and of the organization of these response properties within a processing stage, a more 

powerful set of principles or constraints appears to be needed. An information-theoretic optimization 

criterion that is related to PCA in certain cases, but has greater generality, is cited and briefly discussed as a 

candidate for such a principle. 
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Introduction 

A neural architecture is presented which can recognize and reconstruct the traces of 
previously learned input patterns. The recognition and reconstruction properties of the 
network are invariant under input patterns that are translated. distorted. noisy. incomplete. 
scaled and slightly rotated with respect to the trained patterns. If novel training patterns 
are to be incorporated into the network . it 1s not necessary to relearn the previously 
trained patterns. 

This network utilizes feature combination and coagulation of information in a manner 
related to Fukushima’s neocognitron{1] and similar to multilayer and multifeature map 
architecture described by Jakubowicz in [2]. Feature categories at each stage are learned 
using the Adaptive Resonance Theory introduced by Grossberg in [3]. 

Adaptive resonance architectures self-organize stable recognition codes in real time in 
response to arbitrary sequence of input patterns. ART-1 generates the codes of catego- 
rization for binary input patterns as connection weights between the neurons in the input 
plane and the output plane. The vigilance parameter determines the coarseness of cate- 
gorization. The network achieves its stability using the feedback connections and with a 
test and reset mechanism. Although the ART-1 is completely characterized as a system of 
ordinary differential equations. fast learning equations are sufficient for real time applica- 
tions. All ART networks used in pattern recognition require either a preprocessor or the 
input pattern to be identical in shape. size and location and to be noise free. 

Neocognitron is a hierarchical model of a competitive learning paradigm capable of 
selectively recognizing position shifted or shape distorted patterns. The variable connec- 
tions between the stages grow according to a simplified Hebbian learning rule for the input 
stimuli appearing in the lower stages. The different features recognized by different stages 
are determined during the self organization or training phase. Positional error is tolerated 
bit by bit at each stage by reduction of the size of planes. The forward connections of the 
network manage the function of pattern recognition and the backward connections man- 
age the function of selective attention. segmentation and associative recall. The forward 
connections are identical to the backward connections. The efferent signal flow is guided 
by the afferent signal flow. The gain control signals make even the vague traces of the 
input to be recognized by lowering the thresholds for the afferent signal flow. 

ART learning improves the stability and reduces the complexity of a neocognitron 
like architecture. The architecture can learn and incorporate new training exemplars in 
real time. The network is capable of extracting even the vague traces of input features 
during afferent signal flow. The new architecture is not unstable unlike other hierarchical 
architectures based on Ikohenen's feature map learning algorithm and does not need a lot 
of iteration for training. Extension to recognize analog patterns and to reduce the size of 
large weight matrices with ART-2 learning principles is possible. 
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Figure (1). 

Figure (1) shows the basic architecture for the system. The architecture consists of five 
stages. The input patterns are to be sensed by the Ic, layer consisting of 16x16 neurons. 
Each path in each stage has two layers s and c namely and each laver consists of one or 
more planes of artificial neurons. The layers in the afferent path are represented by U and 
in the efferent path by HW’. Each plane in every Us layer represents a feature that appeared 
in the previous Uc stage during the training phase. The input to a Us laver at the spatial 
location n = (n,.n,). is restricted to windows of size D = 5x5 in all planes of the previous 
Ue layer. Ue)(k.m) represents the /** stage activity of neurons in the k'* Uc plane at the 
location n. The pattern at n is said to be centered and selected for training if 

hk: ° k: . yo eD Sk=t nrUe(k.n+r) <2.3and13< yo neD J kao My Cerk.n + vr) l5i< sy Tr =0 Ry: 
Do eD > K=o l c(k.n +t) yo veD > peo L q(k.n+r) 

  
  < 2.5 

Only centered input patterns are selected for training. This avoids training redundant 
patterns and increases the number of features that a particular stage can learn (see (2]). 

Feature categorization in each stage is done according to the ART-1 learning algorithm. 
If the input within a window at the spatial location n is selected for learning. and if the At” 
neuron in the /+1' layer wins then the connection weights are modified as shown below. 
The weights connected between / + 1‘? stage neurons in A‘ plane and /** stage neurons 
within a window. reD. of k*? plane. is represented by a)(A.k.v). If the At” node has already 
learned a feature and the input satisfies the vigilance test. 

L.(Uy(k.n+v)naj(h.k.v)) 
a(h.k.v) = i : 

L -_ 1 + yo neD ar [ (ken + v) 

  

where the constant L > 1.0 and the efferent connection ai(h.k.v) = 1 if a(W.k.v) > 0 and 0 
otherwise. If a A‘ node has not been allocated to any feature previously. then 

LU (een + ev) a(K.k.t) = —— 
L-1+ Do eD ar Ci(k.n + v) 
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During propagation. at each point. the input within the localized window is multiplied 
by the same learned weight matrix and thresholded to get the output at U's lavers. 

k. 

Csi(A.n) = o (3. Soa Kk. ve) Vey (kent 0] 

k20veD 

where the threshold function o(r) = 1.0 if x > 6; and otherwise 0. 6; represents the threshold 
value at /'" stage to the afferent signal flow.. 

The size of each plane undergoes approximately a two to one reduction at the Uc laver. 
The purpose of this is to allow the recognition of distorted inputs and also to cause a 
compressed representation at the recognition laver. Each neuron at the Uc plane has fixed 
constant connections from a small localized window D’ of 9 neurons arranged in 3x3 array 
from the C's layer just below it. Neurons at the Uc laver perform ORing of inputs. 

Vo (kin) = Upp Us(k.n +e) 

The weights connected to the recognition layer are learned using a teacher. Once 
the system recognizes the pattern after propagation through the afferent connections. the 
efferent signal flow reconstructs the input pattern. The backward propagation of signals 
is governed by the following equations. 

A: 

We(k.n)= So > ayy (Ake). Ws (An = 0) 
A=0veD 

Wos)(k.n) = min{U s,(n.k). Wo e(k.n/2)} 

The hierarchical structure of the interconnections between different kinds of cells are in- 
dicated in the figure(2). The e indicates a threshold control. At each stage the threshold 
to the afferent signal was reduced until at least 50% of expected features are extracted. If 
a stage fails to extract sufficient amount of features. then the threshold of the very first 
stage is lowered. 
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Figure (2). 

Simulation Results 

Exp 1: The network was trained to recognize three patterns with vigilance 0.8. The 
trained patterns when presented at the same location. were recognized and reproduced 
with 100% accuracy. It recognized all test inputs and reconstructed perfectly about 60% 
of the inputs. Others were either partially reconstructed or produced with added noise. 
The reconstructed outputs of 15 test patterns are shown in figure (3). 
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Figure (3). 

Exp 2:| The network was trained to identify 10 digits 0...9 with a low vigilance of 0.6. The network recognized all trained digits and reproduced them with 100% accuracy when presented at their original locations. It recognized about 90% of the tested patterns and reproduced perfectly about 30% of recognized patterns. This distortion is due to the low vigilance used because of memory limitation of the computer. If the uncompletely reconstructed patterns were fedback at the input. most of them were improved by the network. 

Exp 3:_ The network was tested to see its capability to incorporate novel training patterns. The network was trained with digit 1 first. then 2. 3 and so on. The network was tested against its performances to recognize and reconstruct previously learned digits after each digit was introduced. It was capable to recognize and reproduce all trained digits even after learning all 10 digits irrespective of the sequence thev were trained. 

Conclusion 

  

Introduction of ART-1 learning has improved the stability. speed and complexity of Fukushima’s neocognitron related network. The new architecture can automatically in- corporate novel training patterns without disturbing previous trained information. The network approaches an ideal real time pattern recognizer and autoassociator when the Vig- ilance used for training approaches unity. The ideal network performance js independant of the number of patterns incorporated as far as the memory 1s available. Our present study is to recognize analog patterns and to reduce the number of weighted connections in the architecture using ART-2 learning principles. 
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The hardware model of a neural network for decoding block—encoded digital data is presented. This 

neural network decoder is designed for use in channel coding digital communication systems to ensure 

that bits transmitted over the communications channel are received correctly in the presence of noise or 

interference. Unlike a classical biological neural network, this artificial neural network requires no 

training: all of its synapses have equal weights. It is the topology of the network, which is intimately 

related to the topology of the Encoder, which embues this Decoder with its error correcting capability. 

The purpose of a forward error—correcting digital communications system, such as the one 

represented in Fig. 1, is to accomplish the transfer of information bits from Location A to Location B 

with consistent accuracy in the presence of noise. By encoding the information to be transmitted, at 

location A, a certain amount of redundancy (in the form of additional bits) is added to the information 

data. The decoder, at location B, applies its knowledge of exactly how this redundancy was introduced 

to process the received data reconstructing the original information bits with as much accuracy as 

possible. Within a particular digital communication system, the relationships which exist between the 

complexity of the Encoder & Decoder, the level of noise on the Channel, the maximum attainable data 

throughput (no. of bits/sec), and the minimum attainable Bit Error Rate (no. of errors/no. of bits) are 

intuitive. 
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d D 

      

    

                          
  

  

Figure 1 A Forward Error—Correcting Communications System 

Diagrammed in Figures 2 and 3 are a block encoder and a neural network decoder for a simple block 

code. At the Encoder, for every 4 information bits input, a total of 7 channel bits are output. These 7 

code bits (n) are comprised of the 4 information bits (k) and 3 parity bits (m). This (7,4) particular code 

is known as a Hamming Code! . 
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Those block codes (n,k) which exactly meet the inequality: 2" >= n+1, where m = n-k are called 
Hamming Codes. By carefully studying the connectivity of the Encoder’s parity bit generator and the 
connections between the Decoder’s Data Bit Neurons and the Ex-OR Logic, a definite relationship can 
be recognized. This Decoder has been “taught” to decode this particular Encoder’s output by the way it 
was constructed. As in an evolving biological neural network system, a fully interconnected system is not 
implemented, rather only those connections which are of importance in accomplishing the task at hand 
are present. This artifical neural network will change the states of its neurons until attaining its the 
"lowest energy level.” If the number of errors introduced by the noise on the communications channel is 
within the error—correcting capability of the block code used, the neurons will settle to the those values 
representing the original information output by the Encoder. If the number of errors introduced by the 
noisy communications channel is more than the error-correcting capability of the code, then as with 
conventional decoders, decoding errors will be observed. 
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Figure 2. A Block Encoder 

This neural network decoder is composed both analog and digital circuits? . By implementing the 
computations required in the type of circuitry most suited to to the function being performed, an area 
efficient VLSI system can be realized. One of the fundamental operations required within encoders and 
decoders of binary data is modulo-2 addition, or the exclusive-OR operation. To accomplish this an 
EX-OR “neurally” would require a multi-layered neural network3. In performing the required 
exclusive-OR operations digitally, the VLSI implementation is more efficient. In contrast, the summing 
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of the inputs to each Data Bit Neuron is best accomplished with analog circuitry. 
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To allow tens and even hundreds of synapses* to be connected to a single neuron, two separate lines 
are used to sum the excitatory and inhibitory currents. Each synapse is a programmable current source 
which controls a differential amplifier. In this manner a two-state synapse can be realized. The small 
(on the order of 10 uA) excitatory and inhibitory currents generated by the Input Cells are respectively 
summed (as per Kirchoff’s Current Law>) and compared within the Data Bit Neurons. Whenever the 
excitatory current exceeds the inhibitory current, the state of the binary Data Bit Neuron is toggled. The 
quiescient states of the Neurons, subsequently achieved, represents the decoded data. 

Analogous to the synergism of a system which combines the storage capabilities of a Direct Storage 
Neural Network with the discrimination abilities of the Hopfield Network, the design of this Decoder 
combines the exclusive-ORing efficiency of digital circuits with the (current) summing capability of 
analog circuits® . 
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Abstract 

In this paper we present a continuous speech recognizer which combines a two-stage hierarchy of neural 
networks with a dynamic programming (DP) beam-search model. The neural networks encode short-time speech 

units. The DP beam-search selects the output text by time-aligning the obtained code sequence with the phonetic 
transcription of all allowable text for an entire continuously-spoken sentence. 

Binary-tree structured neural nets, which are trained to maximize the average mutual information between a code 
alphabet and an alphabet of phonetic classes, are used as encoders. The topology of the networks (i.e., the number of 
interior nodes and their connections) is learned along with the set of weights from the training data. 

Two stages of speech representation, the acoustic frame and the acoustic segment stages, are formed. Each stage 
utilizes an encoder attempting to retrieve the highest amount of information about the underlying phonetic classes of 
speech units of that stage. Acoustic-phonetic features are extracted over moving timc-context windows and used as 
input into each encoder network. This allows the networks to form time-shift-invariant decision regions. The 2nd- 
stage encoder takes as a part of its input the output of the Ist-stage encoder. Time compression occurring between 
the frame- and segment stages allows wider time-context to be included into the 2nd-stage features thus making them 
more informative. 

Binary-tree structured neural nets scale up well to high-complexity problems such as speech recognition. The 
amount of labelled speech data and training tme required are reasonable. 

1. Introduction 

Recently there has been a growing realization that combining neural-nect based classifiers/vector quantizers (using 
local time-context acoustic-phonetic features) with DP-based time-alignment models such as HMMs (using global 
time-sequences of phonetic codes with a language model) can lead to synthesis of a superior speech recognition 

system (Lippmann 89]. In this paper, we describe a continuous speech recognizer which attempts such a synthesis. 
The recognizer uses local time-context acoustic-phonetic features for the encoding (in the information-theoretic 

sense) of speech by means of two stages of binary-tree structured networks, with intervening segmentation between 
the encoding stages. Segmentation can be viewed as forming blocks of the adjacent codes thus allowing for a more 
efficient block-coding. It can also be viewed as a time compression allowing incorporation of more time context 
into the acoustic-phonetic features. 

To get the text of the spoken sentence, the resulting segment-code time-sequence is then time-aligned with the 
phonetic transcriptions of the grammar-constrained sentences by means of the DP beam-search algorithm using an 
alignment score statistical model. 

Binary-tree structured networks are trained as optimal encoders assigning maximally-informative (on the average) 
codes to speech pattems at the appropriate stages. The task of training such networks has been extensively addressed 
in the theory of binary decision trees. [Breiman 84] systematically considered binary decision trees applied to various 
classification tasks. The processing elements used in the decision nodes of the binary decision trees included the 

sigma-type units with hard limiter non-linearities. Training criteria ("impurity” criteria) for the binary decision trees 
included the average leaf-node-conditional class entropy. Training was performed in a top-down node-at-a-time 
fashion, adding new leaf nodes and maximizing reduction in the average leaf node impurity attained by such 
additions. It was demonstrated on many practical classification problems that the above procedure results in a 
suboptimal but "good enough" tree. 

[Koutsougcras 88] and (Sun 88] reformulated binary decision trees as neural networks and further developed 
training based on the minimization of the average node-conditional class entropy (or, equivalently, maximizing the 
average nodc-class mutual information). [Sun 88] also extended the type of the processing element used in the 
decision tree to the single-layer perceptron with n output units. Most recently, [Bichsel 89] discussed usage of the 
minimum conditional class entropy criterion for training of gencral layered feedforward networks with hard limiters. 

At SSI, we have been using binary-tree structured networks for maximum code-class mutual information 
encoding in our speech recognition research for some time now. We describe here one of the more successful 

recognizer architectures and present some test results. 
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The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Scction 2 contains a brief recognition system overview, 
Section 3 describes system training aspects, and Section 4 presents test results and discussion. Finally, Section 5 
recaps major features of the system and outlines a possible generalization. 

2. System Overview 

A speech recognizer based on frame- and segment-cncoder neural networks is briefly described below. A 
continuously-spoken sentence's audio is sampled at 16 kHz and is converted into a time-sequence of pitch- 
synchronous frames of 24 acoustic parameters. At this stage, frames are encoded in such a way as to convey 
maximum information about their underlying segmentation class identities (the set of 9 broad phonetic classes called 
the "segmentation" classes is used to characterize acoustic-phonetic segmentation of speech). 

To perform frame encoding, the frame time-sequence is scanned by a "moving time window" covering 3 frames. 
A set of pre-defined feature vectors is extracted from the acoustic parameters of the frames accessed by the window. 
The frame-encoder neural network (further called "Frame Encoder") takes as input this set of the feature vectors (as a 
single block-vector extracted from the 3-frame window) and outputs a code for the frame at the center of the window. 
The Frame Encoder is trained to maximize the average mutual information between its code alphabet and the alphabet 
comprised of the segmentation classes. 

The resulting time-sequence of coded acoustic frames is processed by a Segmenter which forms acoustic 
segments by merging time-contiguous blocks of frames using their codes and certain code-class statistics. The 
Segmenter also assigns the most-likely segmentation class to cach formed segment. The time-sequence of the 
acoustic segments with the assigned segmentation classes constitutes the input to the segment-coding stage. 

The segment-coding stage processing is similar to that of the frame-coding stage. Namely, segments are encoded 
in such a way as to convey maximum information about their underlying dictionary class identities (the set of 50 
phonetic classes called "dictionary classes" are used for transcribing words in the system's dictionary). 

To perform segment encoding, the time-sequence of segments is scanned by a moving time window covering 3 
segments. A set of pre-defined feature vectors is extracted from the acoustic parameters of all the frames encountered 
in the segments accessed by the window. Also the most-likely segmentation classes assigned by the Segmenter to 
each of the 3 segments in the window comprise an additional, "phonetic feature" vector (with binary components 
encoding the local representation of the class triplet). The segment-encoder neural network (further called "Segment 
Encoder") takes as input this set of feature vectors (as a single block-vector extracted from the 3-segment window) 
and outputs a code for the segment in the center of the window. The Segment Encoder is trained to maximize the 
average mutual information between its code alphabet and the alphabet comprised of the dictionary classes. 

Finally, the time-sequence of coded segments is processed by the Linguistic Decoder which retrieves the text of 
the recognized sentence. It uses the DP beam-search algorithm to select the phonetic transcription variant of a 
sentence best matching the sequence of segment codes. The match score statistical model is based on a variant of the 
information-theoretic decoding model using the Fano metric, sce [McEliece 77]. The set of allowable sentences (word 
sequences) is constrained by a finite-state grammar. Word transcriptions are selected from a dictionary. The sentence 
text is read out from the matched sentence transcription. 

3. Training 

The Frame and Segment Encoder neural networks (as well as the Segmenter and the Linguistic Decoder 
Statistical models) are trained using labclled frame data for the isolated continuously-spoken sentences. To initiate the 
training process, one of the existing Speech Recognizer models (originally trained with a large body of hand-labelled 
speech collected at SSI) is used as a "bootstrap" model to produce the labelling of the training speech. 

The training sentence's audio is processed by the bootstrap Speech Recognizer model. The Linguistic Decoder is 
then given the known sentence text and is instructed to directly output the sentence transcription best matching the 
segment-code sequence in the form of segments labelled with dictionary classes (where several class labels may be 
attached to a single segment). By an off-line process using certain segment code and dictionary class statistics, the 
dictionary-class labels are propagated from segments to thcir constitucnt frames. The obtained labelled data is 
subsequently used for supervised training of the Frame Encoder, the Segmenter, the Segment Encoder, and the 
Linguistic Decoder parameters (the encoder training is described in detail further). 

Once training is performed, the bootstrap Speech Recognizer model can be replaced with the one just trained, and 
the training process is repeated iteratively until no improvement in recognition accuracy is observed. In our research, 
we performed two iterations, but we also added more training data and slightly modified the labelling algorithm, 
between the first and the second iterations. 

The Frame and Segment Encoders are trained as binary-trce structured networks [Breiman 84] using 
maximization of the average mutual information betwecn the sct of leaf nodes and the sct of target classes as the 
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training criterion. Training is performed top-down, starting from the root of the binary decision tree. The processing 
element associated with each decision node of the tree is a sigma-type unit with hard limiter nonlinearity [Rumelhart 
86, Lippmann 87] which accepts the block-vector (of features extracted from the moving time window) as input for 
each speech pattern. A set of training patterns which was routed to the node by the decision nodes along the path of 

the tree already built is used for the weight computation. 
Training of the processing element of a decision node is limited to subspaces of the weight space corresponding 

to the feature (sub)vectors which form the input block-vector. Every such subspace is considered in turn, and optimal 
weight vector components are computed for that subspace while holding the rest of the weight vector components 
equal to zero. The optimization criterion (i.e., the reduction in the node's average class entropy) is evaluated using 
the node's set of training patterns. The optimal weight subvector yielding the highest value of the optimization 

criterion is selected among the ones for the weight subspaces considcred. This (suboptimal!) training procedure gives 
sufficiently good results. It effectively limits dimensionality of the weight space and, thus prevents data overfitting 
(especially, in the "near-leaf" nodes). Also, it selects the most-informative feature at the given decision node of the 
binary decision tree. 

To train the weights of a given weight subspace, we use the conjugate gradient based search [Press 86] where the 
gradient of the criterion function with respect to the weights is computed by replacing the hard limiter with the linear 

threshold non-linearity and gradually annealing that non-linearity to the hard limiter. Once the optimal weights are 
estimated, we use the hard limiter to send the patterns to the left or the right child node. We may decide to declare 
the node a leaf node if the highest reduction in the class entropy attained by the "node split” is less than a certain 
fraction of the node's class entropy. 

After the entire binary tree network is created, its performance criterion (i.e. the average mutual information 
between the set of the leaf nodes and the set of target classes) is evaluated with an independent set of labelled data. 

4. Test Results and Discussion 

We used 8844 continuously-spoken utterances from 8 female speakers (about 1105 utterances per speaker, 5.7 
words per utterance, 41.7 segments per utterance) to train the Speech Recognizer model described in the previous 
sections. The known content of the training sentences was used to label the frame/segment data with their phonetic 
class targets. The set of training sentences was specifically designed to be phonetically balanced. Estimates of the 
average code-class information criterion for the Frame Encoder and Segment Encoder are given in Table 1. 

Table 1: Training of Frame & Segment Encoders 

#codes_ #classes avg. class avg.code-class info as % of 
entropy, bits info, bits class entropy 

Frame Encoder 712 9 2.66 1.83 68.6% 

Segment Encoder 1016 50 4.85 3.18 65.5% 

The time compression factor (avg. #frames per utterance / avg. # scgments per uttcrance) was 14.05. 
Model building took 10 weeks of processing on a Sun-4/280 (for the two iterations of labelling, see section 3). 

The trained Speech Recognizer model was tested using independent speech data collected from the 8 female 
speakers used in training (dependent speakers) and from 4 additional female speakers ( independent speakers). We used 
130 continuously-spoken test utterances from each of the above 8 speakers. Average utterance length was 10.8 
words. Recognition was performed with a finite-state grammar with a perplexity of about 10 (a difficult artificial 
test grammar), and with a vocabulary of 12195 words (containing about 15 distinct transcription variants for each 
word entry on the average, i.e., about 180,000 transcription variants). Of the 2187 distinct words occurring in the 
training set and of the 646 distinct words occurring in the test sct, there were 261 common words. A summary of 
the test results is given in Table 2. 

Table 2: Test Results 

avg. word % correct avg. #scgments/utt avg. decoding time, sec/utt (Sun-4/280) 
8 training speakers 87.1% 65.9 34.8 
4 independent test speakers 87.9% 67.2 35.0 

The results given in Table 2 indicate that a reasonable recognition accuracy can be obtaincd for a speaker- 
independent and training vocabulary-indcpendent Speech Recognition modcl. The encoding is performed in real ume 
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on SSI's Phonetic Engine [Meisel 89]. A decoding speed of about 7 times the utterance duration is achieved in a 
general purpose computing environment (a Sun-4/280). 

5. Conclusion 

We have described a Continuous Speech Recognizer based on the two-stage encoding performed by binary tree 
structured neural networks. Using acoustic-phonetic features extracted over the moving time window accessing 
certain time-shifted context allowed the neural networks to form time-shift-invariant decision regions. The average 
code-class mutual information criterion applied to the binary tree structured neural network allowed a node-at-a-time 
training of the network, with the data-driven network topology design obtained simultaneously with the weight 
estimation. Finally, the time compression that occurred with segment formation allowed more time-context to be 
included in the scope of the segment-stage acoustic-phonetic features, and reduced the number of codes conveying 
phonetic information by a factor of 14. It also allowed staged encoding where the acoustic-phonetic features of the 
codes output at the frame stage are used as input into the segmentation stage. The final time alignment between the 
segment-code sequence and the sentence transcription was performed by a DP beam-search algorithm. The text was 
retrieved from the best alignment obtained. 

One possible generalization of the given architecture is a multistage hicrarchy of binary-tree structured encoders 
which performs segment formation more gradually. The decision to declare the stage terminal is made by analyzing 
the time compression factor of that stage as well as the increase in the average code-class mutual information 
extracted by that stage’s encoder network. Also, the increase in the "bottom-line" performance, the speech recognition 
results obtained by DP, should be used in making that decision. 
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ABSTRACT: A two-layered neural network architecture for completing silhouettes from open 
edges extracted by classical early vision algorithms is proposed. The main processes involved in 
the proposed architecture are the short-range competition, the center-surround competition and 
the long-range cooperation between the orientations of the existing edges, along with the 
hypothesis of locality, isotropy, symmetry. An example of the implementation of the architecture 
is reported. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Classical early vision algorithms of edge detection from real images give rise to many 
problems about continuity and regularity of extracted edges: the edge of an object is generally not 
well defined in an image and it depends on many conditions like position, illumination, 
background, and so on [1]. 

Instead, the human eye clearly perceives the edges of an object, also when they are not 
well defined: uncertainty and fuzziness are eliminated by a great number of low-level 
elaborations of the perceived image. Moreover, in the process of edge perception some edges not 
really present in the image are clearly seen, and other edges that are present are not clearly seen, 
such as in Kanizsa triangles [2]. 

Uliman [3], Grossberg and Mingolla [4], Sejnowski and Hinton [5], among others, 
developed theories about the generation and completion of edges and suggested implementations 
by neural networks. 

A simple and efficient two-layered neural network suitable to complete edges detected by 
early vision algorithms is proposed. The network is based on a competitive-cooperative 
architecture and it is a refinement of architectures characterized by more layers and connections 
previously developed by the authors [6,7]. 

A simulation of the network architecture proposed with a limited angular resolution has 
been tested on simple patterns of applications and the results seem to be promising. 
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2. THE ARCHITECTURE OF THE NETWORK 

The process of completion of the edges is assumed to be a local process which is also 
isotropic and symmetric: the generated completing edges must be invariant with respect to the 
position and the direction of existing edges. Completing edges are also locally generated: they 
are generated only from the knowledge of tendency of the end parts of the local existing edges 
and not from the knowledge of the whole edge of the object. 

The neural network architecture proposed is based on competitive-cooperative 
interactions between units. The network is made up of two layers: in the first layer only the 
competitive interactions are carried out, while in the second layer only the cooperative 
interactions are carried out. 

The guide-lines of the network architecture are: the short-range competition between 
orientations to recognize local prevalent orientation; the short-range center-surround competition 
between neighbouring orientations to ensure line cuttings at the corners; the long-range 
cooperation between the like-oriented units to force completion of non continuous edges. 

The building block of the architecture is a cluster of some number of simple units, each 
of them is sensitive to a specific orientation; the number of these units depends on the angular 
resolution. Fig. 1 shows a cluster related to six orientations. 
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Fig.1: A cluster related to six orientations; the connections 
refers to the horizontal sensitive units. 

A mechanism of lateral inhibition is implemented allowing competition between 
orientations be performed by units in the cluster: if the output value of an unit emerges, the other 
units are inhibited; so a strong unit tends to become much stronger and a weak unit tends to 
become much weaker. 

Fig. 2 shows the basic scheme of the whole network architecture; for the sake of 
simplicity the connections refer only to the horizontal sensitive units and the internal units and 
connections of the clusters are not reported. 

The first layer of the network is made up of orientation fields: each unit in the cluster is 
sensitive to orientations in a small window of the picture under consideration then it competes 
with other units in the same cluster: winning orientation tends to emerge. The orientation fields 
overlap in the picture; this is to ensure a better interpolation of the change of directions of edges. 

A short-range center-surround competition within each orientation 1s also performed in 
this layer: each unit in a cluster inhibits all like-oriented units in the neighbouring clusters (fig. 
3a); this is to prevent output lines flow out beyond their endings when a corner of the edge is 
found. 
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Fig.2: The neural network architecture; the connections refer to the horizontal sensitive units; 
the other internal units and connections of clusters are not reported. 

The second layer performs the long-range oriented cooperation between units: in the 
cooperation process, each unit receives a strong activation from the like-oriented units of the 
clusters in the neighbouring position of the previous layer (fig. 3b), to force a completion of the 
open edge. 

    

3a) “* aoe 3b) mS 

Fig.3: Angles related to the connections of like-oriented units. 

The transfer function of the units is chosen to be linear with a low threshold to ensure the 
noise rejection: the units responding to short random lines do not cooperate with other 
neighbouring like-oriented units so their low activations are rejected. 

For the sake of isotropy and symmetry the weights of the connections are invariant with 
respect to the position and the direction: several weights of the networks are linked together, so 
there are only a few weights to fix. At this stage of the development of the network architecture 
these weights are hard-wired with values empirically fixed through a process of trial and error, 
so there is not a learning phase of the network. 
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3. THE SIMULATION OF THE NETWORK ARCHITECTURE 

An implementation of the neural network architecture with an angular resolution of six 
orientations has been tested on simple patterns by using a neural network simulator developed in 
VMS COMMON LISP running on a VAXStation 0/GPX [8]. 

All the weights are real numbers in the range [-1,1]; as described in the previous chapter, 
all the weights are initially hard-wired so they not change. 

The weights of the connections between each orientation at the layers are fixed at 0.9, to 
obtain a little loss of information between layers; the weights of the inhibitory connections 
between units inside the cluster are fixed at -0.6, to obtain a strong inhibitory process. 

In the center-surround interaction process, each unit inhibits the like-oriented units at the 
neighbouring positions. The inhibitory strength of the connections is a bell-shaped function of 
the angular difference between orientations; the max amount of the inhibition strength is fixed at 
-Q.3 to obtain a weak inhibitory process. 

In the cooperative process the weights of the excitatory connections between the like- 
oriented units in the previous layer are also a bell-shaped function of the angular difference 
between orientations, but the max amount of the excitation is now fixed at 0.8, to ensure strong 
cooperative interactions. 

The transfer function of the units in the layers are linear with a low threshold fixed at 0.2 
to ensure the noise rejection. 

Results of simulations of the network architecture are reported in fig. 4. Fig. 4a shows 
the effect of oriented cooperation: the lines are correctly completed along their directions and 
there are no activations between them in perpendicular directions. Fig. 4b shows the effect of the 
center-surround interactions: the cooperation is actually inhibited around the corners of the 
edges. Fig. 4c shows an example of cooperation between like but not equal orientations, along 
with the noise rejection. 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

The neural networks architectures based on competitive-cooperative interactions, together 
with the hypothesis of locality, isomorphy and symmetry, have been currently developed in 
many machine vision tasks other to the silhouette completion, as in the stereo matching 
algorithms and in the interpretation of apparent motion [1]; these architectures are generally quite 
simple and they seem to be very promising. 

Future developments of the architecture proposed are oriented to build a more adaptive 
architecture, with a learning phase to fine tune the weights and the thresholds by an appropriate 
adapting law. Other developments are oriented to complete the architecture with some hidden 
units which may build some sort of internal representation of the task described. 
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ENHANCEMENT OF DETECTION OF DENSE MULTIPLE TARGETS 
THROUGH LATERAL SUPPRESSION AMONG OVERLAPPING 

NEURAL NETWORKS 
Mohammed Arozullah and William J. Semancik 
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Washington, D.C. 20064 

Abs tract 

The problem of detecting point targets in images 
takes on many aspects of the equivalent radar 
problem The main difference is the dimensionality 
of the problem Common signal processing techniques 
place an evaluation window around a point or pixel 
of interest and make an estimate of the background 
noise intensity to determine a detection threshold. 
Many of these techniques suffer considerable 
degradation in the probability of detection of the 
desired signal or increased false alarm rate in the 
presence of multiple strong targets within the 
evaluation window. This paper utilizes a neural 
network approach to processing the input data 
whereby detection decisions are used to suppress 
the effect of strong interfering targets in the 
decisions made in adjacent windows. This enhances 
the detection of weak targets. 

Introduction 

This paper addresses the problem of detecting 
multiple closely spaced targets in infrared images 
against a homogeneous background. One typical 
method of determining the decision threshold is to 
evaluate the arithmetic average of the signal 
intensity of all pixels within a window. Nitzberg 
[1] analyzed this type of processor for its 
performance versus the performance of the optimum 
Bayesian detector as a function of false alarm 
rate. Gandhi and Kassam [2] furthered the analysis 
of this as well as other types of signal processors 
when interfering targets ox clutter edges are 
present. The latter effort showed vulnerability of 
the arithmetic mean processor to clutter edges and 
multiple targets. We propose to modify the 
arithmetic mean processor through the use of the 
neural network shown in figure 1. The advantages of 
this technique are that it can process an entire 
image array with a processor with a complexity on 
the order of the input array itself and that it 
will process the entire input array simultaneously 
thus reducing the time required to reach target 
decisions. 

Network Description and Principles of Operation 
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The two output classes from the problem as stated 
can be separated linearly. Therefore only a single 
processing layer is needed in figure 1. The 
processing nodes are allocated one per evaluation 
window. Only the pixel at the center of the 
evaluation window directly connects to the 
processing node for that evaluation window. Output 
decisions from the processing node are fed back to 
a gating layer node. The pixel at the center of the 
evaluation window also connects to the gating 
layer. The gating layer turns off the output of the 
pixel if a positive target detection decision is 
made. Since all other processing nodes that require 
the data from a pixel receive it from a node in the 
gating layer, the effect of a target detection is 
to remove that pixel from all other evaluation 
windows. 

The statement of the problem is such that it is 
was possible to derive the exact performance of 
the network using known weights. This enabled the 
theoretical comparison of results using this 
network topology against those achieved with more 
common processors. This does not imply that only 
the fixed weight case is of interest. 

Theory of Opexration 
On the initial pass of data through the network, 

each subnet will act exactly as the arithmetic mean 
processor that has been analyzed by others. For a 
single fluctuating target in homogeneous background 
with an exponentially distributed background, the 
performance is given by: [ 2] 

1) Pa = [1+T/(1+4+8)]—N 
where Pq = the probability of detection, T = the 

proportionality constant (the weight in the neural 
network, > = the signal to noise ratio of the 
target, and N = the nominal number of pixels in the 
evaluation window. The probability of false alarm 
is given by setting S equal to zero: 

2) Pea = [1+4T] “N. 
Figure 2 shows the performance of this processor. 
Reference [ 2] also covers the case of xX 

interfering targets: 

3) Pa = [14€141) T/( 148) ] ~*[14+7/(14+8)] =-N 

4) Pea = [1+4(141) T] ~*[1+T] =—N 
where I is the signal to noise of the interfering 
target. 

For the neural network model with lateral 
suppression, equations 3 and 4 are modified as 
shown below for the two interfering target case. 
The overall probability of detection for target 1 
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is then given by equation 5. 

5) Pai’ = [1-Pa2] Pai + Paz{[1+T/(14+81)]12-N. 
Let Pdi be the probability of detection of target 

1 without suppression and is of the form of 3) 
where $1 refers to target 1, xr = 1, and I refers to 

target 2. Similarly Pd2 is of the same form where 

$2 refers to target 2 and I refers to target 1. T 

is given again by equation 2). Pdi’ is plotted in 

Figure 3 with fixed power in the primary target and 
varying power in the secondary target. Figure 5 
shows the results of a simulation where the primary 
target power was 3 dB below the secondary target. 
Without suppression, the weaker target was not 
found. 

The three target case was also evaluated. The 
resulting Pq contains terms covering cases where 

neither secondary target is detected, either is 
detected but not both, and when both secondary 
targets are detected. This is plotted in Figure 4 
with fixed power in the primary target and varying 
but equal powers in the secondary target. This 
situation was simulated where one strong target and 
two weak but unequal power secondary targets were 
present. In cases where the neural network 
processor found all three targets, the arithmetic 
mean processor could find only the strongest 
target. A sample simulation output is shown in 
figure 6. 

Discussion of Results 
The neural network processor did increase the 

robability of detection of multiple targets over 
that of the arithmetic mean processor. As can be 
seen from Figures 3 and 4, initially there is a 
decreased probability of detection as compared with 
the single target case as the secondary target 
increases in power. As the power continues’ to 
increase in the secondary target, the probability 
of detection rises and in the limit, the 
probability of detection surpasses that of the 
single target case. This is actually reasonable to 
expect since the threshold will decrease due to 
fewer points being averaged to form the threshold. 
The cost of this rise in detection is an increase 
in the probability of false alarm. 

Concl usions 
The use of neural networks and lateral 

suppression techniques appear to have promise to 
handle the mul tiple target detection problem 
Further work must be done to adapt the network to 
handle non-homogeneous background. 
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Abstract 
Forward and Inverse Kinematic Equations (FKE and IKE) are very important in Robotic Manipulators. An 

approach is presented for solving them by means of Multilayer Neural Networks (MLN) and the Back Error 

Propagation (BEP) Algorithm [1]. The Solution for the analytical equations is compared with the Network 

Output. The Simulation is performed in a Two Degrees-of-Freedom (DOF) Robot Arm and the Results are 

plotted. The Neural Nets learn successfully the indicated path . The Network Architectures are shown as 

well as the parameters involved during the Simulation. The approach given here can be expanded for other 

types of Manipulators by adapting the Network Architecture. 

1 Introduction 
The Solutions of the FKE and IKE are time-consuming tasks. For high number of DOF the IKE can 

result very complicated to solve. Different methods for solving this equation have been developed [2],({3]. In 

simple cases, a closed form solution can be accomplished by geometric relationships between joint angles and 

cartesian coordinates. For non-redundant manipulators, or for manipulators with redundant DOF, numerical 

methods can be implemented to determine the joint displacements (4],[5]. This type of solution is generally 

much slower than the corresponding closed-form solution. An alternative solution is the application of Neural 

Network Processing for solving the FKE and the IKE. 

An approach for the solution of the differential motion relationship 

z = (Of /8q)q (1) 

where z and q are cartesian and joint velocities, respectively, and af /Aq is the mx n Jacobian matrix J, has 

been presented by Guo and Cherkassky [6]. This approach was based on the Jacobian Control Technique. 

A similar approach by Yeung and Bekey [7] shows a Neural Network which learned to control a robot arm 

by learning independently the different entries of the inverse Jacobian matrix. Another approach, presented 

by Guez and Ahmad (4], consisted in a hybrid solution using a Multilayer Feedforward Network to obtain 

an initial value and providing it to an iterative algorithm. 

The FKE can be expressed as z = f(q) (2) 

where f is a continous non-linear function with known parameters and structure, and each joint vector 

q(n x 1) is associated with a cartesian vector x(m x 1), and also deals with the solution of the Inverse 

Kinematics Equation (IKE) q = fo '(z) (3) 

where this inverse mapping may have many q’s associated with each z. 

The main objective in the paper is to demonstrate the capability of learning different trajectories by using 

the BEP Algorithm. The MLN is trained to learn a particular path (input vector z) with the corresponding 

vector g. Then, the network is tested with an input z, in the same circular path as z,. The values for the 

output vector q given by the MLN are very close to the given by the IKE. Good results are also obtained 

for the case of the FKE. 
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2 Statement of the Problem 
A representation for the two DOF manipulator is shown in Figure 1. 

yA (x,y) 

J 

Figure 1. Two DOF Planar Manipulator. 

    
2.1 Forward and Inverse Kinematics 
For a given joint vector q the corresponding coordinates z and y can be determined by: 

z = l\cosq, + I,cos(q; + 42) (4) 

y = I, sing, + l,sin(q; + q2) (5) 

A closed form solution for gz can be derived from the manipulator geometry as, 

q2 = cos” *[(z? + y? — I? — 13)/2lyt9] (6) 

and q; can be determined in terms of q2, z, and y as: 

qi = tan” '(y/z) — tan~* (I, sing3/(l, + l9c08q2)) (7) 

2.2 Neural Network Learning 
A circular path for the 2 DOF manipulator is determined from the expressions: 

z= rcos (8) 

y = sinB (9) 

For increments AQ in the angle § (and a fixed r), a circular path is derived. For different Af (same r), 
different values for z and y are obtained, and q is determined from the IKE. 

The Network can be trained to learn a first vector z; and the corresponding vector q;. For the same path, 

but different AZ, the network is given a vector z3 as input. The MLN output (vector q3), is expected to be 

similar to the one yielded by the IKE. Same task is performed for the FKE and the MLN. 

Once the Network has learned a specific set of input and output vectors and we make an appropriate 

distribution of the values in the desired data universe, this Network can give very approximate output 

results for other set of input vectors. This is the main motivation for this paper. 

3 Technical Approach 
A three layer feedforward Network with 2,4,and 2 nodes for the input, hidden, and output layers, respectively 

is used for simulating the FKE. A Multilayer Feedforward Network with 2 hidden layers, 4 nodes in each 

one, is used for simulating the IKE. For the case of FKE, q is the input vector and z 1s the output vector. 

The Network is trained to learn the cartesian coordinates for a specified set of joint angles q,; and q3. For 

the case of the IKE, the 4 layers network is given z as input and q as desired output (training data) , so 

the Network learns joint angles for a specified set of coordinates. The BEP algorithm is applied in both 

simulations. The BEP Multilayer Simulator is available on the VAX 8530 (Computer Science Dept). 
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4 Examples and Results 

A set of data for the 2 DOF manipulator (with J, = 2 and /, = 1) was obtained from (8) and (9) letting r = 3 

and 3 varying from 0° to 90° in steps of 10 degrees. The 2-4-2 and 2-4-4-2 Networks were trained to learn 

the FKE and IKE respectively, for the specified circular trajectory. The MLN learned these training data 

very well with 7 (learning rate) equal to 0.9 in both cases. The momentum term constant a was 0.9 for the 

FKE case and 0.3 for the IKE case. In the same path (r=3), 8 was incremented from 5° to 85° (AB = 5°) 

and last value @ = 90°. A set of data (z, y) obtained from (8) and (9) was given to the 2-4-4-2 Network just 

trained. The results were very approximate to the obtained with the IKE, as we can see in Figures 2 and 

3. The maximum magnitude difference is about 0.08 (for z coordinate) when § = 90°. The results for the 

comparison FKE and the 2-4-2 Network are shown in Figures 4 and 5. The maximum difference was about 

0.3° (for qi) when a = 60°. The training data was mapped to values in the range [0,1] in order to make 

more efficient use of the activation function and to obtain better results in trainig the Networks. 

5 Conclusions 
An approach for the solution of the FKE and IKE has been presented. The solution is based on Multilayer 
Network for learning different paths with the BEP algorithm. The simulation results for the two DOF 
manipulator indicate the possibility of applying this approach to other types of manipulators. Training 

the MLN appropriately yields very good results and can save the effort of computing the FKE and IKE 

each time. Future research tasks will focus on modifying the BEP algorithm and adapt tt to the particular 

manipulator environment in order to obtain better results. 
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NEUROMORPHIC COMPUTING ARCHITECTURE FOR ADAPTIVE 

CONTROL 
Izhak Bar-Kana and Allon Guez 

ECE Dept., Drexel University, Philadelphia, PA 19104 

ABSTRACT 
A neuromorphic unsupervised parallel distributed adaptive controller for nonlinear systems is 

proposed. It is shown to provide bounded tracking and asymptotic regulation following an 
arbitrary ‘teacher’. A two degrees of freedom robotic simulation example is provided. 

1. PROBLEM FORMULATION 
An unsupervised distributed parallel computing architecture is proposed for the adaptive control 

of nonlinear dynamic systems of the class 

x(t) = A(x)x(t) + B(x)u(t); y(t) = C(x)x(t) + D(x)u(t) (1) 
The proposed controller is depicted in Figure 1 below: It consists of a teacher model which 

contains apriori knowledge regarding the desired input/output plant response as well as the 
repertoir of reference commands that the system may be subjected to. 
  
  

  
  

  

NEURO- 

        
  

    

          
    

PROCESS Ut TEACHER NTROLLER}| U > A 
(2 . (3)- Eq. (1 REFERENCE Eq. (2) Egs. (3)-(5) q. (1) OUTPUT 

| CONTROL 
Fig. 1: Proposed Neurocontroller 

The teacher dynamic model is assumed to have the following representation: 

xX ,(t) = A,(x,)x,(t) + B,(x,u,(t); y(0 = C(x)x,() + Dx,)u,(t) (2) 

It is emphasized that the dimension of the model is unrestricted, except that dim(y,) = 
dim(y).The parallel distributed adaptive controller has structure similar to the LMS adaptive layer 
[Widrow and Stearns, 1985], and to many other neurocontroller architectures [Guez, 1988]. It 
receives the input ‘features’ vector f(u,, x,, y) and generates as an output the process contorl vector 
u, where u(t) = K(t)f(u,, x,, y) and where K(t) is the adaptive gain matrix of appropriate 
dimension. Each Kij gain monitors the sensitivity of the i-th control loop, namely uj, to the j-th 
feature of the system, namely f,(u,, x, y). The Kjj gain adjusts its value independently of, and 
simultaneosly with all other gains, according to: 

Mii(t) = aij(y, - yiE (4) 

TNiKt) = - BN (O+ Vy, - Yi; (5) 

where G;;, B; and ;; are positive constants. We emphasize that the adaptation law (3)-(5) is similar 
in structure to the Widrow-Hoff rule [Widrow and Stearns, 1985] modified with a momentum 
term. As we show later in the paper, the modified structure also includes a supplementary term 
which takes care of the stabilization of unstable system. It is performed in parallel and in a 
distributed fashion, that is, the K,, gain only needs data from the j-th feature and i-th 
output components. Thus, very large scale dynamic systems may be considered for this 
controller. The adaptive gains consist of two terms: a "proportional" term, M;;(t), and an “integral” 
term, N;,(t). Notice that the role of the teacher (2) is to demonstrate to the adaptive controller what 
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should be the appropriate and desired response y; for any specified reference input u;. Since the 
teacher's model is incorporated in the controller structure (Figure 1), it yields the so-called 
‘unsupervised’ learning or adaptation. 

For the above described control architecture we use recent results by [Bar-Kana, 1989] to 
show that, under some realistic assumptions, large classes of nonlinear plants of the form (1) with 
adaptive controllers of the form (3)-(5) can perform good trajectory tracking and also guarantee 
robust adaptive stabilization in the presence of any bounded input commands and input or output 
disturbances. Furthermore, this controller shows good graceful degradation ( or fault resistant ) 
properties [Morse and Ossman, 1989]. 

MAIN RESULTS 
We describe below a summary of our main results regarding the performance of the controller 

in (3), (4), and (5). We will assume that if the plant is stabilizable the resulting stable configuration 

is “exponentially stable," namely that all solutions x(t) satisfy the relation Ix(t)l < a Ix(0)I e Pt 
[Hahn, 1967]. 

THEOREM 1 [Hahn, 1967]: Let the right hand of the equation x (t) = f(x,t) have bounded 
continuous first order partial derivatives. Let the equilibrium be exponentially stable. Then 
there exists a Lyapunov function V(x,t) which satisfies estimates of the form 

1.101, Ix(t)I? <V(x, t) Sarg Ix(t)?; 1.2) Wx, 0) <-ory Ix(t)l?s 1 ee <o, Ix(t)l?, i=1,2,.....n 

Because we restrict our discussion to nonlinear systems linear in control of the form (1), we 

assume that exponential stability of the autonomous system (1), with u(t) = 0, implies: 

ASSUMPTION 1: Exponential stability of the autonomous system (1) ,with u(t) = 0, 

implies existence of Lyapunov functions of the form V(x) = x! (t)P(x)x(t) and derivative of the 

form \x) = - x1 (t)Q(x)x(t), where P(x) and Q(x) are positive definite for all x e€ R". 

After establishing the basic definitions and facts, we can start presenting the properties of the 
adaptive controller. The following result shows the stabilizing properties of the main term of the 
adaptive controller that we propose: 

RESULT 1: Let us assume that the plant 

x(t) = A(x)x(t) + B(x)u(t); y(t) = C(x)x(t) - (6) 
can be stabilized by some constant output feedback, Ky. In other words the fictitious closed-loop 

system is exponentially stable according to assumption 1. Let us define y,(t) 4 y(t) + Ky u(t), 
and use the adaptive algorithm u(t) = - K(t)y,(t) with the integral adaptive gain K(t) = N(t) given 

by SN ij = Vij a,Ya,- This simple algorithm then guarantees boundedness of all values involved in 

the adaptation process, and asymptotically perfect regulation for the augmented system (Fig. 2) 

X(t) = AQ)x() + BOx)u(t) yy, () = y(t) + Ky u(t) = C(x)x(t) + Kyu) (7) 
The gains reach some constant values which allow perfect regulation[Guez and Bar-Kana, 1989]. 

  

  

u AL) 

K(t) Fo 

  

            

Fig. 2. The closed-loop control system. 
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We want to use this stability result in order to implement a stable trajectory-following adaptive 
algorithm. Let the teacher generate the desired trajectories that the plant must follow. Let f(u,, X;, 
y=(,- y)', x), ur ' where the feature vector f(u,, x,, y) uses all values that can be measured, 
like the input commands, the teacher's states, and the tracking errors. We are aware that the perfect 
integrator used for perfect regulation in result 1 increases without bound whenever perfect 
regulation is not possible. Since the nonlinear system includes uncertainties that we do not assume 
to know or identify, and since moreover, input and output disturbances may usually be present, we 
do not try to prove perfect tracking, which could be obtained in some ideal situation, but 
concentrate on the proof of robust stability under nonideal conditions. By "robust stability” we 
mean boundness of all values involved in the adaptation process like states, adaptive gains and 
errors, and tracking with arbitrarily small tracking errors. Perfect tracking in idealistic conditions is 
a particular case of the general robust tracking under nonideal conditions. The term - BiNj,(t) in 
(8) and the proportional adaptive gain (7) lead to the following result: 

RESULT 2 : Under the assumptions of result 1, the adaptive algorithm (3)-(5) guarantees 
robust stability of the system (7) [Guez and Bar-Kana, 1989]. 

Let us assume that the plant needs some general dynamic configuration to reach stability. 
Specifically, let H: (Ag, Bs, Cy,, Dy,} be some LTI dynamic feedback controller that guarantees 
that the closed loop system is exponentially stable according to assumption 1. Then we can state 
the following result: 

RESULT 3 : Let G(-) be some nonlinear system of the form (6) and let H: {Ag, By, Cy,, 
D;,} be a stabilizing controller under assumption 1. Then, the adaptive algorithm (3)-(5) 

guarantees robust stability of the augmented system G,(-) = G(-) + H” (Guez and Bar-Kana, 
1989]. 

More important, when improper linear controllers H are needed to stabilize the nonlinear 
plant, we can use their proper inverse in parallel with the plant. This way, we only use the 
knowledge on the existence of an improper controller and actually use a proper configuration in 
parallel with our plant. Specifically, as in the case of nonlinear robotic manipulators, PD 
controllers of the form H(s) = K(1+qs) can stabilize the manipulators, and if K is very large, we 
can get very good tracking in ideal situation. However, in practice we do not want to use 
differentiators or high gains in control loops. In our approach we only use the knowledge on their 

Fa in parallel with the 
plant, where D= K" can bea very small gain. Notice that we do not guarantee any more that the 
plant is perfectly tracking, because the best we can obtain is y,(t) = y(t) + Du(t) > y(t), although 

we actually want y(t) — y,(t). Still, if the maximal admissible gain Kmax 1S large compared with 
the gain of the plant, then y,(t) = y(t) + Du(t) = y(t). 

ROBOTIC EXAMPLE 
The proposed controller (5)-(8) was applied to the nonlinear robotic system[Desa and Roth, 1985]: 

x 17%? > Xx 2=D"'[u,+x2x4(B-By)sin(2x3)]+d,, (0); x 3X4; K 4=[U5-(x3/2)(B,-B3)sin(2x3)]/Bo+ 

d;,(t) with D = Ay+ mgl’,+B,cos”x,+Bysin’x3, L, =.1m?, A, =.01 kgm’, mg =.6 kg, 
B, =.06 kgm’, B, =.01 kgm’, B; =.05 kgm’. The output measurements are y, = x, + do 1(t); y2 = 
Xo + do, (t), where dj and dy are the input and output disturbances. The teacher was given by the 

mere existence to implement simple first order poles of the form H’'(s)=   

simple decoupled model x,,(t) = -25x,,(t) + u,,(); X,,(t) = -25x,,() + u,(0; yy, (t) =, (0) 
Yry(t) = X,,(t) and it was tested with demanding square-wave input commands. 

In paralel with the plant (21)-(24) we employ the supplementary feedforward [Bar-Kana, 
1989] ys, (S) = 0.01lu,, (s)/(1+s/10); Ys,(S) = 0.0 lu, (s)/(1+s/ 10). Supplementary disturbances 
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di (=5; dj, (t) = 10 sin (100t); do, () = 0.1; do, (t) = (0.2 sin(120t) were added to check 

robustness, and the adaptation coefficients were 0; = ¥,;= 100.; Bj; = 0.1 
Results of simulations are shown in Figure 3. Figure 3a compares the first plant and model 

output, and figure 3b shows the second output. Figure 3c shows, for ilustration, the behavior of 
the adaptive gain K>,(t). It can be seen how the adaptive gain moves up-and-down in order to 
maintain small tracking errors. Figure 3d represents the norm of all plant states, to show that no 
hidden state diverges. The input disturbances were introduced from the start and their effect is 
hardly felt at the output. The output disturbances were then introduced at t, = 0.16sec and t, = 
0.23 s. All values remained bounded while the plant tracked with small errors, although we used 
only position (no velocity and no acceleration) output measurements. 
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Figure 3. Example: (a) Output y,, (0), y,(t); (b) Output Y(t), y(t); (c) Gain K9(t); 

(d) Norm of all plant states. 
CONCLUSIONS 

This paper presents a neuromorphic computing architecture for adaptive control. Starting with 
some prior assumptions about stabilizability of the plants it results in a stable unsupervized 
architecture. The feasibility of the method is demonstrated on an example of robotic manipulator. 
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ABSTRACT 

Neural networks have been applied to many types of machine vision problems. This paper presents a 
Hopfield net, a previously little used type of neural network in machine vision, that detects vertical 

symmetry.” Hopfield net has been applied in many optimization problems, including The Travelling 
Salesman Problem [4], VLSI cell placement [2], and electric power load distribution [5]. We have 
implemented a Hopfield net which successfully detects mirror symmetry along a vertical axis. The issues 
of scaling, noise, and choice of parameters are also addressed. 

INTRODUCTION 

Most man-made objects exhibit symmetry, however, symmetry can be observed in several distinct levels. 
In other words, the definition of symmetry is often unclear. Therefore, it is often difficult to make a 
machine recognize symmetry. In this paper, images consisting of sets of segments are used and an image is 
considered to be symmetrical if all segments are symmetrical about the Y axis. A Hopfield net is utilized 
to recognize possible symmetry in the input segments. 

The structure of the problem is as follows: given X, Y coordinates and lengths of an even number of 
segments, do these segments exhibit mirror symmetry about the Y axis? (Fig. 1) The difficult part of the 
problem is in pairing up possible pairs of segments. Since the order of the segments are random, any given 
segment may be symmetrical to any other segment. The Hopfield net solves this pairing problem by 
choosing a set of pairs of segments which are most likely to be symmetrical to each other about the Y axis. 

| th column 

Segment # 0 1 2 

  

  

  

  
Valid Group 

> of Pairs x X th 
A row 

X1, Y1 — 

Invalid Group 
Length 3 C) of Pairs 

4 X2, Y2 

Fig. 1 A typical net input Fig. 2 Network architecture 

* We wish to thank Prof. Tomaso Poggio of M.I.T. for first suggesting the symmetry problem. 
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NET ARCHITECTURE 

The pairing of segments is performed by treating the problem as an optimization problem. One can define 
a function S, 

S(sega, SegB)= (X1A+X1B+X2A+X2p+Y1 A-Y1B+Y2A-Y2p)~ + (Length a-Lengthp)2, 

which is a measure of how symmetrical the two segments are to each other. The output of the function is 
inversely proportional to the degree of symmetry exhibited by the two segments. So to pair up all 
segments in the input vector, one would minimize the sum of the symmetry function of the pairings that 
the net generates. 

The architecture of the net consists of a matrix of nodes, each node representing one possible pairing of 
segments. Each segment is identified by its position in the input vector. For example, in Fig.2, the upper 
left node would represent the pair of Seg. 0 and Seg. 1. In a network that pairs up N number of segments, 
N/2 processing elements would eventually be on, identifying the most symmetrical pairs. 

Each node receives weighted output of all other nodes, the old input, a bias, and a small noise e€: 

ji = » TiO; + li-olg + Bias + € 

j (1) 

The old input is used to simulate a node with long RC constant. Wilson and Pawley have found that if one 
uses a RC constant of 1, oscillation between small and large values occurs.[6] We avoid this problem by 
using the old input, with the result of the net converging seven times more quickly. The bias value is used 
in conjunction with the B term in the energy equation (see below) to favor N/2 number of nodes becoming 

on. The noise is added to help the net escape local minima. The node sums up all inputs and generates the 
output through the sigmoid function. 

O; = Ltanh(diy+ 1.002 
> a (2) 

1.002 is used instead of 1 used by Hopfield and Tank because if the node converged to value 0 and 1, then 
the node with output 0 can no longer inhibit other nodes. However, by having the node converge to 0.001 
and 1.001, the nodes with low output can still inhibit other nodes. Also note that Ip determines the slope 
of the sigmoid function. Ig would be adjusted as the net converges to speed up convergence. 

The energy function that ts minimized by the net is presented below: 

N-1 X-1 N-1 X-1 

22 > VxiVyj - ay y > VxVy; 
X i xX i Xsjor i#Y =Yand i=j 

or X=Yor isj 

o
-
—
 

+ C5 et Y (Sxi+ Syj) VxiVyj 
X=] i=Q Xz#jand i*Y 

and X#Yand ixj 
(3) 

The first two terms of the equation represent the constraint that given a node Xi, all other nodes Yj that 
pairs segments that are already paired by Xi are inhibited by the factor A. This constraint prevents the 
invalid solution of having a segment paired to more than one other segment. The third term represents the 
constraint that N/2 nodes should be on when the net converges. This constraint prevents all the nodes 
being off. The fourth term constrains the net to converge to a group of nodes that exhibit the most 
symmetry. 
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The weight matrix that would minimize the above energy equation is: 

Txi, yj = -A(1- (1- dxy) (1- 8x;) (1- yi) (1- 85) + Adxy8; 

-B-C (1- xy) (1- 5xj) (1- Sy) (1- 8) (4) 

where bij denotes Kronecker delta function. Both E and T are modified versions of the Original function 
described by Hopfield and Tank. [4] 

The first two terms restrict the net from having outputs that pair one segment to more than one other 
segment. The third term encourages the net to have a total of N nodes on when the net converges. The 
last term is a function describing how closely the pairs of segments represented by the node are symmetrical 
to each other. By varying variable A, B, and C, different level of performance can be achieved. Much work 
has been done that deal with setting these parameters.[(3] In this experiment, the parameters were generated 
through trial and error. Our experience in setting these parameters will be discussed in the next section, 

Akiyama et. al. have shown that random noise and simulated annealing improve the convergence rate and 
reduce the number of invalid solutions.[1] In this network, a noise € is added to the input of each node. 
The noise is a random value generated linearly between -D and D. The slope of the transfer function of the 
nodes is also gradually increased by gradually decreasing Ip. The net starts out with very low slope transfer 
function, thus the net can search through more surfaces by having analog outputs from the nodes. The 
increasing slope then forces the output of each node to become more binary and increases the rate of 
convergence, which occurs when all the nodes take on one of the limiting values. 

The annealing of the network allows the network to be less dependent on the initial input and seek out the 
global minimum while still converge with relatively short number of cycles. Both D and Io are adjusted 
with the hyperbolic function: 

lo. = To init D, = Dinit 
1+ t/To 1+t/To (5) 

where t is the number of current cycle and Tg determines the annealing schedule. 

RESULTS 

The Hopfield net described above was simulated on a SUN 3/60. Random segments were generated for both 
the four segments problem and the ten segments problem. 

For the four segments problem, the net successfully paired up segments that were symmetrical. When the 
segments were not symmetrical, the net would still try to generate pairs that are almost symmetrical. 
Depending on how symmetrical the segments in the pairs are, the net may have only one or no nodes on. 
Thus, one can detect symmetry by counting how many of the nodes are on. 

After the net successfully paired up perfectly symmetrical segments, noise was added to the inputs by first 
generating a perfectly symmetrical set of segments, then spinning each segment about its center by a 
random number of degrees within a predetermined interval. It was found that by refining the symmetry 
function in the energy equation, the effect of this type of noise can be eliminated. For example, when a 
segment is spun around its center, its endpoints' X and Y coordinates would change, but they will 
compensate for each other, i.e. while X1 and Y1 would increase, X2 and Y2 would decrease. Also, the 
length of the segment stays the same. Thus, by emphasizing the length and by summing all X Y 
coordinate differences together before squaring, as opposed to using the sum of the absolute value of the 
differences, the noise introduced by spinning the segments can be ignored. 

In other words, one can tailor the energy equation to one's definition of symmetry. If equal length is more 
important than orientation in determining symmetry, one can emphasize the length component in the 
energy equation. 
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In the ten segments problem, a lot more possible combinations of pairings can occur. The net parameters 
used for the ten segments case are: A=100000, B=400000, C=5, I9=2000000, To=2. The nets usually 

converges within 40 cycles, which takes less than 20 seconds to simulate on a SUN 3/60. The net 
successfully paired up all segments in symmetrical cases. For asymmetrical cases, the net pairs up all 

segments that it considers are closely symmetrical. Thus, sometimes the net would have two nodes in the 
same column on because it considers the particular segment to be symmetrical to two other segments. This 
behavior is due to using a large B value. Variable B constrains the net to have five nodes on at 
convergence, so the net picks the five best pairs it can find, even if some segments end up being paired to 
more than one segment. One can prevent this behavior by increasing variable A, thus emphasizing having 
valid solutions over having 5 nodes on at convergence. 

Our experience in scaling up the problem size concurs with Hegde's(3): the larger the problem size, the 
more critical the parameters become. We were able to choose a set of parameters for the four segments 
problem easily. However, the parameters for the ten segments problem were chosen by observing the net's 
Output at every cycle and adjusting the parameter values to avoid oscillation and local minima. The 
parameters A, B, and C determine the solution that the net converges to. As mentioned previously, 
increasing B has the effect of favoring final states with N/2 nodes on. If we prefer nodes to be on only 
when pairs that they denote are absolutely symmetrical, we can increase A. Then only segment pairs that 
are absolutely symmetrical would be represented by a node that is on. 

We did not have many invalid solutions due to the nature of our problem. When two segments are 
asymmetrical, the weights between the node representing this pair of segments and other nodes are large, on 

the order of 10°: Thus, it is unlikely for this node to be on because it is inhibited greatly by other nodes. 
The large sensitivity of the weights to the degree of symmetry of the segments makes this problem less 
prone to invalid solutions. 

The value Ig and To affect how quickly the net converges. When the problem size is increased, Ip has to be 
increased as well to ensure unsaturated output from nodes because each node receives input from more 
nodes. If Ig were not increased, all nodes would saturate right from the beginning, and the net will have no 
way of distinguishing between nodes that are less inhibited from others. The result would be that the net 
would converge to a false minima where all nodes are off. Too rapidly annealing the net by having a small 
To can also lead to this problem. We usually start with large Ig and To to ensure correct solution, then try 
smaller values to improve the rate of convergence. 

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

A Hopfield net has been implemented which can rapidly pair up symmetrical segments. The output of the 
net can be passed on to other nets for further processing. The parallelism exhibited by the net enables 
parallel implementation in the future which would speed up execution greatly. Rotation and translation 
invariance will be implemented in the future to allow broader applications in machine vision. 
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Abstract 

We offer a method for designing matched filter edge detectors in which a neural network is trained 
as a local template operator to detect the location of edges in digital images. The resulting templates 
are shown to detect edges of given orientations and reject edges of other orientations better than 
other suggested template detectors. A Markov chain model for edge arrivals is presented. 

Introduction 

In digital image analysis, proper identification of the boundaries between homogeneous regions can 
ease Computation in subsequent analysis. Edge detection, the identification of discontinuities in the 
image, represents one methodology for image segmentation which has achieved success in a wide 
range of applications[1]. Numerous methods for edge detection exist; most consist of a filtering 
step, in which a set of two-dimensional templates or masks are convolved with the image to 
produce edge-enhanced image data, and a classification step, in which classification of the resulting 
edge data produces a binary image with edges identified. Research in two-dimensional edge 
detection has led to solutions which include template matching[2], extensions of one-dimensional 
optimal filtering[3], biological analogy[4], and least-squares surface-fitting[5]. 

Choice of template coefficients for the initial filtering step is crucial for the success of subsequent 
edge labeling decisions. Since edge detection is a local operation, coefficients based upon 3x3 
template sizes have been offered and include the Prewitt[6], Sobel[7], Compass[6], and Kirsch[8] 
operators. Templates for identifying the eight edge orientations at © = {-135°, -90°, -45°, 0°, 45°, 
90°, 135°, 180°} for each of the four operators are shown in Figure 1. Each of the templates in any 
eight member set constitutes a filter which matches the sloping surface for edges of the particular 
given orientation. Their operation loosely approximates a derivative by a finite difference operation 
in the direction of an edge and reduces noise in the derivative estimate by averaging data values 
along the edge. 

While the template operators given above produce peaks at edges, they also respond significantly to 
edges with orientations which are +/-45 degrees from the ideal edge orientation. This effect is 
undesirable from the standpoint of identifying edge orientation, in which we desire peak output 
from only one template filter for a given edge orientation. 

We propose a method of two-dimensional filter design consisting of a nine-weight network 
followed by a three-level sigmoidal nonlinearity. We train the two-dimensional filter using the 
least-mean-squares (LMS) algorithm{[9] to detect a particular edge orientation using a finite state 
Markov chain which models edge arrivals to the filter. The resulting filters are shown to reject 
edges at orientations other than the desired edge orientation better than the filters mentioned 
previously. Moreover, this scheme may be applied to real image data to produce templates which 
are best matched to the aberrations and edge profiles for the particular class of images being 
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analyzed. We now describe the filter structure and adaptation scheme. 

Network Structure 

Figure 2 shows the structure of the proposed filter, which is a single-layer feedforward neural 

network with a 3x3 array of weights W, which filters scanned image data X to produce output y. 

The output passes through a memoryless nonlinearity and is then subtracted from a synthesized 

desired input d to produce an error signal e, which is then used to adjust the weight coefficients W 
according to the LMS algorithm, 

Wis = W, + Que, Xy. 

The nonlinearity consists of a sum of two hyperbolic tangent (sigmoid) functions which have been 
coordinate-shifted and amplitude-scaled to produce the family of composite curves shown in Figure 

3. The resulting function resembles a three-level quantizer but is smoothly differentiable at all 

points and maintains the relationship f(y) = y at the desired decision outputs (y = {-1, 0, 1}) and at 

the midpoints between desired output values (y = {-0.5, 0.5}). This three-level form of 

nonlinearity is desirable in edge detection for it enables reduction in the number of template masks 

used from eight to four, as an edge which has been rotated 180° can be sensed as a maximum 
negative output from a properly-oriented template, assuming odd symmetry along the length of the 
edge. Equivalently, eight templates could be trained, one for each of the eight edge orientations, 

using a two-level sigmoid nonlinearity centered at y=0.5. 

Training the Edge Detector Network 

A Markov chain model for two-dimensional edge arrivals has been developed for training the 
network and is shown in Figure 4. The parameter \ determines rate of edge arrival for the 
thirty-four-state chain, which for low values of 4 remains in the two no-edge states shown at left 

and right. Flow through the state chain proceeds clockwise around the diagram, with the 

probability of following any one edge path from one no-edge state to the other being an equally 
probable 1/4 for each of the directed paths. This Markov chain simulates the scanning of an edge 
detector across an image and therefore for suitably chosen values of 4 can be tailored to model any 
rate of edge arrivals to the edge detector. 

A desired response for the filter is synthesized according to the particular edge orientation to be 
detected, in which case (d=1) is the desired response to a centered positive-going edge of the correct 
orientation, (d=-1) is the desired response to a centered negative-going edge of the correct 
orientation, and (d=0) is the desired response for all other input. Thus, we train the edge detector to 
give maximum output only at the center of correctly-oriented edges and to suppress output at 
adjacent points in the edge scan as well as at locations of differently-onented edges. 

Results and Conclusion 

The above model was used to train two edge detector neural net templates, one to recognize vertical 
(0°) edges, and one to recognize diagonal (-45°) edges, with A=0.1, u=0.01, and a=20 for 5000 
steps of the Markov state chain. After approximately 500 steps, the system attained a low average 
error, and the resulting templates were then tested on all states in the chain to see success in 
producing peaked output at an edge with the desired orientation, and reduced output to either side of 
the peak and to edges with other orientations. Figures 5 and 6 show the absolute value output of 
the four fixed coefficient matched filter detectors from Figure 1, the linear output of the neural net 
detector y,, and the nonlinear output of the neural net detector Jes on a Set of 21 templates which 
represent either a positive or a negative edge in the state model. All filter output has been 
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normalized by the maximum output for a detected edge for comparison. 

As can be seen, the neural net edge detector produces a linear filter which rejects edges of other 
orientations better than the aforementioned fixed template filters. For a vertical edge detector, peak 
output for a diagonal edge for the neural net edge detector linear output is (.57), whereas the best 
linear matched filters produce an output of (.67). Results for the diagonal edge detection case are 
similar. Moreover, the nonlinear output for the neural net shows peaked output for the desired edge 
and greatly reduced output for points adjacent to the edge and for edges of other orientations; this 
rejection aids in the setting of thresholds for binary decisioning on the edge detector output and can 
lead to a more accurate edge map which does not require edge thinning. 

We present a methodology for the design of edge detector template filters which uses a single-layer 
neural net trained through the LMS algorithm on data generated from a finite state Markov chain 
model for edge arrivals. The resulting edge detector templates are shown to provide better 
classification of edge pixels through the rejection of edges of differing orientations and the 
suppression of filter response adjacent to an edge. This methodology can be extended to real image 
data to produce matched filters for a given class of images being analyzed. 
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Multi-Resolutional Retina Images for Machine Vision 
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Neural Systems Engineering, 
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Abstract: 

Biological/neural processes have long been motivations for better and faster machine 
vision performance. Conventional machine vision normally makes use of an image that is 
uniformly fine in resolution throughout the scene.This contrasts with human visual perception 
where the retina forms images that are graded in resolution across the forvea, yielding 
forveal and perilparaforveal images on saccardic movements or on_ instances of 
attentional/forveational image sampling.Instead of considering this multiresolutional 
mammalian-retina structure as an undersirable feature, we investigate if such a 
multiresolutional forvea-centred (MFC) image could have desirable properties for machine 
vision.We present a simple model of machine vision processing for object perception making 
use of some of the known anatomical/neuronal and physiological characteristics in human 
vision perception.This model makes use of multiresolutional forvea-centred image samples 
that enable the model to perform object perception using preattentive and focused- 
attentional phases that are characteristic of human object perception.The model also 
shows that the MFC image which is basically low-pass channels also provides bandpass 
channels on saccadic jumps, though we are not sure how this could be be put to good use. It 
will be seen that this model lends itself quite well to a hardware implementation using 
suitable optical front-end image acquisition hardware or with digital signal processing 
(DSP) matrix convolvers, thus affording a possibly real-time solution to some machine vision 
tasks. 

INTRODUCTION. 
Neuronal/Connectionist networks have 

been used for image processing tasks 

mainly as pattern recognition, classifica- 

tion, completion models with the com- 

plete image usually having been segmented 

(ie.object/s of interest are available to 
the network).These tasks can be _per- 

formed using higher-level symbolic pro- 

cessing making use of the associative and 

generalisational properties of neural-like 

networks,for which sometimes, conven- 

tional algorithmic machine vision would 
findsimilar tasks difficult. [Fuku86]. 
However,it would be more difficult to 

use purely neural-like networks to pro- 

cess images containing multiple objects at 

low-levels requiring models of semantic 
segmentation and action- oriented 
processing,that is known to occur 

in human perception (for which algo- 

rithmic machine vision is more capable). 

Notwithstanding these difficulties,neural- 

like processing with random access 

memory elements have been used to 
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engineer systems[Alek84] that can _ pro- 
vide real-time solutions to some vision 

tasks,using multiple discriminators. The 

human visual perception must be using 

the range of mechanisms of 

neural/algorithmic processing at all levels, 

from the most elementary neuron level to 

the higher brain functions, that ultimately 

give human perception this supreme abil- 

ity. Machine vision can be distinguished 

from pattern recognition,for which much 
connectionist systems are directed 
towards,by the fact that one of the aims 
of machine vision is scene description or 

discrete object labeling[Ful982].There has 
been a growing awareness of the need 

to incorporate some of the 

neuronal/physiological processes to 
machine vision tasks (robot 
vision,visual inspection and object 

recognition) [Marr82, Bar/Ten78, Tani80, 

Uhr72, Han/Ris78]. This paper examines 
how the retinal image in its multiresolu- 

tional form can be used as the basic image 

acquisition model for machine vision tasks



pointing out some of the advantages and 

limitations of such an approach. 

NEURONAL AND BIOLOGICAL 

MOTIVATIONS. 

We are now more aware of neu- 

ronal processes in the visual 

pathways{Hubel/Wies62].While research 
continues to explain how processing is 
really done at neuron/synaptic level at the 
retina,the physical structure of the human 

retina is quite well known [Dowling87]. 

Psycho-physiological studies,[Triesman78] 
indicate that human object perception is 
characterised by two distinct phases of 
Global Preattentional and Local focused- 
attentional mechanisms occuring in most 

visual tasks.It is also now quite accepted 

that in adult vision,the spatial informa- 

tion is processed in parallel using a 

number of distinct spatial mechanisms 
tuned for orientations and size in spatial 

frequencies [Julesz81]. It is conjectured 

here that those mechanisms that provide 

humans with such characteristic manner of 
object perception may be related to the 
unique way in which humans acquire the 
images of the world as multiresolutional 

forvea-centred(MFC)samples. 

RELATED 
IMAGES. 

Minsky[Minsky75] advocated the need 
for a ’planning’ process in problem 

solving and Kelly[Kelly71] was one of the 
earliest to use a mutitresolution model 

for ‘planning’ to obtain the outline of 

a human face.Uhr[Uhr72] used the pro- 

cessing cones as a model of vision process- 

ing. Tanimoto[Tani80] used pyramidal 
multiresolutional image _ structures’ to 

perform certain machine vision tasks 

involving searches etc.One of the charac- 

teristics of the above multiresolutional 

models is that the image is decomposed 

into distinct layers of a pyramid with each 

layer having a constant reduced resolu- 

tion and reduced dimensions being n- 

logarithmic to the layer n. Most of these 

models do not explicitly incorporate a 
forveal resolution image in the centre of 
the resolutional images as in the MFC 

model although the intrinsic images of 

Tennembaum could conceptually incor- 

MULTIRESOLUTIONAL 
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porate a MFC images since the intrinsic 

images are of aimed at providing a richer 

description of the scene.Such pyramidal 

structures are then available for faster 

and more robust processing in _ hierachi- 

cal coarse-fine computations.Although it 

is quite difficult to imagine how the inter- 

nal image representation in humans 

could exist in the form of these distinct 
pyramidal image layers, such pyramidal 

Structures do avail themselves to 

pyramidal/cellular machines for purposes 

of computation. 

THE MULTIRESOLUTIONAL 
FORVEA-CENTRED (MFC) IMAGE 
REPRESENTATION. 
The Human Retina:Brief background. 

A simple cross-section of the vertebrate 

retina shows that the photoreceptors (rods 

and cones) are distributed in a spatially 
graded manner with highest concentra- 

tions at the forvea area and less of the 

photoreceptors further away from the for- 

veal area.At any instance the image that 

is acquired is an incomplete multiresolu- 
tional image but with a small central area 

that is at the highest resolution. 

Formulation of the MFC Image. 

In this model two MFC images are 

used,namely the Global MFC (GMFC)and 
the Local MFC (LMFC) _ images 
corresponding to the images obtained in 

the global preattentive and the local 

focused-attentional phases of perception 

as shown in fig 1.The GMFC is obtained 

by generating a multiresolutional image 

for the whole scene (scene sizes are 
256x256 grey levels of 256 intensity lev- 
els) of 7 resolutional levels. The LMFC 
is generated during focused-attentional 

image samplings and are of 3 resolu- 

tional levels of different dimensions 

from the GMFC images.Further the 

computational descriptions provided by the 
LMFC can be richer (as it is uses a rela- 

tively small computation window).The 
structure of both the GMFC and LMFC 

are shown in fig 1. The GMFC image is 

obtained from the original image Io,as a 

set of n annular reduced-resolution images 
{Ig} of resolution r,, and area ap, 

GMFC = {Ig1,Ig2...Ign} 

each Ig being generated by a



causal(i.e.single- line scan) of n adjacent 

pixels in Io,as shown in the diagram 
below: The LMFC image is a set of 3 

resolution images representing a image 

area of 27 by 27 pixels but weighted 

according to their distances from the for- 
vea centre.The computation results 

returned by the LMFC is more complete 

(ie.includes spectral quantities and spatial 

relational quantities of first and second 

derivatives) as in fig 3. These descriptions 

fall under two classes: 1l.a set of values 
called spectral quantities 
(mean,variance,etc) 2.a set of values 
based on the spatial relationship of image 

pixels. (dicontinuities of 
edges, orientations,signal-to-noise ratio of 

edge elements ,dominance of edge 

orientations,etc). These returned values 

are used to provide the actions required 
for the forveation process (e.g. where 

should the next forveal inspection be 
located). 

SEMANTIC OBJECT SEGMENTATION. 

Semantic object segmentation is essen- 
tial in obtaining the object of interest (or 

area of interest) from a visually com- 

plex scene where non-semantic segmenta- 

tion using global thresholding or texture 

segmentation may not. yield desired 
results.It represents one of the most essen- 

tial stages of machine visionor pattern 

recognition as it implies the mechanism of 

selective attention . A simplified example 
on the use of the MFC image representa- 
tion for a machine vision task of seman- 
tic object-segmentation is described below: 

a.generate the coarse-level and fine-level 

description of the model of the object of 
interest. 

b.Generate the GMFC. 

c.Using the coarse model and _ the 
GMFC, generate the likely candidate areas 
of interest. 

d.Perform focus-attentional forveation 

on the likely area of interest. 

e.Match the LMFC with the fine-level 
model of object of interest. 
f.Iterate from b toe until fail or success. 

The key to the robustness of the above 

procedure is that at step d,the richer 

descriptions of the LMFC is obtained from 
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a weighted computation of both fine- 
level forveal and coaser _periforveal 
features,giving it a better performance 

under noise.An example of a LMFC for 

edge orientations is shown in fig 3 

DESIRABLE PROPERTIES OF THE 
MFC MODEL. 

The MFC model shows the following 

desirable features: 

a.The MFC model provides a more 
natural way of using global preattentive 

and focused-attentional object perception 

as is known in human perception. 
b.The degraded resolutional images are 

more gradual in resolution -reduction 

than the non-causal models(window of 

more lines) of multiresolution reduction 
as in conventional pyramidal images,thus 

giving a more ’traceable’image. 
c.The existence of the central undegraded 

forveal image provides a guide in the inter- 

polational description of the MFC. 

d.The LMFC being of a smaller area can 
be used to generate a richer,weighted 
description of the forveal region without 
high computational overheads. 

LIMITATIONS OF THE MFC 
APPROACH. 

The MFC approach for machine vision 
is basically based on a coarse-fine-coarse 

relaxational search using hierachical 

model descriptions of the object of 

interest. It depends on the robustness 
of the model description in performing 
the search and for visually complex scenes, 
it may be difficult to generate a good 

model description. For real implementa- 

tion, it depends on the ready availability 

of the multiresolutional images that need 

to be obtained in real-time. Present 

object perception methods based on 
action-oriented searches are not popular as 

practical machine vision prefers the use of 

global = search methods (eg.Hough 

Transforms) using specifically preen- 

gineered scenes.(silhouettes etc). 

CONCLUSION. 
The MFC model for machine vision is 

presented as an exploratory solution where 

semantic objects/areas of interest are 

required to be obtained from a more visu-
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ally complex scene for which global 

methods are not  amenable.It makes 

good use of the characteristic multiresolu- 

tional forvea-centred image that humans 
obtain from the retina.Such a image is 

seen to be more capable of handling noise 

in images through  multiresolutional 

filtering,thus generating a _ smaller- 

dimensionality, but more semantically- 

consistent set of features for higher level 
processing using  neural-like energy 

searches or algorithmic methods.The spa- 

tial dimensions of the GMFC and the 

LMFC have been arbitrary 

selected.Multiresolutional Forvea-Centred 
images show promise as a way to make 

use of the approachable part of the 

brain[Dowling87] for object perception in 

machine vision applications. 
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Abstract 
Directional selective unit or velocity sensitive unit is the mechanism in a vision system 
which responds to motion in a specific direction. This paper analyzes a model for directional 
selective unit proposed by Barlow and Leveck. This model employs the inhibitory mecha- 
nism. Several parameters of the model are defined and examined. The analysis shows that the 
range of the response of the unit can be adjusted through the parameters, that the specific val- 
ues of the parameters are not as important as the relative values of the parameters, and that a 
family of velocity-sensitive units with different ranges can be used to achieve velocity-specif- 
ic detection. 

Introduction 

Directional selective unit, or sometimes called velocity sensitive unit, is the mecha- 
nism in a vision system which responds specifically to motion of a certain direction. Usually 
the unit has a preferred direction and a null direction. When the motion stimulus is in the pre- 
ferred direction, the unit responds favorably; when the motion is in the null direction, there is 
no response coming out from the unit. 

Barlow and Leveck [1] proposed a model for the explanation of the velocity sensitive 
units in rabbit’s retina. The model employs the inhibitory mechanism as opposed to the exci- 
tatory mechanism. The main reason for this is because the observed behavior can be ex- 
plained better by the inhibitory mechanism than the excitatory mechanism. 

In this paper we explore further the Barlow-Leveck model using the approach of pa- 
rameter analysis. We define a number of parameters for the model in an attempt to quantify 
the model. These parameters are examined with the intention of using the directional selec- 
tive unit as a building block for computer vision. The main findings of the study is the condi- 
tions of forming the preferred-null directional Selectivity. It also demonstrates that the range 
of the response can be adjusted through the parameters and that the specific values of the 
parameters are not as important as the relative values of the parameters... This knowledge is 
needed to better understand the behavior of the inhibitive directional selective unit and its 
potential usage in the computer vision system. 

The Directional Selective Unit 

Two models of directional selective units can be devised. One is the excitatory mech- 
anism, such as the Reichardt model [2]; the other one is the inhibitive model, to which the 
Barlow-Leveck model belongs. Figure 1 shows a schematic for the exCitatory model, which 
works by the principle of excitation coincidence. When the stimulus is moving in the pre- 
ferred direction, the response of sensor n on which the stimulus falls at the moment goes 
through a delay €, to reach neuron n+1 in the preferred direction. During the propagation of 
the response, the stimulus itself is moving to sensor n+1 in the preferred direction. When the 

  

{Part of the work reported in this paper was carried out in the ECE Department, Clarkson University, Potsdam, New York. 
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response from sensor n reaches neuron n+1, the response from sensor n+1 may have trav- 

eled down through delay €, to reach neuron n+1 at the same time. When this happens, the 

total stimulus to neuron n+1 exceeds the threshold, and an output response is generated, in- 
dicating the movement is in the preferred direction. Since the two sensor responses will coin- 
cide only when the stimulus is traveling under a certain speed in the preferred direction, the 
output response is velocity-range specific. 

VW V7 Sh YW fh VW 

Preferred Null 

        

        

                        
          

                        

” 

n n+1 

Figure 1. Excitatory mechanism 

On the other hand, the inhibitory model works by the principle of inhibition avoidance. 
Notice that the input to the neuron from the neighboring sensor is inhibitory. This inhibitive 
signal creates a ‘window of inhibition’ during which the neuron in consideration is sup- 
pressed of any output. When the stimulus travels in the preferred direction, the response go- 

ing through the delay €, to the neuron is not inhibited since the window of inhibition is lag- 

ging behind. This response is therefore output by the neuron. But when the stimulus is trav- 
eling in the null direction, the window is also traveling in the null direction. If the stimulus 
falls on the neuron within this window, the output of the neuron will be suppressed. 

— HY (by oY oY — 
Preferred Null 
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Figure 2. Inhibitory mechanism 

Parametric Analysis of the Inhibitory Model 

In this section we analyze in detail the behavior of the inhibitory directional selective 
unit through parameter analysis. First we define the parameters of the model: 

d: distance between sensors 
v: velocity (positive values for preferred direction, and negative values for null direction) 

€,: time delay of inhibitory signal from sensor to the previous neuron 

€,: time delay of response signal from sensor to its corresponding neuron 

c,: inhibition recover time, i.e. the time needed for a neuron to go back to the excitable 

state from inhibitory state 
One dimensional space x is used for the ease of analysis. We assume a stimulus is 
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moving at velocity v across the space. When v > 0, the stimulus is moving in the preferred di- 
rection; and when v < 0, the stimulus is moving in the null direction. Without loss of generali- 
ty, assume sensor S,, is located at x = nd, where n is an integer, positive or negative. The 
moving stimulus is at x = O when t = 0. 

If v > 0, the stimulus crosses sensor S, at t, = (nd)/v. The response of the sensor 

reaches neuron N, at t, = (nd)/v + E.. 

When the stimulus moves to the next sensor, the inhibition signal reaches N,, at t, = 

(n+1)d/v + fn: 

Now if t, > ¢,, the inhibition signal arrives too late, and there is no inhibition at N 

Since the motion is in the preferred direction, this is what we want. 

Rewriting the condition with model parameters, we have 

(nt Id, €, 7 nd +e.   

or 

d 
, > e. - ep. 

Here if €, < €,, then €, — €, < 0, and for any v > 0, the inequality is always satisfied. 
This means we will have the response in the preferred direction as long as the sensor delay 
is less than the inhibition delay. 

If on the other hand E, > €,, then v < d/(€,-€,) is the condition to elicit a response at 
neuron 7 in the preferred direction. 

For v < 0, the stimulus traverses in the null direction. Note that with the assumption 
we have, n <0. 

In this case we have t, = (nd)j/, t, = (nd)/v + E,, and t, = (n+1)d/v + €,. Since this is 
in the null direction, inhibition is needed. To inhibit output, we need 

f h <tf n <f h +C h 

Similar analyses can be carried out for conditions like E,- €, > 0, €&, - €&, = 0, Eo Ey < 

Q, and €,- €, - cy > 0, €,- &, - C, = 0, &, - &) - c, <0. 

The main results 

The main results of the analysis are the following: 
1) When €, > €,, v in the preferred direction will elicit output only when v < a\(€, - €,). 

2) In the null direction, in addition to the condition of E, > €,, if €, - €, - c, <0, then 

  

  
  

vl > 4 
€. - Ey - Ch 

will inhibit output at N,. In other words, 

d <yv< d 
fy, -E&,- Cp Ec, - Ep 

is the range a response will be seen at neuron N,,. 
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Examples 

Some numerical examples are shown here: 

1) Ife, = 10, €, = 9, c, = 100, d = 1, then -0.01 <v< 1 

2) Ife, = 1.0, €, = 0.9, with the same c, and d, then -0.01 <v< 10 

3) If €, = 0.1, €, = 0.09, then -0.01 < v < 100 

4) Now if €, = 1.5, and €, = 1.4, since the difference is still the same as case 2 above, 

the response is the same: -0.01 < v < 10. 

Grouping of the Directional Selective Units 

Since each directional selective unit is sensitive to a range of velocities, a family of 
these units can be grouped together to give information about specific velocities. 

A possible scheme is to use the lateral inhibition to single out a velocity. As shown 

in Figure 3, a number of directional selective units are connected through lateral inhibition. 

The velocity range of unit 0 is the lowest (-0.01 - vo), that of unit 1 (-0.01 - v,) is higher 

than unit 0 (vg < v)). The ranges gradually go up to unit 6 (-0.01 - v¢), which is the highest 

in this example. If the stimulus is traveling with a velocity between v, and v3, then units 0, 1 

and 2 do not respond while units 3, 4, 5 and 6 responds. But the responses of units 4, 5 and 6 
are laterally inhibited (treat unit 6 as a special case), only the response of unit 3 goes 
through. Thus the family of units have combined to indicate that the stimulus is traveling in a 
velocity between v, and v3. 

V3 V2 D v4 i Yo 

Figure 3. Lateral inhibition for specific velocity Specific velocity 
output 

High    

Summary 

In this paper we briefly analyzed the inhibitory directional selective units with the in- 
tention of exploring the possible usage of these units as building blocks for computer vision. 
We demonstrated that the range of response of the velocity selective unit can be adjusted 
through the parameters €,, €,, and c;. 

Parameter c, can be used to control the null range. We want the starting point of the 

null range to be as close to the origin as possible. We also found that the specific values of 
the parameter is not as important as the relative values of the parameters. Finally we 
showed that a family of these directional selective units can be grouped together with lateral 
inhibition to generate velocity-specific responses. 
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Competitive Activation Methods for Dynamic Control Problems! 
Sharon M. Goodall James A. Reggia 

Department of Computer Science, University of Maryland, College Park, MD 20742 

Connectionist models often use competition between nodes to achieve a coherent overall behavior. 

Usually, these competitive interactions between nodes are implemented structurally with inhibitory 

(negatively-weighted) connections. In constrast, with competitive activation mechanisms, competitive 

interactions are implemented functionally through the competitive allocation of node output [5]. With this 

technique there is often a substantial reduction in the number of links required for implementation and 
node fanin/fanout. Unfortunately, developing a specific competitive activation mechanism for a given 
application can be quite challenging. Competitive activation mechanisms have previously only been 

developed for “static” pattern classification and non-linear optimization tasks [1, 4, 6, 7]. In such 
"static" tasks, an input pattern is given, the network reaches equilibrium with an output pattern, and 
information processing is complete. 

We have recently begun to explore whether competitive activation mechanisms can be developed for 
“dynamic” control problems where input is an ongoing, varying function of time. In this report, we 
describe the first competitive activation mechanism for time-varying control problems and the results of 
its experimental testing. The reasonably good performance of this model suggests that competitive 
activation mechanisms may have substantial applicability to control problems. 

The Camera Control Problem 

_ The connectionist model developed in this research is that of a simplified “camera tracking" con- 
troller. Figure 1 gives a pictorial representation of the problem considered here. In this version, there are 

three tracking cameras that can move horizontally along the bottom edge of a 15 x 20 array of terrain 

locations, each of which can potentially contain a photographic target. The targets propagate as shown 
from the top edge of the array (row 1) towards the bottom edge (row 20), within one of the columns. The 
targets move downward at the rate of one location per time step of the simulation clock, modelling enti- 
ties whose photograph is desired as they approach and pass under a spacecraft. Each camera photograph 

covers a one row by one column field of view in row 20 of the target grid and can move horizontally one 

column per time step. The objective of the control system is to maximize the number of targets photo- 

graphed. The global constraints can be summarized as: 

C1: Targets propagate one row per time step. 
C2: Cameras move at most one column location per time step. 
C3: Cameras take a picture when a target is in their current field of view. 

C4: The number of pictures taken of targets is maximized. 

C5: Only one camera takes a picture of a particular target. 

In the implementation, three node sets are used to represent the problem: Terrain nodes, Camera 
nodes and Position nodes. The Terrain nodes represent the terrain location grid. There is a node for 
each grid location. Terrain nodes are active when there is a target at their location in the array. At each 
time step in the simulation, activated Terrain nodes pass their activation along to their neighbor in the 

next row of the same column. In this way, the Terrain nodes implement the first global constraint of the 

problem (C1). 

| The Position nodes form three rows, each row being connected to a separate camera. The fifteen 
Position nodes of a row represent all the possible positions that their camera could be occupying. The 
activation values of these nodes represent the level of demand for camera coverage in that particular 

column position. The Position nodes in all three rows compete for Terrain node output (described below), 

using a competitive activation mechanism. 

  

t supported by NASA Award NAG1-885 and by NSF Award IRE-8451480. Dr. Reggia !s also with Dept. of Neurology (UMAB) and University of Maryland Institute 

for Advanced Computer Studies. 
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There are three Camera nodes, one for each camera in the control problem. At each time step in 
the simulation, each camera “moves" towards the most active of its Position nodes, thereby moving 

towards the column location with the greatest demand for camera coverage. On each time step, the cam- 

eras also check (before they move) for a target to photograph in their old position in row 20. If there is 

an active target in their field of view, the Camera node turns on (takes a picture), and cancels the target. 

Global constraints C2 and C3 are thus handled directly by the Camera node processing. 

Competitive Activation in the Network 

The last two global constraints C4 and C5 are addressed by the competitive activation mechanism 

(summarized here; details in [3]). The Position node competition for the incoming targets is intended to 
maximize the camera coverage of the targets, and to minimize the camera coverage overlap. 

Terrain nodes use two different activation output functions. They output their entire activation 
value to their Terrain node neighbor as described above; the weight on this connection is always 1.0. In 
contrast, Terrain node output to a Position node is proportional to the Terrain node’s activation level, 

the weight on the link to that Position node and the activation of the destination Position node. This 

activation method is competstion-based since the Position nodes actively compete for a Terrain node’s 

activity. A Position node’s competitive strength is determined by its activation-link weight product, rela- 
tive to its competitors. The three Position nodes of a particular column compete for activation output by 
each Terrain node in the column. 

The exact output at time ¢ from Terrain node 7 to Position node 7 is formulated as follows: 

(aft) + 6) wty —a,(t) 

Dd; (ai(t) + 5) wt, a? 
k 

  out,(t) = 

where a,{t) is the activation level of Position node j at time ft, wt,, is the weight on the link from Terrain 

node ¢ to Position node jy, and d is the Terrain node’s distance from the photographic edge (row 20) of the 

target array. Output from activated Terrain nodes near the photographic region is thus larger than from 

those farther away (due to the factor d~’), since imminent targets require immediate attention. The con- 
stant 6 is a very small number (107°); it is used to avoid a zero divide situation. 

Implementation and Testing Scenario 

The camera tracking connectionist network was implemented using the general-purpose network 

simulation system MIRRORS/II [2]. Each test run had a duration of 1000 time steps of the simulation 
clock. During a simulation, photographic targets were randomly generated at various constant rates (den- 

sities) according to a uniform distribution. Performance was measured in terms of the fraction of the 
total targets passing by the photographic region of the target array that were photographed (row 20). 

We analyzed the performance of our implementation by comparing the system performance at vari- 

ous target densities to three other measures. The first measure B (blind cameras) is the small fraction of 
targets that would be photographed by chance by three "blind" cameras (either stationary or randomly 

moving). Specifically, B(t,c) = tec where te[0,1] is target density and ce(0,1] is camera density, i.e., 
n 

c=— for n, cameras and n target field columns. The other two measures represent ideals which the 
n 

model could not possibly achieve, particularly at high target densities. The measure U (unrestrained cam- 

eras) estimates the expected maximum number of targets the system could photograph without any con- 
n min(n,,t 

straint on the camera movement (C2). The function U is U(t,c) = \} min(not) 5.) Value ¢ is a discrete 
i=0 t 

random variable with probability P/t) which follows a binomial distribution B/n,t). The measure F (for- 
tuitous cameras) estimates the expected maximum number of targets the system could photograph, with 

constraint C2 in place but with a fortuitous distribution of random targets (e.g., targets in each row 

widely spaced). The function F (derived in [3]) is 
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n min(n. fant?) 
Flt,c) = » Fit) 

t 

  

sO 

n.—1 8n 

where # is the number of targets in a row and Snon = ) Ai) + —) Ai). 
s=0 nm i=n, 

Results 

Performance results at various target densities ¢ are shown in Figure 2 for the intact system and for 

two “damaged" versions (one camera removed, two cameras removed). Also shown are the B, U and F 

values described above (n, = 3,n = 15,c = 0.2). For very low target densities—which would presumably 
be the operating situation—the model performed close to the F measure. As target density increased, the 
fraction of targets photographed decreased, but so did the F values. Even with two cameras disabled, the 
remaining system, having one camera, operated well above the level of performance of the three "blind" 
cameras (B values). 

Conclusions 

When fully operational, the connectionist model performed well at low target densities, suggesting 
that competition—based connectionist models may have potential for control applications in this range. 
Even at higher target densities, the system’s performance can be viewed as quite reasonable. As noted 

above, the measures U and F' substantially ezceed the true upper bound on performance possible with any 

optimal system operating under constraints C1-C5, particularly at higher target densities. The U meas- 
ure assumed unconstrained camera movements, while the F measure was derived based on overoptimistic 
assumptions (e.g., the targets being photographed at each instance are far apart) (3]. In fact, as target 
density approaches 0.2, more than three targets per row become frequent, while at most three targets per 
row could be photographed. 

The robustness of the model is demonstrated by the fault tolerant performance of the system under 

various degraded conditions (excessive target densities; damage to one or two cameras). This property of 
fault tolerance is essential in the design of systems which are intended for remote operation. 

Future work could investigate a number of possible improvements to the performance level. A 

better activation rule, or permitting network weights to be altered during learning, might produce better 

performance. An important extension of this work would be to observe the system performance with 

other target generation functions, such as interdependent targets and targets which move diagonally. 
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A Neurocontroller with Guaranteed Performance for Rigid Robots 

Allon Guez J.W. Selinsky 

Drexel University, ECE Department 
32nd and Chestnut St., Philadelphia, PA 19104 

Summary 
In this article, we propose and evaluate a neural network based adaptive controller for rigid 

robots. The proposed neurocontroller incorporates a priori knowledge of the robot's dynamic 

structure so as to provide proven trajectory tracking and parameter identification. A theorem 

regarding constructive sufficient conditions for asymptotically stable closed loop learning is stated 
and used in the design of Exploratory Schedules (ES). ES are reference trajectories which are 

specifically designed to provide efficient learning. In neurocomputing, ES are the training 

samples/examples that are used to modify the network architecture during learning. We specify the 
ES as a desired trajectory that is to be followed to do learning while the manipulator is not doing 

other useful tasks. 

Simulation results of a 2 degrees of freedom (DOF) manipulator are given. 

igid R Dynami 

The Lagrange-Euler formulation of rigid robot dynamics [1], has the form 

t= Y[q,q,94,q]D (1) 
where Y[q,q,q,q] is an n x p time varying matrix of known and generally nonlinear functions, @ is 

a p x 1 vector of constant parameters, T is ann x 1 vector of joint torques, q is an n x 1 vector of 
joint coordinates, and n is the number of degrees of freedom. 

ll I 

When (1) is written in terms of the individual torques at each joint, it can be viewed as a single 

layer linear network, where the inputs to the network are the Yi] and the weights are the ©; 

(2],[3]. The Yj] are transcendental algebraic functions of the manipulators states and may be 

realized via feedforward neural networks that are trained with a suitable learning algorithm. 

Let qq, dg, dg designate the desired trajectory. Following [4] define the virtual reference 

trajectory q,, q,, and the virtual trajectory velocity error é, 

q-=dqg-Ae, G-=qdyg-Aé, €& =q-q,=é+Ae (2) 

where e[t] = q[t]-qg[t] is the joint coordinate error, and A is a positive definite matrix with constant 

coefficients. 

The output of the neurocontroller implements the control law 

p 

ti= > Y,jl4.4.4, 4] Bi+Kg. é, 
j=l 

where @ denotes the estimate of @. Equation (3) has been shown to be asymptotically stable when 
the learning rule 

, i21,2,...,n, (3) 
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n 

Bi=-D e-Yijla4 4 4), , j=1,2,...,p. (4) 
i=1 4ii 

is used [4]. 
Notice in equation (4) the similarity to the LMS learning rule (see [5]) where the weight change 

is proportional to the error € and the input features X. In equation (4) the input features are the 
¥jj[.] functions and the error is cr. : 

Figure 1 shows the internal structure of the proposed neurocontroller for joint i. Each 
feedforward network module is trained to provide one of the Yi[4.4,4;.4r] functions. This 
training can be done offline since the Yjj[q,4,4,,4,] functions are known a priori 
and are the same for all rigid robots of the same kinematics and number of 
degrees of freedom. The inputs to the neurocontroller are the components of the trajectories as 
required. The outputs of the neurocontroller are the control torques to be applied at each joint of 
the manipulator. 

] rning and Trackin ia Expl r hedul 

Theorem 1 [6]: If p <n, and if 

Rank | YD 949 q°4add | =p 

lim t-> co (5) 

then the controller specified by equations (3) and (4) guarantees global asymptotic tracking and 

parameter identification i.e. q(t)-> qg(t), and @(t) -> B(t). 

Lemma 1 [7]: @ ->0 V @e RK ,k <n, such that @ is not contained in 

im t-> ; (6) 
where N(.) denotes the null space of the matrix (.), and denotes the parameter estimation error 

vector. The implication of lemma 1 is that if, k<n parameters are not in the null space of equation 
(6) then the components of the parameter estimation error vector corresponding to the k parameters 
are Zero. 

  

Design of Exploratory Schedules 
Lemma 1 implies desired trajectories (which specify q4,4q,dg ) can be designed such that k<n 

specific columns of Y[ q ad d°dq°dq will be linearly independent in the limit. The exploratory 

schedule then consists of a sequence of desired trajectories which are designed to learn different 

components of the parameter estimation vector @, where the number of desired trajectories is such 

that all p components of @ are identified. 

Simulation Results: 2 DOF Manipulator 
The simulation results reported were obtained using exactly computed values of the Yijl-] 

functions, rather than the three-layer neural network form. This simulation provides experimental 
verification of lemma 1. The dimension of Y[q, q, 4,,.d,] in the 2 DOF case is 2 x 5 so that p>n, 
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and at most 2 parameters can be guaranteed to be learned simultaneously. 
The Exploratory Schedule for the 2 DOF manipulator (see figure 2) consists of a sequence of 

three desired trajectories so chosen as to guarantee learning of different parameters. In trajectory 1, 
Oz, and @s are learned. The time period corresponding to trajectory 1 is 0 <t < 4.2. In trajectory 
2, 03 is learned. The time period corresponding to trajectory 2 is 4.2 <t < 7.3. In trajectory 3, 

@, and > are learned. Trajectory 3 corresponds to the time period 7.3 <t < 10.3. 
The time period corresponding to identification of 4 and @s is 0 <t < 4.2. As can be seen in 

figures 3 to 6, the parameter estimation error for @4 and @s5 approaches zero as all joint errors 
approach zero at t= 4.2. The time period corresponding to identification of @3 is 4.2 <t < 7.3. 
The parameter estimation error for @3 approaches zero as all joint errors approach zero at t= 7.3. 
Parameters ©, and Qs are identified during the time period 7.3 <t < 10.3. 
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Multiple-Order HMM Based Speech Recognition Using Neural Network 
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ABSTRACT 
In this paper, a multiple-order hidden Markov model which is approximated 

by a neural network is proposed. [It is the extension of a sequential network and 

is called by the name of “Neural Markov Model” (NMM). 
The NMM with two states achieved a comparable recognition rate with feed- 

forward type neural network. The recognition rates are 65.4% and 65.0% 

respectively on the experiment of speaker-independent speech recognition of 
Japanese syllables [ba], [be], [bo], [da], [de], [do], [ga]. (ge] and [go]. 

1 Introduction 

As the methods of speech recognition, DP matching and HMM have been 

established from the past. DP matching allows warps of time sequential patterns 

on time domain. [It matches a reference pattern which is standard for recognition 

unit (for example, word or syllable) with an input pattern by expanding and 
contracting the input pattern non-linearly. This method is powerful for 

fluctuations of time domain structure of time sequential patterns, but has 
weakness in the point of fluctuations of spectral patterns which occur by 

individuality of the speakers. 
HMM captures and absorbs the fluctuations of the spectrum and time domain 

structure. I[t describes the recognition units by a probabilistic state machine. 

The parameters of HMM are estimated to absorb the fluctuations of spectrum and 

time domain structure by training samples. 
For the reasons mentioned above. HMM nas) advantage than DP matching 

principally. But if we would like to describe patterns by HMM minutely, because 
of increase of parameters, the accuracy of estimated parameters becomes’ worse. 

Thus, actually patterns should be described by coarse models. 
Recently, applications of neural networks to speech recognition are) being 

attempted by using its feature extraction ability and learning ability  . But 

when we would like to apply neural networks to speech recognition, arise a 

problem how’ to deal the time sequential patterns and its flexibility of time 

domain structure. From this difficulty, no continuous speech recognition systems 

using neural network is developed. Most successful systems have used the neural 

networks only means of feature extract jon and then been processed based on the 

other methods(like HMM or DP matching)! 
A sequential network, an architecture of neural network intended to deal 

time sequential patterns by its regyurrent structure, has been proposed by jordan 

and applied to speech recognition” . We note thay a sequential network can be 

considered as a similar model with one-state HMM In this paper, we propose an 
architecture which is called by the name of Neural Markov Model. It approximates 

a multiple order HMM by extending a sequential network. This model consists of 

only neural network without use of other traditional method or _ logical 

component. We describe as follows the results of NMM applied to speech 

recognition of Japanese syllables. 

2 Similarity between Sequential Network and HMM>? 

Figure 1 shows a sequential network with three layers. This network has a 

recurrent structure that feed-backs one to one from the output layer to a 
context layer which belongs to the input layer, and each unit in the context 

layer has a self-loop and its coefficient(momentum). The context layer is used 
to preserve the contents of previous states of the network. Suppose that the 

activation value of the unit in the output layer was trained to 1.0 when the 

input pattern associates to the unit, and others 0.0. The recognition result is 

the unit which corresponds to the maximum activation value. 
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HMM has several states. output probabilities and transition probabilities. 

Transition probability is the probability of state to state transition, and 

output probability is the probability that generates a label when the transition 

is occurred. The recognition result is the corresponding category to the model 

presenting the maximum likelihood. 

To consider these similarity, each output unit corresponds to each’ HMM, 

weights of connection among units of the network absorb the _ parameters(i.e. 
output probability and transition probability) of HMM, and the activation of 

each output units corresponds to the forward probability of HMM. 

Further, since the states of the network at proper time is affected by past 

output of the network, the sequential network approximates a multiple-order HMM. 

3 Neural Markov Model 

The NMM, described in this paper, has several states, and each state 

corresponds to one sequential network. This NMM is intended to built the model 

consists o f the concatenation of these sequential networks trained 

independently. Fundamental structure of the NMM is shown in Figure 2. This 
network approximates a multiple-order HMM with two states, and consists of two 

sequential networks through “connect unit . The connect unit has a_ self-loop 

like aeounit in the context layer, and accepts the copy of activation level of 

the output unit in the preceding network. 

Each of these two sequential networks is trained independently. The connect 

unit is trained to control the network behavior of “active or “non-active . 

For example, suppose that the previous network was trained to classify A 
and “B”. the following network was trained to classify “C” and “D”. In case that 

the time sequential pattern “AD” is given to the network, first, the activation 
of the units corresponding to “A” in the preceding network becomes a high value 

while the input pattern belongs to “A, and the state of the following network 
becomes “active” . Next, the input pattern comes to the part of “D’, the 
activation value of the unit corresponding to “A begins to down, and _ the 
activation value of the unit corresponding to -D in the following network 

rises. 

4 Experiment 

4.1 Speech Data 
The NMM was applied to speech recognition of Japanese syllables [ba], [be], 

[bo], [da], [de]. [do]. [ga]. [ge] and [go]. These data was extracted from 216 
words and 80 foreign words spoken by 6 male speakers HU, MA, KO, SE, SN and TI. 

These speech signals were sampled at 10kHz, and transformed to 10 coefficients 
of LPC mel-cepstrum every 5Sms by the 1!4-order LPC analysis. Training speakers of 

the networks were HU, MA, KO and SE. Two other speakers SN and TI were used _ to 

test the networks. The amount of syllables for training is 216 and for test is 

108, respectively. 

4.2 Network Architecture and Training 
The NMM for this task is shown in Figure 3. Since one basic sequential! 

network cant describe large unit patterns by its limitation oof number. of 

connections. Therefore, we choose the phoneme for recognition unit of a 

sequential network. We trained two sequential networks independently. One 

classifies the voiced consonants /b/, /d/ and /g/(BDGnet), the other the vowels 

/a/,. /e/ and /o/(AEOnet). 
Both the BDGnet and the AEOnet have 20 input units, 3 context units(which 

coefficient of self-loop is 0.4), 10 hidden units and 3 output units, 
respectively. The input pattern was given the input layer, coupled of 2 frames 

and shifted every | frame. Each output unit corresponds to each phoneme. The 

activation value of the output units was set to 1.0 when an input pattern 

corresponds to the unit and the other units to set 0.0. Further, the AEOnet has 

a “connect unit” which is trained to control the behavior of the network, 
“active or “non-active . When the network is “active , the network performs 
recognition about the input patterns. and when “non-active , the output value of 
the network is all zero. 
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4.3 Recognition Results 

The recognition rate of the BDGnet applied to test data of /b/, /d/ and /g/ 
was 70.1%. and the recognition rate of the AEOnet was 87.7% on the test data of 

/a/, /e/ and /o/. 
Then these networks were combined with the connect unit and applied to’ the 

speech recognition on the test data of the syllables. The recognition rate of 
the NMM became 65.4% for test data (better than 70.1%x87.7%=61.5%). These 

results and the results of the other methods on the same task are shown in Table 

1. The performance of the NMM is comparable with a feed-forward neural network 
which recognizes syllables as static patterns. The NMM has some advantages’ as 

being able to treat time-sequential patterns with variable length and to 

construct a word pattern (network) from basic-unit patterns. The transition of 
activation level of output units is shown in Figure 4. 

The problems of the current NMM is as follows; 

*The effect of connect unit was not sufficient for the targeted function. 
When the activation value of the BDGnet felt. the activation of AEOnet 

also felt. As the counterplan for this problem, the self-loop and its 

coefficient was added to the connect unit. Thus, the AEOnet retained its 

activation value. 

*The activation values of the BDGnet did not decrease for the section of 

the following vowel. In most cases of this problem, the activation values 

of BDGnet was retained its values on the vowel section(see Figure 4, 

ideally. the activation value falls on the vowel section). This was 
caused by the fact that vowel patterns were not used for the BDGnet 

training. If the new training of BDGnet with counter categories like 
vowels is done, the performance of the NMM will be improved by combining 

with AEOnet added self-loop. 

5 Conclusion 

We have proposed the NMM and showed the prospectiveness of the NMM for time 

sequential patterns by the experiment of speech recognition of Japanese 

syllables. 

We are going to attempt the word recognition by an improved NMM in- near 

future. 
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Figure 3: NMM with 2-states for Figure 4: The transition of activation 

syllables [ba]. [be]. [bo]. [da]. Level of NMM's output units 

[de] and [do] 

Table !: Recognition Rates of syllables 

Methods seco tty! Contents 
Ratel% 

NMM 65. 4 See Figure 3 

Sequential Network 51. 4 Input: 20. Context: 9, Hidden: 10. Output: 9 

Feed-Forward 65. 0 Input: 150(for 15 frames). Hidden: 10, Output: 9 

HMM 52. 8 5-state left-to-right type 
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Abstract 

In this paper, we propose modular backpropagation neural networks to implement a task by separating the task 
into related subtasks, training a smaller network module to learn each subtask, and combining the modules to form a 
network that accomplishes the enure task. We show the advantage of using modular neural networks by using 
tactile edge detection as an example. 

Introduction 

As a neural network grows large, current backpropagation based learning tends to become more difficult due 
to an increased number of local minima, speed of leaming, and the CPU time associated with implementing large 
neural networks. Furthermore, the internal representation of the learned task tends to be more distributed in large 
networks and therefore more difficult to understand--especially when the network is unable to learn a task. Smaller 
networks learning the subtasks are faster in learning, easier to understand intemally, and can be used as building 
blocks for different applications. This approach works especially well when subtasks are related; when the 
subnetworks are combined the related areas aid in the combining process. 

In order to empirically study the use of modular neural networks, we selected an application in tactile sensing. 
Specifically, we are interested in determining the position and orientation of an edge (with respect to a frame fixed 
at the center of the tactile sensor) in a thresholded tactile image. This information is important in dynamic object 
exploration where the goal is to fit these pieces of information together in order to determine the shape of an object. 

Approach 

Figure 1 shows a 4 by 4 gnid that was chosen as the input to a neural network. The task is to leam all 2 unit 
horizontal (H), vertical (V), +45 degree diagonal (DR), and -45 degree diagonal (DL) lines; based on that training, 
the network must identify if the line on the input grid (which may be a 2, 3, or 4 unit line) is a H, V, DR or DL line. 

Using standard backpropagation techniques as described in [1] and implemented in [2], we first trained a 
backpropagation network (Network 1) to identify 2 unit horizontal (H), vertical (V), and diagonal (D) lines--in this 
case +45 degree and -45 degree diagonals were grouped into the diagonal class. The network was able to learn the 
task and correctly identify the 3 and 4 unit test lines. Training took 1042 epochs to achieve a total error of 0.004 and 
8600 epochs to achieve a total error of 0.0001. The network’s hidden layer contains seven hidden units. Figure 2a 
shows Network 1 combined with Network 2 (described below) combined in parallel. The input units, hidden units 

16-22, and output units 29-31 of the final network compose Network 1; the unit numbers of the original network are 
identified in Figure 2a. 

To understand the internal representation of the input data, we plotted the activation levels for the different 
input classes and examined the connection weights and biases. From this data we observed that the network formed 
distinct representations for each class of data; furthermore, we found that other information, such as an indication of 
the active row for an H input, was present in the representation. We observed that for diagonal inputs the network 
represented right diagonals on the main diagonal differently than those off the main diagonal; however, the 
representation for a nght on-main diagonal was identical to that for a left off-main diagonal and vice versa. We 
observed other interesting tendencies of the network such as weight combinations; space considerations prevent us 
from describing the other characteristics further. 

We then modified Network 1 by adding an additional output. Now the outputs were to identify if an input line 
was H, V, DR or DL, again based on learming the 2 unit input lines and generalizing to 3 and 4 unit input lines. We 
performed eight trials in an attempt to train the network; in each trial we used a different set of initial weights to 
allow the gradient descent process to begin at a different initial point. In each trial the network was only able to 
leam part of the task. For example, in one trial the network correctly identified all H, V, and DR inputs, but 
incorrectly identified all DL inputs; in another trial the network correctly identified all H and DL inputs but 
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incorrectly identified the V and DR inputs, and so forth. In each case, the network correctly identified all elements 
of one or more classes and incorrectly identified all elements of the other classes. 

Next, we added more hidden units to the network. We attempted four more trials with up to thirteen hidden 
units; the network behaved as above. In addition to those hidden units, we added a second layer of hidden units 
containing two units. We performed several additional trials with the second hidden layer connected to both the 
inputs and the first hidden layer and with the second hidden layer connected only to the first hidden layer. Again the 
network correctly identified all members of one or more classes, but incorrectly identified members of the other 
Classes. 

The above results do not conclusively mandate that the task is an impossible one. Certainly by changing the 
leaming rate and momentum parameters in conjunction with the number of hidden units the task should be 
learnable; however, the results of the above experiments do indicate that this might be a reasonable task to break 
into subtasks so that the overall task might be accomplished by using a combination of smaller network modules. 

Network 1 can identify lines as H, V, and D. Since Network 1 cannot distinguish between diagonal slopes 
(which may explain the difficulty in training the network to identify DR and DL inputs), a reasonable separation of 
subtasks would be to use that network and another (Network 2) which can identify the slope of an input diagonal 

line as +45 degrees (DR) and -45 degrees (DL) to form the overall network. Note that these two subtasks overlap-- 

the D output of Network 1 will be on when the DR/DL outputs of Network 2 are valid. This overlap is useful in 
combining the two networks. 

Network 2 consists of the sixteen unit input layer, a six unit hidden layer, and a two unit (DR, DL) output 
layer. We trained the network to identify 2 unit diagonals as being +45 degree (DR) or - 45 degree (DL). No H or 
V inputs were shown to the network. The network took 1484 epochs to learn the task with a total error of 0.001 and 
7137 epochs to achieve a total error of 0.0001. We tested the network with 2, 3, and 4 unit diagonal inputs and it 
correctly classified all inputs. Once again, due to the small size of the network, the internal representations of the 
classes of patterns were fairly easy to analyze and understand. Figure 2a shows Network 2 (input units, hidden units 
23-28, and output units 32 and 33 of the final network) with the unit numbers of the original and final network 
identified. 

To sum: Network 1 learned to identify whether an input was horizontal (H), vertical (V), or diagonal (D)-- 
independent of slope; the Network 2 leamed to identify the slope of an input diagonal line as +45 degrees (diagonal 
right, DR) or -45 degrees (diagonal left, DL) . The networks were trained on 2 input units only--both networks 
correctly learned to identify 3 and 4 unit inputs constructed from the 2 unit building blocks. Network 1 was trained 
on 2 unit horizontal, vertical, and diagonal lines and correctly identifies 3 and 4 unit lines constructed from the 2 
unit lines. Network 2 was trained on 2 unit diagonal lines and correctly identifies the slope of 3 and 4 unit diagonal 
lines constructed from the 2 unit lines. These two network modules were then combined to form a larger network 
which accomplishes the entire task of identifying 2, 3, and 4 unit H, V, DR, and DL inputs. 

Combining Modules 
We combined the networks using two configurations. The first is a parallel configuration in which the hidden 

layers were combined and the output layers were combined. The resulting network has five outputs (H, V, D, DR, 
DL). Since Network 2 has undefined outputs for horizontal and vertical inputs, the outputs of the combined network 
must be decoded so that invalid states (DR and DL active during H or V inputs) can be ignored. 

The second combination network again combines hidden units but makes the D output of Network 1 a second 
hidden layer unit. This unit is used to inhibit (via two added connections) the DR and DL outputs of the Network 2 
whenever the input is horizontal or vertical. Thus, no output decoding is necessary in this configuration--the outputs 
of the network are the four desired outputs. Using a custom program, we combined the weights and biases of the 
two network modules in the two configurations above. Figure 2 shows the two combinations with the module unit 
numbers and the final unit numbers are identified. 

There is an interesting note on the second combination: the D output of Network 1 is active whenever the 
input is a diagonal line. Since that unit must inhibit the DR and DL outputs of Network 2, the sense of the output 
must be reversed; 1.e., D should be off whenever the input is a diagonal and on whenever the input is H or V so that 
DR and DL can be inhibited. To accomplish this, we sign reversed all connection weights that are input to D (unit 
29 in the final network) and we reversed the unit’s bias. In this manner, inputs that tended to tum on D now tum it 
off, and inputs that tended to tum off D now tum it on when they are present. Thus D has been “complemented” in a 
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sense. We gave the two weights that were added from the D unit to the DR and DL units values that caused the 
product of the D unit activation and the connection weight to exceed in magnitude the maximum of all other sums of 
products to the DR and DL units and to be of the proper sign to inhibit the DR and DL outputs when D is active. 

We tested the two combined networks--each performed identically to the component module networks. 
Additionally, we trained the second combination network to provide all zero outputs for an all zero input and the 
sixteen possible 1 unit inputs. This took required an additional 174 epochs of training to accomplish. 

Training an Equivalent Larger Network 
The two modular networks combine to form a network that contains thirteen hidden units arranged in two 

layers of twelve units and one unit, respectively. Since this configuration is known to work, it seemed plausible that 
one network should be trainable to accomplish the entire task--as was conjectured in the beginning experiments. In 
keeping with the known working network, we constructed a neural network containing two layers to learn the task. 
The first hidden layer contained fourteen units, each connected to all the second layer units and all the Outputs; the 
Second layer contained two units, each connected to all the outputs. The same training patterns and learning 
parameters that were used in the module training were used in training this network. We performed three trials with 
different initial starting weights ; in each case the network failed to learn the task. 

We then eliminated a number of the connections from the network so that the structure of the network was 
nearly identical to the second combination network. The only difference was that each hidden layer contained one 
more unit than the combination network. Again, we performed several trials using identical learning parameters as 
the component modules; again the network failed to leam the task. 

Next, we used the combination network structure shown in Figure 2b. We performed several trials on it with 
random initial weights and the same initial weights that were used in training the modules. The network failed to 
leam the task using the same learning parameters. However, by setting the leaming rate to a lower level (0.05) and 
using the initial weights used in the module training, the network began to learn the task. By tweeking the learning 
rate as the processing continued, the network was able to leam the 2 unit H, V, DR, DL classes after 1800 epochs 
with a total error of 0.005. We then tested the network on the 3 and 4 unit inputs; the network had relatively large 
errors on seven patterns (fully activating the correct output but partially activating others as well) and incorrectly 
identified two others. Thus its performance was not nearly as good as the combined modular networks. However, 
after 80 additional epochs of training on all patterns, the network learned the overall 2, 3, and 4 unit task. 

Thus, by tweeking the learning parameters, a network with the same structure as the combination modular 
network was able to learn the 2 unit task; however, it did not generalize to the 3 and 4 unit inputs as well as the 
modular network. 

Conclusion 

In this paper we have given an example of using modular neural network techniques. A task (to classify input 
lines as H, V, DR, or DL) to be implemented using a backpropagation neural network was separated into related 
subtasks (classifying H, V, and D lines and classifying the slope of a diagonal line); these subtasks were each 
leamed on small neural networks, which were combined to form a network to implement the overall task. Each 
module’s internal representation was analyzed and understood, due to the small number of hidden units. 
Additionally, the training of the modules themselves was modular--the networks trained on 2 unit input lines and 
then were tested on 3 and 4 unit lines constructed from the 2 unit lines. By understanding these modules, their use 
as components in other networks, some of which may take advantage of some of the internal representations not 
exploited in the present problem, is made possible. Furthermore, knowing the intemal functioning of the modules 
allows them to be adjusted (as in the complementing of the D unit in the example) to fit a given need. Once 
combined, the resulting network is able to learn additional tasks. 

This work is not an effort to prove that modular networks learn better than larger networks, or that larger 
networks cannot learn the same tasks; rather, its purpose is to show through an example how modular neural 
networks provide a working network with components that are easily understood in terms of their internal 
representation and function. To use modular neural networks effectively, one must be able to separate the task into 
subtasks that are related or independent so that the combination of the modules is straightforward and advantageous 
over training an overall network. Modular training requires similar needs. 

By using modular neural networks, basic building blocks can be trained for use in constructing larger 
networks which use similar functions. As a library of functions is assimilated, training time for larger networks may 
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be reduced through the use of the modules. Current applications being explored at Carnegie Mellon University 
include the ones mentioned above and control of CMU’s Direct Drive Arm IL. 
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1 Introduction 

Signal transmission from one neuron to another in the brain involves electric currents. When thousands of 
neighboring neurons act together, the currents produce a weak magnetic field that can be detected outside 
the skull. The recording of these fields is called magnetoencephalography (MEG). The only sensor sensitive 
enough for MEG is the Superconducting QUantum Interference Device or the SQUID. The MEG data used 
in this paper were measured in the Low Temperature Laboratory of the Helsinki University of Technology 
using the 7-channel SQUID magnetometer constructed in the laboratory (4). 

In our experiments, the subject was presented either a low or a high tone pip and was instructed to 
respond by pressing a button with the left or the right thumb, respectively. The purpose of this work was to 
study the feasibility of classifying individual MEG responses into the two categories with pattern recognition 
and neural network methods. Such analysis may prove useful for diagnostic purposes (c.f. (2]). 

The conventional approach is to use averages computed from a large number of individual responses. As 
shown in Fig. 1, this method can result in effective noise cancellation. Note that “noise” here includes all 
ongoing brain activity not associated with the response itself. Our approach, however, is to classify single 
measurements. While a successful system based on this approach would have many advantages over the use 
of averages (e.g., in diagnostic work or in monitoring patients), the high level of noise in a single measurement 
data vector makes signal classification very difficult. 

2 Data analysis 

2.1 The experiment 

Our experimental data were gathered during several measurement sessions, each of which consisted of about 
100 low-frequency (500 Hz) and about 100 high-frequency (1000 Hz) tones presented in random order. The 
magnetometer was placed on top of the subject’s head giving equal weight to the motor cortex responses 
originating in the two cortical hemispheres. The data were gathered from 7 MEG channels at a sampling 
frequency of 400 Hz for an interval of 1.5. We have analyzed responses from two subjects, two measurement 
sessions per subject. To study the feasibility of signal classification, an interval of 150 ms (60 points) 
following the pressing of the button was extracted from each measurement. We also experimented with the 
time interval following the stimulus presentation but the resulting error rate turned out to be quite high. 
Probably the location of the magnetometer was too far from the auditory cortex, which is the primary source 
of the responses during this time interval [3]. 

2.2 Preprocessing and spatial filtering 

During preprocessing the data from each channel of each trial (600 points) were normalized to unit standard 
deviation and a linear trend was removed from the data by subtracting the best least-squares straight line. 
Next, the appropriate 60 data points were extracted from the trial. 
  

*Author’s address: Rolf Nevanlinna Institute, Teollisuuskatu 23, SF-00510 Helsinki, Finland. 
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Figure 1: Single vs. averaged measurements. (a) Single normalized measurements: one trial with a low 

stimulus (solid line) and one trial with a high stimulus (dashed line). (b) Averaged measurements: the 
middle solid line is the average of 92 trials with low-tone stimuli, while the middle dashed line is the average 
of 94 trials with high-tone stimuli. The data have been shifted so that all responses are aligned at 0 ms. In 
addition to the two averages, a;(t), also the quantites a;(t) — ;(t) and a;(t) + 5;(t) are shown, where 0;(t) is 
the standard error of the mean of a;(t). Vertical scale is the same in (a) and (b). 
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The data were filtered using a noise-canceling filter [7, ch. 12]. Channel 4 (the sensor placed in the 

middle of the subject’s head) was chosen as the primary input which is thought to consist of signal and 
uncorrelated noise: d(t) = s(t) + n(t). The remaining channels were used as reference inputs z(t) € R®° to 
derive an estimate n(t) of n(t): 

Wopt = argmin | ~ E{(d(t) — f(w;2(t)))?}de, 

n(t) = f(Wops; z(t). 
The filtered signal is then d(t) — a(t). Here f(w;z) is either w7 z (a linear spatial filter) or the output of a 
feedforward net with weights w (a backpropagation spatial filter). 

Next the filtered data were decimated to 20 components by segmenting the data into 20 separate parts 

and by calculating the averages of the data inside each segment. The results constitute our pattern vectors 

which were classified with several different feature extraction and classification methods. 

2.3 Feature extraction and classification 

The dimension of feature vectors was chosen to be 5. The simplest feature vectors were obtained by direct 

decimation from 20-dimensional vectors to 5-dimensional vectors. 
The second feature extractor was designed with the SFS (Sequential Forward Selection) algorithm [1, ch. 

5.6] based on maximizing the estimated Euclidean inter-class distance. 
The third feature extractor was based on projections on the eigenvectors of the average of the class 

conditional covariance matrices, Sw = P,C, + P2C>. Here P,,P. and C;,C> are the a prion probabilities 

and covariance matrices of the two classes, respectively. If U is the 20 x 20 matrix whose rows are the 
eigenvectors of Sw, i.e., the Karhunen-Loeve basis vectors, then one can transform the pattern vectors 

z € R?° to y = Uz and apply the SFS algorithm to select the best 5 indices (in the sense of inter-class 
distance) from the y vectors. This leads to a feature extractor y = Vz, where V is a 5 x 20 submatrix of 
U. The feature extractor obtained in this way was somewhat better than the one obtained by arranging 
the eigenvectors with a standard criterion designed to maximize the ratio of the inter-class distance and the 
intra-class variance [1, ch. 9.6]. 

The 5-dimensional feature vectors were classified using several conventional classifiers (see, e.g., (8,1]) 
and a nearest-neighbor classifier trained with the LVQ algorithm of Kohonen [6,5]. The linear classifier is 
obtained by solving for w;,i = 0,...,5, the (overdetermined) linear least-squares problem 

we +wre = 1 for each z: z a design vector from class 1 
0 ~ | —1 for each z: z a design vector from class 2 
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The classification rule is to assign an unknown vector z to class 1, if wo + w? z > 0 and to class 2 otherwise. 
The minimum-distance classifier refers to a classifier that assigns an unknown vector z to that class, whose 
mean vector is nearest to z. This classifier was constructed both using Euclidean distance d(xz,y)? = 
(x — y)?(z — y) and using weighted Euclidean distance d(z,y)? = (zx — y)?Sw7'(z — y). The parametric 
Bayes classifier is the Bayes classifier minimizing the probability of misclassification assuming the data comes 
from normal distributions with the class conditional mean vectors and covariance matrices estimated from 
training data. The LVQ algorithm was initialized by first running the Kohonen feature map algorithm with 
zero neighborhood radius on a randomly selected set of reference vectors from the two classes. 

The 20-dimensional pattern vectors were classified with a backpropagation classifier—a feedforward net 
with 20 inputs, 5 units in the middle layer, and 1 output. Such a net contains 111 adaptable weights but 
we had only about 100 vectors to design the classifier. In this case the backpropagation approach is akin 
to solving an underdetermined nonlinear least-squares problem. The error can then be brought down to 
zero but then there is no guarantee as for the quality of the resulting classifier. We solved this problem by 
stopping the optimization at an early stage. To this end we divided the design vectors into two sets, D; and 
D2, trained the network with vectors D,, and monitored the classifying performance of the network with 
vectors D2. We selected those weights that gave the best classifying performance during the minimization 
for the set Do—see Fig. 2 for an illustration. 
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3 Results 

The data vectors were divided into two sets: A and B. The filters, feature extractors and classifiers were 

designed on the basis of set A. The performances of the classifiers were assessed with set B. Finally the roles 
of A and B were reversed. This gave us two classification error percentages per session for the conventional 
classifiers, and by using several random initializations, 10 for LVQ and 12 for backpropagation classifiers. 

Fig. 3 (a) and (b) summarize the results and Fig. 3 (c) shows the results for our best session. 

4 Conclusions 

The particular classification task considered in this paper is difficult because of the high level of noise and 
the relatively small number of training vectors available for feature extractors and pattern classifiers. Nev- 

ertheless, the results obtained do appear to suggest that pattern classification is feasible. To be of practical 
use the error rates must, however, be further reduced. It is our belief that this cannot be achieved by experi- 
menting with new feature extractors and classifiers. Instead, more measurements per session are needed and 
a better use of the available multichannel information is called for. The considerable variation of error rates 
between different sessions suggests that the experimental setup should be better controlled. Neural network 

methods appear to be competitive with more traditional approaches. The multi-layer feedforward net is 

easy to implement, it can be used in spatial filtering and it combines feature extraction and classification. 

However, especially with a small number of training vectors, one has to monitor the training of the net in 

order to prevent over-learning. 
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Abstract 

Real-time visual tracking is a difficult problem requiring high speed processing. We have previously reported 
a fast tracking algorithm (the Line Correlator Tracker (LCT) ) [1,2] capable of estimating displacement for a 
sequence of images using a conventional rectangular sensor. When used with a logarithmic-spiral sensor [3], 
changes of scale can also be estimated. Although the algorithm can be implemented using sequential or parallel 
digital processing, a Hopfield-Tank (HT) network implementation is potentially simpler and faster. 

1. Introduction 

Velocity computation using neural networks has recently been reported by several researchers ([4,5,6,7]. In 
this paper a two-layer HT network to estimate 2D motion based on the LCT is described. The HT network is well 
Suited for small optimization problems. The LCT is used to compute individual row displacements, implemented in 
the first layer of the HT network. The second layer is used to combine the individual displacements and then pro- 
duces the overall horizontal and vertical displacements. The use of two layers increases the probability of conver- 
gence and reduces the sensitivity to initial conditions and to constant parameters. To support the claims, we present 
the simulation results on both synthetic and natural images. Due to lack of space, computer simulation on natural 
images will be presented at the conference. 

2. Line Correlator Tracker 

The LCT was developed for real time tracking applications as part of a system with biological vision features. 
The system has two sensors, a conventional uniform rectangular grid and a grid of exponentially increasing rings, 
conformally mapped to a computation plane by the natural log function. The LCT uses the rectangular grid for 
translation in image plane and the log-spiral grid for scaling and rotation about the optical axis. Details of the archi- 
tecture and results of simulations are given in [2,3]. For the rectangular grid, displacements in the x direction are 
given by 

DR? — DRyT ase 
J _ j 

AXR = al (1) 
Ri, 

  

j OX (4k)j 
where / and k are indices within a tracking window of size nx(2m+1). R and T are two successive image frames. 
The overall horizontal and vertical displacements are given by 

AX = Ax, (2) 

AY =k 

respectively. The Ax, is the average row displacement in the kth column. The index k is calculated by 

On, = MIN(Oy, ss Sn ene) (3) 

fOn) =f (min Gyr Say) =k (4) 
where o,, is the standard deviation of n estimates for the kth column and fis a one to one function which maps the 
O,, to its index k. 

The above algorithm utilizes only point-to-point correlation, not full correlation. It was shown in [1] that com- 
putation ume of 40%, or more, can be saved over the conventional correlation algorithm. Furthermore, simulation 
results with real images have shown that the algorithm possesses good noise immunity and it can be applied directly 
to a tracking window without segmentation. 
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3. The Network Architecture 

The network is a two-layer HT network. The first layer consists of (2m + 1) planes. Each plane contains n HT 
networks. There are (2D + 1) neurons in each network, where D is the maximum row displacement. The row dis- 
placements are computed by each of these networks. The output of these networks are fed directly to the second 
layer. This layer computes the overall displacement based on the outputs of the first layer. There is a single plane 
containing (2m + 1)x(2D + 1) neurons in the second layer. The outputs from the second layer are the horizontal and 
vertical displacements. Figure 1 illustrates the overall network. The following subsections describe the energy func- 
tions of the two layers. 

3.1. The First Layer 

The model in the first layer contains binary neurons representing the row displacement between the two 
images. We use nx(2m + 1)x(2D + 1) neurons. For implementation, we discretize the row displacement by letting 
—-D <j <+D. We also let [V;],, represent the state of the jth neuron of /th row and kth plane. When the neuron [Vj], 

is 1, this means that the row displacement for the /th row in the kth plane is j. If subpixel accuracy is desired, one 
can simply increase the number of neurons within the tracking window. For this model to function, an energy func- 
tion must be developed such that only one neuron within each row is turned on when the network reaches stable 
state. The energy function for the /th row of Ath plane is given below. 

cu $[ez(y][-201,) 32-3) colon), 6 b jw b j j 

where 

Se = DRy-DRyTaswj = Qu = T 
j j 

ol . , C 

j ox (l+k)j 
is = ——;; 

(i +e) 

The first and the second terms in (5) provide row inhibition and global inhibition, respectively. These two terms 
assure that there is one and only one neuron "on" for the /th row of the kth plane when the network reaches the 
stable state. These two terms are also known as the constraint terms. The last term is the data term or the objective 
term. Without this term, a neuron will be on randomly. Notice that this term is taken directly from (1). By manipu- 
lating (5) and then equating it to the general energy function given in [8], the weight connection matrix and the bias 
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input (excitation term) are derived as 

i, 
B , < +B - c’[Sn ~On i ° 

Notice that the quadratic terms in the energy function define a connection matrix and the linear terms define input 
bias current. 

-A(1-§;,)-B 

(6) 

3.2. The Second Layer 

The second layer contains binary neurons representing the overall row and column displacements between the 
two images and consists of (2m + 1)x(2D +1) neurons. The horizontal displacement is discretized by letting 
—D <j <+D. The vertical displacement is represented by index k. V,; represents the state of the kjth neuron. When 
V;; is 1, the horizontal displacement is j and the vertical displacement is k. When the network reaches stable state, 
there should only one neuron on for the entire layer. Since this is a 2D problem, a 4-dimensional energy function is 
required. Using the x and y subscripts as the row indices and the i and j as the column indices, such an energy func- 
tion is given by 

A B 2 , E= ZEDEEY «Vy [ — 8.5) + 722" — 1 —C EE] Ev 1 V5 (7) 

The first term provides row and column inhibitions, and the second term global inhibition, thus assuring that only 
one neuron is tumed on for the entire layer. The last term forces the neuron corresponding to the object translation 
to turn on. The V’; is the neuron output at the /th row of the first layer. By summing up the neurons from the dif- 
ferent rows at the same column for a given kth plane (corresponding to the xth row in the second layer), we can pro- 
vide proper excitation for each neuron in the particular location. For example, if / neurons in the jth column of the 
kth plane in the first layer are all 1’s or nearly all 1’s (few 0’s), then the output of the neurons in this column should 
have a minimal standard deviation. Thus, it is appropriate to add the sum of all neurons in this column to the excita- 
tion term at xi position, where x indicates the corresponding kth plane and i is the index to the column which 
corresponds to the most consistent estimates (the column whose standard deviation is minimal). Through similar 
analysis as in the first layer, the weight connection matrix and the bias input are derived from (7) as 

Tyiyj = —A 1- Ba. ~B 

| , | (8) 
I, = B+cC yvV li 

l x 

As can be seen, the weight connection matrices for both layers are fixed and independent of image sequence 
frames. Thus, once the weight matrices are set, they can be used for the entire tracking task. In addition, the constant 
A, B, and C for both layers are also insensitive to the image sequence frames. Motion estimation is carried out by 
neuron evaluation. Each neuron asynchronously evaluates its state and readjust itself according to the sigmoid func- 
tion in [8]. The network proposed here calculates the motion based on each individual row of the image. Thus, the 
size of the network representing the row is relatively small. This increases the convergent probability of the net- 
work. In addition, the output of neurons is not sensitive to their initial states. The simulation results shown in the 
next section support the claims. 

4. Simulation Results and Conclusion 

To simulate the network, the differential equation shown below is used. 

aU; 

J 

Equation (9) was numerically integrated using the simple Euler method. The constant values are 
A=500, B=200, C=50, and e=0.03 for both layers. A binary image used contains 9 different objects whose motion 
directions and actual displacements are given in Table 1. Figure 2 illustrates the two successive frames of the 
image. Notice that small portions of object (8) and (9) are occluded. The occlusion is allowed in order to test the 
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robustness of the network. A tracking window of size 10x9 was used. That is, there are 10 HT networks per plane 
and 9 planes in the first layer. The maximum row and column displacements were limited to 4 pixels. Consequently, 
there are 81 neurons in the second layer. 

  

  

  

  

          
  

Objet | Moving Actual Esumated 
Number | Direction | Displacement | Displacement 

(1) SE (3.2) (3.2) 
(2) SE (2,1) (2,1) 
GB) SW (-1,2) (-1,2) 
(4) SW (-2,2) (-2,2) 
(5) NE (2,-4) (2,-4) 
(6) SE (2,4) (2,4) 
(7) SW (-2,3) (-2,3) 
(8) NW (-2,-2) (-2,-2) 
(9) SE (22) (2,2) 

Figure 2 The First and The Second Image Frames Table 1 Simulation Results 

  

As shown in Table 1, the estimated displacements for every object are very accurate despite of occlusion for 

object (8) and (9). During the simulation, we also found that the network seems to converge rapidly (less than 50 

iterations) and also that it converges to the correct displacement every time regardless of inital conditions. In addi- 

tion, the convergence seems to be less sensitive to the network constants. However, for a large displacement or a 

large percentage of occlusion, the network either converges to an incorrect state or does not converge at all. For a 

larger value of constant C (100 or larger), the network seems to converge faster, but sometimes it converges into an 

incorrect state. We believe that, for a large value of C, the objective term overwhelms the energy function, thereby 

not assuring a valid result. 
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ABSTRACT 

An artificial neural network is used to model the characteristics of a system con- 

taining multiple input-output mappings in a dynamically changing environment. 
Biological properties for learning and data representation have been used wher- 
ever possible. These include topology preserving mappings, logarithmic input 
representation, and localized sensory data. The network learns to achieve a goal 
based on the current state of the system. The network is capable of producing 
the desired control signals even though it must deal with delayed performance 

evaluation, incomplete input specification and non-linear functions. 

INTRODUCTION 

One of the problems with traditional approaches for modeling a system is an 

incomplete input-output specification. For a system of any reasonable size, it 

is impractical or impossible to provide complete mappings of the operating en- 

vironment. By using an extension of Kohonen’s self- organizing feature maps 
[1] and proper input representation, a more robust system can be developed. 
The system is capable of achieving its goal even with random trajectory start- 

ing points in previously untrained environments. The network outlined in this 

project uses a centralized view of its environment. The environmental informa- 

tion is obtained as if the sensors were mounted in the robot. This is important 

since precise fixed frame of reference information could be difficult to obtain 
during run time processing as is the case in real animals. 

THE AUTONOMOUS AGENT PROBLEM 

The goal selected for this project was the control of a ’space-lander” or iso- 

morphically an autonomous undersea vehicle. A one dimensional system of this 
type was outlined in [2]. The goal of the network is to safely land a space craft 
in a two dimensional space. Safely in this case means with a minimum vertical 
velocity and within a minimum distance of a randomly selected base location. 

Mountains having random location and height are placed on the surface of the 

planet to complicate the landing. One possible starting environment is shown 

in Figure 1. The network is to select the proper value for four thrusters which 
determine movement in two directions. 
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A X A - LANDER 

x B - BASE 

x X - MOUNTAIN 

X x 

x Xx Xx 

x x Xx x 

x x B XX x 

Figure 1 - Initial Environment 

One pair of thrusters control the vertical path of the craft and the other control 
the horizontal path. These thrusters can range in value from 0 to 9. The gravity 
of the planet and the variation in the mass of the craft due to fuel consumption 

are implicitly accounted for in the simulation. 

INPUT REPRESENTATION 

There are eight input variables to the network. They are : Altitude, Distance 

to Base, Angle to Base, Distance to Mountain between craft and base, Angle 

to Mountain Top between craft and base, Magnitude of Velocity, Angle of Ve- 

locity, Distance to Closest Mountain in current path. A distributed value-type 

representation of the input was constructed. Figure 2 shows an example with 

altitude equal to 135 (max was 250). 

  

Example : ALTITUDE = 135 TOTAL RANGE (0. .250] 

0 0 0 3 Tv 1 ot 3 0) 0 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

Figure 2 - Smeared Input Representation 

In order to have better resolution on the critical variables, such as Distance to 

Mountain, a logarithmic distributed representation is used. In the current im- 
plementation Altitude, Distance to Base, Distance to Mountain between craft 
and base and Distance to Mountain in current path are all represented log- 
arithmically. Each of the distributed input variable vectors are concatenated 
together to form one large vector that is 80 cells long. 

OUTPUT MAPPING 

Two self-organizing 15x15 Kohonen networks are used in a hidden layer of the 
model. One for coarse control and one for fine control. Only one of the networks 

operates for any given input. The coarse control is used if the craft is greater 

than a threshold distance from the base, and the fine network is used if the craft 

is less than the threshold distance from the base. The learning of the network 
and the modification of the thruster maps is similar to the rule used by Ritter 

[3] to learn Visuomotor-Coordination. The error-correction rules are 
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new old old 

W = W + ETA(C X - W ) (1) 

r r r 

new old old 

0 = Q + ETA(C T - 0 ) (2) 

r r r 

where W = weights, X = input vector, O = output value, and T = desired 

output. The r subscript denotes the winning neuron. Both the network and 
the thruster maps have their neighborhoods adjusted to preserve topology. The 

simulation program is run by a human teacher (i.e. pilot) and the events of the 
flight are recorded including pilot selected thrusts. 

One objective of the system is to provide for robust operation with mini- 
mum training. Although the exact number of training vectors needed can not 
be determined, an incremental approach can lead to an acceptable solution with 

a minimum number of vectors. Training may start with five successful landings 
and then testing performed. If the behavior of the system is inadequate re- 

training with 10 landings can take place and so on until the desired result is 
achieved. Twenty successful landings generate approximately 500 unique input 
vectors for this project. 

An interpolation process is used for inputs that do not match a winner well. 

Since the sample thrust map is topologically order even with only a few training 

trajectories linear interpolation is advantageous. A sample thrust map showing 
topographical ordering can be seen in Figure 3. 

2 0 2 2 2 5 4 2 3 +1 -1 0 3 #3 2 

0 2 2 2 1 3 3 6 3 -1 -9 1 4 3 2 

0 1 3 3 3 2 0 2 0 +3 -4 -1 4 3 += 3 

0 0 3 3 3 2 2 3 4 O -§ -1 1 1 1 

3 4 3 3 3 3 3 3 4 5 90 -3 2 -1 O 

T &§ 2 4 4 3 3 4 4 3 2 -1 -1 -1 #0 

6§ 4 3 8 4 3 9 6 2 2 2 14 2 1 1 

6§ &5§ 3 3 2 2 6 3 3 1 2 2 2 2 2 

3 4 3 2 2 2 3 2 0 0 3 2 2 2 2 

3 3 5 3 2 3 2 14 1 0 3 2 2 2 2 

2 3 2 3 2 2 3 2 2 2 2 1 3 2 4 

3 2 3 2 2 9 2 1 0 2 2 3 2 9 38 

2 3 2 2 3 2 2 14 2 4 3 2 3 3 83 

3 3 2 14 2 2 2 0 14 2 2 3 2 2 90 

3 3 3 5 2 2 3 1 0 2 2 3 14 2 1 

Figure 3 - Sample Thrust map. 
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RESULTS 

Currently a 100 percent success rate has not been achieved. The network’s 

average error on training exemplars is less than 0.5 of a thruster value. Some 

trainings produce as little as 0.1 average error. These values are dependant on 
the number of unique input vectors and the artificial decay rate ETA. The lander 
with coarse and fine networks and logarithmic input mapping has been able to 

achieve a 50 percent success rate. This is with totally random initial conditions 

including altitude, velocity, mountains and base location. A successful landing 

is one where the craft impacts the surface of the planet with less than 15 units 
of velocity and within 20 units of the base. There were no successful landings 
without the coarse and fine networks and modification of thrust based on input 

distance from the exemplar. It should be noted that even in the unsuccessful 
landings the network is never behaving eratically. The thrusts selected appear 

to be appropriate, but simply not adequate. It is believed that this can be 

improved with greater input resolution and a larger network. A slower decay in 
ETA may also improve performance. 

CONCLUSIONS 

There seems to be promise in the use of artificial neural networks for black 

box control problems. Any system with arbitrary input-output mappings can 

be learned with the architecture outlined. There is a direct improvement in the 

topology of the output map with an increase in the magnitude and radius of the 

input magnitude of distributedness. The distributed representation outlined in 

Figure 2 produces an average distance of adjacent neurons of approximately 0.2 

(maximum distance = 1.0). The average distance without any smearing is about 
0.5. The method outlined holds promise for systems with multiple outputs based 

on the same inputs. Each output need only have its own output variable map 
in parallel with the networks output map. This reduces computation time to a 
simple look up for each desired output. 

The system outlined here is complex with multiple dependacies. Its solution 

should provide insight into the development of systems for real applications. 
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Abstract 

A multi-layer neural network model is presented which is able to distin- 
guish distorted multi-spectral signals in noisey environments. Discrimina- 
tion is by signal shape recognition and not by Fourier transforms. There- 
fore in contrast to most other signal recognition models recognition is by 
visual means rather than auditory. The model is a simulation of the visual 
retino-cortex system and employs localized receptive fields, lateral inhibi- 
tion utilization in both learning and recognition and multiple resolution. 
Localized inputs and lateral inhibition incurs special problems in learning 
and these are described. 

Introduction 

Many times signals are distinguished by visual means as opposed to auditory 
means. Often times isolated features are sought for and are more distinguishable 
visually because of the segmentation and localization capabilities which are 
highly developed in the vision system. Multi-layered localized receptive field 
neural models of which Fukushima’s Neocognitron [1] is most notorious offer a 
high potential for excellent visual recognition. For this reason we have developed 
and utilized such a model for multi-spectral signal recognition. The network has 
previously been used in the recognition of patterns of spatially related objects 
and has been described in Jakubowicz [2]. Since that version we had increased 
our recognition capabilites by modifying the learning rule. This learning rule 
  

*Sponsored by the Air Force Office of Scientific Research/AFSC, United States Air Force, 
under contract F49620-87-R-0004. 
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requires a system of localized lateral inhibition and incremental activation via 

differential equations. In simulation the model is capable of recognizing 18 

distinct multiple-spectrum signals. Since the model has been described in the 

earlier paper (2] we will present only a summary of the network architecture 

here and then procede to describe the lateral inhibition. 

The Multi-Level Multi-Feature Localized Recep- 

tive Field Architecture 

The network architecture consists of 5 levels of neurons which have localized 

5x5 receptive fields. Each level consists of 100 two dimensional planes, each of 

which contains neurons sensitive to only one feature. The input plane consists of 

three feature planes, one for each sensor. In the simulation to be described the 

input has 289 pixels arranged in a 17x17 grid. One dimension represents time 

and the other signal amplitude. There is an approximately two to one increase 

in receptive field size as the signals propagate up the levels which means the 

number of neurons at any level is approximately cut in half at the next higher 

level. 
Each level contains two layers of planes. A US plane integrates inputs from 

all planes in the preceding level while a UC plane merely performs a spatial- 

temporal integration (spatial-spatial in vision). In some instantiations of the 

model the third level only contains 25 planes or features. The top level con- 

tains only 18 nodes which are taught with a teacher to identify complete input 

patterns: this is the recognition level. Learning of all levels other than the top 

one procedes via the usual Kohonen self-organizing feature map methods. A 

diagram of the architecture is presented in figure 1. 

Lateral Inhibition in Localized Receptive Fields 

A major distinction of natural vision systems is the profusion of localized recep- 

tive fields and localized lateral inhibition. The ranges of each neuron’s local re- 

ceptive field and independently their local lateral inhibition always overlap with 

those of many other eighboring neurons. At each retinotopic location there is a 

column of many neurons each of which is sensitive to a different input feature. 

Biologically synapse growth is commonly believed to occur by either chosing 

a winner within the columns or by using a non linear Hebb related law where 

the stronger I/O correlations produce a much greater change in the weights and 

the weaker produce virtually no change. However since neurons at an adjacent 

spatial locations (same hypercolumn according to the Hubel and Weisel conven- 

tions) have close to the same receptive fields and there are thousands of neurons 

in a hypercolumn many neurons will be feature detectors for identical features 

which are merely displaced by one or two cones (when projected backwards to 
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the retina). This results in an extreme inefficiency of natural resources which is 
contrary to nature in systems with limited resources. This has been the reason 
that ANS modelers choose only one winner in a hypercolumn instead allowing 

one in each column (see Fukushima’s Neocognitron or Jakubowicz’s Visually 
related Situational Analysis System). Each of these two systems has rule-based 
approximate methods for choosing a winner. However the Neocognitron method 
for selecting winners doesn’t work for analog inputs or images with regions of 
varying luminance and the Situation Analysis selection process still has a finite 
degree of redundancy. - 

Therefore we’ve considered a closer look at biological systems and propose 

a more biologically accurate solution. The network’s performance is not limited 
by analog signals or images with non constant regions of luminance as in the 
Fukushima hypercolumn model, nor by partial redundancy of feature detectors 
as in the symmetry selection rule. Instead we have good capability in analog 
images and in regions with lower output or luminance. This obliterates the 
problem of redundancy in the form of features which are merely translated in 

the window. 
The resulting system consists of localized inhibitory fields which tend to 

produce only one winner in a spatial neighborhood and feature column. 

Simulation Example 

We have simulated the architecture described above with incremental activation 
differential equations, lateral inhibition and the learning rule referred above on 
a SUN 4 computer. Eighteen signals were taught to the system, each of which 
had inputs from three different types of sensors (e.g. microwave, infrared and 
ultraviolet). All eighteen were recognized correctly, even when slightly distorted. 

In the top line of figure 2 we illustrate the infrared components of four of 
the signals. The microwave and ultraviolet components were of comparable 
complexity. In the next four lines of figure 1 we present the outputs of four of 
the eighteen output nodes in the form of histograms. Proper identification of 
each of the signals is evident from the histograms. The outputs of the other 
fourteen nodes have small or zero activation values and were not illustrated 
here. 
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Results of spreading and blurring phenomena encountered in science, engineering and 
analysis may be described by the convolution of two functions. One of these functions character- 
izes an original object or time series as it would be observed in the absence of spreading. The 
other describes the spreading process. Frequently, one wishes to recover the original object, given 
only the spread function plus the image or smeared data. We show how this may be accomplished 
by processing the image with a multilayer, feed-forward higher-order neural network containing 
sigmoid nonlinearities. Because of physical realizability constraints imposed through nonlinear 
processing, this network is capable of restoring frequencies in the image that have been completely 

obliterated by a band limiting spread function. Although the principle of this network! was shown 
in 1968, the relationship to the connectionist viewpoint has not been previously demonstrated. 

Convolution and Deconvolution 

For illustration, let the object of interest be a function of one independent variable, a hy- 
pothetical spectrum o(x) as it would be observed by a perfectly resolving spectrometer, and let s(x) 
be the spread function, where x is the independent variable of measurement such as wavelength or 
wave number. The image or observed spectrum is then described by the convolution integral 

i(x) = | $(x-x') o(x’) dx’. (1) 

A large literature2 exists on the extraction of o(x) given i(x) and s(x). The classic solution 
is given by inverse filtering. In one expression of inverse filtering, the data 1(x) are convolved 
with a function y(x) to obtain an estimate o(x). The optimal filter is the Wiener inverse filter.2 No 
linear restoration method can yield a better result than this when judged by the minimum mean- 
Square-error criterion. The Wiener inverse technique can be applied to time-series data by em- 
ploying a simple tapped delay line or shift register, and to images with coherent optics. 

Deconvolution employing such linear methods has enjoyed only limited success. Its diffi- 
culties are legendary. One of them is extreme sensitivity to noise. Small contaminants in i(x) give 
rise to great uncertainty in o(x). Spurious solution components appear that are not possible in the 
physical context represented by the data. Furthermore, the blurring process is often band limiting: 
frequencies beyond a certain cutoff are removed from the data. Good results require restoration of 
the lost frequencies. Although at first glance this seems to be impossible, it has now been clearly 
demonstrated with a number of nonlinear techniques? that employ additional a priori knowledge. 
It was the effective use of such a priori knowledge, beginning with the principle employed in the 

present research, that has widely extended the practical application of deconvolution.4 

A Nonlinear Solution 

Equation (1) may be sampled and given the discrete representation 

in = > Snm Om. (2) 
m 
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It has been shown!:2 that superior solutions for o(x) may be obtained by making use of the 
knowledge that solutions must be physically realizable. For absorption spectra, 0(x) may only as- 
sume values between absorptance bounds of zero and one. Such physically-bounded results are 
achieved by modifying a traditional linear iterative method used to solve the above set of equations. 
In the traditional method (successive overrelaxation), estimates of the object o(x) are given by 

6nKt)) = On) + — In - Y Sam Om&+)) - y Sam 6m®}. (3) 
nn m<n m>n 

Here, « is a constant coefficient that weights the correction terms applied to the 6,{*) with each 
iteration. The first estimate 6,)) is usually taken to be ip for n over the range of the data. In the 
original research, it was observed that samples of the solution in the physical region near the bound 
needed relatively little correction, and that samples in the middle of the physical region would 
benefit from more adjustment. Samples in the unphysical region would require correction with 
sign opposite to that given by the linear method, in which unphysical components grow with suc- 
cessive iterations. Superior restorations with no unphysical components were obtained by replac- 

ing the constant weight « by a function of 6,+)) in order to meet these requirements. The non- 

linear function chosen was k[6,;)] = Ko (1- 21 6, - 1/21) and is illustrated in Fig. (1). 

The Neural Network 

The deconvolution process may be implemented in either analog or digital hardware.> In- 
put time-series data are clocked into an image-data shift register from the right side as illustrated by 

the top row of triangular symbols in Fig.(2). Convolution (symbolically "@") by spread function 

s(x) is implemented by applying weights represented by connections shown below the shift regis- 
ter. For purposes of illustration, the trivially simple case of a three-sample spread function is il- 
lustrated. Also note that a true discrete convolution is illustrated for simplicity (simultaneous 

overrelaxation). The summations in Eq.(3) employ contributions from both the (k)" iteration 

samples and the (k+1)" iteration samples (successive overrelaxation). With either simultaneous or 

successive methods, a linear PE (processing element), shown where the connections from the shift 

register converge, forms the sum and passes it to a sigma-pi unit. At the sigma-pi unit, the sum 
is multiplied by a signal from the shift register that has passed through a PE having the nonlinear 

transfer characteristic K[6p*]. The product is summed in the sigma-pi PE with another signal from 

the input data shift register. Resultant values transfer to the left in a new shift register with each 

clock pulse. In this new shift register, the values are available for the convolution required by the 

stage below, which represents the next iteration of Eq.(3). The design of the rest of the neural 
network follows this example, one shift-register layer corresponding to each iteration required. 

In the implementation described, there is one sigma-pi unit and one shift register per layer. 

Alternatively, the top row of Fig.(2) could represent a row of linear buffers operating in parallel 

and receiving parallel data. Beneath them would be a layer of linear summers, a layer of nonlin- 

ear PE's, a layer of sigma-pi units, and so forth. Although we have thus far considered one- 

dimensional data, the analysis is readily extended to higher dimensionality. In two dimensions, for 
example, we draw the analogy with biological retina. The first layer of linear summing PE's 
yielding i-s @ (x) is indeed like the visual opponent-response receptive field. Thus, even in this 
first stage some sharpening of 6(x) occurs. It is interesting to speculate on the degree to which the 

biological analogy could be carried to higher stages of vision. Humans do have the capacity to in- 

fer the underlying sharp content of blurred images. 
It is also noteworthy that the nonlinearity employed may be expressed as the first derivative 

of a sigmoid-shaped function of spliced parabolas (Fig.(3)). Specifically, we may write 

K(6) = do(6)/d6, where (6) = Ko[62] for 5<1/2, and 6(6) = -Ko[ 62-26+1/2 ] for 6 > 1/2. 
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Over part of its range, 6(6) is qualitatively similar to exponential-based sigmoids® used in back 
propagation and other network paradigms. However, it loses its monotonicity in the region 
representing unphysical solutions. This characteristic is responsible for its effectiveness in 
enforcing the bounds and may be useful in other neural-net paradigms. 

Simulation 

The network was simulated on an Apple MacIntosh II computer. An absorption spectrum 
object containing two pairs of closely spaced lines (Fig.( 4)) was synthesized. The absorption co- 
efficient profile was chosen to be Gaussian for each of the lines. The large peak absorption coef- 
ficients of the leftmost two lines gave rise to considerable saturation and some peak flatness when 
the absorption coefficient was converted to the illustrated absorptance via exponentiation. The 

spectrum was then blurred by band limiting its Hartley’ transform with a triangular transfer func- 
tion. Frequencies beyond the cutoff were set to zero. 

Because simulations of even inferior methods with noise-free "data" can give unrealistically 
good deconvolution solutions, uncorrelated gaussian-distributed random noise of 0.25% of full 
absorptance range rms was added to the object. Results of a seventeen-layer simulation are illus- 

trated in Fig.(4). Polynomial smoothing? convolution layers were employed between the first fif- 
teen layers described above. They were omitted from Fig.(2) for purposes of clarity. 

Results illustrated in Fig.(4) show clear resolution of both pairs of lines. The steepness of 
the rising Gaussian profile near the baseline is well represented. Also shown in this figure are the 
Hartley transforms of the simulated data, the restoration, and the original synthesized spectrum. 
These transforms show restoration of some frequencies lost in band limiting. Naturally, the high 
frequencies farther from the band limit exhibit increasing error. Even restoration of lost fre- 
quencies close to the band limit is notable, however, in view of severe attenuation by the triangular 
transfer function in this region. 

Conclusions and Future Research 

We conclude that it is possible to perform deconvolution by use of a higher-order neural net 
architecture, and that physical realizability constraints implicitly contain sufficient information, 
when used in conjunction with information present in the data, to restore some of the frequencies 
absent from the data. We also conclude that control of the shape of sigmoids and other nonlinear 
transfer characteristics employed in the network can be used to enforce constraints on the outputs. 
While it has been known for some time that bandwidth extrapolation is possible when using con- 
Straints in conjunction with other methods, it has not been widely appreciated that the first of the 
successful constrained methods owes its success to the restoration of lost frequencies. 

All the weights in the network were specified in advance. Whereas no learning method 
was employed in this research, it is clear that the prespecified weights may be regarded as initial 
values of weights in a network to be trained via back propagation or by other means. 
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Design of a saccadic motion generator that learns 

J.D. Johnson and T.A. Grogan Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering 
M.L. 30 University of Cincinnati Cincinnati, Ohio 45221-0030 

1.0 Abstract 

This paper will report on current work on the design of a neural network based artificial vision 
system. The system, called VisSac, utilizes neurons capable of real-time learning mechanisms 
and classical conditioning phenomena to learn sequences of human-like eye saccades necessary 
for the recognition of objects. 

2.0 The VisSac System 
2.1 Architecture. The VisSac system[1, 2] (Figure 1), simulates the human early vision sys- 
tem which utilizes eye saccades that foveate those image features important for recognition. 
The VisSac system moves a small (in comparison to the input image size) window about the 
input image. These saccade-like movements of the window (fovea) are to positions the system 
has learned are sufficient to distinguish the image from all other images it has learned. The 
Low Level Feature Extractor (LLFE) is responsible for classification of the input set based 
on low resolution features. The Innate Saccade Motion Generator (ISMG) is responsible for 
generating saccade sequences in untrained VisSac systems. The Learned Saccade Motion 
Generator (LSMG) is responsible for learning the correct saccade sequences necessary to 
differentiate all input images. The Recognition Net is responsible for correlating the saccade 
information and input image identities. The Critic rewards or punishes the system based on 

whether recognition is successful or unsuccessful. 
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Figure 1. The VisSac System 

2.2 The Low Level Feature Extractor. The LLFE is responsible for the clustering of the 

input image set into subsets of images based on common features. The output of the LLFE, 
the Class Indicator Signal, will be used by both the Learned Saccadic Motion Generator 
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(LSMG) and the Recognition Net (RN) in the development of a unique saccade sequence for 
each image subset capable of distinguishing all the images of that subset. 

2.3 The Innate Saccadic Motion Generator. The ISMG generates saccade sequences that 
are the basis for learning by the LSMG. These saccade sequences are random in nature 

and the neurons governing these saccades have fixed weights, thus eliminating the likelihood 

that a specific saccade pattern will begin to dominate the ISMG output. It is important 

that all saccade positions have the same likelihood of generation by the ISMG, otherwise, 
those saccade positions that are not generated will never be candidates for the final saccade 
sequence learned by the system. 

2.4 The Learned Saccadic Motion Generator. The LSMG is responsible for learning the 
correct saccade sequence necessary to identify the individual elements of the input set. The 
input to the LSMG is the Class Indicator Signal from the LLFE and the PUNISH and 
REWARD signals from the Critic. The output of the LSMG drives the motor neurons 
controlling the saccades. The LSMG is composed of several banks of neurons. The Class 

Indicator Signal selects a unique bank for each class the LLFE has created, and that bank 

is responsible for learning the saccade sequence necessary for distinguishing all members of 
that class. Initially the weights from the LSMG to the motor neurons are smaller than the 
fixed weights from the ISMG to the motor neurons. This results in the ISMG winning the 

competition between the two generators for control of the saccade sequence. However since 

the weights of the LSMG can grow, the ISMG looses control of the saccade generation after 
sufficient training. During training, the values of some of the weights from the LSMG to the 
motor neurons will be increased through positive reinforcement while others will be decreased 

through negative reinforcement. Positive reinforcement (REWARD) occurs if recognition is 
successful and strengthens the dominance of that saccade sequence. Negative reinforcement 
(PUNISH) occurs if recognition is not successful and weakens the weights of the winning 
saccade sequence allowing a new saccade sequence to gain control of the motor neurons. 

2.5 The Recognition Net. The RN is responsible for recognition of the input image based 
on the information received from the LLFE and LSMG. By the nature of the VisSac system 

the RN must be capable of recognizing a temporal sequence of inputs. 

2.6 The Critic. The last component of the VisSac system is the Critic. The Critic judges the 
response of the RN and determines whether or not it has successfully identified the input. The 

Critic rewards the LSMG strengthening the saccade sequence responsible for the successful 

recognition and increasing the likelihood of that saccade sequence gaining dominance over 

other sequences. Punishment of the VisSac system occurs if two input images generate an 

identical RN output. In such a case, the positions of the saccades are not sufficient to 
extract the distinguishing features of the input images. Punishment of VisSac alters the 
LSMG, suppressing that saccade sequence and allowing another sequence to emerge and be 
tested. 

3.0 Three-from-Six Saccade LSMG 
A Learned Saccadic Motion Generator was designed capable of learning a three sequence 

saccade (Figure 2). The LSMG uses a slight modification of the Drive-Reinforcement Neu- 
ronal model developed by Dr. A. Harry Klopf[3]. The LSMG design (Figure 2) reserves 
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one neuron for each possible saccade position. The inputs to all neurons are the Punish 
and Reward USs, as well as one CS for each possible saccade position. Each neuron has an 
inhibitory US described below, as well as an input from the ISMG. A MAX operator is used 
at the output of the neurons. The MAX operator passes, unchanged, only the strongest neu- 
ral output, all other outputs are zero. Equation 1, which governs the learning of the Klopf 
neuron, is modified to include the MAX operator. For the i‘* weight of the k** neuron: 

Awei(t) = Aya(t)Aze(t) Yo oj | wai(t — 3) | Aeui(t — 3) (1) 
j=1 

With the inclusion of the Az,(t) term, weights will only be modified if the positive 
change in the input resulted in that neuron having the strongest output y(t), and therefore, 
a nonzero 2;(t). (The Az,(¢) helps alleviate the credit assignment problem.) To prevent 
multiple saccades to the same location during any one sequence, an inhibitory US has been 
supplied to each neuron. This US is driven by an R/S flip flop, the input of which is that 
neuron’s z(t) output of the MAX operator. 

Reward & 

Punish USs 

Input CS 

ISMGo 

    

  

ISMG, 

ISMG; 

Figure 2. The Three-from-Six Saccade LSMG 

The goal of the experiment was to determine if this design could learn a saccade sequence 
consisting of specific saccade positions. Three (3) saccade positions were arbitrarily chosen 
from six (6) possible positions as necessary for distinguishing all input images in a given 
(ISMG determined) class. These positions are 1,3, and 4, though order is not important. 
The inputs to the LSMG were artificially created, but designed to correspond to the inputs 
the LSMG would receive from the other components of the VisSac system. After every 
three saccade sequence the LSMG was either rewarded if the saccade positions it generated 

matched the desired positions or punished if there were any discrepancies. The CS input 
to the neurons is the output of a 1-of-6 encoder, where each saccade in the sequence has 

a unique code. Since saccade position, as well as scene information, is encoded into the 
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CS, this uniqueness is guaranteed as long as a saccade position is not repeated in the same 

sequence. 

In Figure 3 the results of the experiment are shown. Each tick mark along the time axis 
corresponds to a Punish or Reward signal and signifies the end of a saccade sequence. The 
LSMG eventually learns and remembers the saccade sequence 3-1-4. The time taken to learn 

the sequence can be altered by strengthening or weakening the influence of the Punish and 

Reward USs. 
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Figure 3. Saccade Positions Selected by LSMG 

4.0 Further Research 
Further modification of the Klopf neuronal model is necessary to prevent weight value 

runaway, due to continuous rewarding. Research into the other components of the VisSac 

system is also underway. 
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ROBOT DYNAMIC CONTROL 
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Summary: 
In this paper we consider the problem of the design, trajectory planning and on-line 
control of robotic systems. A new approach based on the neural networks 
architecture is developed. This approach operates at three levels: 
First, the optimal design of the mechanical structure. The geometric and kinematic 
parameters such as the length of the links and the maximum and minimum of the 
joints are optimised. The optimisation process is accomplished according to a new 
function giving the maximum mobility of the robot. To do so, a six layers network 
is simulated, corresponding to the desired manipulator (six degrees of freedom). 
Second at the learning level where the trajectory planning problem is solved by 
determining the motor commands from a goal of the movement and the 
optimisation of a time-energy creteria.This is represented by a weighted 
multiobjective nonlinear function. A modified backpropagation gradient algorithm 
is developed and simulated. 
The third level is that of the on-line and feedback control of the robot . 
Special architectures are described in the literature (1), and it is shown that these 
controllers are more efficient than the traditional controllers such as the linear and 
nonlinear control schemes based on the decoupling or adaptive control theory.(2). 
The main contribution of the feedback approach proposed in this paper is however, 
in taking into account of the environment evolution and associated constraints.The 
neural network developed for the feedback control and the on-line tracking is 
composed of ten layers, six,6 correspond to each degree of freedom and the last 
fourth are designed such that each direction of the end effector is associated with a 
layer. The results of experiments repported consider only the kinematic 
caracteristics of the environment. An extention to dynamic evolution of the 
environment is now being pereformed and specially is applied to a multi-robot 
control system. 
The neural networks developped are simulted on a Vax workstation and first results 
are promissing in perfomances and time computation and show the efficiency of this 
control scheme compared with the traditional control schemes. 
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MSK Signal Noise Estimation Using a Hopfield Neural Network 
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Neural networks are attracting much attention because of their ability to perform complex pattern 
recognition tasks. This paper discusses a Hopfield neural network used to estimate the probability amplitude 
distribution of a noise source which is interfering with a communications signal. Accurate estimation of a noise 
source is useful when one wishes to cancel the effects of the noise upon a desired signal. The estimation problem 
is formulated such that the interference amplitude distribution is viewed as a pattern distorted by a known 
Minimum Shift Keying (MSK) communications signal. Available to an observer is a distorted pattern, the 
received signal amplitude distribution. The network estimates the original pattern (i.e., the interference 
distribution) based upon the distorted received pattern (i.e.,the received signal) and knowledge of the distorting 
fursction (i.e.,the MSK signal). 

General Formulation 

The following signal model is used in the development of the Hopfield network. Assume that the 
observable environment consists of two narrowband signals; one a known communications signal, and the other 
an unknown interference. These signals can be represented in vector notation on an in-phase and quadrature plane, 
denoting the communications signal by a magnitude, z, and a phase angle, @z. For the specific MSK example, 
the amplitude of z is a constant and the information is carried by the phase of the vector. The interference signal 
similarly is described by a magnitude, x, and an angle, @,. These two signal vectors combine to produce a 

received signal, with magnitude, y, and an angle, Oy. It is assumed that the interference and the communications 
signal are not phase locked so that the difference between the phases is uniformly distributed between 0 and 2r. 
Furthermore, the distribution of the interference signal is arbitrary. Using this signal description, the goal for the 
neural network is to estimate the amplitude distribution, f(x) of x, given only an estimate of f(y), the amplitude 
distribution of the received signal, y. 

It is convenient to use a discrete-valued amplitude distribution in the form of a histogram. We define the 
value of the ith histogram bin as 

ay 
oe ee 7”, > 

fCy = f f€<yday (1) 
» ae 

where Ay is the width of a histogram bin. For any given yj, we can use Bayes’ law and the law of total 

probability to obtain f(y;) = » {(yilyi) f(xj). To simplify notation, we define y; = f(yj), xj = f(xj), and Ajj = 
f(yj] xj } so that in vector notation, Y = HX. Note that with this notation, x is a pdf value and the subscript, i, 
is representative of the signal magnitude. For the problem at hand, H is known and Y can be estimated from an 
observed histogram of the received signal. When the communications signal is an MSK signal, H can be 
expressed as 
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In this form, H is invertible. Thus, it would appear that the the technique for estimating X is trivial: simply 

multiply the received vector by H-!. However, Y is only an estimate of the received signal amplitude 

distribution. Therefore, the estimation errors which exist make this proposed solution fail. When simulated, it 

has been found that the estimated X has negative values or valucs greater than 1, and is usually not at all like the 

actual vector. 

Zhou, et al. [1] have developed a model for image reconstruction using a Hopfield network which can be 

adapted to solve the noise estimation problem. Using a similar formulation, we define the estimation as an energy 

minimization problem, where the energy function is defined as 

E=-5 NY -HXll2 -.5811-HX112 (4) 
and where 1 is the column vector of all ones. Here, the first term represents the error between the estimated and 

received signal distribution and the second term represents the error in which the estimated received signal has 

fulfilled a constraint that the sum of its terms equal one. By iteratively changing our estimate, X until both terms 

are minimized, assuming that the estimation error in Y is not too great, we arrive at a good esumate of the 

interference amplitude distribution. 

In order to use a Hopficld network for this problem, the energy function of (4) must be related to that 

defined in Hopfield's original formulation [2] 
E =- 0.52, 27, Vs Dy; (5) 

Writing out (4) term by term gives 
E= 0.520 yp 22 hoi ve Xit 0.5 Sd Dah pik ps *i x 

+ 0.5 BQ 22h + ON ps May Xi 3) (6) 

In (6), the first line represents the first term in (4) which is a function of the difference in the received and 
estimated received signal. The second line represents the second term which constrains the sum of histogram 

values to 1. Comparing the terms in (6) and (5), and letting the output of the ith neuron, v;, represent the value 

of the ith histogram bin, xj, the weights of the Hopfield network are 
Ting — Dy hpi ht pj—2 BLD Kpihy (7) 

and the biases are given by 

lip= Duh, ¥p+2MBLA,, (8) 
P P 

At this point we stop and make a few observations. First, it is noted that.in the original Hopfield network 

as described in [2], inter-neuron weights are symmetric and self feedback weights to neurons are equal to zero. 
Second, the update rule used in [2] is a binary threshold rule which outputs a 1 if the weighted sum at a neuron is 

greater than 0, and 0 if the weighted sum is less than 0. By using such weights and update rules, the network is 

guaranteed to decrease in energy until it converges to a locally minimal energy state. For the noise estimation 

application, it is seen that the weights satisfy the Hopfield requirement of symmetry; however, they do require 

non-zero self-feedback. Additionally, the outputs for this application must be able to take on all values between 
zero and one, so a simple binary threshold will not suffice. Therefore, it is desired to formulate an update rule 
where the outputs are constrained to lie between 0 and 1, and which will allow the network energy to decrease to a 

minimum as the network iterates. 

Hopfield Network Implementation 

In order to use a continuous valued network which decreases in encrgy upon iteration, we use the following 

formulation. As in Hopficld's original nctwork, the output rule is a function of weighted sum of inputs. Denoted 
at the ith neuron as netj, this sum is given by 

net, = DT. j + f, (9) 

J 

To define an update rule which will allow the nctwork to decrease in energy, we perform gradient descent upon (5); 

that 1s, 
2E , 
Wi “i ivi eG Mee (10) 

From (10), it is seen that in order to use an energy function in the form of (5), the current valuc of vj must be 

incremenicd by an amount proportional to nezj. At first look, one might guess that a non-lincar output function 
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is not needed to form a network which satisfies the aforementioned requirement. However, it has already been 

demonstrated [3] that networks consisting of linear elements can carry out only a very limited set of functions. 

Furthermore, it is desired that in the continuous formulation that the output range of a neuron lie between 0 and 1. 

This would enforce the constraint that any histogram bin must take values between 0 and 1. Keeping these ideas 
in mind, we define the following output update rule 

Ttrexp(my li “70 PAM (11) 
O ; ul SO 

vie sC4)= 

where ujf is given by 

w= ul) + a net’ (12) 

Here f( ) is a half sigmoid function whose argument is proportional to the previous value of the neuron, ujf-! = 

f-1(y;t-1), and of the current netj!. Using the update rule of (11), the continuous valued network is guaranteed to 

decrease in energy as defined in (5) and the output of cach neuron is constrained to values between 0 and 1. Just 
like in the original Hopfield formulation, the neuron outputs are bounded, and in turn, the energy function is 

bounded. Therefore, for symmetric weights where 7;; = 0, the network is guaranteed to converge to an energy 

minimum. For the case where T;; # 0, 1t can be shown that energy will not increase as long as netjAv > 

0.5T;j(Av)2. Thus, as long as a is made small enough to make v change slowly, the network will generally 

converge. 
The neural network described for this application is implemented as follows. Assuming a signal amplitude 

distribution is to be divided into L bins and each bin is represented by the output of one neuron, L neurons are 
required. Inter-neuron weights and biases are determined using (7) and (8). Initially, the output of each neuron in 

the network is randomly chosen to be between 0 and 1. Once set, the network is allowed to iterate. Each neuron 

is visited sequentially and the weighted input to that neuron, netj is computed. The neuron is then updated 

according to (11) and (12). This process is allowed to continue until a steady state condition is reached. In the 

original Hopfield formulation, the visiting process was randomly selected. However, in simulations, little 
difference was seen between cases where the ordering of neuron update was deterministic or was random. 

Continuous Results 

We now apply this network to the MSK problem. Values for the estimated received distribution, Y were 

obtained via a Monte Carlo simulation in the following manner. An interference with an assumed amplitude 

distribution, X, was added with an MSK vector of fixed amplitude and random phase. For each Monte Carlo trial, 
the amplitude of the received signal was recorded. After a number of trials, a histogram of the received values was 
calculated to form Y. Once the valucs in Y were estimated, they were used with the values from H to compute 

the weights and biases of the neural nctwork. In the computation of the weights and biases, the value of 8, which 

weights the importance of the second term in the energy function, was set to zero. Therefore, the energy 

minimization affected only the first term of (4). 

In this example, the histogram is divided into 32 bins. Figure 1 shows the value of the actual interference 

distributions. It is noted that the received distribution, Y, includes estimation error, i.e., this distribution does 

not exactly equal the interference distribution times H. Once the biases and weights were set, the network was 

iniualized with random outputs and allowed to iterate according to (11) and (12). In (12), @ was set to 0.5. 

Result of the simulation after 50 itcrations is seen in Figure 2, where on? itcration is defined as the update of 

every ncuron once. These plots show that the network produced an accurate estimate of the interference 

distribution. 

Subsequent trials using the same H but different values of B between 0 and 1 to calculate the network 
weights and biases were carricd out to determine whcther the second term in the energy function affected the final 

result greatly. These trials produced solutions which did not differ significantly from those presented. This could 

be expected since it is unlikely that the first term of the energy equation of (4) could be satisfied if the second term 

was not. Therefore, the second term represented redundant information. 

In all of these trials, it was scen that the network produced a good, but not perfect, estimate of the 
interference distribution. Errors in the estimate are present because of crror in the estimate of the received signal 
amplitude distribution, Additionally, errors could be caused in a Hopfield network if the network scttled to a local 
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instead of a global minimum. In an effort to investigate whether the network was converging to local minima, 
the simulations were run for a number of times Starting with different initial random output values. In all cases, 
the final equilibrium point was the same. Though this certainly does not prove that the equilibrium point reached 
is a global energy minimum, it docs seem to indicate that the energy surface approximates a convex cup surface. 
That is, the surface most likely is cup shaped and has only one local minimum which is the global minimum. 

umm 
A Hopfield network has been designed to estimate a noise amplitude distribution which is interfering with 

an MSK communications signal. The network obtains the estimate essentially by beginning with a random 
distribution and then by iterating the histogram bin values such that an error function is minimized. The paper 
describes a continuous output network, much like Hopfield's original network formulation in [2], to Carry out this 
task. It was shown that for the specific MSK application, the energy surface for this network most likely is not vulnerable to crrors duc to local energy minima. 
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Psychophysical Experiments and Computer Simulations of the Binocular Rivalry 

Tetsuo Kobayashi 

Dept. of Applied Electronics, Hokkaido Institute of Technology 
419-2 Teinemaeda, nishi-ku, Sapporo 006, JAPAN 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Although the binocular rivalry has been studied(Levelt, 1966, Fox, 1975, & Grossberg 

1989), the mechanism of the binocular rivalry is not clear. The present work describes the testable 
features of the alternation process in binocular rivalry examined by psychophysical experiments. 
The stimulus strength to the central part of the visual field in one eye was varied while the 
stimulus strength in the other eye remained constant. To explain the experimental results, a model 
which consists of a group of neural elements is proposed and simulated on the computer. Each 
neural element generate time-dependent post synaptic potentials by the impulses input at random 
around a certain repetition rate. 

2. BINOCULAR RIVALRY 
Binocular rivalry is a process that visual stimuli from right and left eyes are recognized 

alternately. Total observation duration of the binocular rivalry is 
ny nr 

T=> dit} dp (1) 
i=] 

where ny, and Nr are numbers of the dominance durations for left and right eyes, d,; and 
dp; are each duration of the binocular rivalry for left and right, respectively. 

The means of the dominance durations for left and right eyes are 
_ es: 

di=> dui/ ny dr=> dri / np (2) 

And variances are el 
ni __ Nr __ 

u=> (dy j-d,)Any- 1) ) UR= > (dp:-dp)*Anp- l ) (3) 

i=] eee i=] ee 

Predominance for Left= 4:4 dL+dpr), and for Right = dp A dy + dp ) (4) 

3. EXPERIMENTS 
One horizontal line and one vertical line (Both lines are 0.45°wide, white, 10cd/m2) on 

the black screen(possible stimulus size is a 29.86° x 19.54° rectangle) are given to the left and 
right eyes separately. The observer perceives the horizontal line and the vertical line alternately at 
the intersection of two lines. To examine the relation by the change of the stimulus strength of the 
central vision of the right eye, the vertical line is separated by the visual angle d° from the center of 
the line. During the experiment, the observer continues to press the switch at the duration the left 
stimulus is felt dominant. The observers were eight 22-year old males. Formal data collection 
consisted of ten 70 sec observation periods, each separated by 30 sec rests. The last 60 sec of 
each observation period were used in the data analysis; the first 10 sec were considered a warm- 
up phase. The frequency histograms for dominance duration in the case d=0.9° and the 
theoretically generated gamma distribution for left and right are shown in Figs.1 and 2, 
respectively. The mean and variance of the dominance duration obtained by Eqs. (2) and (3) are 
shown at the upper right of the each figures. The chi-square value of the fitness to the gamma 
distribution is also shown at each figure (Significant if it is smaller than 36.42 (P<0.05) and 
42.98 (P<0.01)). Figure 3 shows the dependence of the mean for the duration in respect to the 
angle d. The same results are obtained when we replaced the stimulus figures to right and left 
eyes. After the same experiments which had done for the other observers, following two testable 
results on the binocular rivalry could be deduced. 
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1) The decrease in stimulus strength to the central vision in one eye while the stimulus 
strength in the other eye remained constant decreases the mean dominance duration, variance and 
predominance in the same eye and increases them in the other eye. 

2) The frequency histogram of the dominance duration almost fits to the gamma distribution. 

4, AMODEL OF THE BINOCULAR RIVALRY 
To explain the experimental results, we propose a model shown in Fig. 4. The model 

consists of a group of neural elements(NEs) located at the same receptive field of the perception 
level. Each NE receives impulse trains at the input synaptic connections. Impulse generates the 
excitatory post synaptic potential(EPSP) and the inhibitory post synaptic potential(IPSP) at the 
excitatory connection and the inhibitory connection, respectively. EPSP generated by the 
integration of the n; impulses at d excitatory connections and IPSP generated by the integration of 
the m; impulses at g inhibitory connections become 

d nj g my, 

Ve(t)=> Pej > expl- a;(t-ti)] (5) Vi(t)=> Pij> exp[-cij(t-t))] (6) 

k=1 j= k=1 j=l 
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where P,;, Pij are initial values of the post synaptic potential(PSP) at the j-th connection of 
the excitatory and inhibitory connections, respectively. P,; has a positive value and Pj has a 
negative value. tj, in Eqs. (5) and (6) indicates the time when the k-th impulse input the NE. tik 

is written using the average repetition frequency f; of the impulses as t;,=k/f;. The PSP V(t) is 
Ve(t) + Vi(t). The NE is considered fire if V(t) is greater than the threshold potential Vh(t). The 
model assumes that each NE has the excitatory connection to only fora NE which selectively fires 
for a certain orientation and has the inhibitory connections for the other NEs. Figure 4 is 
illustrated as each NE is orientation selective only for every 5° from 0° to 175° to simplify the 
model. Since it is known that there are neurons which selectively fire in respond only a certain 
orientation in the primary visual cortex of the monkey(Kuffler et al, 1984), we think it is possible 
to assume orientation selective NEs as the previous level neurons of the model. To simulate the 
experiments described before, we assume the stimuli given to the left eye (a horizontal line; 
direction is 0°) and the right eye (a vertical line; direction is 90°) input signals E, and E, to the 
model as shown in Fig. 4. Since NEO° and NE90° can receive both the excitatory and the 
inhibitory signals, NEO° and NE90° can fire and the other NEs can’t fire. In the case that NE0° 
and NE90° fire (on) and do not fire (off) together, the NE perceived at the previous moment is 
treated to continue to be perceived because the dominance of the two NEs can’t be determined. 

5.SIMULATION 
Strength of the stimulus is replaced by the average repetition frequency of impulses. The 

decrease of the frequency corresponds to the decrease of the stimulus. P.; and Pj; in Eqs.(8) and 

(9) are the same value but have the different sign as P,j = -Pij =Po (constant). ajand aj in 
Eqs. (8) and (9) are 0.15. Since the stimulus to the left eye was constant in the experiment, the 
frequency of the impulses is set at the constant frequency 2.0[Hz]. The frequency of the right eye 
is reduced from 2.0[Hz] to 0.S[Hz]. The impulse is generated by the random value from 0.0 
through 1.0 which is generated in every 0.lsec. The obtained frequency histograms for 
dominance duration and the density function are shown in Fig. 5 - 8. Figs. 5 and 6 show the 
dominance frequency histograms in the case f;=f,=2.0[Hz] which respond that the stimuli from 
both eyes are equal. Figs. 7 and 8 show the histograms in the case f;=2.0[Hz] and f,=1.0[Hz]. 
Figure 9 and 10 show the dependence of the mean for the duration and the predominance to the f,, 
respectively. These results indicate that decrease of the stimulus strength to the right eye while the 
stimulus strength to the the left eye remains constant decreases the mean for dominance and 
predominance in the right eye and increases them in the left eye. 

6. CONCLUSION 
The results obtained by the psychophysical experiments indicate that the variations in 

stimulus strength alter the mean dominance duration, variance and predominance. And the 
frequency histogram of the dominance duration almost fits to the gamma distribution. Since 
simulation results agree with the experimental results, the binocular rivalry can be explained as 
follows. The binocular rivalry is the process that different two neurons located at the same 
receptive field of the recognition level in the brain fire alternately by their own integrations of post 
synaptic potentials. The post synaptic potentials are generated by the impulse trains which 
repetition rate is changing at random around a certain rate. 
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Abstract 

In designing vision architectures, we want to avoid training an artificial neural network with every 
possible object size, orientation and position. High order neural networks invariant to scale, rotation, and 
translation escape this problem. However, the exponential growth in the number of correlations identifies a 
serious problem with high order neural networks. 

We have developed a receptive field neuron that can learn high order correlations. A receptive field 
reduces the combinatorial explosion of high order correlations by restricting the interconnection range and 
by using a subset of high order correlation terms. The back-propagation ‘earning algorithm extracts the 
high order features that discriminate the objects in the training set. 

Introduction 

One approach to an artificial neural network’s supervised training for vision, is to let a network train 
on every object that it might encounter. The network could be shown the objects in all possible sizes, 
locations, and orientations and be taught to make the right classification. This approach has the problem 
of large learning times, which result from the many possible object configurations plus the many pattern 
presentations required for the generalized back-propagation learning algorithm. 

Some researchers solve these problems by extracting conventional position and orientation invariant 
features from the image. A neural network then trains with this reduced feature set. Yamada [13] first 
extracts contour curvature features from an image. He uses this feature vector to recognize handwritten 
numerals. Troxel [10] recognizes trucks and tanks by preprocessing multifunction laser radar data using 
a Fourier/log-polar transform. The magnitude of the Fourier transform followed by a log-polar transform 
first produces a position invariant image and then converts variations in rotation or scale to shifts. The 
normalize peaks in the Fourier/log-polar space provide the input to a multilayer backpropagation neural 
network. Brousil [1] has designed a perceptron network to perform the Fourier/log-polar transform. 

Unlike the above, our approach lets the vision system determine the best features for object recognition. 
To solving the training problem we develop neural network architectures that produce output patterns 
invariant to the viewing perspective. This is done by putting constraints on a network’s interconnection 
strengths. 

Fukushima’s [2] Necognitron uses a hierarchical type of network to produce outputs invariant to position, 
size, and small distortions of numerical characters. As one moves up the hierarchy, there exists alternating 
layers of simple/complex cell pairs. The simple cells recognize or combine features of the preceding layer. 
The complex cells recognize the simple cell features independent of small changes in position. At each level, 
the cells recognize more complex and larger features with more inherent translational invariance. At the 
final output layer an active grandmother cell has a one to one correspondence with a unique object in the 
scene regardless of any translations and small size changes or deformations. 

Widrow [12] has developed a neural network architecture using Adaline neurons called the invariance 
net which has a response invariant to position and rotation. Widrow defines a slab as a group of random 
weights to one neuron that receives input from every image pixel. Let N represent the number of all possible 
translation and 90° rotation combinations. Shifting and rotating the slab in all possible combinations 
produces N slabs with N corresponding neurons. These N neurons produce a permuted response depending 
on the object’s rotation and translation. A majority element makes this response invariant. Widrow does 
this for every pixel in the image and derives a position and orientation invariant scrambled pattern. The 
invariance net needs many weights. Widrow also discusses how to extend the network for invariance to 
scale and perspective. Hosokawa [5] plans to extend Widrow’s method by learning the slab weights with 
back-propagation. 

Rumelhart [9] has used a three layer back-propagation network to solve the TC problem, which has a 
network recognize the letter T or C independent of the letter’s orientation or position. The TC problem 
represents a hard problem with the solution requiring third order correlations 7] Instead of having every 
input neuron connect to a hidden node, each hidden node “sees” a subset of the input scene called a receptive 
field. Constraints on the receptive field weights produce an output on the hidden layer consisting of a single 
feature detector centered and duplicated at every input image pixel. Constraining the weights to the output 
creates a translation invariant network architecture, but the network still needs to see the objects at every 
rotation. 

Reid [8] and Giles [3] [4] use high order neural networks to solve the TC problem and to produce network 
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architectures invariant to scaling, translation, and rotation. A high order neuron has the following form: 

O; = F(yi), and Yi = Wi+ >) WX; +0 WieXj;Xe +... 

J jk 

where O; represents the neuron’s output, F the nonlinear activation function, y; the net input to the neuron, 

X; the raw inputs and W;, Wi;, Wise, ... the o** first, second, etc. order interconnection strengths. The 0** 
and first order correlation typically make up units in a back-propagation network. Second order networks 
multiply all possible raw input pairs and supply these as inputs to the neuron. These second order correlations 
make solving problems like the XOR problem trivial and allow the use of simpler learning rules such as the 
Widrow-Hoff delta rule [11] instead of the generalized delta rule {9} , 

Reid uses second order correlations and the Widrow-Hoff delta rule to solve the TC problem for trans- 
lation and scale invariance. Each second order correlation comes from two input image pixels and forms 
a line in the input space. By constraining weights corresponding to correlation lines with the same slope 
to have the same values, a network architecture invariant to translation and scaling results. Likewise third 
order correlations form triangles in the input space. By constraining weights corresponding to correlation 
triangles with the same three interior angles to have the same values, invariance to translation, rotation, and 
scaling results. 

Finite resolution makes larger shapes harder to discriminate than the scaled shape versions. For scale 
invariance, Reid trained the network with the larger shapes, so that it could generalize to the smaller shapes. 
Giles [3] suggests normalizing the shapes to have the same “energy” regardless of scale. The exponential 
growth in the number of correlations with order pinpoints a serious problem with high order neural networks. 

Receptive Field Neuron 
By restricting the interconnection range and using a subset of high order correlation terms one can 

reduce the combinatorial explosion and still have a network architecture invariant to scale, rotation, and 
translation. The question remains of which subset to use. We propose the use of a more powerful neuron 
called the receptive field neuron that allows a backpropagation network to learn which high order features 
discriminate the objects in the training set. 

Figure 1 shows the receptive field neuron, r, receiving its inputs from a group of pixels, X;, forming a 
circle in the image plane. The W,’s represents the weights to the receptive field neuron and @ its bias. The 
following equation gives the receptive field neuron’s activation, A;: 

p-1 p-l 
1, ... 

Ar = ) pogistic(si), and 3s; = ) Xj Wj +i)(mod p) + 9. 
1=0 j=0 

Each s; is internal to the receptive field neuron and essentially looks for a single nonlinear feature at different 
rotations. The activation of r produces a value proportional to the number of times this nonlinear feature 
appears in its field. 

  
Figure 1. Receptive Field Neuron for Translation and Rotation Invariance. 

If we consider the weight vector, W = [Wo,...,Wp-1], as a slab, then with Widrow’s method the 
receptive field has invariance to rotation. Widrow’s method uses one neuron per slab, where our method 
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puts the slab groups inside the neuron resulting in a more powerful neuron. Also Widrow uses global invariant 
features, where here the receptive field represents a local feature. As in Rumelhart’s and Reid’s solution to 
the TC problem, by constraining the weights from equivalent receptive field neurons to have the same value 
we will have translation invariance. 

If we assume a binary image with 0 for on and 1 for off, then the receptive field neuron can compute 
different high order correlations. Here multiplication of inputs turns into the logical and operation which a 
single neuron can compute. For example with p = 8, W = [400404 0 Oj, and 6 = —10 the receptive 
field neuron will compute the and of zo, x3 and zs. Using a training algorithm such as back-propagation, a 
network can learn subsets of high order correlations. 

Receptive Field Neuron’s Learning Law 

We can extend back-propagation’s learning law to include the more powerful receptive field neuron. Let 
6, represent the error at the output of the receptive field neuron and 7 the learning rate. The following 
equation gives the change in weight, AW;,, to reduce the squared error at the output: 

5, & 
AW; = 0 D (1 — 8))85X(i—ayimod p)> 

j=0 

where X;, 8;, and p have been defined earlier. Since we can model the bias like a weight with an input of 
always 1, a similar update rule exists for the bias. Using these learning rules a gradient descent algorithm 
can compute the change in weights to reproduce a target at the outputs. Here the weights will represent a 
rotation and translation invariant feature that discriminates between the training set objects. 

Scale Invariance using a Receptive Field Neuron 

Figure 2 extends the translation and rotation invariance receptive field to include scale invariance. Here 
concentric circles of pixels form the receptive field, with X;,; representing the pixel at the i** neuron on the 
k**® concentric layer. The following equation gives the activation function for c concentric layers with p pixels 
per layer: 

e-lp—1 1 p-1 

(= y > ——logistic(s,,;), and s4= >; Xk j We (5 45)(mod p) + 9, 
k=0 s=0 cP j=0 

where W,,; represents the connection weights. As before, each s;,; on the k** layer essentially looks for a 
single nonlinear feature at different rotations. If we force Wii = Wii for0<kl<e—landO<i:<p-1l 
then each concentric layer looks for the same feature. The only difference is that the concentric layers scale 
the features with respect to each other and A, produces a value proportional to the number of times this 
nonlinear feature appears in the receptive field. 

Like Reid we need to consider the problem of finite resolution making larger shapes harder to discriminate 
than the scaled shape versions. Reid solved the problem by training with larger objects first where Giles 
normalized the “energy” of the shapes. 

Preliminary Results 

Using the software by McClelland and Rumelhart [6] modified for a transputer, we experimented with 
the TC problem using a single simulated translation and rotation invariant 3 x 3 receptive field neuron 
centered at every image pixel. The network trained on the T and C at a standard position and orientation. 
After training, the network could recognize a T or C at any position or orientation. The network learned 
the following receptive field weights and bias: 

4 -10 6 

§8=-10 and W= -3 10 

-~-9 -—-2 -6 

Future Work and Conclusions 

We are now parallelizing the back-propagation algorithm for 16 transputers. With the parallelize code 
we can test our receptive field neuron on more realistic examples with faster learning times. . 

We have proposed a new scale, translation and rotation invariant receptive field neuron. A group 
of receptive field neurons can learn a subset of restricted range high order features and will not explode 
combinatorially like high order neural networks. Using the receptive field neuron, a network needs only to 
see the object in a standard position and orientation. After learning the objects in the training set the 
network can recognize objects at any position or orientation. An extension allows the receptive field to 
include scale invariance. 
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Figure 2. Receptive Field Neuron for Translation, Rotation, and Scale Invariance (q = 
p—1). 
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ADAPTIVE POLE PLACEMENT FOR NEUROCONTROL 

Sanjay S. Kumar and Allon Guez 
Dept. of Electrical & Computer Engineering, 
Drexel University, Philadelphia, PA 19104 

Abstract : In this paper we deal with the study of a self organizing neural network architecture 
called the Adaptive Resonance Theory (ART-II) [Grossberg and Carpenter 1987(a)], in its 
application to a simple problem of adaptive control, through real time dynamic system 
identification. An adaptive pole placement controller for a linear second order System is 
implemented based upon this architecture to assess the performance of the network and the overall 
control scheme with the neural network in the control loop. The network employed demonstrates 
the capabilities of fast classification and learning. These attributes of the architecture are exploited 
to train a network to dynamically identify parametric variations of a plant in response to changes in 
its environment. The control strategy is based upon identification of changes in the time response 
characteristics of the system to standard test signals which are assessed by the neural network. A 
pole placement algorithm is utilized to relocate the poles of the overall closed loop system by 
altering the gains of the process controller to obtain desired system response. Experimental studies 
on a simulated second order system, employing a Proportional Derivative controller show that the 
neural network considered is indeed capable of system identification and simple indirect adaptive 
control of low order plants that are subjected to parametric variations reflected by changes in their 
operating environments. 

Problem Statement : Our goal is to implement an adaptive pole placement algorithm using a 
neural network architecture. Let the possibly slow time varying linear dynamical system (Plant) 
Gp, be given as in equation (1). 

R(s) Us) Kn Y[s) 
— Cc G , (s) = —» 

_-_|* (=) e824 084 8 

  

  

  

      
  

  

V(s)       Ge(s) = Kp + Kd |¢   

      

Figure 1 Process block diagram 

Plant transfer function : -——Kn __ ant transfer function: Gp (s) Fa<s8 (1) 

Let the reference input be a known periodic function 
Reference input: r() = r(t+T), forallt>0 (2) 
Find online, the Proportional and Derivative (PD) gains, (Kp, Kd) and the D.C. bias (C) 
(see Figure 1), such that the control law give by equation (3), 

  

Control law : u=Cr-K,y-Kygsy = Cr-G.y (3) 
will result in the ideal closed loop transfer function 

wo? 

s7+ 20.5407 (4) 

where, K*, C, *n are respectively the desired D.C. gain, damping coefficient and the natural 
frequency of the system. 
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Neuromorphic approach to the controller design : The general block diagram of the 
overall control scheme is depicted in figure 3. The common a priori assumption in the design of 
controllers for partially known processes is adopted with the design procedure being divided into 
two steps: identification and control (indirect adaptive control strategy) [Astrom & 
Eykhoff,1971]. 
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Figure 2 Block diagram of the neuromorphic adaptive control schem 

Objective : Given a second order plant with unknown constant or time varying parameters, the 
objective of the control scheme is to tune the controller by modifying its arbitrarily assigned initial 
gains such that the overall closed-loop system response matches the one given by the assumed 
ideal model, based upon parameter identification provided by the neural network in the control 
loop. It should be noted that although the plant and the controller are linear the process is overall 
nonlinear. 

Methodology : When the input is a unit step function, identification of the plant parameters is 
achieved by extracting the features of the system's closed-loop transient time response via a feature 
extractor. In the case of the square function and the square wave function, identification is 
restricted to the step portion of the input signal. The neural network in the control loop which is 
trained to map the features of a system's time response to its parameters, gives the current 
parameter estimates of the closed loop process. The pole placement algorithm in the loop utilizes 
the estimates provided by the network to compute new controller gains to suit the desired response 
specified by the ideal model. A D.C. adjustment mechanism is incorporated to compensate for any 
D.C. bias that might be associated with the response. The system identifier comprises of the 
feature extractor, the neural network and the pole placement algorithm. The purpose of the 
identifier is to determine the plant parameters in response to changes within the plant environment. 
The time response of the system is characterized by its features or performance indices which are 
nonlinear functions of the system parameters.These include the rise time, the settling time, 
overshoot and the delay time of the response. A feature extractor incorporated in the control loop 
determines the performance indices associated with the response to enable system identification via 
the neural network. It must be noted that identification is dependent on the features of the time 
response rather than the response per se. This is done in order to compress the information 
contained in the response such that the input vector to the neural network remains compact [Kumar 
& Guez, 1989]. This procedure restricts the dimension of the neural network to a minimum thereby 
increasing its computational speed and overall efficiency of the process. The overall transfer 
function is obtained by using equations (1),(2) and (3) as follows: 

Y (S) = Gp (S) U (S) = Gp (S) [CR (S) - Ge (S) Y (S)] (5) 
Y (s) C Gps) CK, (6) 

Go(s) = = ~ 09) = Rw = 1+6,096.8) S°4(%+K,Ky)S+ (B+K,K,) 
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multiplying and dividing the numerator by (B+ Km Kp), 
CK (B + K,K,) (7) Go(s) = : o(s) (B+ K,K,) S°4(%+K K,)S+ (B+ K,K,) 

In order to obtain the ideal transfer function, we set Go(S) = Go (S) which implies: 
CK, (B+ K,K,) . o* 

(B+ K,K,) S74 (@+K,Ky)S+ (B+K,K,) 
  

  

s742C'ns+ O's} (8) 

the new controller gains obtained from the above equations are then given by: 

  

  

2 a2 * . ° * .*  * x on -B K-26 On - cK CP+ KK) K On 
er Ky, . Kn - Ky, - Ka 

Training: The network employed is used in the supervised learning mode and is trained off line 
before its inclusion into the control loop.The training data module comprises of a data generator 
whose inputs form the approximate ranges of the system parameters which, in the present 
application, are the natural frequency and the damping ratio of the generalized second order 
system. A typical range of the natural frequency is estimated from the knowledge the plant time 
constant used in the process.The ranges selected thereof cover approximately the entire gamut of 
the systems time response to maximum deviation in the plant parameters. A system emulator that 
consists of the process model generates the actual system time response to the various input signals 
using different settings of the parameters within the parameter ranges specified. The parameters are 
incriminated in discrete steps according to a prescribed resolution that is dependent upon the trade 
off between accuracy of identification desired and the size of the network. The time responses of 
the assumed system model are then passed on to the feature extractor that determines the various 
features or performance indices of the response. The performance indices along with the respective 
System parameters form the training data set for the neural network. Once the training data is 
available, the network is configured such that the number of nodes in the feature representation 
field corresponds to the dimension of the input feature vector,while the number of processing 
nodes in the category representation field are generally set greater than total number of input 
patterns in the prototype set. Each pattern in the prototype set is sequentially presented to the 
network once. A second cyclic presentation of the prototype set may be made for a stable category 
confirmation. During training, the attentional vigilance parameter is set at its highest value (0.999) 
to ensure a high resolution of the resulting category structure. The Category structure represents the 
State space partitioning of the neural network depending on the number of stable categories 
established during training. When the network is presented with a feature vector for the first time, it 
is encoded in the LTM through modification of the LTM connection weights. The parameters 
associated with the feature vector now get assigned to this allocated node in the Category 
representation field. On presentation of the subsequent feature vectors, the network's orienting 
subsystem first determines closeness of match between the pattern currently imposed on the 
network and any of the patterns that have previously been seen. Since the vigilance parameter is 
Set so high a new node is allocated for the pattern. However, if the current pattern happens to be 
exactly similar to the one the network has seen before it is clustered into the same category. It is 
therefore possible to partition the networks state space such that each partition serves as an attractor 
for a particular type of response characterized by its feature vector. After completion of training the 
top down and the bottom up connection weights of the network alon g with the network parameters 
are saved. To make the network uniformly sensitive to all components of the feature vector, the 
feature vector components were enhanced by passing the feature vector through a nonlinear 
function given by: 

. =e! 
fi(x) c where y = 0.05 
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Testing: When the network is introduced in the control loop, identification proceeds almost 
instantly. Search for the category associated with the right parameters is achieved by dynamically 
altering the attentional vigilance parameter until an "optimal vigilance" is found, [Kumar & Guez, 
1989]. 
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Figure 3 Block diagram of network training module 

  

Experimental Results : The time response of the system is obtained using a Runge-Kutta 
fourth order differential equation solver (RK-4).Each of the following figures depict two plots. (a) 

The response of the actual system to the unit step input signal with arbitrary initial parameters a, B, 
and Km, and (b) the final system response with the D.C. bias or the steady-state error 

compensated through the parameter C. The neural network employed is trained off-line on the 
features of the response obtained using the generalized second order equation with the following 
parameter variations: 

0.1<651.50, 4=0.10 
0.52 @nS 2.50, 4,=0.50 (9) 

These parameters are not made available to the system identifier but are estimated through the 
neural network in the control loop, based upon the features of the system time response to the 
standard test signals. The only available information to the feature extractor module which precedes 
the neural network in the overall process block diagram is the time and the value of the system 

response at that time instant. Specification of the parameters (o and Bo enable in the computation 
of the desired damping and the desired natural frequency of the system response based upon the 
desired location of the system closed loop poles within the left half of the S- plane. In the case of 
the square function and the square wave, it should be noted that feature extraction was restricted to 
the step portion of the response (12 seconds). Figure (a) and (b) represent the nominal responses 
of the assumed ideal model to the unit step and the square function. Figures (c) and (d) depict the 
time variation of the plant parameters during the identification process. Figures (e) and (f) show the 
ability of the proposed neurocontroller to modify an overdamped and an underdamped system 
response respectively, with the input being a unit step function. It should be noted that the original 
system response indicated refers to arbitrarily assigned initial plant parameters. The final controller 
parameters are those obtained after the plant parameters are estimated by the neural network system 
identifier and the relocation of the overall closed loop system poles by the pole placement module. 
Figures (g) and (h) refer to the square input function. In Figures (i) and (j) are shown the output 
responses of the plant when the square wave is imposed at the input. The time scale incorporated in 
the simulation is adaptive for the unit step input and depends upon the duration of the system 
transient response.The sampling frequency selected is common to both the response sampling rate 
and the RK-4 differential equation solver. It is well above the Nyquist frequency of the system. 
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Range Image Analysis Using Neural Network 

Robert Y. Li and Huaxiao Si 

Department of Electrical Engineering 
University of Nebraska, Lincoln, NE 

Abstract 
Range images contain three-dimensional information. Human can use 3-D 

information to identify or classify objects. This capability is simulated by 
artificial neural networks using features extracted from range images. Two 
models, back-propagation and counter-propagation, are used and their results 
are evaluated. 
Introduction 

3-D target recognition is a very important topic in computer vision. Range 
information from a COg laser sensor can provide 3-D information and these 
information can be used for target recognition. In many ways, it is similar to the 
human's ability to use depth information to identify the target. A person can 
discriminate between different objects based on approximate geometric 
estimation. In this report, the geometric information is first extracted by 
processing laser range images. Then the geometric features are analyzed by 
models of artificial neural nets for classification purpose. Two models are used: 
back-propagation and counter-propagation. The results of these two models 
will be compared. 
Range Image Processing 

In this research effort, range imagery was obtained from a multi-modal 
CQ2 laser radar Range data offer significant advantage because they preserve 
the 3-D geometry of the scene viewed from the sensor. The laser data set 
includes relative range images with 15 meter range ambiguity[1] By applying 
the median filtering and conversion algorithm, the relative range data is 
converted into absolute range data. Figure 1 shows a tank scene in a 
converted absolute range image. The converted absolute range image shows 
that the range values change gradually and smoothly from pixel to pixel, and 
the range ambiguity is removed. 

The 3-D Hough transform is then used to detect and measure planar 
surfaces. A plane in the 3-D space can be described by the following equation: 

cos 6:cos@:x + cosd-sin@-y + sind-z = D 

where 6, 6 and D are pan angle, tilt angle and normal distance. 

To detect a plane, we check for any peak in the accumulator of these three 

parameters (6,5, D). When 6, 4, and D extend over a large range, the 
calculation can be very time-consuming. However, since most surfaces are 
either vertical or horizontal, the Hough transform for 3-D space can be further 
simplified(2,3] Our first goal in applying the Hough transform to the data is to 
estimate target orientation by detecting a dominating vertical surface in the 
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target. This is done by locating the peak in the (8, D) accumulators using the xy 

values of each pixel. We reasoned that most vehicles had either a flat top or a 

large deck, and the portion below that flat horizontal surface was more box-like. 

Therefore, vertical pixels below the major flat surface are more suitable for the 

calculation of target orientation. Using this approach, correct orientation angles 

were obtained for most targets under our consideration. 

After target orientation is determined, geometric features such as height, 

width, and length of the target and the percent of pixels above the target deck 

can be calculated. Target orientation was first found by using only vertical 

pixels below the major horizontal surface, and using only angles from -90 to 90 

degrees in the Hough space. Then with the angles fixed, we found the target 

dimensions by counting valid intervals of the normal distance along these 

angles. See Figure 2 for Hough space representation in left-facing projections. 

Finally, we also calculated the percentage of pixels above and below the major 

horizontal surface (which is the deck in the case of the tank). Table 1 lists the 

results of computing target orientation and dimensions for six different targets. 

Those measurements on height, length, width, and the percent of pixels above 

the deck are used as feature inputs to the artificial neural networks to be 

described below. 
Neural Networks 
(1)Back-propagation: This model is to compute the derivative of the error 

function with respect to any weight in the network and then change that weight 

according to the learning rule below/(4]: 

AW = €-5)-3j 

In other words, the weight on each line should be changed by an amount 

proportional to the product of an error signal 5, available to the receiving ith unit, 

times the activation, aj, of the jth unit sending activation along that line. The 

symbol ¢ is a constant. In this case, we consider that the output of a unit is equal 

to its activation. The determination of 5 is a recursive process that starts with the 

output units of the network. 

lf a unit is an output unit, then its 4 is given by 

8) = (ti - aj) fi( Net) 

where fj(net}) is the derivative of an activation function with respect to a change 

in the input to the unit, and tjis the target value. Then, the error signal for 

hidden units for which there is no specified target is determined recursively; by 

summing up the 8 terms of the units to which it directly connects and the weights 

of these connections. In other words, 

d= fi( Net) % KW ki 
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In terms of overall operation, the back propagation model can be divided 
into forward and backward phases. After two phases are completed, we 
obtained the weight change AWjij needed for each weight using the equation 
shown earlier. 
(2)Counter Propagation: This neural network model constructs a mapping from 
a set of input vectors X to a set of output vectors Y. See Figure 3 for the 
configuration. It essentially acts as a hetero-associative nearest-neighbor 
Classifier[5]. After input features are normalized, they were sent to the Kohonen 
layer which acted as a nearest neighbor classifier. The neurons in this layer 
compete with each other. The one with the highest output wins. The Kohonen 
learning rule is the following: 

W; = W; + A (X-W) where W;is the weight , X is the input and A is the 
learning rate. 

The output layer (Grossberg Outstar) is basically a processing element which 
learns to produce a certain output when a particular input is applied. Sine the 
Kohonen layer produces a single output, this output layer is essentially a 
decoder for specified output category. 
(3)Experimental Results: Six feature patterns from the Table 1 were used as 
training inputs to the neural network. Then during the recall or the test stage: 
many simulated patterns, with small statistical variation from the standard 
measurement, were analyzed by the network. The classified result has been 
100% correct for the test patterns using either model. The pattern is determined 
to be either a tank or a truck. Figure 4 shows the plots of the cumulative errors 
as a function of the number of training patterns. In learning stage, both models 
converge quickly to the desired error tolerance. It can be seen that the 
counter-propagation model has a faster convergence rate. It takes a fraction of 
the time needed for the back-propagation model. 
Summary 

Range images provide 3-D information. Human can use 3-D information to 
Classify object category. The same capability is simulated by using artificial 
neural network. Both models, back-propagation and counter-propagation, work 
well. More research should be done in using neural network to extract 
information from range images. 
References: 
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Report, LTV Aerospace and Defense Co., May 1986. 
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f . :.2 1.Converted absolute range image (7 «. 

Target Type M-60 tank. M-60tank M-60tank M-60tank fuel truck 

Analysis Result 

Angle, deg- 60 10 10 
Distance, meter 314 307 &80 

Width, meter 4.0 5.0 3.75 

Length, meter 6.5 5.25 5.0 

Height, meter 3.0 3.5 3.5 

% pixcl above deck 29.8 46.1 30.5 

Total no. of target pixels 1940 1365 466 
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Table 1 Extracted target features from range images 
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Figure3. A counter-propagation network. 
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A Self-Organizing Recursive Network for Object 

Recognition 

Herwig Mannaert? André Oosterlinck 
ESAT-MI2, Department of Electrical Engineering 

K.U.LEUVEN, Kardinaal Mercierlaan 94 

B-3030 Heverlee, BELGIUM 

Abstract 

A parallel, self-organizing recursive network is proposed for object recognition in im- 

ages. Based on the self-similar structure of the network, conceptual learning mechanisms 

are presented enabling the network to recognize learned reference patterns under a well 

defined class of transformations. In order to use the system in image understanding, some 

algorithmic aspects are discussed. Finally, some applications of the system, operating on 

real images, are shown. 

1 Introduction 

A system learns a pattern by an imprint which the pattern makes in the system. The Hebb- 

rule in classical ANN is an example of such an imprint. The learning by imprint principle 

however is far more general than the Hebbian rule and should not necessary be restricted to 

this specific implementation. We propose here the use of parallel, recursive pointernetworks, 

to implement the learning and the creation of pattern attractors. These parallel and self- 

organizing networks are highly suited for our modern computers and can be treated in a 

purely static way. 

We describe in a first section the self-similar structure and learning mechanisms of the 
pointernetworks. A second section deals with some algorithmic aspects if the system is used 

for image understanding. Some examples of applications will be given. 

2 Learning in Self-similar Networks 

The architecture of connections is embedded in the tree-like pointer-structure of the cells in 

our network. Every cell in the self-similar structure has a connection to the next cell on the 

same hierarchical level, and a list of connections to its components on the lower level. A code 

specifies how its value should be determined from the cell-values of the lower hierarchical 

level. The leaf-cells contain additional information. We now show how the system can learn 

or assinulate information by creation or modification of a cell on some recursive level: 
  

“Herwig Mannaert is a Research Assistant of the National Fund for Scientific Research (Belgium). 
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1. A pattern is a m-dimensional binary or analog vector function (features) of n variables 

(space dimension): rf;(z). The assimilation of a pattern creates a paltern-cell, pointing 

to a list of leaf-cells, each containing the identification of a sensor, activated by the 

reference pattern. In the non-binary case, an extra attribute (weight) specifies the value 

of the reference variable-unit. A multiplication code in the leaf cell and a summation 

code in the pattern cell results in a classical correlation, though other possibilities exist 

(mean or median for the pattern cell, similarity measure for the leaf cells). 

2. Objects, appearing at different scales, orientations and positions in images are in fact 

equivalence classes of patterns. We define a pattern rf,(z) to be equivalent with a 

reference pattern rf;(z) if there exists a direct similitude @ for which: rfj(P(z)) = 

rfi(z). The similitudes and therefore the equivalence class can be characterized by 

n?-4+n+2 ; (1) l+n+C?= 

parameters in n-dimensional Euclidean space, guiding the rotation (C2), scaling (1) and 

translation (n) which transform the reference pattern into the equivalent pattern. The 

entire equivalence class is assimilated by the network if we create an object-ccll, pointing 

to pattern-cells for all possible transformations. For transformation ® for instance, one 

creates a list with connections (rf;(z) is an active sensor in the reference pattern): 

Vrfi(z): ¢ > Li(&(z)) (2) 

Each transformation cell @ will compute a probability measure for the presence of 

pattern rf;(@(z)) = rf;(z). For classical correlation (multiplication and summation), 

it computes: 

P() = DOD A(z) x rf(8"(z)) (3) 

The object cell takes usually the maximum of all transformation cells. 

3. Different objects result in a classification cell, pointing to a list of object cells. The 

classification can also be made at the pattern level for every possible transformation. 

4. The introduction of OR-cells at a certain level defines different patterns or objects to 

be equivalent. At the level just above the leaf-cells for instance, this accounts for small 

distortions. We generalise the OR-ing for analog values: 

N 

LU a; = maxaq; (4) 
11 

5. One can tell the system that certain sensors or sensor combinations are essential to the 

nature of the object. This is implemented by the generation of AND-cells, generalised 

to account for analog values in a similar way. 

6. It is possible to assocciate symbols with certain primitives of the network, like names 

with cells at the object level, comparisons of size between different objects based on the 

scale, relative position of various objects, names of essential features of an object, ... As 

a next step, one could try to create semantic relations between these symbols. 
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3. <A Network for Image Understanding 

As a first step in obtaining a practical algorithm, we decouple the parameter set of the 
transformations. Unlike the subspace approach of [1], we make a conceptual distinction 
between the n translation parameters on one side, and rotation-scale parameters on the 
other. Translation parameters are considered as a sequential wandering through time or 
space during evaluation or operation, while the others are used in a real invariance network 
constructed during the imprint or assimilation. The use of and-, mean-, median-cells resulting 
in a selective activation of the network, is a possible way to attract the attention. The system 
could stop the wandering process and start a zoom action. 

The sensor model we use is an edge-detector for object boundaries, consisting of four 
sensors: two directions (horizontal and vertical) which can be positive or negative. The 
sensors compute a horizontal and vertical derivative of the illuminance function in every 
point’. Every region between two zero-crossings z; and zz of the derivative function ina given 
direction o is considered as an edge. This edge is located at the point where the derivative is 
maximal (in absolute value) and has a value corresponding to the total illuminance change: 

nor... [727 dlze) ,_ Angt(zo) = [ de (5) 

The equations represent a competition and a cooperation between the sensor cells. We also 
introduce a preliminary competition between horizontal and vertical sensor at every point. 

The discretisation of rotation and scale parameters demands the use of regions as receptive 
fields, in order to detect all possible equivalent patterns. The sensor field is therefore converted 
into a logarithmic-polar mapping. This mapping, known to be used in biological systems, is 
geometrically quite natural as the sensor areas keep their morfological form (both arc and 
radius length of the areas evolve proportional to the radius), and a scale-rotation transfor- 
mation results in a simple addition of the coordinates. Tough it would be more elegant to 
use the 6 — r-directions of the log-polar as sensor directions, we use the cartesian directions 
to avoid the recomputation of the image for every possible translation. The cartesian sensor 
pattern is converted into a log-polar sensor field. To avoid the normalisation problem (our 
curvilinear boundaries give an input proportional to r' while noise is proportional to surface 
area and therefore r?), we take simply the strongest value in every region. 

At the moment, reference sensor images are created by the user. The system needs 
an integer image for the horizontal and one for the vertical edge sensors, and uses some 
rules for the interpretation of the reference patterns. It will for instance create OR-cells for 
identical changes on one line in a given direction and AND-cells for complementary changes. 
In the future however, reference patterns will be pointed out with a mouse on real images. 
The system will also ask itself for names and symbols corresponding to certain objects and 
features. 

The system runs on a VAX-8530 and requires less then an hour CPU-time for 128 x 128 
images with a single pixel as translation step. It has been tested succesfully for the detection 
  

"The sensor model requires n orthogonal directions in n-dimensional space. If o is the orthogonal direction 
with respect to the hyperplane approximating the object boundary, there is always at least one direction a@ for 
which: 

(a,o) > 
1 

Jn 
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Figure 1: Detection of eyes in a human face (left), and stenose in an angiogram. The system 

puts crosses at the appropriate place, size and orientation. 

of all kinds of simple objects (registration plates of driving cars, contours of human faces) 

or curvilinear structures (blood vessel, roads on sattelite images). Figure 1 gives two other 

examples: the detection of the eyes ina human face, and a stenose in a blood vessel angiogram. 
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Shape Recognition by Ring Hidden Markov Models 
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Abstract 

A two dimensional shape recognition approach utilizing Hidden Markov Model (HMM) as knowledge 
source is discussed. The shape is represented by a sequence of curvature values. A Ring Hidden Markov 
Model (RHMM) neural network which incorporates a ring structure and local connectivity is proposed. A 
new learning algorithm is specifically designed for the network. Simulation results indicate that the proposed 
RHMM system can achieve almost 100% recognition accuracy at a very fast learning spe: 4. 

1 Introduction 

Automatic target recognition requires fast, yet accurate classification technique based on efficient description of 
the objects. The two dimensional shape contains much information of an object. Many conventional approaches 
to 2D shape recognition have been proposed, e.g. moments and Fourier descriptors methods. Despite of some 
success, they are inefficient for classifying shapes with local feature ambiguity. In addition, their capability is 

limited by the lack of compact knowledge source and efficient learning mechanism. In this paper, we propose 

a stochastic Ring Hidden Markov Model (RHMM) approach for shape recognition which specifically uses the 

curvature features of the shape. 

1.1 Representation of Shape 

Human eyes are known to be sensitive to the inflection points of shape contour, which correspond to large curvature 

values [1]. Therefore in the feature representation stage, we employ an approach based on the curvature signal 

of the shape. Given a planar curve, the curvature signal «(t) is defined as the instantaneous ta. > of change of 
the tangent angle 6(t) with respect to curve length t. i.e. «(t) = $0(t), whe: curve length t 1 “alized for 
scale invariance. However, the derivative can not be reliably computed if there is : ‘se on the bou. ua.y of shape. 
Thus, a Gaussian mask is used for filtering the noise (1]. The new curvature signai K(t) is: 

K(t) = = (Go, 1) + 6(t)) = G'(o, t) + 6(t) 

where G(o,t) is a Gaussian function with zero mean and standard deviation 7, G’(o, t) is its derivative w.r.t.t. 
It can be shown that inflection points always appear at local maximum and minimum of the filtered curvature 

signal k(t). These curvature values correspond to sharp corners of the contour. The curvature signal between 
these points can be uniformly sampled to represent smooth arc in the contour.The final curvature sequence is 
represented by {K(t:), K(t2),...,K(tr)}, where t; < t2 <... <tr. The local features of the shape are curvature 
segments along the contour of shape corresponding to a sharp corner or a smooth arc or some combination of 
them. There are also some global constraints of the shape, including: (1) the local features along the contour have 
a specific order; (2) the contour should be closed. Thus the shape recognition task is matching the local features 
under the global constraints. 

1.2 Recognition of Shape 

HMM has been widely explored in speech recognition [5] [4], and recently it is used in character recognition 
[6] and texture segmentation [2]. It is a doubly stochastic knowledge source which can model various kinds of 
nonstationary signal. Basically, we construct a HMM for each class of shape. Curvature sequence of the shape 
is sequentially generated by each model according to the probability distributions in each state and the state 
transition probabilities. The HMM uses the Baum-Welch learning algorithm [5]. By the training procedure, 
all the stochastic parameters in HMM can be estimated. In the recognition stage, the model with the highest 
probability of producing the curvature sequence is selected. 

There are two major problems when directly applying conventional HMM to shape recognition: 

1. HMM is a fully connected network which cannot impose the global constraints such as the specific order of 
local features along the contour and the closed boundary constraint. 

2. The original Baum-Welch learning algorithm converges slowly for training the cyclic shifted observation 
sequences generated by rotated shapes. This will makes it difficult for rotation invariant shape recognition. 
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Figure 1: The locally connected ring HMM (RHMM) network 

To solve these problems, we propose a modified Ring Hidden Markov Model (RHMM) networks for shape 

recognition. The model is a unidirectional ring network with local connections. The proposed RHMM system has 

some unique features, compared with the conventional HMM: 

1. It employs a unidirectional ring structure to incorporate the global constraints that the sequence of curvature 

value along the contour should be specifically ordered and the contour should be closed. 

2. It only has local state transitions. Thus the neighboring local features along the shape contour can be 
merged or split based on transition probabilities. This will provide certain degree of robustness for learning 

local feature. 

3. A modified Baum-Welch learning algorithm is proposed for the RHMM, which provides training procedure 

for all stochastic parameters of the network under the global constraint. It can also learn shapes with 

rotation invariance. 

Simulation on aircraft recognition will show that the proposed RHMM networks can achieve better classifica- 

tion accuracy and faster learning compared with the conventional HMM approach. 

2 RHMM System for Shape Recognition 

In this section, we will describe the ring HMM (RHMM) system for shape recognition. Basically, »« construct 
a RHMM for each class of the shapes. Each model is an unidirectional locally connected ring networ: .nown in 
Figure 1. At the beginning, the model parameters are chosen randomly or based on some initial guess. There are 

two phases in the approach: 

e Scoring Phase: For a shape curvature sequence (observation sequence), the probabilities of the sequence 
given each model are computed. The model associated with the maximum probability is selected. 

e Learning Phase: For a training sequence and the corresponding model, the model parameters such as 
probability distributions in each state and state transition probabilities are reestimated. 

The system parameters are defined as: 

N = number of states (nodes) in the network. 
M = number of possible observation symbols. 
T = length of the input observation sequence. 
Q = { 91, 92,---,9N } set of states. 
O = { 01,02,...,or } = { K(ti), K(t2),..., K(tr) } observation sequence. 
x= {7 }, x; = Prob{q; at t = 1}, initial state distribution. 
A= {a,;},a;; = Prob{q; at t+1| 9; at t}, state transition probability. 
B= {b;(k)}, 6;(k) = Prob{o, = k at t | q, at t}, probability distribution in state 7. 

= complete parameter set of the model. 

2.1 Scoring Algorithm 

To find out which model is most likely to have produced the observation sequence, we need to calculate the 

probability P(O|A). The locally connected ring HMM has the constraint: 

ai =0 tf 7 ZA,(t) or a; =0 sf 1 ¢ O_-(9). 

where A,(i) = {(i+ 1) modN |l =0,1,2,...,r}, A--(7) = {(9 —1 4+ N) modN |l = 0,1,2,...,r}, r is a positive 

integer (e.g.2). 
The forward probabilities are defined as a:(1) = Prob(O,O2...O2,q; at t | 4), which can be recursively 

calculated by the procedure: 
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1. an(t) = 45b5(O1), 1 8 SN; 

2. fort=1,2,...,.T—1l1l<j<N 

avti(J)=[ S>  ore(i)asj}bj(Oc41); 
t€4_-(5) 

3. Prob(O | A) = oN, ar(i). 

Similar procedure can be used to calculate the backward probabilities: 

B:(8) = Prob(Or41 Or42...Or7 | qi at t, ). 

1. Br(i)=1,1<i< N; 
2. fort=T-—1,T—2,...,1,1<i1<N 

Beli) =} aijbj(Ocss) Bes (3) 
jE€A,-(8) 

Note that in the scoring phase, the procedure is essentially the same as HMM except all the © is taken only 

on r local neighborhood values, which implies a computation saving by a factor N/r. 

i 
2.2 Learning Algorithm 

We propose a modified Baum-Welch learning algorithm for the RHMM network: 
Define a7(t) = {ae(s) : a1(t) = b(O1) for § = 8,0 otherwise}. Define B7(t) = {f,(s) : Br(i) = 1 for i= 

$,0 otherwise}. 
Define: 

E(3,9) = Prob(g; at t,g; att+1]|O,A,q¢, at 1 and T) 

are (1) 0556; (Oc41 )Bt41 (9) 
Prob(O | 4, gq. at 1 and T) 

The algorithm has two key steps: 

e Step 1 identifying starting state. Chose s° = arg max)<,<n a7(s), which is the most likely initial as well 

as fina] state of the sequence. This new addition to HMM will estimate the starting state before learning. 
In this way, the cyclic shifted sequence generated by rotated shapes can be learned. 

e Step 2 training model parameters. Define 7;/(%) = ja €¢(8, 7). Then the learning procedure is: 

l. # = (i), for1<i<N; 

2. 45 = ing &F (45)/ Deeg 1 (9), for {i, 519 = Or(i)}s 
3. 65(k) = Decoer @ (3)/ Deen W (i), for 1 SHS NISESM; 

4. B(k) = Ey 6 i(m)G(A®)/ Dy, Dimer &5(m)G(AS®), for 1 <7 <NISESM. m=zi o 
  

Here step 4 is a new addition to HMM. It introduces a normal distribution G(x) to provide robustness on the 
state probability distributions 6,;(k). This is necessary in order to tolerate distortion of the contours. 

3 Simulation 

In this section, we use eight aircraft images (512 x 512) for shape classification experiment. Figure 2 shows the 
eight types of aircraft used for simulation. The conventional HMM and proposed RHMM approach are compared 
in terms of recognition accuracy and learning speed. In both approach, we set up 30-state model for each kind of 

aircraft. Five training patterns are generated for each aircraft by rotating and scaling the image, together with 

small local variations. A number of experiments have been made on classifying 40 (5 from each class) aircraft 
shapes into the eight class. The Table 1 illustrates the recognition accuracy versus learning sweeps. 
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Figure 2: Eight types of aircraft used in simulation 
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Tablel: Performance of HMM and RHMM (percentage of correct recognition) 

The simulation results have shown that the RHMM approach offers a faster learning speed and higher recogni- 
tion accuracy compared with the conventional HMM. Indeed the RHMM system can achieve almost 100% of the 
correct recognition rate by a small number of learning sweeps. We believe that the improved performance of the 

RHMM is due to the following reasons: (1) its ring structure can better incorporate the contour constraints; (2) 
the new learning algorithm uses reliable estimation of starting state to handle rotation invariance; (3) robustness 
are provided in probability distribution within each state to handle shapes with distortion. 

4 Conclusion 

In this paper a stochastic neural network for shape recognition which is invariant with scaling, rotation and 
distortion is proposed. The system uses a modified Ring Hidden Markov Model (RHMM) knowledge source. The 
proposed scoring and learning algorithm can capture the statistics of the local features and yet preserve the global 

constraints. Simulation results on aircraft recognition have shown superior performance in terms of speed and 

accuracy. Finally, the locally connected ring HMM network can be efficiently implemented in a systolic array 

which permit real time processing [3]. 
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Human Face Recognition Using A Multilayer Perceptron 
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Abstract 

In this research we investigate using a multilayer perceptron (MLP) neural network for human face recog- 

nition. The results of our implementation demonstrates the ability to recognize faces independent of trans- 

lation, rotation, and perspective transformations. In addition, the system is able to classify facial images 

that are corrupted with noise and with sections of the image removed. The recognition accuracy on our 

database of faces is 100%. We also compare our results with a conventional nonparametric classifier. 

I. Introduction 

Face recognition is a task which involves a variety of important aspects of perception and 

representation of complex visual patterns. People are capable of recognizing faces that are distorted, 

rotated, viewed from different angles and distances, and missing certain parts. The process of recog- 
nizing faces involves both the extraction of local features, such as the nose, eyes, lips, and eyebrows, 

as well as a global interpretation of these features, which integrates and views them as a whole. 

A review of some of the pioneering research in face recognition is described in [1], [2], and [3]. 

The majority of face recognition research uses feature-based techniques. These techniques consist of 
three steps: 1) extracting facial features, 2) reducing the dimension of the feature vector set (if 

required), and 3) matching the reduced feature vector to a database of feature vectors using some type 
of distance metric that rates the quality of match. The research by Harmon [3] represents the embodi- 
ment of this approach for facial recognition. His research consists of extracting a set of 38 simple, 

local geometric features of a profiled face. From this set of features, Harmon uses principal com- 
ponent analysis to reduce the number of features to 17. The features are then matched to a database of 
similar features extracted from other individuals. 

There are problems associated with feature-based methods. First, feature-based methods assume 

that segmentation of geometric features is always reliable and accurate. In reality, segmentation is gen- 

erally very difficult, and segmentation inaccuracy will result in poor classifications. Further, even if it 
is possible to segment local features, it is difficult to organize this local information into a sensible glo- 
bal percept. Second, feature-based approaches are not robust to transformations. This results from a 
lack of reliable ways to encode a facial transformation, such as a smile or frown. The inaccuracy of 

encoding these transformations produces inaccuracies and inconsistencies in the associated feature 

values, which in turn cause classification mismatches. 

In this report, we extend the research by using neural networks for face recognition. We address 
the problem of recognizing faces irrespective of translation, rotation, or perspective, as well as being 
tolerant to severe noise distortion and missing data. The specific neural network model that we have 

implemented in this report is a multilayer perceptron (MLP). There are three main reasons why we 

have implemented a MLP for face recognition. First, it can perform classifications in parallel. The 

ability to process in parallel allows the system to perform in a real-time environment. Second, a MLP 

does not make assumptions about the underlying distribution of the problem space. This is specifically 

applicable to the face recognition problem since it is difficult to characterize probability density func- 

tions (PDFs) accurately. Further, even well defined PDF modeling is seldom adhered to in a real 

world scenario. Third, a MLP has the ability to generalize. Generalization is the ability to classify on 

input patterns that the network has not seen before. In addition to being uble to recognize human 

faces, we examine what effect variation in network architecture has on recognition accuracy. The 
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parameters that we vary include the number of hidden units, the learning rate, and the number of learn- 
ing sweeps (epochs). The results derived here for face recognition also have relevance to many other 
vision applications. 

This report is organized as follows. Section Il presents the results of our implementation on 

actual faces. In Section III, we discuss the implementation of the face recognitio task using a conven- 

tional nonparametric classification technique. In Section IV, we present an analysis of our implementa- 

tion and compare it with the nonparametric classifier. Finally, Section V provides a summary of our 
research and suggests avenues of further research. 
II. Implementation 
Description of Data Set: Our input nodes consist of raw grey level intensity information. We do not 

use facial features, as commonly done in most conventional approaches, but, rather, we allow the net- 

work itself to form its own set of "features" in the hidden layer. Our database set consists of six 
482x499 grey level images. These images contain the faces of three people with their heads straight 
and tilted slightly to the left. From the six original digitized images we compose a data set of 
seventy-two images by applying various transformations to each image to simulate translation, rotation, 

and perspective changes. We also generate noisy images and images with missing data. After apply- 

ing these twelve noise functions to the six images, we reduce the 482x499 images to 32x32 images. 
We reduce the images by implementing a consolidation operation which involves averaging the pixel 
values in a 16x16 window placed in overlapping positions across the entire image. The 1024 pixel 
values in each image are then normalized to the range [0.0,1.0]. 
Neural Network Architecture: We are using a three layer neural network. We vary the number of hid- 

den units over the set of values {4, 8, 12, 16, 20, 24} and the learning rate over the set of values {0.1, 

0.5, 0.9, 1.3, 1.7, 2.1}. We consider each person to be a separate class and use three output units to 
identify each class. 

Training: To train our neural network, we use 4 momentum value of 0.9 and initialize the network’s 
weights to random values ranging from -0.3 to 0.3. We randomly select a set of twelve face image pat- 

terns from the total set of seventy-two faces to serve as a test set, while the remaining sixty images are 

used to train the network. 
Recognition: After training the network on sixty images, we present the network with the remaining 

twelve test images for classification. We use two figures of merit for recognition accuracy, as defined 
below: 

0.8/0.2 Threshold Criteria: For a given input class, if the activation level of the output pro- 
cessing unit which corresponds to the unit defined above to be 0.9 is 0.8 or more, and the 

activation levels of the other output processing units are 0.2 or less, the network is credited 
with a correct classification. 
Greatest Activation Level Criteria: For a given input class, if the network’s output process- 
ing unit which has the greatest activation level corresponds to the unit which has the greatest 

desired activation level defined above, the network is credited with a correct classification. 

II. Comparison to Non-Parametric Classifiers 

The performance of the network was compared with a k-nearest neighbor (k-NN) classifier (k=1) 

which served as a performance benchmark. A nearest neighbor rule classifies an unknown signal as a 

nearest neighbor according to a pre-specified measure of similarity or distance. The k-NN classifier is 
useful for comparison against the performance of the MLP classifier since as the number of sample 

face images increases, k-NN approaches the optimal Bayes classifier. That is, with an unlimited 
number of samples, the k-NN error rate is never worse than twice the Bayes rate [4]. 

IV. Discussion of Results 

Figure 1 graphically displays the results of using the MLP for face recognition. Figure la shows 
the network’s recognition accuracy, using the Greatest Activation Level Criteria, at each of the hidden 
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unit and learning rate values we tested. As shown, a 100% recognition accuracy is obtained using 

many combinations of hidden units/learning rate values. The minimum number of hidden units 
required to give perfect recognition is 8 using a learning rate of 1.3. The lower bound on recognition 

accuracy is 83%, which occurs when using the {(4,1.3), (4,1.7), (4,2.1), (12,0.1)} hidden units/learning 

rate combinations, respectively. Figure 1b displays the network’s recognition accuracy, using the 
0.8/0.2 Threshold Criteria, at the same hidden unit/learning rate combinations. Again, a 100% recogni- 

tion accuracy is obtained using the {(16,1.7), (24,2.1)} hidden units/learning rate combination. A 

decrease in the number of output processing unit activation levels able to yield 100% accuracy is 
noted, especially those produced in a network consisting of few hidden units. Figures 1c and 1d 

display the recognition accuracy percentage of the two classification criteria with the results of the 
learning rates averaged for each hidden unit. The Greatest Activation Level Criteria has a recognition 

accuracy average lower bound of 88.9%, while the 0.8/0.2 Threshold Criteria yields a 62.5% lower 

bound. It appears that recognition accuracy does increase with the number of hidden units up to a 

point. In some cases, however, going above this value even produces a slight decrease in recognition 

accuracy. 

It is instructive to compare the nearest neighbor (k-NN) classifier to our implementation using a 

MLP. One comparison is how well the network performed compared to the k-NN in terms of recogni- 

tion accuracy. The recognition accuracy for the k-NN on our test set is 100%, which is the same as 
the neural network implementation. The 100% recognition accuracy of the k-NN is based on choosing 
the distance metric that has the largest value, similar to the Greatest Activation Criteria. It is interest- 
ing to note that under different classification criteria, the k-NN technique is error prone. For example, 

if we analyze the out-of-class to within-class distribution we compute that 66% of the highest out-of- 

class value are greater than the lowest within class values. Further, if we use a criteria that all within- 

class values be above 0.8 and that all out-of-class values be below 0.2 (like the 0.8/0.2 Threshold Cri- 

teria), the k-NN recognition accuracy gives no correct classifications. The difference between these 

two approaches lies in the discriminating ability of the MLP. Even though both techniques give 100% 
recognition accuracy on our database using the Greatest Activation Criteria, the MLP is better able to 
discern between different classes. We expect that the MLP is better able to piecewise linear fit a more 
accurate decision surface between classes. 

Another comparison between the MLP and the k-NN relates to the computational complexity of 
the two algorithms. For the MLP, we need to evaluate the space/time complexity for both training and 

recognition. The time complexity to train the network is O(aN,N,(N;+N,)) where @ is a constant relat- 

ing to the number of training sweeps, N, is the number of vectors in the database, N, is the number of 

hidden nodes, N; is the number of input nodes, and N, is the number of output nodes. For recogni- 

tion, the space/time complexity is O(N,(N;+N,)). If we consider a trained network for our data set, this 

translates into 32,864 bytes of memory (using single precision) and on the order of 8216 multiply- 
adds. For the k-NN classifier, the space/time complexity is O(N,N;). For our specific problem this 

translates into 245,760 bytes of memory and approximately 61,440 multiply-adds. In comparison, a 
k-NN requires 7.5 times more storage and computational resources than the MLP neural network 

approach. This difference gives the neural network a clear advantage in terms of a real time imple- 

mentation. 

V. Conclusions 

In this study a MLP using a backpropagation learning algorithm is used to recognize faces 

irrespective of translation, rotation, and perspective transformations. In addition, the MLP is able to 

classify faces that are corrupted with noise and with sections of the face removed. Further, the MLP 

also demonstrates the capability to generalize. 
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The recognition accuracy on our database of faces is 100%, using a variety of hidden 

units/learning rate combinations. Recognition accuracy appears to increase with the number of hidden 

units up to a certain point. We achieve the same recognition accuracy using the k-NN classifier. How- 

ever, the MLP appears to be better able to discriminate between classes, and it has an advantage in 

computational speed. Our future plans are to increase the size of the image database. This will allow 

us to obtain a more accurate estimate of the performance of the neural network approach and the rela- 

tive comparison to the k-NN technique. 

A major impediment to the analysis of the MLP’s performance is the excessive amount of train- 

ing time required. Though this is not a consideration for using a neural network in a deployable sys- 

tem, it does prohibit a timely analysis of intermediate results. With this in mind, we plan to port our 

simulation of the MLP from the Sun 3 workstation to a SIMD massively parallel processing environ- 

ment. In particular, we are going to run our simulation on a Connection Machine-2 (CM-2) [5]. A 

properly designed implementation of our network on the CM-2 should result in a performance of 

16x 10° interconnections/second, as compared to approximately 34x 10° interconnections/second on 

the Sun 3. This translates into a 470 times speed-up in performance. The advantage of this approach 

is that once we train a network, we can simply download the trained network onto a uniprocessor for 

the recognition phase. This will also allow us to experiment with different network designs in a more 

timely manner. 

A variety of applications can prosper from the results of this research. An important application 

is in the area of security systems. Many portal entry security systems today utilize a series of redun- 

dant checks in verifying human entry, the two major checks being voice and signature. However, 

these systems are neither compositely nor individually fool proof and demand another level of 

verification. A face recognition system meets this requirement by being fast, robust, and easily adapt- 

able to modification. A requirement for such a portal entry security system is a reliable method to 

actually locate human faces. In a recently developed system [6], researchers demonstrated the ability 

to locate human faces in photographs. They used a model-based technique and a semantic network 

representation to reason about locations of faces in photographs. Their results were rather impressive. 

The combination of this methodology for face location and the approach we have presented in this 

report certainly lays down the framework for building a practical, real-time security system. 
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An Application of Neural Networks to the Guidance of 
Free-Swimming Submersibles 

D.P. Porcino 
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ABSTRACT 
Most neural network models use Jearning with a teacher to train a great many simple processing ele- 

ments. However the Adaptive Search Element/Adaptive Critical Element (ASE/ACE) model developed 
by Barto, Sutton, and Anderson, and elaborated on in this paper, is comprised of just two relatively 
complex units using Jearning with a critic. The ASE controls the physical system, and the ACE criticizes 
the performance of the ASE in an effort to accelerate learning. In this paper, the basic model is extended 
to the realm of complex numbers, and the output is time averaged, yielding a system which has a continu- 
ously valued control output. The system learns quite quickly. 

In the simplest organisms possessing nervous nets, mechanisms exist to control reflex behaviours. In 
more complex organisms, these reflexes become hidden by the sophistication afforded by a more complex 
nervous system, but, they still exist. (Blackburn & Nguyen, 1988) In light of these facts, we will examine 
a most basic reflex behaviour: a reflex that keeps a submersible robot a certain distance above the ocean 
floor. 

INTRODUCTION 
A.H. Klopf suggested in 1982 that neurons could learn using operant conditioning: they would learn to 

attain certain states while avoiding others. In the field of neuronal modelling therefore, the principles of 
behavioural psychology provide a way to train unsupervised systems. 

The basis for the ASE and the ACE is the “boxes” system of D. Michie and R.A. Chambers (1968). 
State space is partitioned into “boxes,” each with its own resident “demon” which nondeterministically 
chooses a control action appropriate to that state. All the demons together form a metaphor for the input 
synapses of a single neuron. 

d The state space diagram in Figure 1 shows displacement versus vertical velocity par- 
titioned into boxes. The shaded box shows velocity and displacement both large and 
positive. The demon within this box must choose an action that will be most likely to 
prevent a failure from happening. 

Learning — adaptation — is based on an estimate of how long the system would 
continue to operate after particular actions. When the system fails, the individual 

Fig. 1 B estimates in each box must be updated to make another similar failure less likely. 

  

Figure 2 shows the simulation’s ASE/ACE controlling a submersible robot equipped with a thruster for 
forward motion, and up and down facing thrusters for maneuvering: 
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The only information available to the robot is the return from its sonar, which gives the distance to the 

ocean floor (actually the displacement from the desired distance above the bottom), and a failure signal 

(reinforcement) which is supplied whenever the robot exceeds the allowable vertical error. The robot 
doesn’t know what criteria generates the failure signal, and must work through trial and error to avoid the 
punishing failure signal. 
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DESCRIPTION OF THEORY AND APPLICATION - THE ADAPTIVE SEARCH ELEMENT 

The state space decoder divides the state vector up — and generates therefore a unique and finite set of 
combinations. The element whose quantization parameters best match the state vector gives an output of 
one, and every other element outputs zero. 

As in Figure 1, Figure 3 shows a state with a large positive velocity and displacement. 

Upon failure, every element of the decoder will be set to zero. This is an impor- 
tant condition for proper operation of the equations. 

The output of the decoder, x, is passed to the ASE, each element being con- 
nected to a particular synapse, having a weight of w. 

This diagram shows how the synaptic weights, w, might appear 

before much learning has taken place. Dark squares represent 
Fig. 3 negative weights — or a high likelihood that system will decide to | 

to thrust up, and light squares represent positive weights - the probability of thrusting down. Fig. 4 
    

The original model of Barto, Sutton, and Anderson used real synaptic weights to generate a binary 
output. In this version, complex weights consisting of a real and an imaginary part were used to allow a 
four valued output. A binary output allows up and down thrust — the complex four valued output allows 
the thrusters to be shut off as well. 

The following equation describes the output of the ASE, y(t), at time t: 

n 

y(t) =f | > wi(t)xi(t) + rise (1) 
iz 

The addition of a noise signal having a zero-centered Gaussian distribution causes the ASE’s output to 
be governed by chance. 

The noise is important during early training to ensure that the system fully explores the state space. 
The noise should be gradually shut off to fine tune the weights, and completely shut off after training is 
complete to ensure consistent and repeatable behaviour. 

, +1, if x,>Oandx;>0 
f(x) = { te BX SO (2a) f(x) = { -1, if x-<Oandxj<0 (2b) 

-i, if x<0 ; 
0 otherwise 

The output of the ASE is passed through a thresholding function f. This quantizer provides the system’s 
nonlinearity — utterly necessary for any computation. Equation (2a) describes the quantizer for real 
numbers, and (2b) shows the quantizer extended to use complex numbers. 

The controller’s most recent choices were most likely responsible for the current success or failure of 
the system, and therefore the most eligible to have their weights changed. A complex eligibility trace e 
decays at a rate governed by 8, (0 <= § <= 1). The inclusion of the output of the ASE, term y(t), means 
that eligibility will be positive decaying to zero if the ASE’s output was positive, and negative decaying to 
zero otherwise. The elicibil bers how | h 4 

e eligibility remembers how long ago a choice was made at 
ei(t + 1) = dej(t) + (1-d)y@xi) (3) 4 articular synapse, and what that choice was. 

wi(t +1) =wj(t) + ar(tei(t) (4) This equation shows how weights change through time. 

As shown in (4), the system learns through operant conditioning — setting the reinforcement signal r to 
-1 is an aversive stimulus — punishment. A positive value for reinforcement would be reward, or positive 
reinforcement. (The reinforcement signal as supplied to the ASE in our complex-valued model is real, 
but internally it is treated as r+ri.) 

As long as the system is functioning properly, the reinforcement signal is held at zero, and the weights 
do not change. On the other hand, if a failure occurs, the negative value of the reinforcement will 
penalize the most recent decisions (highest eligibility synapses) which undoubtedly led to the failure, 
making those decisions less likely to occur in the future. 

DESCRIPTION OF THEORY AND APPLICATION - THE ADAPTIVE CRITICAL ELEMENT 

When failure finally occurs, one particular sequence of decisions would probably have been better than 

the sequence that occurred. Based on that, the system learns. Unfortunately, this learning only occurs 
upon failure — which is to say, infrequently. The ACE is added to provide a continuous feedback signal 
which is fed into the ASE as7. Reinforcement now arrives all the time — for good choices as well as for 
bad — so learning progresses at a much quicker rate. 
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The ACE receives the same decoder signal as the ASE, and also has a memory trace for every box, like 

the ASE. Rather than storing a best decision probability in each box, the ACE stores a prediction, v(t), of 
the reinforcement the environment will provide for a particular state. Each synapse therefore contains a 

rating of that state’s dangerousness — synapses corresponding to dangerous states will contain a strong 
prediction of failure. 

Figure 5 shows what the ACE eventually learns about the submersible control problem 
— if displacement and velocity are both large and of the same sign, failure will soon 
occur. The white squares show where no reinforcement arrives from the environment, 
and the darker squares show that a failure signal is likely to occur very soon. 
This equation shows how the ACE makes its prediction: 

n 

Fig. 5 p(t) = > vilt)xi(t) (5) 
i=1 

Where: v holds the ACE’s internal weights, and x is the singleton output of the decoder. At failure the 
ACE’s prediction is zero, as every decoder element will be zero. 

The ACE sends the ASE the internal reinforcement signal: 

F(t) =r(¢) + y(t) - p(t - 1) (6) 
Upon failure, the output of the decoder, and consequently the ACE, p(t), will be zero, but the external 

reinforcement, 7, will be -1. (Usually r is zero.) The internal reinforcement 7 will be the difference 
between the previous reinforcement signal, p(t-/), and r. A fully predicted failure causes no reinforce- 
ment. Incorrect actions leading up to the failure will be punished in accordance with how much the 
ACE's eligibility traces have decayed. The predictions of failure will be reinforced, because they were 
accurate predictions. 

In the absence of external signals, the discount term, yy, causes the internal signals to gradually die 
away. The internal reinforcement, 7 is the difference between the discounted predicted reinforcement 
yp(t), and the previously predicted reinforcement, p(t-1). Understanding (6)’s difference calculation is 
the key to understanding the whole operation: 

If the system moves from a low danger state to a high danger state, the internal reinforcement will be 
negative, punishing the system. If, on the other hand, the system moves from a high danger state to a 
lower danger state, internal reinforcement will be positive: reward. From this information, the system 
learns to avoid dangerous states. 

The equations governing learning in the ACE and the ASE are very similar: 

vi(t + 1) = vit) + Birt) +) - p(t - 1) Xi() (7) 
Notice that the term inside the square brackets is the same as the internal reinforcement signal 7 in (6). 

In form and substance, (7) is almost the same as the ASE’s weight change (4), except for the reinforce- 
ment term, and the form of the eligibility, in this case, X;(t). The ACE’s eligibility trace equation is almost 
the same as the ASE’s (3). 

  

Xj(t + 1) =AXj(t) + (1 -A)x;(t) (8) 

THE SUBMERSIBLE MODEL AND SIMULATION RESULTS: 
Simple equations describe the simulated physical system’s kinetics. Friction was ignored, and the sub- 

mersible was given a unit mass and neutral buoyancy. The horizontal component of the robot’s velocity is 

held constant. State space is quantized into 64 boxes, as finer partitioning offers no particular advantage. 

Partitioning is exponential, giving finest control near the equilibrium point. If the system state moves into 

one of the extreme displacement partitions, a crash or surfacing (failure) has occurred, and the trial is 
terminated. 

The ASE/ACE parameters were set as in Barto et al 1982, as these were quite reasonable. Real parame- 
ters were changed to complex with the imaginary and real components equal to each other. It is the 

interdependencies of the two components of an imaginary number as it undergoes manipulation that 

makes the solution robust and useful. | 
The vertical thrusters (governed by the ASE’s output) yield thrusts of —1, 0, 

or +1. The solution achieved by the system is quite interesting: The robot drifts 

back and forth within the safe corridor, thrusting only when necessary to stay 
within it. 

  

  

a Fig. 6 
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The solution was refined by adding continuous control of the output through time averaging over four or 
five steps. The weights generated are more difficult to understand than those shown in Figure 6, as the 

solution is characterized by short, graduated thrusts which quickly return the system to an almost zero 
vertical velocity. Unlike the previous solution which had clear cut boundaries surrounding the decision 

regions, the time average solution has a scattering of different choices associated with each synapse. When 
averaged with neighbouring synapses, a graduated thrust results. 

For use in practical situations, a successful solution should be frozen beforehand and the ACE removed 
so that the behaviour of the system is completely predictable in the field. 

The ASE/ACE system learns quickly and generalizes readily to varying terrain. It was able to take 

advantage of the time averaging of the output. Figure 7 shows a number of trial runs. Truncated lines 

show where failures occurred. 

  
  

    

  

        

Fig. 7a Fig. 7b 
The earliest stages of training. The system makes ‘The next time interval, with new terrain supplied. 
many mistakes at first, but soon learns to negoti- The system fails once, then successfully negoti- 

ate the terrain. ates the terrain. 

    

at \ 

Lo | 

  

            

Fig. 7c Fig. 7d 

The terrain is changed again, and it is apparent | Much later in the training. The system has no 
that the system has generalized its solution, and problems with arbitrary terrain. Performance is 

can function well over any terrain. qualitatively similar over all terrains, the solution 
is robust. 
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Abstract 
This paper describes a multilayered artificial neural network which is used to determine the orientation of 

an object. This network is a sub-network of a larger network capable of recognizing objects at any position 
and orientation, i.e. it is translation and rotation invariant. The sub-networks can be trained independently of 
each other resulting in faster learning times and the possibility of simulating larger networks. 

Introduction 
The process of computer vision is the inverse of computer graphics [PAV82]. In computer graphics the 

computer takes a description and produces the equivalent two-dimensional picture of the scene. Descriptions 
include the position and orientation of the objects, the type of three-dimensional objects, the material makeup 
of the objects, the observer’s position, and the position and type of light sources. In computer vision, a 
machine receives a two-dimensional picture and produces a description of the scene. Many applications could 
make extensive use of a machine vision system with examples ranging from commercial robotics to 
government defense applications. Unfortunately, the intractable inverse process of transforming the 
two-dimensional picture into a description poses many difficulties for a machine vision designer. Relatively 
simple biological systems like the insect perform the vision task effortlessly. Our approach uses neural 
networks, inspired by biological computing structures, to help solve the difficult problems of computer vision. 
Our work involves the training of a neural network to recognize and locate objects that may appear in 
different positions and orientations. We assume only rigid planar objects can appear in the scene. The planar 
assumption can be side stepped by considering each finite stable state of the object as a different planar 
object. In this case, most three-dimensional objects can be described as a set of multiple planar objects. Many 
applications such as factory automation deal only with stamped or casted objects which do not violate the 
rigid object assumption. It is also assumed that multiple objects do not appear in the scene. In future work, 
we plan to investigate selective attention models to relax this constraint. 

The Problems with a Brute Force Approach 

By examining a brute force solution to the problem of recognizing and locating objects using a neural 
network, the main problems to overcome become apparent. A brute force solution would have a digitized 
image providing the inputs to the network, several internal layers processing the image, and an output layer 
encoding the object’s position, orientation, and type. Current supervised leaming techniques such as 
back-propagation [RUM86] require presentation of the entire object set many times before the network can 
discriminate between the objects. In addition, the objects need to be presented in all possible locations and 
orientations for the system to have rotation and translation invariance. This would make an already slow 
learning algorithm impractical. 

Digitized images typically have a high data to information ratio. The Intelledex Intellevue™ 200, a 
commercial vision system for robotics applications, has 238x256 pixels with 64 gray levels. This picture 
carries over a quarter of a million bits of information and produces a neural network with many neurons and 
even more connections. A network of this size will increase the training time tremendously, since simulated 
network training times increase proportionally with neuron and connection numbers. A DARPA Neural 
Network study [DAR88] has shown that current neural network simulators would have a hard time handling 
networks of this size. 

Solutions to a Brute Force Approach 
Most researchers solve these problems by identifying certain object features as important to the object 

discrimination task. A neural network then trains on this reduced feature set. Yamada [YAM89] uses contour 
curvature as a feature vector to recognize handwritten numerals. Troxel [TRO88] recognizes trucks and tanks 

by preprocessing multi-function laser radar data using a Fourier/log-polar transform. The magnitude of the 
Fourier transform produces a position invariant image. By following this with a log-polar transform, variations 
in rotation or scale become shifts. The normalized peaks in the Fourier/log-polar space provide the input to a 
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neural network. Brousil [BRO67] has designed a perceptron network to perform the Fourter/log-polar 
transform. Unlike the above, our approach lets the vision system determine the best features for object 

recognition, and position and orientation determination. 

Another way of solving the training problem is to develop neural network architectures invariant to the 
viewing perspective. This can be done by specialized neural network architectures and by putting constraints 
on the interconnection strengths. This approach allows a neural network to determine the best features for 
recognition. 

Fukushima’s [FUK87] "Neocognitron" uses a hierarchical type network and unsupervised leaming to 

recognize translated and noisy characters. As one moves up the hierarchy, each simple/complex cell layer pair 

recognizes larger features with more and more inherent translational invariance. At the final output layer the 

grandmother cell represents a unique object regardless of any translations and small deformations. Fukushima 
uses selective attention to take care of multiple objects that may appear in the scene. Widrow [WID88] has 
developed a neural network architecture called the "invariance net" which has a response invariant to position 
and rotation. To achieve the position/orientation invariance the network has massive copies of weights for 
every up-down and left-right translation and every 90 degree rotation. The invariance net needs many weights. 

Widrow also discusses how to extend the network for invariance to scale and perspective. 

Our Approach 
Our approach consists of designing modular neural networks. Analogous to the process of coding a high 

level computer program, we subdivide the neural network into a group of networks (procedures) that can be 
trained (coded) independently of each other. After training and testing each module or sub-network, we can 
combine the modules to form the entire network (program). Several researchers have designed neural network 
modules that in combination can solve problems that individual modules could not [CAR87,MUR89,HIR89]. 
There are three major sub-networks in our architecture. These sub-networks are known as the translation, 
rotation and recognition networks. There are several advantages in using a collection of sub-networks in 
solving a problem. Each sub-network can be trained independently of the other, resulting in faster learning 
times, and the possibility of simulating larger sub-networks. Given sufficient computing resources the training 
of each sub-network can occur simultaneously resulting in a substantial improvement in development time. 

Some problem dimensions: The image scene is a square array of M*M pixels. The training set consists 
of Q objects. The standard orientation of each object is such that the object fits entirely within an N*N 
region; known as the object field. The smallest region that will enclose all possible rotations of an object is a 
P*P square array; known as the object region. It follows that P = sqrt(2)*N. 

The first sub-network is responsible for the task of producing an image which is invariant to translation. 
The M*M scene containing the object to be recognized is presented to the first sub-network. The output of 
this sub-network is a P*P object region. An object present at any position in the M*M scene will always be 
reproduced at a standard position in the P*P object region. The sub-network that performs this transformation 
is currently being developed. 

The second sub-network is responsible for the task of producing a rotation invariant image. The P*P 
object region produced by the first sub-network is presented to the second sub-network. The output of this 
second sub-network is a N*N object field. An object present at any rotation in the P*P object region will 
always be produced at a standard orientation, of 0 degrees rotation, in the N*N object field. 

The third sub-network is responsible for the task of recognizing an object. The N*N object field 
produced by the second sub-network is passed on to the third sub-network. The output of this third 

-Sub-network is a Q*1 array of neurons. Presenting an object from the set of Q known objects at the object 
field causes one, and only one, of the Q output neurons to be set. 

The rotation network 
The rotation sub-network itself consists of two sub-networks. The first of these detects the rotation of the 

object present in the object region. The output of this network together with the object region is used to 
produce a restored version of the object. The restored version is the object at the standard orientation of 0 

egrees. 

The scope of the problem was initially limited to the task of recognizing objects which have only four 
possible rotations. The strategy adopted in solving this problem can be easily extended when enlarging the 
scope to cover more rotations. A result of this limitation is that P = N, i.e. the object region is the same size 
as the object field. 

The architecture of the rotation detection network consists of three layers of neurons. There are P*P 
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neurons in the first layer, 4 neurons in the hidden Wa, 
(middle) layer and 3 neurons in the output layer. 
The three output neurons produce a thermometer 
encoding which corresponds to the four possible 1 
rotations of the object. Each of the neurons in the 
first layer are connected to each of the four neurons 
in the second layer. The weights of the connections 
between the two layers are constrained so that the 
hidden nodes are 90 degree rotations of each other. 
For example, as illustrated in Fig. 1, the weight 
from Pixel,, to hidden node | is constrained to the 
weights from Pixel,, to hidden node 2, Pixel, to t 
hidden node 3 and Pixel,,, to hidden node 4. wa 

A problem arose with objects symmetrical : ~\ 
about one or more axis. It was found that if the 
training set contained no symmetrical objects then 
the trained network would generalize well for every 
unsymmetrical object in the test set but would 
perform poorly with any symmetrical objects. A training set containing both unsymmetrical and symmetrical 
objects did not help as the network would then perform poorly on the test sets, i.e. the ability to generalize 
had been lost. A possible solution to this problem is to break down the rotation detection network into two 
separate networks. One of these determines the rotation of symmetrical objects while the other detects the 
rotation of unsymmetrical objects. A third network determines which of these two networks’s outputs feed the 
rotation restoration network. This third network is a symmetry detection network. 

  

  

Hidden Nodes 

  

     Wo; = Wb; We; Wd, 

P*P object region -’ 

Fig. 1 Rotation detection network 

The rotation restoration network is conceptually the same as an N*N bank of multiplexor switches. In 
our limited scope of 4 possible rotations each of the multiplexors would have four inputs corresponding to the 
four related positions in the P*P object region. For example the multiplexor feeding Pixel,, would have inputs 
from Pixel,,, Pixel,,, Pixel,,, and Pixel,,, Common to all the multiplexors are the three inputs which 
originate from the rotation detection networks. Depending on the values on these three inputs the multiplexors 
route the relevant pixel input to the output. 

Standard orientation 
Before the network could be trained it was necessary to determine the standard orientation for each 

object. This was achieved by selecting from the four possible rotations the one which maximized the number 
of pixels that were on in the top left hand comer of the P*P object region. It was discovered that while we 
could train a network to determine the rotation of our training set it did not fair too well when presented with 
a test set. In general, the network gave a unique thermometer output for all the rotations. However the 
Standard orientation chosen often differed from the orientation that would have been selected using our 
criterion of maximizing top left hand comer pixels. 

Instead of trying to analyze the scheme adopted inputs tram receptive tigids 
by the network to select the standard orientation it 
was decided to use a more flexible approach. The 
approach is based on the observation that a network 
is better able to determine an object’s rotation if no 
restrictions are placed on standard orientation. Such 
a network is capable of learning much faster and is 
capable of better generalization for objects not 
present in the test set. The redesigned network 
architecture automatically selects the object’s 
Standard orientation. 

Our initial approach was to use a "maximum 
network". This network is basically a noisy 1-out- 

of-4 code detector and its structure is shown in Fig. 
2. The outputs of the rotation detection network’s 
hidden layer supply the inputs to the maximum . . 
network. These four inputs are essentially the Fig. 2 Maximum network 
outputs of the same feature extractor which is 
applied to the object region at four 90 degree rotations. This maximum network replaces the three temperature 
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encoding output neurons from the rotation detection network. Its output is 1 provided that the feature extractor 

input with the largest value is at least a certain amount, B (typically 0.2), larger than every other of the 

inputs. For all other combinations of inputs the output of the network is 0. Fig. 2 shows the structure of this 

network. The 12 neurons in the second layer act as comparators between two first layer outputs. These 

comparators output a 1 provided that their two inputs differ by at least B. The neurons in the third layer are 

essentially 3-input AND gates and output of | provided that all three of their inputs are 1. The single neuron 

in the fourth layer acts like a 4-input OR gate. Each component of this maximum network is trained 

independently. Once trained the weights in the maximum network remain fixed even when the network it 

forms a part of, the rotation detection network, is being trained. 

Results and discussion 

The networks were trained on a training set of nine random shapes. After training the network were 

tested on a test set of about 90 random shapes. The network was deemed to have recognized the rotation of a 

shape if a unique 1-out-of-4 code was obtained by the feature extractors for each rotation of that shape. The 

experiments were repeated several times to remove the effects of the random initial weights. For the 

thermometer network about 10-30 thousand epochs (an epoch is one presentations of the set of test patterns) 

were required before a solution was obtained. The solution was fairly general, capable of determining the 

rotation of 75% of the random shapes. 

Our initial experience with the maximum network was fairly mixed. On the plus side was the speed by 

which the network trained. The maximum part of the network took about 100-500 epochs to train while the 

full rotation detection network took about 200-500 epochs. This is much faster than the thermometer network. 

On the negative side is the capacity of this network to generalize, which averaged about 15% worse than the 

thermometer network. Two factors seem to play a role in this result: 
i) Though the network selects its own standard orientation we have imposed our own structure on to the 

representation learnt by the receptive fields, namely a noisy 1-out-of-4 code. Of the numerous solutions 

obtained from the thermometer network only in one solution did the hidden layer learn the 1-out-of-4 

representation. In all other solutions the representation learnt was a 2-out-of-4 code. 

ii) Manual selection of the standard orientation allows the thermometer network to generalize better because 

the test shapes contain some intrinsic knowledge. As the standard orientation has been predetermined the 

network can concentrate solely on extracting features present in the standard orientation. On the other 

hand the maximum network has to both deduce the standard orientation and then extract features present 

in that orientation. A more realistic comparison is to compare the performance of the networks where no 

intrinsic knowledge is present. During experiments where the standard orientations were randomly 

preselected it was found that the generalization of the thermometer network was poor. The network was 

only able to determine the rotation of about 42% of the test set. 

Perhaps the greatest promise of the maximum network is its training speed. This opens up the possibility 

of training the network on large training sets and hence improve the generalization of the network. We are 

currently investigating the effect that the 2-out-of-4 representation and the larger training set have on the 

generalization property. 
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Reductionist methods in AI have attempted for almost 50 years to achieve successful and truly adaptive learning 
and problem solving abilities. Success has been demonstrated in specific problem areas. Game playing algorithms 
have reached an astonishing level of competency, and expert systems have eased the task of hand coding expert 
level bodies of rules, heuristics, and logically obscure lines of reasoning. True adaptive behavior, however, is still 
far from achieved, and in fact, may be theoretically impossible, using "traditional" AI techniques. These methods 
generally suffer from brittleness and computational complexity, even with the best weak methods of search 
reduction. But some simple neural like structures in software and hardware exhibit adaptive behavior, and are 
robust as well. 

Path planning for robotics is a particularly thorny problem, in that it is difficult to define. Albus, et al, represent 
path planning as 3 levels: world model/task decomposition, (TASK), elemental move level, (E-MOVE), and 
primitive level, (PRIM). If one constructs a hierarchical model composed of these three modules, one will have all 
of the motor functions of the brain emulated above approximately the brain stem/spinal cord reflex level of a 
complex organism. The most primitive reflex or SERVO level, would then complete the system. 

It’s doubtful at the current level of artificial neural network development that the TASK or "intentional" level can 
be implemented using other than traditional AI techniques. Houk and Albus have each proposed cerebellar models 
of relevance to the lower and middle hierarchical levels. Houk talks about the cerebellum as an array of adjustable 
central pattern generators, (CPGs). This model gives insight into the nature of E-MOVE and PRIM level path 
planning activities. Albus has proposed and implemented a simple CMAC neural network model that has been 
developed and refined here at UNH. The CMAC model has proven itself to be extremely computationally efficient, 
exhibits adaptive properties, and seems an excellent adaptive element for implementing SERVO level control 
functions. 

This paper will discuss path planning at a "modified" PRIM level. This is exclusive of "intentional" and SERVO 
level processing as described in NIST Tech. Note 1256, but would include some of the processing proposed therein 
at the E-MOVE level. Notably, the reverse kinematics and redundancy resolution would be handled in the 
proposed adaptive model. 

A model is discussed herein that consists of hierarchically arranged CMAC elements, (as Originally suggested by 
Albus), to implement a cerebellar model capable of computing relaxed spatial trajectories and using cerebellar 
habituation, (a biologically inspired paradigm), to adaptively learn to recognize world imposed constraints. 
Learning is via experience with a representation of such constraints embedded in a hyperspatial representation of 
a world model mapped directly into the robot’s kinematic coordinate system. This hyperspatial representation of 
"analog" features will largely replace the symbolic state of the world model used in "traditional" AI systems which 
consist of discrete tokens embedded in a digital database. 

The problem of specifying trajectories through a robot manipulator’s world space involves computing a 
transformation from the manipulator’s joint angle space into world space, so that predictions of hand movements 
can be made given joint angle changes. The problem is complicated though, by the fact that the problem presented 
to a robot path planner is rarely framed in terms of joint angle space, but rather in terms of world space, and if the 
manipulator is of the most useful type, it is "redundant". If redundant, its members can occupy many different 
regions of space for the same position of the hand, making operation in an “obstacle rich" environment possible. 
But such an arm has no unique transform in the reverse direction, (from world to joint space). Currently, path 
planners use "pseudoinverse" techniques, that find approximate matrix inverses to transform a world space 
incremental movement vector into a joint space incremental vector. Two problems arise in this process. First, the 
pseudoinverse is computationally expensive, being at best O(d**3) complex, where d is the square of the degrees 
of freedom. Secondly, it is not conservative, i.e., the transform of a "move" in world space to joint space and back 
to world space may diverge significantly. 

Modern cerebellar function theory sees the cerebellum as a black box containing fixed action pattern 
"subroutines". Houk (1988) characterizes the cerebellum as an array of adjustable CPGs. At the level of a path 
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planner, it would be a huge computational advantage to have a cerebellar-like black box that we could rely on to 

produce path segments, on command, that can go from point to point, in hand coordinates, and that would have 

an implicit model of the state of the world built into it. The ability to store and reconstruct these segments is a 

model of habituation. 

Previous efforts to do adaptive neural based robot control include the work of Mel at Northwestern and Jordan 

at MIT. They have shown good success for classes of problems useful in robot path planning for redundant 

manipulators. In both cases, they use “flailing about" in order to learn. I.e. if you don’t know how to do something 
definite, try something random and perhaps a behavior will emerge that approaches what you wanted in the first 

place. Though this is advantageous for generating "relaxed", (non-optimal energy), paths, it is in fact theoretically 

not even algorithmic, in that it isn’t guaranteed to produce a putative move that is acceptable in finite time! (In 

practical terms, it only means it is inefficient during early learning.) The hope here is that by using a locally 
optimizing neural network model, the chances for real time operation improve. 

In our work, an effective fast means of computing the reverse kinematic transform, (RKT), for a redundant robot 

arm will be achieved. Proven, though computationally expensive, pseudo inverse techniques mentioned before, 

could be used as the teacher, in lieu of, or in addition to, “flailing about" The teacher’s role would decrease rapidly, 

and so the system would learn over time to compute the transform for previously visited parts of the arm’s state 

space in a manner that would improve in time, and would improve from worst case of O(d**3) to O(g), where g, 

(generalization size), is a small parameter of locality. Practically, O(g) is of constant time complexity! 

The objective of this research is not a single applicable means of computing arm trajectories, but rather a 

continuum of trajectory planners that can produce a variety of trajectory types from tightly constrained optimal 

trajectories, in which PRIM assumes no obstacles, and obstacle avoidance is resolved via a higher level AI type 

path planner, toa planner that computes very relaxed trajectories, in which part of the E-MOVE obstacle avoidance 

and path planning is achieved by the neural net based PRIM module. In the relaxed trajectory mode, the planner 

can incorporate some of the robot’s world model into the RKT itself rather than computing the transform based 
on ideal minimum travel or minimum energy point to point trajectories. It is proposed here that "early learning" 

would rely more heavily on a pseudo inverse teacher for the constrained optimal energy model, and more on 
"flailing" for the unconstrained model. 

A rule based or other supervisory source acting from above, (at the "intentional" level), for postulating gross plans 

in the forms of sequences of trajectories, is assumed and our system concentrates on fast adaptive performance of 
only PRIM level processing to resolve the individual trajectories in world based terms into implementable joint 

space trajectories. 

A preliminary model exists via simulation, that uses one CMAC to learn relaxed trajectories through space without 

the aid of a non-adaptive underlying controller. The currently implemented pilot model suggests that CMACs can 

in fact learn these loosely constrained quantities fast enough to be practical adaptive devices for such an application. 
Extension of the model can now be pursued using a "real" robot to show the applicability of neural elements like 
CMACs for replacing AI methods at the PRIM level of robot path planning. 

The currently completed program simulates a 2D planar, minimally redundant arm. The three joint angles are 
a, B , and y. The forward kinematic transform (FKT) is straightforward, 

x = T * cos(a) -H* cos(at+f) + F* cos(at+Pty ) 
y = T * sin(a)-H* sin@+f) + F* sin(at+f+y ). 

Where F = forearm, H = humerus, and T = torso. No attempt to model the kinetic response of this robot arm 

was made. The kinematic response is suitably non linear, to demonstrate that CMAC is a sufficiently powerful 
computational model to solve a relatively hard supervised learning problem. 

The CMAC was viewed as a mapping: A : (2,8,y,0 x,dy) > (62,08,dy ), where all are the obvious quantities, 
except, dx, dy, which will be treated as unit vectors along a desired trajectory. The lookup steps will be provided 
with the desired trajectory along with the current joint position in order to excite a response, and the learning will 
train in the observed response at the actual observed trajectory step. Forcing the steps to be unit vectors results in 

an attempt at a constant velocity solution, and simplifies the input address space. For true obstacle constraints, the 

input address will probably need a new degree of freedom to be able to distinguish the difference between 2 target 

points along a straight line separated by an obstacle. 
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The primary "weak gradient" heuristic rule is: If the CMAC returns an RKT = (0,0,0), try a random step, R, and 
observe the result, S* = § +, FKT(R). There are 2 possibilities: the step generated an Sxy = (xy) component such 
that the dot product Sxy-S xy < 0 or > = 0. In either case, train on the step, (i.e. train the CMAC at § , not at 
S), but for the former case, don’t take the step, because it moves the hand in the wrong direction. 

By judicious adjustment of the following parameters: physical memory size, virtual memory size, unstructured 
map random index shuffling algorithm, resolution of joint angle measurement, resolution units of dx, dy, 1; 
(learning rate), and generalization size, a compromise model that could operate well in most of its address space 
was realized. Some tendency towards slow learning or spastic activity was observed, and some heuristic remedies 
investigated. 

The training algorithm isd = 7/C(§ - §*) 

The following extensions are proposed to complete the project: 
1. Add noise when local minima are reached or learning slows to unacceptable rates, ala Boltzmann. 
2. Exploit synergies in the robot: In a fashion similar to Hinton’s "stick figure balancing heuristics", apply rules 

concerning how the joints in a manipulator cooperate or compete in selecting modes of behavior. This should 
speed learning and reduce the possibility of the spontaneous emergence of undesired alternate solutions. 

3. Add models of physical constraints to force the CMAC to mimic a body of AI rules by exhibiting habituation. 
4. Add a 6th degree of freedom. 

The resolution levels were set using a rule given in the seminal Miller/Glanz/Kraft paper (1986), that states a 
relationship between resolution and generalization size. The summed absolute differences of the components of 
input state vectors must be less than C if those two vectors are to generalize. This differential quantity was 
determined empirically, by having the control program monitor the differential sum during several experimental 
runs. 

An interesting observation made was that the experimental system was very sensitive to over- as well as 
under-generalization. Good results were impossible from both C = 32 and C = 128. The former learned too slowly, 
and the latter was unstable in its learned data. 256 was tried and showed even more instability. This can perhaps 
be explained as the result of retroactive inhibition due to the structured map rather than the unstructured map. 

In practical CMAC implementations, consider the possibility of a variable learning rate, 7. This could take the 
form of an adaptive damping function to smooth out instability caused by regions of noisy input, and still allow for 
fast convergence rates, while 7 = 1.0, everywhere else. One promising approach to this is the construction of an 
"aging" CMAC, which has coarse resolution and is present strictly to monitor the relative age of the data in the 
control CMAC. As the data ages, (is trained repetitively), the aging CMAC will adjust down the learning rate in a 
fashion similar to, but more locally specific than, some well known implementations of Kohonen map training 
algorithms. 

Variable 7 could be coupled with a focusing of the generalization window. Rather than having a generalization 
window that specifies that the delta value learned be uniformly applied at each component point of excitation 
comprising the current receptive field, it would be desirable to bias the delta to have more effect (i.e. a larger value 
of 7), for points near the center of the receptive field, than for points on the periphery of the field. This sounds 
easier than it really is, because in the current CMAC, there is no easily calculable and reliable metric for measuring 
how far any constituent receptive point is from the "center" of its receptive field. All we have is the membership 
roll for any receptive field. By the time we get to the computation of delta, the addresses are likely in terms of the 
A’ memory. Ranking the indices of the array giving the membership roll of the constituent points ranked according 
to a euclidean distance formula in the A memory would inject a high computational penalty! 

Observations bore out that generalization didn’t seem to be uniform. Since no effort to come up with a tailor 
made structured map was undertaken, this wasn’t surprising at all. The paradigmatic CMAC structured address 
map elects a receptive field for an input from sequence of points in the input space such that each address 
coordinate is incremented C times, which tends to smear the receptive field along diagonals in the hyperspatial 
memory. A recent idea we have started exploring at UNH to avoid this problem is to use a locally tuning neural 
network, like a Kohonen map to implement the front end (structured) address map, rather than the usual 
algorithmic front end. There would be a slight computational penalty in doing this, but the benefits of better fault 
tolerance and the inherent presence of a distance metric within the receptive field would likely be a great benefit. 

Another problem that concerned us was that of the redundancy of the inverse solution. In numerous sources, 
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notably Atkeson and Jordan, reference has been made to a commonplace problem in redundant manipulator 
control that the average of two good solutions is not necessarily a solution. Concern over that prompted the 

implementation of an added heuristic level in the learning step of the program. In the event a point is reached when 

all other indications favored training the CMAC at a particular point, before training, the CMAC is excited and 

read, to see what response is already stored there. If the dot product of the response to be trained in at this point 

with what’s already there is 0, don’t train! This dot product is in joint coordinate space by virtue of being a product 

of incremental joint commands. A dot product constraint has already been imposed on the system in hand 
coordinates by requiring the weak gradient descent described before. 

There is a "catch 22" problem with the dot product heuristic in that if it is enabled, and a hashing collision injects 

a contrary response vector into a state space location, that invalid response won’t go away, because this dot product 

rule won't allow training to override it! 

Observations showed that areas of learning defects seemed to cluster around the obstacles, indicating that the 
removal of an active address coordinate from the state space response may herald the coming of some spastic 

responses, and in such cases, the dot product heuristic should be disabled. This is desirable in fact because if a new 

obstacle enters the workspace, the robot very definitely may encounter instances of needing to reverse stored 

response vectors, and the enabled dot product heuristic would effectively block such recovery. It was observed, by 
manually enabling or disabling the two dot product heuristics, the catch 22 could be circumvented, while still leaving 
the dot product heuristics on most of the time to prevent undesirable spontaneous path modality changes. It may 
be that rules can be imposed, allowing the system to automatically enable or disable these heuristics at various 

times. An obvious one is "if the percent of steps that are random increases above some threshold, disable the dot 
product heuristic”. The manual operation results were promising, but since the only obstacles observed so far have 

been boundary conditions and these don’t appear and disappear, the results are still somewhat inconclusive. 

Although this project is framed as one in robotics, it should not be missed that this is a widely applicable 

methodology. There exist a huge, if not infinite, number of applications in industry, science, business, and elsewhere 
where processes go on that have matrix space definitions, and in which an optimal setting for a set of input 

parameters must be known in advance to assure the success of the process. Typically the forward process transform 
is easy, but the solution of the matrix equations for the reverse transform (which would allow you to set those input 

parameters, a priori, to guarantee some desired output response), can’t be found because of the existence of non 

invertible matrices in the system equations. This adaptive method of learning a representation of a reverse 
transform may be of wide and profound interest to other industries. 
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Abstract- The systems that can recognize and understand some figures or 
scenes must have abilities of size- and rotation- invariant pattern classifica- 
tion. Invariant pattern classification models proposed before, however, have 
some difficulties in real applications in spite of their usefulness in principle. 
To overcome these difficulties, a PDP model in combination with data ex pres- 
sions for invariant pattern classification is introduced. This model is used to 
classify some simple figures. 

1. Introduction 

Although computer technology has made remarkable progress, a computer’s ca- 
pabilities in pattern processing have made rather slow progress and have fallen be- 
hind human abilities. In order to implement more intelligent machines, it is nec- 
essary to refer to the manner in which human beings process patterns\!). One of 
the manners is parallel processing, and another is adaptable processing. Although 
PDP models?) are advantageous in processing data in those manners, the percep- 
tron type PDP model’s capability for shift-, size- and rotation- invarient pattern 
classification is poor‘), Therefore, it is important to select the proper input data 
expression when PDP models are applied to the pattern classification problem. 

A model based on log-polar coordinate transform?) and translation-invarient 
transform‘) is used to choose a proper data selection. 

2. Approaches to the size- and rotation- invariance problem 

The retinal mapping to the striate cortex of some mammls can be expressed by 
a space-variant cortical magnification factor CM. Under the assumption that CM 
is locally isotropic and inversly proportional to the retinal eccentricity, the retinal 
projection to area 17 can be approximated by a log-polar coordinate tranform"?). 
A log-polar coordinate transform converts scaling and rotation into translations, if 
the objective image is centered in the coordinates. The R-transform ®) is applied 
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to subsequent procedures to pick up translation-invariant data expressions. The R- 

transform is a class of translation-invariant transform, and its algorithm is similar 
to a flow graph of the FFT, and is represented by a layered network. A unit in the 
network computes only the sum and the absolute difference of the two values. As a 

result of the log-polar coordinate transform and the R-transform mentioned above, 

a size- and rotation-invariant pattern expressions is obtained. 

In a similar model that has been reported‘”), patterns are classified by the nor- 

malized distances between two vectors correspond to the patterns. However, it is 

sometimes difficult to classify patterns, because of deviations due to low resolution 

and to special features of the R-transform. For instance, normalized distances shown 

in Fig.2 correspond to size scale variations of the samples shown in Fig.1. It is found 

that classification is difficult if the scale factor is more than 1.3 (image resolution is 
64 x 64 and pixel value is binary in Fig.1). To overcome these difficulties, a PDP 

model in combination with data expressions for invariant pattern classification is 
introduced. 

3. Robust method for pattern classification by applying PDP model 

To make the model more robust for pattern classification, it is necessary to correct 

vectors corresponding to R-transformed patterns separate in the vector space. A 

perceptron type PDP model subsequent to the R-transform is applied. This kind 

of model is suitable for this purpose because it has the capability to adaptively 
simulate arbitral mapping from sets of input/output data. Moreover, we composed 

the PDP model including a mapping function, which is suitable for the correction 

of vectors, because this new model can make its structure in a short time compared 

with the existent method in which the initial value of each unit is set at random and 

is learned repeatedly‘*). A three layered PDP model that has the above mentioned 
structure at hidden layer units is composed using the following procedure. 

1. Vectors which represent given patterns well are picked up and are regarded as 

anchor points from the distribution of data in the vector space. 

to
 All points in the vector space are projected to the surface of a hyper sphere by 

one dimension in order to set all vectors and anchor points on the surface of 

the same hyper sphere. Thus, the anchor points are regarded as hidden layer 

units, and coordinate values of the anchor points are also regarded as weights 
of linkages from input layer to hidden layer. 

3. The hidden layer has a threshold function or sigmoid function. Parameters 

of these functions are defined so that linear combination of the hidden layer’s 

output is the output of the proposed model. 
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4. The input data for learning the model are arbitrarily selected from some vec- 

tors in the vector space where R-transformed patterns exist. Thus, hidden 

layer outputs are obtained. Moreover, corresponding desirable data are inver- 
sly transformed by the output layer by adopting a method of least squares for 
a set of output data of the hidden layer and inversely transformed data by the 

output layer. 

According to these procedures, the model outputs are shown in Fig.3 where the 
desirable values of the three sample figures shown in Fig.1 are set to 0.1, 0.5 and 0.9 
respectively. As shown in Fig.3, the model outputs corresponding to size scale vari- 

ations of a sample figure are distributed separately from those of another, therefore 

the proposed method can use the model outputs as better classification criterion 

than the existing method which classify patterns only by vector distances obtained 

from the R-transformed pattern. 

4. Conclusion 

A size- and rotation- invariant pattern classification model is proposed by com- 
bining log-polar coordinate tranform and translation-invariant transform. The model 
is tested using some simple figures, and is shown to have better classification crite- 
rion than the existing method which classify patterns only by vector distances. 
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The proposed spatial information processing system (SIPS) is a self-organizing multi layer neural 
network paradigm modeled by the neural dynamics on boundary feature perception, brightness 
perception, and color perception, of three-dimensional real world images. As an image processing 
system, SIPS at low level extracts features from spatial information stored in the image for the high 
level part of SIPS to recognize objects in the image and/or to perform scene analysis. We believe 
that human usually isolates sighted object boundaries before recognizing them. In this paper, we 
only concern the performance of SIPS on segmentation and boundary contour detection. Without 
involving any domain specific knowledge, the perceptual grouping principles used in SIPS are 
domain independent. They are based on the characteristics such as continuity, curvilinearity, 
collinearity, proximity, color, and other phenomena of boundary feature in images, as well as on 
the brightness constancy, brightness contrast, brightness assimilation, and other brightness 
phenomena in images. Detail discussion on theory, performance and limitation of SIPS is in [8]. 

In [7], we present the performance of SIPS-I which is based on the first order characteristics of 
boundary feature in images, the perception of continuously shaded surface, and other surface 
perception such as illuminants and shape-from-shading. In [7] and [8], simulation results of 
SIPS-I has been compared with the Boundar Contour Systems ([4], [5], [6]) developed by 
Grossberg and his colleague. In this paper, we present some simultation results of SIPS-II which 
is based on the second order characteristics and proximity of boundary feature in images as well as 
other perceptual grouping such as textures, boundaries, and emergent segmentations. In [8], we 
first analyze the neural network dynamical equations at each level of these two SIPSs to present 
their structures, data flows and parameter functions, then discuss how these models are consistent 
with neurophysiological data and compatible with some components of human vision system. 

In our computer simulations, we first demonstrate how SIPSs work on 16x16 idealized images 
such as Figure 1 - 3 below with the left one being the input and the right one being the output of 
SIPS-II. These show the capability of SIPS-II to handle perceptual organization rules on the 
extraction and grouping of curved boundaries and contours, brightness constancy, brightness 
contrast, and boundary completion. We then show some results of SIPS-II applied to real world 
images with much more complicated structures and in much larger size. In Figure 4, the boundary 
completion and extraction of fingers, hairline, eyes of Iceman are well done. In Figure 5, it is clear 
that SIPS-II can differentiate noise from important tiny data areas even they have about the same 
grey level, as noise around the face are suppressed but eyeball outline is kept and nose profile is 
completed. In Figure 6, the level contours on Cheryl's face and hair are well grouped or merged. 

In Table 1, we list the CPU seconds for each image taken by the SIPS-II which is coded in "C" on 
a UNIX-based 5-MIPS workstation from our elaborated tests. SIPS-II can be easily implemented 
on a parallel-pipeline computer or in microprocessor chips on array processor boards due to its 
architecture design [8]. Under those circumstances, the execution time for SIPS-II on those 
images in Figure 4 - 6 can be further reduced to less than one second, which is near the so called 
“real-time” range. The processing speed and the quality of the output which can be seen in the 
Table 1 and Figure 1 - 6, are better than known segmenters and boundary contour detectors based 
on other neural network architectures (such as [1], [2], [3] ) for perceptual grouping. 
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Figure 1: The Koffka-Benussi Ring. 
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Figure 2: The Yin Yang Square. 
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Figure 3: An Uneven Lluminated Image 
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ABSTRACT 

This paper presents an isolated-word speech recognition system which utilizes global lexical 
features to access words rapidly. Depending on whether the confusability of the lexicon is 
sufficiently low, the system can function as a complete recognizer, or as a hypothesization 
component of a larger speech recognition system. The system begins by extracting simple acoustic 
parameters, such as bandlimited energies, zerocrossing densities, and autocorrelations. These are 
combined in unique ways to produce seven phonetic features: voicing, frication, tongue height, 
tongue advancement, rounding, orality, and syllabicity. These phonetic features are summarized 
over the entire word using normalized polynomial moments, which results in a set of forty-eight 
global lexical features. The global lexical features participate as inputs to a neural network, which 
selects the correct word corresponding to the input. The entire system, including the neural 
network simulator, is coded in the "C" language and runs on a UNIX system. 

INTRODUCTION 

The goal of our isolated-word speech recognition system is to take any spoken English word from 
a given lexicon as an input, elicit a sufficiently small set of plausible candidate words and/or 
phrases to correctly hypothesize the given word (word hypothesization). 

In one study [Marslen-Wilson, 1973], some hearers were able to recognize and repeat fluent 
speech with a delay of only 0.5 second. On average, this is enough time for only the first 
syllable-onset to reach the hearer. The number of words having a given onset (such as "tra") is 
about 30, on average. This kind evidence from close shadowing gives some indication of the 
degree of performance which should be demanded of a word hypothesizer. 

The proposed isolated-word speech recognition system is a multi-level system with four stages of 
processing which are: Acoustic, Phonetic, Lexical, and Evidence Combination via a neural 
network architecture [Sung and Jones, '89]. The system can function either as a word hypothesizer 
or as a recognizer, depending on the size and confusability of the lexicon. The strategy is to first 
calculate global lexical features which characterize words as a whole, then submit it to a neural 
network architecture for evidence combination. It is anticipated that by combining information from 
a large number of lexical features, a small set of word candidates can be activated by elimination. 

In the first stage of processing, acoustic features are extracted. These fall into three or four 
categories: autocorrelations, bandlimited energies and their ratios, and formant frequencies. 
Formant estimation uses our own algorithm, one which avoids the usual pitfalls. 

In the second stage of processing, several phonetic features are calculated using acoustic data. 
These fall into several categories: voicing, frication, energy-based features, and formant-based 
features (vocoid articulations). A pitch detector is also built to be a stress detector. 

In the third stage of processing, various methods for summarizing phonetic features over an entire 
word are used. These methods include moment computation, extremum evaluation, and arclength 
computation. Besides polynomial moments, some tests have been made using Fourier expansions. 
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In the last stage of processing, the resulting vector of lexical features is used as input to a neural 
network architecture, or as features of a classical pattern recognizer. We have found that the neural 
network performs about as well as the classical pattern recognizer in this context. Our performance 
results are typically in the 90th percentile. 

A Neural Network Approach to Evidence Combination 

Because a plurality of lexical features arise in this system, as in Miwa and Kido's [1986], there 
comes a point when one must consider how various pieces of evidence are to be combined to form 
a composite decision. As noted, Miwa and Mido take the classical path of the Bayesian classifier. 
Yet, this is inadequate to compensate for discrete variation, or non-unimodal variation (since a 
Gaussian assumption underlies their work), or even dependencies among features (because they 
employ a diagonal covariance matrix). However, there is some indication that a neural network 
may be capable of compensating for all these kinds of variation [Sung and Priebe, 1988]. 

In this paper, a special neural network architecture called multi-layer perceptron is employed. Such 
a neural net typically consists of a set of input nodes, each of which is connected to a set of hidden 
nodes by weighted connections; each hidden unit is in turn connected to all the output nodes by 
more weighted connection. The weights can be systematically learned using training data, via a 
learning rule known as the "Generalized Delta Rule" [Rumelhart and McClelland, 1986]. 

It is speculated that neural networks may have at least the same capacity for performance as 
classical pattern recognition systems, since both combine evidence multiplicatively using some type 
of confidence coefficients (connection weights in the former, variances in the latter). Ifa 
perceptron has at least two levels of connections, it has the potential of performing as well as the 
classical technique of principle components analysis, in which an optimal set of "rotated" (in the 
feature space) axes are calculated from the covariance matrix, so that the new feature axes are as 
independent as possible. In the multi-layer perceptron, computation of the hidden unit output 
signals is equivalent to matrix multiplication, which allows rotation and dilation of the feature 
space. The second layer of neurons combines the evidence present in the new, rotated vectors. 
Likewise, multi-layer perceptrons are probably less sensitive to peculiarities of the distributions of 
the lexical features (given a particular word), to the extent that even discrete variation can be 
compensated for. One can simply imagine a given output unit to be strongly connected to more 
than one hidden unit, which could reflect a multiplicity of corresponding acoustic-phonetic 
realizations. Thus neural networks might compensate for the inadequacies of classical pattern 
recognition techniques. 

Recognition is done by performing a single forward pass, followed by selection of the output unit 
having the highest score. Hypothesization is done by selecting the set of output units having 
scores within a certain fraction of the maximum. 

LEXICON 

The following words were used for training and testing. This set of words is a mixture. The first 
set consisted of vocabulary that might be used to train a robot, and of words from Basic English. 
The second set consisted of disyllables containing voiced non-fricative intervocalic consonants 
(ostensibly for testing a segmenter). Finally, the ten digits were added. The list was scanned to 
ensure that each English phoneme occurs at least once. 

meaning universal come kennel inning go 
a nook Mimi give mumu animal take 
Jimmy woman nght singing singer left 

either smoothing close wither T. V. open 
movie evil true giving easy false 
oozing razzle top isn't fizzle bottom 
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seizure usual I Musial vision you 
Edie ado forward Aden edition backward 
Iggy giggle yes pigg boogie no 
maybe booboo up able tibia down 
a book beady on booty addle off 
idiot pudding grip tuner humor release 
laser butter now bigger labor then 
button botany here there Start stop 
above below in out function relation 
move return get replace translation rotation 
continue interrupt pencil paper all only 
almost enough do make ready wait 
where when much little together separate 
variable constant put keep lift carry 
see look hold adjust point home 
think say load send wrong again 
book at collision hello Zero one 
two three four five S1X seven 
eight nine 

System Performance 

In an earlier test, five sets of the ten digits (by the same speaker) were digitized under uniform 
recording conditions (a quiet office). The first four set of data were presented four at a time, until 
all ten had been used; this entire process was repeated about four hundred times. Using the fifth 
word for each digit to be the test data, the system was able to recognize all ten words uniquely. 

In the next test, forty fairly non-confusable words from the above lexicon were used to train, this 
time with each word being presented three times in succession (three identical instantiations). The 
entire list was presented about five hundred times. Even the training set was then used for testing, 
it is still interesting that the recognition score was one hundred percent. The system even managed 
to distinguish between potentially confusable pairs such as left / lift, and say / see. In both of these 
two tests, a smaller number of hidden neurons was used, namely thirty. 

Finally, a training set was digitized which consisted of the 146 words in the above lexicon, and 
each word was digitized three times by the same speaker under the same recording conditions 
(quiet room). After digitization the data were processed to extract the moments. The number of 
hidden units was set at fifty. In training, each word was presented twice (using two of the three 
digitizations), and the list was presented in sequence (as opposed to random training). Each pass 
through the list constitutes one major iteration. Periodically, training was stopped and testing was 
performed. Testing was done by sequential presentation of the data in the third data set. For each 
word presented, several quantities were noted. First, the maximum score attained at any output 
neuron was noted. The number of words which scored at a level greater (i. e., whose 
corresponding ouput neurons attained higher activation) than a fixed fraction of this maximum (the 
inclusion threshold) were printed out, and they were counted. Finally, it was noted whether the 
right word was in this hypothesized list, and which word (output neuron) was the highest scorer. 

Once these data had been prepared, two facts were sought. The first was the relative number of 
occasions when the correct word was found in the hypothesized list. Naturally, this varies as a 
function of the number of training iterations. The largest value obtained occurred when the number 
of training iterations was at its maximum (600), and the inclusion threshold was at its minimum 
(1%). It was equal to 132 words correctly hypothesized out of 146, or 90.6% , and the average 
number of words in the hypothesization set was only 5.47. On the other hand, further training 
does not seem to be useful, given the lexical features used and the state of the lexicon at present. 
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It is perhaps more useful to lower the inclusion threshold. In the beginning it was stated that the 
goal was to hypothesize a sufficiently small set of lexemes given a particular input waveform. 
From test results, it is clear that this goal has been fulfilled, with room for improvement. It will be 
interesting to see how low the inclusion threshold must be before hypothesization performance 
reaches 100%, and what the average number of hypothesized words is at this level. 

The existing results are good, but fall short of our hopes. Even so, there are many examples 
where the system performed very well, considering the crudeness of our acoustic processing 
(8-bit) and the “leveling” of distinctions which lexical feature extraction can induce. The system 
distinguishes between "mumu" and "booboo," with each being uniquely hypothesized at the 10% 
inclusion level. After 600 iterations at the 50% inclusion level, a total of 85 words, or 58.2%, 
were distinguished correctly and uniquely, despite the potential confusability of the lexicon. 

There is one other positive development which was not anticipated. In those cases in which the 
correct word does not appear among the hypothesized words, the maximum score attained by any 
word is almost invariably rather low, certainly much less than 0.5. This could provide a way of 
systematically lowering the inclusion threshold so that the correct word has a greater likelihood of 
being present among the hypothesized words. 

Finally, to assess the value of the neural network approach in relation to traditional pattern 
recognition techniques, a simple classical pattern recognition system was constructed. The system 
calculates class-specific means and variances for the same data used to train the neural network. 
These data are then used to classify samples by placing them in the class whose mean is closest, 
relative to the normalized Mahalanobis distance for the particular class. Since inclusion thresholds 
can be set to induce any desired degree of hypothesizer performance, but the number of hypotheses 
submitted soon becomes so large as to render the hypothesizer useless, any salient measure of 
hypothesizer performance must address both these issues. Thus, our results shows how the 
number of hypotheses increases as a function of the number of words correctly hypothesized. 
From these results, and those inferred earlier, it can be seen the the neural network's performance 
is comparable to that of the classical pattern recognizer. 

In summary, we have presented a system which can be used as a word recognizer for a small, 
non-confusable lexicon, or as a hypothesizer for larger lexicons. The system begins by extracting 
parameters on each time frame, proceeding from the concrete level (acoustic) to the abstract 
(phonetic). These parameters are combined systematically to produce global lexical features, 
which characterize an entire word. These are used as inputs to a neural network, which attempts to 
find the best match(es) for the given input. Overall, there have been many encouraging results. 
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ABSTRACT 

An analog divider circuit design is presented. It is a perceptron 
neural-network consisting of neurons designed to approximate the 
desired output in a certain region of input values. Neuron and 
network design are described and results of circuit Simulations 
are presented. 

INTRODUCTION 

As one of the fundamental mathematical operations division is 
important in signal processing applications. The idea to build a 
divider circuit based on neural network techniques originated in 
the comparison between the abilities of Single-layer perceptron 
networks and the requirements for a divider: 
A single-layer feed-forward perceptron network is able to decide, 
on which side of a hyperplane in the hyperspace of the input 
vectors a set of input values are located, or in other words, if 
the weighted sum of input values exceeds a certain threshold. 
For the special case of two input variables a and b anda 
threshold of zero the weighted sum equation is 

Wa * a + Wb * b = O or a/b = - Wb / Wa 

and thus a certain ratio is defined by the weights Wa and Wb. 
Figure 1 shows a graphical illustration of the plane of input 
values andthe lines of constant ratio defined by the weights in 
the divider design proposed here. 
The divider works in the following way: Input and output values 
are represented by currents, here simply called a, b and (a/b). 
Neurons calculate whether the ratio a/b is larger or smaller 
than the neuron’s built-in ratio. Each Single neuron corresponds 
to a line of constant ratio (Wb/Wa) in the input plane. For input 
ratios far larger than this ratio the neuron. provides a certain 
constant output current, for input ratios far smaller it has zero 
Output current. In the intermediate region around this ratio it 
provides an output current that is approximately linearly 
changing. By placing several lines in the plane of input values, 
bounded by amin<a<amax and 0<bmin<b<bmax ,thus using several 
neurons with different ratios, and adding up their output 
Currents, the ratio can be approximated for all possible input 
values. Figure 4 illustrates the principle of operation, showing 
a sweep through the input plane and the corresponding outputs of 
the single neurons and the whole circuit. 
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THE DESIGN OF A SINGLE NEURON 

The basic building-block for a perceptron network is the neuron. 
The neuron designed here (fig. 2) has the following 
characteristics: 
- the output is a current since the outputs of the neurons have 

to be added to obtain the final output value. 
- the input iS a current, too, to avoid the need for external 
voltage-to-current conversions. 

- the gain of the neuron is changing with the input current, 
high gain for low currents, where the lines of constant ratio 
are closely spaced, lower gain for higher input currents. This 
leads to good interpolation characteristics. 

- the weights Wa and Wb, are realized by the geometrical 
parameters (W/L)n and (W/L)p. The signs of the weights are 
fixed by the design. 

The neuron consists of a current comparator with voltage output, 
which has a gain that is inversely proportional to the current. 
The output voltage of the comparator is used to control the 
output current by a transistor switch in the following way: 
For high output voltages the switching transistor is in the 
ohmic region and the current is limited by the reference source. 
For low output voltage the switching transistor is turned off 

and thus the output current is zero. In the intermediate region 
the reference source is in the ohmic’ region, the switching 
transistor is in saturation and the output current changes with 
the output voltage of the comparator. The reference is chosen 
such that the reference source reaches saturation for the 
comparator reaching Vdd-Vt. The ‘switch off’ occurs at Vss+Vt, 
where Vdd and Vss_ are the power supply voltages and Vt is the 
threshold voltage of the MOSFETs. The input currents are chosen 
such that the comparator has a linear region between Vdd-Vt 
and Vss+vVt. This results in a relatively simple nonlinearity. A 
drawback is, that the gain of the complete circuit is difficult 
to design analytically. Here a circuit simulator was used to 
adjust parameters. 

DESIGN OF THE WHOLE NETWORK 

Since a high regularity reduces the efforts in the design, 
especially when the design has to be done in a "try-and-error" 
manner, the input plane was divided into similar segments so that 
the neurons differ only in geometric parameters representing 
different ratios. These can be determined easily from the 
corresponding ratio -Wb/Wa by 

-Wb/Wa = (W/L)p / (W/L)n 

where the subscripts p and n stand for PMOS and NMOS transistors 
respectively. The gain, which corresponds to the width of the 
region of interpolation in the input plane, is the same for all 
neurons. Only in the regions where interpolation is more 
difficult, near the maximum and near the minimum ratio, the lines 
were spaced twice as close, corresponding to a higher gain of the 
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neurons in this region. 
The resulting (W/L)p / (W/L)n ratios for the comparator and the 
W/L ratio for the output devices are shown in figure 3. To obtain 
a Similar channel-length modulation for all components of the 
comparators the device length L has to be the same for all 
devices. 
The W/L ratio of the output devices for each neuron is 
proprotional to the difference between the input current ratios 
at the ‘switch off’ of the next neuron and the ’switch off’ of 
the considered neuron. The fourth neuron for. example covers the 
range from 0.58 to 1.02 and has a current output proprotional to 
1.02 - 0.58 = 0.44. 

SIMULATION-RESULTS 

The circuit was simulated using the circuit simulator PSPICE. 
Figure 1 shows the location of the DC-sweep in the input plane. 
The principle of operation of the circuit is illustrated by 
figure 4. It shows, how the different neurons do the 
interpolation in their range and give constant output outside 
this region. Figure 5 shows the absolute error (normalized 
to the maximum output) and the relative error of the output 
current. The maximum relative error is approximately 7% 
disregarding the region near a/b=0. 
The maximum absolute error is 3.5% of the maximum output, the 
error near a/b=0 is about 1% of the maximum output. 
Other simulations of the single neuron were performed to analyze 
the influence of different error sources on the output current. 
The most critical parameters are the geometrical values and 
relative variations in the threshold voltage. The influence of 
finite output resistance of the reference sources is Significant, 
too, but it could be reduced by using cascoded current sources 
instead. Variations of the channel-length modulation did not have 
Significant influence on the accuracy of the output. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The perceptron network seems to bea promising design for an 
analog divider. The abilities of a Single layer perceptron 
network without feedback and the requirements for a divider are 
very Similar. A simple neuron circuit with good interpolation 
characteristics can be used. The result is a Simple structure 
consisting of only 30 transistors leading to a relative error 
of about 7%. The error could be further reduced by increasing the 
number of neurons. The maximum accuracy will depend on the 
accuracy of geometrical parameters in the process. 
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Abstract 

This paper compares the performance of a Spatio-Temporal Pattern Recognition neural net- 
work word recognizer with a traditional Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) word recognizer. Each 
recognizer is evaluated over a set of 4 words spoken by 6 different speakers/talkers (24 tokens 
total.) On each run, one speaker’s utterances are used as training input for the neural network, or 
as templates for the DTW word matcher. The utterances from the remaining 5 speakers are 
reserved for testing. Using a different speaker’s data as the training/template set each time, a 
total of six runs are performed. Averaging the results over 6 runs yields a 97.5% accuracy rate 
for the neural network, as compared with an 87.5% rate for DTW with a slope constraint of 0, or 
85% for DTW with a slope constraint of 1. 

Introduction 

The Spatio-Temporal Pattern Recognition Approach to word recognition has been intro- 
duced in IJCNN-89 [6]. We have built a limited vocabulary, speaker independent, isolated word 
recognition system based on the above approach. The system has been trained with 4 words spo- 
ken by one single speaker (talker.) The trained system has recognized the 4 words in the voca- 
bulary spoken by each of 5 other speakers. 

Here we extend our experiments with the system by varying the training set. To test for 
speaker independence, we use only one speaker’s utterances as training input. The trained sys- 
tem is tested on other speakers’ utterances. We vary the training input, using one speaker’s data 
each time. The results are presented. Training and testing times are recorded. 

To compare the Spatio-Temporal Pattern Recognition Approach to a traditional technique, 
we implement an isolated word recognizer based on the Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) 
approach [1]. We evaluate the DTW word recognizer by using a single speaker’s utterances as 
templates, and matching the utterances voiced by other speakers. The results based on different 
speaker’s template utterances are presented. Computation time is recorded. 

The Spatio-Temporal Pattern Recognition Approach 

The Spatio-Temporal Pattern Recognition Approach is a static pattern recognition approach 
applied to recognize a spatio-temporal pattern of time varying speech features. A system has 
been built with this approach and recognizes digitized isolated words without performing seg- 
mentation, phomeme identification, or time alignment. The preprocessing only includes end- 
points identification, preceding and trailing silence removal, and word length determination. A 
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fourth-order Linear Predictive Coding (LPC) analysis [2] is performed on each of 32 equally 
spaced frames. The 4 LPC coefficients plus 4 other features from each frame are input to a mul- 
tilayer feedforward neural network. 

Preprocessing is performed before LPC analysis. The endpoints of the word are determined 
[3]. Preceding and trailing silence are stripped off. Dividing the length of the word by 32 gives 
the spacing between the starting points of the 256-point LPC analysis frames. The LPC analysis 
frames may overlapped if the length of the preprocessed utterance is less than 32x256 points 
(819.2 ms at 10 kHz sampling rate.) 

For each frame, we obtain 8 representative features that are input to the neural network 
recognizer. We subtract the mean value of the digitized signal, and apply Hamming window 
weighting. We then apply a 4-th order LPC analysis, and obtain 4 LPC coefficients plus the nor- 
malized prediction error. In addition, we record the peak amplitude, the number of zero cross- 
ings, and the root-mean-squared energy of the signal in the frame. We apply a nonlinear normal- 
ization exp(-x) to keep the last three feature values within the [0,1] interval. We thus obtain 8 
features per analysis frame. 

The neural network pattern recognizer is a multilayer feedforward network trained with the 
backpropagation learning algorithm [4]. The neural network has 4 output layer units, where 
each represents a word in the lexicon. We use 50 hidden layer units. The network takes 256 
inputs, which are the 32 frames with 8 features each. We use a learning rate of 0.1, and a 
momentum constant of 0.9. We do not clear the momentum term during training. Initial weights 
are small random values uniformly distributed between -0.3 and 0.3. We represent the desired 
output with 1.0 at the unit representing the corresponding word, and 0.0 at other units. The 
desired values are not achieved with linear graded units which use the sigmoidal nonlinearity. 
Thus we choose the word corresponding to output layer unit having the highest output value as 
the recognized word. 

Evaluating the Spatio-Temporal Pattern Recognition Approach 

In this section we present the results with our extended experiments with the neural net- 
work recognizer. We have presented the result of training the network with only one speaker’s 
data, and perfect recognition of 5 other speaker’s utterances [6]. Here we vary the training set, 
always using only one speaker’s data set as training input. We test the trained network on the 
remaining data sets. We also record the computation time to train the network with one data set, 
and the time to recognize the remaining data sets. 

The data sets consist of utterances of 4 different words (colt, star, drink, and taste) spoken 
by 6 female native speaker of English. The speakers are identified by their initials: C.L.C., J.J.H., 
L.L.S., S.E.K., J.L.O., and L.H.J. The utterances are recorded in a quiet room and are digitized 
at 10 kHz. The A/D conversion has 12-bit resolution. These utterances vary in length, and have 
a variable duration of preceding and trailing silence. 

We first train the network with 100 epochs on the 4-word set spoken by C.L.C., and then 
test the network on the same 4 words spoken by 5 other speakers. The perfect recognition in the 
above experiment has been presented in JCNN-89. We repeat the above experiment 5 times, 
training with the utterances of J.J.H., L.L.S., S.E.K., J.L.O., and L.H.J. respectively. Each train- 
ing run Starts with initial weights, and testing is done on the remaining 5 data sets. 

The results are summarized in the Table I. The neural network only fails on 3 out of the 
total 120 testing words. This gives an average of 97.5% accuracy. The neural network fails to 
recognize the words "colt" and "taste", both spoken by L.H.J., when trained with the words spo- 
ken by J.J.H. The third failure occurs on the input word "taste" spoken by L.H.J. when trained 
with the 4 words spoken by S.E.K. 
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We perform our experiments on the Gould NP-1 computer with vector processor/arithmetic 
acceleractor. Training 100 passes of the 4-word training set take 11.1 cpu seconds (rounded to 
the nearest tenth of a second) on the sequential version, and only 1.0 second on the vectorized 

version. Testing all 24 words in the training set and testing sets take 0.3 cpu second on the 
sequential version, and 0.1 second on the vectorized version. 

The Dynamic Time Warping Approach 

The traditional dynamic programming approach serves as a comparison for the Spatio- 
Temporal Pattern Recognition Approach. We build a DTW word recognizer based on the 
minimum prediction residual principle (Itakura, 1975.) The training and testing utterances are 
the ones mentioned in the previous section. The evaluation procedure is also similar. The DTW 
word recognizer is run with two different slope constraints on the warp path [5]. Recognition 
accuracy and computation time are recorded. 

Using the same utterances as we use for the neural network, we can use the same endpoints 
determined for each utterance. Preceding and trailing silence are stripped off. Here we apply 
14-th order LPC analysis on successive 128-point frames. The 14 LPC coefficients give a better 
characterization of the frame than the 4 coefficients from an LPC-4 analysis described in the pre- 
vious section. Each utterance is processed into a variable number of frames (due to varying 
word length) with 14 LPC coefficients per frame. 

Testing of the DTW word recognizer is similar to that of the neural network. Speaker 
independence is stressed. Only one speaker’s utterances are used as templates for the DTW 
word recognizer. The utterances voiced by the remaining 5 speakers are reserved for matching. 
Six runs are performed, with each run using a different speaker’s data as the template set. 
Besides using Itakura’s slope constraint of 0 [1], the slope constraint of 1 introduced by Sakoe & 
Chiba [5] is applied in a second run. Sakoe & Chiba reports higher accuracy rate with the slope 
constraint of 1. 

The results are summarized in the last two columns of Table I. The DTW word recognizer 
with slope constraint O fails on 15 out of the total 120 input utterances. This gives an average of 
87.5% accuracy. The DTW word recognizer with slope constraint 1 fails on 18 out of the total 
120 input utterances, which translates to 85% accuracy. 

As the DTW word recognizer needs no training, we only report the testing time. Taking 
the 4 template words for reference and performing matching on a single input word take 2.9 
seconds and 15.9 seconds with a slope constraint of zero and one respectively. Testing all 24 
words in the training set and testing sets would take 69.6/381.6 seconds with a slope constraint 
of zero/one. 

Conclusion 

Evaluating over the 6-speaker, 4-word vocabulary, the Spatio-Temporal Pattern Recogni- 
tion neural network isolated word recognizer has a significantly higher accuracy rate than that of 
the Dynamic Time Warping word recognizer. The vectorized version of the neural network 
recognizer is about 2 orders of magnitude faster than the DTW word recognizer. The output 
layer unit activations of the neural network also shows more discriminatory power than the pred- 
iction residuals computed by the DTW approach, as can be contrasted in Figures 1, 2, and 3. 
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Table | 
Summary of recognition results with the Spatio-Temporal 

Pattern Recognition neural network (NN) and the 
Dynamic Time Warping word recognizer with 

slope constarints zero (ODTW-0) and one (OTW-1) 

  

  

  

              

  

    

Training Recognized / New utterances 

Speaker NN DTW-0 DTW-1 

C.L.C. 20/20 18/20 18/20 
J.J.H. 18/20 16/20 14/20 

L.L.S. 20/20 16/20 16/20 

S.E.K. 19/20 18/20 19/20 

J.L.O. 20/20 18/20 15/20 

L.H.J 20/20 19/20 20/20 

Total 117/120 105/120 102/120 

Average 97.5% 87 5% 85.0% 
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Abstract: In this paper we present a method for point pattern matching[1] using a Hopfield-type neural 
network. We give a formulation with energy functions which converge to the optimal solution in a least squares 
sense. The input points are assumed transformed from the template points by affine transformation with additive 
positional noise. We show that the number of iterations required for the network to converge is linear with the 
number of points in the template. Results are given with example matchings and future work and extensions are 
discussed. 

Introduction 

A network for solving difficult optimization problems using neural like elements was developed by 
Hopfield and Tank [2,3]. They were able to solve the Traveling Salesman Problem (TSP) in certain cases and 
showed that their network had the potential to solve many types of optimization problems. Currently much 
research is being done in using the Hopfield network to solve other optimization problems by proper choice of the 
energy function. Typical examples of this are graph matching [6] and the Nonthreatening Queens Problem [7]. 

We have used a Hopfield-type neural network to solve the point pattern matching problem, which is 
especially important in model-based computer vision. In our system points may undergo affine transformation, 
1.e., translation, rotation, scaling and/or stretching, and some random additive positional noise. The Hopfield 
network's parallel computation offers the speed that has been a major drawback of many previous point pattern 
matching methods and in general our method compares favorably with other techniques[8,9] which use heuristics 
in error estimation. 

Hopfield Neural Network Model 

Hopfield introduced his model in 1982 [4] as a highly interconnected network based on 
neurophysiological evidence of the interaction between neurons. Neurons are modeled as amplifiers and each 
Output is connected to all other neurons and receives input from all other neurons. The input/output 
characteristics of the neurons are modeled as a sigmoid function. The dynamic equations for this network are 
given as, 

  

duij _ Maj, OE 
a 7% di (1) 

where, Vix 

ers Q) 
These equations are based on classical neurodynamics where ujj represents the effective input potentials, Vjj 

represents the output or firing frequencies of the neurons, and T is the time constant associated with the input 
capacitance of the cell membranes and the transmembrane resistance. 

In equations 1 and 2, E is known as the computational energy of the network. With initial uj S selected 
the network will evolve in time, through the state space given by the Vij s, and eventually converge to some 
minimum energy location. By properly formulating the computational energy, Hopfield and Tank were able to 
decode the solution to the TSP from the final states of the neurons. 

Point Pattern Matching Formulation 

For a typical point pattern matching problem a set of input points need to be optimally matched to a 
set of model template points by minimizing a cost function. The template coordinates, which are characteristic 

points to be detected in the input object image, will be represented as two vectors x = [x]... Xn) t and y = [y}. 

.e yn) and the input vectors as X = [X]... Xnlt and Y=[Y]... Yol!. The input image is assumed to be 

transformed by an affine transform with additive positional noise, i.e., 

X=ax+by+c+e, Y=Ax+By+C+E (3) 

where e and E are additive positional noise vectors and a, b,c and A, B, C are all scalar values. 
To formulate the point pattern matching problem in terms of a Hopfield network we use a 

representation which will allow us to decode the output of the final states of the neurons into the appropriate 
matched pairs. Therefore, each template coordinate has n neurons where one of the neurons will be on indicating 
the number of the input pair that it should be matched with. 
  

. Visiting Researcher until 12/12/89 from University of California at Santa Barbara, Santa Barabara, CA 93106. 
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Then, for n points there will be an n-square matrix we will 
denote as V. Where an on-neuron Vjj denotes a matching of "Ox YY ~ (Ky ¥p 
(xj, yj) with (Xj, Yj) and an off-neuron denotes a no-match - * 

between the points. Figure 1 shows a physical 
representation of this. The formulation is a very natural one x 
because the final matrix can only have one neuron on in 
each row and column and therefore is a permutation matrix Figure 1. Template-input relationship. 
which maps X to x and Y to y. 

We use two different energies in this formulation. The first energy, E, is a constraint which is used to 

insure that there is only one neuron with a one value per row and column. It is given as 

= HEE E VuVin + EEE Vue Vij | 4 ei =KUEE E Vi Ms] + Mfep tis (4) 

This equation insures that the V matrix converges to a permutation matrix while staying away from the origin. 
The second energy, or cost function, insures that the matched solution has a minimum error, or cost, in 

a least squares sense. To get the optimal solution for a known template-input coordinate pair the well known 
least squares method can be used. In our case we reformulate it as 

— ~ 

    

<X,X> <X,y>  <X,Z> 0 ° ° <y.x> <y,y>  <y,z> 0 0 0 a <x,z>  <y,z> n b <VX.y> , 5 5 0 0 0 b _| <VX,> ©) <X,X> <X,y> <x,z> Al <VY,x> 0 0 0 <¥X>  <y,y> <y.Z> B} | <VY,y> ; 0 0 0 <x,7> <y,z> n <VY,z> 

where <.,.> represents the inner product in R® and z is a column vector of size n filled with ones. When V 
converges to the correct permutation matrix we can calculate the optimal coefficients. Using this formulation, 
we define E? as 

E2= “iy EVijALX; - (axjrbyi+e)]? +[¥j - (Axj+Byi+C)]"] (6) 
ij 

Thus, at every iteration of the dynamics, the coefficients are recalculated using equation 5. When the system 
converges we have the permutation matrix that matches the appropriate pairs and naturally the optimal 
coefficients of the affine transform. 

Hopfield has shown(S} that if the synaptic interconnections are symmetric and there is no cross talk 
within neurons then the energy function will always be decreasing as a function of time. In our formulation, 
however, these conditions are not met. We therefore modify equation 1 by eliminating the ujj/t term which 
makes it is easy to see that the time derivative of the energy will be less than zero regardless of the energy 
function chosen. Uesaka[10] has shown that eliminating this term does not greatly affect the energy curve 
associated with this network. Incidentally, our system can get good results with the original equations but with 
more iterations. Thus, the modified equation is used because it is not clear that with the original equation the 
energy is always decreasing. 

The energy differentials required by the dynamics which are derived from equations 5 and 6 are thus, 

OE} . Ki Vik + re Vii) * exh. 15} 
Vij (7) 

| [Xa - (axm+bym+c) {som + 2 y,, + xl 

E22 K3V;i {[x by;+c)}* + [Yj - (Axj+B c)P} +K3 Vion vii MON = ee ee . ° + Se X:+ a} 

dVij ui J (axis vie J mi ma + [Yn “(Axa Bymtc)| {2A m + + By, + acy (8) 
Vij dVvij Vij 

The second part of equation 8 is much smaller in magnitude than the first part and can therefore be neglected 
during simulations. To solve these equations we used the Euler-Cauchy method. 

In the point pattern matching case the parameters represent a trade-off between a possible solution, K1 
and K2 in Ej, and one that is weighted heavily in favor of minimum squared error, or K3 in E2. Clearly every 
permutation matrix of V is a local minimum in the energy space involved. A good set of parameters which 
prevent our system from entering the local minimum are 

K1} =5.0 K2=10n K3=1.0 for At=0.1. 
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Although a different set of parameters might work for different cases these parameters worked for all cases tested. 
One very important initial parameter is the initial neural input potentials, or u; j 8. There is no a prior 

knowledge of the matched pairs used thus, all the uj; Must be set to zero which means we are not favoring any 
matching. With this initial set-up the only initial change in Vij will come from a change in E2. This is due to 
the fact that the initial neural input potentials are equal and E is only dependent on Vij- To break the symmetry 
the following a, b, c and A, B, C are used for the first iteration, 

a=cos 0, b=sin 0, c= -ax - by +X, A=-sin @, B =cos 8, C = -Ax - By + Y, 

where theta is the rotation angle which is obtained by the estimation of the distribution of points between the 
input and the template points, and X is the average value of the x;'s. This is equivalent to biasing the initial 
neural input potentials because these initial coefficients transfer this information directly to the ujj S and thus the 
V matrix. 

Our results show that if a good estimate of the rotation angle, @, between the template and input is 
made then the system will always converge adjusting for any error in the estimate as well as shift, stretching, 
shrinking and additive noise. Therefore, we can by checking at different angles, find the optimal matching. This 
will be discussed in more detail in the next section. 

There is also preprocessing which is done to normalize the coordinate values and center the images on 
an axis. The normalization is simply 

Xi yj (9) 
~ max{(Xmax -Xmin) (Ymax-Ymin)) ”!  maXx{(Xmax - Xin max -Youn)! 

The same is also done for the input image. This normalizes the individual images so that the K3 parameter can 
remain constant independent of image size or field size. 

  
  

Xj »y¥j= 

Experiments 

Figure 2 shows an optimal matching with characteristic points of a star and a transformation of that 
Star matched using this system. Figure 3 shows a typical energy curve which is generated during matching. As 
expected the energy curve clearly decreases with the iteration number, slowly at the beginning as the system 
tries to figure out the best match and then rapidly towards convergence at the end. 
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Figure 2. Star matching. 
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Figure 3. Typical energy curve. Figure 5. Theta estimate error. 

Figure 4 shows a plot of the relationship between the number of points and the iteration number for 
three different samples of randomly generated inputs. The samples are a string of random coordinates where we 
used 5-15 points in a 250 by 250 region for testing. The figure shows a definite linearity between the number of 
points and the iterations required to solve the problem. The increase in iteration with the number of points is 
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due to the increase in density of points in the image plane. In other words, because the difference in energy from 
E2 is smaller between points, it takes longer for E] to be able to take over and make the system converge. 

As mentioned in the previous section, if the angle of rotation can be estimated correctly, our system 
can insure the optimal solution. With this is mind we tested a number of randomly generated petterns to see the 
amount of error that could be tolerated in the estimate and still get the correct solution. Figure 5 shows some of 
these results in which we can see that the system is able to overcome the difference, within +/- 25 degrees, and 
still find the optimal solution. It is important to note that at all other angles there is a larger error because this 
suggests that we can attempt matchings at different angle intervals, in other words, at several initial ujj, and 
choose the smallest error as the correct match. This will add computation to the overall matching but it will not 
affect the linearity of the iteration versus number of points. Figure 6 shows another matching result. 

  

  

    

      

  

      

Figure 6. Another matching result. Figure 7. Additional points matching. 

Conclusion and Discussion 

In this paper we proposed a method for point pattern matching using a Hopfield type neural network. 
The method uses a formulation in which the optimal matching is obtained in a least squares sense and the | 
matching is decoded directly from the outputs of the neurons after the system converges. Our system also 
demonstrates an ability to converge to the optimal solution linearly with the number of points in the pattern 
regardless of deformations, where the deformations are brought on by affine transform and additive positional 
noise. Finally, because this network is general in the sense of least squares it is possible that it could be applied 
to many other correspondence problems. 

These results have been all on patterns with equal number of template-input points. The current system 
has the ability to solve a problem with additional input points in certain situations, as shown in figure 7, but 
not in all cases.The applications of this system would be much greater if we could insure the optimal solution 
in this case. Our current work is aimed at solving this problem. 
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Abstract 

A multi-layer neural network is used to classify impulse radar waveforms from asphalt- 
covered bridge decks. The back-propagation algorithm is used to train a 3 layer network to 
identify whether a waterproofing membrane is present, and to identify the specific structure from 
which the waveform originated. On average, the neural network performed better than the nearest 
neighbour classifier. Very encouraging results were obtained with correct classification percentages 
ranging between 78.96% and 95.52%. 

Introduction 

Impulse radar is a special type of radar which is particularly useful in the remote sensing 
of objects which are buried, encased in concrete or other material, or hidden behind walls or other 
structures. It has been used in a wide variety of applications such as locating geological structures, 
detecting underground pipes and cables, and detecting cadavers. Testing has also demonstrated the 
ability of impulse radar to detect deterioration in concrete bridge deck slabs that are covered with 
bituminous surfacing [1]. It is possible to use the radar signal to estimate the thickness of the 
asphalt and the concrete cover over the reinforcement. These quantities are important in 
determining the amount of asphalt and concrete to be removed when repairing a bridge deck. Both 
the asphalt thickness and the concrete cover over reinforcement may vary over a bridge deck, and 
no simple non-destructive evaluation method has previously existed to measure these variations. 

A large percentage of bridge decks have bituminous surfacing. Deterioration occurs mainly 
at or beneath the asphalt-concrete boundary and is of three types. The first problem is debonding 
which results when the asphalt layer separates from the concrete surface, usually producing an 
extra boundary. The second type of damage is scaling, which is induced by the freeze-thaw 
process causing the disintegration of the concrete into a gravelly matrix. The third fault is 
delamination which occurs as a result of corrosion of the embedded reinforcement. In all three 
cases, the impulse radar signal reflects from the damaged area producing changes in the reflected 
waveform which differ from undamaged areas. 

The Ministry of Transportation of Ontario (MTO) and the Communications Research 
Laboratory (CRL) at McMaster University have become actively involved in the use of impulse 
radar as a tool to detect various forms of deterioration of asphalt-covered bridge decks through a. 
program called Deck Assessment by Radar and Thermography (DART) [2]. Computer algorithms 
for assessing bridge deck conditions have been developed for DART and tested using data sets 
obtained from different bridge decks. One of the main problems in processing the radar 
reflections, however, is in distinguishing between the different asphalt structures which are found to 
exist in different bridge decks. These include normal two-lift asphalt over concrete over rebars 
(ZACR), normal two-lift asphalt over waterproofing membrane over concrete over rebars (2AMCR), 
and three-lift asphalt over concrete over rebars (3ACR). Previous studies have shown that radar 
waveforms may be interpreted incorrectly if there is insufficient information about the bridge deck 
structure [3]. The error is usually due to improperly identified reflections from the concrete 
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surface and rebars. Consequently, both the measurements for asphalt thickness and concrete cover 

over reinforcement will be incorrect. 
The current operation for DART includes a policy of taking at least one core sample on 

every bridge deck being surveyed. The core sample thickness and structure is incorporated into the 

signal processing algorithm in order to maximize the information content. However, this procedure 

deviates from the concept of adopting non-destructive evaluation of the bridge decks. For the 

project to be more effective, it is believed that existing procedures for data processing can be 

enhanced by using neural networks to provide information about the bridge deck structure. 

Radar Waveforms 

The electromagnetic waves transmitted by the impulse radar penetrate and propagate 

through the bridge deck surface until they intercept a boundary. A boundary in this case, is any 

discontinuity (such as a crack or separation) or regions of differing dielectric (such as air to 

asphalt, or asphalt to concrete). At the boundary, a portion of the incident energy will be reflected 
and a portion will be transmitted through the boundary. 

In Fig. 1a, a waveform from a normal 2AMCR structure is shown. The peaks labelled 

A.M.C and D indicate the boundaries of the asphalt surface, membrane surface, concrete surface 

and the rebars respectively. Note that there is a distinct characteristic W between the region from 

peaks C and D. In Fig. 1b, a waveform from a damaged region of the same bridge is shown. The 

W shaped reflection is not well defined between peaks C and D. This waveform indicates 
delamination. 

A waveform from a normal 2ACR structure is shown in Fig. 2a. Peak A is the reflection 

from the air-asphalt boundary; peak C is the reflection from the asphalt-concrete boundary; peak D 

is the reflection from the rebars. The characteristic W between peaks C and D indicates that the 

concrete surface is undamaged. When damage is present, the W shape becomes distorted as shown 

in Fig. 2b. 
Fig. 3a illustrates the waveform from a 3ACR structure. Peaks 1 and 2 are the reflections 

from the top-middle and middle-bottom layers of asphalt, whereas peak 3 (ie. C) is the reflection 

from the concrete surface, and peak 4 (ie. D) is from the rebars. Again we see a well defined W 
between peaks 3 and 4. In Fig. 3b a waveform from a damaged region of this bridge is shown. 

In all of the illustrated waveforms, the peak from the air-asphalt boundary (peak A) is well 
defined. This portion of the waveform does not give us any useful information as to the structure 
which lies beneath the asphalt surface. Only the portion of the waveform after the first negative 
peak after peak A provides information about the deck’s structure. Hence, we truncated the ‘front’ 
portion of the waveform up to the first negative peak after peak A. The remaining waveform 
contained 140 samples and this was used as the input to the neural networks. The waveforms are 
collected in lines along a bridge deck and 225 waveforms from 4 lines of each of the three decks 
were obtained for use in this project. Hence a database of 2700 waveforms was available. 

Detection of the Waterproofing Membrane 

The first network was created with the purpose of identifying the presence, or absence of a 
waterproofing membrane between the asphalt and concrete boundaries. A fully connected 3 layer 
neural network was created. It was trained by using the back-propagation algorithm [4]. Training 
was performed on the WARP systolic array computer using software provided by Carnegie Mellon 
University. The input layer contained 140 neurons (1 for each sample of the waveforms). The 
hidden layer contained 25 neurons and 1 output neuron was used. The desired response of the 
ourput neuron was a 1 if the waveform’s bridge deck had a membrane, and 0 if no membrane 
existed. 

Two different training sets were created. The first set (SET A) contained 30 waveforms 
from 2 of the 4 lines per bridge deck. Hence SET A contained a total of 180 waveforms. The 
second set (SET B) also contained 180 waveforms but there were 15 waves from each of the 4 
lines per bridge deck. Training the network with SET A was complete after 3000 epochs and 
97.78% of the training patterns were learned correctly. Using SET B to train the network only 
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required 2000 epochs of training, and 100% of the training patterns were learned correctly. Once 
training was completed, all 2700 waveforms were presented to the network for classification. The 
percentage of correct classifications, for the net trained with SET A and the net trained with SET B 
are listed in Table 1. The results of the nearest neighbour classifier are also indicated in Table 1. 

TABLE 1: Identification of Waterproofing Membrane 

SET A used for Training SET B used for Training 
NEURAL NET. NEAREST NGBR. NEURAL NET. NEAREST NGBR. 

2AMCR 86.11% 82.78% 94.33% 95.36% 
3ACR 86.33% 86.22% 94.89% 91.56% 
2ACR 92.22% 95.78% 97.33% 96.89% 
avg. 88.22 % 88.25% 95.52% 94.00% 

Identifying Bridge Deck Structure 

This network was created to identify the structure of the bridge deck from which the 
waveform presented originated. Once again, back-propagation trained on the WARP computer was 
employed. The network contained 140 input neurons, 25 hidden neurons in 1 layer, and 2 output 
neurons. The desired outputs were: 00 if the waveform came from a 2AMCR structure; 01 if the 
waveform came from a 3ACR structure; 11 if the waveform came from a 2ACR structure. The 
same two training sets as above (SET A and SET B) were used to train two different networks. 
Training with SET A was completed after 4000 epochs and 97.78% of the training patterns were 
learned correctly. Training with SET B was also performed for 4000 epochs and this time 99.44% 
of the patterns were learned correctly. Table 2 shows the percentage correct classification of all 
2700 waveforms by the networks trained with SET A and SET B. Nearest neighbour classification 
results are also given. 

TABLE 2: Identification of Bridge Deck Structure 

SET A used for Training SET B used for Training 
NEURAL NET. NEAREST NGBR. NEURAL NET. NEAREST NGBR. 

2AMCR 88.77% 82.78% 94.56% 93.56% 
3ACR 63.77% 52.56% 90.67% 79.78% 
2ACR 84.33% 92.44% 84.56% 92.89% 
avg. 78.96 % 75.92% 89.92 % 88.74% 

Conclusions 

A neural network using the back-propagation algorithm was successfully trained to detect 
the presence of a waterproofing membrane in an asphalt covered bridge deck. A second neural 
network was able to distinguish between three different types of bridge decks with a high success 
rate. Although the nearest neighbour classifier also worked well, the neural network is much more 
efficient and flexible. The performance of the networks improves if the training data contains 
sample waveforms from the entire bridge deck surface. Clearly neural networks can be used to 
extract information about a bridge deck’s structure when waveforms from the deck are presented to 
it. 
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ABSTRACT 
A pattern recognition model using feature detectors is described, which can be 

approximated by a multilayered main network and an additional network. Some feature 
detectors are used in these networks to extract features from a given image as 
preprocessing. Feature extraction ability of the feature detector, the effect of the 
additional network and the discrimination ability of the System are discussed. 
Experiment were carried out on handwritten digit character recognition. The 
recognition rate of 93% is obtained by using only main network and 95% by 
supplemented with the additional network for handwritten digit characters. 

1. Introduction 
Many pattern recognition researches have studied neural] network[1] [2]. 

Perceptron learning rules is one of the earliest simple models of learning, but was 
proved to have serious disadvantages[3]. One limitation of perceptron is that they 
can only associate patterns those are completely uncorrelated. Some of the other 
models such as Neocognitron and error propagation models, do not have this problem, 
but are computationally expensive[1] [4]. 

Thinking of the simplicity of the perceptron and the discrimination ability of 
the backpropagation learning rule, we propose a pattern recognition model that uses 
feature detector trained by a learning rule like as perceptron to extract a priori 
features, and a two-layer network trained by backpropagation learning rule to 
discriminate according to the features. Using special feature detectors and 
independent learning method make the architecture and the training of the system 
Simple. In order to compensate errors in practical application, an additional network 
is employed. After the learning process of main network, ‘the recognition can also be 
helped by the additional network, if there are some error that should be corrected. 
The advantages in this model are that the feature detector can be trained for any 
Shape which is thought to be a feature in an image and that the additional network can 
be used to improve the recognition rate without training the whole system again. 

2. Feature Detector 

The feature extraction process is made by feature detectors called f-cell, of 
which one type responds to only a special shape, such as an end of line, cross point, 
etc.. The f-cell takes a weighted linear sum of the input signals with which it 
connects, and compares with a threshold to determine the output level (0 or 1). The 
Output of f-cell U can be expressed as 

U=F(CWjXj-@), (1) 
l x>0 

F(x)= { 
0 xS0, 

where, Xj is j-th input signal, Wj is the connecting weight between the j-th input 
Signal and the f-cell, and @ is threshold. 
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The f-cell is trained with a set of sample 

patterns. For the sample patterns which the 

f-cell is expected to respond to, there is a T = 1 ba || pes a | a | 

teacher signal being equal to 1, for the others 
the teacher signal is equal to 0. An example OTE ILL | 

of sample pattern set with their teacher signal 

T is shown in Fig.1. The f-cell learns by lee 
changing in the connecting weights. Initially 

the weights are randomized. While presentation 

of the sample pattern, the weights are changed Pa | a) [| fa 

as following. - 

When U>0O and T=0 or USO and T=1, ps | ear 

Wj (t)=Wj(t-1)-e U(t) Xj, 
“sneed (O78 (DFE UC. (2) ler tle 
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no change in weights and threshold, Fig.1 Example of sample patterns 

where € is a constant which determines the rate use to training f-cell 

of learning. Six types of f-cell are trained to detecting a cross point. 

respond to the end of line, the cross point, 

oblique line "“" and “\” , horizontal line “—” and vertical line "|", 

respectively. Four types are used in the main network and the others in the 

additional network, as described in followings. 

3. Architecture 
The system consists of a main network and an additional network. The main 

network can be divided into two parts, preprocessing and recognition. The task of the 

preprocessing part is the transformation of data from the input pattern space into a 

new space. Patterns transformed to this 

space are then classified by the recognition part. 

3.1 Main Network 

There are two layers in preprocessing part, layer Cl and C2. Four types of f- 

cell are employed in layer Cl as units, and each type of cell forms a plane which 

respond to the end of line, the cross point and the oblique lines, respectively. The 

group of input signals with which the unit connects, is referred as the receptive 

field. Fig.2 shows the unit plane in layer Cl, the receptive fields of each layer, 

and the interconnection among the input pattern, layer Cl and C2. The outputs of f- 

cells determined by Eq.1 express the local features of the input pattern. Here, the 

receptive field of one f-cell consists of 5#5 pixels in the input pattern, and that of 

adjacent f-cell is the same size pixel area but shifted by one pixel. The input 

pattern is completely covered with these receptive fields of one plane. There are 

four such planes corresponding to the type of f-cell. 

Each plane in layer Cl is divided into 3#3 regions with same size and each region 

is a receptive field of one unit in layer C2. The units in layer C2 connect with 

layer Cl locally and collect the local features contained in its receptive field to 

produce a representative feature as its output. The local features are finally 

compressed into a feature vector (36 dimensions), which is the input of the following 

network. The output of the units in layer C2 can also be expressed by Eq.1, where all 

connecting weights are equal to l. 

The recognition part is a simple multilayered neural network consisting of a 

hidden layer C3 and an output layer C4, and receives input signals from layer C2. 

Each unit in output layer expresses one class of recognized patterns. The system 

classifies the input pattern according to the unit with maximum activity. . The 

connecting weights of this part are determined by using backpropagation learning rule. 
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Using main network is enough to accomplish the pattern recognition. In practice, 
however, sometimes the pattern which we want to recognize is slightly different with 
the training pattern so that it may be misclassified and the recognition rate becomes 
lower. Although, training the system again would make better, but it cost a lot of 
time and is impossible for a hardware system of which the value of connecting weights 
are fixed. Here, an additional network is proposed such that helps the discrimination 
3.2 Additional Network 

The additional network have two 

  

Nv] Receptive field 
  

  

layers, called layer Cl’ and C2’ of 7 soe 
which the structure is the same as that opeece ol 
of the preprocessing part of the main C* Layer ff i 
network. There are two types of f-cell “ig i 
that respond to additional features: He Plane 2 i Plane 3 

fs ji 
  horizontal and vertical line, respectively. 

The units of output layer C4 take a 

weighted linear sum of the outputs of 

layer C3 and C2’ , before putting it c' Layer 
through a sigmoidal activation function 

pt. The outputs of them 04; can be 
given by Input 

4 2 oticr*(cwjioj+Cusi’ 02s’ -@), (5) Pattern 
where, 0°; and 025’ are the outputs of 
j-th units in layer C3 and s-th unit in Fig.2 Interconnection among 
layer C2’ , Wij and Wij ’ are weights input pattern, layer Cl and C2 
that connect i-th unit in output layer 

C4 with j-th unit in later C3 and s-th unit in layer C2’ , respectively, and 6 
is the threshold. The additional network: affects the discrimination through the 
connecting weights Wij’ , which are set to zero initially. 

For training the additional network, a set of standard patterns (Pl, P2, ... Pk) 
is prepared , and the additional features expressed as outputs of layer C2’ are 
used. Pattern Pk is a model pattern of k-th class of the patterns to be recognized. 
Assume an input pattern Pa of s-th class is misclassified as be m-th class. Let 
Oj(i) is the output of j-th unit in layer C2’ while input pattern is Pi, then vector 
O(0l(a@), 02(a@), ...0n(a@)) is the additional feature vector for pattern Pa and 
O(01(s), 02(s), ..., ‘On(s)) for the corresponded standard pattern Ps. Only the 
weights connected with m-th and s-th units in output layer -are changed as 

Wmi’ (t)=Wmi’ (t-1)-cOi(s) (1-0i(a@)) 
Wsi’ (t)=Wsi’ (t-1)+cO0i(s) (1-0i(a@)), 

c=(Om+ 7 )/(200i(s) (1-0i(a@))), 
where, vy is a constant and t is the training time. The Eq.6 says that, the weights 
connecting the additional features, which exist in model pattern but not in 
misclassified one, with the ideal output unit are increased, and decreased for which 
connect with the mistaken unit. After training, through the weights the additional 
features become excitatory signal for the s-th unit and inhibitory signal for m-th 
unit in layer C4, and do not affects other units. That is why the additional network 
can supplement the main network far correcting misclassification. The results of the 
experiments show that the discrimination of the patterns of other classes is affected 
Slightly, after learning the additional network for some patterns. But the effect is 
very little comparing with the increment of the recognition rate of corrected pattern 
class. 

   Plane L / if ig 
f 

  

  

  

  
  

(6) 

4. Simulation and Results 
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A database used in experiments has 1500 digit characters (24#24 pixel) written by 

150 people. A training set of 500 characters was generated by selecting 90 characters 

of each digit from this database, and the others were used for recognizing experiment. 

There are 22#22#4, 34#34#4, 30 and 10 units in layer Cl, C2, C3 and C4, and 22#22%*2 and 

3#3%2 units in layer C1’ and C2’ , respectively. 
Feature extraction ability of the model was tested using 1500 character patterns. 

The experiments was performed to make feature vectors (36 dimensions) made by four 

types of f-cell and (45 dimensions) by six types. It is ascertained that the pattern 

of different classes makes different vectors in both cases. This means that 

preprocessing model can transform the input pattern from pattern space (24#24=576 

dimensions) to feature vector space (36 or 45 dimensions), correctly. 
Learning by backpropagation learning rule, the system achieves 100% recognition 

rate for training pattern at a- training time about 100 times. The recognition rate 

was examined in two cases. First is the case where weight Wij’ are set to zero and 

then the additional network does not contribute to discrimination. The average 

recognition rate was 93%. The other case is where the additional network has been 

trained for 8, 5, 3 and 2 whose recognition rates were lower in former case. The 

recognition rates of them increased by from 6% to 1%. The recognizing experiment 

for trained pattern were per- 
  

                          

formed again and the recogni- 100 

tion rate were 100%, i.e. no we 90 

change for using the additional “ 80F 
network. Fig.3 shows the : 70} 
recognition rates in each case. @& gg 

9. Conclusion § 60 
A model using feature ® 407 

detector was discussed and § 40 
proved to be useful for hand- 8 20} 
written digit character recog- 10} 
nition. In addition to the main o USL) EI) Al AB Am Ae. 
network, we proposed an add- 4 5 6G q 9 g 

itional network which supplements Character 
main network for some pattern Fig. 3 Recognition rates for digit 

easily misclassified. This can characters by main network 

be applied in the pattern without (white bar) and 

recognizing hardware system to with (black bar) additional network 

supplement the system for device error. 
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Abstract 

Neural networks have been shown to be useful for a variety of tasks ranging from pattern matching and associative 
memory to optimization. However, they have usually been applied to small problems in tightly constrained environ- 
ments. This paper presents an example of how neural nets can be used in a commercial office business environment. 
The problem studied is that of dispatching delivery trucks under weight and volume constraints to minimize the number 
of trucks required and the total miles travelled. This difficult real-world problem is solved by a hybrid system including 
IBM AS/400™ data base facilities, AS/400 KnowledgeTool™ (a rule-based expert system), and self-organizing neural 
networks. 

Introduction 

While neural networks have displayed impressive performance for a variety of tasks, they have yet to achieve any real 
level of acceptance in the commercial business environment. This is not due to any defect of neural network tech- 
nology per se, but due to the large scope of any “real” problem faced in such an environment. In many ways this 
parallels the trials and tribulations that knowledge-based (expert) systems have faced in being accepted into commercial 
computing environments. Perhaps the most crucial feature of any new technology is, “How can it integrate with 
existing techniques for problem solving?” Unless a new technology claims to solve all of the pieces of a problem, 
integration is a necessity. 

In the neural net research community, most development and delivery systems are high-powered workstations. 
However, most companies run their businesses on small and mid-range systems which are optimized for transaction 
processing throughput and for data base operations. In order to evaluate the usefulness of neural nets in this environ- 
ment, we used a combination of IBM AS/400 data base functions, IBM AS/400 KnowledgeTool rule-based knowledge 
processing functions, and self-organizing neural networks. 

The IBM AS/400 has over 25,000 systems installed worldwide and is used heavily in commercial office business envi- 
ronments. Thus, it serves as a good test bed for evaluating how neural networks perform in this environment. The 
AS/400 integrated data base services were used to store customer information such as name, location, order informa- 
tion related to the day of delivery, and the size and weight of the shipments. 

AS/400 KnowledgeTool is a rule-based forward chaining inference engine with development and runtime environments 
on AS/400 systems. It is an OPS5-like tool with procedural extensions which allow it to be integrated with COBOL 
and RPG III applications. Both KnowledgeTool inferencing and neural network routines are callable from RPG III 
or COBOL programs. 

The Truck Dispatching Problem 

Our problem consists of creating a day’s distribution route for each of a number of trucks which deliver products from 
a store to customers. This problem contains three interrelated sub-problems: 

(1) Determining the number of trucks to use. 
(2) Determining which deliveries to »lace on each truck. 
(3) Determining the route each truck should travel through the city. 

Our goal is to minimize the number of trucks needed and to minimize the distance cach truck must travel. 
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The city is a square with coordinates ranging from 0 to 1 West to East and from 0 to 1 South to North, with the store 
centered at (0.5,0.5). Distributed throughout the city are customers who have ordered deliveries from the store. There 

are three different types of deliveries which a customer can order; these are mnemonically named Heavy, Big, and 
Little. The weight and volume of each delivery is tabled below. 

DELIVERY | Weight (Units) Volume (Units) 
  

Heavy i 50 10 
Big | 10 50 
Little | 1 1 

Each day consists of from 30 to 70 deliveries, with 48 on average. Customers order, on average, Heavies and Bigs 
equally often, but order Littles fives times as often as either Heavies or Bigs. The trucks have capacity constraints of 
200 Weight Units and 200 Volume Units, and are only allowed to make 20 deliveries in one day. Clearly, carrying a 
load of only all Heavies, all Bigs, or all Littles wastes resources.: A truck that carries a mixture of deliveries is more 
productive, and more efficient loading allows fewer trucks to be used. In defining this problem, we also made some 

simplifying assumptions: 

(1) All trucks are considered identical. 
(2) A truck performs only one delivery circuit per day. 
(3) Each customer receives at most one delivery per day. 
(4) There is no limit on the distance any truck can drive. 

A Hybrid Solution 

Our solution proceeds in four steps. First, we determine the minimum number of trucks that will be needed. Second, 
we make an initial assignment of deliveries to trucks. This assignment is valid, but not necessarily good. In this step, 
we also determine if more trucks are needed. Next, we improve the assignments by swapping deliveries between trucks 
to reduce the distances the trucks must travel. Finally, the travelling salesman problem is solved for each truck to 

produce the actual route to drive. These steps will now be described in detail. 

Number of Trucks Required 

After reading the problem data from a customer and delivery database on the AS/400, the bare minimum number of 
trucks required is first calculated. This step is performed by procedural code upon entering KnowledgeTool. Extra 
trucks are only added to this calculated minimum if they are deemed necessary later in the initial assignment step. The 
minimum number of trucks depends simply on the capacities of a single truck and the total number, weight, and 
volume of all the deliveries for the day. From these totals, we calculate three load factors, LFW, LFV, and LFN, 

which indicate the number of trucks needed only by weight, volume, and number, respectively. For example, consider 

a day’s total deliveries of 10 Heavies, 14 Bigs, and 42 Littles: 

  

day's single truck resulting associated 
totals capacities load factors delivery type 

total weight = 682 200 LFW = 682/200 = 3.41 Heavy 
total volume = 842 200 LFV = 842/200 = 4.21 Big 
total number = 66 29 LFN = 66/20 = 3.30 Little 

The minimum number of trucks is then the maximum load factor, rounded up. In the above case, LFV implies five 

trucks at least are needed. 

Initial Assignment 

The initial assignment of deliveries to trucks is performed next using KnowledgeTool rules. Each truck’s centroid, the 

average position of the declivcry locations assigned to the truck, roughly indicates the section of the city travelled by the 
truck. Since each truck must start at the store, all the centroids are initially (0.5,0.5). The deliveries are then assigned 
to the trucks by type, according to the load factors. Each load fuctor has associated with it the delivery type which 
most influences its value. Clearly, Iicavies influence LFW the most, Bigs influence LFV the most, and Littles influence 

LFN the most. The deliveries are assigned from highest load factor to lowest. Intuitively, this is because it will be 
harder to assign the deliveries with higher load factors, so they are done first. Within each type, deliveries are 2--iened 
from locations farthe<! away from the store to those closest. This allows the truck Lcatroids to more rapidly separate 
and produces better initial assignments. bach delivery is assiyned to the “best” truck which still has roous cor the order. 
The “best” truck has the minimum Weighted Distance from the delivery location, which is defined as follows: 

Weighted Distance = alpha* Distance + (1 - alpha)*(%oresource used) 
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Distance is the distance of the delivery location from the truck’s centroid. Alpha is a parameter which is initially 1 and 
ranges from | to 0. It allows the initial assignment to parametrically favor the truck with the closest centroid, or the 
“emptest” truck, or some mixture in between. The “resource used varies according to the delivery type (weight for 
Heavies, etc.), so that “emptiest” indicates the lightest truck when assigning Heavies and the truck with the fewest deliv- 
eries when assigning Littles. After a delivery is assigned to a truck, its centroid is updated. 

Two types of backtracking are implemented. First, a high value of alpha may result in inefficient loading and leave no 
room on any truck for a particular delivery. When this occurs, alpha is lowered to favor assignments to the “emptier” 
trucks, and the process is repeated. If alpha is already low, an inability to assign a delivery indicates that not enough 
trucks are being used. A new truck is added, alpha is set back to 1, and the process repeats. The initial assignment is 
concluded when all deliveries have been assigned to trucks. 

Mopping Up 

The “mopping up” step is also performed using KnowledgeTool rules. By this time, a valid assignment of all the 
deliveries has been made, although it may not be very good. The purpose of this step is to improve the routes by 
swapping deliveries between trucks so that all delivery locations are as close to their truck’s centroid as possible. There 
are three types of swaps used: 

(1) Two trucks swap deliveries of the same type. 
(2) Two trucks swap deliveries of different types. 
(3) One truck gives a delivery to another. 

These swaps are performed if the distance from the delivery locations to their respective truck centroids would decrease 
if the assignment was made. Clearly, swap #2 and swap #3 can only be performed if the resulting swap does not 
exceed either truck’s capacity. These three swaps are sufficient to eliminate overlap of truck routes in all but the most 
exceptional cases. In order to reduce the search space for the swaps, certain deliveries are “locked” and not considered 
in swapping. These deliveries are those for which all other truck centroids are more than twice as far away as its own. 
Intuitively, it is very unlikely that such a delivery would get reassigned to another truck so far away. After “mopping 
up”, the trucks are relatively balanced with little overlap between their areas of coverage. 

Planning a Truck’s Route 

The problem of finding each truck’s delivery route is solved using neural networks. F inding the shortest path between 
points using neural networks has been studied in detail. Hopfield (1985) has proposed a method which finds good 
solutions but does not scale well. Durbin and Willshaw (1987) proposed a method using a variation of Kohonen’s 
feature maps called elastic nets. We implemented a variation of the method proposed by Angeniol et. al. (1988) which 
is also based on feature maps. 

This method dynamically allocates and deletes nodes as it trains. It is based on a self-organizing map, with output 
nodes competing for each delivery location. If any particular node wins twice in any epoch, a twin is created with the 
same input weights. An exponential gain function is used to progressively decrease the range and size of weight modifi- 
cations of nodes near the winning unit. This implements the neighborhood function of Kohonen (1984). A single 
parameter, alpha, is used to set the number of steps (i.e. how fast the gain exponentially decays) which affects the 
quality of the answer. A smaller alpha for a given initial and final gain would result in more steps being taken and 
would give a better answer. 

The solution returned by the network is dependent on the order of training data. Five random orderings of the 
delivery locations for each truck were presented to the network. From this, the shortest delivery route was selected. 

Further Work 

In our original formulation of the solution to this problem, we used the rules to perform the initial assignment of items 
to trucks and to perform the “mopping up” operations which fine tune the delivery assignments. Hlowever, we feel that 
it would be pussible to use neural networks for both of these functions. 

We are currenuy testing modified network models which pertorm the initial assignments in a single training pass. This 
is cApected to provide a substantial performaiuce improvement. We are also studying the possibility of combining the 
assignment, weight and size constraints, and routing calculations into one network formulation. 
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Sample Results 

Below are three sample runs showing the final assignments and routes for each truck. The H’s, B’s, and L’s indicate 
Heavy, Big and Little deliveries, the + ‘s indicate the truck centroids, and S shows the store’s location at the center of 
the map. 
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Conclusions 

In answer to the question, “Can neural networks be useful in a commercial office business environment?”, the answer is 

a qualified yes. Neural networks have been used in several transaction processing applications such as credit scoring 
and risk analysis. Moreover, the data base facilities of most data processing systems can be used to provide training 
data for the network. 

However, neural networks can only do small parts of large business problems, so they must be integrated with the 

other software development tools on the host system. Careful selection of neural models is also required, since training 
some networks is very compute intensive. This can degrade system response times, which is unacceptable if a business 
depends on order entry or transaction processing applications. However, this can be circumvented by training the 
network during off-peak hours. 

The combination of strong data base services, rule-based expert systems, and neural networks have been shown to be 

synergistic. When thoughtfully applied to problems in the commercial business environment, neural networks can play 
a significant part in providing a total solution. 
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Abstract 

A connectionist network was developed to assign appropriate colors to screen elements of the 
Apple Macintosh II interface. The network was trained with a small set of colorings designed by 
experts, yet could handle a vast number of possible color combinations. We used a multi-layer 
network with recurrent links to model an asymmetric auto-associative memory. A gradient de- 

scent relaxation algorithm was derived to ensure convergence, and was compared to the standard 

recurrent relaxation. The color network also learned nonlinear continuous mapping among well 

matched colors, and was capable of generalizing such mapping to colors never used in the training 
set. 

1 Introduction 

The Macintosh II system gives users the ability to apply color to the Finder desktop interface. However, users 
often find it difficult to select appropriate colors for various interface elements, from screen background to a 
window scroll bar [6]. A good design must take into consideration not only interface clement characteristics 
such as shape, size and location, but. also how well colors of these clements match with one another. An auto- 
associative connectionist network was implemented to aid users in the design of their color screen desktop. 
Color patterns with ten interface elements were collected from design experts to train the color selection 

network. A user can then specify colors for any subset of the ten interface elements and the network will 
“relax” into a state that combines the user’s preference with the experts’ aesthetics (Figure 1). We expected 
a limited set of expert designs, which could employ only a small subset of all 24° different colors supported by 
the system. Thus our goal was not just to implement an associative memory, but to have a network that can 
be trained to “design” a color screen, namely, to generalize to new color patterns when a user selects colors 
or combinations of colors never used in the training set. Such requirements necessitated a non-standard 
network architecture. 

2 Color Net 

A two-layer feedforward network with recurrent links is used to model an asymmetric continuous auto- 
associative memory (igure 2). The colors of ten interface elements are represented by ten sets of input 
units as well as ten corresponding sets of output units. Three units are used in each set for the RGB (red, 
green, blue) encoding of a color. The input units of each element are connected to the output units of 
the other nine elements, but not to their own corresponding output units. This ensures that the network 
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Figure 1: Color Net Interface 

cannot learn to simply copy an input pattern onto the output directly, nor can it learn to compress an input 

pattern at the hidden layer and restore it at the output layer [2]. The set of connections between each pair of 

‘nterface elements consists of complete (nine) connections from the input RGB units of one element to three 

hidden units, and nine connections from these hidden units to the output RGB units of the other element. 

Recurrent links are used to propagate the activation value of each output unit back to its corresponding input 

unit. Iterations of such recurrent activations until the network reaches a stable state are often referred to as 

relaxation. The configuration of the color net can be thought of as a ten-node Hopfield net [3] with complete 

asymmetric connections, each modified with local hidden units to facilitate nonlinear mapping between two 

sets of RGB values. 
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Figure 2: Color Net Architecture 

Back propagation [5] was used to train the network with thirty-six designer patterns. Lach pattern 

was presented as both input and target output to the network, ie. error of an output unit was defined 

as the difference between its activation and the value of its corresponding input unit. The recurrent links 

were not involved during training. The total squared-error of all output units were taken as a measure of 

“color incoherence”. The network learned the incoherence measure and created basins of attraction in the 
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relaxation space. The simple non-recurrent learning enforced smooth landscapes within and across basins and 
thus facilitated generalization of relations among colors of interface elements, without specific designation of 
units to represent clamped versus unclamped colors. 

3 Gradient Descent Relaxation 

The standard recurrent relaxation, ie. the process of repeatedly feeding output activations back to their 
corresponding input units, is not guaranteed to converge asymptotically to a stable state due to asymmetric 
connections [4]. A new algorithm that followed steepest gradient descent along the relaxation space was 
derived to minimize color incoherence and to ensure convergence. In addition to recurrently updating each 
input unit according to the activation of its corresponding output unit, this relaxation algorithm made 
further adjustments according to errors back propagated from output units of other interface elements. 

B= UE =F H(i - 04) 

where 7; and 0; denote the value of an input unit 7 and the activation of its corresponding output unit. 

Define the global error 

To follow steepest gradient descent, we need to take the partial derivative of the global error with respect 
to the value of each input unit. 

Ob; 

6 Oi +S 

Since the input color units of an interface element are not connected to its own corresponding output 
units, 

  

OE; 
Oi; = & — Oj 

and 

a == ; Onet, 01; Fae ik 

where net, denotes the net input (sum of weighted incoming sctivations of the Ath hidden unit connected 
from unit 2, and w,;, denotes the weight associated with the connection between input. unit 7 and hidden unit 
k. 

a>). E; . : ; ; op oe 
—Fnczz can be obtained through error back propagation as in the well known back propagation learning 

algorithm. 

Thus each input unit 7 adjusts its value by 

OF 
Ai; — 155, 

at cach time step until the network reaches a stable activation state asymptotically. For this application, 
the relaxation rate 7 was set in proportion to the logarithm of the global error to speed up convergence. 

4 Result 

The trained color net was able to generate quite pleasing color combinations. The network clearly detected 
the topographical relations among the interface elements from the training set, as the color of an element 

alfected most strongly the colors of adjacent areas. Also, the network consistently preserved sharp contrast 
between texts and backgrounds. As an associative memory, the network performed pattern completion well 
when more than half of the ten colors were clamped by the user. With few colors clamped, the network still 
did well on noise filtering, but often settled into spurious memories if the initial colors of the unclamped 
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units were totally random. The color net also generalized well upon colors never used in the training set. 

When one or more of the colors of a stored pattern were changed and clamped by the user, the network 

settled into color designs where the unclamped colors underwent similar changes. This is likely the result of 

interpolation on the numerical mapping between the RGB values of colors. When dissimilar colors were used 

and clamped by the user, the suggested color design often combined fragments of different stored patterns. 

The gradient descent relaxation algorithm compared favorably with the standard recurrent relaxation 

method. The standard method updated unclamped units according to the activations suggested by other 

units, but ignored errors on the clamped units, whereas gradient descent relaxation minimized total error and 

distributed error among all units, clamped or unclamped. Such difference was not essential during memory 

recall, when the values of the clamped units were part of a training pattern. However, when novel colors 

were selected and clamped, i.e., when the network was expected to generalize, the standard method could 

not minimize’the total error and often relaxed into a less coherent state. In theory, the standard recurrent 

relaxation may not converge due to asymmetric connections, but that never happened in our experience. 

Nevertheless, since such relaxation did not necessarily descend along the color incoherence landscape, the 

system momentarily jumped from one basin to another before convergence. The gradient descent relaxation, 

on the other hand, exhibited much better local stability of stored point attractors when few units were 

clamped. 

5 Summary 

While only a handful of training patterns were available, the color selection network was expected to handle 

an exceedingly large number of possible initial color sets, with any number of colors clamped. Bearing this 

in mind, we used a feedforward network with back propagation learning, and gradient descent relaxation, 

to model an asymmetric auto-associative memory. With limited storage capacity, the network was designed 

to learn nonlinear relationships among well matched colors, and to generalize such relationships. We think 

such approach can be applied as well to other situations, where human expertise is best captured by a 

connectionist network. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Deterministic Parsing of Natural Language, as performed by PARSIFAL (Marcus, 1980), has shown that such a task 
can be conducted under the somewhat severe restriction of the determinism hypothesis using a rule-based approach. 
Others have independently extended PARSIFAL to the task of parsing ungrammatical sentences in PARAGRAM 
(Charniak, 1983), resolving lexical ambiguities in ROBIE (Milne, 1986), and acquiring syntax in LPARSIFAL 
(Berwick, 1985). 

Why have these researchers chosen to focus on extensions with these rather narrow goals? The answer, in part, lies 
in the general difficulty of the task and the limitations of conventional, symbolic means. We have found it 
beneficial to combine these tasks into one implementation which is partly symbolic and partly sub-symbolic. The 
results of our experiments hold implications for rule-based expert systems. 

A Connectionist Deterministic Parser (CDP) is under development (Kwasny & Faisal, 1989). CDP combines the 
concepts and ideas from deterministic parsing together with the generalization and robustness of connectionist, 
adaptive (neural) networks. A backpropagation neural network simulator, which features a logistic function that 
computes values in the range of —1 to +1, is being used in this work. The ultimate goal is to produce a parser that 
has some reasonable facility with language and does not fail on inputs that are only slightly different from the inputs 
it is designed to process. | 

There are important advantages to constructing rule-based systems using neural networks (Gallant, 1988). Our 
focus is on building a connectionist parser, but with more general issues in mind. How successfully can a connec- 
tionist parser be constructed and what are the advantages? Success clearly hinges on the careful selection of train- 
ing sequences. Our experiments have examined two different approaches and compared them. 
The ““deductive’’ strategy uses rule ‘‘templates’’ derived from the rules of a deterministic grammar. It is deductive 
in the sense that it is based on general knowledge in the form of rules although the resultant network is required to 
process specific sentences. The “‘inductive’’ strategy derives its training sequence from coded examples of sen- 
tence processing. It is inductive in the sense that it is based on traces of the processing of specific sentences but is 
required to generalize to a wider range of examples. The goal of deductive learning initially is to produce a network 
which is capable of mimicking the rules on which training is based. The goal of inductive learning initially is to 
produce a network which is capable of processing the sentences on which its training is based. Once that learning 
has been accomplished, simulation experiments are done to examine certain generalization capabilities of the result- 
ing networks. 

Deductive training generally performs well on all generalization tasks and outperforms inductive training by scoring 
generally higher on all experiments. Reasons for this include the specificity of the inductive training data as well as 
the lack of a large amount of training data in the inductive case required to provide sufficient variety. 

LEARNING A RULE-BASED GRAMMAR 

A deterministic parser applies rules to a stack and buffer of constituents to generate and perform actions on those 
structures. One of its primary features is that it does not backtrack, but proceeds forward in its processing never 
building structures which are later discarded. 

Training of CDP proceeds by presenting patterns to the network and teaching it to respond with an appropriate 
action using backpropagation (Rumelhart, et al, 1986). The input patterns represent encodings of the buffer posi- 
tions and the top of the stack from the deterministic parser. The output of the network contains a series of units 
representing actions to be performed during processing and judged in a winner-take-all fashion. Network conver- 
gence is observed once the network can achieve a perfect score on the training patterns themselves and the error 
measure has decreased to an acceptable level (set as a parameter). 
  

1 The sponsors of the Center are McDonnell Douglas Corporation and Southwestem Bell Telephone Company. 
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Once the network is trained, the weights are stored in a file so that various experiments can be performed. Each 

sentence receives a score representing the overall average strength of responses during processing. The score for 

each processing step is computed as the reciprocal of the error for that step. The error is computed as the Euclidean 

distance between the actual output and an idealized output consisting of a -1 value for every output unit except the 

winning unit which has a +1 value. The errors for each step are summed and averaged over the number of steps. 

The average strength is the reciprocal of the average error per step. 

Deductive Learning. Each grammar rule is coded as a training template which is a list of feature values, but tem- 

plates are not grouped into rule packets. In general, each constituent is represented by an ordered feature vector in 

which one or more values is ON(+1) for features of the form and all other values are either OFF(-1) or DO NOT 

CARE (?). A rule template is instantiated by randomly changing ? to +1 or -1. Thus, each template represents 

many training patterns and each training epoch is slightly different. During training, the network learns the inputs 

upon which it can rely in constructing its answers and which inputs it can ignore. 

The probability of a ? becoming a +1 or -1 is equal and set at 0.5. Each rule template containing n ?’s can generate 

up to 2" training cases. Some rule templates have over 30 ?’s which means they represent approximately 10° 

unique training cases. It is obviously impossible to test the performance of all these cases, so a zero is substituted 

for each ? to provide testing patterns. Zero is used since it represents the mean of the range of values seen during 

training. 

A slightly modified version of the grammar from appendix C of Marcus (1980) was used as a basis for all deductive 

training experiments in this paper. This appendix includes the rules specifically discussed by Marcus in building his 

case for deterministic parsing and can be taken as representative of the mechanisms involved. To assure good per- 

formance by the network, training has ranged from 50,000 to 200,000 presentations cycling through training cases 

generated from the rule templates. 

Inductive Learning. Inductive learning begins with training data derived as ‘‘sentence traces’’ of deterministic 

parsing steps. Training proceeds by presenting patterns of these steps to the network and teaching it to respond with 

an appropriate action. A small set of positive sentence examples were traced which resulted in 64 unique training 

patterns. These were used for all inductive experiments in this paper. 

This approach can be compared with LPARSIFAL which attempts to learn PARSIFAL rules from examples of posi- 

tive evidence (i.e., grammatical sentences). LPARSIFAL starts with a small set of rules and gradually builds up 

new rules. In effect, the system is inductively learning the grammar rules from sentence examples. The target for 

learning in LPARSIFAL is the PARSIFAL grammar. LPARSIFAL requires several hundred sentences to acquire 

approximately 70% of the parsing rules originally hand-written for the Marcus parser. In our experiments, the net- 

work exhibited better than 70% coverage of our rule-based grammar after training on a small number of traces. 

NETWORK ARCHITECTURE 

Patterns consist of a list of syntactic features, divided into four groups to match the three buffer positions and the top 

of the stack. These are represented in a localist manner in the network with each syntactic feature being represented 

by aunit. The choice of a localist representation allows the grammar to be represented in a very straightforward 

manner and permits experimentation with sentence processing in a direct way. 

In the set of experiments described here, the network has a three-layer architecture with 35 input units, 20 hidden 

units, and 20 output units. Each input pattern consists of three feature vectors from the buffer items and one stack 

vector. Each vector activates 14 input units in a pattern vector representing a word or constituent of the sentence. 

The stack vector activates seven units representing the current node on the stack. In our simplified version of the 

grammar, only two items are coded from the buffer and thus 35 input units are sufficient. One hidden layer has pro- 

ven sufficient in all of our experiments. The output layer represents the 20 possible actions that can be performed. 

on each iteration of processing. All weights in the network are initialized to random values between —0.3 and +0.3. 

During sentence processing, the network is presented with encodings of the buffer and the top of the stack. What 

the model actually sees as input is not the raw sentence but a canonical representation of each word in the sentence 

in a form that could be produced by a simple lexicon, although such a lexicon is not part of the model in its present 

form. The network produces the action to be taken which is then performed. If the action creates a vacancy in the 

buffer and if more of the sentence is left to be processed then the next sentence component is moved into the buffer. 

The process then repeats until a stop action is performed, usually when the buffer becomes empty. Iteration over 

the input stream is achieved in this fashion. 
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PERFORMANCE COMPARISON 

CDP is capable of processing a variety of simple sentence forms such as simple declarative, simple passive, and 
imperative sentences as well as yes-no questions. For test and comparison purposes, several sentences were coded 
that would parse correctly by the rules of the deterministic parser. Also, several mildly ungrammatical and lexically 
ambiguous sentences were coded to determine if the network would generalize in any useful way. The objective 
was to test if the syntactic context could aid in resolving such problems. 

TABLE 1: Grammatical Sentences Used in Testing 

  

  

Sentence Form Deductive Average Inductive Average 

Strength Strength 

(1) John should have scheduled the meeting. 283.3 84.7 
(2) John has scheduled the meeting for Monday. 179.3 84.2 
(3) Has John scheduled the meeting? 132.2 64.4 
(4) John is scheduling the meeting. 294.4 83.5 
(5) The boy did hit Jack. 298.2 76.2 
(6) Schedule the meeting. 236.2 67.8 
(1) Mary is kissed. 276.1 84.9 
(8) Tom hit(v) Mary. 485.0 80.3 
(9) Tom will(aux) hit(v) Mary. 547.5 78.7 

(10) They can(v) fish(np). 485.0 80.3 
(11) They can(aux) fish(v). $98.2 76.8       

Parsing Grammatical Sentences. Grammatical sentences, by our definition, are those which parse correctly in the 
rule-based grammar from which we derived the training set. Table 1 shows several examples of grammatical sen- 
tences which are parsed successfully along with their response strengths in both deductive and inductive learning. 
Each example shows a relatively high average strength value, indicating that the training data has been learned. 
Also, the deductive average strength value is higher than the corresponding inductive average strength. 

TABLE 2: Ungrammatical Sentences Used In Testing 

  

  

Sentence Form Deductive Average Inductive Average 

Strength Strength 

(12)  *John have should scheduled the meeting. 25.1 6.6 
(13) | *Has John schedule the meeting? 38.1 18.2 
(14) *John is schedule the meeting. 4.7 4.9+ 
(15)  *The boy did hitting Jack. 26.6 75       

Parsing Ungrammatical Sentences. An important test of the generalization capabilities of CDP is its response to 
ungrammatical sentences. Such capabilities are strictly dependent upon the experiences of the network during train- 
ing since in deductive training no relaxation rules were added to the Original grammar to handle ungrammatical 
cases and in inductive training no ungrammatical sentences were used. 
In this set of experiments a few ungrammatical sentences were tested that were similar to the training data and 
within the scope of our encoding. Table 2 contains examples that have produced reasonable structures when 
presented to our system along with their response strengths. Note that overall average strength is lower for ungram- 
matical sentences when compared to similar grammatical ones. 
In sentence (12), the structure produced was identical to that produced while parsing sentence (1), but with lower 
Strength in the inductive case. The only difference is that the two auxiliary verbs, have and should, were reversed. 
Sentence (13) contains a disagreement between the auxiliary has and the main verb schedule and yet the comparable 
grammatical sentence (3) parsed identically in both approaches, but with lower strength again in the inductive 
approach. 

Sentence (14) can be compared with sentence (4). In the deductive Case, a Structure similar to that built for sentence 
(4) is indeed constructed. However, in the inductive case (marked with f), the network attempts to process ‘is’ as if 
it were indicating the passive tense. Although this is incorrect for this sentence, it is not an unreasonable choice. 
Sentence (15) can be compared with sentence (5), but there is not one clear choice in how the sentence should 
appear if grammatical. The deductive-trained network processes sentence (15) as sentence (5), while the inductive 
result (marked with ¢) shows the sentence processed as if it were progressive tense (‘The boy is hitting Jack’). In 
PARAGRAM, a nonsensical parse structure is produced for sentence (15), as reported by Charniak (p. 137). 
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TABLE 3: Lexically Ambiguous Sentences Used in Testing 

  

  

Sentence Form Deductive Average Inductive Average 

(Words in < are presented ambiguously) Strength Strength 

(16) <Will> he go? 83.6 14.3 

(17) Tom <will> hit Mary. 118.7 19.9 

(18) Tom <hit> Mary. 39.0 2.5 

(19) They <can> fish. 4.5 2.6 

(20) They can <fish>. 172.2 4.9     
  

Lexical Ambiguity. Ina final set of experiments, the parser was tested for its ability to aid in the resolution of lexi- 

cal ambiguity. Grammatical sentences were presented, except that selected words were coded ambiguously to 

represent an ambiguously stored word from the lexicon. These examples are shown in Table 3. Several of these 

examples come from ROBIE. 

Sentence (17) contains the word will coded ambiguously as an NP and an auxiliary, modal verb. In the context of 

the sentence, it is clearly being used as a modal auxiliary and the parser treats it that way. A similar result was 

obtained for sentence (18). In sentence (19), hit is coded to be ambiguous between an NP (as in playing cards) and 

a verb. The network correctly identifies it as the main verb of the sentence. Sentence (20) presents can ambigu- 

ously as an auxiliary, modal, and main verb, while fish is presented uniquely as an NP. Can is processed as the main 

verb of the sentence. Compare this example with sentence (10) of Table 1. Here, each word is presented unambi- 

guously with can coded as a verb and fish coded as an NP. The same structure results in each case, with the average 

strength level much higher in the unambiguous case. By coding fish ambiguously as a verb/NP and coding can 

uniquely as an auxiliary, the result obtained is as shown for sentence (21), which is comparable to sentence (12). 

In the cases shown, the lexically ambiguous words were disambiguated and reasonable structures resulted. Note 

that the overall average strengths were lower than comparable grammatical sentences discussed, as expected. Also, 

the deductive average strength value is higher than inductive average strength. 

DISCUSSION 

While deductive training exhibits better performance than inductive training for all tasks, there are tradeoffs in the 

two approaches. Deductive training requires rules as the basis for rule templates while inductive training requires a 

large amount of data to be successful. Fortunately there is a middle ground which allows mixtures of the two train- 

ing strategies. Training can be performed using rule templates as well as patterns based on sentence traces. Ina 

recent set of experiments in which the two types of training data were combined, the network was capable of gen- 

eralizing in ways similar to deductive learning, but also showed particularly good performance on the specific cases 

reflected in the inductive data. 

What does this mean for expert systems? Where knowledge naturally exists in rule form and such rules can be reli- 

ably stated, rule templates can be formed which generate appropriate training cases. However, where knowledge 

only exists in the form of anecdotal cases, it can be expressed in the form of inductive training patterns. As new 

cases are discovered for which the rules do not apply, inductive data can be easily constructed and the network re- 

trained. Contrast this with the typical rule-based expert system in which each new rule may require re-thinking an 

entire set of existing rules. 

Our work has shown the trade-offs between deductive and inductive learning. Both have a place in the construction 

of a neural network designed to perform a complex rule-based task such as parsing. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Currently most of the neural network research concentrates on the adaptive properties of neural networks 
[RuMc 86]. However, as recent research in machine learning theory clearly indicates, general learning, in 
particular learning of higher concepts from raw data, is extremely difficult and time-consuming (see for example 
[PiVa 88]). Hence it seems that the most promising approach would be to develop hybrid methods, combining 
both symbolic and neural techniques. The symbolic component can then be used for complicated inference (for 
which current neural techniques are completely inadequate), while the neural component provides a basic 
robustness to knowledge representation even in the presence of noisy or incomplete data. Some recent attempts 
towards this goal are reported in [Dert 88], [Died 88], [DoSm 88], [Dyer 88] and [Hend 89]. 

Inspired by this general idea, we will introduce a knowledge representation scheme for robust storing of 
concepts. This scheme can eventually be embedded in a Prolog programming environment. Our work is in the 
same tradition as Shastri's [Shas 88], but with several important differences. Firstly, our approach is based on a 
distributed representation of concepts (see e.g. [HiMR 86]), as opposed to the local representation adopted in 
[Shas 88]. Secondly our computational process is an (efficient) relaxation, whereas Shastri computes activation 
values by an ordered sequence of sweeps over the network. As we will show, these differences provide our system 
with a greater flexibility to use all the rclevant information during the retrieval process. Our main point is to 
demonstrate the ability of this particular representation scheme to perform limited inference in the presence of 
partial and even inconsistent information. As this “inference by similarity” is a property of our representation 
structure and the computational mechanism used, it is completely transparent to the user. 

2. COMPILING A HIGH LEVEL LANGUAGE TO A NEURAL REPRESENTATION 

The term “ncural network programming” is usually taken to mean very low-level operations to set 
interconnection weights and activation levels. Our approach is a radical departure from this tradition. We argue 
that neural networks can be programmed for concept property inference by giving a structure with similar 
notational convenience as in e.g. logic programming. On the other hand, since a neural computational structure 
is used, the language is not restricted to describe only necessary properties, as in logic based concept 
specification languages, which have to be augmented with awkward additional constructs for inference with 
incomplete information — witness the well-known problems of handling uncertainty in rule-based expert 
systems. 

NEULA (NEUral LAnguage) is designed for robust representation of concepts with a possible associated 
inheritance structure. Complex inferences are intended to be performed by a more traditional inference engine, 
which can retrieve the information stored in the knowledge base described with NEULA by simple queries. 
However, part of the inference process is transferred from the explicit inference engine to the structure of the 
knowledge representation. 

The concept structures specified in the language are labelled collections of (property,value) pairs. The values 
of attributes are also concepts, and thus concepts may be arbitrarily complex. For instance, a concept labelled 
Hobbit may be specified as follows (this example is a part of a larger specification): 

  

t This research is Supported by Technology Development Center (TEKES) in Software Technology 
Programme (FINSOFT), and by the Academy of Finland. 
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CONCEPT HOBBIT IS MIDDLE_EARTH_INHABITANT. 

~ NATURE GOOD. 

~ HEIGHT SHORT. 
~ NOT IS_FOND_OF SWIMMING(MANY). 
~ NOT IS_FOND_OF FIGHTING. 
~ IS_FOND_OF BIRTHDAY_PARTIES,ROUND_THINGS. 
~ LANGUAGE COMMON_SPEECH. 
~ NOT LANGUAGE SECRET_LANGUAGE. 

~ LIFE MORTAL. 

~ STRENGTI DURABLE. 

~ HAVE_BUILDINGS LOW_HOUSES. 

~ NOT HAS_ENEMY DRAGON. 

The concept structures specified in the language can be thought of as labelled collections of (property,value) 

pairs. Hence one of the propertics of a concept Hobbit is ‘nature’ which has value ‘good’. These (property,value) 

pairs can be interpreted as fcatures typical to the concept in question, i.e. Hobbit as a concept is associated to the 
(property,value) pairs represented by the above list. NEULA allows the use of graded values to describe the 
degree of certainty of a particular feature. For instance, 

~ NOT IS_FOND_OF SWIMMING(MANY). 
is to be understood that not being fond of swimming is typical to most Hobbits but not necessarily to all 

(the default value is ‘ALL’). In addition, some simple logical relations between the concepts can also be 
expressed. These language elements will be converted to a connectionist network by the NEULA compiler. 

In the implementation of NEULA we assign one unit in our neural network to each of the statements in a 
specification to be compiled. Hence a concept C is realized as a distributed collection of property units, 

C= {(P],V7),(P2.,V2),....(Pn,Vn)}. To bind together all the different property units we add to this set a special 

label unit (label,C). From the label unit we then draw directed arcs to all the other property units of concept C. 

For each positive statement “C ~ P V [W]” we create an arc with the weight determined by the corresponding 
certainty factor W. For the negative statements “C ~ NOT P V [W]” we create similar arcs, but with equally 
sized negative weights. 

The compilation scheme above can be understood as a method for creating connections from a concept C to 

values V; through properties Pj. As the values V; are also concepts defined in the network, the links drawn can 

be interpreted as implcmenting associations from concept C to concepts Vj. To allow bidirectional associations, 
we similarly associate concepts Vj with concept C. An obvious choice for the property through which these 
connections are created is the inverse relation of P, denoted with P~/. According to this idea, the compiler adds 
implicitly for every compiled sentence “C ~ P V [W]” the code corresponding to the sentence “V ~ Plc rw)”. 

If the activation level of a label unit is high, we interpret that the network represents the corresponding 
_ concept. Similarly, if the activation level of a property unit is high, then the network is understood to represent 

some concept having this specific property. During the computation, the activation is propagated along the arcs 

between different units in the network, as described by the activation propagation formula discussed in the sequel. 

The arcs, having cither a positive (cxcitatory) or a negative (inhibitory) weight, impose an inference order in the 
network. However, duc to the iterative nature of the activation propagation process, the arcweight from unit i to 
unit j cannot be interpretcd simply as the probability of the statement “if (P;,V;) then (P;,V;)”. Nevertheless, an 
arcweight indicates the approximate effect on the occurring inference. To be able to carry out similar inference for 

concept recognition, i.e. to recognize an object from its properties, arcs from the property units to the label units 

are also required. This is accomplished by creating an echo arc for every existing arc. The direction of an echo arc 
is Opposite to the original one, but with a proportional weight smaller than that of the original arc. In our 

experiments, we have simply divided the original weight with a small constant, usually 5. 
Implementing the hierarchical relation “CONCEPT C IS C' ” is somewhat different from the method to 

implement properties. As concept C may appear as a value of several different properties R],...,.R7;,, to make the 

hierarchy influence cach of these properties, we have to draw an arc from all the units (Rj,C) to the units (Rj,C’), 

respectively. If only one of these units cxists, the other one is automatically created. In particular, as this 
connection is also created between the corresponding label units (Rx¢=‘label’, for some k), we have created a path 
from the property units of C to those of C’ (sce Figure 1). In other words, we have linked an instance of a class 
to the class itself, thus implementing the hierarchy of concepts. 
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property units of C’ 

(label,C) Py'c) 2... yc) 

(PP, C) eee PP, Cc) 

Figure 1. The connectionist network implementing the specification of concept C, given that 
C IS C’. Notice that the property unit sets for C and C’ do not necessarily have to be 
disjoint. 

(P,.V,;) «+ + @,V,) 

A property unit (P;,Vj) is generally connected to several different label units. As the concepts corresponding 

to these label units may be hierarchically related to each other, the compilation scheme offers a natural way to 

implement exceptions in the inheritance of properties. 
The inference in the network is carried out by activation propagation. The idea is that initially a user query is 

compiled in such a way that some corresponding nodes are turned on (initiated with activity level 1) and some are 
turned off (initiated with activity level -1). The other nodes have activity level 0. All the nodes then 
synchronously change their activity level according to the activation propagation formula (1, below). The 
resulting activity level depends on the activity level of the nodes from which there are incoming arcs, and on the 

weights on those arcs. The activation propagates through the network, and spreads from the initialized nodes to 
other nodes. This process is continual, thus each node will change its activity level iteratively. The arcweights 
remain unchanged during the computation. For computing the change in the node activity level, we use a 
formula of the general form 

at = ar + (1- lari sigm( Swat) (1) 
j J 

(by at we denote the activity level of node i after the kth update, and by w;; the weight on the connection 
from node j to node /). In the formula the sum states that each node j incident to node i affects the activation of 
node i in proportion to the weight on the arc from | to i. If the connection wij is highly positive, node tends to 
get an activation similar to that of node j, and if wjj is negative, the activity level of node i tends to be opposite 
to that of node /. 

If we use the formula above, the activity Ievel of the nodes with initial activity level 1 or -1 will remain 
unchanged during the whole computation. 

Some kind of termination conditions are also needed. One solution is to terminate the computation when the 
activity level of any of the nodes representing possible answers to the query is within distance e€ from 1 or -1, 
where € is a limit given in advance. In our experiments with about 300 nodes and e€ = 0.1, the computation has 
always terminated fast, in less than about 10 synchronous steps. 

3. AN EXAMPLE 

To test the validity of the ideas discusscd in the previous Sections, we have simulated a larger example (over 
100 statements compiled into a 300 node network). Our implementation is built on the floating-point version of 

the Rochester Connectionist Simulator 4.1 (RCS) [GoLM 88]. The software runs on a SUN 3/60 workstation 

under Unix SUNOS 4.0. The NEULA declarations are compiled into an intermediate code, which consists of 
some high-level functions. These functions then call the built-in functions of the RCS to construct the 
corresponding network. The nodes in the network apply the activation propagation formula (1) in a synchronous 
order, hence the results are fully deterministic and can be easily reproduced.t In the sequel we present an 
illustrative example of the actual querics performed against a large declaration. More detailed description of the 
compilation scheme and its implementation can be found in [FMOT 89]. 

  

t — Those interested in reproducing the experiments may obtain the source C-code (excluding the RCS-software) 
by sending a request to tirri@cs.helsinki.fi (Internet). 
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Figure 2._ What Middle Earth inhabitant is short, has Dragons as an enemy, and is immortal? The first 
two properties strongly suggest Dwarfs as an answer, but the immortality would fit Elves 
better. In spite of this contradiction, both Dwarfs and Elves are suggested (immediately 
followed by individuals in these classes), but the activity level for the parent class 
Middle_Earth_Inhabitant is negative. 
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Risk Assessment of Mortgage Applications with a Neural Network System: 
An Update as the Test Portfolio Ages 
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Nestor's multiple neural network technology has been applied to many problems; among 
them, applications in signal processing for character recognition [1], in medicine [2,3], in 
vision [4], industrial inspection [5,6], diagnostics [7], speech recognition [8]. Neural net 
applications have also been developed in the financial services arena. One particular 
problem domain that has been under investigation is that of automated decision-making and 
risk assessment for mortgage insurance underwriting. The application of Nestor's neural 
net technology to this problem has been previously reported [9,10,11]. This paper 
presents an update to this work, returning to the risk assessment portion of the problem to 
analyze how well the risk prediction has fared for the mortgage portfolio under study, now 
that the portfolio has aged. | 

Mortgage risk assessment begins with mortgage origination. A mortgage originator filters 
the general population of potential property owners according to a set of simple guidelines 
on acceptable ranges for such risk measures as the proposed loan-to-value ratio, the ratio of 
proposed obligations to income, etc. Fannie Mae, and others in the secondary mortgage 
market, publish guidelines that serve to qualify and segregate the home loan applicant pool 
into risk categories. Some of the higher risk loans are referred for private mortgage 
insurance. The process of determining whether or not a loan applicant should be accepted 
for mortgage insurance involves in effect a second underwriting. If the applicant exhibits 
an acceptable level of risk, he will be sold insurance. Mortgage insurance applicants are by 
nature a higher risk group than the general population of mortgage applicants. These 
applicants have already been underwritten by the mortgage originator and assessed as less 
secure cases. Thus, this second order underwriting performed by the mortgage insurer is 
bound to be more difficult, and prone to greater uncertainty. 

The mortgage insurance problem can be divided in two parts. The first problem is that of 
automating the decision-making process of the underwriters. This can be served by 
constructing a system that can learn to emulate the decisions that underwriters make on 
mortgage applications. A system that correctly mimics the judgement of human 
underwriters on some subset of the loan applications presented to it can have economic 
benefit as a result of introducing consistency in underwriter judgements and in allowing an 
underwriting agency to better handle peak work loads. The strategy of applying a neural 
network approach to this phase of the problem is to capture data that represents loan 
application information together with the corresponding judgements that an underwriter has 
made on each application. The pool of data represents judgements from a number of 
underwriters. The neural net system trains to emulate the decision-making of this collection 
of experts on the problem. 

A different aspect of the problem arises not from the use of the network in automating the 
human decision-making, but rather from the use of the network to improve upon the quality 
of the decisions through its ability to learn to estimate some measure of the risk of a loan 
applicant's defaulting on his mortgage payments. Underwriters for loan originators and 
private mortgage insurance companies do not perform this task flawlessly. Although these 
insurance underwriters typically decline approximately 20% of the applications they 
review, of the remaining accepted group, some 20% will go delinquent during the course 
of the loan. Approximately 6% will eventually lead to losses as a result of claims. The 
peak in claims rates occurs some three to five years after the loan is granted. Because any 
feedback from an incorrect decision occurs some number of years after the decision is 
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made, and because of the high turnover rate in underwriter staffing, there is little 
opportunity to improve on the underwriters’ judgements from observations of historical 
outcomes. 

Although the economic payoff of improving the quality of the underwriting decisions can 
be substantially greater than that of simply automating and replicating their current decision- 
making trends and practices, the acceptance of the former can require a higher level of 
commitment and reliance upon the technology. It is relatively easy to immediately verify 
whether or not the system is deciding as the underwriter would decide. From the simple 
perspective of "trusting the machine", it requires more commitment to accept that the 
machine, when disagreeing with the underwriter, is actually making the better decision 
about something that may happen three to five years from now. 

The neural network that was used for this application is a derivative of an RCE network 
that has been reported on previously [12]. The RCE network is a three layer network that 
has been described extensively elsewhere [13,14,15]. Essentially, the network trains by 
committing cells on its single internal layer that represent prototypical "exemplars" of the 
pattern classes that it sees in the training set. It automatically selects from the training set 
the exemplars that are to be stored in memory, storing 1n its weights the values that define 
the prototype features. Associated with each prototype cell is a cell threshold, a number 
that captures the extent to which this prototype's exemplar will participate in the 
classification of incoming new patterns. This cell threshold represents a region of influence 
around the prototype in the pattern space. 

Data used for the risk assessment study was taken from a collection of some 111,080 home 
mortgage loans from the period July 1984 to December 1986. The status of the loans was 
noted as of December, 1987 and this served as the classification of "Good" and "Bad" 
loans. For the initial study, "bad" was defined as any loan which had gone delinquent at 
least once in the period from origination through the end of 1987. A total of 758 good 
applications and 844 bad applications was used for the risk assessment study. 

The results of the initial study are shown in Figure 1. For a certain percentage of the 
applications (10%) it is possible to predict with 95% accuracy the loans which, if granted, 
would go delinquent in payment. (Delinquency is not the same as default, but it is a 
necessary precursor.) If the system's decisions are accepted at this throughput (10% of 
applications) then some number of good applications will also be called "bad". Rejecting 
such loan applicants would amount to turning away good business. Since the cost of 
replacing this lost business is far less than the cost associated with underwriting loans that 
go to claim, this 10% throughput represents an operating point with a viable economic 
benefit. 

As noted earlier, these results were reported on a portfolio of mortgages whose 
delinquency/default status was dated as of December 1987. Since the portfolio represented 
originations between July 1984 and December 1987, the age of the applications at the time 
of the study ranged from 1 to 3 1/2 years. Updates on the status of this portfolio were 
provided as of September 1988. Since claims begin to peak in the 3-5 year period after 
origination, we would expect to see significantly more claims in the updated portfolio. We 
will present results and analysis of the effectiveness of the neural network risk assessment 
predictions with regard to the updated status of the portfolio under study. Special attention 
will be paid to those loans that, at the time of the initial study had been labelled good, but 
have since gone bad. 
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Additionally, we will present experimental evidence on the sensitivity of the model to the 
size of the training set. The collection of a portfolio for training purposes can often have 
some cost associated with it, if all the information that is typically available to underwriters 
is not available in electronic file format for the the neural network to process. 
Consequently, it can be important to establish some measure of the additional marginal 
benefit in risk assessment as a function of additional loan examples made available for 
training. Figure 2 shows a learning curve for the neural net risk assessment system as a 
function of the percentage of the data set trained on. 
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FUZZNET: TOWARDS A FUZZY CONNECTIONIST 
EXPERT SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT TOOL 

Steve G. Romaniuk and Lawrence O. Hall 
Department of Computer Science and Engineering 
University of South Florida, Tampa, FL. 33620 

Abstract 

In this paper we present a raw expert system development tool, based on a connectionist 
architecture for representing knowledge. Our work is centered around rule based systems as a 
basis for a connectionist expert system, which can be expanded, and updated through learning of 
sample domain specific cases [1]. A cell recruitment learning algorithm [4,5] capable of forgetting 
previously learned facts by learning new ones is incorporated. Using this learning mechanism, we 
let the system learn the knowledge bases of GEMS (Gem stone classification) and FEVERS 
(Fevers diagnosis system), examples of which were extracted prior to this, from the corresponding 
rule knowledge bases. The learned knowledge bases compared favorably with the existing rule 
based expert systems. 

1. FUZZNET -- A Fuzzy Connectionist Expert System 

A fuzzy connectionist expert system development tool dubbed FUZZNET [4,5] has been 
developed. FUZZNET uses fuzzy logic for the implementation of reasoning under uncertainty and 
takes advantage of a connectionist like architecture for knowledge representation. It has a shell like 
structure, allowing it to construct expert systems, either by using rules or making use of its 
learning capabilities. In FUZZNET a variable number of expressions can be placed on the left and 
right hand side of rules. Information can be deleted, thereby allowing knowledge to be updated. 
Expressions can be negated, and the ability to activate partial patterns has been included. 
Furthermore, variables have been included (Attribute, value pairs are supported), which we believe 
are a necessity in most classification systems, but have not been included in most approaches to 
constructing connectionist expert systems [1,6]. With the inclusion of variables, we have also 
addressed the question of how to achieve variable binding, which has now become an integrated 
part of the tool. By allowing fuzzy and relational comparators, the systems potential has been 
further increased. The user can construct aggregating quantifiers, and use them within rules, 
which is a step towards integrating more natural language like constructs. Finally, the system can 
be used for the generation of stand alone expert systems, for any knowledge base it acquired, 
either through rule formulation, learning, or a combination of the two. 

2. Fuzzy Logic and the Connectionist Model 

A connectionist model is a network, which in its simplest format has no feedback loops. It 
consists of three types of cells (input, output, and hidden cells). Every cell has a bias associated 
with it, which lies on the real number scale. Cells are connected through links which have weights 
associated with them. In the FUZZNET model of a connectionist network, each cell can take on an 
activation value within the range [0..1] (Corresponding to the fuzzy range of membership). 

In fuzzy set theory, sets are combined by performing the union, intersection, or set difference. 
In fuzzy logic we define disjunction (fOR) as the maximum operation, conjunction ({AND) as the 
minimum operation and complement (fNOT) as strong negation [2]. Since fOR and fAND are 
defined as maximum and minimum operations, we let certain cells act as max and min functions, in 
order to provide for the above operators. In order to be able to distinguish cells as modeling the 
min (fAND) or the max (fOR) function we use the sign of the bias of a cell to determine which of 
the two functions is to be modeled. Furthermore, we denote a bias value of zero to indicate when a 
cell should operate as an inverter ((NOT). It is important to note, that these complex cells can be 
reduced to networks of linear threshold cells, which are commonly found in connectionist models. 
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3. Representing Knowledge in FUZZNET 

The FUZZNET tool allows knowledge to be represented either in the form of rules or by 
learning of domain specific knowledge, via a cell recruitment learning algorithm [4,5]. Rules 
consist of a premise and an action part. The premise contains a list of parameters, which are 
combined through conjunction and disjunction connectors. The nesting of these connectors can be 
of arbitrary depth. The action part is a list of conclusions, which in case of a positive evaluation of 
the premise, are activated. With every conclusion a fuzzy membership value (We refer to it as the 
rule-range) is associated indicating an upper threshold for the activated conclusion (An example 
follows next). 

if and(or(sl,s2),s3) then d1 (0.8); 

Only if the premise evaluates to 1.0 (completely true) will the conclusion d1 be derived with a 
belief of 0.8. In all other cases the final conclusion will be less then 0.8. We will next look at the 
FUZZNET network model. 

We can think of every cell in a network accommodating n inputs I,, with associated weights 

CW,,. Every cell contains a bias value, which indicates what type of fuzzy function a cell models, 

and its absolute value represents the previously mentioned rule-range. 

Every cell C; with a cell activation of CA, (except for input cells) computes its new cell 
C CA C. 

activation CA,;' according to the formula given below. If cell ~i (with i) and cell j 

(with CA; are connected then the weight of the connecting link is given as CW otherwise 
CW 

ij=Q, 

CA ; -- cell activation for cell C, CA; in [(0..1]. 

CW. weight for connection between cell Ci and C; CW ii in R. 

Bi cel bias for cell i, Bi in [-1,..41]. 

min {CA*CW, }*|B|,G, <0 
j-0,".. ,i-1,i41,..n or 

CA’ - max {CA,*CW, }*|G |,@, >0 
i= j=0,..i-1,i+1,..n } J or 

1 -CA,,CB, =0 ACW, #0 

By successively translating rules into sub-networks, and by combining these, we are capable of 
constructing complete networks that model our rules. In the final process an extra layer of two 
cells (denoted as the positive and the negative cell) is placed before every output cell. These two 
cells will be collecting information for (positive cell) and against the presence of a conclusion 
(negative cell). Both cells are connected to every output cell, and every concluding intermediate 
cell (these are cells defined by the user in the FUZZNET program specification). The final cell 
activation for the concluding cell is given as: 

CA {+ CA output ~ CApositive_cel negative_cell © 0.5 
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Whenever, there is a contradiction in the derivation of a conclusion, this fact will be represented in 
a final cell activation close to 0.5. For example, if CA ositive_cell = 0.9 and CAnegative_cell = 
0.1, then CAoutput = 0.5, which means it is unknown. If either CA ositive cell OF 

ative_cell 1S equal to 0.5, then CAoutput will be equal to the others cell activation. The CAne 

FUZZNET system also allows for the construction of quantifying operators. It is for example 
possible to construct an operator like almost, which can be defined as: 

almost := they almostall are completely true; 

and then use it within a rule like the aggregating operators and and or. 
Besides allowing for rules as a knowledge representation scheme, the system allows learning 

of information. Learning is achieved by a recruitment of cells algorithm [4,5]. It recruits cells 
from a conceptual pool of fully connected cells, whenever they are needed to represent new 
knowledge. The learning algorithm can be used in conjunction with an existing rule knowledge 
base or alone. Learned knowledge can also be extracted in form of rules from the network model. 
This is extremely important within the explanation phase of the system. Here the user can ask the 
System how certain conclusions were derived, or why certain questions where asked (when 
entering the consultation phase). 

One of the major reasons for having learning capabilities in a System is to overcome the 
knowledge acquisition problem and be able to change knowledge whenever this becomes 
necessary. It also supports the synthesis of different experts, who may not even know of one 
another, but are all modifying and contributing to the knowledge base of the expert system. In 
conventional expert system this can represent a serious problem, and special care has to be taken to 
avoid introducing contradictions and inconsistencies in the knowledge base. We will next describe 
the learning algorithm used in FUZZNET using the following input vector <s1=1, s2=.8, s3=.5, 
s4=.5, sS=.2, s6=1, d1=.1, d2=.9> (range for cell values is [0..1]). Here S; is an input cell and 
d; is an output cell. 

Let us assume that the activation for an input cell is Sj < .5 (like s5), then the input cell 
activation has to be sent through an inverter cell. This will ensure, that negative evidence will be 
converted to positive evidence, which is necessary for evaluating the premise of a rule and finally 
firing the rule. The fact that a piece of information is negative evidence, is not retained in the ceil 
activation of the appropriate cell, but rather in its connection to the negative cell, which is used to 
collect negative evidence. This conversion is shown in Fig. la. For the input cell s5 we would 
obtain the specific network presented in Fig. 1b. If the input x for cell s5<=.2, then a fuzzy value 
of 1.0 is propagated by that cell. Otherwise, the activation falls within the range [0..1). Let us 
assume x=0.3, then according to the formula for calculating the cell activation of an inverter cell 
(CA=1-x) we obtain as an cell activation for the inverter cell in Fig. 1b (CA=1-.3=.7). The value 
CA is next multiplied with the associated weight 1/.8 from the learn stage (the weight is calculated 
by the formula 1/(1-Si). In our example Si=.2, therefore we obtain as a weight 1/(1-.2) = 1/0.8). 
The final output of the cell in Fig. 1b is given as .7/.8 = .875. 

One can view the value given to s5 (.2) as being a lower threshold. Only a membership value 
of .2 or less is necessary to propagate a final value of 1. For the case of S; being greater than .5 
we use a Similar argument. Again a lower threshold is used for the input cells. Take s2=.8 for 
example. If the activation of cell s2 is greater or equal to .8 a value of 1 is passed to the next level 
of the network. We represent this by a simple arrow up with an associated weight (Fig. Ic). 

We next show the cell structure needed for combining all the inputs into one final fuzzy value. 
We again take separate looks at the combined cells, dependin g on whether dj; is above or below .5. 
We present the case of dj<=.5 first (Fig. 2a). 

For the case that dj>0.5 is given in Fig. 2c. The links labeled with Output in our two 
examples will be fed into the negative and positive cell of the output layer of the network. If dj<.5 
then the cell is connected to the negative cell, and if dj>.5, it is combined with the poSitive cell. 
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4. Summary and Results 

After allowing the system to learn the knowledge bases of GEMS and FEVERS, 
comparisons where made with a EMYCIN [3] version of these two knowledge bases running 

under MultiLisp [3]. In all cases the results where almost identical and only differed by a few 
percent in the certainty factor of the final conclusion. From our tests we can conclude, that 
FUZZNET is capable of learning knowledge bases from scratch and can achieve similar overall 
performances as conventional symbolic expert systems. Other features such as consultation and 
explanation facilities have been added and tested favorably. By allowing variables, fuzzy and 

relational comparators, and the ability to construct quantifying operators, the systems capabilities 
have been taken beyond existing connectionist expert systems, and conventional (pure symbolic) 
expert system shells. Because of its hybrid structure, the system incorporates both the advantages 
of symbolic and purely connectionist models, were no symbolic information is contained. 
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1. Introduction. 

Production systems have proven to be a powerful tool for exploiting knowledge that can be stated explicitly, via 
tules. Neural networks offer a complementary ability: they can acquire and generalize from implicit knowledge 
extracted from training examples. In this paper we present an elegant approach to merging neural networks with 
production systems. Our solution allows an OPS5-based expert system to selectively invoke neural net inference 
components for making certain types of decisions which would be difficult to describe with symbolic rules. We also 
introduce a rule-based knowledge manager that allows an expert system to incrementally improve the competence 
of its neural network components by acquiring new training examples when appropriate. 

2. Overview of ELSIE. 

ELSIE is a Common Lisp system that consists of a production system module, a neural network simulation module, 
and a knowledge acquisition module. The production system used is OPS5 [2]. It has served as the implementation 
language for a number of classical expert systems, the most famous of which is probably McDermott’s XCON/R1 [4], 
the first commercially successful expert system. The neural network simulator is YANNS, an extensible Common 
Lisp simulator developed by CMU’s connectionist research group under the direction of the second author. The 
knowledge manager was developed by the first author. 

All three modules communicate via OPS5 working memory elements, or WMEs (prounounced “woom-ies”’), 
which are flexible record structures. The fields of a WME may be accessed either by name or by numeric subscript. 
We interface a neural net to the production system by specifying a mapping between WME fields and the net’s 
input and output layers. 

3. An example from a real application. 

To illustrate the merger of a rule-based system with a neural net, we briefly describe a veterinary diagnosis task we 
have been researching as part of a larger agricultural management expert system. The task is to detect clinical and 
subclinical mastitis (udder infection) in dairy cows [3,6], given a series of measurements of milk production and 
leucocyte counts (white blood cells per volume of milk). 

Most of the work in the sytem is done by a set of production rules programmed in OPSS, plus some auxiliary 
Common Lisp routines. But the actual diagnosis decision is performed by a 36-6-3 neural net. The first step in 
interfacing this net to the production system is to give it a name by which it can be referenced in the OPSS5 program. 
The DEFNETWORK construct below accomplishes this. It also records the location of the network descriptor and 
saved weights files, which must be loaded before the network can be invoked. 
  

This work was supported in part by D.L.O., Department of Agriculture, Wageningen, the Netherlands. 

'This work was supported in part by National Science Foundation grant EET-87 16324, and by the Office of Naval Research under contract 
number NO0014-86-K-0678. 
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(defnetwork mastitis-net 

:network-file "mastitis.lisp" 

sweights-file "mastitis.save" 

swme-name ’ cow-descriptor 

:fields (cow-number 

calving-date 

(kgs-milk :input 18) 

(cell-counts :input 18) 

(healthy :output) 

(subclinical :output) 

(clinical :output) ) ) 

The second step in the interfacing process is to declare the format of the WME that will be used to exchange 

data with the neural net. Each WME has a name (corresponding to a record type in Pascal or C) and some number 

of fields. The WME-NAME and FIELDS arguments to the DEFNETWORK macro supply this information. As far 

as the neural net is concerned, there are three types of WME fields. Ordinary fields, such as COW-IDENTIFIER 
and CALVING-DATE, are ignored by the net. Input fields, such as KGS-MILK or CELL-COUNTS, hold data 
which is to be copied from the WME into the input units of the neural net when the net is invoked. The notation 

(CELL-COUNTS :INPUT 18) indicates that the CELL-COUNTS field holds a list of 18 numbers to be copied 
into the next 18 input units; the layout of the fields in a DEFNETWORK expression must match the layout of the 

neural net’s input and output fields. Output fields, such as the three diagnosis fields HEALTHY, SUBCLINICAL, 

and CLINICAL, will have their values filled in from the corresponding output layer units at the completion of the 

forward pass. 
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Figure 1: Normal cow. Figure 2: Subclinical. Figure 3: Clinical. 

Figure 1 shows a plot of the cell count and milk production levels of a healthy cow during a lactation period. 

Figure 2 shows the plot of a subclinical mastitis cow, and Figure 3 shows a clinical mastitis case. The solid lines 

represent milk production and the dotted lines cell counts. 

The following OPSS rule identifies an undiagnosed cow (denoted by NILs in the WME’s output fields) and sets 

up a diagnosis subgoal: 

(p RECOGNIZE-UNDIAGNOSED 

(cow-descriptor “healthy nil “cow-number <n>) 

--> 

(goal “type diagnose-cow “number <n>)) 
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The next step is to feed the cow data to the neural network. This is accomplished by the mle FEED-COW-TO- 
MASTITIS-NETWORK. 

(p FEED-COW-TO-MASTITIS-NETWORK 

{<subgoal> (goal “type diagnose-cow “number <n>) } 
{<cow-wme> (cow-descriptor “number <n>) } 

--> 

(call invoke-network mastitis-—-net <cow-wme>) ) 
(remove <subgoal>)) 

The INVOKE-NETWORK function appearing on the right hand side of the rule maps the contents of the WME’s 
input fields into the actual neural net inputs. Next, the forward pass of the mastitis network generates the output 
unit values which represent the diagnosis of the cow. The network’s outputs are copied into the corresponding 
output fields of the WME, where they replace the NIL values. Finally, INVOKE-NETWORK returns control to the 
knowledge manager, which deletes the diagnosis subgoal from working memory. It will then examine the result of 
the diagnosis. 

4. The Knowledge Manager. 

We have implemented a knowledge manager in ELSIE. The task of the knowledge manager is to operate as an 
intelligent rule-based dispatcher within the system. One of the subtasks of the knowledge manager is to exploit the 
occurrence of improperly-classified cows to extend the neural net’s training set. Such cows are detected by a set of 
OPSS rules that examine the net’s diagnosis decisions, contained in the output fields of the cow WME. The rules 
look like the ALL-LOW-DIAGNOSED rule below, which would fire if the network refused to draw any conclusion 
about a cow. 

(p ALL-LOW-DIAGNOSED 
(cow-descriptor “healthy low “subclinical low 
“clinical low “cow-number <n>) 

--> 

(goal “type obtain-feedback “number <n>)) 

For every improper classification, the rule ACQUIRE-RECLASSIFICATION generates a plot of the cow’s milk 
production and cell count history. An expert veterinarian is asked to reclassify the cow based on this graph. A new 
training example is then generated by taking the input values from the cow descriptor WME and the Output values 
from the vet’s response. The expanded training set is used by the knowledge manager for retraining of the neural 
net, resulting in an incremental expansion of the knowledge captured in the network. 

5. Experimental results. 

The WARP systolic array supercomputer was used for training and retraining of the mastitis network on a dataset 
of 116 cows [5]. The data were selected from a cow database maintained by the Department of Herd Health and 
Reproduction, Utrecht University, the Netherlands. The data had been collected on a controlled farm at 21-day 
intervals. All cows were standardized on a 378 day lactation period, resulting in 36 input values for the neural 
network: 18 cell count values and 18 milk production values. For lactation curves spanning a period shorter than 
378 days, the missing data values were filled in from an idealized cow model. Missing production data were 
substituted either by interpolation, or by calculating expected lactation values based on a normal dropoff rate [1]. 
Missing cell count values were replaced with a standard value of 50,000, representing a typical cell count in a 
masttis-free animal. The output units in the training data were set to either 0 or 1 depending upon the expert’s 
classification of the cow. Each output vector had exactly one of the three units tumed on, representing either a 
healthy, a subclinically sick, or a clinically sick cow. 

During initial training on the entire dataset, the network classified 87% of the cows identically to our expert 
veterinarian informant. Analysis of the errors showed that the mastitis net had detected inconsistencies in the 
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training data that were the result of classification errors by the veterinarian. This was confirmed by showing our 

informant some of the data again, without telling him why. In several cases he revised his opinion to agree with 

the net. Training the mastitis net on the corrected dataset resulted in 98% correct performance. 

Unfortunately, our original database was too small to provide separate training and test sets large enough to 

demonstrate good generalization. Mastitis can occur any time during the lactation period; the net needs to see 

examples at each point in the period in order to recognize novel cases correctly. We are currently expanding the 

database with additional cows to remedy this problem. 

The two curves we are using are only a small part of the data human experts rely on to make accurate diagnoses. 

Veterinarians typically employ such additional factors as milk temperature and electrophoretic conductivity of the 

milk. We intend to expand our network to selectively make use of these additional factors. Furthermore, we wish 

to apply multiple networks to perform other classification tasks on the data, under the control of the knowledge 

manager. One example is predicting estrus from temperature curves, which is useful for scheduling inseminations. 

The software we have developed makes it easy to combine multiple networks into one mile-based system. 

6. Discussion. 

We have presented a novel approach to merging production systems and neural networks. Our solution allows 

multiple neural networks to serve as inference components of rule-based systems. We have also described a 

knowledge manager that performs knowledge acquisition by incrementally expanding the training sets of the neural 

networks under its dominion. This approach is general and can be applied to other systems that need to make 

implicitly-defined classifications under explicit rule-based control. 

The practical uses of our present system are as an aid for herd culling and selection decisions, and for the 

education of non-expert veterinarians. With further work, we hope to extend the present retrospective analysis to 

the on-line classification of cows at the moment of milking. Our long-term goal is to develop an inexpensive system 

for on-line detection of both mastitis and estrus for everyday use on dairy farms. 
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ABSTRACT 

Among the various potential applications of neural networks, forecasting is considered to be a major 
application. Several researchers have reported their experiences with the use of neural networks in forecasting, 
and the evidence is inclusive. This paper presents the results of a forecasting competition between a neural 
network model and a Box-Jenkins forecasting expert system. Seventy five series, a subset of data series which 
have been used for comparison of various forecasting techniques, were analyzed using the Box-Jenkins approach 
and a neural network implementation. The result show a dead heat between the two approaches. The simple neural 
net model tested on this set of time series could forecast about as well as the Box-Jenkins forecasting system. 

I, INTRODUCTION 

Forecasting has been mentioned as one of the most promising applications of artificial neural networks. The autoassociative memory of certain neural network models can be tapped in prediction problems. 
Smolensky(1986) specifies a dynamic feed-forward network in the following way: 

u(t+l) = FL, W, G(u,(t))] 

where u(t) is the activation of unit i at time t, F is a nonlinear sigmoid transfer function, G is a nonlinear threshold function and W,, is the connection strength or weight from unit k to unit i. This relationship can, in principle at least, be used for predicting future values of variables. 
Several authors have attempted to apply this idea for forecasting a time series. Werbos(1988) states that 

he laid the foundations for use of backpropagation in forecasting in his doctoral dissertation, Werbos( 1974). We 
have not yet seen the 1974 reference. In his 1988 article, he describes an application of backpropagation to locate 
sources of forecast uncertainty in a recurrent gas market model. 

Lapedes and Farber(1987) used a multilayered perceptron to predict values of a nonlinear dynamic system with chaotic behavior. They reported that neural network gave superior prediction for their dynamical system. 
Fozzard et al(1989) discuss a neural nets based expert system for solar flare forecasting, and claim that its 
performance is superior to human experts. 

However, the experiences with neural networks in forecasting are not all positive. Fishwick( 1989), for 
example, reports that the forecasting ability of neural networks was inferior to simple linear regression and surface 
response methods. There are some trade magazine articles about use of neural networks in stock price 
forecasting, but no concrete writeup can be found (perhaps for confidentiality reasons). Even when the use of neural networks in forecasting has been shown to be positive, it is usually based on test data sets from a particular problem domain. | 
_ This paper reports results of a forecasting competition between a neural network model and a traditional forecasting technique, Box-Jenkins forecasting. Several data series from a comprehensive forecasting competition were analyzed using a neural network model and the Box-Jenkins time series forecasting techniques. The data Series came from a variety of sources. The results show that the performance of neural networks was on par with the Box-Jenkins modeling technique. 

II. DATA, MODELS AND METHODS 

DATA 

The time scries were selected from the famous M-Compcetition (Makridakis et al 1982) to compare the performance of various forecasting techniques. Out of 1001 series collected, only 111 series were analyzed in M- Competition using Box-Jenkins methodology. This was done because the Box-Jenkins approach requires an analyst’s intervention and is thus quite time consuming. Pack and Downing (1983) examined this 111 series subset and concluded that several series were not appropriate for forecasting using the Box-Jenkins techniquc. We took our sample of 75 series from this 111 series set after considering Pack and Downing’s recommendations. Our 
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test set contains 8 annual, 18 quarterly and 49 monthly series. In Table 1, series numbers < 112 are annual, series 
numbers $ 382 and > 112 are quarterly, and the rest are monthly. 

MODELS 
Box-Jenkins Method: 

This approach to time series forecasting is well known(Box & Jenkins 1976) and has been applied in 
practice. It is considered to be a ‘sophisticated’ approach to forecasting, but is quite complex to use. Essentially 
the analyst examines both the auto and partial autocorrelations and identifies models of the form 

$(B)®(B’)V°V", (Zc) = 0(B)O(B’)a, 

where _ BB is the back-shift operator (i.e Bx,= X,., ) 
V = 1-B; s=seasonality, a=white noise; 
(B) and (B‘) are nonseasonal and seasonal autoregressive polynomials respectively; 
6(B) and @(B‘) are nonseasonal and seasonal moving average polynomials respectively; 
Z, = series (transformed if necessary) to be modeled. 

After identification of several candidate models, the analyst can iterate through the process of estimation and 
diagnostic-checking. Once the final model has been selected, the forecasting process can begin. 

. The process of model identification, estimation and diagnostics-checking has been automated and is 
available in the form of a forecasting expert system. The performance of such an automatic ’expert’ system has 
been reported to be comparable to real experts (Sharda &Ireland 1987). For our tests, we used such an automatic 
Box-Jenkins modeling expert system, AUTOBOX (AFS Inc, 1988). This program can take a dataset and iterate 
through the model identification, estimation and diagnostics process to develop the best model. 

Neural Network Model: 
A simplest form of backpropagation rule was used to train a three layer perceptron network (with one 

hidden layer). A commercially available neural network simulator, BrainMaker was used. It uses a version of delta 
rule used by Sejnowski and Rosenberg (1987) in their NETtalk application which is: 

A.W, = € (1-1) 8, O, + LA,,W; ) 
where A,W,, is change in weight W, due to pattern p, T,, and O, are target and output neuron values, TF is a 
transfer function and A, is activation level of neuron i, p is one of the N facts used for training, € is the learning 
rate, 1 is the smoothing factor: 

§,, = -(5E,/50,) TF(A,) 

and E,, = %(T,,- O,)’ is the squared error in the actual and desired output of the network. 

E = % 2% (T,, - O,)’ 

Throughout the analysis we had only one neuron in the output layer as only single step ahead forecasting 
is tested. The algorithm used is not a true gradient descent in the error E where the weights are changed after 
each pattern presentation (Rumelhart, Hinton and Williams 1986). 

METHOD 
Seventy five data sets were analyzed using the following approach. For each data set, n-k observations 

were used to build the forecast model (to train the network), and then the model (the trained neural network) was 
used to forecast the future & values, where k=6, 8, 18 for annual, quarterly and monthly series respectively. These 
values are well established for such comparisons in the forecasting literature. The forecast were generated only 
one step ahead. That is, at the end of period n-k, n-k+1 value was forecast; at the end of n-k+1 period, 
n-k+2 value was forecast and so on. The generated forecast were compared with the actual values for the k 
periods, and mean absolute percent error (MAPE) was computed for each series as: 

k 

MAPE, = (= IA, - P,/*100 )/k 
j=l 
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The series were run in AUTOBOX using its default setting with no intervention detection. For the neural 
network model, the training set was constructed in the following way. Each record consisted of two years of 
history and the target (to be forecast) value. Thus the annual series model consisted of 2 input neurons, quarterly 
series were trained using 8 input neurons and monthly using 24 input neurons. The number of neurons in the 
hidden layer was the same as in the input layer. The output neuron was always one, since only one step ahead 
forecast were desired in this experiment. The training tolerance was set to 0.08 and learning rate was set to 1. 

Ill. RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS 

Table 1 exhibits the MAPE’s of AUTOBOX and the neural network approach. It shows that the simple 
(training algorithm) neural network approach performed as well as a forecast expert system. 

The mean of the MAPE’s for neural nets model is slightly less than that for the Box-Jenkins modeling 
system. However, due to a large standard deviation, the difference is insignificant. A pairwise means test also 
indicates the same result. Forecasts using AUTOBOX resulted in lower MAPE’s for 36 series, and thus the neural 
network model was able to do better in the other 39 series. 

When the series are grouped on the basis of periodicity, the MAPE’s are still insignificantly different 
between the two approaches. This suggests that the periodicity of the series being modeled does not affect a 
technique’s performance. It was quite interesting, atleast for us, that the neural network model was able to 
incorporate seasonality automatically, just as AUTOBOX is able to do. 

Chart 1 shows a graphical comparison of MAPE’s for two approaches, this chart indicates that the 
pattem of MAPE’s for both approaches is quite similar. 

These results are quite encouraging for the proponents of neural networks as a forecasting tool. Obviously 
this work needs to be replicated to assess the full potentiality of neural networks for forecasting. Possible use 
of other neural network architectures and more sophisticated training algorithm may improve the results. Repeating 
the same experiment with n-step ahead forecast remains as a future work. We also need to examine the 
connection weights to compare the underlying models developed by AUTOBOX and neural network models. 
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Table 1. Mean Absolute Percent Error in AUTOBOX and Neural Network 

  

  

    
  

series #  autobox neuralnet |series# autobox neuralnet |series# | autobox neural net 

MAPE MAPE MAPE MAPE MAPE MAPE 

4 23.53199 14.20809 382 32.77625 17.946 652 15.22743 17.52494 

13 6.575614 11.51651 400 14.14283 9.147532) 661 19.79772 25.85414 

31 81.0658 6.276065 409 42.79787 97.43216 670 28.38675 30.25353 

40 10.16478 3.846814 418 19.23414 22.73318 679 20.41933 36.5198 
49 24.76677 39.85942 427 9.891018 9.315865 688 12.86458 14.30556 
58 72.57376 16.1733 436 7.091606 5.853671 697 4.132447 5.241174 

85 37.00226 7.533853 445 25.70834 13.53341 706 20.11109 7.86965 

112 4.55244 7.533853 454 8.475374 16.16669) 715 61.3126 76.65439 

184 20.61459 6.668924 463 6.186729 8.034003 724 17.43141 22.26727 

193 44.42916 40.79303 472 19.20641 15.28932 733 14.20924 20.34063 
202 21.51311 4.081104 481 32.35556 26.7007 742 4.99641 4.510452 

211 26.31219 50.35743 490 7.904338 8.114671 751 5.189672 8.625431 

220 37.10015 42.24019} 499 13.50357 17.14914 769 7.748496 8.867242 

229 42.19236 7.109735 508 16.11352 11.52449) 787 3.169144 7.897152 

238 14.22043 3.233037 526 9.946912 20.28435 796 17.68344 15.16847 

265 21.14956 10.50463 535 69.14082 48.262 805 7.930251 7.34254 
292 12.67486 24.85503 544 2.720653 3.109809 823 1.290048 2.038724 
301 2.913655 10.77437 562 30.62689 34.09323 832 7.964891 5.262468 

310 4.462999. 11.30166 571 5.568459 10.39477 877 3.726682 5.949852 

319 14.30099 11.20045 580 3.027975 1.337604 904 3.878792 3.165669) 

328 8.01775 1.873045 589 9.658729 7.767564 913 58.52926 57.16597 
337 8.522994 3.684558 598 23.48701 5.624283 922 26.35101 17.23289 
346 20.22541 15.64341 616 7.216475 5.725161 949 51.11555 88.25377 

355 4.750817 9.74922) 634 13.70159 15.23605 958 13.66954 10.84574 

364 3.734731 1.880796 643 18.92017 20.7128 967 38.74342 10.60136 

average 19.76869 17.65528 

std dev 17.51539 18.85821 
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1. Introduction 
A majority of the applications of artificial neural networks (AN Ns) to real-world problems are concen- 

trated on emulating living activities of biological systems such as perception and memory. This paper is 
an attempt to apply ANNs to one of the most sophisticated processes: multiple criteria decision making 
(MCDM) under certainty. 

A general problem of MCDM under certainty can be formalized as 

DR: = F(d max ¢= F(d) (1) 

where DR stands for Decision Rule, d = (d;,d2,..., d,)™ is a p-tuple decision variable, D is a set of available 
decisions; c = (c1,C2,...,¢g)7 is a q-tuple vector of criteria (objectives) of the the decision maker’s (DM’s) 
concerns, C is a set of possible consequences. The above formalization of the problem can be interpreted 
as deriving a DR according to the DM’s preference and rationality principle(s), then applying the DR to 
determine an optimal decision d* in D. 

In the process of MCDM, because of the non-commensurate multiple objectives and the large set of 
alternatives, it is often desirable to obtain complete knowledge on the DM’s global preference structure 
explicitly expressed by a prescriptive model such as a multiattribute value function (MAVF). Once the DM’s 
underlying preference structure is assessed, then a rational decision rule can be derived, and the application 
of the decision rule is reduced to a conventional optimization problem. 

During the past three decades, great efforts were made by decision theorists and practitioners from a 
variety of disciplines in developing theory and methodology for assessment of the DM’s underlying preference 
structure, especially in the form of MAVF. In the literature, the common practice for assessment of a 
DM’s MAVF is decomposing the MAVF into different functional forms such as additive, multiplicative 
or rnultilinear representations under some independent conditions. Under a particular decomposed form, 
marginal utility functions and scaling constants then are assessed, and the MAVF is aggregated [1]. 

Numerous studies indicate that the existing approaches have some inherent disadvantages. The de- 
composition approaches theoretically require that the problems satisfy one of the independence assumptions 
to be decomposable, which restricts the applicability of the approaches. Furthermore, a limitation of the 
existing approaches is the requirement of predetermining functional forms of the MAVFs which are usually 
assumed to be analytical. This excludes the possibility of logic-style or rule-based descriptors which seem 
common in practice and in expert systems. From a practical point of view, the approaches impose substan- 
tial cognitive burden on DMs in verifying the independence assumptions and also are subject to response 
biases in the sense of lacking a formal mechanism to minimize errors. Since in general a human decision 
maker’s preference behavior is a complex phenomenon and determination of a functional structure of formal 
representation for general preferences is usually difficult if not impossible, assessment of a DM’s underlying 
MAVF using existing methods is not an easy task. This reduces the value of multiattribute utility theory 
which, otherwise, is very effective among existing MCDM theories and methods. 

In this paper, we present a connectionist approach to inference of decision rule in a general setting of 
MCDM under certainty. The objective of the development is to capture the essence of the DM’s rational 
preference with ANN representation. Specifically, our motivation is to construct AN N-based rational prefer- 
ence models (RPMs) from available information through supervised learning which follows given rationality 
principle(s) and resembles the DM’s underlying preference structure. 

2. Model Configuration 
The primary interest of the research is to represent the DM’s preference structures with connectionist 

RPATs. A RPAT of a DM is a prescriptive model which should (i) satisfy a set of specified conimon axioms 
of rationality; and (ii) pertain to the DM’s individual value assessments for the outcomes and reflects the 
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DM’s implicit tradeoff among the attributes. Since AN Ns possess very robust generalization power on a 
variety of mappings including algebraic and logic functions, they may represent a general form of RPAs. 

2.1 Formulation of the Decision Processes: Let’s consider an AN N as a mechanism of many-to-one 

mapping from attribute space or Cartesian product of attribute space to a real line, viz. 

RPM:xietCo~Z = ANN:XxWw-Y 

where Z is the set of output of a RPA1; Y, X, and W are the set of output, inputs, and adaptable parameters 
of an ANN respectively; I is a prespecified index set. 

The fundamental assuinptions of the developiment on the MCDM problems are: (i) The DM is able 
to articulate with adequate discriminatory power, in a format, his or her preference over the power set of 

alternatives according to the his or her underlying preference structure and knowledge about the decision 

problem; (ii) the decision situation is fully characterized, i.e. the sets of decision variables D, and the 
objective functions F(d) are known. Due to the goal seeking nature of prescriptive models, it is necessary to 

specify a set of axioms of rationality for further development. The basic axiom of rationality on the decision 

maker’s preference relation is Pareto principle which cau be characterized on the binary preference relation, 
le. 

(co >ce") > (ee c")V (ci ~c"), (2) 

where > denotes preference and ~ denotes indifference. An alternative c* is Pareto optimal if 3i,Vc # 
c*, cr > G. 

In this context, the whole decision making process can be decomposed into two sequential phases: 

learning (system modeling) phase and ranking (decision making) phase. The learning phase consists of 

three stages: preprocessing stage, training stage, and testing stage. The preprocessing stage begins with 

determining the representative alternatives as the basis of the inductive inference. The minimum requirement 

for these alternatives is Pareto optimality (nondomination), since dominated alternatives are less informative 
and the preference information of dominated alternatives can usually be deduced from that of nondominated 
ones. The preference relations of particular type (e.g. holistic ratings or paired comparisons) on the selected 

alternatives then are extracted by presenting the outcomes of these alternatives in some format to the 

DM for evaluations. The results of the DM’s evaluation then are checked according to the predefined 

rationality principle to eliminate irrationality. Based on properties of the specific RPMs, additional data 
may be generated from that preference information. The selected alternatives with associated preference 
relations constitute an information database. The data in the information database are divided into two 
sets corresponding to their usage in the two subsequent stages: training set S:,, and testing set S;,,,. In 

the training stage, the instances in the training set are presented to the ANN. Based on a prespecified 

performance criterion, the ANN modifies its adaptable parameters according to a tuning scheme to learn 
the DM’s rational preference behavior represented by the training instances. Figure 1 illustrates the dynamics 

of the learning process in the training stage. In the testing stage, tests are performed with the data in the 

testing set. It is important to test the performance of the inductive inference using data different from those 
used in the training stage. There is the possibility of retraining the net if the results of tests are unsatisfactory. 

The purpose of the learning processes essentially is to infer a general robust decision rule which represents 

the DM’s rational preference from a limited number of input-output training instances; more precisely, to 

discover the DM’s rational preference structure based on available preferential information and rationality 
principle. As prescriptive models, the rationality of the decision rule is ensured by (i) proper selection of 
training instances; (ii) proper guidance of learning processes; (ili) proper testing of the synthesized models, 
i.e. the rationality principle must be part of the testing criterion for validation. In the ranking phase, 

the synthesized AN N-based RPA can act as a rational proxy for the DM to evaluate or rank any given 
alternatives. | 

2.2 Constructive Specification of RPMs: The most popular RPA{ for deterministic MCDM 

problems is MAVE. A MAVF is a inap froin attribute set to value sect, that is, Af; : C — R. such that 
co > cl! & My(c’) > Afi(c") and ce ~ ec & Af,(c') = Afi(c”’) where the input of the model is c; the output 
of the model is v, assessed value corresponding to the outcome z. In order for the configured Af; to behave 
rationally, according to Pareto principle and the model definition, A4;(c) must be monotone nondecreas- 
ing with respect toc. The DR for Af,(c) is maxgep Afi[F(d)], i.e. select d* € D such that We = F(d), 
AT, (c*) > M1,(c). 
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Since >, <, and ~ constitute a partition in C x C, another type of RPM is Comparison RPM 
(CRP). A CRPM is a mapping from the Cartesian product of attribute space corresponding to any pair 
of alternatives to a set of trinary values, e.g. M2:Cx C— {0.25,0.5,0.75}. More specifically, the input is 
x? = (ci,..., Cq,C1,---,C,), an augmented 2q-tuple vector; the outputs z are given based on the results of 
paired comparisons, a preference relation in C x C. 

0.75, ife’>c"; 
z2¢0.5, ife’~c": (3) 

0.25, if c! xc". 

By definition, the CRPM has the following properties. 

Ve',c’ EC, M2(c', ce") =1— Mo(e",c'), & My2(c',c’) = Mo(c", cl") = 0.5. (4) 

According to Pareto principle and the constructive specification, M2(c’,c’’) is monotone nondecreasing with 
respect to c’ and nonincreasing with respect toc”. The DR for Mz is selecting d* € D such that Vc = F(d), 
M2(c*,c) > 0.5. 

The output of M, is an interval scale variable whereas the output of Af2 is a an ordinal scale variable. 
2.3 Functional Behavior of ANNs: Based on the theoretical results of our previous research work 

[2], the architecture of the AN Ns used in assessing RPMs is shown in Figure 2. 
The incorporation of the information in addition to that given by training instances into the supervised 

learning, or the utilization of prior knowledge of the trainer, is an important aspect of the learning processes, 
which seems neglected in ANN literature. One way of doing this is to ensure that the ANNs possess the 
functional properties of the underlying processes such as monotonicity that the configured RPMs possess. 

Theorem: Let each neuron activation function be a sigmoid function, i.e. fi (ue) = (1 + em reue)-! 
where u, is an instrumental variable standing for net inputs to neuron k, for output neuron u, = Se w})ai+ 
oie) M421 + wi" and for hidden neurons uz = Dola1 Wet + wy"; N is the total number of neurons, n is the 
number of input components, a, is the state variable of the *® neuron; Wi}, Wy, and wy’ denote the weight 
from neuron | to output neuron 1, from input | to neuron k, and threshold of neuron k respectively. The 
output y of the ANN is monotone nondecreasing coordinatewise with respect to input z;, 
(i) if the parameters satisfy the following inequality 

N 

> 9ew wy; + wi, > 0 (5) 
k=2 

here Vk _ J 0, wiewh; > 0 , f ng AN Ne: where Vk, 9, = 0.25A,, wi ,wy < 9’ Vice versa for nonincreasing 3; or 

* / Mt 
(11) iff (5) holds where Vk, gx = Ax fe (te) [1—fe(te)], Oe = ia. We zitwy, and VI, z, = { ane yn oe 

Tmax and xp,;, are the optimal solutions to maxzex(D 7 -, wijz1 + wi")? and Mingex (Dopey Wer + wi’)? 
respectively, vice versa for nonincreasing AN Ns. 

Proof: Omitted for lack of space. 

These constraints characterize a feasible region in the parameter space W. Because of the high nonlinear- 
ity it is obviously difficult to incorporate the complicated constraints into learning paradigms. Nevertheless, 
these constraints can be used as an additional testing criterion for validation of the synthesized AN Ns. 

3. Computer Simulation 
Simulations were performed using The Adaptive Delta Rule [2] which is based on conjugate direction 

and golden section search method to assess MAVFs, M,, and CRPMs, M2. Three different types of value 
functions, a Chebychev, an additive and a quadratic function, were assumed to act implicitly as the DM’s 
underlying rational preference in providing responses of preferential information, i.e. 

1(¢1,¢€2,¢3) = min{ey,¢2,¢3}, — ea(e),¢2, c3) = 0.5c, + 0.3c2 + 0.2cz, 

v3(c1,C2,¢3) = ~—0.5¢? — 0.3c2 — 0.2c? +c, + 0.6c2 + 0.4c3. 
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Fifty (50) non-dominated (Pareto optimal) alternatives of 3 attributes were generated randomly based on 
uniform distribution over the interval (0, 1]. The alternatives are divided in half arbitrarily into training and 
testing sets. In assessing M,, 25 training and 25 testing instances were used. In assessing Af2, to make full 

use of the preference information, property (4) was used to generate additional training data, i.e. 20 paired 

comparisons, 40 additional training and testing pairs of data were deduced. For simplicity, in the simulation 
we also assume the DM is confident about his or her value assessments about all outcomes. Therefore, 

according to the propositions in [2], the least square error functions was used, and the total number of 
neurons (including one output neuron) N is 30 for M, and 50 for M2 respectively. ‘The number of iterations 

is 50,000. 

The results of the simulation show that the synthesized AN Ns possess a remarkable capability of learning 

from examples. The synthesized ANN-based RPMs can determine the optimal alternatives correctly, 
and- generate the output values very close to the expected values in both training and testing sets. In 
addition, the synthesized ANWNs also preserve the monotonicity of the RPMs checked with the above 

Theorem. The following table shows the percentage of correct ranking of all alternatives and mean square 
error (MSE= pay — z)?/P) of outputs in assessing MAVFs and CRPMs based on Chebychev, additive, 
and quadratic function respectively. 

  

  

  

  

        

%/MSE Chebychev Additive Quadratic 
Mi: Sern 88/5.35 x 10-¢ 100/6.52 x 10~' 100/1.50 x 10-® 
Mi: Stst 76/8.42 x 10-4 100/3.47 x 10~® 96/3.25 x 107° 
M2: Strn 100/4.80 x 107° 100/3.17 x 107 100/6.20 x 10-‘ 
Meo: Stst 88.3/5.50 x 10-3 93.3/6.74 x 107-9 95.0/1.67 x 10-2       

4. Conclusion 

In this paper, we have demonstrated the applicability of AN Ns to assess the DM’s rational preference 
structure. We found that the synthesized AN N-based RPMs are very robust, and represent generalizations 
of examples. The main advantages of the connectionist RP Afs are that they are functional form independent 
and internal parameter insensitive. The proposed approach could also be extended to model intelligent 

decision support systems and advanced connectionist expert systems. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Weightless neural systems are distinguished from those classically used in neural computing by the fact that they 
store required responses to their input patterns in addressable locations rather than as combinations of connection 
strengths. This line of research has been pursued by the authors (IA) for some time, and it is the aim of this paper 
to review the way in which the idea lines up with what has now become the classical domain of weight-based 
systems. In fact, it will be shown here in a non-rigorous way, that weightless systems cover the general neural 
network paradigm. The reason for building neural nets the weightless way lies both in ease of implementation and 
in new insights on neural computing. 

DEFINITIONS AND TERMS 
A RAM node is the most basic type of element for the design of weightless neural systems. It receives N binary 
inputs at the address terminals (Xj to XN)and produces one binary output at the "data-out" terminal (Fj for the jth 
neuron in a net). Training is achieved by supplying the desired output values of 0 or 1 at the "data-in" terminals for 
given input patterns, while the writing mechanism of the RAM is energised ("write-enabled” in computer designer's 
jargon). Logical neural nets have well defined learning phases when the elements of the net are write-enabled and 
changes occur in the stored content of the RAM. Incontrast, there are running phases during which the writing 
mechanisms are disabled and the net performs computational tasks based on previously learnt material. A 
conventional RAM which stores M bits per word is viewed as being MRAM neurons with their inputs receiving 
the same data, while each of the M outputs can learn independent responses to this data. 

Logical neural nets may be run either synchronously with all nodes making a new attempt at firing at the 
simultaneous arrival of a clock pulse at all nodes, or asynchronously with nodes firing at random, but making a 
known average number, W, of attempts per unit time. The latter is precisely the arrangement assumed by Hopfield 
(1982) and by Hinton et. al in Boltzmann machines (1984). 

   RAM-neuron or PLN 

<— N inputs per node 
  

  
D, depth of 

the pyramid 

     
  

  
— No. of overall inputs = W (for WIDTH) ~w

 

Figure 1: A pyramid. 
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A Probabilistic Logic Node (PLN) differs from the RAM neuron in the sense that a q-bit number is now stored 

at the addressed location in a RAM. The content of this location is turned into the probability of firing (i.e. 
generating a 1) at the overall output of the node. Say that q is 3, then the numbers 0 to 7 can be stored in each 
location of the RAM. One way of treating the actual number stored may be as a direct representation of the firing 

probability by treating the number as a fraction of 7. So a stored 2 would cause the output to fire with a probability 
of 2/7, and so on. 

A pyramid is a network of cells as shown in fig.1. We note a simple relationship betweeen the Width W, depth 
D and number of inputs per cell, N: 

: W=ND_ (Nand D are integers) 
Therefore, for a given input width (or given depth) the pyramid is seen to be canonical, in the sense that its 

definition depends only on N. Armed with these definitions we shall now look at examples of the behaviour of 

some canonical networks. 

PARADIGM COVERAGE 1: PERCEPTRONS 
The one-layer network shown in fig. 2, is called a discriminator . This may be compared to a single perceptron 

unit in a single-layer net. Each RAMs encompasses an A-unit and a weight in the perceptron. The discriminator 

Starts by having all RAMs set to 0 and has Is fed to all data-in terminals for all patterns in the training set. The 
response r of the discriminator, to an unknown pattern U is given approximately by: | (A<max>)N. where 
A<max> (in the range 0 to 1) 1s the proportion of overlap between that pattern in the training set which is closest 
in Hamming distance to U and U itself. Details may be found in Aleksander and Morton (1989). It should be 
noted in passing that it is this scheme which was incorporated in the WISARD neural image recognition machine 

which, in 1984 , became one of the first commercially developed neural systems to be used in industrial settings. It 
recognises 512x512 bit images at the rate of 25 per second. 

Input Patter 
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Figure 2: A Discriminator 

PARADIGM COVERAGE 2: CONTENT ADDRESSABLE SYSTEMS 
a) Discriminator Based. 

The Hopfield/Boltzmann axis of the paradigm calls for large neurons, that is, neurons with I inputs for I-element 

nets. Discriminators, as described above, may be thought of as being such neurons. Their inputs are connected to 

the outputs of each discriminator via an overall threshold on the responses r of the discriminator. Attractors are 
created by training the system to output the chosen attractor pattern with the same pattern at the input. It may be 
shown that the memory capacity in terms of the number of I-bit stored vectors is a variable which goes from 2 with 
N=1 to 2! with N=I. In the latter case we have a universally variable finite-state machine with 2! states. The extreme 

cases are not of much use, but the ability to hit targets in between has an advantage over the Hopfield/Boltzmann 

methodology. | 
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b) Fully Connected PLN nets 
Such nets have each PLN connected to all the others in the net. Consider PLNs that store only 3 
messages: 0, 1 and 0.5. Through storing 0.5, the neuron has the ability to "say" "I don't know". Therefore, 

before any training takes place, all the nodes in a net are set to "0.5". The initial Makov chain for such systems is 
easily imagined: equal transition probabilities between all states. An important question is whether the training of 
a fully connected PLN net , through the creation of stable states, makes those states attractors of transitions from 
similar states. In the general case, consider an N-element net. Say that it is trained to make the all-0 pattern stable. 
Now consider what happens if the system is started in a state which has all Os except one. Say that the kth neuron 

is in the 1 state. 

In the synchronous case, all the neurons except the kth are addressed by a string of Os with a single 1 in their midst. 
This finds a "0.5" stored at this majority of addresses and a 0 at the kth neuron. The next state will then have a 0 at 
the kth neuron and arbitrary values at all the other neurons. This means that about half the neurons will output a 1. 
So the next state will be even less like the trained state than the state with only one 1. This means that the training 
has not created an attractor and transitions to the trained state are purely accidental. In the asynchronous case, only 
one neuron output can change at any one time. The addressing is the same as above so that when a neuron attempts 
to fire, all except the kth neuron will output a 0 with 50% probability. This means that half of the states with only 
one disruption will enter the trained state. So, even if the trained state is not a perfect attractor, it is much more 
successful than the synchronous case. | 

It has been shown in Aleksander (1989) that the way to overcome the problem in the synchronous case is to "clamp" 
the desired output while the feedback connections are subjected to small amounts of noise. Here it is worth pointing 
out that the problem is less severe for nets that are not fully connected because a single disruption finds fewer 
neurons with a "0.5". The major difficulty with fully connected PLN networks is that their memory cost escalates 
exponentially with size of net. For an N+1 node net, 2N storage locations are required in each . In the next case 
considered in this paper, it will be shown that a very similar performance may be obtained through the use of PLN 
pyramids which implies a lower cost . This also covers the third leg of the paradigm: error learning. 

PARADIGM COVERAGE 3: ERROR LEARNING 
In weightless systems the tasks done by error back-propagation can be achieved by feeding error information to all 
the hidden layers of a feed-forward system in parallel. Consider the structure of fig. 1 with each element a PLN. 
We also start by assuming that the PLNs are of the three-message variety, storing 0, 1, or "0.5". The key fact 
about a pyramid is that it inherently has hidden units. This means that an error is known only for the output of the 
entire pyramid and it is necessary to cater for the training of intermediate layers. An untrained PLN pyramid will 
output Os and 1s with equal probability in response to any input pattern as all the nodes contain only "0.5" values. 
This means that it starts with 50% error. The following steps constitute a training algorithm for a single pyramid: 

1. Identify the training set. This must consist first of a set ZO, Say, input patterns for which the response is 
tobe 0, say: ZO = (20), 203, ...). Similarly the set for which the pyramid must respond with a 1, that is, Z! 
=(zl,,zl9, ...) is defined. 
2. A training regime must be selected. This refers to any specific way in which the two sets above are to 
be presented to the net. For example, the two sets could be applied in random order, interleaved, one after the 
other, and so on. In quoting experimental results it is always worth Stating the regime, in case it might have 
had an influence. | 
3. For the first (or, in general, next) training pattern applied to the input, if the output is consistently 
right (e.g. remains at j for a pattern that belongs to ZJ), do nothing. If the output is varying in time between 0 
and 1, as soon as it becomes right, examine the current output of all nodes and ensure that this becomes stored. 
This means that all the nodes whose input currently addresses "0.5" will have the "0.5" replaced by their current 
output (which, as a result of the "0.5", has been arbitrarily selected). If the Output is consistently wrong, all 
nodes that output a consistent output (i.e. do not have their "0.5" addressed) have the content of their stored 
location returned to "0.5". | : 

4. Repeat the above, applying the training patterns according to the regime until no errors are detected or 
the error rate reaches an irreducible minimum. 
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In general, this algorithm will find appropriate values in the hidden layer and hence not fall prey to “hard learning" 
difficulties. More taxing tasks, (i.e. the problem of detecting parity) are discussed in Aleksander (1989). 

Clearly, should the PLNs store more than three messages the training algorithm needs to be modified. Step 3 above 
may read something like: 

3. For the first (or, in general, next) training pattern applied to the input, if the output is consistently 

right (e.g. remains at j for a pattern that belongs to ZJ), do nothing. If the output is varying in time between 0 
and 1, as soon as it becomes right, examine the current output of all nodes and " encourage" the current output. 
This means that if the addressed location contains a probability of firing greater than 0.5, increase it by some 

amount 0, while if it is less than 0.5, decrease it by 0. . If the output is consistently wrong, all nodes that 
Output a consistent output (i.e. do not have their "0.5" addressed) have the content of their stored location 
"discouraged" by altering it towards 0.5 by an amount d. 

Myers (1989) discusses optimal ways of selecting values of 2. 

PLN PYRAMIDS: GENERALISATION 

Space does not permit a detailed account of generalisation in PLN pyramids. It is simply asserted that the pyramid 
has a characteristic that strongly distinguishes it from the discriminator discussed above. It is possible to make the 
pyramid very sensitive to samll differences. For example it is possible to make the pyramid fire 100% 1 for the 

all-1 input pattern and 100% 0 (i.e. 0% 1) for all single-O pattern. Aleksander and Morton (1989), contains details. 

SUMMARY 
In this paper, weight variation has been replaced by updating procedures for the content of the memory neurons and 
it has been shown that the central characteristics of perceptrons, Hopfield nets (seeking of energy minima at run 
time), Boltzmann machines (training of hidden units, escape from local minima) and learning from errors (by 

methods that are more direct and faster than error back-propagation) have been retained. The methodology however 

offers additional parameters such as directness of implementation using digital logic techniques, choice of 

synchronicity (asynchronous systems are fundamentally stable, synchronous ones require a scheme of noise 

reduction in training , but can provide a richer set of state changes) or the use of probabilistic outputs from the 
nodes. 

At a theoretical level, an analysis (described in Aleksander and Morton, 1989) using Markov chains provides a 

simple link between the state transition diagram of a logic/memory net and the energy concepts that are use in 

weight-based systems. 
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ABSTRACT 
This paper discusses a novel application of using neural networks for nonlinear search. It is 

well known that a feedforward network can perform function approximation at any degree of accuracy if 
enough data and enough hidden neurons are used. In optimization of an implicit function, numerical 
data is generated sequentially following the optimization algorithm toward the function optimum. 
Neural networks can conduct a search by approximating the implicit function using sequentially 
calculated data. The appoximation is refined by adapting newly generated training sets and finally the 
search leads to the finding of a maximum or a minimum. A comparison study using traditional search 
algorithms was also conducted. The result shows some promise of using neural networks for function 
optim ization. 

INTRODUCTION 
Neural Networks have been characterized as a robust, distributed AI tool for problem solving, 

which can perform adaptive learning instead of using sophisticated algorithms. The most mature and 
widely used network model is the feedforward network with backpropagation training. Sometimes this 
network model is referred to as a mapping network, since it does nothing but map between input and 
output. A backpropagation network has been used to approximate arbitrary functions defined as sets of 
input variables and their respective function values({1]. With sufficient hidden layer neurons, it can 
provide fairly accurate approximation. Most significantly, these function approximations can be done 
without specified explicit function forms. Deploying a large number of hidden neurons, it can increase 
the accuracy of the mapping similar to other data fitting schemes, but it will lose the capability of 
generalization. This is true especially when only a small fraction of data is used to represent a wide 
range of mapping. With the capability and limitation of a backpropagation network in mind, an 
optimization procedure was developed. 

OPTIMIZATION PROBLEM 
In an optimization process, numerical search is implemented over the function definition 

domain. For unconstrained optimization, factors that have a strong effect on optimization results are 
problem formulation, initial design point, optimization technique and convergent criteria. Using neural 
networks to conduct optimum search can have a more robust outcome than traditional algorithms, ie., 
it depends less on the initial design points and uses more effectively the data that has been analyzed. 

To demonstrate the neural network search algorithm, the banana function[2] was selected to 
simulate the optimization process. The optimization of the banana function using traditional algorithms 
is also performed for comparison. The banana function is an algebraic function defined as: 

F(x,y) = 10 x**4 -20 x**2 y+ 10 y**2 4+ x**2-2x+ 5 

where -2.0 < x < 2.0, and -10 < y< 4.0. The iso-value plot of the banana function is shown in 
Figure 1. This function resembles the shape of a banana with highly nonlinear numerical characteristics 
when far from the optimum and a flat plateau when near the optimum. Because of the difficulties in 
obtaining its minimum, it is widely used for testing new optimization algorithms. 

NONLINEAR PROGRAMMING APPROACH 
Numerical experiments using ADS optimization software(3] on optimization algorithms such as 

Fletcher-Reeves, Davidon-Fletcher-Powell(DFP) and Broydon-Fletcher-Glodfarb-Shanno(BFGS) and 
various linear scarch techniques such as golden section, golden section plus polynomial and polynomial 
interpolation were performed. The variation on performance for different combinations of these 
methods was significant. The DFP method with polynomial interpolation was found to be the best in 
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terms of optimization solution and number of analysis calls, therefore, it was chosen for further 

optim ization runs. 
Eleven starting points spread over the design range were chosen to conduct searches. The first 

nine starting design points were also used as the initial training sets for neural net approach. Although 

the optimization results shown in Table 1 were generally close to the true optimum of 4 at (1,1), the 

optimal parameters were widely scattered. For example, the search starting at (-2,4), which was 

furthest from the optimum, had a low initial value(13) but took the highest number of iterations( 16) 

and analyses(103) to reach the second best result(4.003). On the other hand, the search with the 

closest starting point (0,0) had the lowest initial value(5), took 13 iterations and 76 analyses to reach 

the final result of 4.014. 
  

  

  

TABLE 1 Summary of Optimization Results of Banana Functions 
Using ADS Optimizer[3] with DFP technique, Option (0,2,3) 

Starting Optimal Initial © Optimal No. of No. of Termination 
Point Parameter Obj. Obj. Iter. Analysis Criteria 

(-2, 4) (0.944, 0.888) 13.000 4.003 16 103 absobj, delobj 
( 0, 4) (0.651, 0.357) 165.000 4.166 5 39 absobj 
( 2, 4) (2.000, 4.000) 5.000 5.000 ] 5 K-T condition 
(-2, 2) (0.952, 0.904) 53.000 4.002 14 89 absobj, delobj 
( 0, 2) (0.759, 0.613) 45.000 4.073 8 37 absobj 

( 2, 2) (0.925, 0.875) 45.000 4.009 4 40 absobj 
(-2,-1) (0.920, 0.976) 263.000 4.173 4 33 absobj 
( 0,-1) (0.813, 0.658) 15.000 4.035 8 55 absobj 
( 2,-1) (0.358, 0.160) 255.000 4.422 4 33 absobj 
( 0, 0) (0.883, 0.775) 5.000 4.014 13 76 absobj, delobj 
( 0,1.5) (0.758, 0.596) 27.500 4.063 9 63 absobj     
  

NEURAL NETWORKS APPROACH 
In applying backpropagation networks for nonlinear search, one needs to choose an 

appropriate number of hidden neurons such that the network can perform good mapping but does not 
lose the generalization. It is beyond the scope of this study to investigate the criterion for an optimum 

number of hidden neurons. A feedforward network with one hidden layer of four hidden neurons was 

used throughout the study. Initially, a number of training data sets, about the number of the 

connections, were required. In this study, the first nine starting points in Table 1 were used. Since the 

data sets used to train the network are sparse at the beginning, it usually comes out an approximation 
very different from the real function. The approximation can then be improved by using more training 

data sets generated in selected input domain based on the previous trained network. 

The initial fitted function surface is plotted in Figure 3, while the banana function surface is 

shown in Figure 2. At this stage, no information about the global minimum is revealed in Figure 3. 

But based on the fitted surface(Figure 3) four additional (x,y) sets were selected, which represented 

two maximum and two minimum values in the mapped surface(see Table 2). Numerical experiments 
(i.e., to evaluate their banana functions) were then conducted and the new data sets were used for the 

succeeding training. 

  

  

  

  

TABLE 2 ___ Selected (x,y) Pairs for Numerical Experiments 

(x,y) Fitted Value Banana Function —_ (x,y) Fitted Value — Banana function 
(-1.2,2.5) 12.727 20.076 (-0.8,1.5) 13.182 14.636 
(1.6,0.5) 249.677 46.796 (1.2,1.5) 231.441 4.076   
  

The result from the second round training is plotted in Figure 4. It is seen that the added 
information has improved somewhat the approximation of the real surface. After a couple more 

training runs, the approximation improved further(Figure 5) while the sum of the squared error for the 

training sets also increased substantially from zero. It is suspected that further addition of training data 
can improve the mapping, since the sum of the squared error will increase continuously. To conduct 
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further search, choices are cither to increase the hidden layer size or to drop some training sets which 
are far away from the minimum of the fitted surface. In this study, the latter was chosen. Dropping 
the training data sets is equivalent to reducing the search range. This action will be successful only if 
sufficient data sets have been used for training, i.e., the gencralization of the neural net mapping can 
reflect the real function landscape. . 

By narrowing the range of search, the valley of the mapped surface (Figure 6) was gradually 
approaching the real valley of the banana function (Figure 7) in the succeeding searches. Training sets 
were dropped again after sufficient training data was accumulated. It was found that after 25 analyses, 
the search had reached (1.02, 1.06) for a function value of 4.004. The progression of the optimization 
process is presented in Figure 8 by the graph of minimum value searched versus the number of 
numerical experiments. 

DISCUSSION 
The benefit of using the neural networks for numerical search can be realized in the 

Situation where numerical experiment is very expensive, for instance, using the finite element method 
to implement engineering analysis and design. The advantage of a neural net search should become 
more significant when search dimension increases. In the numerical optimization algorithms, only the 
last few data sets are used to conduct the search, while the neural network approach can use all data 
obtained during the progress of the numerical search. Therefore, the global optimum may be more 
likely found in the neural net search than in the traditional search methods. 

In most of the earlier search algorithms, initial. search point is critical to the success of the 
optimization. Therefore, multiple searches with intuitionally selected initial starting points have to be 
conducted before a good optimization result can be of certain. Contrary, the neural network search 
doesn't depend much on the initial training sets. 

The training of a feedforward network using back error propagation is slow, especially when 
the number of connections is large. Using fewer hidden layer neurons seems more attractive during 
optimization. However, using too few hidden layer neurons, the accuracy of the function 
approximation may be jeopardized. As a result, more numerical experiments will be required. The 
optimum number of hidden layer neurons for a given problem depends on the number of dependent 
variables and the complexity of the function. Further study in selecting a suitable hidden layer size is 
desirable. 

It is seen that the neural network search can reach the vicinity of optimum quickly, and 
then the search efficiency drops substantially. This can be explained by the nature of a neural network 
in that a neural network can approximate a function robustly but usually has difficulty in obtaining a 
great degree of accuracy. There might be an advantage in switching the search from a neural network 
to another method when a neural net search becomes less efficient. 

CON CLUSION 
After studying a feedforward network for optimum search and comparing it to the nonlinear 

programming search algorithms, the preliminary results indicated that neural nets can perform better 
than the traditional search algorithms. Neural net search reaches the vicinity of the optimum in a very 
few trys, but further improvement requires narrowing the search range with the help of the 
approximated function generated by a neural net. However, the selection of the optimum hidden layer 
size and the criteria to terminate neural net search need further investigation. 
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Figure 7. Banana Function(N arrowed Range) 
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Abstract 

The paper describes the architecture and performance of neural networks capable of learning and computing 
complex mappings using the back propagation algorithm. Implementation of hashing functions is an important 
application of these connectionist networks, offering several advantages over traditional hashing methods such as 
robustness, and limited error correction. The user does not have to provide the hashing function explicitly, nor 
does he/she has to worry about collision detection and overflow management. Multiple indexing can be easily 
implemented by training a network for each key attribute. The neural network approach can be used to train 

_very large number of pattern associations by dividing the problems into smaller problems. Our neural network 
consists of several subnetworks, each of them solving a specific mapping task. This could facilitate incremental 
learning and selective forgetting relatively efficiently. Our experimental results show that small neural networks 
with simple processing elements can learn complex mapping which implement index search in constant time. 

1. Introduction 

A neural network with n inputs and m outputs can be seen as a hardware implementation of some transform 
function or mapping. Hashing functions (Lewis and Cook, 1988) are a very important class of mappings used in 
database applications to store and retrieve records given some subfield, which acts as the key attribute. This should 
be done with minimal search effort, ideally in a single access. Databases are usually not static, and many updates in 
the form of additions and deletions are made, which makes sequential data organizations awkward. A hashing function 
which maps the key attribute to an index, should have several desirable properties. It should avoid Clustering. 
Collisions should be kept to a minimum, and the hashing function itself must be simple enough so that 
computation of the function is fast compared to access on mass storage. The hashing function should also not waste 
mass storage. It is not possible to design two hashing functions such that two key attributes for a given record 
would map same index value for each record. Neural networks, on the other hand, can incorporate multiple indexing 
by training the network on each key attribute. Hashing is very sensitive to even minute errors in the input and 
usually yields unpredictable indexes for such cases. Apart from the input level, fault tolerance is also desirable at the 
hardware level. We show that neural networks (NN) can implement efficient and robust mappings. 

An example of a hashing function is to compute an index of disk storage from a key attribute such as name or Social 
Security Number (SSN.) The number of distinct possible names or SSNs is very large, and in a typical application, 
such as a payroll database, we are interested only in a very small fraction of possible names or SSNs 1000s or 
100,000s (depending on application) rather than billions of combinations. A hashing function is chosen such that 
each name in the given database maps to an index. In general this mapping is many to one and causes conflicts. 
Conflicts (or collisions as they are called) are resolved by special techniques such as chaining, bucketing and 
overflow management (Maurer and Lewis, 1975). We show how one can implement mapping of one large space on 
another space, using the methodology of neural networks (Lippmann, 1987). In particular, we have designed and 
built connectionist networks which would take names as input and give a nine digit index as output. The neural 
networks exhibit fault tolerance for some predefined classes of errors, and can be easily extended to incorporate 
multiple indexing by training additional networks to compute indexes for other key attributes. 

2. Parallel and Distributed Information Retrieval 

Parallel search techniques are characteristic of an emerging area of research known as Parallel Distributed Processing 
(PDP) or Neural Networks (Anderson and Rosenfeld, 1988). There are few working PDP attempts for parallel 
retrieval and/or inference, and they have been implemented using Distributed Associative Memory (DAM) (Kohonen, 
1988) or the Connectionist (Ballard, 1986) models. DAMs are akin to physical holograms, and result when Hebbian- 
like (classical conditioning) associations between stimulus and response vectors are distributed across the memory. 
Connectionist models are multi-layer networks which accrue evidence for some interpretation. These models include 
‘hidden units' and the synaptic weights connecting the units are the result of learning and measure the relative 
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strength of the interconnections. Success of a neural network model is judged based upon its performance subject to 

the following criteria. | 
a) Scalability: A network should be scalable, i.e. the number of nodes and learning time or recall time should not 

grow faster than the complexity of the problem, (measured by the number of names that must be mapped, for 

example.) Ideally the network should correctly map as many input-output pairs as possible without altering the 

number of nodes or interconnections in the network. 
b) Incremental learning: Addition and deletion of records are essential capabilities for a database system. 

Incremental learning means that new associations should be learnt with incremental effort without altering the 

performance in the already-known knowledge base. Most attempts by current NN models to learn another association 

usually result in global weight changes which, in turn, lead to loss of all/most of the associations learned before. 

c) Fault tolerance: This refers to the capability of the neural network to continue functioning, possibly with 

marginally degraded performance, in the presence of malfunctioning nodes or links. 

d) Performance: Performance is related to accuracy and learning time. If a name on which the network has been 

trained is presented, we expect to retrieve an error free index for the individual, but in reality there may be a nonzero 

probability of error on recall. The network should be also able to learn associations fast. 

3. Connectionist and Back Propagation 

Connectionist models are multi-layer networks and back propagation is one of the learning algorithms used in 

training such networks (Lippmann, 1987.) The back propagation learning algorithm minimizes the mean square error 

between the actual output of a multilayer network and the desired (correct) output. The weight change criteria, which 

minimizes the mean square error requires the activation function to be differentiable as many times as there as are 

hidden layers. The network topology also has certain restrictions. Sigmoid functions defined as 

f(a) = 11 + e(a-8)) are commonly used as activation function. i.e. if @ is the algebraic sum of all the inputs to a 

processing element, the output level is f(a). The weights change during learning and the corresponding algorithm is 

briefly described below. 1) Let xo, x1, .., Xp-1 denote continuous valued input vector, do, dj, .., dm.1 denote desired 

output vector, and yo, yj, .-» Yn-1 the actual output vector. 2) wjj(t+1) = wij(t) + 1).dj.x'j + a(wij() - wij(t-1)), 

where wj; denotes weight from nodej to nodej. dj is an error term for nodej. i) If nodej is an output node, then dj = 

yj.-yp(dj-yj). ii) If node; is an internal hidden node, then 

dj = x'j(1-x')2 dkWjk, where varies over all nodes in the layer above nodej. n is called the gain factor and @ is 

called the momentum factor. The term dj.x'j indicates the correction to be done to the weights so as to minimize the 

total sum of squares in this cycle. However, all the input output pairs interact on the same set of interconnections, 
and it is desirable to reduce the rate of weight change. The gain term takes care of desired attenuation in the weight 
change rate. On the other hand, the momentum term reflects the desire to continue the weight change in the direction 

of the previous weight change. It assists in damping oscillations and instability in the network. Both the terms are 

chosen such that 0 <n <1,0<a <1. The algorithm iterates until the total sum of squares has reached the pre- 

specified level. 

The Hopfield net approach (Lippmann, 1987) and DAM approach were not considered because there is no guarantee 
about the orthogonality of the inputs in our application. These network approaches are good when the inputs are 

orthogonal. There is the issue of storage; the Hopfield net is binary, so 8 character input would require 48 nodes. 

Since each node is connected to all other nodes, there would be a total of 48*47 links. However, the capacity of this 
net is about 15% of the nodes; hence, we would not be able to store more than about 7 names, which is of limited 

use. It is not possible to store more patterns by increasing the number of nodes since, with the same representation, 

the input to the additional nodes will be zero, violating orthogonality the condition. Hence, essentially poor response 

can be expected despite enormous increase in the size of the network! Similar difficulties apply to DAM as well. We 

need extremely large number of nodes together with the additional assurance that the input data pattern is highly 

orthogonal. We chose the back propagation learning algorithm for the connectionist model because it can handle 

non-orthogonal inputs, and can store many patterns in a small-sized network. 

4. Connectionist Architecture and Experimental Results 

All the networks described below implement connectionist models and were run on a SUN3/60 computer using the 

back propagation module (McClelland and Rumelhart, 1988). The networks map names to indexes and have the 

following constraints: names are limited to lowercase, the maximum length of a name is set to 8 characters in order 

to limit the complexity of the input. The names are assumed to be distinct (the same as in hashing, where the hash 
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function is defined from key attribute to an index), so that a case of one name, such as "smith" mapping to different 
indexes is eliminated in principle. 

0.04=a 0.04 =a 0.04 =a 
0.08 =b 0.08 = b 0.08 = b 

0.96 =z 0.96 =z 0.96 <2 

Figure 1: Input Encoding 

The character input is encoded using a continuous range. Each character is represented as a single number between 0 
and 1 and inputs to a single node. The 26 letters are represented by splitting the range of allowable input [0.0, 1.0] 
into 26 parts and assigning a unique sub-range to each letter. For example: “a” = 0.04, "b" = 0.08 and so on 
(Figure 1). At the output, decoding is done by identifying a character with a subrange rather than a single number. 
Thus, an output in the range 0.02-0.06 is interpreted as character “a”. Output in the subrange 0.06-0.10 is 
interpreted as character "b” and so on. The same approach is adopted for representing the 10 digits, for example, "]” 
= 0.1, "2" =0.2 and so on. 

Corrected 

names 

Corrupted 

names 
         

    
™®, Erroneous 

a__indexes 
      

  

   

            

~~ Corrected 
=: indexes 

  

Figure 2: Three Level Neural Network 

Instead of constructing a single network to achieve fault tolerance, we trained three different networks, each 
performing a distinct function. The networks are organized as in Figure 2. The network N1 takes input name 
(possibly misspelled) and is expected to correct small errors and reduce large errors to smaller errors which can 
hopefully be corrected by other networks The network N2 takes the output from N1 as its input and recalls the 
associated indexes. Under normal conditions, correct indexes are retrieved. However, relatively large errors at the 
input of N1 still leave small errors at the output of N1 (which is the input of N2) and causes an erroneous index to 
be computed. Another source of error is inadequate training of network N2 itself. The possibility of errors in network 
N2 is greater than in N1 (or N3) since the mapping from names to indexes is random. These possibly erroneous 
indexes generated by N2 are fed to the network N3, which is expected to output corrected indexes (Figure 2). The 
network configuration is as follows: 
1) N1 network: The input layer consists of 8 nodes, a hidden layer had 50 nodes, and output layer had 8 nodes. 
2) N2 network: The input layer consists of 8 nodes, a hidden layer had 50 nodes, and output layer had 9 nodes. 
3) N3 network: The input layer consists of 9 nodes, a hidden layer had 50 nodes, and output layer had 9 nodes. 

Each of the three networks were trained independently, using the back propagation algorithm but connected during 
normal operation. Perfect recall on error free input required 1200 epochs. An epoch is defined as one training 
sequence of all patterns. This in itself is an encouraging result, since it demonstrates the usefulness of BP for 
efficient pattern association. Fifty names, each eight characters long, need 2000 bits of storage, assuming a minimal 
5 bits representation for a character. Similarly, fifty 9-digit indexes with each digit encoded in four bits requires 1800 
bits of storage. The network N2 contains only 67 nodes and is able to store 3800 bits of information encoded as a 
random mapping. Besides, this network was not yet saturated and could hold additional name-index pairs. The results 
indicated that the network is capable of learning complex (random) mappings very efficiently, and would work 
adequately if error-free input is guaranteed. However, these networks were sensitive to errors at the input, and the 
Output was altered as well. For example, if the N2 network was given a misspelled name “kaufmamn" (correct 
name "kaufmann” ) the output index was "514790268" instead of the correct index which is "514790278". The 
network N3 was built and trained to map all combinations of small errors to a valid output. Thus, if the N3 network 
was given the incorrect output produced by the N2 network, for example "514790268", then it is expected to correct 
this small error and map to the correct index. The input errors to the network N3 were provided by inadequately 
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trained network N2, i.e., weights after 700 epochs were used rather than after 1200 epochs, at which time the 
network performance was error-free. Three strategies were used to train N3 networks: 
1) Each digit in the index was corrupted at random direction by +1 or -1. This gave 450 different digits in 50 
indexes. The N3 network was trained on these 450 corrupted indexes plus the 50 correct ones. 
2) Each digit in the index was corrupted systematically in each direction by +1 and -1. The 450 different digits in 
50 indexes (which was corrupted twice, once in each direction), gave a total of 900 corrupted indexes. The N3 
network was trained on these 900 corrupted indexes plus the original 50 correct indexes. 
3) One N3 network was trained on the set of 50 error-free indexes to serve as a control. 

The performance of each of them was about the same. In fact, the network trained on the correct indexes did a little 
better than the nets trained on the corrupted patterns. The networks trained with erroneous inputs were able to correct 
some errors, however, they also introduced some errors of their own (with error-free input) as a result of a tendency 
to deviate from the input. The N3 network trained completely on correct indexes performed better in terms of recall 
and correction to corrupted indexes compared to N3 network trained on corrupted indexes. This was counter to what 
was anticipated (evidence from Kukich, 1988), and yet another method was tried to generate an error-correcting 
network. 

The N1 and N3 networks implement the identity function for error free input. There exists a trivial network 
performing identity function. A network of 9 input nodes, 9 output nodes with weights of 1 for corresponding input 
- Output node pairs and weights of 0 for other input-output pairs performs such a function. Such a network, however 
does not generalize at all and passes all errors to the output unattenuated. We trained a three level network, each 
having 9 nodes. The links connecting nodes in identical positions in the three layers were initialized to weight of 0.9 
and the other weights were initialized to 0.1. The idea was to train the network to correct small errors; the final 
network would still compute a function close to identity. The cross links between nodes in different positions would 
give a limited error correction capability to the network. Two networks were trained, one with error-free input 
patterns and the other with 950 training patterns. The weights observed for both the networks had similar structure. 
However, the error correction capability of the network trained on 950 patterns was not satisfactory. The network 
corrected some errors of small magnitude, but it also tended to introduce spurious errors of small magnitude when 
presented with error free input. 

5. Conclusions and Future Research 

We have shown in this paper that connectionist networks and BP are suitable for implementing random mapping. 
With appropriate representation, BP can allow the storage of large number of patterns in a small network. The 
networks do filter out some of the small errors. As of now, we do not have a good method for training networks for 
error correction without the overgeneralization effect. This may be remedied by further manipulations in network 
size, learning rate etc. Encouraging signs from the research show that it should be possible to efficiently interconnect 
networks trained independently to perform more complex tasks as well as to perform larger size of tasks. For 
example, 10 networks, each storing 50 indexes, can be combined horizontally to achieve a 500 index system. 
Alteration in such a database would require retraining of only the affected subnetworks, thus making the update 
process efficient. Multiple indexing can be implemented easily by training a network on each of the keys. 
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Abstract 

We present some new results on setpoint control based on reinforcement learning. Based on our results, 
we show that one can design adaptive controllers for setpoint control problems. Our primary 
application vehicle was the control of a nonisothermal continuously stirred tank reactor at its unstable 
state. Experimental results demonstrate good learning performance when reinforcement learning with 
state recurrence heuristics are used. 

1. INTRODUCTION: REINFORCEMENT LEARNING AND SETPOINT CONTROL 

Reiriforcement learning has been applied successfully for simple control problems, such as the pole-cart 
problem, or the inverted pendulum problem, where the goal is to maintain the pole in a quasistable 
region, but not at a specific setpoint [1, 2, 3]. However, a large class of control problems requires 
maintaining the system at a desired operating point. In solving the problem of setpoint control, we have 
employed Barto’s [1] Adaptive Heuristic Critic (AHC) that uses two linear elements, the Associative 
Search Element (ASE), responsible for the control actions, and the Adaptive Critic Element (ACE), that 
provides a secondary reinforcement to the ASE. The action output of the ASE is a binary output, y(t), 
defined by: 

y(t) = £(Z w;(t)x;(t) + noise(t)) (1) 
where f is a thresholding step function, and x;(t), 0 <i <N, is the current linearly decoded state. The 

added noise term results is stochastic leaming. The weight updating rule during learning is given by 
equation (2). 

wj(t+1) = wj(t) +a rz (t) ej(t) (2) 

where @ is the gain, rj(t) the secondary reinforcement, and e;(t) is the eligibility trace [1] of the state x;(t) . 

Rosen [3] speeded up the AHC using the state recurrence heuristic that reinforces cycles around the 
desired operating region. The weight updating equation given by (2) is modified as follows: 

w,(t+1) = wj(t) + ary (t) ej(t) + a ro(t) eo;(t) (3) 

where Qp is a constant gain, ro(t) a positive reinforcement, and e9; the state recurrence eligibility that is 
defined as follows for reinforcing shorter cycles more than longer cycles: 

epi (t) = Bo xi(Dy(ty jsat)/(B2 + t- ti last), if (t- ti Jast) > 1 
= 0, otherwise (4) 

where Bz is a positive constant, and tj Jast is the last time the system visited ith state x;(t). 

Unlike previous work in applying reinforcement learning, we examined how it can be applied to 
applications that require controlling for specific setpoints not regions of success or failure. We were 
interested in examining i) the setpoint control of a complex highly nonlinear systems, and ii) the speed of 
learning since high learning rates are appropriate for quick in-situ learning and generalization. A further 
goal was to explore how the learning depended on the parameters of the AHC algorithm. — 

To define the points where reinforcements must be provided to the controller, we set tolerance limits 
around desired setpoint (or the state), say Xg. If the tolerance of operation defined by the level of control 
sophistication required-in the problem is T, then the controller is defined to fail if | X(t) - Xg! > T. The 
controller must learn to maintain the system within this tolerance window 2T. If the level of 
discrimination within the tolerance window is 2T/n, then the number of states required to represent the 
control variable is n. 
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2. APPLICATION: UNSTABLE CSTR TEMPERATURE CONTROL 

reinforcement learning for setpoint control 
Our application vehicle for testing J 

was the unstable CSTR (continuous stirred onthe sh ie 

Level 

  

tank reactor) [4] in which an irreversible 
exothermic reaction occurs (Figure 1). The 
exothermic heat released during the reaction is Temp — 
sigmoidal while the control coolant loop linear. | 
The reactor has two stable states and an _ oolantou o——i 
unstable state with the unstable state being the ———_ A>B 
optimum operating point. Thus, if the CSTR Coolant in L £ 
reaches close to, or near the set limit of the Cry Meaetant Out 
asymptotically stable temperature limits, a ——— 
failure is recorded. The CSTR temperatureis Figure 1. CSTR and Control 

controlled by adjusting the real-valued coolant 
flowrate. In our initial experiments, we let the controller produce appropriate incremental changes of 
fixed gain to the initial flowrate given the current temperature and flowrate. 

    

  
      
  

      

The following initial conditions were used. The initial temperature of the CSTR was chosen randomly 
from within the tolerance window 2T. The initial flowrate was chosen as either the median value (of 
possible flowrates) or one of two, high or low, values. A number of different experiments were run on: i) 
the effect of different parameters on learning rate, ii) the comparison of different versions of 
reinforcement learning , and iii) constant control output versus variable control output. The three 
versions of reinforcement algorithms were compared were: 

1) The basic Adaptive Heuristic Critic (AHC) [1] 
2) Adaptive Heuristic Critic with Recurrence Learning of Short Cycles (RSC) [3] 
3) Recurrence Learning of Short Cycles near Desired Target (RSCDT) - an algorithm derived from the 
RSC algorithm by modifying the eligibility equation (4) as follows: 

enj(t) = Bo x{(Oy(tj tagp)2T/ (Bg + t - ti tagp/CQT + I xj -X g(t) 1) if (t- tj pase) > 1 

=0, otherwise (5) 
where the factor 2T/(2T + | x;(t) -X q(t) |) reinforces short cycles around the desired setpoint Xq(t). 

3. RESULTS 

The parameter dependence experiments verify in part the results reported by Sutton [7] who found that 
the learning performance, measured by the number of steps until failure, is a bell-shaped curve with 
respect to the gain a. Our experience shows that the performance depends strongly the ASE gain 
parameter a (and also B) and the decay rate 6: AHC shows no significant change in performance for a 
wide range of o (10°2 to 10°). However, RSC and RSCDT exhibit a performance improvement for some 
specific range of values of a (optimal values of « were not determined). For example, in the case of the 
RSC algorithm, a “good” value for a was 30000 (~10°). Similarly, in case of RSCDT, the “good” value for 
was 1. The effect of varying 5 is equivalent to varying the effect of the reinforcement on the the 
probability of actions taken before a failure occurs. Thus, a high value of 6 will affect the most recent 
actions executed before a failure, while a low value of 6 will affect the actions taken in the distant past. 

The desired value of 5 therefore depends on the response time of the system. 

Our initial learning experiments were based on a simulation model of the CSTR as a set of difference 
equations. All variables normalized between 0 and 1: desired temperature setpoint of 0.5, tolerance 
limits at 0.1 and 0.9. Only negative reinforcement values, [-1, 0], were used. We found that since the 
desired state not stable, a positive reinforcement provided at the desired setpoint tended to steer the 
CSTR away from the setpoint. Positive reinforcements were only used in experiments with state 
recurrence learning, in RSC and RSCDT. The performance of the controller was measured on three 
different criteria: i) mean number of steps to failure (N), ii) mean average temperature, and iii) mean 
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variance or the mean square difference (MSD), which for a given trial is defined as 
MSD = V(E (Xq = X)2))/N (6) 

where N is the number of time steps over which the summation is applied. Measurements of 
performance data were taken at increasing number of trials to observe learning and generalization. To 
minimize statistical variations, each experiment was averaged over 10 runs. 

Figure 2 shows a plot of the mean number of steps to failure as a function of the number of trials. We 
note that state recurrence learning with or without reinforcing cycles near the desired target (RSC or 
RSCDT) performs much better than the basic AHC algorithm. There does not appear to be a significant 
difference in the performance of RSC and RSCDT algorithms. We only present the mean square 
difference MSD measure in Figure 3. RSC performs slightly better than RSCDT. We found, however, 
RSCDT does better than RSC when mean temperature is monitored. 

Comparative Performance: Limit 500K MSD fromSetpoint During Trial:Limit 50K 
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Figure 2. Learning Rate for Three Different Algorithms Figure 3. Mean Variance from Setpoint 

As a test of how the placement of the tolerance window affects the mean temperature, an experiment 
was synthesized using asymmetric tolerance limits. We set the setpoint at 0.65 while the tolerance limits 
remained at 0.1 and 0.9. We found that the mean temperature was always in the range of 0.25 - 0.29. The 
system thus learns to avoid failure-prone region near 0.5. When the tolerance limits were placed at 0.3 
and 0.9, which is still asymmetric but less than in the previous case, the mean temperature increased to 
between 0.53 - 0.55. Our empirical results indicate that the tolerance limits for setpoint control must be 
placed symmetrically about the setpoint. 

A more accurate CSTR model, represented by a system of differential equations, was also examined. An 
added variable, control valve lag, was considered in some experiments. Another difference in the 
accurate model was the incorporation of absolute setpoint temperature values: desired setpoint of 600°, 
tolerance limits at 590° and at 610°. Also, the sigmoid function describing the heat rate was asymmetric. 

Two key results were obtained. First, for precise setpoint control, the constant gain controller does not 
work well. Second, continuous output control (flowrate) does. In our experiments, the control output 
gain was proportional to the reinforcement which in turn was proportional to the error. This resulted in 
faster learning. Our scheme is similar in philosophy to that of Gullapalli [6] where the mean and 
variance in the control output are explicitly controlled. The performance of the RSCDT algorithm is 
shown in Figures 4 and 5, where P and C indicate constant gain control and proportional gain control 
respectively. These experiments assume no valve lag. 

While setpoint control can be achieved for systems without lag, for systems with lag some modifications 
are necessary in the controller design. The basic setpoint controller cannot learn the proper control for a 
lagging system because of the incorrect association of the failure and its most recent control action. Ina 
system with large lag, the failure results from an action that was executed a number of steps earlier. One 
recommendation to correct this faulty association, beyond the scope of current experiments, is to include 
the control actions of the last few, say four, steps as part of the state definition. 
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Variable Versus Constant Gain Control Average Temperature With Proportional Control 
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Figure 4. Mean Steps to Failure (RSCDT) for Figure 5. Mean Temperature (RSCDT) for 
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4, CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

We have presented some interesting results of using reinforcement learning algorithms to develop 
adaptive setpoint controllers. A number of extensions to this work is anticipated. One immediate goal is 
to investigate how the learning strategy can be applied to systems with lag. Other experiments directly 
extend the current work for continuous control outputs [6]. Further, to avoid state explosion, we can also 

examine nonlinear encodings of the input space [5] by using multilayer inputs in the ASE. Another 
research issue that was uncovered was the reinforcement algorithm parameter selection. Besides using 
available knowledge about the system, other options include multivariable search techniques such as 
geneti < “é 4Yet another extension of the current control strategy that can be investigated is 
that of optimization, that is, satisfying multiple control objectives such as minimizing energy expended 
while maintaining the desired setpoint. 
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Pattern Recognition of Handwritten Phonetic Japanese Alphabet Characters 
Kazuhito HARUKI, Hisaaki HATANO 

Toshiba Corporation, Systems and Software Engineering Laboratory 
70, Yanagi-cho, Saiwai-ku, Kawasaki, 210 Japan 

Abstract 

In this paper, a new pattern recognition method using neural networks is 
proposed, and its performance on handwritten phonetic Japanese alphabet data is 
examined and reported. This neural network method is considered a useful 
improvement on conventional pattern recognition methods, such as the multiple 
Similarity method. The effectiveness of the method has been tested on a data set 
of 32,000 handwritten phonetic characters, The recognition rate was improved 
from the 96.6% obtained by a mutiple similarity method to 98.0%. 

Introduction 

Recently, neural networks have been studied in various application fields, 
with regard to pattern recognition, control, optimization problems, and expert 
Systems. Character pattern recognition is one of the fields where neural 
networks are expected to achieve new progress. Although research on neural 
networks, especially for the visual mechanism, has a long history {1}, research 
and development of pattern recognition techniques for actual use has for decades 
been based on statistical and other approaches, rather than the neural network 
approach, 

The neural network approach was not considered to be a realistic approach for 
the realization of an OCR (Optical Character Reader), which is an important 
functions in OA (Office Automation) appliances, because there was no theoretical 
foundation for the implication of connections, and there were no learning method 
adequately which covered the whole recognition process. In the proposed method, 
the neural network is applied only to the final decision making part of the 
recognition process. Therefore, the recognition rate can be always higher than 
the rate achieved by conventional methods. 

Input/Output of Neural Networks 
The structure of our neural network system is shown in Fig.1. The input data 

to the system is a set of similarities, calculated by the conventional pattern 
recognition method, “the multiple similarity method”(2). Since there are 46 
characters in the 'katakana’ phonetic Japanese alphabet, the input consists of 
46 values normalized into the range (0,1). The output is the character’s name 
recognized by the systen. 
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Figure 1: The proposed system of neural networks 
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Structure in Networks 
The system consists of the first decision making block, 20 neural network 

blocks and the second decision making block, as shown in Fig. 1. 
There are 19 neural network blocks, each of which is specialized for 

recognizing characters from a particular set, such as ( I, 37, 2), ( A, A, Jb ) 

and so on. The reasons for constructing 19 neural networks are as follows. 1) 

The multiple similarity method seems to make recognition errors only within 

small categorized group. 2) Training many small networks is easier than training 

one large equivalent network and reduces the total learning time, because 
convergence is faster and more reliable due to the small data set. The special 
"selection’ neural network block selects the right categorized group from the 19 

categorized groups mentioned above. The 19 neural network blocks are structually 

identical: each neural network has 46 units on the input level, 10 units on the 

hidden level, and 3 units on the output level. The 'selection’ network has 46 
units on the input level, 50 units on one hidden level, 19 units on the output 

level, 

Table l-a: Distribution of total training samples 
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Table 1-b: Distribution of training samples on which the 

multiple similarity method fails 
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The first decision making block determines whether or not the input data must 

be processed by the neural networks. The rule is; "if the difference between the 

first and second largest values is small, then the character selected by the 

neural networks is believed, otherwise the character, whose similarity value is 

largest, is selected.” The distribution of data with respect to ‘the largest 
similarity value’ and ’the difference between the first and the second largest 

values’, is listed in tables l-a,-b. If the training sample, whose difference 

between first and second largest similarity values is less than 0.05, is used, 
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the data used to train the ‘selection’ neural network is reduced from 32,000 
‘samples to about 5,000 samples. In the second decision making block, the final 
answer is decided according to the data sent from the 20 neural network blocks. 

Learning by Sample Data 
The data of 64,000 handwritten characters, were evenly divided to two groups, 

1) training data and 2) test data (non-training data). As the dictionary pattern 
table in the multiple similarity method was made using the training data, the 
recognition rate of the multiple similarity method was 97.6% for the training 
data, which is better than the 96.6% rate for the test data. The weights in each 
of 19 networks were converged by the backpropagation learning method (3) after 
about 200 iterations for each of 2,100 training samples. The recognition rate 
for each neural network is shown in table 2, where values in () are recognition 
rates obtained by the multiple similarity method, 

Table 2: Recognition rates for training data 

  

  

      

group recognition rate group recognition rate 

1. I,2,2 100.0% (98.53%) 2. N,A,k 99.85% (98. 36%) 
3. 3,3,3 99.93% (99. 25%) 4. ¥,9,¥ 99.07% (96.90%) 
5. ¥,¥,¥ 99.30% (96. 90%) 6. ¥,¥,b 100.0% (98.62%) 
7. #,7,+ 97.84% (96. 17%) 8. +,7,+ 99.56% (98.78%) 
9. 9,7,9 98.48% (97.75%) 10.°3,2,2 99.81% (98. 44%) 

11. 9,9,3 99.90% (98. 79%) 12. 9,%3,7 98.78% (98.19%) 
13. 4,#,+ 99.42% (97. 42%) 14. *,7,¥ 99.67% (99. 24%) 
15. 4,%,% 99.62% (98. 62%) 16. #,t,# 99.95% (99. 42%) 
17. ¥,%,% 99.67% (98. 76%) 18. b,7/,% 100.0% (99.63%) 
19, 4,4,0 100,0% (99, 78%) 
  

The ‘selection’ neural network learning needed 37 iterations to achieve the 
95.9% recognition rate on about 5,000 training samples. The output error was 
reduced little by little as shown in Fig.2, but the recognition rate was not 
improved for the non-learning data after 37 iterations. 

(ERROR) 

2.68 

a IN ea 

Pee 

  
8 1893662 

(TIME) 

Figure 2: Error convergence in backpropagation learning 
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Recognition of the Test Data 
Each neural network block recognized the test data at the rate listed in 

table 3. The selection of these neural networks was performed at the 91.4% 

accuracy rate. For the test data, the recognition rate after being processed by 

the system of neural networks was 98.0%, while the rate given by the multiple 

similarity method was 96.6%. 

Table 3: Recognition rates for test data 

  

  

  

| group recognition rate group recognition rate 

1. I,3,2 98.58% (97. 35%) 2. N,A,k 99.18% (97. 80%) 
3. 3,3,93 99.69% (98. 70%) 4. ¥,%,9 97.93% (95.50%) 
5. ¥,¥,” 97.81% (96.52%) 6. ¥,¥,b 99.79% (98.51%) 
7. $,7,+ 96.66% (95.58%) 8. ¥,7,+ 99.02% (97.59%) 
9. 9,7,9 98.09% (96.57%) 10. 3,2,2 99.15% (97.68%) 

11. 9,7,7 98.50% (98. 41%) 12. 9,%,7. 98.25% (97.66%) 
13. 4¥,#,+ 98.34% (96. 48%) 14, *,7,¥ 99.14% (98.76%) 
15. #,3%,% 98.72% (98.30%) 16. %,t,¢ 99.37% (98. 99%) 
17. ¥,%,% 98.91% (97.81%) 18. b,/,% 99.86% (99. 81%) 
9. 4,4,0 99.87% (99, 60%)     
  

In this method, there are three sources of error: 1) the first decision 

making block, 2) the ’'selection’ neural network block, and 3) the neural network 

blocks of the categorized groups. The error rate 2.0% was the sum of the 0.5% 

error rate due to the first decision making block and the error rate 1.5% due 
to the ’selection’ neural network block. There were no errors due to the neural 
network blocks of the categorized groups. In order to further reduce errors due 

to the ’selection’ neural network, a new structure of the neural network and the 

learning method seem to be needed. In order to reduce errors due to the first 

decision making, it seems that the parameters in the multiple similarity method 

should be adjusted. 

Conclusion 
This proposed method gave us very promising results for an OCR application of 

neural networks. However, there are two problems to be overcome before 

implementing the method on OCR equipment. The first problem is that training is 
extremely slow. The second problem is that the present learning method is not 

sufficient for processing new additional training data. We plan to examine’ the 
effectiveness of the proposed method with many kinds of real data gathered from 
various fields, and also explore what neural network structures and training 

algorithms are well-suited for character recognition. 
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MILES, PARITY, AND FEATURI E NITION 
J M Minor and R L Waterland 

E. I. DUPONT 

ENGG DEPT 

Newark, DE 19714-6090 

ABSTRACT 

A previous article! described the similarity least squares (SMILES) 
procedure and its associated artificial neural network with optimal 
number of hidden nodes for general vector mapping. This paper 
discusses network behavior when this number is smaller due to 
latent structures in specific applications. In this case the network is 
forced to fit associations using reduced dimensions where it searches 
for basic factors or features which adequately reproduces the higher 
dimensional patterns. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
The original problem is to determine a vector mapping function from 
p dimensions to q dimensions, 

g(x) =y, 

from a sample of N data points. The domain x and range y data 
vectors are transposed and concatenated as N rows to form the 
matrices X and Y. Similarity least squares (SMILES) solves this 
problem using 

Wij =9j, 
where the weight vector wx is composed of vector similarity values, 
discussed below. The coefficient vector C jis the j© column vector Yj 
from matrix Y plus corrections by the SMILES procedure to optimize 
the fit to the data. For moving average filters and local regression 
estimation, Cj equals Yj. 

It is well known that a feed forward artificial neural net (FFANN) can 
learn arbitrary vector mapping functions from its input (domain 
vector) through a hidden (representation) layer to its output layer 
(range vector). The SMILES method shows how to build such a 
network. A procedure is developed for designing a neural net 
requiring polynomial-in-time training effort to associate two finite 
sets of vectors. If the domain set of data vectors used to train the 
network is adequate, the net generalizes or predicts from an 
arbitrary input vector in a reasonable and stable fashion. 
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Similarity of two vectors is a symmetric scalar function which is 

monotone decreasing with the magnitude of the difference between 

the two vectors. The following expression is selected to calculate 

similarity between the row vectors of X: 
p 

r= (Xix-Xjx) 
k=1 

Sj= —1 
l+etbri-a with scale factor b and shift a. 

We will augment X with one column containing the magnitude 

squared of each row vector (denoted r2) so that the corresponding 

FFANN will require only N hidden nodes to calculate S (since each 

node can calculate this similarity value between each data x vector 

and any network input vector from their vector magnitudes and dot 

product). See Figure 1. Each hidden node is associated with a unique 

specific point in the data set.! 

2. FEATURE RE NITION 

If the number of hidden nodes K is less than N, one could select K 

data points strategically located in the data set to construct the K 

columns of S so as to minimize the fit degradation. However the 

very best K points, called support points, may not correspond to any 

of the data points in the data set, but are optimally located in the 

domain of the vector mapping function. During training the FFANN 

will find these K optimal domain vectors as represented and stored 

in the weights of the K hidden nodes. See Figure 2. 

3. APPLICATIONS 
This restricted SMILES as applied to example problems produces an 

adequate fit to the data while using a similarity matrix of 

significantly smaller size. This indicates that features or factors 

produce the patterns in the data. In theory given adequate efficient 

samples of data, the full similarity matrix is required to represent 

the patterns in the data. In practice the optimal locations for data 

are not known for unknown functions. The SMILES support points 

found by neural net training tend to collect at or near max or min 

areas of the function surface as shown in Figure 3. For the N-bit 

parity problem, the N support points tended to be uniformly spaced 

at N locations on the main diagonal of the associated N-cube (with a 

support point at each end). Each point locates in a unique 

hyperplane of constant parity. 
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4 NCLUSION 
This paper shows how SMILES both restricted and unrestricted can 
be used to fit arbitrarily complex vector mapping functions and 
discusses the artificial neural net architectures which perform both 
SMILES procedures. Understanding SMILES gives one insights into 
how neural nets learn and perform tasks such as feature recognition 
pattern associations, and the N-bit parity function. 
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Figure 2. Parity or Feature Network 
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Comparative Performance Measure for Neural 
Networks Solving Optimization Problems 

Peter W. Protzel* 

Institute for Computer Applications in Science and Engineering 
Mail Stop 132C, NASA Langley Research Center 

Hampton, VA 23665 

Abstract A common problem in using neural networks to solve Optimization problems is the lack 
of an appropriate measure to assess the performance. This makes it very difficult to compare the 
effects of modifications or parameter variations on the solution quality. The definition of a simple, 
comparative performance measure proposed in this paper can be used to overcome these problems. The 
use of the performance measure is demonstrated for two examples, the Traveling Salesman Problem 
and the Assignment Problem. The numerical results indicate a principle difference in the performance 
characteristics of the two types of networks caused by a quadratic versus a linear cost function as the 
only difference between the networks. 

1. Introduction 

Since Hopfield’s and Tank’s (H&T’s) demonstration in 1985 [3] that a special type of Artificial Neural 
Network (ANN) can ‘solve’ complex optimization problems in principle, there has been much effort in 
applying H&T’s method to other optimization problems, or in trying to improve on H&T’s original results 
[1, 2, 5, 8, 9]. However, one problem is the apparent lack of statistically relevant measures to assess 
the actual performance of a modification or of a new approach. Since the performance of a network 
solving the Traveling Salesman Problem (TSP), for example, varies considerably not only for different 
City-distributions and different problem sizes, but also for different random initializations, it is usually 
not possible to prove a point or make a meaningful comparison by looking only at a few examples. 

Therefore, it would be desirable to have some performance measure that gives a quantitative answer 
to the following questions: 1) What is the effect of a parameter variation or a certain modification of the 
energy-function on the solution quality, 2) How good is the solution with respect to the global optimum, 
3) How does the performance change with problem size, 4) How does the performance degrade under 
the presence of (simulated) faults, and 5) What is the performance difference of two networks solving 
two different problems, that is, are there principal, problem-dependent performance differences in the 
ANN approach to optimization problems? 

The definition of a performance index described in the next section is aimed at answering the above 
questions, and numerical results are given for two examples, the Traveling Salesman Problem (TSP) 
and the Assignment Problem (AP). The paper concludes with a discussion of the results and a personal 
perspective on the use of ANNs to solve optimization problems. 

  

* This research was supported by the National Acronautics and Space Administration under NASA Contract No. NAS1-18605 
while the author was in residence at ICASE. 
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2. How Good Is Good: Definition of a Performance Index 

It is a common practice to compare the ANN-solution for an optimization problem to the average 

or to the distribution of random trial-solutions by stating, for example, that a solution is approximately 

among the 10° best out of 4.4x10*° possible solutions [3], or that 92% of the solutions are among the 

best 0.01% of all solutions [8]. While this can provide some insight in the ANN performance, it is hardly 

a practical way of answering the questions raised above. 

Our approach is based on the fact that every instance of an optimization problem has two distinct 

characteristics, the value for the global optimum (minimal cost) Com, and the average cost value Cave 

for a sufficient number of random trials. Then, for a given ANN-solution c of that problem instance, 

a solution quality q is defined as 

Cave — C 
q = (1) 

Cave — Copt 

By relating the difference between random average and actual solution to the difference between average 

and optimal solution, the quality index q becomes a normalized factor with a value q=1 if a given solution 

c is optimal (c=cop) and a value q=0 if the answer corresponds to an average random tour (C=Cave). 

While it is not difficult to obtain values for Cave, the above definition of q does also require the 

knowledge of the optimal solutions Cop. However, this is not a difficulty, because in almost all cases where 

ANNs have been applied to optimization problems, there are very powerful, conventional algorithms 

readily available to provide values for Con. For NP-complete optimization problems like the TSP, where 

the global optimum is generally unknown except for special cases, heuristic algorithms like the Lin- 

Kemigham algorithm [4] can be used to provide values for Cop. A possible event C<Cop is reflected by 

a value q>1. A negative value for q indicates a solution that is worse than the random average (C>Cave). 

Thus, the normalized value for q is independent of a particular problem instance and independent of 

the problem size. Numerical examples to illustrate the use of this performance measure are given in 

the next section. 

3. Examples: Traveling Salesman vs. Assignment Problem 

A detailed description of the original approach of using an ANN to obtain solutions for the TSP can 

be found in [3]. In order to get statistically relevant results we generated a test-set of 10 different city- 

distributions for each problem size of n=10, 20, and 30, and 5 different distributions for n=50 and 100. 

Values for Cop and Cave were obtained for each city-distribution by using the Lin-Kemigham algonthm 

[4] and 10° random trials, respectively. Since the performance varies considerably for different random 

initializations, 10 different initializations were used for cach city-distribution of size 10 to 50, and 5 

initializations for n=100. The value for q was calculated after each run of the simulator. The average 

values for q are shown in Table 1 for different approaches and problem sizes. 

Another important performance criterion not reflected by q is the proportion of valid solutions, which 

is shown in Table 1 in parentheses. Since H&T’s original equations did not consistently produce valid 

tours, we implemented and compared different modifications. The best results so far have been obtained 

by using the approach published by Brandt et al. (1988) [1]. All approaches in Table 1 use the same 

cost-function, but with different ‘weight-factors’ D [3]. The following list gives the ANN-parameters for 

the different approaches listed in Table 1 by using H&T’s original notation: 

1. Txiyj = -5006xy - 5006ij + 1000éxy6j; — 200, Ixi = 200(n+5), D = 500 

2. Txiyj = -4006xy - 4006); + 400é6xy4ij - 200, Ix; = 200(n+1), D = 90 
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3. Txiyj = -26xy - 26) + 46xy6ij, Ixi = 2, D = 1F 

4. Txiyj = -Séxy - 56j + 26xydij, Ixi = 9, D = 3 

Note that all listed modifications of H&T’s original approach require a change of the energy-function 

and are not merely a variation of H&T’s original parameters [1, 6]. All modifications use an additional 

self-inhibition as the main difference to the original approach. There seems to be an inherent tradeoff 

between obtaining a better quality and producing consistently valid tours. A forthcoming technical report 

includes a more detailed discussion of these results. 

  

  

  

  

              

Traveling Salesman : Problem Size n (Number of Cities) 

Different Approaches 10 20 30 50 100 

1.) Original Method of 0.905 0.903 0.851 - _/- 
Hopfield and Tank (0.15) (0.11) (0.02) (0.00) 

2.) Our Modification of 0.836 0.844 0.808 0.817 0.860 
Hopfield and Tank (1.00) (1.00) (0.99) (1.00) (1.00) 

3.) Modified Method of 0.829 0.816 0.830 0.852 0.902 
Brandt et al. (1988) (1.00) (1.00) (1.00) (1.00) (1.00) 

4.) Brandt et al. (1988), 0.936 0.926 0.923 0.913 0.927 
different parameters (0.98) (0.97) (0.84) (0.58) (0.18) 
    

Table 1. TSP solution quality q and proportion of valid solutions (in parentheses) for different problem 

sizes and modifications. The values shown are averages over 100 different simulation-runs 

each (for n=10, 20, and 30), 50 runs (n=50), and 25 runs (n=100), respectively. 

  

Assignment Problem: Problem Size n (Number of Elements) 

  

  

  

Different Parameters 10 20 30 50 100 

0.988 0.960 0.975 0.978 0.987 1.) A=B=2, C=2, D=1 
C=2 (1.0) (1.0) (1.0) (1.0) (1.0) 

_p.. - _ 1.0 0.999 0.999 0.998 0.998 

2.) A=B=200, C=20, D=50 (1.0) (1.0) (1.0) (1.0) (1.0) 

1.0 0.999 1.0 1.0 0.999 3.) A=B=200, C=3, D=50               (1.0) (1.0) (1.0) (1.0) (1.0) 
  

Table 2. AP solution quality q and proportion of valid solutions (in parentheses) for different problem 

sizes and parameters. Each value is an average over 10 different simulation-runs. 

The Assignment Problem (AP), or sometimes called list matching problem, is to find the one-to-one 

assignment or match between the elements of two lists that has minimal cost given the cost for each 

individual pairing. What makes the AP interesting as an example for an ANN implementation is the 

surprising similarity to the TSP. Both problems have identical constraints and the only difference between 

an ANN solving the TSP or the AP is that the TSP has a quadratic cost function with an encoding of 

the data in form of interconnections, while the linear cost function of the AP maps the data onto the 

external current of the ANN. When the method of Brandt et al. is used to enforce the constraints [1], 

the interconnection values for the AP are Txi yj; = -Aédxy - Bdj; + Céxy4jj, and the extemal current Ix; 

= A + B — C2 — Dpx; contains the cost pxi for a pairing between X and i. A test set with 10 problem 

  

t+ Additional differences of the approach of Brandt et al. (1988) are a lower gain, an offset in the transfer function, and an 

initialization in the center of the hypercube [1]. 
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instances of random values for pxi was generated for each problem size, and the values for the global 
optima Com were obtained by using a simple textbook algorithm [7]. Unlike the TSP, the ANN solving 
the AP does not require any random initialization and actually converges to the same solution despite of 
initial random perturbations. Numerical results for different parameters are shown in Table 2. 

The results clearly indicate a fundamental difference in the performance characteristics between the 
TSP and the AP, given that the AP-Solver never converged to an invalid solution (with a ‘constraint- 
network’ identical to the TSP!) and obtained the global optimum in most cases with an average quality 
far better than the TSP. It is expected that ANNs with a linear cost function generally show a much better 

performance than those with a quadratic cost function. If this can be substantiated by either theoretical 

or empirical investigations, then this is an important classification that helps to identify problems which 
are more suitable to an ANN-implementation. 

The use of conventional algorithms to solve optimization problems provides another interesting 

perspective on the ANN performance. For example, simulating an ANN to solve the TSP for n=100 

cities takes more than a day CPU time on a VAX 780; the Lin-Kemighan algorithm obtains a much 

better solution in less than 3 minutes! Although a hardware implementation of the ANN might solve 

the problem in milliseconds, the need for a VLSI -chip with 10,000 integrated Operational Amplifiers 

to solve a 100—city TSP in real time is truly questionable. Thus, we do not think that large-scale, 

classical or NP-complete optimization problems are the appropriate candidates for an ANN approach. 

There are other, small-scale, special purpose, real-time control problems that could benefit from the key 

characteristics of ANN-hardware implementations: speed, fault-tolerance, and low weight and power 

consumption. Future efforts should concentrate more on identifying these problems than on fighting a 

battle against conventional algorithms that seems hard to win. 
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FISH DETECTION AND CLASSIFICATION USING 
A NEURAL-NETWORK-BASED ACTIVE SONAR SYSTEM - PRELIMINARY RESULTS 

N. Ramani, P.H. Patrick, W.G. Hanson and H. Anderson 

Ontario Hydro Research Division 
800 Kipling Avenue 

Toronto, ONTARIO M8Z 5S4, CANADA 

ABSTRACT 

Sonar is currently being used to collect quantitative fisheries data (for classifica- 
tion, enumeration etc.) as a safer, cost-effective and environmentally attractive al- 
ternative to netting. This study explores the potential of a neural-network-based 
System in detecting and classifying the fish from the sonar echoes. Preliminary 
results are encouraging and a simple neural network was able to identify up to 91 

percent of the test samples. When the identification problem is divided into three 

subproblems, over 93 percent of the samples are identified correctly. If borderline 
responses are discarded, the success rate increases to over 96 percent. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Recently, there has been considerable interest in the use of active sonar for collecting environ- 
mental data. Sonar is currently being used to collect fisheries data by industry, university and 
government groups for assessing fish stocks and also for impact studies. This recent emphasis 
on sonar is attributable to the fact that data collection can be done more safely than present 
netting practices, is non-consumptive and is more cost effective and less labor intensive. 
However, much work has to be done before sonar can replace current netting practices. Al- 
though advancements have been made in the areas of developing real time data collection and 
analysis systems, existing systems are limited in their ability to detect or classify fish (a feature 
that is critical if sonar is to be used as a truly remote system), and the application of a neural 
network for the purpose may prove to be superior. 

This paper outlines some preliminary work being done on laboratory data at Ontario Hydro to 
explore the potential of neural networks for distinguishing fish from debris and for speciating 
fish from the sonar echoes. Although neural nets have been used for other active sonar uses 
before (Gorman and Sejnowski 1988, Roitblat et al. 1989), this is the first fisheries application 
that we are aware of. 

2. EXPERIMENTAL PROTOCOL AND DATA COLLECTION 

A dual beam 420 kHz transducer (Biosonics) with time varied gain was used for the acoustic 
sampling. The reflected signals were received through a Biosonics 101 sounder and a wideband 
sonar detection module (WSDM), and were recorded using an FM recorder (Racal Store 7). The 
recorded data were digitized at a 60 kHz sampling rate for use by the neurocomputer (SAIC). A 
block diagram of the data collection and analysis system is shown in Figure 1. 

The sampling was conducted in the laboratory where the transducers were placed horizontally in 
a large semi-anechoic tank measuring approximately 15.5 m in length and width and 1.5 m in 
depth. The dual beam transducer was placed at one end of the tank, and the targets were from 
3 to 9 m from the transducer. 
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FIGURE 1 - DATA COLLECTION AND ANALYSIS SYSTEM FOR SONAR SIGNALS 

Data were collected on single targets which included a ping pong ball, a leaf, air bubbles 

(defined as debris) and four species of fish (walleye Stizostedion vitreum 70 cm T.L., rainbow 

trout Oncorhynchus gairdneri 27 cm, brown bullhead Ictalurus nebulosus 23 cm, sturgeon 
Acipenser fulvescens 80 cm). Although it is somewhat unrealistic that these species and debris 
would occur in nature at the same time, it was felt that this would represent a good test case. 
Data collected on fish involved tranquilized (MS 222) individuals suspended approximately 6 m 
from the transducer using monofilament. The leaf and the ping pong ball were also suspended 

in the water column using monofilament. The monofilament line was not detected using the 
420 kHz transducer. A continuous stream of small air bubbles was created using a wand 
(Bioweve Inc). The four fish samples were positioned laterally (broadside) with respect to the 

transducer. Two additional sets of signals for the sturgeon, with the fish positioned frontally 

and at 45 degrees to the transducer, were also collected, making a total of nine targets. 

Single target data were obtained using a transmitted pulse width of 0.5 ms. Only the 6 degree 

data were used and forty eight signals from each of the nine different targets were digitized at 
60 kHz. The pulses were transmitted every 0.5 seconds and thus the digitized data consisted of 
short pulses of signal echoes interspersed by relatively long periods of noise. The signal echoes 
(192 points each) were retrieved from the digitized data using the transmitted pulse as a guide. 

3. DATA ANALYSIS 

3.1 The Neural Network Architecture 

Feedforward networks with three layers of neurons were used and the backpropagation algo- 
rithm (Rumelhart et al., 1986) was used to train the network. The first layer consisted of 192 
units and the size of the output layer depended on the subproblem being studied, as described 

below. The number of units in the middle layer was varied from 10 to 30 units in an attempt 
to study the impact of the hidden layer size on the results. The weights of the network were 
initialized to random values between -0.3 and 0.3 and the learning rate and momentum factors 
(Rumelhart et al., 1986) were set at 0.01 and 0.6 respectively. All the simulations were done on 

a SAIC Sigma II Neurocomputer workstation. 

The training set consisted of 38 of the 48 signals for each of the targets and the remaining 10 
were used to test the trained network. Training continued until all the training samples were 
learned, or until learning saturated. The analysis consisted of three experiments described below. 

3.2 Experiment 1 

The first experiment consisted of a network with nine output neurons corresponding to the nine 

targets described above. Table | (case A) shows the performance of the network on the test set 
of 90 patterns. As the size of the hidden layer increases, the performance improves, but when 
the hidden layer size is increased to 30, the performance drops, perhaps a case of overtraining. 
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The best performing net correctly identifies an impressive 91.1% percent of the test patterns. In 
comparison, the average human (non-expert) performance on the same set was about 75 percent. 

3.3 Experiment 2 

It was decided that the network would next be tested by dividing the classification problem into 
three subproblems. In the first stage, the net is asked to detect fish from debris; in the second 
stage, to speciate the fish once the first stage has identified the echo to be that from a f ish; and 
finally in the third stage, to identify the fish angle after the second stage has identified the fish 
to be a sturgeon. The three stages have 2,4 and 3 neurons respectively in the output layer. 

The performance of three layered networks on these subproblems are shown in Table 1 as case 
B, case C and case D respectively. The best performances in the three Stages are 94.4%, 97.5% 
and 100% respectively. A combination of the three stages scores 93.3% on the Original test set. 
It is interesting to note in all the cases, the performance increases as the hidden layer is in- 
creased to a certain size and then begins to drop. 

TABLE 1 - Success Rates (in percentages) on the Test Set 

  

  

Middle layer neurons 10 15 20 25 30 

A: All 9 targets 77 81 86 91 86 
B: Fish/Debris ‘93 93 94 94 94 
C: Fish Type 93 98 98 95 95 
D: Fish Angle 94 97 100 97 97 
E: Best of B+C+D 93                 

3.4 Experiment 3 

The third experiment consisted of accepting only unambiguous responses from the network. In 
the above cases, the network is forced to come up with a guess for each input signal. Typically, 
there are m neurons in the output layer to identify m classes. The ideal outputs correspond to 
corners on an m-dimensional hypercube and diagonal hyperplanes are used to divide the space 
into m regions corresponding to the m classes. Figure 2(a) illustrates the case for m=2. It is 
perhaps more logical to allow the network to respond "not sure" when the distance r (suitably 
defined) from the actual output to the ideal outputs are all greater than a preset value. Figures 
2(b) and 2(c) illustrate the idea when the maximum distance allowed, r, is based on the 
Euclidean norm and the max norm respectively. Clearly, as r decreases, the confidence in the 
response increases at the expense of an increased number of "not sure" responses. Note that, to 
ensure that two regions of interest do not intersect, r should be less than r... where ro is half the 
distance between two ideal outputs. 

OQ’ 

      Not Sure 

      
  

  

     
FIGURE 2 - ALLOWING "NOT SURE” RESPONSES 
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Table 2 shows the performances of the nets in the above two experiments with r = 0.97, (max 

norm). In the table, the success rates are based on the unambiguous responses alone. As ex- 

pected, the accuracy of the net increases (comparing the corresponding cases in Tables | and 2) 
and the best performing net scores over 96 percent in the test set. It was found that (not shown 
in the table) the accuracy could be increased to 100 percent, if one is willing to accept a 35 
percent "not sure" rate. This may indeed be the case in fisheries, since all the fish in a school 
tend to be of the same species and thus not all the echoes need be identified. 

TABLE 2 - Success Rates when “Not-Sure" Response (Percentages in Brackets) is Allowed 

  

  

Middle layer neurons 10 15 20 25 30 

A: All 9 targets 80 (10) 85 (12) 87 (9) 96 (17) 90 (16) 
B: Fish/Debris 93 (1) 93 (1) 95 (3) 95 (3) 94 (1) 
C: Fish Type 97 (13) 100 (10) 100 (13) 100 (13) 100 (15) 
D: Fish Angle 100 (13) 100 (13) 100 (7) 100 (10) 100 (3) 
E: Best of B+C+D 96 (6)               
  

4. CONCLUSION 

This paper has described some preliminary work on the use of a neural network, based on the 

back propagation algorithm, for the detection and classification of fish from sonar echoes. The 
results on the laboratory data are quite encouraging. The success using only the time domain 
data is somewhat surprising and is a tribute to the wide band detection module used. However, 
the results are preliminary and further studies are required. Studies involving fish at other dif- 
ferent angles to the transducer, multiple target analysis, as well as evaluations of other network 
architectures are in progress. Studies using power spectral methods are also under way. 
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Abstract. A modified and simplified version of the Counter-Propagation Network is 
proposed to self-organize all the possible vector pair correspondences of two vector sets 
onto two counterfaced topographic maps (together called a twin topographic map) and 
furthermore to find a combination of one-to-one correspondences between vectors of the 
two sets with the distances between each pair minimized. 

1. Introduction. By combining a portion of the topographic self-organizing map of 
Kohonen and the outstar structure of Grossberg, Hecht-Nielsen {1] proposed a new type of 
mapping neural network (Counter-Propagation Network or CPN for short) which functions 
as a statistically optimal look-up table and could be applied to solve problems of pattern 
recognition, function approximation, statistical analysis, and data compression [2]. In this 
paper, with some simplification and modification of the CPN, a new model, called a twin 
topographic map, is proposed to explore the potential possibilities of extending the CPN as 
well as the topographic map to some matching problems. Such problems are encountered 
in structural pattern recognition, especially in computer vision. 

As a preliminary stage, here we mainly discuss the problem of vector pair correspon- 
dence. Given two sets of vectors 21,22,...,2n and y1,y2,-..-,Ym, with m > n, the purpose 
of vector pair correspondence is to find a combination of vector pairs (e.g., n pairs) with 
one vector z; corresponding to one vector y; under some specific criterion such as the mini- 
mum distance between each pair or the minimal total distance of n pairs. A computational 
solution would be to at first construct a list of all the possible vector pairs with correspond- 
ing mutual distances, and then based on the list, to select the desired combination under 
the given criterion. 

In the following section, with some modifications and simplifications on the CPN 
model, a twin topographic map is proposed consisting of two counterfaced topographic 
maps in which the counter-cooperative competing method of the CPN is used to search 
for a best-matching unit on this twin map. By randomly choosing pairs (zi,y;) as input, 
all the possible vector pair correspondences of the two vector sets can be self-organized 
onto the twin topographic map. Furthermore, based on these ordered pairs, it is possible 
to obtain a combination of one-to-one correspondences between vectors of the two sets 
with the distance between every pair of vectors minimized. In the last section, simulation 
examples are given. 

2. Vector Pair Correspondence By A Simplified CPN-Model. A Twin Topo- 
graphic Map is defined as follows. As shown in Fig.1, two Kohonen topographic self- 
organizing layers are counterfaced, the lattices of both having the same structure and the 
same number of units with the same dimensional weight vectors. For convenience, one 
lattice is denoted U-lattice with the weight vector of its i—th unit denoted by u;, and the 
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other lattice is denoted V-lattice with the weight vector of its i—th unit denoted by v;. We 

call such a system a twin topographic map and call a pair of corresponding units (w;, v;) 

the i—th twin unit ¢;. 

In order to self-organize all the possible pairs (z;, y;) of the two sets z1,22,...,2, and 

Y1,Y2)+++)Ym on such a twin map, vector pairs are repeatedly input to train the map. Each 

pair (z, y) is randomly chosen from the two sets with z being drawn with equal probabilities 

from 21,22,---,2%n and y likewise from y;,y2,.--;Ym- Vector z is input to the U-lattice 

and y to the V-lattice, and two steps are implemented. One is a cooperative-competitive 

step, the other is a weight vector updating step. 
The Cooperative-Competitive Step: The method developed in the CPN model is 

almost directly used here. The twin units ¢; will cooperatively compete for the input pair 

(x,y) and a unit t, will be the best matching twin unit (denoted 7, = 1) under the following 

condition: 

_ 1 if I, < 1;,V2; (1.a) 

77= 10 otherwise, 

I; = ||z — us|? + lly - vill’. (1.6) 

The Euclidean distance is used like in the original form of the topographic map [3]. 

Such a counter-cooperative competing method has an importance role in catching all the 

possible vector correspondences which are implicitly contained in the input data. 

The Weight Vector Updating Step: After an input pair (z,y) has found its best 

matching twin unit t,, the two weight vectors u,,v, of this twin unit will be updated by 

a topographic learning rule which has some difference both from that used in the CPN 

model and that used in the topographic self-organizing map. In the CPN only the best 

matching unit itself is updated. We do not consider this case here. In the Kohonen map, 

since an organized topological map is expected, the best matching unit as well as the units 

within its certain symmetrical neighborhood are updated. Although the latter updating 

rule will be suitable for the twin topographic map, too, in this case a poorly ordered map 

is obtained when the neighborhood has a symmetrical form. The solution is to let the two 

lattices become ordered in a way as shown in Fig.2, i.e., each vector is ordered in one row 

(or column) and similar vectors are ordered in nearby rows (or columns). To this end, 

we use a neighborhood of rectangular structure as shown in Fig.3. The neighborhood is 

placed horizontally on one lattice and vertically on the other lattice. 
Finding a Minimum Distance Combination: In order to obtain on the ordered map 

a combination of one-to-one correspondences between vectors of the two sets with the 

distance between every pair minimized, the U- and V-lattices are labelled in the following 

way: | 

(1) Sequentally re-input each vector of the set z1,72,...,2, into the U-lattice, and 

for each 2z,, find the unit k on the U-lattice with 

OR <aj,Wj,a; = |x; — u;l|? + lu; — 5 I (2.a) 

and label the unit by z; (or simply 2). 
(2) Then sequentally re-input each vector of the set y1,y2,...,Ym into the V-lattice, 

and for each yg, find the unit p on the V-lattice with 
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Bp < Br, Vr, By = lly, — vp ||’ + |lv, — url’ (2.6) 

and label the unit by y, or simply q. | 

(3) Label a twin unit by (z;,y;) (or i,j) if its unit on the U-lattice has label z; and 
its unit on the V-lattice has label y;; otherwise, label the twin unit by (0,0). 

After labeling, the nonzero (z;,y;) labels constitute a solution of vector pair corre- 
spondences since they indicate a combination of several vector pairs (e.g., n pairs) with 
the minimum distance between each pair. For the case of m = n, if the number of such 
(z:,y;) is just n and there are no more than one pair having the same z; or y;, then 
the resulted n pair combination is a solution of the so-called bipartite matching problem. 
Computer simulations have shown that a good solution or even the optimal solution could 
be obtained for a number of examples of the bipartite matching problem. 

3. Simulation Examples. Due to the limited space, only examples on one data set 

are illustrated here. This is a two dimensional data set with m = n = 8. The eight z 
vectors are (0,0), (0.5,0), (1,0), (0.95,0.5), (1,1), (0.5,0.98), (0,1), (0,0.5) and the eight 
y vectors are (0,0), (0.53, 0.1), (1, 0.05), (0.98, 0.5), (1.1,1.1), (0.5, 1), (0.1, 0.94), (0.1, 0.5). 
The parameters used in self-organization are as follows: the gain factor (a in [3]) is initially 
0.5 and in the first 2000 steps linearly reduces to 0.1, after which it linearly reduces to zero 

during further 20000 steps. The structure of neighborhood given in Fig.3 is used with the 
ratio of the two sides 2: 1. The initial neighborhood size N, of [3] is 3 and in the first 
2000 steps it reduces to 1 and then remains unchanged at 1. 

By randomly choosing pairs (z;,y;) to train the twin map, it was found that after 

2000 steps, 60 pairs (from the total of 64) were already ordered on the twin map and the 
optimal bipartite matching solution was obtained as shown in Fig.4a. Furthermore, after 
5000 steps, the ordered list of all the possible pair correspondences was obtained as shown 
in Fig.4b. Note that the order is quite near to the desired form given in Fig.2. 

Experiments on symmetrical square shaped neighborhoods were also conducted using 
the same parameter set. A result is shown in Fig.5. After 12000 steps, the twin map 

was still poorly ordered with only a few pair correspondences being learned, and only 5 
minimized distance pairs of correspondences were obtained. Experiments using the original 
CPN method, in which only the best matching twin unit was updated, were also conducted 
and the result is given in Fig.6. The result is quite bad; after 15000 steps the results both 
on vector pair ordering and the minimum distance pair correspondences were much worse 
than those in Fig.5. 
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In a previous paper [Bour89] we have shown that optimization problems can be solved by 
neural networks using the competitive activation mechanism [Regg87], instead of the usual 
Hopfield model. The application studied was the scheduling of low level satellite broadcasting 
times for a given set of antennas. Several drawbacks arose in simulating some of the scenarios. 
In this paper, after a short presentation of the application, we describe the drawbacks encoun- 
tered and present a new implementation with a modified activation rule which give amazingly 
good results in each case in which it has been tested. 

I. The Application 

Low level satellites gather information during each revolution around the Earth. Since they 
have a limited amount of memory they need to send this information to a ground station, or 
antenna. This can only be done when the satellite is in sight of an idle antenna. Each satellite 
has a priority level which is related to the importance of the information it has gathered. In 
addition, there is a certain minimum broadcast time which the satellite will need to send its 
stored data. Thus, given the required broadcasting time, the priority level of each satellite and 
the time intervals within which the satellites are in sight of the various antennas, the problem 
consists of optimizing the total broadcasting time weighted by the priority of satellites. This 
optimization must be done with respect to the following constraints: 

— Only one satellite can be assigned to a given antenna at a given time. 
- The required broadcasting time of a satellite may be split between several antennas. 
— The actual broadcasting time of a satellite is no more than its required broadcast time. 
- A satellite cannot send its information to several antennas during the same time interval. 

Il. Notation 

Let 5S,,5,,...be the satellites, A,,A,,...be the antennas. 
Let U, be the required broadcasting time of S,, and p, be the priority of S,. 
Let [T;,7's] be the time interval within which S,is in sight of Ag. 
Let ((ti,r'i*)| be the time slice assigned in the solution to the ith broadcasting of S, for a given 
antenna. Then the optimization function is }} paMin[d) > (ti — ti), U,). 

@ § «6 

Il. The previous solution and its drawbacks 
We have proven in (Bour89] that, for s, a given total number of divisions of the satellite broad- 
casting times, there is an optimal solution such that the time slices (ri? 7'8*) of the solution are 
time slices resulting from the s divisions of the satellite broadcasing times (the set o,). Therefore 
the problem amounts to assigning the time slices of the set ¢ » to the satellites. To perform this 
assignment, we defined a three layer network. A competitive activation mechanism was used 
between two of the layers. The central layer consists of R nodes in which Ri, represents the 
  

t Acknowledgements: Supported in part by NASA Award NAGI-885 and ONERA-CERT. 
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assignment of satellite a to an antenna a, during the time slice s. Once the network has stabil- 
ized, the nodes of the R layer at or near unity represent the solution set; the assignment of the 
antennas to these satellites in the time slices indicated represents the network solution. 

The R nodes of the same antenna and time slice compete for activity from a node of the C 
layer; there is a node in the C layer for each antenna-time slice pairing for which multiple satel- 
lites are competing. The nodes of the T layer keep track of the amount of antenna time assigned 
to a particular satellite (there is one T node for each satellite). The activation of a T node is 
then used to modify the weights on the competitive connections between the R and C node 

layers. Initially, the weights on these connections are set to the priority of the R node’s satellite. 
As the total assigned time for a satellite increases towards its required broadcasting time, the 
weights on the connections between the corresponding R nodes (of the satellite) and C nodes 
decreases towards zero. 

The solutions with the previous network were quite good, especially for those situations in 
which there was no solution which could satisfy all of the requests; in such a situation, the 
optimal solution was reached. But two drawbacks surfaced. First, with this method, an 
interpretation of the observed activity level towards which the system converges is needed, since 
the activity level could be any real number between zero and one. An antenna is assigned during 
a time slice to the satellite with the most active R node among the time slice competitors. In 
some instances, not all of the R nodes have stabilized to their maximum or minimum activation 

level, so there is no clear-cut winner and interpretation is difficult. 

Secondly, in this method the interpretation is quite impossible when there are several 
equivalent optimal solutions. In this case the activity level is divided between R nodes which 
belong to one of the optimal solutions. Sometimes, when there are many equivalent optimal 
solutions, an R node which does not belong to one of the optimal solutions wins, producing a 
non-optimal solution. 

IV. The Revised Implementation 

The basic equation of the competitive activation mechanism is as follows. Let at) be the 
activation level of node : at time ¢ and let Jn,{t) be the summation of the inputs to node 3 for this 

time interval. Then: 

da;t) 
a = [In,t)—a,{t)] [1—a,{¢)] 

with In{t)= }) out,{t); out,(t) stands for the output from node j to node 4. Let w,; be the strength 
d 

of the link from node 7 to node 1. In our previous network, activation from node j was compett- 

tsvely distributed to node 1 and its neighbors using: 

w7a,{t)a {t) 
ds WO ( t) 

out, {t)= 

Our modification to the implementation has been to use the following activation output func- 
tions. The output from the C layer to the R layer nodes competing for a time slice on a particu- 
lar antenna is competitively distributed according to 

out,{t)= wi{t)a{t)a{t)(1 — 2 a) 

where k ranges over the competing R layer nodes. The output among competing FR layer nodes 
is out; {t)= w,{t)a{t)a{t). Along with these new output functions, we have modified the activation 
update rule for R layer nodes to be 
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<= = [In{t)—Out{t)—K(1—-a{t))a,¢)][1—a,{t)} 

where Out,t) is the sum of the outputs from node i. The C layer nodes always remain at the 
activation level 1.0. 

The activation update function for the nodes of the T layer has also been modified. Let 
rSa(t) be the activity level of Ri,. T(t)= >) d peria(t) is the activation level of the T node T, at 

a ¢ 

. , , , , _— T,(t time ¢. The weight modification function remains the same: w,(t)}= p, =) . 
a 

Our network is illustrated in figure, which shows an example with three satellites a,b,c, one 
antenna o, and three time slices 1,2,3. The two satellites a and } compete for time slice 1, 6 and 
c compete for time slice 2 and satellites a and ¢ compete for time slice 3. In the figure, the nodes 
with the number 1 in the circle are nodes with a constant activity level which equals 1. 
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The differences between the original and the new versions described here are the following: 
a) A new competitive output function distributes C layer activation among FR layer competitors. 
b) Links have been added between R nodes which compete with each other. 
c) Decay has been added to the activation rule for the nodes of the R layer. Each R node Ri, 
decays K(1—r{,)ri., at each time step, where r‘, is the activation level of the node Ri,, and Kis a 
small constant (10-*). The decay factor takes some activity from each of the R nodes at each 
time step; more activity is drained from the R nodes with low activation values than from those 
with activities close to the maximum. Thus, when a solution is possible, the decay, in combina- 
tion with the other R node inputs, produces a stable network with all R nodes at or near either 
their maximum or minimum activation values (1.0 and 0.0, respectively). 
d) Noise has been added to the activation update rule for the R nodes. At time t+dt, the new 
activation value of node 4g, is 

daft 
a{t+ dt) = at) + 5A) i ona00s + 10~*sin(10000a,(t)R} 
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where R is the number of nodes in the R layer. The noise factor breaks the symmetry given by 

totally equivalent solutions. 

V. An Example 
We have simulated the first example in (Bour89] with the new network formulation to observe 
the differences between the two methods. In the example, four satellites compete for nine time 

slices: 
  

Time Slice | O-1 | 1-2 | 2-3 | 3-4 | 4-5 | 5-6 | 6-7 | 7-8 | 8-9 
    

                      
Competing a a b a a a b b c 

Satellites b b c b c c c d d 

c d d 
  

With durations U,=5, Uj=2, U.=1 and U=1 and priorities p,=1, py=2, p.=3 and py=4. The int 

tial method produced the following results: 

* 

  

The new method gives these results: 

* * * * * 

  

With our new method, the network stabilizes with all R nodes near their maximum or minimum 

activation level. Those activations near 1.0 represent assignments of satellites to antennas for a 

particular time slice. The lower table of result shows that the system solution assigns each satel- 

lite its requested broadcasting time, using the given time slices. 

VI. Conclusions 

Several drawbacks were identified with our original solution to this problem. Modifications 

were made to the network and the activation functions, which kept the activation mechanism 

competitive. The addition of a decay factor forced the network to make a decision since nodes 

were driven to their maximum or minimum values. As the above example illustrates, the 

modified system avoids the previous drawbacks and gives definitive results for this scheduling 

optimization problem. 

[Bour89] Bourret, P., S. Goodall, and M. Samuelides. “Optimal Scheduling by Competitive 

Activation: Application to the Satellite-Antenna Scheduling Problem," Proc. IJCNN, 

]:565-572, 1989. 

([Regg87] Reggia, J. "Properties of a Competition Based Activation Mechanism in Neuromimetic 

-Networks," Proceedings First International Conf. on Neural Networks, [1:131-138, 1987. 
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DASA/LARS, A LARGE DIAGNOSTIC SYSTEM USING NEURAL NETWORKS 

Fred Casselman 
GTE Government Systems 

Command, Control and Communications Systems 
77 "A" Street 

Needham, MA 02194 

Major Jody DeJonghe Acres 
Defense Communications Agency 

Defense Communications Engineering Center (DCEC) 
1860 Wiehle Avenue 
Reston, VA 22090 

This paper describes the DASA/LARS, a large system making extensive use of neural networks to 
perform a number of diagnoses on satellite communication networks. The system was developed 
by GTE under contract DCA100-88-C-0063 to DCEC, and is currently being used operationally at 
the DSCS OC ( Defense Satellite Communications System, Operations Center) at Ft. Detrick, MD. 

DCEC's interest in neural networks was based on a desire to automatically detect anomalies that 
cannot be detected with current conventional systems. Neural networks were preferred over expert 
systems because the networks are trained from examples rather than defined by rules. 
Furthermore, neural networks have the ability to generalize, identifying problems that are not 
specifically included in the training. 

The goal for the DASA/LARS application of neural networks was to determine the usefulness of 
neural networks using live sensor information in an operational environment. As an added benefit, 
if the prototype was successful, it could be left in place with an immediate operational capability. 
The secondary goal was to learn about how to apply neural networks and what applications they 
are best suited for. This information is very valuable for future applications. 

DASA/LARS SYSTEM. Currently, the monitoring and diagnosis at the OC's are 
accomplished in part by the DSCS Automated Spectrum Analyzer (DASA). DASA isa 
conventional spectrum analyzer system that was developed and fielded employing 1970's 
technology. The system is used to diagnose spectrum anomalies associated with the Frequency 
Division Multiple Access (FDMA) satellite links and requires extensive operator involvement. The 
DASA/LARS is a DASA-like system using neural network technology to extend and automate the 
diagnoses. The system was designed using GTE's proprietary LARS™ environment for 
designing and training large back propagation type ANNs (artificial neural networks).   

The diagnoses are based on two inputs: data obtained from a swept-frequency spectrum analyzer 
and database information obtained from another OC subsystem, the DOSS computer. See Figure 
1. The spectrum analyzer monitors the satellite downlink in such a manner that all the FOMA 
carriers transmitting through the satellite may be observed. The DOSS database provides a listing 
of all the authorized carriers and their planned parameters. DASA/LARS diagnoses problems by 
comparing the observed spectral data with the planned parameters. 

DASA/LARS uses nine different ANNs to diagnose a total of thirteen different problems. See 
Figure 2. Data format problems such as wrong modulation, wrong coding, and wrong SENU 
(transmit filter) result from operator error at a satellite earth station. Data transmitted from these 
earth stations may not be usable or may interfere with data transmitted from other earth stations. 
Problems such as saturated transponder occur when the transponder operates in a non-linear region. 
due to excessive power demands. This can cause severe degradation of service to the users and 
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often results from one or more earth stations inadvertently increasing their power beyond 

authorized limits. Autotrack failure is a type of earth station failure which will degrade data 

transmitted from and received by that earth station. 
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FIGURE 2: APPLICATION OF ANN'S IN DASA/LARS 

DESIGN AND TRAINING. The challenge was to employ neural network technology to the 
maximum extent reasonable to diagnose the satellite communication problems. The symptoms for 

many of these problems were not well understood at the start. In order to characterize the 

symptoms and develop training examples, extensive recordings were made at the ITF (Integrated 

Test Facility) at Fort Monmouth, NJ. The ITF has a satellite simulator as well as a large 
population of earth station equipment. Most of the end problems of interest were simulated at the 
ITF and subsequently studied extensively in order to define the features which would categorize 

each problem into a distinct class. The following paragraphs describe the design and training 
approaches used for three of the more interesting diagnostic features. 
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Saturated Transponder, This feature diagnoses the onset of transponder saturation. The examples 
of transponder saturation simulated and recorded at the ITF were initially studied to see which 
phenomenon might be used for the diagnosis. Of several possible phenomena, the only one 
consistently present was the occurrence of one or more carriers whose power was higher than 
predicted, causing the remaining carriers to be suppressed (or attenuated). The closer the 
transponder was to saturation, the more pronounced this phenomenon tended to become. The 
resulting design first measured the carrier levels in terms of C/kT (ratio of carrier power to noise 
power density), compared these measurements with expected levels, and used this difference data 
to train a neural network. The network was trained to recognize four different levels of saturation, 
ranging from an early warning indication to total saturation . By recognizing the onset of 
saturation, the offending carrier(s) can be identified and the problem corrected before performance 
is affected. 

In addition to training on the simulated data, the training set was supplemented with hand 
constructed counter-examples of cases likely to cause misdiagnosis. The concern was that some 
combinations of rainfall (which attenuates all carriers) and permissible carrier power variations 
might mimic symptoms of saturation. The examples were easily generated by applying common 
sense reasoning. This demonstrated the ease by which a neural network can often be molded and 
manipulated to perform as desired. The saturated transponder design used a 4-layer network and a 
total of 131 training examples. 

Data Format Problems. This category of faults pertains to individual carriers and includes wrong 
modulation, wrong coding, and wrong SENU (transmit filter). This is a complex diagnostic task 
since each carrier has a unique spectral shape. The first step in the diagnosis is to normalize each 
carrier to a common bandwidth by applying a spline interpolation algorithm. Next, theoretical 
templates are constructed for each carrier for the nominal case and for all the possible data format 
faults. The parameters obtained from the DOSS data base are used to construct these templates. 
The nominal template is subtracted from the carrier and the difference is fed into the neural network 
which decides if this is a good fit. If not, all the fault templates are subtracted from the carrier and 
the differences are fed into the neural network, one at a time. The network determines which, if 
any, of these templates provides a good fit. If the neural network does not recognize any of the 
conditions, a diagnosis of "misshapen" will be reported. The design for the neural network to 
detect data format faults underwent the greatest change during the project. It was originally 
thought that it would be possible to use some average of carriers measured at the ITF as the basis 
for template formation. Experience demonstrated that this gave inadequate performance, though it 
was possible to compensate for some of the distortions by a complex adjustment procedure. In the 
end, it was decided that nothing short of a complete theoretical calculation of templates would 
suffice, and this was the approach finally adopted. 

  

At first glance, finding the degree to which templates fit may appear to be a trivial problem, not 
requiring the power of a neural network. However, it turns out that actual carriers have certain 
regular types of minor deviations from theoretical. These deviations were easily accommodated by 
modeling the deviations in the training examples and also by including simulated and actual carriers 
in the training set. The data format design used a 4-layer network and a total of about 500 training 
examples. 

The sensitivity of the design may be adjusted by the selection of the training examples. For 
instance, if one uses a training set with large deviations as opposed to small deviations, there will 
be (1) an increased occurrence of declaring faulty carriers as normal, (2) a decrease in false alarms 
for normal carriers that have substantial irregularities, and (3) a decrease in the occurrence of the 
"misshapen" diagnosis. 

  

Autotrack Failure. A failure of an earth station's autotrack feature will result in failure of the 
antenna to track diurnal variation due to orbital incline. This will result in significant losses during 
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certain times of the day, and produces a very predictable carrier level pattern over a 24 hour period. 

Collecting autotrack failure data would have been time consuming and would have disrupted the 

normal operation of the system. The design, therefore, was based on purely theoretical training 

examples. A mathematical description of the orbital mechanics yielded training examples for the 

various types of periodic power variation patterns to be expected. Preprocessing by an FFT 

proved successful in isolating the periodic components. The design used a 4-layer network and a 

total of 17 training examples. 

TEST AND EVALUATION. Four days of testing to a DCEC test plan was performed on the 

system at the ITF in November 1988. As a result of this testing, design updates were made and a 

final four days of testing was conducted at the ITF in April 1989. All diagnostic features appeared 
to work correctly, with a few exceptions where it had not been possible, within the limited time 

span of the effort, to adequately model, simulate, or otherwise characterize the fault. 

The system was then installed at the satellite operations-center (OC) at Fort Detrick. MD. It was 

operated for a period and appeared to be performing exactly as it had at the ITF. A plan is 
presently being formulated for performing operational testing, following which the system will be 

turned over to the operators for their use. The system was designed at the outset as an operational 

system and as such includes extensive user friendly features. A complete user's manual has been 

produced which describes the theory and operation of the system. 

DASA/LARS ENHANCEMENTS. It became obvious during design and development that 
the neural network approach could easily deal with a yet richer information source. Richer 

information would enhance the quality of the diagnoses and extend the diagnoses to a larger class 

of problems. One candidate source is an enhanced spectrum analyzer which would provide phase 

information in addition to amplitude information. Vector analyzers of this sort are available off the 

shelf. Another candidate source is data from other OC subsystems. Some of these subsystems 
have information available directly from the satellite which could greatly strengthen the diagnoses. 

Another enhancement would be to utilize an expert system following the neural network diagnoses. 
By this means, the operator could be presented with specific recommendations for corrective action 
rather than a raw diagnosis. This enhancement is in accord with the goals of increasing the 

effectiveness of satellite network control while reducing staffing requirements. Future upgrades 

will consider these enhancements. 

CONCLUSION. The conclusion is that back propagation ANN technology is sufficiently 
mature for use in building operational diagnostic systems of a large scale. The approach of 

defining the problem by means of training examples has proven to yield rapid designs. Training 

examples may be readily used from a variety of sources such as real data, simulated data, 
theoretical data, and examples constructed by common sense reasoning. The back propagation 

type network provides a memory-efficient means for storing large numbers of training examples 
and a computationally-efficient means for applying the examples to perform the diagnoses. 
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ABSTRACT 

Scheduling data path operations into control steps is a crucial step in automatic synthesis of digital systems 
from behavioural specifications. This has been proven to be an NP-complete optimisation problem. This 
paper presents a new scheduling algorithm based on Kohonen’s rule for self organisation. The algorithm’s 
performance on well known benchmark examples is on par with the best reported in the field. We present 
a few such examples. The salient points of the algorithm are an inherent hill climbing mechanism, efficient 
implementation on massively parrallel structures and the ability to cope with a comprehensive set of con- 
straints. 

1.0 Introduction 

In this section we give an overview of high level synthesis and concentrate on scheduling as its subtask. 

High level synthesis of digital systems consists of translating an abstract behavioural specification of the 
System to a register transfer level structure. This is usually achieved in four steps: 

1. Translating the abstract behaviour expressed in algorithmic style to a graph based representation. This 
graph, structurally represents the control and data dependencies of the operations in the behaviour. The 
graph is usually called control and data flow graph (CDFG). 

2. This step is concerned with allocation of hardware resource. These are functional units like adders, 
multipliers etc, to realise operations, registers to store intermediate results between control steps and lastly 
busses and muxes for transferring data. Often only functional units are explicitly allocated and an attempt 
is made during scheduling (Step 3) and later during binding (Step 4) to minimise the use of registers, 
busses and muxes. 

3. In this step operations are assigned to control steps or clock cycles. This is called operation scheduling 
and is the main concern of this paper. The primary objective of scheduling is to minimise the number of 
control steps required to fulfill a behaviour, given a certain amount of hardware resource. Alternately, 
given a global time constraint the scheduler could be asked to minimise the amount of resource required. 

Steps 2 and 3 are highly interdependent and are not necessarily done in the order presented here. It is 
common to iterate between them to improve the overall peformance of the system. 

Scheduling is crucial as it directly influences the following cost variables of the synthesised structure: 
a. The number and type of functional units. A smart scheduler can schedule a behaviour in same number 
of control steps using fewer functional units. This is illustrated by one of the example in section 4. By 
serialising data independent arithmetic operations, it can influence replacement of many single functional 
units like adders, subtractors by one multifunction ALU. 

b. Timing constraints on functional units. By increasing the number of control steps between data de- 
pendent operations it can suggest use of slower and thereby cheaper functional unit in terms of area. 

c. The storage requirements (registers, memory). As the schedule decides how many intermediate results 
must be held at any instance, it influences the storage requirement. 

d. Scheduling together with binding also influences the data transfer requirements. 
The above cost variables are what a scheduler should minimise in proportion of their hardware area cost. 

4. The last step in data path synthesis is binding allocated functional units to specific operations, registers 
and other storage elements to specific intermediate results and architecting muxes and/or busses to reallise 
data transfers. 

2.0 Related work 

In this section we briefly review the scheduling techniques in use and their associated problems. 

The simplest technique is to let the user do the scheduling. This was used in the Silc system, one of the 
earliest so called silicon compilation systems. Combinatorial explosion rules out applicability of this tech- 
nique for even modest size problems. 
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The simplest automatic technique is known as As Soon As Possible (ASAP) scheduling. This approach was 
used in CATREE and the Emerald/Facet systems among others. If the amount of hardware is restricted, 
the operations are conditionally postponed when there is a resource conflict. This approach was_ used in 
the MIMOLA, CMUDA and Flamel systems. The problem with this technique is that often less critical 
operations block more critical ones, resulting in longer than necessary schedules. 

This problem is alleviated in list scheduling algorithms. In list scheduling, operations are sorted according 
to their data and control dependencies. These are then scheduled one at a time in the order in which they 
are sorted. If there is a resource conflict a priority function is used to decide which operations to defer. 
The priority function usually only considers the local effect of assigning operations to control steps, result- 
ing in locally minimum solutions. The priority function varies across the systems using this technique, 
examples of which are SLICER, EMUCS and CATHEDRALZ-II. 

Force directed scheduling as used in the HAL system tries to overcome the problem of locally minimum 
solutions by taking into account more global effect of assigning an operation to a control step. At each 
iteration an operation is assigned to a control step which causes the least increase in overall concurrency 
of operation, storage and interconnect requirement, weighed in proportion to their hardware area cost. 
Though this algorithm is more global at each iteration, it is essentially a steepest decent algorithm. Once 
an operation has been assigned to a control step, its assignment is not reconsidered: It lacks a hill climbing 
mechanism. 

Devadas and Newton incorporates a hill cllimbing mechanism in their system by using an algorithm based 
on simulated annealing. They use a complex cost function and model the problem as a placement prob- 
lem, an area where simulated annealing has been very successfull. The best that can be said about the 
difficulty in parallelising simulated annealing is that it not easy: the tradeoff between accuracy and speed is 
tricky. 

The algorithm described in this paper is inherently parallel in nature, has a hill climbing mechanism and 
has a built in cost weighing mechanism which allows it to do tradeoffs in functional unit, register and 
interconnect requirements based on their hardware area cost. It is similar to HAL in the sense that it 
reduces the resource usage by trying to uniformly distribute them over control steps as much as possible. It 
differs from HAL and others in: a) treating schedule space as a continuous space. b) all operations 
influence assignment of an operation to a position in the schedule space; HAL considers the effect of the 
assignment On concurrency of only successors and predecessors. c) it evalauates several solutions many of 
them worse than previous, before settling for a near minimal solution. 

3.0 The Self Organising Scheduling Algorithm 

The primary input to the algorithm is a control and data flow graph (CDFG). It is a directed graph (V, A). 
V is a set of nodes corresponding to the operations to be scheduled. A C V x J, is set of arcs connecting 
nodes of V, these are called data arcs. 
Besides CDFG, the other input to the algorithm is a set of constraints to be satisfied. These constraints 
take the following form: 

. Type and number of functional units. 
F=[(TM%, M1), (Tz, N2),... (Ti, Ni),... (Ta, Nm)] 
Where Ti is the ith functional unit type and Mi is the number of functional units of type Ti. As the user 
does not know how many units are needed Ni is kept sufficiently large. 

. A function g, mapping Vto F; g: V — T. 

. Global time constraint MAX_K, cycle time and propogation delay of each functional unit type. 

The output from the algorithm is a schedule table S = MAX_KXF showing which operation has been 
assigned to which control step. The number of units of type 7i actually used are generally less than Ni, 
decided by the maximum used in any contol step for each type. 

The components and organisation of the network used in the algorithm is as follows: The network is made 
up of an input node pair / = (/k, /t), a set of output nodes V corresponding to the operations to be 
scheduled. Every output node v € V is connected to the input nodes (/, /:) by a weight pair Wv= (Wx, 
Wr). Let /« and /t be continuous random variables having uniform probablity distribution over the range 
1..MAX_K and 1..N respectively. Where, MAX_K is the maximum number of control steps and A is the 
total number of functional units of all types. Further, let every output node v € V occupy a place in the 
rectangular space MAX_K XN as specified by its associated weight pair (Wk, Wr. Then by applying 
Kohonen’s algorithm for self orgainsation to adapt the weight pairs, we would uniformly distribute the 
output nodes V over the space MAX_KXN. 
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We use the following concepts to describe the algorithm: 

The data dependency distance between two data dependent operation is defined to be the longest path 
between them in the CDFG (V, A). 

At any instance ¢, the neighbourhood NEv(t) of operation v is defined as the set of predecessors and 
successors to v whose dependency distance with v is less than o(t). a(t) is initially large and slowly de- 
creases over time. 

We also use a gain term which is a function of dependency distance x and the current neighbourhood 
value and the initial neighbourhood JN/T_g. It also decreases with time and is defined as follows: 

  ) (=) ,», t= ——sae 

nG V2 (INIT_o - o(t) + 1) PN oft) ? 
With every operation is associated a time frame and type frame. The time frame of an operation is defined 
as the range of control steps between ASAP and ALAP values. The ASAP and ALAP values are deter- 
mined by performing as soon as possible and as late as possible scheduling. Each functional unit type Ti 
occupies a contiguous slot of length Niin the N dimension of the schedule space S = MAX_KX<N. This 
slot is called the type frame of operations which are mapped to this type by the function g: V -+ F. 

The Algorithm: 
Step 1. Initialise the positions, i.e, the weight pairs Wv= (Wt, Wr) of all operations to small random values. 

Set the initial value of o(t) to INIT_o. We found that setting /NIT_o to half the critical path in 
CDFG (V, A) was adequate. 

Step 2. Present a new input by generating a random vector I(t) = ( In(t), I(t) ), such that probablity 
distribution of /x and /: are uniform over the ranges /..MAX_K and 1..N. 

Step 3. Compute the distance div between /(t) and the weight pair Wv(t) of all operations whose time 
frame and type frame includes the vector /(t). 
  

4,2 VL) -W0)? + a.) - Wit)? 
@ is a control parameter. It takes values: ~ > 1.0. When q@ is one, the algorithm tries to position 
operations such that euclidean distance between them is as uniform as possible. By making it 
more than one we make the algorithm more sensitive to the K (control step) dimension of the 
schedule space. And by making a proportional to the area cost of resources, we enable the 
algorithm to do tradeoffs based on the area cost of resources. 

Step 4. Select the operation v* with the minimum distance div. 

Step 5. Update the positions of operation v* and its neighbours by adapting the weights as follows: 
Wv(t+l) = W(t) + n(x,t) (I(t) + min_dist (v, v*) - Wv(t)) 
For v € NEv*(t). 
Here x is the dependency distance between v and v* 

min_dist (v, v*) is similar to data dependency distance, except that it takes into account 
the actual propogation delays and the effect of alligning operations to control step 
boundaries. Plus sign is used if v is successor of v* and minus Sign if v is predecessor to 

v". The above equation shows that both Wk and W: weights of v* and its neighbours are adapted. 
But in reality Wr weights are adapted for v* and only those neighbours which are mapped to the 
Same operation type. 

Step 6. Decrease a(t). Repeat by going to STEP 2 until o(t) < 1.0. 

Step 7. Round the Wx weights of operations to nearest control step or time boundary if the operations are 
chained in a control step. 

AS every output node is connected to the input nodes by an independent weight pair, we can compute the 
distance function of STEP 3 simultaneously for all Output nodes, if massively parallel structures were 
available. Same holds for step 5. 
Initially, when the gain and the neighbourhood is large (analogous to high temperature in simulated an- 
nealing). Operations can move over large distances, influence far off neighbours and ignore the presence 
of other operations. As the neighbourhood and gain decrease with number of iterations, operations move 
smaller distances, influence closer neighbours and become sensitive to the presence of other opera- 
tions. This annealing like behaviour is responsible for the hill climbing mechanism in the algorithm. 
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4.0 Results 

We ran the algorithm on a number of benchmark and other examples of moderate to large size. The result 
in all cases were on par with the best reported in the literature. Here, we present two of these examples: 

The fifth order eclliptic wave filter from KUNG85 was used as a benchmark in 1988 workshop on High 
level synthesis and has been used by HAL88 and others. This example has 43 operations subjected to 60 
data precedence constraints. We use this example to demonstrate the algorithm’s ability to handle multi- 
cycle operations and pipelined units. Like HAL88, we assume addition and multiplication takes one and 
two control steps respectively. A multiplier is a two stage pipelined unit and coefficients are not necessarily 
multiples of two, so multiplication is not performed by a shifter. 
We set the global time constraint to 19 and 17 control steps and made available more than the necessary 
number of functional units. In the first case the algorithm found the cheapest schedule using 2 adders and 
1 multiplier. In the second case it found the fastest schedule using 3 adders and 2 multipliers. In terms of 
number of functional units this is equivalent to HAL88. The results are summarised in Table 1. 

Our next example is borrowed from MAHA86 and used by PAULIN88. This example illustrates the 
algorithm’s ability to handle mutiple operations per cycle. Briefly the constraints are: four control steps, 
more than necessary adders and subtractors, both having a propagation delay of 40 ns and a cycle time of 
100 ns. The results are summarised in Table 2. 

Self organised HAL88 Scheduler KUNG85 

component 19 17 19 17 17 

adder (+) + ++ + + + + 

r (*) * * * ss 

time (secs) 6 min 2 min. 3 min 3 min 

  

Table 1. Results of the fifth order eccliptic wave filter. 

Note for KUNG§8S5S the multipliers are not pipelined 
  

  

  

  

    

PAULINS88 Sent organised MAHA86 

Control 
component Ss 4 4 4 

adder (+) + + ++ + + 

subtractor (—) -- -- --- 

time (secs) N.A 3 min N.A           
Table 2. Results of the MAHA code sequence example. 

5.0 Conclusion 

We have presented a new algorithm for scheduling data path operations using Kohonen’s Self Organising 
algorithm. We have also presented the alogorithm’s performance on well known benchmark example and 
other example taken from current literature. We are presently working on extending the algorithm to 
handle algorithmic pipelining. 
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Abstract 

A conceptual neural network has been substantially advanced to deal with a larger class of problems. When the 
target outputs are not known in advance and must be generated in real-time, reinforcement learning can be 
implemented using an appropriate performance function and/or a human expert. A simulation shows how to use the 
conceptual neural network for the preliminary development of an autopilot model for a high performance aircraft. 
The essence of this technique is to provide precise control of the aircraft during flight maneuvers utilizing an 
appropriately constructed cost function which characterizes the physics of the maneuver. During training, the 
network first learns a function to capture the aircraft and then it learns to generalize the function to reliably perform 
the flight maneuver. It is significant that when the autopilot represented in the neural network is engaged, it 
generates functions that provide autopilot command signals to the normal aircraft control system for a wide range of 
off-conditions. This indicates that the neural networks may enable the expansion of autopilot functions of use for 
aircraft control problems. 

Introduction 

Previous research investigations dealt with the feasibility of using a conceptual neural network for robotics. The 
research work discovered that neural networks are capable of generalizing unknown topological inverse kinematic 
transformations. Initial studies involving robots showed that a neural network theory can generalize transformations 
from cartesian end-point coordinates to joint angle coordinates based only on correct input and output examples of 
the mapping - supervised learning [1]. 

This current research work deals with the problem of learning an unknown transformation when there are no output 
examples of the transformation, but there is a predefined performance criteria or human expert which grades the 
performance of the network - reinforcement learning. For instance, in flight control, when controlling the longitudinal 
axis of the aircraft, it is not known apriori what the appropriate control system input should be to perform a 
particular flight maneuver. 

The purpose of this article is to show the potential neural networks hold for the real-time control of aircraft. As an 
example, to assess the capabilities of a neural network for real-time flight control, computer simulations of a high 
performance aircraft integrated with a neural network were performed. For these simulations straight-and-level 
flight was chosen for the flight maneuver. 

Aircraft Model 

The aircraft model simulator used in this research was developed at the NASA Ames Dryden Research Center, 
Edwards, California by Mr. Eugene L. Duke. This model consists of a detailed, full-envelope non-linear aerodynamic 
model, a complete non-linear control system model, and a simplified linear thrust model. The vehicle represented by 
this model would be that of a modern fighter aircraft such as the F-15, F-16 or F-18. The simulator is written in the 
FORTRAN language. 

The nonlinear equations of motion used in the program are general six-degree of freedom equations depicting the 
flight dynamics of a rigid aircraft flying in a stationary atmosphere over a flat non-rotating earth. The simulation 
program contains a 120 variable observation vector of such observables as surface deflections and power settings and 
a 30 parameter control vector corresponding to such parameters as pilot stick and throttle. For further details of the 
aircraft model see reference [2]. 
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For the experiment reported in this article, the simulation was limited to a two-degree of freedom model in which 
angle of attack and pitch rate were allowed to vary but velocity, angle of sideslip, roll rate, and yaw rate were fixed. 
Thus altitude and pitch attitude were controlled indirectly using the longitudinal command signal. Which through the 
aircraft control system model, directly controlled longitudinal surfaces that generated pitch rate and ultimately 
changed angle of attack. A simplified representation of the model being controlled with the neural autopilot is taken 
from [3] and is shown in Figure 1. 
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Figure 1. Simplified longitudinal model of the high performance aircraft and its control system     
  

Cost Function 

The performance criteria or cost function J for the flight dynamics of the longitudinal axis of the aircraft during 
straight-and-level flight can be described by the following equation: 

J =H +(dH/dt) t + (d7H/dt?) 2 (1) 

where H is the height above or below the desired altitude of flight in units of feet. When the above expression for J is 
minimized, the flight path is constant and there is straight-and-level flight. 

To use the cost function to control an unknown system, the desired control input U_7,,;,.4 (target for reinforcement 
learning) at time (t), is selected in the direction of increased performance of the unknown system by the following 
equations: 

Unesire yo? = Undosire ey + 4\U Reinforcement (2a) 

U desire AS = Unesire vv - 4\U De-reinforcement (2b) 

where /\U is a change applied to increase performance in the next time-step. The value of U,,.;,.,7 is then used as a 

target to train the neural network. 

Reinforcement/De-reinforcement Learnin 

In order to understand how the conceptual neural network has been advanced to deal with a larger class of problems 
we construct a closed-loop model which integrates a neural network with the aircraft system (see Figure 2a). For this 
system, input/output examples or more specifically the target outputs are not available. These target outputs must be 
determined dynamically during the training cycle for the neural network. 
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    Figure 2a. Closed loop system of neural network and aircraft model during network training.   
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At the first time-step the elevator settin from the performance function is input into the aircraft model control 
system. The parameters H, dH/dt and d°H/dt“ which are observable output signals from the aircraft model enter 
the performance function and are used to calculate the current value of the cost function. Then the parameters of the 
cost function and the pitch of the aircraft were input into the network generating a network output. 

If the cost function is closer to minimization then at the previous time-step, then at next instant of time the elevator 
setting is incremented by a predetermined quantized setting (Equation 2a). This new elevator setting then defines the 
desired target for network learning. This desired target with H, dH/dt and d H/dt* as inputs are used to adapt the 
weights of the neural network. 

On the otherhand, if the calculated cost function is not minimized from the elevator setting at the previous time-step, 
then the elevator setting is decremented by a predetermined quantized setting (Equation 2b). 

After training the neural network is used to control the unknown system in real-time and it does not lag one time- 
step behind the operation of the unknown system as it does while training. (See Figure 2b). 
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Figure 2b. System during autopilot operation.       

Neural Network Autopilot Application 

The neural network used for this application was a layered network of three layers. Each layer of the network 
completely connected to the next layer only. Back-propagation of errors was used as the update rule to change the 
network weights. When to apply the update rule was determined by reinforcement learning as described. The 
network was configured with 4 input processing units, 8 hidden layer units and 1 output unit. The network input and 
output representation is as follows: | 

  

  

INPUTS OUTPUTS 

H, height above target height Aircraft elevator control (DEX) 
dH/dt 
dH /dt? 
Aircraft pitch rate   

The neural network was developed in software and was interfaced to the non-linear high performance aircraft model. 
The elevator setting is used to control the flight of the aircraft for 100 milliseconds. The initial connection strengths 
of the network before learning were set to values randomly distributed within the range -0.2 to 0.2. 

The real-numbers representing observable parameters of the aircraft system are encoded as neural signals (firing 
rates) within the neural network by entering them into the first layer of the neural network. The input signals vary 
over a wide range and scaling of the signals was required. The input signals were scaled using a hyperbolic tangent 
function (tanh) in order to emphasize the mid range about zero of the input signal information. 

Results 

Figures 3 shows the flight path of the simulated aircraft for target heights above and below the training height. Three 
different target heights of 15000, 15200 and 14900 feet are shown. 

Figure 4 shows the deviation about the target height. The maximum deviation above target height is 3.13 feet, the 
maximum deviation below target height is -1.9ft. 

Figure 5 shows the flight path for the aircraft when the thrust is varied. Notice that the neural autopilot compensates 
for the variation in thrust and controls the aircraft to the target height. 
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Figure 5. 

Conclusion 

Neural networks provide a potential tool for the development of a neural autopilot for highly maneuverable aircraft. 
They can be used as described here to control the longitudinal flight path of a high-performance aircraft model by 
training the network on an appropriately constructed cost function. _ 

This reveals that the neural networks may enable the expansion of autopilot functions to control the thrust, lateral 
stick and rudder for flight maneuvers. We will develop these neural autopilot functions for high performance aircraft 
at a later date for live experimental flight test maneuvers. 
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Abstract 

A significant problem associated with application of the Back Propagation learning paradigm for pattern 
classification is the lack of high accuracy in generalization when the domain is large. In this paper we describe a 
multiple neural network system, which uses two self-organizing neural networks that work as teaching data filters 
(feature extractors), producing information that is used to train a generalization neural network. We find that the 
modular neural network system described in this paper learns fast and generalizes very efficiently. The technique 
was successfully applied to the selection of control rules for a Traveling Salesman Problem (TSP) heuristic, thus 
making the TSP heuristic adaptive to the input problem instance. In these experiments, the multiple neural networks 
system was trained with a collection of 50 problems and achieved 100% accuracy in identifying the best control 
rules for the problems in the training set. These networks correctly classified 47 of 50 test problems not contained in 
the training set. In parallel experiments with single generalizing neural networks (with differing numbers of layers 
and topologies), generalization accuracy rates were in the 10-20% range. The high accuracy in the multiple network 
system described in this paper is especially noteworthy because, despite the importance of the problem in 
Operations Research, there was only a very limited body of knowledge upon which to base the control rule selection 
decision until this study was carried out. In addition, the results shown here should generalize to many applications 
employing back propagation for large domain data classification. 

1 Introduction 

The back propagation (BP) learning paradigm [1] is very popular among neural network researchers due to 
its property of capturing high order structure inherent in the data. But, the accuracy of generalization depend upon 
many factors. They are i) Network topology selection, ii) Network learning parameters selection, iii) Maintaining 
rotation and translation invariant feature extraction of teaching patterns. iv) Completeness of representation of the 
problem space in the teaching patterns. The key to high accuracy in generalization is human identification of the 
Salient invariant features in the input problem and presentation of these features to the neural network. 

The BP networks have a problem of handling input descriptors of high cardinality. One way of reducing the 
cardinality of the training data would be to decrease the resolution of the input/output descriptors, but this would 
lead to lot of information loss. The other way is to use some kind of data compression. In this paper we describe a 
multiple neural network system which uses the BP self-organizing network [2] to eliminate the ambient noise, 
created during data encoding and thus produce a concentrated high order form of the training input/output. This 
filtered training data is then used to train the BP generalization network. [3] The BP generalization network which is 
trained with these high order concentrated features Clearly outperformed BP generalization networks that were 
exposed to training data without the feature extraction. We illustrate this point by the following Operations 
Research application. 

The Traveling Salesman Problem (TSP) is one example of a classical NP-complete problem, a problem that 
is inherently difficult and the time required to find an exact solution increases exponentially with the number of 
Stops. Since optimal algorithms are highly unlikely to solve large problems, a heuristic is used by stopping with a 
suboptimal solution. We use a selection-insertion type of tour construction heuristic as reported by Golden and 
Stewart [4], in which stops not yet in the tour are selected according to some selection criterion (control rule1), and 
inserted into the growing tour in a position determined by an insertion criterion (control rule2). The algorithm 
repeats until all stops are in the tour. There are 6 selection rules and 6 insertion rules. For example, one could select 
the stop point closest to some stop already in the growing tour and insert in the position that cause the least increase 
in the total distance. This would be the nearest neighbor selection rule and cheapest insertion rule. Thus there are 36 
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different combinations of selection and insertion rules. | 

This TSP heuristic is static, meaning, the same predetermined combination of the selection-insertion rule 

remains in effect until all stops are in the tour and for all types of problems. The multiple neural network system 

described in this paper helps in the selection of the selection-insertion rule best suited to a given instance of the 

problem. This makes the TSP heuristic adaptive to the input problem instance. Manual or Automatic selection of 

these rules has been impossible as there is a very limited body of knowledge upon which to base the decision. In the 

following sections we describe this multiple neural network system and present the experimental results. 

2 System Overview 

The architecture of the complete system is shown in Figure 1. It basically consists of three Stages which are 

described in more detail in following sections. The first stage serves to create and encode the domain specific data. 

The raw problem data consists of cartesian coordinates of stop location. This data 1S pre-processed to make it 
invariant to scaling and rotation, producing a 30 unit problem descriptor vector. This encoded data is used as input 

to the stop data feature extraction (SDFE) network . The raw performance data consists of 36 values of distances. 
These distances represent the total mileage of the tour, generated by the TSP heuristic for a given combination of 

the rule. The 36 values are normalized between 0 and 1.0 in the output encoding module which is used in the 
performance feature extraction (PFE) network. These are the performance descriptors the system has to categorize 

during on-line recall. The second stage extracts the features from the problem/performance descriptors and feeds 
the resulting feature vector train to the generalizing network. The SDFE vectors and the PFE vectors are stored in 

two separate files. These two files are then used to train the generalizing network. Thus, we have 3 off-line trained 
networks which we can now use for on-line recall. The third stage shows the on-line generalization run, resulting in 
the rule recommendation vector. The reconstruction network is shown in dotted lines because it is used only during 
the on-line recall phase, and no learning occurs here. The trained weights are copied from the PFE network. The 

reconstruction network is precisely the bottom half of the PFE network after training. 
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In Figure 2, we illustrate an information flow diagram during the on-line recall phase once all of the 
networks have been trained. The new testing stop data is presented to the data encoding module, which produces a 
30 unit problem descriptor vector. This problem descriptor is exposed to the SDFE network which intern produces 
the 4 unit stop data feature vector. This stop data feature vector is then exposed to the trained generalization 
network. The generalizing network on recall, produces the 4 unit feature recommendation vector, which is 
presented to the reconstruction network. The original dimension of 36 unit performance vector is generalized by the 
reconstruction network. This vector is decoded by using a high value close to 1.0 to represent the best selection- 
insertion control rule combination for the given instance of the test Stop data. Finally, the raw stop data and the best 
tule combination is presented to the TSP heuristic, which in turn produces a TSP tour. 

3 Data Encoding 

Neural networks have the inability to recognize shifted or rotated versions of patterns used in training. Our solution 
to this difficulty is to represent the input data in a way that is invariant to shifts and rotation. Therefore pattern 
encoding of the input data is carried out before presentation to the neural networks as shown in Fig. 1. The raw 
problem data consists of the stop point coordinates, their demands for service, and the number of available vehicles 
and their capacities. All of the problems had 100 stop points. To adequately represent the stop data we used a real 
valued vector of length 30 and a real valued vector of length 36 to represent the performance of the TSP heuristic. 
Problem Descriptor 1. The geographical area is normalized into a 100 X 100 Square area, then partitioned into 
frequency classes by concentric rings. We used 10 frequency classes and this 10 valued vector represented the 
percentage of the stop points observed in each of the 10 areas defined by the rings. 
Problem Descriptor 2. To assure that tightly clustered groups of stops were adequately represented, we also 
calculated the mean distance of the stops within each area from the ring that forms the inner boundary of the region. 
The values were normalized into proportionate distances from the inner ring boundary, defining a corresponding 
vector of real values, each between zero and one. 
Problem Descriptor 3. Angles between pairs of adjacent stops with respect to the center of the region were used as 
the third input descriptor. The purpose is to capture clustering in radial sense relative to the depot. Frequency 
counts within 10 classes were taken and a 10-unit vector of proportions within the classes was used as the 
descriptor. Again note that the descriptor is independent of the radial location of a cluster of stops, but does provide 
a measure of the relative dispersion of the stop points. 
Performance Descriptor. The TSP heuristic were run 36 times with each combination of selection-insertion rule. 
Each of the 36 performance values produced by the TSP heuristic, represented in miles are then normalized with 
respect to the worst and the best rule combination during output pattern encoding. The value 0 representing the 
worst rule combination and value 1 representing the best rule combination. All the values between 0 and 1 represent 
the quality of the route length relative to the best combination, this is important information we wish to capture. We 
also realized that the relative performance of the rule combination (Rule1/Rule3, Rule2/Rule6 ..) WaS Sensitive to 
the presence of the clustering in the location of the stop points. 

4 Neural Network Architectures 

We have used basically three types of neural networks, BP self-organizing feature extraction neural networks, a BP 
generalization neural network and a feed forward reconstruction network. 
BP Self-organizing Neural Networks: As Figure 1 illustrates, the encoded problem data is presented to a SDFE 
network. The role of this network is to concentrate the problem descriptors into high order features that can later be 
used to train the generalization network. The self-organizing paradigm forms an compact internal representation of 
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its environment. In the TSP application, we choose to concentrate the data to a feature vector of 4 real numbers. 

The number of hidden units required to represent the data was determined empirically. We expect that 4 to 6 units 

would be adequate for many applications. The SDFE network has a 5-layer fan-in/fan-out architecture. The 

network is trained with back propagation in an unsupervised mode, accomplished by setting the 30 output unit 

values equal to the value of the 30 input units. Through this process of learning its own input, the weights are 

adjusted in such a way that the activations of the 4 units in the middle layer summarize high order features of the 
input problem that can be used in the subsequent classification. The PFE network is similar to the one explained 
above, except that the input/output layer has 36 units. 

BP Generalization Neural Network: This is a typical feedforward network, trained with the error back propagation 

learning algorithm. The network has 4 unit input layer, two hidden layers of 20 units each and an output layer of 4 
units. During off-line training, the generalization neural is trained using the 4 unit vector from the SDFE network as 
teaching input and the corresponding 4 unit vector from the PFE network as teaching output. 
Feed-forward Reconstruction Network: As Figure 2 illustrates, the feature recommendation vector that is 

generalized from the trained generalization network is presented to the reconstruction network. No training occurs 

in this network, it is used only during the generalizing phase of the system. The reconstruction network has the 

same topology of the PFE network, but only the bottom half. Once the PFE network is trained, the weights and 
biases are transferred to the reconstruction network. So, when the the feature recommendation vector is presented, 

it remaps the reduced dimensional features back to the 36 unit original dimension with minimum average deviation 
from all the patterns presented to the system during training. The output layer uses a high value close to 1.0 to 

represent the best rule combination for a given instance of a problem. 

5 Simulation Results and Conclusions 

The purpose of the initial simulations was to determine if the BP generalization network would be capable of 

categorizing 36 distinct classes. The encoded stop location data and the encoded 36 relative performances of the 
TSP heuristic 
were presented to a single BP generalization network. Several experiments were conducted on the single 

generalization with differing numbers of layers, topologies and learning parameters. These experiments typically 
recommended the best rule combination with only 10-20% accuracy. This led us to more experiments with the 
multiple neural network system. 

We trained each of the networks with 50 problem patterns. The SDFE network was trained with 50 problem 
descriptors and the results of the run were stored in a file. This file contained 50 vectors of 4 units. The PFE 

network was trained with 50 performance descriptors and the results of the run were stored in a file. This file 

contained 50 vectors of 4 units. These two files were used as teaching input and teaching output for the generalizing 

network. All the networks were trained on an IBM 3090 computer. After the network system was trained the 
weights were downloaded to a SUN workstation. In testing the on-line recall of the multiple neural network system, 
we ran 50 problems that the system was not exposed to. Each problem was run with each of the 36 alternative TSP 
heuristic solvers, to provide an accurate measure of the multiple neural network system. Testing on the new 50 

problems achieved an accuracy rate of 94%. This is in contrast to 10-20 % accuracy with single generalizing neural 

networks. 

The results of the simulations indicate that the proposed method of using high order concentrated features to 
train BP generalizing networks, yields very high accuracy rates. We expect that the results of this research will 
apply to a wide variety of applications, to improve the accuracy of categorization in back propagation networks with 
large numbers of pattern choices. 
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ABSTRACT 
An artificial neural approach to the machine decomposition problem is 

presented. Necessary conditions for the network processing capabilities are 
established. The algebraic structure inherent to the decomposition problem is 
exploited to enable formulation of a cost function with degenerate ground 
states. A third-order Boltzmann machine that meets the required conditions is 
developed and the results of simulations are discussed. 

INTRODUCTION 
We as humans seem to have a very natural and astounding capability to 

efficiently plan and execute a given task regardless of the complexity or 
level of the task description. The human brain has demonstrated, with as yet 
no parallel, an outstanding ability to identify existing structures or 
dependencies within a given task and formulate an efficient method of 
decomposing the task into sub-tasks. If there is a way of emulating the human 
brain's ability to decompose tasks, it is becoming increasingly clear that it 
must be through a neural approach to the problen. 

Decomposition techniques for task planning and scheduling currently rely 
on symbolic and heuristic methods such as those employed in artificial 
intelligence. Livingston and Serpen have used lattice theory to examine the 
decomposibility of task structures modeled by finite state machines and 
demonstrated the use of Boltzmann machines to plan decomposed tasks [1] [2]. 
However, they have also stated that a significant part of the effort of 
developing task structures consists of the combinatorially explosive problem 
of finding the elements of the lattice of substitution property (s. p.) 
partitions from which the decompositions are obtained. Since neural networks 
have shown great promise in their capabilities to solve problems that are 
combinatorially explosive such as the traveling salesman problem [3], we 
explore their use in our attempt to circumvent the intractability of the 
partition search problen. 

NETWORK THEORY 
Without detailing the algebraic theory of automata we. define s. p. 

partitions on the state set of a finite state machine as collections of 
nonintersecting congruence classes collectively exhausting the entire state 
set [4]. Every s. p. partition defines a unique congruence relation between 
every state of the machine. A congruence relation posesses the properties of 
reflexivity, symmetry and transitivity and, because of satisfying the 
substitution property, also preserves the next-state mapping on every state of 
the machine under every input. 

In order for a neural solution to the problem to have a direct and 
intelligible meaning upon convergence of the network dynamics, the aspect of a 
proper representation must be addressed first. To do so, we use an important 
concept from relational algebras: the relation matrix [5]. 
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A relation matrix describes a binary relation R between any n elements 

of a groupoid as follows 
mij = 1, if iRj and 

= 0, if iRSj, 

where i,j € R & mij € n-by-n relation matrix M. 

Therefore, the representation must be an NXN neuronal grid such that 

Vij = 1 = "ON", if iRj 

= 0 = “OFF", if iR°j, 

where i,j € R and Vij is the activation of any neuron corresponding to the 

element mj; € M. However, the number of neurons in the network that actually 

take part in the dynamics need only be N(N-1)/2, since the properties of 

reflexivity and symmetry are implicitly encoded in such a representation. 

Having addressed the aspect of a proper representation, what follows is 

the formulation of a cost or energy function that should reflect any violation 

of, or compliance to stipulated constraints derived from the substitution and 

transitivity properties. 
To develop the energy function we must first establish the necessity of 

using a third-order network to find s. p. partitions. Thus we state the 
following theorem, omitting the proof for the sake of brevity. 

Theorem: To determine the smallest transitive relation between the states of 

a finite state machine, it is necessary for a neural network to extract 

third-order correlational information from its input set. 

Illustration 
Consider a neuron "ON" in the position (0,2) and another "ON" at 

position (0,4). This directly reflects a proposed equivalence between states 

(0,2) and states (0,4). But since equivalence is transitive, the states (2,4) 

must also be shown as equivalent by the network. To verify this fact, it is 

now clear that the third neuron responsible for displaying the equivalence 

between states (2,4) must be "ON" whenever the other two are "ON". Thus the 

decision for any one neuron must be based upon the activations of pairs of 

other neurons. 

Cost function formulation 
Based on the theory developed in the preceeding material, the energy 

function is derived in parts by considering each factor responsible for 

reflecting the state of the network with respect to each constraint 

individually and then summing the parts. 

The first term represents the transitivity constraint: 

= {K _transitivity(2; >: , 2 (VgxVatVi xVytVaxVa, — 3xV: yx Vix Vin) )}- 

his 1 term equals zero only when the current partition reflected by the present 

state of the network does not violate the law of transitivity, but is positive 

in all other situations. 

Next is a constraint which forces the substitution property: 

E> = K_next_state(2.d, ,2(Vi + Vaile Ul 2xVixVesal) ) 1}. 
This term is zero only when the next state function is preserved intact in the 

sense that state equivalence and image equivalence are both preserved in the 

current partition generated by the network. 
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The final term reduces the chance of finding trivial partitions: 

E3 = (K_trivial (2:2; — equal_size_blocks_enforcer) 2}. 
It equals zero only when the total number of neurons "ON" in the network 
exactly equal the user specifiable parameter "“equal_size_blocks_ enforcer" and 
becomes positive for all other cases. 

The total energy is therefore 

E = Ei + E4 + E3. (1) 

If the correct values for the parameter "“equal_size_blocks_enforcer" are 
provided, the network can be influenced to relax to an s. p. partition that 
contains a small number of blocks. This is a particularly useful solution in 
the decomposition process, since what it essentially means is that a large 
number of states of the original machine model are equivalent, resulting in a 
highly refined decomposition. 

The effective values for the gains, K_transitivity and K_next_state, 
may be set to unity because of the equal importance of both these constraints. 
The function of K_trivial is only to make sure the network avoids finding the 
two trivial s. p. partitions typically denoted by A(T) and 7@. 

The ground state of E was kept degenerate meaning that all global minima 
in the landscape for E must occur at E = 0 and correspond to solution points 
for the problem. This offers the attractive advantage of the elimination of a 
search for the gain parameters. 

The Hamiltonian function formulation for a third-order constraint 
satisfaction network is 

B = -(1/3)x(2; 2; 2, Wy V;V;Vy) 

which, on comparison with equation 1 yields an algorithm for computing the 
entries to the three-dimensional weight matrix of size [N(N-1)/2]>. Imposing 
the following conditions: 

Wiii = 0 and Wijy = Wijx = Weji = Wjik 
to ensure symmetry and no self-feedback guarantees that the energy of the 
network is nonincreasing [6]. 

NETWORK SIMULATIONS AND RESULTS 
In all our simulations, an attempt by a third-order Hopfield network to 

solve the problem failed. This is an inevitable consequence of allowing only 
downhill moves since the E function has multiple extrema in it's landscape. A 
third-order Boltzmann machine produced very good results. The artificial 
temperature was updated using the classical simulated annealing (CSA) schedule 
(7] 

Ta(t) = Thpax/log(itt). 

When K_trivial is set to zero and K_transitivity and K_next_state are 
each set to unity, the network settles occasionaly to one of the trivial s. p. 

partitions a@ or ag If it is necessary to avoid this, setting K_trivial to 
unity and using appropriate values for the parameter 

“equal_size_blocks_enforcer" will guarantee non-trivial s. p. partitions. It 
must be pointed out that this can sometimes lead to a parameter search in 
order to arrive at a value for "equal_size_blocks_enforcer" that will keep the 
ground state of E degenerate. Experience has shown that the number of times 
trivial s. p. partitions are generated is small relative to the number of 
occurences of non-trivial s. p. partitions. This indicates that such a 
parameter search can be eliminated by letting K_trivial be zero as suggested 
earlier. 
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Figures 1 and 2 show the initial and final states of a third-order 

network which finds the s. p. partitions. Figure 1.b represents the partition 

x={0,2,4:1,3,5} on the state set of a modulo six counter which was acheieved 

in 30 time steps. The partition w ={0,1,2;3,4,5:6,1,8} on the state set of 

another machine with 9 states and 3 inputs as shown in Figure 2.b was obtained 

in about 500 time steps. 
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Figure 1. 6x6 network. Figure 2. 9x9 network. 

CONCLUSIONS 

This work demonstrates that a neural approach to the decomposition 

problem offers a viable alternative to existing sequential search methods. 

We have shown the necessity for the use of a third-order network for 

achieving a neural solution to the problem of task decomposition. A network 

with a deterministic update rule for it's neurons such as a Hopfield network 

fails to solve the decomposition problem because of its tendency to be trapped 

by local minima. A third-order Boltzmann machine which incorporates a 

stochastic element in its update rule is successful in addressing the same 

problem. An interesting aspect of the network is the absence of any “tuning”. 

The implemented network scales favorably with the size of the state set of 

the finite state machine model. 
The performance of the network model as implemented with the present 

architecture does, however, degrade with the size of the input set of the 

finite state machine. Real world problems in task decomposition can be 

expected to have large state sets as well as large input sets. A strategy 

based on the intersection of lattices of sub-groupoids for circumventing the 

input scaling problem is currently in progress and preliminary results are 

very encouraging. 
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. Abstract 
Artificial neural networks (ANNs) are stated to be inherently fault tolerant by nature of design. 

However, little research has been done to substantiate this claim. In this paper, we will investigate the 
fault tolerant abilities of a forward connected neocognitron, a neural network designed for visual pattern 
recognition. Simulation results are presented which show the ability of the network to tolerate faults dur- 
ing operation and to overcome the faults via learning. 

Introduction 
Due to the massively parallel nature of ANNs, conventional evaluation techniques such as combina- 

torial or Markov modeling become computationally intractable. Consequently, an approach similar to 
that used by Belfore and Johnson [Belfore 88] is taken, in which qualitative analysis based on empirical 
data is used to determine the fault tolerance of the network rather than trying to set up a mathematical 
model. In conventional fault tolerance, the reliability of a system is in general, a primary design concern 
because these systems solve problems whose nature requires absolute solutions. On the other hand, 
ANNs solve optimization problems where the solutions required need only be sufficient. As a result, per- 
formance then becomes the primary metric of a neural network. In this paper, performability is defined 
as the probability that the system performance will be at or above some level given some number of faults 
injected into that same system. [Johnson 89] 

The neocognitron is a hierarchial multilayered network of processing elements. Its design allows 
the network to select simple features from a stimulus pattern and then combine them to reconstruct the 
original pattern. The processing elements have inputs and outputs of non-negative analog values in order 
to correspond to the instantaneous firing frequencies of biological neurons. Variable and fixed connection 
weights in-between these cells are used to guide forward signal flow. For brevity, the reader is advised to 
consult the Fukushima papers for a more detailed discussion on the mechanics of this network. 
[Fukushima 88] 

Analyical Methods 
To commence with a fault tolerance analysis of a neocognitron model, we chose to use an existing 

computer simulation which we later modified for use as a test bed. In the simulation, parameters such as 
the number and size of the cell planes, the number of layers, the size of the connectable area and the size 
of the input pattern could be altered. The simulation parameters we used modeled a three-layer 7x7 neo- 
cognitron consisting of 2,882 elements and 77,835 connections. 

Three relatively simple distinct binary geometric patterns were used to train the network. This 
minimized the number of identical features between the patterns. The reason for the training set was 
twofold. First, it allowed the neocognitron to easily learn and distinguish between the three patterns. 
Second, and more important was that if an injected fault was localized to a cell plane, then the network’s 
performance should degrade for the one pattern associated with that cell plane. If multiple faults are 
introduced with each cell plane having an equally likely chance of being compromised, then an overall 
degradation in the performance of the network should be observed. In all, this eases the constraints on 
grading the performance of the network when faults occur. 

In our study of the neocognitron we have concentrated on the effects of two types of permanent 
faults on two basic building blocks of the network: a) the connections, and b) the processing elements. 
Should a physical implementation of the neocognitron ever be attempted, it would be inevitable that com- 
ponent failures would exist. We can make no assertions as to the likelihood of which and how a com- 
ponent will fail in a physical implementation since no attempt has been made at analyzing the fault 
tolerant behavior of a hardware-based neocognitron. However, we do believe that the issue of faults 
stuck at Zero and stuck at random are relevant for discussion. An analysis of connection and element 
faults was made but for the sake of brevity we will only discuss element faults in this paper. 

In modeling stuck at zero and stuck at random faults in the processing elements, we assume that a 
fault occurs in the element's calculation of the activation function. With a stuck at zero fault, the cell is 
assumed to be functionally dead, producing zero output regardless of its inputs. A stuck at random fault 
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would indicate that the cell is producing a random output regardless of its inputs. 

With the simulation code, a test shell was developed to inject faults into the model. Two phases of 
the neocognitron were analyzed: a) the performance phase, and b) the learning phase. The performance 
phase neocognitron is the "end result” of self-organization. In this phase, the network has completed its 
learning. There are no more weight modifications and, consequently, the internal variable weights are 
made permanent. The learning phase neocognitron describes the state of the network before the perfor- 
mance phase. Of interest from a fault tolerance viewpoint is the "winner take all" mechanism. Fukushima 
asserts that this mechanism provides the network with a self-repairing function. Specifically, Fukushima 
states, "If a cell that has responded strongly to a stimulus is damaged and ceases to respond, another cell, 
which happens to respond more strongly than others, starts to grow and substitutes for the damaged 
cell." (Fukushima 88] The purpose of this work is to test the validity of this hypothesis. 

During the performance phase, element faults are introduced in the following manner: a) A type of 
element (u,, u_ u,) is chosen to be faulty, b) The locations of all the faults are then chosen to be in a single 
sublayer, c) Locations for a chosen number of faults within the sublayers are randomly generated, d) The 
elements chosen to be faulty then have all of their outputs set at zero or at random. 

Once a chosen number of faults has been introduced, the network is run to identify a pattern it has 
already learned. Of the eight output cells, a count is made of those cells whose outputs are greater than 
107. This is a heuristic value chosen with the knowledge that typical output values for cells not firing are 

in the range of 0 - 10“. Fifteen trials per chosen number of faults injected were made. Ideally only one 
cell will fire per trial. If this is the case a count value of one is given to that trial. If two cells fire, a count 
value of 0.5 is given to that trial. If three or more or no cells fire, we arbitrarily say that the network has 
failed and give it a count value of zero. 

In the learning phase we concentrated our analysis on the elements stuck at zero. As before, we set 
each trial run such that faults occur in only one layer and with only one type of element. After the loca- 
tions of the faults have been randomly generated, the elements specified to be faulty have their outputs 
set to zero during all iterations of the learning phase. Performance is measured after the learning phase is 
completed. 

The neocognitron correlates input patterns with a unique u, cell in the recall layer. However, the 

selection of the pattern <= u, cell correlation is arbitrarily made by the network during the learning phase. 
Should an element’s output be changed during the learning phase, there is no guarantee that the pattern 
<> u_ cell correlation will be the same as that for the fault free case. Regardless, our definition of perfor- 

mability remains intact, for as long as a correlation is made between an output cell and an input pattern, 
the network is said to work. As such, the methods used in determining the performability of the perfor- 
mance phase network will still apply to the learning phase. For our analysis, 10 trials per chosen number 
of faults injected were made. In addition, a performability analysis of the network with respect to shifted 
patterns was made. 

Discussion of Results/Conclusions 
Multiple runs of fault-injected neocognitron models were taken in an attempt to obtain "statistically" 

significant results. However, given the length of the simulation runs, limited CPU time restricted the 
amount of data that could be gathered. Nevertheless, the values that were used were then normalized to 
obtain performance and % damage values. % damage values were determined by dividing the number of 
faults injected by the total number of elements categorized to be faulty. 

Performance Phase 
For the performance phase neocognitron simulation, performance comparisons between layers were 

made for both stuck at zero (s-a-0) and stuck at random (s-a-r) fault models. Our results have shown that 
there is a distinct correlation between the type of fault injected and response in performance of the net- 
work. For the excitatory elements (u,, u_) in the first and second layers, s-a-r faults appear to have a much 
more damaging impact on network performance than s-a-0 faults. This is evidenced by the simulation 
results which for example show that with s-a-0 faults on s cells, the network can absorb as much as 20% 
damage to the elements and still maintain at least 80% performance, regardless of the layer attacked. On 
the other hand, u, cell performance under s-a-r damage drops to zero with only 8% damage, regardless of 

the layer attacked. Similar observations can be said for the u_ cell response. To explain these results we 
offer this hypothesis. When s-a-0 faults are injécted during the performance phase, most of the elements 
attacked are producing an output close to or at zero anyways. Consequently some of the s-a-0 faults 
injected will not yield errors. However with s-a-r faults injected, spurious information is added, 
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introducing errors which would prevent the network from functioning. 
With the inhibitory elements (u,) we see that the response of the system due to s-a-0 faults and s-a-r 

faults reverse roles, where s-a-0 faults now affect the network more adversely than s-a-r faults. This 
observation could be attributed to the fact that without any inhibitory output, there is no inhibition 
mechanism. On the other hand random outputs would provide the network a chance to remain func- 
tional. For both fault models the order of tolerance with respect to layers is 3v, 2v, lv. From this observa- 
tion we see that faults injected into earlier layers of inhibitory cells tend to wreck more havoc on network 
performance than in later layers. One possible explanation might be that errors generated at an earlier 
stage would propagate into a global effect, whereas errors ina later stage would be localized. 
Learning Phase 

Plots of performance comparisons between training set (gp) vs. shifted (sp) patterns presented to 
the faulty learning performance phase models were made. True to Fukushima’s hypothesis, given fault 
free inhibitory elements, we have found the network to be exceptionally tolerant of faults injected into the 
excitatory elements. In one case we found that we could damage as much as 90% of the u , cells in the 
second layer and still maintain full performance. This ability is attributed to the "winner take all" 
mechanism, which stipulates that if a maximum output cell is killed off during the learning phase, 
another cell with the next greatest output would have its input connections reinforced. However this 
feature has a cost which is paid for by the seed cell mechanism. When faults are introduced in the learn- 
ing phase, the network diverts cells which would normally form redundant subnetworks in the cell 
planes to be "primary recognition" cells, i.e., the cells that get the pattern recognition mechanism to work. 
By taking away the redundant subnetworks, the network consequently loses its ability to recognize posi- 
tion shifted patterns. For the shifted patterns we observe again the greater decrease in performance from 
faults injected in earlier layers than in the later layers. This reconfirms our suspicions that errors gen- 
erated at an earlier stage would propagate into a global effect. | 

The results gathered from the learning phase s-a-0 v cell model show the importance of the inhibi- 
tory cell mechanism to the operation of the network. With initial damage to the network, the inhibitory 
mechanism is completely shut down, allowing most if not all of the output cells to fire to a single pattern. 
However, this effect does not last forever and with more progressive damage the network fails to even 
converge to a solution, i.e. be able to make a pattern = u, cell correlation. 
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ROBUST TRACKING CONTROL OF DYNAMIC SYSTEMS 

WITH NEURAL NETWORKS 

Stanislaw H. Zak 
School of Electrical Engineering 

Purdue University 
West Lafayette, IN 47907 

ABSTRACT 

This paper is devoted to the problem of controlling a class of dynamic systems via controllers based 
on additive neural network models. In particular, the tracking and stabilization problems are considered. 
Some concepts from the variable structure control theory are utilized to construct stabilising controllers. 
In order to facilitate the analysis we employ a special state space transformation. This transformation 
allows us to reveal connections between the proposed controllers and the additive neural network models. 
We also present a procedure for designing neural networks based controllers. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

There are many neural network models ([4], [5], [7]). In this paper we will be concerned with the 
simpler additive model, also known as the Hopfield model, in the context of a control system tracking a 
reference signal. “The additive model has continued to be a cornerstone of neural network research to the 
present day... Some physicists unfamiliar with the classical status of the additive model in neural network 
theory erroneously called it the Hopfield model after they became acquainted with Hopfield’s first applica- 
tion of the additive model in Hopfield (1984)" - see Grossberg ((4], p. 23). 

The subject of this paper is an application of additive neural network models to the control of 
dynamic processes. We formulate the tracking problem and show how the additive neural network model 
can be used as a controller. A variable structure systems approach ([1], (2], (8]) is utilised to construct the 
proposed controllers. This approach allows us to circumvent analysis problems caused by the discontinu- 
ous nonlinearity which describe neurons. 

2. FORMULATION OF THE TRACKING PROBLEM 
Suppose we have a model of a dynamic process, given by the following equations 

y = Cx 

where ACR™ , BER™™ , and CER™". We wish to design a controller so that the closed-loop system 
can track a reference input with sero steady-state error (see the Fig.). Let the reference signals be 

  
  

Reference input Actual 
= Gesired output Output 

r + e u y emor| CONTROLLER F—>———]_ PLANT >> — 
          

  

    

Fig. Tracking system structure. 

described by the following differential equations 

r{P)(t) + ay r{P—)(t) + ... + @ori(t) + a,r(t)=0, i=1,2,...,m 

where the initial conditions r;(0) , r,(0) , ..., r{?—!)(0) are specified. 
The tracking error is defined as e(t) = y(t) — r(t). The problem of tracking r(t) = [r, (t),...yrm (t)]7 

can be viewed as a designing exercise of a control strategy which provides regulation of the error (Franklin 
et al. [3], p. 390), that is, the error e(t) should tend to sero as time gets large. One way to tackle this 
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problem is to include the equations which are satisfied by the reference signal as a part of the control, (sta- 

bilization), problem in an error state space, thus reducing the tracking problem to the problem of stabilisa- 

tion of a class of systems modeled by (2.1). In what follows, we propose two new approaches to designing 

stabilizing control strategies for (2.1) involving the Hopfield type neural networks. Prior to presenting 

these control laws we will introduce the necessary apparatus for further analysis. 

8. BACKGROUND RESULTS 

In the following analysis we utilize certain concepts from the theory of variable structure control. 

This theory rests on the concept of changing the structure of the controller in response to the changing 

states of the system to obtain a desired response. This is accomplished by the use of a high speed switch- 

ing control law which forces the trajectories of the system onto a chosen manifold, where they are main- 

tained thereafter. The system is insensitive to certain parameter variations and disturbances while the tra- 

jectories are on the manifold. An important concept in variable structure control is that of an attractive 

manifold on which certain desired dynamical behavior is guaranteed. Trajectories of the system should be 

steered towards the manifold and subsequently constrained to remain on it. 

Definition 3.1. ((8]). A domain A in the manifold {x |o(x) = 0} is a sliding mode domain if for each 
€ > 0 there exists 2 6 > O such that any trajectory starting in the n-dimensional &neighborhood of A may 

leave the n-dimensional ¢-neighborhood of A only through the n-dimensional ¢-neighborhood of the boun- 

dary of A. 

We next describe the manifold which is used in this paper. Suppose 

Sj 
S =— : E R™ ; 

Sm 

where s; € R'*". We assume that S is of full rank. 

Let 

\7 o(x) = [0;(x),---:¢m(x)}" = [81x,---)5mx]’ = Sx, 

where x € IR", and let N = {x | o(x) = 0}. Consider the system modeled by (2.1). We make the following 

assumptions: 

Assumption 1: The matrix SB is nonsingular. 

Assumption 2: The pair (A,B) is completely controllable. 

Definition 3.2. The solution of the algebraic equation in u of Sx = SAx + SBu=0 is called the 
equivalent control and denoted by u,,, that is, u,, = — (SB)“'SAx . 

Definition 3.3. The equivalent system is the system that is obtained when the original control u is 

replaced by the equivalent control u,,, that is, x = [I, — B(SB)~'SJA x. 

We will now briefly discuss a method for designing of the switching surface. The method is based on 
that of El-Ghezawi et al. [2]. See also [6]. Certain relations which come out during the analysis of this 
method are instrumental in the construction of the state transformation discussed in the following Section. 

Our goal is to choose S so that the nonzero eigenvalues of A,, are prescribed negative real numbers 

and the corresponding eigenvectors {w,,....W,-m} are to be chosen. Let W = [w,...w,_m]; note that 

WeR="*(2-™)_, In sliding mode, the system is described by x = A,,x , (x) = Sx =0. The order of the sys- 
tem is n—m and the solution must be in the null space of S, that is, SW = 0. 

Denote by R(T) the range of the operator T. Since we requires SB to be nonsingular and SW = 0, 
we must have R(B)()R(W) = {0}. It then follows that we should choose the generalized inverses B®, W® 
of B, W so that ((2]) 

BEW = 0 (3.1) 

and 
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W5B =0. (3.2) 
We choose {wy,.. +» Wa—m} SO that (3.2) holds. We can now construct S. Let W* €IR™® be any full rank 
annihalator of W, that is Ww W = 0. Since a necessary condition for Sx = 0 to be a switching surface is 
SW = 0, we see that ['W-+ for any nonsingular reR™™ is a candidate. We also require that SB = [,. 
We let I = (W* B)"! and let S=TW2. It is easy to see that SB = I, and hence (W- B)"'W2 is a gen- 
eralized inverse of B. If we let B® = S in (QB. 1), the condition is satisfied. 

We will utilize the results of this section to construct a state-space transformation which facilitates 
the design of neural controllers. 

4. DESIGNING OF NEURAL CONTROLLERS 

In this Section, we first introduce a transformation which brings the closed-loop system into the new 
coordinates in which the neural structure of the controller is revealed. 

Let MER" be defined, as in Madani-Esfahani et al [6], by 

Ws 

where W® is defined by (3.2). Note that M is invertible with M7! = [W B]. Introduce the new coordinates 
x = Mx. Let 2 = Wx and ¢=Sx. Then x= [s’,s™]™. In the new coordinates, the system becomes 

x = MAM"x + MBu. We write 

Ai Ate 
MAM! = 

rn nh 

where A,,€IR@-™)x(0-™) | A. EIR™™, Note that 

where I, is an mxm identity matrix. Hence 

B= Ais + Ajos 
, (4.1) 
¢ = Agi2 + Ago +u. 

We analyze the closed-looped system (4.1) with the controller proposed by Madani-Esfahani et al [6] 

u = — [y)sgno),...,4,8gno,,]° . (4.2) 

where 

1 if o, >0 

sgno;= ; 0 if o, =0 

-l if o<0, 

and 4; > 0. For convenience, we let D = diag(#,,...,4,,] and sgno = [sgno,,...,sgno,,]’. We can now write 
(4.2) as 

u = — D sgno = —D sgn. (4.3) 

Combining (4.1) and (4.3) yields 

= Ait + Ajo (4.4) 

¢ = Agit + Ages — D sgn ¢ 

Note that the subsystem 

¢ = Agit + Agog — D sgn ¢ 

which can be interpreted as a dynamic controller driving the dynamic system z = A,,;t + Ajo¢ has a 
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structure of an additive neural network model. Although we arrived at (4.4) starting with the controller 
(4.3) whose structure does not correspond to an additive neural network model, we can utilize the above 
analysis in the case when we explicitly apply a neural control strategy. We then proceed as follows. Sup- 

pose we are given a dynamic system model x = Ax + Bu. We apply an additive neural network control 

law 

u = Fu — D sgn o(x,u) + Gx, (4.5) 

where FE R™™, GER™™ are design parameters. The closed-loop system 1s 

x + 
u 

where [x’,u']? € R°+™, and o(x,u) is a switching surface to be chosen. Using the approach presented in 
Section 3 we design the switching hyperplane o(x,u) and then construct the transformation M. In the new 
coordinates (4.6) will have the form (4.4), where now A,,ECR°, AneR™™, z€]R" and ¢EIR™. We know 
that the above procedure yields a stable closed-loop system. However, we are also interested in the extent 
of the stability properties of the closed-loop system. The issue of the estimation of stability regions of 
dynamic systems driven by the neural network controllers is discussed in [9]. 

0 

In 
AB 

GF 
x (—D sgn o(x,u)), (4.6) 
u 

          

5. CONCLUDING REMARKS 

In this paper we investigated viability of employing controllers based on additive neural network 
models to the problem of stabilization (tracking) of a class of dynamic systems. Two approaches to 
designing stabilizing controllers were proposed. Elements of the variable structure control theory were 
utilized to construct such controllers. The proposed controllers are characterized by robustness property 
which is inherent in the variable structure controllers. An important role in the analysis was played by a 
special state space transformation. This transformation helped us to utilize additive neural network 
models in designing stabilising controllers. The proposed approach is promising in two ways. First, it 
results in robust controllers. Second, it has a potential to be employed in constructing fault tolerant con- 
trollers. Also generalizations to the control of a more general class of dynamic systems are feasible. 
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Dynamic Digital Satellite Communication Network 
Management by Self-Organization ! 
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Abstract: Telecommunication network management has several tasks. Among which traffic management 
is one of the most important and difficult tasks. New attempts to automate this task such as expert system 
based approach are yet to be perfected. In this paper, we propose a neural network model to realize this 
task. This model is a derivation of Kohonen’s self-organization model. Experimental results support the 
feasibility of our approach to automate the task. 

1. Introduction 
In a telecommunication network, traffic management is concerned with maximizing network efficiency 

when the network is under stress either due to overload or failure. The purpose of traffic management is 
to best meet the communication requirement of users under the constraint of a fixed network capacity. In 
other words, the probability that users cannot go through should be the lowest. The response and execution 
time is a crucial factor to prevent traffic lose and degradation of the network. The communication traffic 
operator (human or machine) must analyze and monitor the network status constantly, and react promptly 
to configure the network to meet various network requirements. 

A typical communication network consists of thousands of channels. Managing such a network is a 
very difficult task. In our study, we only consider Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA) digital satellite 
communication network [1,2] because such network is more easily configurable as opposed to terrestrial 
communication network. 

Followed by a brief description of TDMA digital satellite communication network, we will discuss our 
Neural Network model for traffic management in Section 3. We will present experimental results in Section 
4, and finally conclude with a discussion of future work in Section 5. 

2. TDMA Digital Satellite Communication Network 
Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA) is a multiple access technique used in digital satellite communi- 

cation. It enables a number of earth stations to share a satellite’s capacity by allocating each earth station a 
time slot to communicate. The number of channels assigned to a station defines the capacity of the station. 
The TDMA digital satellite communication network has a mesh topology which allows direct station-to- 
station communication. The communication established between two stations is known as a communication 
link. The capacity of each link is determined by the number of channels assigned to the link. The total 
number of channels allocated to each link in the network thus defines the capacity of the network. 

We define the load and demand of a network as the state of the network. The state of the network 
is quantified by the number of channels allocated to each link of the network. The capacity of the whole 
network is a constant, but the capacity of each link should vary according to the state of the network. An 
assignment of channels to links within a network topology is called a map. Currently, the TDMA digital 
satellite communication network ( without Demand Assignment Multiple Access device ) is configured to 
different maps either according to a programmed time table or via an experienced human operator monitoring 
the state of the network. We will describe a neural network which will adaptively automate the “ channel 
assignment ” of the TDMA digital satellite communication network. 

We pose the “ channel assignment ” problem of the TDMA digital satellite communication network 
as a pattern recognition and generation problem. During the network operation, the state of the network 
fluctuates constantly. A pattern which reflects the state of the network for a period of time is derived from 
the Common Signaling Channel( CSC) of the satellite system. Based on the statistical analysis of the service 
requirement of the network, we initially select N maps to which the network can configure. An exemplar 
pattern is associated with each map. The exemplar pattern of a map represents the typical state of the 
network for a period of time during which the map is used. Using a neural network, each pattern derived 
from the CSC at a given time is compared to each of the exemplar patterns. Depending on how close the 
pattern is matched to each of the exemplar pattern, one of the following three actions will be taken: 

1. The original map is used if the input pattern is close to the exemplar pattern associated with the 
original map. 

2. A map corresponding to a different exemplar pattern which resembles the input pattern is used. 
  

1This work has been partially supported by the New Jersey Department of Higher Education through NJIT Separately 
Budgeted Research. 
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3. A new map is generated to replace one of the existing maps if the input pattern is remotely different 
from any of the existing exemplar patterns. 

In this paper, we assume that N 1s fixed. 

3. The Neural Network Model 

The Neural Network model (N-N model) consists of three layers as shown in Figure 1. The first layer 
performs the pattern recognition task. In this layer, the N-N model determines the exemplar pattern (map) 
which resembles most closely to the input data. The second layer analyzes the discrepancy between the 
chosen exemplar pattern and the input data, and generates intermediate maps which gradually deviate from 
the exemplar pattern and converge closely to the input data pattern. A new map is finally generated by the 
third layer. 
Denote: 

L as the total number of links in a network, 

CA as the total number of channels in a network, 

R,(t) as the number of channels in link 7 required by users at time ¢, and 

C,;(t) as the total number of channels assigned to link 7 of the jth exemplar map at time ¢. Here, the 
parameter t indicates that exemplar map 7 is time varying. 

In this study, we assume that the original N exemplar maps are given. We also assume that the state of 
the network is updated constantly from the Common Signaling Channel (CSC) of the satellite system, and 
converted to numerical values denoted by R,(t). To perform the recognition task, the state of the network, 
R;(t), is updated as input data to the 1st layer of the N-N model. We compute the distance (metric) between 
the input data, R(t), and each of the exemplar maps as follows: 

L 

D,(t) = S> |Di,(t)| (9 = 1,2,..,), (1) 
t=21 

where D,;(t) = R(t) -—Ci;(t) (¢=1,2,...,D and j = 1,2,...,). 

D,;(t) indicates the busyness of link 7 in the network if exemplar map j is used. Dij(t) > 0 implies that 
link i of the network is overload when map 7 is used; i.e., channels allocated to link : of map 7 do not meet 
those demanded by the users in link 7. D,;(t) < 0 means that link : of map j provides more than enough 
channels required by the users in link 7. D,;(t) thus indicates the resemblance between the input data R,(t) 
and exemplar map j. In our N-N model, instead of using D;(t) which is used in the self-organization model 
[3,4], we use the normalized distance, D{(t), as our metric, where 

L o 

s(t) = > Sa (3 = 1,2,...,N). (2) 

t=1 

The normalized distance is used so that the pattern recognition task will select the exemplar map which 
distributes the load of network most evenly. The exemplar map that best meets the requirement of the 
network is the one that yields the smallest normalized distance, D7 (t). 

The exemplar map selected by the first layer of the N-N model may not satisfy the requirement of the 
network. It is the task of the second layer to modify the exemplar map to better meet the requirement of the 
network. Note that only the exemplar map selected by layer 1 is modified. We call the resulting modified 
map produced by the second layer an intermediate map. This process is governed by the following equation: 

Ch (t) = Cis(t) +B(n(9))Dij(t) (6 = 1,2, L), (3) 
where Cj;(t) is the number of channels of link i of the modified map j, and A(n(jz)),0 < A(n(z)) < 1, isa 
gain factor. n(j) is the number of occurrence of exemplar map 7) being selected. When a new exemplar map 
j is generated by the third layer, this number is reset to 0. G(n(z)) is a decreasing function. We use 

B(n(j)) = ky) +*), (4) 

The gain factor G(n(7)) has three effects. It affects the drift of map 7 being modified to converge to the 
input pattern. It also determines whether a new map 7 will be generated in the third layer, which will be 
discussed shortly. Finally, it affects how fast a new map is generated. 
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In the third layer of our N-N model, we compute a convergence factor, E(j), to decide whether a new 
map should be generated to replace the exemplar map. We define 

E(3) = Maz{|A(n(5))D,;(t)]} (i = 1,2,...,L). (5) 
From Equation 5, E( J) is getting smaller when the jth map has been selected more often, indicating that 
the modified (intermedi late) map 7 is reaching more closely to the network requirement. A new map is thus 
generated based on the following conditions: 

If BE >r, 

Ciyj(t+1) = C,;(t) (¢=1,2,...,Z). (6) 

Else 
Ci;(t + 1) = C(t) B<CA (i=1,2,...,L),or (7) 
Ci(t+1) = SAci, B>CA (i=1,2,...,L), 

where B = an Ci; (t). 
From Equations 6 and 7, if the jth map has been selected often enough (i.e.,8(n(j)) small), we generate 

a new map j to replace the original chosen exemplar map. If the capacity of the modified map exceeds the 
capacity of the network, the modified map is normalized as shown in Equation 7. 

4. Experimental Results 
We simulate a simple TDMA digital satellite communication network with 10 links and a capacity of 

1000 channels. Ten original exemplar maps are given and shown in Table 1. The simulation result is shown 
in Table 2. In Table 2, the network requirement fluctuates slightly ( random data) , from t = 1 to t = 199, 
and changes drastically at transition t = 200, and then varies slowly until t = 1000. Note that it takes 
approximately 150 iterations to generate a new map which converges closely to the requirement. Starting 
from transition t = 200, it takes less iterations to converge closely to the new requirement. This is because 
the difference between the requirement and the closest exemplar map in the latter case is small while the 
difference in the former case is large. For example, at t=1, the required channels in link 4 and link 5 are 
respectively 140 and 100 while those in the chosen exemplar map are 70 and 130, respectively. At t = 200, 
however, the number of channels required and the number of channels assigned in the chosen map are close. 

5. Discussion and Future Directions 
We have presented a simple example which demonstrates the feasibility of our algorithm for network 

management. We will further study the selection of some of the parameters such as k1, k2 and r used in our 
algorithm. These parameters affect the rate of convergence of new maps to the actual requirement. Effort 
will be made to test and improve our algorithm on real data which reflect actual activity of a network. 
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Figure 1: The Neural Networl Model. The task of Layer 1 is to select an exemplar map which resembles the 
input data most. Layer 2 modifies the chosen exemplar map. Layer 3 decides whether a map based on the 
intermediate map is generated. 
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Map No. Link 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9] 10 

Map 1 100 | 100 | 100 | 100 | 100 | 100 | 100 | 100 | 100 | 100 

Map 2 120 80 | 120 80 | 120 80 | 120 80 | 120 80 

Map 3 130 | 70} 130; 70] 130) 70 | 130) 70] 130] 70 

Map 4 150; 50; 150| 50; 150; 50); 150] 50] 150} 50 

Map 5 120 | 110 | 100 | 120 | 110; 100 | 80; 90] 100; 80 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

Map 6 80 90 | 100 80 | 90]; 100 | 120; 110 | 100 | 130 

Map 7 70 85 | 135 70 | 85 {| 135 | 110; 100 | 904; 110 

Map 8 60 ; 140 | 100 60 | 140 | 70} 110 | 110 | 3199 | 100 

Map 9 40 | 60; 200; 40] 60] 100 | 100 | 100 | 200 | 100 
                          Map 10 | 140| 60] 140) 60; 140]; 60 | 200 0 | 200 0 
  

Table 1: 10 Exemplar Maps, each with 10 links and a capacity of 1000 channels. 

  

  

  
  

  

  

  
  

  

  

  
  

  

  

  
  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  
  

  

  

  

  

  

        

Network Activity Link 

and Map Selection 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

Required 130 70 130 140 100 70 130 8@€«©70 «6130 = 670 

=1 Chosen (new) Map=3 | 130 70 130 70 130 70 130 =70 130 70 
Intermediate Map 130 70 130 105 114 #+$.70 130 70 130 70 

Required 131 69 132 140 100 69 4130 69 #131 «71 

t=26 | Chosen (new) Map=3 | 129 70 129 81 123 70 129 70 129 70 

Intermediate Map 129 70 129 88 120 70 129 $70 129 70 

Required 130 70 130 140 #100 70 #130 0@€©70 ©6130 © 670 

t=150 | Chosen (new) Map=3 | 125 68 125 133 96 68 #4125 £68 125 += 68 
Intermediate Map 127 69 127 136 98 69 127 £469 12% = 69 

Required 120 130 100 120 4110 #4100 £80 110 100 += «60 

t=200 | Chosen (new) Map=5 | 120 130 110 100 120 110 80 90 100 60 
Intermediate Map 120 120 100 120 110 100 80 100 100 = 60 

Required 121 129 100 121 4110 += 100 79 111 #100 += 60 

t=213 | Chosen (new) Map=5 | 119 118 99 119 109 99 79 98 99 59 

Intermediate Map 119 121 99 119 109 99 79 101 99 59 

Required 120 130 100 120 110 += 100 80 110 100 60 

t=250 | Chosen (new) Map=5 | 116 125 98 116 106 98 78 105 98 58 

Intermediate Map 118 127 99 118 108 99 79 4107 £499 59 

Required 120 130 100 120 110 100 80 110 100 60 

t=1000 |} Chosen (new) Map=5 | 116 125 98 116 106 98 #78 105 98 58 

Intermediate Map 118 127 99 118 108 99 79 #107 #41999 59   
  

Table 2: The results of applying our algorithm to a simulated network at various time. At each instance, it 

shows the activity of the network ( the number of channels requested by the users ), an intermediate map 

produced by Layer 2 of our model, and the (new) map chosen. 
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1 Introduction 

The term epilepsy designates a group of neurological disorders characterized by the recurrence 
of epileptic seizures. The category is by no means nosographically homogeneous since it in- 
cludes pathological situations different as ethiology, natural history, prognosis and associated 
neurological signs. The diagnosis of epileptic syndromes via computer-based systems appears 
thus a challenging task because of the still many unknown relations among symptoms and their 
ethiological factors. 

This study summarizes the outcomes of a thesis project [1] carried out by one of the authors 
and investigates the problem of epilepsy classification via Multi-Layer Perceptrons (MLP’s) 
trained with the backpropagation algorithm [2]. We describe a MLP able to learn the diagnoses 
of a set of patients on the basis of a suitable coding of their case sheets. Since the diagnosis can 
be grouped into clusters depending on their reciprocal similarities, they have been coded so that 
similar diagnosis have similar codings. The trained network provides plausible generalizations 
(in a sense to be specified later) on unseen patterns in the 87% of cases. A simple technique for 
pruning redundant input units has also been developed. We observed that a pruned network 
with only the 10% of its initial input units could achieve the 95% of correct classifications on 
diagnosis clusters. 

2 Epilepsy and its Classification 

The need for a common international terminology and classification for epilepsy was finally 
met in 1985 by the Commission on Classification and Terminology of the International League 
Against Epilepsy (ILAE) [3]. 

The classification is aimed to identify clinical entities, i.e. epileptic syndromes, characterized 
by clusters of signs and symptoms customarily occurring together. In contradistinction to a 
disease, a syndrome does not necessarily have a defined ethiology. Some epileptic syndromes, 
however, are thought to be related to a specific ethiological factor (e.g. genetic) altough not yet 
defined. A more strict specificity is attributable to the different epileptic syndromes in terms 
of both natural history and prognosis: two clinical categories which are particularly relevant to 
the medical practice. 

The ILAE classification has been acknowledged with interest by physicians and scientists 
working in this field who find it useful for evaluating the comparability of results and therapies. 
However, several drawbacks have to be pointed out. Syndromes may belong to different orders. 
Some represent rather broad concepts, others are much more specific. Overlapped syndromes 
and inclusion of one syndrome within another occur frequently. 

For these reasons the ILAE classification is not intended as conclusive, but rather as a 
proposal to be tested for its usefulness. Along this way, at the Istituto Neurologico C. Besta, a 
computerized case sheet form has been developed to collect comprehensively all the clinical and 
laboratory informations which the ILAE Classification is based upon. 

Data from 158 consecutive patients presenting epileptic syndromes dating back no more than 
6 months and not associated with any detectable progressive brain process have been included 
in the present study. The aim of the present work is to~-compare the syndromic classification 
based on clinical criteria with the categorization achieved with a backpropagation trained MLP. 
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3 Network Topology and Training 

The case sheet form was structured as a list of questions and has been initially coded with 
814 bits. We gave a binary coding to the set of possible answers to each question in the form. 
Questions judged not relevant for epilepsy (e.g. some anagraphic informations) were excluded. 
According to the ILAE classification we considered 31 possible diagnosis. Since the diagnosis 
can be clustered into 7 groups by a relation of similarity we have coded each diagnosis so that 
the Hamming distance between the coding of two classes belonging to the same cluster is always 
lesser than the coding of two classes belonging to different clusters. After further selections on 
the questions in the form we ended up with 724 units and 31 units for input and output layer 
respectively. 

Different activation functions have been experimented following [4] but best results have 
been reported when using the classical sigmoidal of the form: f(z) = 1/(1 + e7°%). The setting 
of the parameters for the backpropagation is the result of an experimental tuning, the actual 

values are reported in Table 1. 

  

  

  

  

          

Learning Rate 0.1 

Momentum 0.1 

Slope 1 

Initial Weights Range —0.3 + 0.3 

Error Threshold 0.3 

Table 1 

The set of 156 case sheets was divided in two subsets: 134 corresponding to reliable diagnoses 
and 22 corresponding to uncertain or “fuzzy” diagnoses. In a fuzzy diagnosis the doctor proposes 
a class but he gives also a low “membership degree” to that class. The reliable diagnoses 
have been used as training set while the fuzzy ones as test set for checking the generalization 
capabilities of the trained network. The training set was normalized in order to present with 
the same frequency each diagnosis to the network. Then the network has been trained until 
the differences between the expected and the current output for each output unit and on each 
element of the set were lesser than the error threshold. 

In Figure 1 the graphs of the error function and of its gradient’s modulo during the learning 
process are reported for a MLP with 50 hidden units. 

4 Learning and Generalization Results 

We considered MLP’s with a variable number of hidden units: best performances were obtained 
with 50 units. Using a significantly lesser number of units (say 30) or greater (say 100) originated 
different problems. 

The MLP with 30 hidden units could not learn the whole training set within the limits 
mentioned above. The two other MLP’s (50 and 100 hidden units) could learn it but gave 
different results in the generalization test. In particular, we considered three possible outcomes 
for this test. 

1. The network answer agrees with the fuzzy diagnosis of the doctor 
2. The network gives a different hypothesis which is accepted by the doctor as a plausible 

alternative hypothesis 
3. The network answer is either not plausible or “confuse”. 

Membership to a particular class was decreed by measuring the distance, with respect to a 
suitable metric, between the real vector (11, 22,...,2,) of output unit values and each binary 
vector representing the coding of the classes. The metric we used is the so-called city-block 
distance [5] (equivalent to a Minkowsky metric with A = 1). We call “confuse” a configuration 
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of output units which does not match, within a small approximation, any coding of a class. 
Considering as valid generalizations any outcome of type 1 or 2, we observed that the MLP with 

50 hidden units gave 20 valid generalizations (11 of type 1 and 9 of type 2) versus a total of 11 
for the MLP with 100 hidden units. | 

5 Data Compression 

An interesting problem related to the above work is the determination of which parts of the 
case sheet are really important for carrying out a correct diagnosis. Namely, we would like to 
select a subset of the questions in the case sheet form such that a MLP with a shorter input 
layer could obtain satisfying results too. 

Figure 2 shows the distributions of weights of the full MLP with 50 hidden units after the 
learning is terminated. Interpretating the weights with a value close to zero as noise produced 
by the learning process, we have pruned the network by eliminating all the input units having 
no output weights larger than 0.5 in modulo. This amounted to a reduction of almost the 90% 
of input data and gave rise to a network with 74 input units. We remark that among the 
corresponding questions eliminated in the case sheet form there was no one judged essential for 
the diagnosis of epilepsy. 

We have trained this pruned MLP on the same training set restarting the learning pro- 
cess with a new set of random weights. The generalization test gave approximately 80% of 
valid results on the single diagnosis and 95% on the clusters of diagnosis. This clearly shows 
the possibility, in this case, of working with very small networks without loosing too much in 
precision. 

6 Conclusions 

This work can be seen as an attempt to study neural networks as a tool able to validate the 
robustness of epilepsy classifications. The hypotheses to ascertain in this case were two. First, 
if the case sheet form contained all the relevant information for accomplishing the task. Second, 
if the classes of diagnoses proposed by ILAE were characterized strongly enough or some split 
and/or merge among classes was in order. The encouraging generalization results seem to 
indicate that the information contained in the case sheet and coded with the 724 bits was 
enough. On the other hand, the feasibility of data compression (as showed in the previous 
Section) may be accounted for by the presence of unimportant questions. An indicator of how 
strong a class gets characterized by a given example set could be the generalization test made 
on a set of (almost) sure diagnoses. If the network answers on inputs belonging to a particular 

class are always very close (in terms of the city-block metric mentioned before) to the coding 
of the class, then the characterization of that class is satisfying. A better assessment of this 
method could require a larger sample: we are currently gathering new case sheets on a national 
scale for improving the results. 

Neural-based expert systems [6] [7] seem to overcome some of the drawbacks encountered in 
medical applications of rule-based expert systems. Beside these advantages, they are criticized 
mainly for their infeasibility with respect to the so-called explanation facility which is common 
in rule-based systems. We would like to point out how this feature is not essential for the 
study of medical diagnoses with neural networks since they involve other forms of knowledge 
representations not necessarily aimed to the extraction of rules. 
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Figure 1.— Graphs of (1) error function and of (2) sum of absolute value weight changes. 
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The representation of temporal knowledge, and reasoning with temporal information presents a continuing challenge to 
researchers in the field of Medicine. Several connectionist architectures specifically designed to deal with temporal 
information have been developed. Some of these paradigms treat time explicitly, representing flow either with an 
additional "ume" parameter, or in the ordering of input vectors. Examples of networks of this type include Time Delay 
Networks (Sejnowski &Rosenburg,1986), Back-propagation in time (Rumelhart, Hinton & Williams), and image 
compression in a back propagation network (Cottrell, Munroe,Zipser,1987). A different approach has been to represent 
time implicitly in the functioning of the network itself rather than as an additional dimension of the input data Jordan, 
1986),(Elman,1988), (Mozer, 1988). 

Networks that do not explicitly represent time confer several advantages over explicit representations. There is no 
limit to the number of intervals that can be examined sequentially, nor is there a need to explicitly specify the duration 
of each interval. Further, since a linear vector is typically used to represent a sequence of events in networks that 
model time explicitly, patterns that resemble each other but occur at different times cannot be easily recognized. This 
paper examines examine the performance of a particular type of network, called a Simple Recurrent Net (SRN) first 
introduced by Elman (Elman, 1988). He demonstrated that such a network was capable of mastering several problems 
involving the prediction of elements in a sequence, including the solution to a sequential version of the XOR problem, 
and the discovery of syntactic structure in natural language data. A network with the same architecture has since been 
trained as a finite state recognizer for a small grammar (Servan-Schreiber, Cleeremans, &McClelland,1988). Despite 
the simplicity of the architecture, these networks are capable of interpreting data in a context which can be quite 
complex. To make this point more clearly, and to demonstrate the power of this paradigm in a medical domain, the 
remainder of this paper will examine the performance of a recurrent net on a simple medical example. 

The Domain 

Assume that a diabetic patient is receiving an intravenous insulin infusion. The only information available about the 
patient is a stream of serial blood glucose levels taken at discrete intervals, and the current status of the insulin 
infusion. At each point in time, the physician (or network) is faced with the decision of either increasing the infusion, 

decreasing the infusion, or keeping it the same. At any point in time, the decision is based not only on the current 
blood glucose level, but also on the patient's past response to therapy. The absolute glucose level, its recent trends, 
and the trend as a function of the insulin dosage are all considered in adjusting the insulin infusion rate. We are given 
just two constraints: 

1. The blood sugar should fall at a rate of approximately 50-100 mg/dl/hour. 
2. The blood sugar should never be allowed to fall below 100-150mg/dl. 

The problem can be formulated geometrically as the task of finding a suitable trajectory through time while staying 
within these constraints. There exists an "ideal" trajectory, where, with a steady infusion rate, the blood sugar steadily 
declines at 50-100 mg/dl/hour starting at time zero. 

The task of the network is defined as follows; when the sequence of blood sugars deviates from the ideal trajectory, the 
network should at each point propose a change in the insulin infusion dosage rate that will return the trajectory to a 
path parallel to the ideal, while staying within the limits of global constraints. Problems of this type have proved 
exceedingly difficult for conventional systems to solve, since they require the ability to recognize trend spanning 
variable periods of time. This situation has been modelled in the network detailed below 
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Network Description 

The network used here, a back-propagation network with recurrent connections is a variation on a class collectively 
referred to as Simple Recurrent Networks (SRNs), first proposed by Elman(1988). It is shown in Figure one. 
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The input layer is supplemented by a group of units called “context” units. Actually, these units are also “hidden” in 
a sense, since they send and receive activations from the units in the hidden layer in the absence of external input. The 
Input Layer contains 7 units. The first two units are used to represent values of the glucose level and current pump 

dosage on an analog scale. The remaining five units are context units. The Hidden Layer contains five units with 
recurrent one to one connections to the context units. The Output Layer consists of a single unit representing a 
proposed pump dosage for the next time interval. All links between units in the network are trainable and weighted 
with real number values, with the exception of the recurrent links from the hidden units to the context units which are 
always set to 1. These values of the weights are set at the time of training and remain fixed during normal processing. 
All units have activations in the range [0,1]. In the input layer the activation of the first two units is set by the input 
to the network. The remaining five units, the context units, can either have their activations set directly, or receive 
input from the hidden layer. 

Network Function 

Processing proceeds as follows. The input layer is presented with sequences of vectors that represent a serum glucose 
and current pump setting at intervals as determined by an external clock. The output is a pump dosage in scaled 
absolute terms, that is proposed to keep the glucose falling at the proper rate over the next time interval. Note that 
there is no unit for representing the glucose in the output layer. The information is superfluous, since the "expected" 
glucose at the next step in time will always be approximately 100 mg/dl less than the current value. The interval 
occurring between each pattern is fixed, and is not specified by the network. All predictions made by the network are 
valid in reference to the interval with which it has been trained. To apply the output of the network to some other 
interval would require that all output be scaled appropriately. 

The Training Set 

There are a potentially infinite number of sequences that might be presented to the network. However, it is not 
necessary to train the network on each of these possible sequences. What is really desired is to be able to respond to 
certain types, or classes, of state changes that represent "trends". Five prototypical types of changes were identified. 
Each of these prototypes represents a type of change, i.e. a rapid fall from high to low, or a steady high serum glucose. 
The network was trained by presenting each of the prototypes sequentially, with a “clear” sequence consisting of all 
zeros presented presented between each prototypical sequence. A total of two hundred epochs was required for adequate 
training. 
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Results 

At any point in time, the network should output a pump dosage that will result in the glucose falling at the proper rate 
over the next time interval. The dosage suggested is influenced by both prior glucose levels and prior pump settings. 
To test the network, a sequence of 30 time steps during which the glucose was constantly varied was fed to the 
network. The network was also modified by adding a recurrent connection from the output node to the input node for 
current pump dosage. This simulates the closed loop situation were the network is really controlling the pump; the 
insulin dosage at every point in time is the dosage proposed by the network on the prior interval. The results of the 
test sequence are shown in figure two. 

figure 2 
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The network suggested dosages properly throughout the sequence. It should be noted the the network was never trained 
on any part of the test sequence, rather, its performance represents a generalization of the behaviors learned on the 
training prototypes. During steps four to six, the glucose rises rapidly, and the network suggests a corresponding rapid 
rise in pump dose. When the glucose falls at a desirable rate in steps seven to twelve, the suggested dose is slowly 

stepped down, but when it falls too rapidly as in steps 26 to 28, a much sharper fall off in dose is suggested by the 
network. When the glucose plateaus at a desirable level of 200, the suggested pump dose plateaus as well. This is in 
contrast to a plateau at a high glucose value such as occurs in steps 23 to 27, where markedly higher pump doses are 
appropriately suggested. Testing the network on other lengthy sequences different from those it trained on always 
produced similar results. 

Discussion 

Many theoretical and practical obstacles remain before a network of this type can be developed that is clinically useful. 
Some of the problems relate to the way time is represented. Ideally, a network used in this setting should interpret all 
data as a continuous stream, with allowances made for the interval between the last measurement and the current data. 
Because the network architecture used represents time as a series of fixed intervals, all measurements must be taken at 
fixed intervals. 

Although the performance of this network has been impressive thus far, there are also patterns that a network of this 
type simply cannot learn. An example of such a trajectory would be the case in which a patient's response to small 
changes in the insulin dose result in large swings in blood sugar. This will result in oscillating behavior by the 
network. A human observer would learn to underestimate the required insulin dosage after several cycles. The network 
will never learn to make this sort of compensatory behavior unless it is specifically trained on a such a sequence, and 
then only with great difficulty if the cycle occurs over a period several intervals. 

Lastly, there is a problem that arises as the number of relevant parameters increases. The task of choosing an adequate 
training set can become intractable. Identifying a set of prototypes becomes more difficult with each variable that is 
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added. Alternatively, the network could be trained on real data, but this requires a huge corpus of cases to adequately 

cover the range of behavior that will be encountered. This is potentially the most serious challenge to further use of 

networks of this type. 

Current Efforts 

Several directions are currently being explored: 

1. A larger, more robust set of prototypes is being developed in order to elicit more complex behaviors from the 

network. 

2. A network with additional units that encode the interval between each time step is being tested. This would 
allow the network to modify its output based on the interval between each measurement. 

3. A network model for a more complex domain is being developed.(controlling a ventilator in an ICU setting.) 
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1. Introduction 

Neural networks are often considered as black boxes, in which knowledge is distributed and 
implicit in order to perform an associative memory. The purpose of this paper is to show how 
explicit knowledge such as logical rules can be extracted from a neural network. Previous works 
on this topic include [4, 9, 10]. After extraction of logical rules, a neural network becomes capable 
of explaining its reasoning as a classical expert system. 

We consider multilayer neural networks where input and output neurons are booleans. We 
first study the semantic interpretation of a sjngle neuron (§3) and then show how to build an 
“equivalent” network of logical and arithmetical rules (§4). An example concerning the first bid 
choice when playing bridge is presented afterwards (§5). 

2. Multilaver Neural Networks 

We are considering here feed-forward type multilayer networks with complete connections 
between adjoining layers [2, 3, 7]. The number of hidden layers between the input and output layer 
is arbitrary. The input-output relationship of each neuron (except for those belonging to the input 
layer) is given by : 

n 

y =f [ net ] where net = > wixi - 6 

i=1 
where y represents the output of the neuron, n the number of inputs x;, w; the connection weights 

and @ the threshold. f is chosen to be the sigmoid function for each neuron's output function. We 
are given a set of exemples { X;, Yj } where X; takes its values in the hypercube {0,1}" and Y; the 

hypercube {0,1}™. The network calculates a continuous mapping F from {0,1}" to [0,1]™ by 
using the back propagation algorithm [6, 8] that consists of a gradient descent method to modify 
weights and thresholds in order to minimize the error between the desired output and the output 
signal of the network. 

We now define smooth and strong neurons. A neuron is said to be smooth for the learning 
set if the number of input values belonging to the interval [-2,+2] is greater than or equal to the 

number of input values in ] -co , -2 [ U ] +2 , +eo [. A neuron is said to be strong if it is not 
smooth. An equivalent definition for a smooth neuron would be to consider the number of 
activation values in the interval [ f (-2) , f( 2 )]; this allows us to consider the input neurons as 
strong neurons and also boolean variables. When applying neural networks with a limited number 
of hidden neurons to various problems, we observed that the hidden neurons tended to behave as 
very strong or very smooth. This led us to develop a method for designing networks such that the 
resulting hidden neurons discriminate in very strong or very smooth. The details of this method are 
Out of the scope of this paper. One of the advantages of this method is to allow one, after the 
learning phase, to force the very strong neurons to become threshold neurons so that they can be 
interpreted as boolean variables. In the following, we will assume that we have threshold neurons 
and smooth neurons, which is not restrictive. 
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3. Semantic Interpretation of a Neuron 

We first consider transformations of a neuron f [ wo + a Wi Xj ] that keep its transfer 

function invariant, but allow better semantic properties. We will then explain in §4 transformations 
of the overall network. 

3.1. Smoothing of the weights 

When the number of xjs is large, it is possible to perform a histogram ofthe weights Wj and 

cluster the weights in several classes. When the classes are difficult to distinguish, one can use 
statistical methods such as discriminant analysis. By choosing an average coefficient for each 

class, we can derive an equivalent neuron f [ wc + XK Wy ( a Xik ) ] where Xjk belongs to class 

k. In order to ensure that the error introduced by the averaging operation is negligeable, one can 
choose : 

Wk = => AE=0 
5 OE 

6 Wix 

under the conditions that : 

wk © [min je { wick }, max je { wik } ] 

  

3.2. Appearance of intermediate numerical variables 

If the neurons Xj,S of a same class k are strong neurons (this is always the case if they 

belong to the input layer), then the summation diy xj, can be interpreted as the number of Xjk equal 

to 1. We thus can introduce an intermediate numerical variable that will ease the further 
interpretation. An other case consists of performing a linear transformation on neurons belonging 
to the same class if we compensate by similarly introducing an intermediate numerical variable. 

ion_ of ical Rul 

When considering an output neuron or a hidden neuron, one can extract an equivalent logical 
tule. If we assume that the neuron is activated at level s, we can write : 

wot ty wy (Ly xy) 2 [8] Dew (Lyx, ZF!Es]}- wo 

If we assume that most of the Xj, are strong neurons and thus boolean (this is always the 

case when considering the first hidden layer), we can easily, by enumeration, extract a disjonctive 
normal form, by superposing all the cases with the OR connector : the derived logical formula is 
equivalent (at level s) to (1). We can afford to use an explicit enumeration algorithm because the 
number of variables has been greatly reduced as explained in §3.2. In any case, it is always 
possible to improve the implicit enumeration by using heuristic methods such as 
propagation/extraction techniques [1]. 

The validity domain of the methods presented above is limited to networks whose hidden 
layers consist of less than 10 neurons. The limitation on the number of input neurons is related to 
the existence of regularities in the coefficients (we considered networks with input layers 
containing until 52 neurons). 
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5. Application 

We are considering the problem of the first bid choice when playing bridge. A method called 
“the new fith major" has been widely used [5] in order to determine the right first bid out of 11 
candidates (from "pass" to "2 without trump"). This method consists of a large number of logical 
rules that are applied on several decision elements such as the number of honor points or the 
number of cards of the same suit. An expert system based on this method has been implemented 
and has provided us with 50 hands per bid. We considered a neural network with three layers : the 
first layer consisted of 52 neurons corresponding to a deck of cards ; the second layer was chosen 
to have 5 hidden neurons since there are five predominant features when estimating the value of an 
hand, i.e. the number of honor points and the number of cards in each of the four suits : finally, 
the third and last layer contained 11 neurons corresponding to the possible bids. 

After the learning phase, we observed that only one hidden neuron (N1) was performing as 
a smooth neuron whereas the four other neurons were strong neurons. Table 1 shows the results 
of the semantic interpretation of the five hidden neurons. The smoothing of the coefficients as 
presented in §3.1 allows one to cluster the input neurons in several classes. By considering. the 
rank and the suit of each card, we can easily give a name to each of these classes : Py = number of 
honor points ; N T = number of clubs ; N K = number of diamonds ; Nc = number of hearts ; N P 
= number of spades. It is very interesting to notice that the network has been able to retrieve by 
itself the concept of points as well as the concept of suits - even though the neurons N2, N3 et N4 
are Superposing a concept of suit with the concept of points. 

  

  

  

  

  

            

Neuron | Type Input interpretation Activation condition at level 0.5 

N1 Soft - 0.2 Pi, + 3.2 Pi, < 16 

N2 Strong -2Py, + S4Ny Nx > 0.37 Pry 

N3 Strong Py + 9Nc- 39 Nc > 43 - O.11P, 

N4 Strong -2Py+ 5.4Np Np > 0.37 P, 

N5 Strong 7.5 Ne - 34 Ny > 4.8 
  

Table 1 : Activation conditions of the five hidden neurons at level 0.5   

By a similar smoothing operation, we can derive the formulas giving the activation of the 
neurons "bid" with respect to the activation of the hidden neurons : 

Pass = f[3.5N1 + 0.5(N2+N3+N44+N5)-4] 
1 Club=f[2N1 + 15N5 - 0.5(N2+N34N4)-2] 
1 Diamond =f [N2 - N4 -0.5(N3+N5)-1] 
1 Heart = f[3N1 + N3 -0.5(N2+N4+N5)-3] 
1 Spade =f[N1 + N4- N2 -0.5(N3+N5)-1.5] 
I Without Trump = f[8N1 - 2(N2+N3+N4+N5)-4] 
2 Clubs =f[-7N1 + 15(N2+N3+4N4+N5)+1.5] 
2 Diamonds = f [-2 N1 + N2 -0.5( N3+N4+N5)] 
2 Hearts =f[0.5N1 + N3 -1.5] 
2 Spades =f[-2.5N1 +1.5N4 ] 
2 Without Trump = f[-3N1 - (N2+N3+N4+N5)4+1.5] 

At this point, it is possible to interpret the overall network and extract logical rules. Let us 
take the exemple of the "2 Spades" bid. By using the result given above, we can write that the 
activation condition at level 0.5 is : | 
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-2.5N1+1.5N4 20 (2) 

Since N1 is a smooth neuron and N4 is a threshold neuron, we know that N1 > 0 and thus 

N4 must be equal to 1. Thus (2) becomes N1 < 0.6 < Py, 2 15. This condition can be combined 

with the result N4 = 1 to extract from the condition given in table 1 the logical formula : "Py, 2 15 

and Np 2 6". It is important to notice that the logical rule is a function of the desired level of 

activation s (here 0.5). We, thus, can derive rules as functions of s. This allows us to extract the 

exact frontiers between bids by considering competitions between them at a given activation level. 

A systematical way of retrieving the rules consists of simulating the equivalent network by varying 
all the numerical variables and extract the frontiers from the results. 

6. Summary 

We have shown that some types of neural networks can be represented by "equivalent" 

logical and arithmetical formulas. Derived from an analogic machine working as a black box, a 
logical machine can sometimes be built that is able to explain its reasoning. The neural network 
answers as an expert and the equivalent network can be used to provide explanations as an expert 
system would do. 

Moreover, logical and arithmetical formulas extraction provides one with an extra advantage: 
the formulas are not very sensitive to slight variations of the numerical coefficients; the calculation 
allows a better reproductibility. Thus, two similar neural networks learning from the same 
examples set will reach different numerical coefficients; however, the extracted formulas will be 
similar. 
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PROBLEM-SOLVING BY USING REINFORCEMENT LEARNING NEURAL NETS 

Victor C. Chen 

VITRO Corporation 

14000 Georgia Avenue, Silver Spring, MD 20906-2972 

Abstract The traditional artificial intelligence approach to problem-solving 
is to design programs that will work out a step-by-step method, then carry out 
the steps. Without programming, neural networks are able to solve problems by 
learning. In this paper, we discuss a neural network approach to 
problem-solving and an appropriate neural network architecture. We chose the 
Tower-of-Hanoi puzzle as an example to demonstrate the problem-solving ability 
of reinforcement learning neural networks. We also propose a search approach 
which combines stochastic search with simulated annealing to significantly 
reduce the instability in the learning curve. 

THE STATE REPRESENTATION 

There are three important features common to problem-solving : states, 
operations, and goals. We chose the Tower-of-Hanoi puzzle as our example to 

illustrate our neural network problem-solving scheme. In the Tower-of-Hanoi 
puzzle as shown in Fig.1, there are three pegs, numbered 1,2,and 3. Initially, 
on peg 1 there are N disks, each one smaller than the one below it. The 
problem is to move all the disks from peg 1 to peg 3 by moving disks one at a 
time. Only the top disk on a peg can be moved, but it can never be placed on 
top of a smaller disk. 
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Fig. 1 The Tower-of-Hanoi Puzzle 

Fig.1 also illustrates the three-disk problem. Let S be the small disk, M 
the medium disk, and L the large disk; then we can describe the state of the 

Tower-of-Hanoi by specifying which peg disk S is on, which peg disk M is on, 
and which peg disk L is on. We can then describe any state using three 
numbers: for example, (132). The first number tells which peg L is on; the 

second tells which peg M is on; and the third tells which peg S is on. The 
operation changes one of the numbers in the state description to reflect the 
moving. However, the operations cannot change the numbers arbitrarily. There 

are constraints: (1) Only the top-most disk can be moved from one peg to 
another, (2) A larger disk may never be placed on the top of a smaller disk, 
(3) Only one disk can be moved at a time. 
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SEARCHING FOR A SOLUTION 

Heuristic search is a technique for searching the state space 

efficiently. It usually requires information about the properties of the 
specific problem domain. In heuristic search, decisions must be made as to 

which state is the most promising to expand next what operation to apply next 

to a given state. 
The cost of a solution path in the state space is defined as the number 

of operations required to transform from the initial state into the goal 

state. Unfortunately, when a state is encountered during a search, we do not 

know if the lowest-cost solution path goes through the state. Usually an 
evaluation function is needed in order to estimate the promise of a state. 

Strategy learning conducted under the influence of the evaluation is 

called reinforcement learning. This type of learning assigns credit to the 

system performance so as to increase the probability of receiving high 

evaluations. The learning procedure must : (1) generate operations, (2) assign 

credit to operations, and (3) modify the operation-selection process. 

Operations can be generated by a searching procedure, such as stochastic 

search, to observe relationships among states, operations, and degree of 

success in achieving a goal. According to the evaluation at each operation 

step and using the heuristic rule, credit can be assigned to the searching 
process to indicate degrees of success. Guided by the assigned credit or 
blame, the operation-selection process will be modified. Langley [1985] 
discussed some heuristics for the assignment of credit to operations. 

THE SYSTEM MODEL FOR PROBLEM-SOLVING 

The general model of the problem-solving system consists of two parts 
the evaluation part and the performance part. The evaluation part outputs an 
evaluation signal which criticizes the operation taken according to the search 

heuristics. The performance part consists of three elements : learning, the 

knowledge base, and the searching operation or action. The learning element 
has two inputs : the states of the environment, including the current state as 
well as previous states, and the evaluation value. According to the inputs, 
the learning element adjusts the knowledge base, and based on the adjusted 
knowledge, the searching operation element executes the next operation on the 

environment. 

IMPLEMENTATION OF THE PROBLEM-SOLVING SYSTEM WITH NEURAL NETS 

Both the performance part and the evaluation part can be implemented with 
neural networks. Following Barto et al. [1983] and Anderson [1987], one is 

called the action network and the other is called the evaluation network. The 
evaluation network will learn an evaluation function. According to the 
heuristics, credit or blame can be assigned to operations through an external 
critic signal, r(t). In order to get a continuous evaluation function value, 

the adaptive heuristic critic (AHC) algorithm [ Sutton, 1984 ] can be 

employed. The evaluation net will perform the AHC algorithm to find the 

evaluation function, r(t). The most significant external critic signal, 

r(t)=1.0 (reward), is assigned whenever the goal state is reached. A large 

negative primary critic signal, r(t)=-1.0 (penalty) is assigned whenever a 
loop occurs. For all other non-goal states, the primary critic signal is 
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assigned to a small negative value, r(t)=-0.05 — -0.1 (a little penalty), to 
ensure the shortest path heuristic. The action network performs searching, and 
learning will be based on the estimated, time-varying, and delayed evaluation 
value from the evaluation network. Random noise, ny is added to each output 

y,, 6) in order to perform stochastic search. As learning progresses, the 

action probabilities will be updated and become biased in favor of more 
successful actions. The difference between the actual action, act(t), and the 
expected action value, E{act(t))}, can be used as an error Signal. Fig.2 shows 
the neural network architecture for problem-solving. In order to avoid 
re-visiting a previously visited state, the previous two actions should also 
be input to the action net in addition to the current environment 
state-vector. 
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Fig.2 Neural Network Architecture for Problem-solving. 

SIMULATION RESULTS 

Fig.3(a) shows the learning curve of the System. Generally speaking, 
after 3,000 trials the system will learn the optimal solution path and the 
learning curve will converge to 7 steps. 

Because random noise is added to the outputs of the action network, it is 
still possible that the system will bias from the optimal solution path even 
after it learns the path. Fig.3(b) illustrates learning curves for solving a 
simple two-disk Tower-of-Hanoi problem. The dashed line indicates the learning 
curve using conventional stochastic searching. From the dashed line we can see 
that peaks can still take place even after the learning curve converges to the 
shortest step. However, when we combine the stochastic search with simulated 
annealing ( i.e., gradually reducing temperature, therefore, the noise 
intensity ), the learning curve will converge to the shortest steps constantly 
as indicated by the solid line in Fig.3(b). 
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ABSTRACT 

At present, the majority of manufacturing of aerospace composite laminates and the resulting cutting process 
is done manually often resulting in high scrap percentages. Automation of this process using artificial 
intelligence technology can reduce production lead time and manufacturing costs due to the high costs of 
composite materials. In this paper the use of a neocognitron System as a pattern classifier for a composite 
stock cutting process that integrates neural networks with the more traditional expert systems technology is 
discussed. The neocognitron architecture is extended to cover translation, rotation and scale invariant pattern 
recognition without additional processing to meet the requirements imposed by the composite stock cutting 
process. 

INTRODUCTION 

Currently, a large majority of firms have or are in the process of transferring their composite product design 
process into an electronic environment. In this area where computer graphics is extensive, there is a need for a 
System that can retrieve part drawings from the electronic environment and generate the best allocation of 
patterns to be cut from a specific plate of composite material. Once the Cutting configuration is found it can 
be transferred to a computer integrated manufacturing environment in which Cutting operations can be 
performed. Automating the pattem generation process is essential in reducing manufacturing lead time to 
provide the ability to meet frequent product design changes and short product life cycles. This necessitates an 
integrated approach to stock cutting problems. There is a need for an advanced decision Support system that 
has the capability to process patterns in an electronic environment, select appropriate optimization algorithms 
and determine applicable allocation heuristics based on pattern configurations and stock sheets. Composite 
stock cutting is not an exception of this trend. The need for an automated composite stock cutting system 
becomes more important as the use of composite materials has increased dramatically over the past decade 
and will continue to increase in the military research and development areas. The drive to higher performance 
specifications and better efficiency in airframe structures will have a significant impact on the grouth of 
composite materials research and its acceptance in the manufacturing domain.. 

Dimensionality, shape of patterns, and number of plates are the basic attributes generally used to classify 
stock cutting problems. Even the two dimensional single plate rectangular pattern problem is NP-complete 
as shown by Garey (1979). The problem becomes more complicated for other combinations of attributes. 
Thus, instead of trying to reach an optimal layout pattern most researchers have turned to heuristic solutions 
that generated the above classification. Optimization is a critical elements in the solution of these problems. 
The methods proposed are summarized in survey articles by Hinxman (1980) and Golden (1976). Current 
techniques have restrictions in application due to the NP-complete nature of the problem. To overcome this 
difficulty various heuristic techniques and integrated artificial intelligence optimization approaches are 
proposed in Dagli (1990). Cutting pattern generation is an essential issue in developing a solution to this 
problem. Neural networks could contribute greatly to the design of such a system through their ability to 
identify various pattern configurations in the process of cutting pattern generation. 

Most of the well known neural networks paradigms including backpropagation, counter-propagation, Ham- 
ming, etc. are based on a pattern matching criteria. These networks, when trained, form a number of decision 
regions. Each decision corresponds to one specific class. In the recall process, input patterns are classfied 
based on their distance from these decision regions. These pattern matching neural networks are to some ex- 
tent tolerant of noise but if the input pattern is slightly shifted, scaled or rotated, they are unable to proper- 
ly idenufy the reformed patterns. This is an important issue to be considered in Cutting pattern generation for 
composites as patterns need to be shaped, scaled and rotated in the process of generating nests on the stock 
sheet. The neocognitron developed by Fukushima ( 1982 ) is a pattern recognizer based on feature extraction 
and feature matching. This network imitates the human visual system. 
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A neocognitron system consists of a number of modular stages. At the first stage, local features of the input 

pattern are extracted and at each succeeding stage they are gradually converted to the more global features. 

Finally at the last stage each cell represents a feature pattern which has global characteristics and is invariant 

to shift, scale and deformation, Fukushima (1988). A distinguishing characteristic of neocognitron system 

over the backpropagation and similar networks is the fast learning ability. It can learn a pattern in a few 

iterations and therefore is capable of real time learning. In this study the neocognitron is selected as a 

network paradigm and extended to meet the requirements imposed by composite stock cutting. The extended 

neocognitron architecture is demonstrated on example patterns incorperating essential stock cutting problem 

features. 

NEOCOGNITRON 

The basic structure of the neocognitron system is shown in Figure 1. This multistage network consists of 

many stages. Each stage contains a layer of S-cells followed by a layer of C-cells. The input pattern Uo is 

applied to the first stage. 

U 
  

  

  

| 

ptt 
Figure 1. Structure of the neocognitron 

  

  

S-cells are feature extracting cells. In other words, an S-cell is activated only when a particular feature is 

presented at a certain position in the input layer. The feature which the S-cells extract is determined during 

the learning process. In lower stages, local features such as a line at a particular orientation are extracted. In 

higher stages, more global features, such as a part of a training pattern are extracted. Figure 2 shows a S-cell 

input ” 'P tput characteristic employed in the neocognitron. 
utd) 
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Figure 2 . Structure of a S-cell 

An S-cell has an inhibitory input which causes a shunting effect. Let u(1), u(2), . . , u(N) be the excitory 

inputs and v be inhibitory input. Let e be the weighted sum of all excitory inputs and h the weighted sum of 

inhibitory input. e = YZa(v)* u(v) (1) 

h= b*¥v (2) 

where a(v) are the excitory and b is the inhibitory weights. e and h are inputs of the S-cell and w is the output 

of the S-cell. 

(3) 
—__— | ————— 

1 +h 1 + h 
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The nonlinear function 9 is defined by the following equation. 

X (X>0) 

X j= 4 p(X } 0 (X<0) (4) 

The a(v) weights are variable and are reinforced during the learning process. The inhibitory input b is obtained 

from the output of a subsidiary inhibitory cell, which is called a V-cell. The input of the S-cell and V-cell 

are the same but V-cell weights are fixed. The output of the V-cell satisfies equation 5. 

v -/ » c(v) * u(v) (5) 

The C-cells are employed in the network for positional shift and feature deformation. Connections from S- 
cells to C-cells are fixed and do not change during the learning process. These weights are called the d 
weights. The input-to-output characteristic of a C-cell is similar to that of the S-cell except the function @ 

is replaced by function y which is a saturation function defined by 

  

ZK ((x>0) 6) 
Wx) = 0 (x <0) 

The neocognitron is capable of training with both unsupervised learning ( or learning without a teacher ) and 
supervised learning ( or learning with a teacher ). In unsupervised learning Fukushima (1982), the repeated 
presentation of a set of training patterns is employed for the self-organization of the network and it is not 
necessary to give any information about the categories in which these patterns should be classified. The unsu- 
pervised learning of the neocognitron is similar to Kohonen’s learning rule with the difference that S-cells of 
a S-plane compete for learning a feature rather than the whole pattern. Among the S-cells of a certain S- 
plane, only the one which is responding the strongest to a feature has its interconnection reinforced. The 
amount of reinforcement of each interconnection to this maximum output cell is proportional to the intensity 

of the response of the cell. The reinforcement is only applied to variable weights a(v) which are excitory and 
b(v) which is inhibitory. This reinforcement of the variable connection a(v) and b(v) is based on the follow- 
ing equations 

Aa(v)=g*c(v)* V(v),  Ab(v) = g * V(v) (7) 

where g is a positive constant which determines the speed of increment. 

The neocognitron may also be trained by a supervised learning rule. This learning method is advantageous for 
recognition of patterns which are similar in shape but belong to the two different classes. An example of 
this is the degree of similarity between O and 0 which belong to the same category and that of O and Q which 
are similar but belong to two different categories. The main difference between the supervised and the unsu- 
pervised learning is that in supervised learning each layer is trained at one iteration with a teacher. The fea- 
tures taught to the first layer are primitive features of the pattern like horizontal, vertical and oriented 
lines. The next stage is trained by more sophisticated features obtained from the combination of the features 
of the first layer. Each cell of the last stage corresponds to the complete global feature of a trained pattern. 
Supervised learning is a useful technique when the application is limited to a certain type of pattern. The ex- 
tended neocognitron, proposed here, has the ability of recognizing patterns in different orintations. This new 

feature of the neocognitron is obtained by a generalization of the position invariant characteristic of this net- 

work. In the neocognitron, cells of a S-plane are responsible for extraction of the same feature at different lo- 

cations. The cells of each row look for a specific feature along the X axis while cells of each column look for 
the same feature along the Y axis. This is the reason for having two dimensional S and C planes. The idea of 
position invariance of the neocognitron is generalized to augment the rotation invariance property. Thus the 
extended neocognitron is capable of recognizing patterns in different positions, orientations and scale with no 

preprocessing stage. It is also sufficient to train the network with patterns in one position, orientation and 

scale and the trained network can recall the same patterns from a different position, orientation and scale. 
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CUTTING PATTERN RECOGNITION USING EXTENDED NEOCOGNITRON 

Stock patterns to be cut from composite piles contain features that can be classified. It is not difficult to come 

up with feature names as; rectangular multiple bosses, convex multiple groves, symmetric bosses. Some of the 

features are the terms used in the shop floor for identifying various components of the composite structure. A 

simple composite structure is shown in Figure 3 is differentiated from the other patterns as rectangular convex 

single boss ( the second feature in the stage three ). Sample composite structure recognition of this shape using 

the extended neocognitron is demonstrated in the figure based on three stage network. 
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Once the features of the patterns are identified it becomes possible to select an appropriate pattern sequence 

for creating a pattern nest using an expert system. This extended neocognitron architecture can then work as a 
pattern classifier for composite stock cutting. 

CONCLUDING REMARKS 

In this study a neocognitron architecture is extracted for composite stock cutting classification. Based on ini- 

tial tests, the new paradigm looks promising. It can identify scrap patterns generated from the combination of 

various composite stock patterns. The adopted architecture of neocognitron is coded for a sequential machine 

and efforts are underway to implement the network on a parallel machine. 
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Abstract 
An application of the Hopfield-type neural network is 

presented in the switch pattern planning problem of electric 
power distribution systems. This problem requires consideration 
of non-equality constraints. To represent these constraints in 
the energy function of the neural network, a new technique was 
developed which introduces special neurons into the network. 
These neurons are expected to converge to intermediate values 
between O and 1. Simulation results show that this method is 
quite encouraging. 

1. Introduction 

Since Hopfield showed the neural network technique could 
solve combinational problems such as the Traveling Salesman 
Problem[1], many researchers have attempted to apply the neural 
network to various optimization problems. The constraints of 
almost all of those problems are combinational constraints. 
However, in most actual applications, non-equality equations 
have to be taken into consideration. This paper deals with the 
Switch pattern planning problem which contains the the non- 
equality equation constraints. 

2. Switch Pattern Planning Problem 

The switch pattern planning problem involves determination 
of the on/off states of switches in electric power distribution 
Systems. Changing their on/off states allows control of the 
energy flow from energy sources to consuming points such as 
factories and houses. A distribution System can be represented 
by a graph such as Fig.1. In this figure, branches correspond to 
Switches, and nodes correspond to consuming points and energy 
sources. Usually an energy source is called a ”*Feeder” and an 
energy consuming point is called a "Load”. Switch pattern 
planning sometimes proceeds as_ restoration Steps after an 
emergency situation such as a black out. If the power supply 
through Feeder-0 is interrupted, Load-1 to Load-10 are blacked 
out. The restoration finds available back-up feeders’ and 
emergency supplying routes from back-up feeders to blacked out 
loads. Rerouting is realized by changing the on/off states of 
Switches located in the distribution Systems. Then rerouting can 
be considered as an allocation problem among back-up feeders and 
blacked out loads. 

The aim of the switch pattern planning is to find the best 
allocation under some constraints and objective functions. 

The constraints and the optimization targets shown in Fig. 2 
are as follows. 
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(1) The total energy value from a feeder must be smaller than 

its capacity. 

(2) Any blacked out load should not receive energy from two 

or more feeders. 
(3) The optimizing target is to minimize the amount of black 

out power. Backup Feeder 
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Fig. 1 Graph representation of a distribution system 
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Fig. 2 Constraints of the problem Fig. 3 Neuron matrix 

3. Formulation of the problem 

With the constraints mentioned above, the switch pattern 

planning problem can be mapped onto the graph partitioning 
problem. As Fig.2 shows, a partitioned sub-graph should be a 

tree which has a feeder as a root, and the sum of the required 

energy value in the sub-graph should be smaller than _ the 

capacity of the feeder. 
The state variables Xij (neurons) shown in Fig.3 are defined 

to represent the allocation state between feeders and loads. 
Xij=l means that Feeder-i supplies power to Load-j and Xij=0 
means otherwise. Constraint (2) does not allow 0<¢<Xij<1. 
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In this case, the capacity constraint is represented by the 
following non-equality equation. 

Nn 
L Lj°Xij § Fi (1) 
J | 

where, Nn is the number of loads, Lj is the energy value which 
Load-j requires, and Fi is the capacity of the Feeder-i. 

A new method is proposed to represent these constraints in 
the energy function for the Hopfield-type neural network. The 
fundamental concept of this method is to introduce the neurons 
which converge to intermediate values between 0 and 1. This 
Special neurons Yi are multiplied to the upper limits Fi as 
Shown in Eq.2. The final equation for energy function £1 is 
described in Eq. 3.. 

Nn 

L LjJ:Xij = Fi-Yi (2) 
J 

Nn 2 
El = (2 Lj:Xij - Fi:Yi ) (3) 

J 

3. Energy functions 

The other terms of the energy function are described here. 
(1) Path constraint £2 

From a Feeder-i to Load-j, there must be a path to transmit 
the energy. To represent this constraint, the following term is 
defined. 

Nf Nn 
EF2 =X kX KXij( 1 - Xik ) (4) 

i Jj#g(i) 
k=k (i, j) 

where, Nf is the number of feeders, g(i) is the load to which 
Feeder-i is directly connected, k(i,j) is the load that is in 
the path from Feeder-i to Load-j and directly connected to Load- 
j- 

(2) Tree constraint £3 
The partitioned sub-graph should be a tree. This constraint 

means that the number of neurons whose values are 1 in each 
column of matrix {Xij} should be 1 or 0, and defined in Eq. 5. 

Nn Nf Nf 
E3 =X EC CF Xij:Xkj (5) 

J 1 kei 

(3) Objective function EF4 
The optimization target is to minimize the number of the 

blacked out loads. This is defined in the objective functions E4 
in Eq. 6. 

Nn Nf Nn 
F4 = {XU LjJ°( 1 - 2 Xij) } 72 Lj (6) 

J 1 J 

The total energy function is defined in Eq. 7. 
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E = w1°El + W2°E2 + w3°E3 + w4°F4 (7) 

where, wl1,w2,Ww3, and w4 are weights. 

4. Simulation Results 

All the neurons including Xij and Yi are calculated using 

the following equations. 

qduij/dt = ~dE/ dXij (8) 

dui/dt = -dE/@Yi (9) 

Xij = 1/7{1 + exp(-Uij) } (10) 

Yi =1/{1+ exp(-Ui) } (11) 

We investigated 100 cases with various values of Fi and Lj 

on’a model distribution system with 4 feeders and 10 loads. 

Figure 4 shows an example. The values of Lj, Fi, w1,w2,03,and w4 

are shown in the figure. 
We got valid solutions in almost all of the cases. However, 

in the cases under the condition of ELj > CUFi, some Xij 

converged to the intermediate values between 0 and l. 

5. Conclusion 

A new method for describing the non-equality equation in the 
energy function of the neural network was investigated. The 

simulation results are quite encouraging although it does not 

always give valid solutions as the original Hopfield-type model. 
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INVARIANT TARGET RECOGNITION USING FEATURE EXTRACTION 
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ABSTRACT 
A target recognition system using an artificial neural network was developed and trained by the Learning Vector Quantization (LVQ) method. The system distinguished among three targets regardless of their spatial orientation. It was demonstrated that recognition was invariant under the affine transformations of rotation, scaling, and translation. 

Invariance is built into the network by the extraction of unique features from the various targets. This method overcame the two shortcomings of long training times and combinatorial explosion of terms often present in other networks. Two important elements of this work are the feature vectors used to represent the targets, and the recognition technique for identifying the observed targets. 

INTRODUCTION 
Target recognition can be defined as choosing the proper’ model structure to characterize a given target, or identifying the target as belonging to a certain parameterization. Some criteria used for target identification are explained by Larimore (1977), Chellapa and Kashyap (1982). Researchers have attempted the identification of unknown objects, using their 2-D silhouettes, by comparing them with models in a library. Edges composed of straight line segments have been used as features by many researchers in this context (Faugeras and Toscani 1986, Lowe 1986), and satisfactory results have been obtained. 

Artificial neural networks have been trained to distinguish among digitized images of several targets presented in fixed positions with a high degree of success (Farsaie 1989). The success rate is much lower, however, when the targets are rotated, translated, or scaled in size. Previous techniques have included training the network on the images presented at different angles as well as designing networks so that the Synaptic weights have affine invariance incorporated into their calculation (Giles, Griffin, and Maxwell 1987, and Reid,Spirkovska, and Ochoa 1989). This paper presents a new approach to affine invariant target recognition using artificial neural networks. 

APPROACH 
For the purpose of recognizing larger images of targets (100x100), an attempt was made to include the idea of information being derived from correlations between and among pixels as described by Giles et.al., but also to avoid the combinatorial explosion of terms and connections that occur as the image sizes increase. Furthermore, a neural network model was developed which accounts for aliasing and “jaggies". 

Testing and training were performed on three targets shown in Figure 1. Images were 100 x 100 pixels in size. Three sets of images of these targets were generated: silhouette, thin edge (with boundary line drawn one pixel thick), and thick edge (with boundary line drawn two pixels thick). Each data set was presented to the neural network separately during training and testing. 

FEATURE EXTRACTION: A procedure for selection and extraction of features was developed. This provided a set of feature vectors for use with the neural network model. Components of vector X represent the features extracted from an image, where X is defined as follows: 
X [1] = the total number of pixels in the image with value 1. X [2] = the sum of all of the products of pixels with the pixels which are the same distance from a designated origin but 90 degrees apart. X [3] = the same as x[2] except for pixels 180 degrees apart. 
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At first glance, the above features appeared to be invariant - at least under 

translation and rotation - if the proper origin is selected. However, close 

inspection of these features revealed that aliasing may cause any or all of the 

features to fail to be invariant. 

To remedy the problems described above, an average number of pixels representing a 
target was chosen rather than an absolute number of pixels. Deviation from this 
assumed average is a function of the rotation angle as well as the inherent problem of 

aliasing. Using this approach, a learning paradigm was selected which accounted for 

"average behavior" in a system. It appeared that although the features described 
above are not "truly" rotationally invariant when a transformation is applied to a 
digitized target, they are "nearly" rotationally invariant and a paradigm which 
accounted for fluctuations about an assumed mean would work well. This led to 
the choice of the Improved LVQ method described by Kohonen (1987). 

After several training sessions were attempted to implement rotational invariance, it 

became apparent that aliasing and "jaggies" caused the features extracted at the 
mid angles (25 degrees to 65 degrees) to differ substantially from those from _ the 
same target extracted at angles near zero degree and 90 degrees. Therefore it was 
decided to use two feature vectors to represent each target. The first vector was 
composed of features initialized with the target at standard position (at 90 degree 
angle), as shown in Figure 1, and the second vector used the same features initialized 

at mid angles. 

Translation invariance was easily incorporated into the network by computing 
features with respect to the center of gravity of the target. Thus the "designated 
origin" referred to in the definitions of features X[2] and X[3] is the center of 
gravity of the target. Features were adjusted for scale invariance by a simple ratio 

and proportion scheme. The radius (R) of the smallest circle which encloses all 

of the pixels in the target was found. The center of the circle was at the center of 

gravity of the target. Each of the: features was then multiplied by 144/R**2 ,where 
144 is simply a base value indicating the square of the radius of the circle which 

encloses the training targets. 

TARGET RECOGNITION: After the features have been extracted for the targets of 
interest, feature vectors were used for training and testing. Kohonen's  LVQ2 

technique was used to perform recognition. LVQ2 refers to the Improved 

Learning Vector Quantization technique described by Kohonen (1987). In this paradign, 

codebook vectors representing known classes are initialized - either randomly or 

by a mentor - and training proceeds with all of the codebook vectors competing 

for the input vectors. If the winning codebook vector correctly classifies the 
input, the codebook vector is rotated toward the input vector. If the winning 

codebook vector incorrectly classifies the input vector, the winning codebook 

vector is rotated away from the input vector and the codebook vector which should 

have won is rotated toward the input vector. 

A methodology has been formulated and algorithms were developed for training 

process (Figure 2). A target was randomly selected and then rotated at a random angle 

between zero and 180 degrees. Targets were kept fixed at one location (no translation) 

with their standard size (i.e., scale factor of 1:1). Features were extracted and used 

to generate two feature vectors as described before. Then these feature vectors were 

introduced to the neural network model where codebook vectors are computed and 

updated. During training the network assigned two codebook vectors to each target. 

This process was repeated for 1000 iterations, which would result in rotating the two 

codebook vectors toward the center of the cluster that represents the target. 

Iterations of 200, 400, and 600 were also used. 

During testing, one of the three targets was randomly selected and rotated at a random 

angle. Then for any selected scale factor the target was translated by x,y. Feature 

vectors were extracted and then presented to the network for recognition. Training and 
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testing procedures were repeated for all of three sets of images (i.e., silhouette, 
thin edge, thick edge). 

RESULTS 
The recognition network was tested for all combinations of orientation angles and 
scale factors. Angles were varied from zero to 90 degrees, and scale factors ranged 
from 0.49 to 1.7. Translations ranged from -15 to 15 in both the x and y directions. 

Performance of the network did not vary substantially as a function of orientation 
angle when thick edge images were used (Figure 3). For the case of silhouette images, 
the percentage of correctly recognized targets was reduced by 10 at mid angles (i.e., 
30 and 60 degrees). The network performed poorly at angles near 45 degrees in the case 
of thin edge images. 

Figure 4 shows the percent correctly classified as a function of scale factor. It 
appeared that in the case of thin edge images the network did well for scale factors 
from 0.81 to 1.2, but the performance fell off Sharply as the scale factor increased 
or decreased beyond this range. When thick edge images were used the network performed 
very well for scale factors from 0.81 to 1.44 with a correct recognition rate of 97 
percent. In the case of silhouette images recognition rates as high as 100 percent 
were achieved. When the target size was reduced the accuracy dropped by three percent. 

As expected, the network trained on silhouette images exhibited the best overall 
performance, achieving an accuracy of 99 percent when trained for 1000 iterations 
(Table 1). In general thick edge images were superior to thin edge images for 
identifying targets (90.0 vs 70.0 percent). As Table 1 also shows, no appreciable 
improvement was obtained by increasing the number of iterations for either the thick 
edge or thin edge images. 

CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTION FOR FURTHER STUDY 
The test results clearly indicated that the feature extraction technique described 
here, along with LVQ2 training process represented an efficient and effective method 
for target recognition which is invariant under any of the affine transformations of 
scaling, translating, and rotating. Using only two codebook vectors for each target 
and only three features per vector, a high rate of success was achieved in 
distinguishing among three targets presented at varying spatial orientations. In 
addition to the rapid training process and efficient identification, a new set of 
features was introduced which may be easily generalized to account for more complex 
structured targets. 

Work is underway in researching the problem of identifying targets by feature 
extraction with Kohonen style network. Emphasis will be placed on establishing 
criteria on what is the adequate training time, and incorporation of statistical 
measures to present probabilities of detection, as well as asSigning measures of 
confidence to the response of the network. Other problem areas such as more efficient 
scale invariant algorithms, and perhaps most Significantly, designing the networks’ to 
work in the presence of high signal to noise ratio are to be studied. 
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Figure 2. Methodology for training the network. 

  

  

  

  

IMAGE NO. OF % CORRECT 
TYPE ITERATIONS 

SILHOUETTE 200 95.2 
1000 99.0 

200 83.0 

THICK EDGE 300 88.0 

400 90.0 

1000 84.0 

400 63.0 
THIN EDGE 600 70.0 

1000 63.0 
  

Table 1. Overall performance of the 
network using three types 
of images.
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ABSTRACT 

The use of the certainty factor formalism in connectionists’ expert systems has three disadvantages: 

1. The certainty factors of the "AND" and "OR" operations are taken to be the maximum and minimum of the 
certainty factors of the premises respectively. This means that some information are completely ignored in 
the process. 

2. The uncertainties in the facts, rules and logical operations are not treated in a unified way 

In this paper, we define a new logic that weighs all available information and implemented it using an emulated 
neuronet. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

One way of handling uncertainties in an expert system is to introduce Fuzzy logic [1]. The idea of Fuzzy logic 
originated from the concept of Fuzzy set and inherited certain limitations. The most serious one is that not all the 
strengths of the conditions are taken into consideration in determining the strength needed for the corresponding 
action. Consider the following rule: 

If A (a) and B (b) and C (c) then D (d) 
where the upper case letters represent conditions and action and the corresponding lower case letters represent the 
strengths of the conditions and the strength of the action. Fuzzy logic would take d to be the minimum of a, b and c. 
If we replace the "and" in the above rule by "or", the maximum of a, b and c would be used as the value for d. There 
are many situations where this is not a good model of the real world. 

Suppose we are building an expert system for buying of properties. The expert may say that 
If 

the location is good (a) 
and 

the price is reasonable (b) 
and 

the property tax is not too high (c) 
Then 

buy the house (d) 
Surely the case where the values of (a, b, c) are (0.8, 0.8, 0.5) and the case where the values are (0.5, 0.5, 0.5) merit 
different consideration. In most decision making process, it is more realistic to take an weighted average of the 
strengths of the conditions rather then just the maximum or the minimum. 

The following sections described a method of combining the strengths of the conditions and pointed out how it 
can be naturally implemented in a neural network. 

2. NETWORK STRUCTURE 

The neural network used to implement the decision making expert system consists of n input nodes I, m output 
nodes O, and p hidden nodes H. A simple case in which n=4, m=2 and p=5 is shown in the following diagram: 
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Each of the I nodes corresponds to a primitive condition in the system. The strength of a node is denoted by an 

ordered pair of real, non-negative numbers (a, b). These numbers are normalized in such a way that a+b <= 1. The 

numbers are assigned by the user and they have the following meaning: 

1. The quantity "a" denotes the amount of evidence that is for the condition represented by the node, 

2. The quantity "b" denotes the amount of evidence against the condition, and 

3. The expression "1-a-b" express the lack of evidence regarding the condition. 

For example, if we ask the opinion of 100 experts, 70 of them think that the condition is true, 20 of them consider it 

untrue, 10 of them do not know the answer, then (a, b) = (0.7, 0.2). 

Each hidden node H represent a logical operation. It has a strength that is denoted by an ordered paired of real, 

non-negative numbers (c,d). These numbers are computed from methods to be described in the next section, and 

they satisfy the normalizing condition c+d <= 1. There is also a threshold value 8 attached to each hidden node. 

When @is less than 1, the system performs a threshold operation after the strength is calculated. If its value is 1, no 
threshold operation is needed, and the calculated strength is stored at the node right away. 

Each output node O represents a possible recommended action. The strength of each node is given by an ordered 

pair of real, non-negative numbers (e,f). The values are computed from the weights of the internode connections as 
well as the strengths of the input and hidden nodes. The rule of computation make sure that the normalization 
condition e+f <= 1 is satisfied. The values of e and f represents the eagerness with which the system recommend the 

action to be or not to be taken. A large 1-e-f shows that the system does not know whether to recommend for or 
against the action. 

The three types of nodes described above are connected by a set of arrows to form a directed graph. A weight is 
assigned to each connecting arrow. Each weight is an ordered pair of real numbers (a, B). Unlike the strengths, the 

weights are not normalized, and negative value is allowed. The actual values depend on the number of conditions 

used in the rule and the type of logical operations involved. 

3. PROPAGATION OF STRENGTHS 

To show the propagation of strengths, we shall focus our attention on one of the nodes R. Let there be n 

incoming arrows connecting it to n other nodes P; whose strengths are (a;, b;). This portion of the network is 

shown in the following diagram: 
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The strength of the node R is calculated by the following steps: 

1. Compute the total uncertainty of the incoming nodes: uncert= >, 1-a;-5; 
ISi<n 

2. Compute the products a;a,; and 6;8; for all i. 

Let pos be the sum all the positive terms and neg be the absolute value of the sum of all the negative terms. 

4. The strength of the node R is given by (a,,b,), where a,=pos (pos+neg+uncert) and 
b,=neg (pos +neg +uncert ). Note that a,+b,<1 just as it should be. 

5. Perform threshold calculation. If a,-b,26, then we set a,=1 and b,=0. For nodes that does not reach the 
threshold, the values of a, and b, are not changed. 

4. DETERMINATION OF WEIGHTS 

The computation described in the last paragraph made use of strengths of incoming nodes as well as weights of 
the connecting lines. The weights depends on two factors: the number of incoming nodes and the type of logical 
operation. We shall describe the determination of weights for a few logical operations. 

The criteria used is very simple. From the definition of the logical operation, we know whether R is true or false 
for a given set of inputs. We choose a set of weights so that R agrees with this result. For this purpose, we note that 
R is true if a, - b, >= 1. It is false if a, - b, <=-1. 

4.1 The ’AND’ operation 

Let 

R=P, "AND" P, "AND" ....... "AND" P 
then we set 

Q; = I/fn 

and 

B; =n The following table from Kleene’s strong three-valued logic [2] gives a definition of the 
binary "AND" operation. 

  

  

"AND" true false | unknown 

true true false | unknown 

false false false | false 
unknown unknown false unknown             

It can be easily verified that the above assignment of weights does produce the desired result when we note that 
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1. For the input nodes, the strengths are (1,0) for true, (0,1) for false and (0,0) for unknown. 

2. Let (a, b) be the strength of node R. R is true if a-b>= 1. R is false if a-b <= -1. R is unknown otherwise. 

Inductive argument shows that the assignment is valid for the case with n incoming nodes. 

To model different worlds, other types of three-valued logic may be defined. This results in a different table of 

definition and consequently a different set of weights for the lines connecting nodes to an "AND" node. We have 

developed a program which produces the weights by reading in a table of definition. 

4.2 The ’OR’ operation 

Similarly, it can be verified that for the "OR" operation, whose definition is given in the following table: 

  

  

  

  

          

"OR" true false unknown 

true true true true 

false true false unknown 

unknown true unknown unknown 

the weight assignment is: 
Q; =n 

and 
B; = 1/n 

4.3 The negation operation 

The negation operation is a unary operation. The table of definition is very simple: 
  

  

        

P "NOT" P 

true false 

false true 

unknown unknown 

and the weight is: 

a =-1 
and 

B; =-1 

5. Conclusion 

The neural network suggested above is useful in developing expert systems that helps in decision making. It 

allows for fuzziness in the facts as well as rules in a natural way. It is more realistic then the classical fuzzy logic 

because for both "and" and "or" operations, all evidences are weighed and taken into account. 

The expert system can operate in two modes. In the normal mode, rules are given by experts and weights are 

assigned values given in the last section. In the leaming mode, weights are allowed to vary while the system is fed 

with examples. 
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ABSTRACT: It is the purpose of our research to determine whether or not linking serial and neural architectures 
functionally would map toa model of a corpus collosumwhich would provide insight to optimal matching in a 
hardware hybrid system. Given the current static neural network models, it is difficult to determine isomorphisms 
between computer based functions and their biological counterparts. As we progress more toward dynamic net- 
works, we anticipate using systemic approaches that more closely map to the physiology of the network rather than 
make the division of processes at a procedural level. We have created a road map for a particular application which 
commences with a procedural level division of processing, using conventional static neural network technology, and 
will evolve to a powerful workstation based on systemic models. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Our goal in this experiment has been to evaluate certain aspects of optimization in the interfaces 
between conventional computing architectures and architectures based on Neural Networks which are, 
functionally more biologically authentic . We wished to create a practical, operational program to help 
locate functional areas for optimal interconnection. We also wished to provide research on the practical 
use of these combined systems in areas where artificial neural networks could supplant or duplicate 
human functions. 

We have sought our modeling examples from the related fields of neurophysiology and computer 
science with a bent to the practical application in a working computer program. This meant defining a 
systemic’ architecture that would provide stepped functionality culminating in a future system based on 
alternate neural networks which more closely parallel the biological in nature and function. The first 
step, is a simple application available to any interested users at no cost. The application is based on the 
Luscher Color Psychology Tests. 

From the field of biology, the macro structure that provides inspiration for our model is the left and 
right cerebral cortex with specialization to “left hemisphere” rules and algorithms cooperating with 
“right hemisphere” heuristics and “fuzzy” matches. The outcome of our research would be insight into 
the functional equivalent of the corpus collosum, providing an optimized bridging of left-right functional- 
ity. We expected to be able to find areas for the optimal distribution of system functionality from exam- 
ples in neuropsychology. 

From computer science, we find combined artificial intelligence (AI) and neural network (NN) 
techniques? that use rule based AI analysis where expedient and otherwise allow the NN to provide the 
subjective/objective information handling. A synthesis of these examples has led us to investigate expert 
system technology which uses NN to provide the inference mechanism. 

For an initial application, psychological /behavioral modeling seemed an interesting direction to pur- 
sue for several reasons. On one hand, starting with an interactive counseling advisor would be feasible. 
Self-evaluation conditions and the need to provide subjectivity for self-analysis fit well within our pro- 
posed technology. Furthermore, this kind of computer application could evolve as a future tool for psy- 
  

1. See [Olson 1989}. 

2. See (Rumelhart 1986]. 
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choanalysis, taking advantage, in its simplest form, of its: data collection capabilities, comparison of 

analysis against objective system, and the flexibility to alter the application based on personal experience 

of the professional. 

We decided to base our application on the Liischer Color Test®, expanded to include a more modern 
paradigm for interpretation. Why choose Ltischer? Consider that the Color Test presents a well docu- 
mented and popularly accepted self-analysis methodology that is constrained to a reasonable number of 
possible diagnosis/prognosis. Also it maps well to our duality requirement, i.e. using a rule based 
approach based on Liischer’s specific criterion and examples, cooperatively with “fuzzy” analysis 
providing a graded prognosis using NN. 

II, IMPLEMENTATION 

A computer program for implementing the Ltischer Color Test can be neatly structured into three 
phases: Test, Analysis, and Prognosis. The first phase, Test, essentially concerns the human interface for 

administering the Color Test. The metaphor of selecting from a small number of cards in a specific order, 
suggests a simple user interface based on direct manipulation. For instance: randomly arrange all the 
cards on the screen and instruct the user to “pick” cards using a mouse, starting with the most favorite 
color on through to the least favorite color. 

The second phase, Analysis, addresses the data structures and algorithms used for scoring test results. 
Since the Color Test consists of two iterations of an eight color test, the data structures are simply a set of 
2 x 8 arrays representing: selected order, color pairings, analytical marks, anxiety /compensation, and 
stress. This data is determined after the second test according to the Liischer rules.‘ 

The final phase, Prognosis, uses the derived data to condition the NN input, then activates the NN to 

infer possible behavioral patterns from a set of learned archetypical test scores. The inferred results could 
be either presented as the most likely match, i.e. found by using some “clustering” function, or they 
could be a set of partial matches along with associated “certainty” values. 

1. CRITERIA FOR THE APPLICATION 

The architecture of the application must allow for the use of alternative NN types as the research 
progresses. It was determined that the first generation of the application would have a standard three- 
layer perceptron with back propagation learning.” This was a “public domain” architecture which would 
allow us to distribute the program freely. 

The application required an intuitive human interface targeted to technically unsophisticated users. 
We have targeted for individual desktop computer users in two categories: users interested in the appli- 
cation as it pertains to practical NN technology or interested in the self-analysis and self-improvement 
aspect, and professional researchers engaged in personality analysis. The design principles of flexibility for 
researchers and ease of use for target users would drive architectural and implementation considerations. 

Flexibility in working with the data required the ability to modify previously collected diagnostic in- 
formation, and the text of the prognosis as well. These features would be important for researchers 
although perhaps of little benefit to individual users. So a “user mode” was defined to distinguish be- 
tween operating the program and modifying its means of diagnosis. 

Data collection/entry capabilities were required in two methods: ease of use by providing mouse 
support for “point and click” operations, and efficiency by using an editor to allow clerical input of data. 
This also provided flexibility to alter the application as much as possible, depending on the personal 
experience of the professional user. It was intended that statistics could be gathered at a central point or 
group statistics could be distributed to desktop systems for incorporation into their individual databases, 
  

3. See [Scott 1969] which is an English translation of the original work in [Lischer 1948}. 

4. The Liischer rules are described in the appendix. | 

5. See [King 1989] for an example of this NN type, including C source listings. 
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in order to allow cross correlation of Liischer test outcomes to other tests or to cross correlate major 
environmental factors. As an example, we would use this facility to update the Liischer prognosis to in- 
clude more modern philosophical approaches. 

Finally, the specific equipment needed would be a Macintosh® with a color display. Additionally a 
black and white option would be provided to allow demonstration of the application on monochrome 
computers. 

2. FEATURES OF THE FINISHED LUSCHER APPLICATION 

The Macintosh software development has resulted in a reasonably small application, under 75K bytes 
in size. The Macintosh operating systems allows the prognosis and associated data patterns to be stored 
and manipulated as data resources. This provides a convenient database mechanism for both the set of 
standard behavioral patterns as well as for collected data.   

Output Layer: 
When the program starts, it searches for available a feeback neuron 

prognosis resources and then dynamically allocates a NN 
large enough for the known set of patterns. This means that 
the program is essentially bounded by the memory require- Hidden Layer: 
ment of one neuron in the hidden layer per learned prognosis | one neuron per 
(see Figure 1). The program then learns each data pattern asa | learned prognosis 
data input vector associated with a resource index for the 
corresponding output value. 

The human interface for the typical user consists of a win- | Imput Layer: 
dow with eight color tiles, which the user clicks in succession binary encoded 
using the mouse. After two passes, the program runs the rule | gata vector bit 
based analysis and then infers a match from the known prog- 
nosis, which is presented to the user on another window. 

Using our current set of 23 prognoses, this entire transaction requires an amount of processing time ona 
Macintosh IIx that is negligible to the user. Overall, the user interface is reminiscent of many card based 
video games. 

  
  

A major tradeoff of the entire approach is that a true biological model is not available. Thus the inter- 
face work done on this application was only good from a functional standpoint, since we were not able to 
create a more architecturally realistic corpus collosum model. 

III. FUTURES: TOWARD A TRUE BEHAVIORIST’S WORKSTATION 

It is our intention that by using a neural network that more closely models the biological we can pro- 
vide the kind of functionality that could create a Behaviorist’s Workstation, or Psychological Workstation. 
Current research leads us to believe that this is possible. We also believe there is at least another step that 
is possible using more conventional, biologically inspired networks. 

One option would be to have the computer act as the analyst and/or the subject. This operating 
mode bears semblance to the proverbial Turing Test for computer intelligence.” Building on this analogy, 
we are pursuing the implementation of a natural language interface where the computer uses prognosis 
from the user’s test scores as a basis for dialogue and further questioning, reminiscent of the Eliza pro- 
gram. 

From our current perspectives in using this application, we can see yet anther possibility. That is of 
actually allowing the NN to synthesize the behavioral input to the program. For instance, from the 
knowledge base of diagnostic data provided, the NN could make the Color Test selections. Thus the 
  

6. Macintosh® is a registered trademark of Apple Computer, Inc. 
7. As described in (Hofstadter 1980]. 

8. As described in (Weizenbaum 1965]. 
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workstation could be used to teach the evaluation skills in pinpointing particular neuroses. 

Of course, a neural network closely modeling the biological could be artificially given certain neuro- 
ses or psychoses and when used in such a workstation could help the behaviorist or psychologist devise 
still more refined tests, possible cures, and evaluate the outcome of the application of these hypotheses. 
All this is quite impossible to do on humans at this time, but it would make the Behaviorist’s Workstation 
a powerful instrument for the benefit of anyone involved in human behavioral studies such as the afore- 
mentioned behaviorists or psychologists, or even marketers and politicians. In those cases aberrant be- 
havior might be considered as stress conditioning caused by environmental influences such as impact on 
local communities of individuals. 

IV. CONCLUSIONS 

Up to the point of this writing, we have investigated various possibilities for the architecture of this 
program in light of an overriding set of requirements that it potentially evolve into a Behaviorist’s 
Workstation. We have come up with a plan and timetable for our activities, and we have developed a 
computer program which we are offering to all interested parties. 

We are pleased with the application as it applies to the concept of a workstation for behaviorists or 
psychologists and we are pleased to offer this first application to those generally interested in practical 
application of NN or people who are interested in self-help systems. 

In a hardware system, we would have been more cognizant of specific data paths and how they per- 
tained to overall performance as well as finding optimal placement of data handling interfaces as in this 
simple application. From a standpoint of function splitting and scheduling parallelism, this simple exam- 
ple did not provide the breadth of a platform we would need. 

Liischer claims that his colors were carefully selected with just the right tinting within each to elicit 
the appropriate responses. We carefully matched his colors using an 8-bit color table on the Macintosh, 
only to find unit to unit variations that distorted our original palettes. We were forced to compromise 
Lischer’s colors in favor of more distinct hues, however we intend to provide a color name facility to 
allow individual users adjustment the application’s palette to suite their particular desktop system. 

Note that the simple perceptron model requires binary input to its neurons, so the derived Color Test 
data in our application must be binary encoded. At one point we accidentally left a zero input vector in 
the database, i.e. all zero bits, and found that the otherwise functional NN produced extreme outputs re- 

gardless of the NN input. This led us to revise our binary encoding with attention paid to Hamming dis- 
tance analysis’, which led to more consistent output. The question of data encoding appears to be a prob- 
lem for almost any digital neuron model, so we consider research into analog models of neural networks 
a potentially more profitable pursuit. 

We are convinced that neural networks can find great applications in the Behavioral/Psychological 
Workstation areas, working in concert with conventional architectures. We are looking forward to our 
future research work in this direction. 
  

9. See (Hamming 1980]. 
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Abstract 

A Hopfield-style network model was first developed in [2] and studied in detail in [3]. This model has 
the advantage of higher storage capacity and less interference between stored memories than the classical 

discrete Hopfield network [1]. In this paper, we consider one application of this model, namely, a Neural 
lexicon. We also describe a new learning rule that further improves the capacity of the model. 

Introduction 

A Lexicon can be formulated as a content-addressible memory with words in the lexicon being memories to 
be stored and the primary task being to retrieve the best stored word given an input (mis-spelt, incomplete 
or noisy word). Such a lexicon can be used as a component in cursive script (or other hand-written/machine 

written text) recognition systems because it can tolerate noisy or incomplete input. It can also be used for 

spelling correction of electronic text. 

A detailed description of our Hopfield-style model and its computational properties can be found in [3]. 
In this paper, we will focus only on those aspects relevant to the lexicon application. Compared to the 

classical discrete Hopfield network [1] the learning rule described in [2, 3] considerably mitigates the problem 
of interference, resulting in high network capacity. However, experiments (described in this paper), show 

that spurious minima become a serious factor when the number of stored memories is between n and n?, n 

being the number of units. This number of memories would be required for the Lexicon application. A new 

learning rule is developed to attempt to unlearn spurious minima in such a case. Our experiments show that 

the new rule performs moderately better (and much faster) in unlearning spurious minima words. 
Our activation rule is also different than that of the classical discrete Hopfield network in that it performs 

steepest descent in the energy landscape [2, 3]. 

Model for Spatial Memories 

Let the environment be modelled as a domain D of symbols. A unit is associated with each symbol. The 

network is fully connected. The number of symbols in D is not fixed. New symbols can be added any 

time, which means the network can grow new units and new connections. Here, however, we assume a 

fixed size domain D on n symbols, 8), 5S, ...,8,. Let k be the maximum size of any stored set, that is 

k = maz (|S;|) for all stored sets S;. Then k more symbols are made available by this model, named 
1 through k. These symbols represent sizes of stored sets and are essential for storing subsets of other 
stored memories {3]. A unit is associated with each size symbol and such units are called size units. p; 
denotes the iz, unit. wi; denotes the symmetric constraint between units p; and p;. In a stable state 

(local energy minimum), each unit, p;, has the value 0 or 1. Initially, units may have values in the interval 

[0,1]. For the time being, however, let initial p; also be {0,1}. A spatial memory is represented by the set 

Sm = {Si,, $i, 8i,}, Sm CD 
The network implicitly includes the symbol representing |S,,|, in this case, 7, during training. Each spatial 
memory is represented by a particular set, S;. Symbols in that set may either be clamped or unclamped. 

s?1 denotes a symbol clamped to 1. s?° denotes a symbol clamped to 0. 
The network has the following initial state. 

wij(0) = p, p< —(n+k) Vi,j if j (1) 
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Learning and Energy Descent Rules 

The precise formulation of this learning rule (LR-I) can be found in [2, 3]. Very briefly, pair-wise constraints 
are learnt between all symbols in the test input S; and the symbol representing |S;|. Let p;,p; € S; and 
both be clamped. w,;(¢ +1) = 2 if w,;(t) = p. wi; T if pj and p; are clamped to 1. w;; | if one of them is 
clamped to 0. The non-linear learning rate (A) bounds w,;; between [—1, 1] unless it has the value p. This 
learning rule allows the development of local minima separated from each other via strong lateral inhibitions 
(p) thus increasing capacity and minimizing interference. 

As an alternative, the following non-incremental Learning Rule (LR-IT) was formulated specifically for 

unlearning spurious memories without forgetting real ones. It was expected to perform better than LR-I for 

the number of stored memories, M,>> n. Let m, be the maximum size of any set (memory) to be stored. 
The network has the same initial state as in 1) except that p << —(n +k). Pair-wise constraints are learnt 
between all symbols in the test input S; and the symbol representing |S;| according to the following rule.. 

wij(t +1) = —wiz(t)/ms if (pj' and Pp; and w;;(t) < 0) or 

(pj and p; are clamped and p; ® p; and w;,;(t) > 0) (2) 

wi; Is unchanged otherwise. 
Our energy descent rule switches the unit that reduces the energy the most, thus performing steepest 

descent in energy space [2]. The local energy each unit can lower by switching is calculated as follows 

AE; = —Vi* 0; wig * Pi tr 

where V; is the direction of switch (1 or —1) unless no switch is possible in which case V; is 0. r is a global 
resistance parameter. For the time being, we'll assume r is 0. Clamped units cannot switch. Let p;_.. be 
the unit with minimum AE. If AE;, ,. < 0 then p;__ is switched in the direction of V; The advantages 
of steepest descent are discussed in [2]. 

min ° 

Lexicon application mapped onto this model 

We wish to store words. The symbols that make up words are letters at particular positions. Hence our 

domain D has symbols s;, ..., 8, where s; = (l;, p;), 1; is the letter at position p;. For notational convenience, 

(l;,p;) is replaced by l;.p;, the ”.” denoting concatenation. Particular words are then stored as sets on D. 
Example: Store three words: cat, car, dim. Then D = {cl, a2, 13, d1,i2,m3}. The inputs to the model 

during training are the sets: { cl a2 r3 }, { cl a2 t3 }, { dl i2 m3 }. For notational convenience, during 
training, all symbols are assumed clamped to 1 unless followed by the suffix ”*0” indicating that they are 

clamped to 0. The network that results after training is shown in Fig 1.1. A test input can be any set on D, 
for eg, { cl a2 r3 t3 m3 }. Observe that it represents three hypotheses at position 3. The network trained 
with only three words would then settle into one of { cl a2 r3 } { cl a2 t3 }, representing cat and car 
respectively. 

This model has a fair number of advantages. It’s a good content-addressible memory. It is easy to show that it 

can fill in missing information and clean up noise. Also, if we employ LR-I and make the assumption that the only 

negative weights are of size p, it has the following property. Let s; be a test input set. Then if Js;,s; C s; and s; isa 

stored memory, no unit in s; can switch off. If s; is the only stored superset of s;, then the network will terminate at 
s;, regardless of |s;|. It is possible that 3s,, s,; is not a subset of s, but |s,| —|s;| < |s;| — |s,|. A Hamming distance 
minimizer would reach s,, our network will reach s;. An example illustrating this effect is as follows. Consider two 
stored words (among others), plug and plagiarize. Consider the following input: { p1 12 g4 z9 }. A Hamming 

distance minimizer would retrieve plug. Our network will retrieve plagtarize. A proof of this effect can be found in 

(3). 

An architectural advantage of this model is that it is single-layer. To store M words, we need n units and O(n?) 
connections, n << M for large M (see Table 1.1). Retrieval time in our network is guaranteed to be within n network 
steps [3]. In fact, it is typically within w network steps, w being the maximum word length. The network architecture 

(single layer), learning rule (I) and energy-descent rule seem feasible to implement in analog visi. Implementing the 

wide range of values for weights could be a problem. Steepest descent could be approximated by decaying an initially 

high global threshold signal sent to each unit. 

One other advantage is that the learning rule automatically guarantees that units representing different letters at 

the same position are mutually inhibitory (since the network will only be trained with sets representing words). 

The main problem with this model is that spurious memories can develop. Consider using the model to store the 
following words. cat,con,rot,car,for From Fig 1.2, it is clear that two spurious words get stored, cot and cor. 
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It is hard to imagine how the development of spurious memories could be avoided within a single-layer network 
architecture. In order to stick with a single-layer architecture, such memories must be unlearnt. Very roughly, the 
idea is to train the network, detect spurious memories (not words in the training set) and decrease the strengths of 
the connections responstble for reaching the spurious memory from a test input. One approach is to decrease their 
strengths incrementally in order to keep them low +ve numbers (to avoid forgetting any real memories) and assume 
that steepest descent will usually avoid these spurious memories. Another approach is to make these connections —ve 
in one step removing a spurious memory in one shot, but it has the danger of suppressing real stored memories. The 
problem with incremental decrements, on the other hand, is that spurious memories are never fully unlearnt, only 
suppressed (hopefully) usually. LR-II is an attempt to remove spurious memories without also removing (forgetting) 
some real memories. The principle underlying it can be stated as follows. A configuration of weights (parameters) is 
desired such that 

1. If s; is a real memory then for every p; E s;, > wik > 0. Moreover, for every px/G&;, > wik <0. 
PLES, —{p,} 

~{p,} Wik < 0 OR Sp; € D-s,, > 

PL.Es, 

2. If s; was a spurious memory then, Ip; € s;, > Wik > 0. PLES, PKES, 

Strong lateral inhibition (p) ensures the second condition of item 1. LR-II comes close to satisfying the first condition 
in item 1 and the condition in item 2 by appropriately choosing m,, the weight division factor. 

Table 1.1 shows how the number of units and the number of 
spurious memories (before unlearning and reached after first letter 
in each word is removed) scale with the number of stored words. 
It suggests that network complexity scales well for this application 
since complexity is a function of n (O(n?) and O(n) for space and 
time respectively), not the number of words. The number of spu- 
rious memories increases more than linearly with the number of 
stored words making the training process difficult. 

  

Table 1.1 
Experiments 

The experiments using LR-I were based on the following algorithm. In practice, it is sufficient to choose p< —uw, 
where w is the maximum word length. p = —62, #size units between 10 and 15. \ = 0.1. The network was trained 
on all words 10 times to make the minima deep. The network was tested on the trained words for errors (the only 
errors will be subsets of others (car, carpenter) [3]). The network was re-trained with the erroneous words. This 
process was repeated until there were no errors. In all experiments, this process converged within 3 steps showing 
that all words were reachable. The Unlearning Phase was then begun. The following sequence of steps was repeated 
for P = 1 to 6. All the words were tested with the P,, letter removed and the spurious memories noted. The spurious 
words were unlearned and the correct words were reinforced as follows. Let cor be the spurious word (P = 3). The 
network and expected results are.. { cl 02 } -> { cl 02 13 } (Actual) { cl 02 } -> { cl 02 t3 } (Expected). 13 should 
be unlearnt and t3 reinforced as follows:- { cl 13*0 } { 02 r3*0 } { cl t3 } { 02 t3 }. 

The experiments using LR-IT were based on the following algorithm. p was between -1562 and -3125. m, was 
between 10 and 15. There was no reachability phase, word size information (size unit) was included with each test 
word to make every word reachable without re-training. The network was trained on all the words. The Unlearning 
Phase was then begun. The following sequence of steps was repeated for P = 1 to 6. All the words were tested with 
the Prn letter removed and the spurious memories were noted. The spurious words were then unlearned as before 
(same unlearning input as shown in the LR-I example works with LR-II). Unlike for LR-I, the correct words were 
not reinforced. Unlearning was expected to cause forgetting of real words. Hence the network was then tested with 
all the trained words and a list of forgotten words was compiled. The network was re-trained with all the forgotten 
words by presenting each forgotten word again. The above steps were repeated (for same P) until the errors started 
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Words Before _ _ After 

1 Vwi | 1 Cns | All Vwis — All Cnss | Multi-Hyp | 1 Vwi | 1 Cns | All Vwis {| All Cnss | Multi-Hyp 

150 19 19 23 25 18 7 6 8 27 8 

353 55 80 99 175 106 40 33 78 171 95 

5873* 908 1104 1157 1097 1108 792 552 1156 1092 - 

150 33 26 39 42 25 0 0 6 18 4 

353 72 101 - - - 46 25 85 126 58 

25622** - - - - - 482 410 851 746 772 
  

  
Table 1.3 & 1.4 (* tested with 1200 words, ** 1024 words) 

Analysis and Conclusions 

The results are only an indication of the errors in retrieveing one of the stored words. It was shown earlier (Section 

on Advantages and [3]) that if the network retrieved a stored word, it would reach the appropriate stored word. This 

was also verified experimently. The graphs above the tables plot the error % in the Unlearning Phase. The left graph 

is for LR-I and the right one for LR-II. Each curve shows the error % after repeated unlearning for a fixed value of 

P (2). In the tables, Table 1.3 (first 3 rows) are for LR-I, Table 1.4 (the next 3) for LR-II. The columns (except 

Multi-Hyp) indicate items removed. Thus 1 Vwl means that the first vowel was removed from each word for testing, 

eg cat — > { cl t3 3 }. Cns stands for Consonants. The column labelled Multi-Hyp means multiple hypotheses 

were generated for letters at particular positions (based on lower case visual similarity), eg that — > { t1 11 h2 a3 

e3 c3 03 t4 14 4 }. The network’s ability to reach a single correct word was tested. The tabulated results are based 

on including word size information in the testing set (see above examples). Tests without such information showed 

slightly inferior results. 

For a small training set (150 to 350 words), both the Learning Rules performed well with LR-II performing slightly 

better (95 — 100% correct). For a large training set (25622 words), the number of additional spurious memories was 

extremely high and LR-I seemed unable to unlearn them. But by focusing on only 1024 words of the 25622 trained, 

LR-I was able to unlearn from 914 spurious memories to about 540. On the same set ( 25622, 1024), LR-II was able 

to unlearn from 940 down to 387. 

In conclusion, we have described a Hopfield-style network model with large capacity (> n) and demonstrated this 

capacity on a real-world application. We have also shown that this application maps well on to the model. On the 

negative side, we have shown that spurious memories interfere with the network performance as the number of stored 

memories is >> n. 
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A Neural Network Model for Fault-diagnosis of Digital Circuits 

Oleg Jakubowicz and Sridhar Ramanujam 
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August 1, 1989 

Abstract 

This paper describes a neural-network based diagnostic system that directs or assists a technician 

in diagnosing faults in a piece of electronic equipment. First, a neural-network model is described 
that finds a fault when there is a one-to-one association between the faults and the symptom state 

they produce. The overall diagnostic system concept is described. This model has been extended to 

take care of the condition wherein each symptom state could have been produced by one of several 
faults. 

1 Introduction 

The recent advancement in integrated circuit technology has created a demand for precise testing and 

diagnostic tools. The testing of digital systems requires rapid detection, isolation and rectification of 
faults and malfunctions as they occur. This is done by analyzing symptoms that are recorded through © 

the application of special test sequences. The conventional approach is to employ an expert technician 

to test and retest the system from the point of occurrence of fault to the module responsible for the 

fault, by backtracking, thereby isolating the fault. These conventional methods are known to have 

exponential worst case performance and are not adequate in the rapidly changing world of VLSI test 
systems [3, 4]. More sophisticated and powerful tools can be built using the state-of-the-art concepts 

from computer science, artificial intelligence and neural networks. 

This paper proposes a neural-network based diagnostic system for digital circuits that directs or 

assists a technician in diagnosing faults in a piece of electronic equipment. Its goal is to develop a 
general diagnostic system that captures the knowledge of test engineers and technicians to perform 

system fault diagnosis. Section 2 gives a detailed description of the system architecture and section 3 

contains an example of applying our method to a 4-bit binary full-adder. Section 4 is the conclusion 

and briefly discusses the advantages of this approach. 

2 System Architecture 

The diagnostic system is a three-layer network consisting of an input layer, a hidden layer and an 
output layer(Figure 1). The number of neurons within each layer can be sect at run time depending 

upon the circuit under test at that instant. All neurons within cach layer are fully connected with all 
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Figure 1: Architecture of the fault diagnosis network. 

neurons in the next layer; that is, each neuron in one layer connects to every neuron in the next layer. 

For the diagnostic system, the input-hidden layer pair is defined to be a binary linear network in 

which the input neurons are either on or off, and uses an unsupervised learning paradigm to form 

self organizing feature maps, formulated by Kohonen [1, 2]. The input representation for this layer 

consists of features, like symptom-state-0, symptom-state-1, pins which are observed to be bad while 
testing, pins which are good and a flag used to indicate whether the overall circuit is good or not. 

The other layer pair composed of the hidden layer and the output layer, uses a supervised learning 

paradigm based on the delta rule. The input to the highest layer is the feature map containing the 

knowledge about the fault symptoms, represented in topographical order. Nonlinearity is introduced 

by normalizing and a thresholding function F, as introduced later. 

The Kohonen’s network starts from the top level of the structural hierarchy of the circuit or device 

under test, learns the faulty state patterns, and forms feature map corresponding to each input pattern 

being presented to the network as follows: 

The weights between the input and the hidden layer are initialized to small random values. The bit 

patterns representing the fault symptoms are presented to the network sequentially in time without 

specifying the output. After enough input vectors are presented, this process will lead to internal 

clustering of weights that sample the input vector space such that the point density function of the 

vector centers tend to approximate the probability density function of input vectors. This algorithm 

requires a neighborhood(or update-window) to be defined at different times as feature maps are being 
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formed. The neighborhood or the window size defines the set of nodes to be considered when updating 
the weights during clustering. The neighborhood starts large and slowly decreases over time. The 
weights are updated for node j and all nodes in the neighborhood defined by window;(t) using the 
following equation: 

wis(t +1) = w(t) + n(t)* (wilt) - wy(t)) 
For j € window,(t) (0 <i < no.ofinputs) 

The term 7(t) is a gain term (0 < n(t) < 1) that decreases in time. The feature maps are formed 
by the product of the inputs and the corresponding weights. These feature maps are propagated to 
the second layer of the network where the system uses the structural descriptions of the circuit to 
learn the subset of components which might be responsible for the observed symptom-state due to the 
fault, at the next lower hierarchical level of the circuit. The delta learning rule is used at the second 
layer to learn the associations between the generalized symptom-states in the Kohonen’s topological 
representation and the possible candidate modules at the lower level which might be responsible for 
the fault or which might lead to a test that can provide useful information leading to the fault. The 
training scheme is a little different here: For each pattern, the input units are turned on, and the effect 
they have on the output unit is observed. Its activation reflects the effects of the current connections 
in the network. The difference between the obtained output and the teaching input is measured. The 
weights in this layer are adjusted until the output converges to the teaching input using the following 
equation: 

wi;(t + 1) = w(t) + n(t)(teaching input; — output;) * 2; 

We have thus far considered information about fault symptoms that look only one measurement 
ahead in the neural network model. This model is able to take care of the condition where each 
symptom-state could have been produced by one of several faults, by incorporating feedback into the 
network. With feedback, the neural network mimics sequential conditional diagnostic searches which 
are taught to it and proposes tests that lead to identify the correct fault. This includes some basic 
search procedures such as binary search and searches based on probabilities of component failure. If 
we keep highly activated output cells and set the others to zero, we can then observe and keep track 
of movement of activity over time or sequences. This then require a propagation rule of the following 
form which retains about 50 % of the previous output state activity: 

activity(t + 1) = F( weights + activity(t) + 0.5 * activity(t)) 

where F is a nonlinearization function such as sigmoid. This rule has been tested on sets of sequences 
and has produced for us excellent generalization and recognition performance. 

3 Sample Application of the Method: 

Consider the example circuit shown in Figure 2. The block diagram represents the structure and 

function model of a 4-bit binary-full adder. 
The symptom-states observed at the primary outputs(C4, $4..S1) and the carry outputs of the 

intermediate stages(C3..C1) are fed into the neural network. The symptom-state-0, symptom-state-1 

and the flag inputs of the network are used in this example while others are set to zero. There are 
17 input nodes to the network; eight for symptom-state-0, eight for symptom-state-1 and one for flag. 

The input to the hidden layer consists of 100 neurons corresponding to the 10 x 10 Kohonen’s feature 
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Figure 2: A 4-bit binary full-adder. 

map produced by unsupervised learning. The output layer consists of 32 nodes containing information 

regarding where to test next. In one run we trained 55 input patterns which represent 55 decisions 

or branches made at 15 nodes of a search tree for diagnostic hypothesizing and the system was able 

to recognize them correctly. In other runs sequencing for hypothesizing the test nodes were reliably 

reproduced. 

4 Conclusion: 

The model and example presented here show that the neural network approach looks promising and 

efficient for guiding the search and forming fault and test hypotheses in diagnostic trouble-shooting 

of electronic circuits. Their parallelism, speed and trainability make them fault-tolerant, as well as 

fast and efficient for handling large amounts of data. A training from example paradigm such as the 

one presented here could help alleviate the knowledge acquisition bottleneck present in expert system 

based diagnostic systems. 
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FEASIBILITY OF USE OF A NEURAL NETWORK FOR 
BAD DATA DETECTION IN POWER SYSTEMS 
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ABSTRACT 

This paper presents feasibility studies of using a neural network 
for detecting the presence of bad data in a power system. The neural network 
model chosen is a three-layer perceptron using the back propagation training 
algorithm.Details of the implementation are given and the performance assessed. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
  

Bad data points are grossly erroneous rather than just slightly in- 
accurate. These could occur due to several reasons : a momentary failure 
of a communication link, an intermittent fault in a meter or an error in 
pseudo-measurements (a priori knowledge of certain variables). These errors 

need to be supressed before the data is used for state estimation. There 
are several methods available for the detection of bad data [1,2,3]. 

2. NEURAL NETWORKS 

Neural network models are broadly based on our present understanding 
of the functioning of the human brain. Neural networks process information 
in a dynamic, self organising way and exhibit properties such as preferential 
learning, optimization and fault-tolerance which are usually associated with 
living systems [4,5]. 

The massively parallel structure of a neural network makes it inhere- 
ntly superior to a von Neumann computer in certain respects. These networks 
can generalise a common pattern from the presentation of a large number of 
examples. This is accomplished by virtue of their structure rather than 
through elaborate programming. Neural networks can abstract the ‘ideal’ 
from a non-ideal training set. They are high speed because of the massive 
parallelism. 

There are several models of neural networks, each differing in the 
algorithm used for training. In this paper, the multi-layer perceptron is. 
used. A multi-layer perceptron can be used as a classifier, classifying 
the input vector into one of the two classes. The propogation algorithm 
is outlined below [6]. 

1. Initialize weights w 540) and thresholds @(0) to small random values. 
2 Present inputs xs (ty, , O <i * MI, and the desired output d(t). 
3. Calculate the actual outpur y(t). 
4. Adapt weights starting at the output nodes and working back through 

the hidden layers. 

Aw jg f ttl) =n S. x +a Aw ; (6) 
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nis again factor, a is a momentum factor. 64 is an error term 
for for node j. 

If node j is an output, then §. = y,(1-y.)(d. - y.) 

For an internal hidden node, §. = K,(1-X.) z 6, W4K 

5. Repeat by going to step 2. 

3. IMPLEMENTATION 
  

Neural netwoks have certain advantages over the conventional computers 

when it comes to the problem of detecting bad data. 

a) No elaborate algorithms are required for the detection of bad data. 
The neural network learns to do this from a large number of examples. 

b) Processing of bad data has to be done in real time. Therefore 
parallel processing is highly desirable since the time required 
is independent of the number of inputs. On the other hand, in 
sequential machines, the processing time increases enormously with 
the increase in the number of inputs. 

c) Here, the inputs are generated bynon-linear processes and are stro- 
ngly non-Gaussian in the presence of bad data. In such cases, 
neural networks are more robust than conventional statistical cla- 
ssifiers. 

d) Plenty of training data is available and hence training of the 

neural network is not difficult. 

In particular, the perceptron model was chosen since it can handle 
continuous value data. Also since training data is available, supervised 
training is preferred. Besides the training procedure is simple and its 

implemntation is easy. 

A three layer perceptron was developed using the backpropagation algo- 
rithm. The training data was used to adapt weights until the perceptron 
could correctly detect the presence of bad data in the training set. Then, 
a test set was used and the perceptron was expected to detect the presence 

of bad data based on its training. 

4. RESULTS 

The neural network program was run several times on the Cyber machine. 
The parameters studies were the gain factor, the momentum factor and the 
network architecture i.e. the number of nodes in the hidden layers. The 
performance criteria were the number of iterations required before the weights 
were adapted the classify the training sets correctly and the error in classi- 
fying test sets not used in training. 

20 sets of input data, each set consisting of 20 inputs and the desired 
output for the set were used for training... The trained perceptron was fed 

with 20 sets of fresh input data. 
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of the 

Here, 

N= gain factor 
@ = momentum factor 

Nl = number of nodes in the first hidden layer 
N2 == number of nodes in the second hidden layer 

The following decision rule was used : 

If 0.09 < x; < 1.20 for all X;, then the data is good. If one or more 
x! S are outSide this range, then bad data is said to be present. 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

EFFECT OF GAIN FACTOR a@ =0.9, Nl =15, N2 = 10 

no. of iterations for no. of errors 
convergence with test data 

0.10 363 1 
0.12 364 0 
0.15 324 0 
0.17 315 0 
0.20 309 0 
0.23 595 0 

EFFECT OF MOMENTUM FACTOR n= 0.2, Nl= 5, N2 = 10 

a no. of iterations for _ ho. of errors 
convergence with test data 

0.88 687 0 
0.90 309 0 
0.92 799 0 

EFFECT OF N2 and N3 n=0.2, a =0.9 

Nl N2 no. of iterations for no. of errors 
convergence with test data 

18 10 245 0 
15 10 309 0 
12 10 145 0 
10 10 352 0 

8 10 340 0 
12 12 145 l 
12 8 © 157 0 
  

For the above observations, we see that there exist optimum values 
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of n,a,Nl and N2 for which the convergence time is minimum. However, since 

training is a once and for all task, the convergence time is not so critical, 

We see that the three-layer perceptron performs extremely well for the test 

data not used for training. 

5. CONCLUSIONS 
  

In this paper, neural networks, and in particular, the perceptron 

model, have been discussed in brief. The massively parallel structure of 

neural networks makes them robust, high speed and fault tolerant. Processing 

is done in parallel and the time required is independent of the number of 

inputs. The perceptron model is used to detect the presence of bad data 

in power systems. 

While elaborate algorithms are required to detect bad data using conventional 

methods, the neural networks approach is simple and straightforward. The 

simulated perceptron was able to classify the good and the bad data in test 

sets with 95-100% accuracy. From the results obtained, we can see that the 

convergence time depends on the gain factor, the momentum factor and the 

system architecture. 

The studies carried out for the implementation of neural networks 

for bad data processing are in the preliminary stage. However, the results 

are very encouraging and indicate exciting possibilities. The spurt in resea- 

rch in neural networks and the rapid progress made in the hardware for these, 

lead us to envisage a neural network processor being used to tackle the prob- 

lem of bad data in power system. 
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DESIGN OF A POLE-BALANCING CONTROLLER USING NEURAL NETWORKS 
Yoo Seok Kim and Jang Gyu Lee 
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Seoul, Korea 

Abstract 

Historic pole-balancing problem is simulated using a neural network which imitate the control 
intent of human and its machanisms, and we implement it by a computer interfacing. In order 
to solve this problem, the neural network gets basic control objective and operation as 
preknowledgement and uses the reinforcement learning algorithm for better performance. This 
method can be related to the man-machine operation via control machanism which human 
performs. 

Introduction 

Control application of neural network is represented by an automatic motor cotrol using 
artificial perception. It is an intelligent , pattern recognized control which are made by a process 
and experience of an animate creature. Thus to accomplish such a control ability, neural network 
must implement the control intent and the process of human. In this paper, we intend to 
solve the representative pole-balancing problem of control application by such method. Pole- 
balancing problem defined in this paper is an action for a pole having one dimensional degree 
of freedom not to fall down, thus exhibiting a control process of human being. This problem 
has been a subject of many neural network researchers. 

Recently, Widrow[2] studied “trainable expert system" or a new kind of adaptive computer 
using a method in which the computer learns to associate visual inputs and the correspanding 
control data of a skillful human. Guez[3] suggests that it is possible to outperform human 
ability by the filtering of teacher training data dependent on the dynamic model of the teacher 
and by compensating for a biophysical special feature of a human, using Trainable Adaptive 
Controllers (TACs). These two studies use the control behaivor of human as important training 
data. Barto[4] proposed the associative search element (ASE) and adaptive critic element 
(ACE) using indirect performance evaluation in the state of no pre-knowledgement about the 
problem and solved this problem by developing a more informative evaluation function. 
Anderson[5] adds a secondary adaptive layer learning the tranformation of the state variables 
on the Barto’s original layer in which an evaluation function is formed. They focused on 
the formation of an evaluation function necessary to solve the problem and used reinforcement 
leaming mechanism. Ritter[6] solved the problem by making a mapping of a state space into 
a total control space using topology conserving mapping appearing in the biological procession 
of sensual inputs. All the proceeding studies were made via simulation. 

In this study, we propose the algorithm in order to mimic the process of solving the pole- 
balancing problem by human. That is the method which makes a better verformance by 
reinforcement learning rule given the aim of balancing and basic operation as preknowledgement. 
We demonstrate it by an experiment that this algorithm is suitable to a real time computer 
interface. 
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The model 

For information coding of a sensor, angle of the pole is divided into +1, +5, +6, = 
9, +12 degrees from a balancing point, and each region takes charge of the place code[7] 
as 10 neurons. Also, the position of the cart is divided into +0.8m, +1.6m, +2.4m from 
zero position, and they are assigned to 6 neurons. In ether cases, an equal number oi neurons 
are assigned to the right and left positions. At an instant of time, a neuron from the pole 
and another neuron from the cart are participating to produce an output to make an action. 
Because the control objective is to balance the pole and to position the cart to the zero position, 
it is a reasonable assumption that the cart must move to the night if the pole is located 
at the right. We don’t take the velocity of the pole as the code information and only use 
it in the calculation of the motor action. It is the same process for the motor as a human 
in which the sensual coordination is transformed directly to the space coordination. The initial 
command of this action is made by the spatial transformation. But, at the result of this action, 
the position of the cart is biased to one direction, and, in the process, an unbalanced action 
and movement of the pole is brought. Thus, we have the 6 neurons of the cart taxen part 
in the calculation of the force with weight at the intention of overcoming this illoalancing 
state. It is the combined sensual stimulus or interpretation of the action intent that makes 
the motor error decreased on the basis of information between the spacial objective and current 
position. This step combines two sensual data and forms the pattern code[7]. Neurons of the 
pole and cart learn by the reinforcement learning rule independently. That is, at the degree 
of improvement of performance between the current state and earlier state, a credit or a blame 
is taken. Thus the operation is made by temporal position and angle difference. Due to the 
right and left division of pole and cart, the weight of each neuron can not have a minus 
value. The weight begins with a high offset value because it reduces to the direction of 
inhibition in a learning process[8]. Given the objective of balancing and the contol intent 
of the basic action as pre-knowledge, a fine control is accomplished via learning. In the 
following, the course of learning algorithm appears : 

angle : w(t+1) = w(t) + 0.9 * rein * abs[theta(t)] 
rein = hatl - hat2 
hat1 0.20944 - abs[theta(t+1)] 
hat2 = 0.20944 - abs[theta(t)] 

where the angle is mearsured in radian, w is weight and theta is an angle. 0.20944 is 
the radian value of 12 deg. Abs stands for absolute value. 

position : hw(t+1) = hw(t) + 0.09 * reinl * abs|[dis(t)] 
reinl = abs[dis(t)] - abs[dis(t+1)] 

where dis is a position and mearsured in meter, and rate 0.09 is scaled in orc2: to get 

the same scale as angle. 
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Experiment and Result 

Simulation starts from a random initial pole state and fails if pole exceeds +12 deg or 
cart exceeds +2.4 m. New tnals are restarted from a different initial pole state. Learning 
is accomplished in the total pole state space. Output function is the threshold logic, which 
is similliar to a human action. Figure 1 depicts the angle of the pole (a) and the position 
of the cart (b) starting from the -8.4 deg of initial pole state. The figure (a) shows that 
the angle of the pole is kept within +1 deg and (b) shows that the cart moves around the 
zero position. Simulation rate is 50 Hz. 
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Figure 1 : Results of simulation 

Actual cart-pole system is composed of stepping motor, encoder for mearsuring the angle 
of pole, the cart mechanics and motor driving circuit, which are connected to an IBM PC 
computer via an interfacing board. The motor rotates 1.8 deg per pulse. The encoder can 
measure up to 0.12 deg per pulse. The interfacing board senses the angle of pole from the 
encoder signal and sends the control signal to the motor. An angular velocity of pole is 
calculated by an the average velocity over one step and position of cart is calculated by counting 
the number of clocks and the direction of the stepping motor. 

After learning is completed, only output function is enough to control this problem. weight 
updating is not necessary, and any initial pole state goes rapidly stable region by this control 
mechanism. The clock of motor is calculated from the cart speed and the simulated force. 
Real time one cycle take about 30 msec. 
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Conculusion 

It is shown in this paper that, given a basic control objective and action as a control 

intent, a neural network learning to obtain a skillful control process can produce an appropnate 

control law for the pole-balancing problem. In this problem, the control intent of a human 

is less delicate, but this keeps learning velocity fast by coding right information. The process 

of learning proceeds mainly in the direction of inhibition. It is similliar to the dexterity appearing 

in the experiment of a human action which is formed via this inhibition. In biophysics, the 

climbing fiber representing the control error of performance and the parallel fiber inhibit the 

transmission of the purkinje cell of the cellibelum during the long time{9,10]. It is demonstrated 

that a suitable control law representing a human undistorted, right control intent can be designed 

in real situation by neural networks. The present work is aimed at investigating an 

implementation of a control law of human using various adaptive networks, applying various 
learning rules for a fine control. 
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Application of Neural Network to Information Retrieval 

K.L. Kwok, Dept. of Maths. & Computer Science 
Western Connecticut State University, Danbury, CT 06810 

1. Introduction 

Given two items, a document and a query both in natural language, an information retrieval (IR) system tries 
to decide if they are dealing about the same concepts. If so it concludes that they are relevant, else not. 
This strict decision is difficult because of the ambiguities of texts. The usual practice is to order documents 
based on a similarity measure to the query, and a stopping strategy is applied on this ranked list, dividing 
the collection into a relevant and a non-relevant set. Many models are possible (see [1] for review). We focus 
on the probabilistic model [2,3], which in practice is based on ranking, relative to a query q =(Qia-+ Faye: 
Gam): Via the log odds Ln (PCd; |+R)/(1-PCd; | -R))] that within a relevant (+R) and non-relevant (¢-R) sample of 
documents that one would find the feature representation of a document d.=(d.,.. d-,.. d: Features are 
content-bearing terms derived automatically from the collection, numbering m. Assumptions are then usually 
taken, e.g. items are represented by the presence/absence of terms (d; » Wa = 1/0) and that they are 
statistically independent. Optimal retrieval means optimal ranking in tkis sense based on the available 
samples. Extensions to the theory [4,5] by considering each item to be constituted of conceptual components 
leads one [6] to overcome some shortcomings such as: allow the theory to self-bootstrap, account for the 
within-item frequencies dive Fake and include the effects of the analogous situation of probabilistic indexing. 
The end result is that we can provide optimal ranking of documents based on the following: 

wo, =2) (d:-/L;)*9.,, where 

Sak = Fact ak = in (ray /Cl-r ay] + ln (C1-s.)9/8.,7 (1) 

WO; =2) (qa, /ba*9iL. where 

Gi = 8 GK t Oi, = EM Cray /C-r spd) + Un 1-8. 9/8a4) (2) 

W. = WO: + WO (3) 

Wa; ranks documents based on the perspective that given a query, what documents are probably relevant [2]. 
WO; correponds to probabilistic indexing [7] with the perspective that given a document, what queries are 
probably relevant. W-; accounts for both, similar to [8]. L:, L. are the lengths of each item, and Pak? Sak 
are the probabilities that given relevance or non-relevance that term k will be present: P(term k present |+R). 
They are estimated depending on how much feedback (i.e. the relevant sample (d.} or {q.)) is available. The 
non-relevant sample can be estimated by the rest of the universe. for example, ‘the general formulae for query 
qa, with n-1 feedback documents are: 

Pak = Vn," la,./t.* 2 jdj,/t jl, Sak = 25d /Ny, (4) 

N, counts the total number of index terms used, and 2 .d. is the collection term frequency of term k. qd, is 
self-relevant and the formulae provides continuity starting with no feedback. 

2. A Neural Network for Probabilistic Information Retrieval 

A 3-layer neural network for the previous theory is shown in Fig.1. Layers Q@ and D contain neurons to be 
identified with each query and document. They also serve for external i nput and output. Hidden layer T neurons 
are identified with each unique term and are connected to both Q and D bi-directionally with asymmetric 
strengths. Intra-layer connections are disabled in this report. Operation is feed-forward (QtD) or feed- 
backward (DtQ) only. 

Connection strengths are initially assigned as follows. From an item to a term neuron t , it is given by 
We. = d-/L; (Ww. = q.,/L_), and can be obtained from the text. During retrieval neuron k receives signal from ki. “ik’ "i ‘ka ak . . . an input neuron and leads to an activity a, = F(net,). It is known [9] that the power of linear nets are 
limited. Based on experiments, we also found that a non-linear activation function is crucial for effective 
retrieval. This function is taken as a family of ramps: F(d: /L:)= (1/HIGH + d/l), where L=LOW if L. < LOW, 
else L= L;. HIGH and LOW are constants justified from document text length normalization. From a term neuron 
k to an item the connection strengths Wey ,) are taken exactly as the g's of Eqn. 1,2. The Si, (S.p) factor (w 
is a constant approximately, while the Pip tro factor can learn based on available feedback. Inittally, it 
is assigned a small constant p. The activation function at the output neurons is also given by a linear ramp 
with upper and lower bounds. The output signal and the activation of a neuron is taken to be identical. 
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Ranking for retrieval goes as follows. Corresponding to Wa; of Eqn.1, we focus attention on q., clamp each 

d. with activity 1 in turn, spreading it and observe the activity received at q. (DtQ feed-backward). By 

focussing attention on each d; in turn, with q. clamped to 1, we recover WO., Eqn.2 Zatp feed-forward). Adding 

the activities received at the pair qd, and OF from the above recovers W: bsym) of Eqn.3. 

3. Learning Algorithms 

Feedback (which documents are relevant to which query) forms the clues to be learnt for the Pak Chip) factor 

of the connection weights We (wii). A learning phase goes as follows. Fig.1 also shows a set of documents 

{d.} given relevant to q, 4 has activity clamped to 1. qa, being self-relevant is also clamped to 1, forming 
a felevant set of size n.. After one time step, a term neuron k connected to them will receive an activity a 
= Heat Liki: a Mn, is now the best estimate of the probability P(term k present|+R) based on knowledge 
currently available. A teaching signal of t,=1, and t_=0 elsewhere, is applied on g_ because this is the 
relevant item of the set. A Hebbian type correlational learning algorithm operates thus: 

Az Aw, = h(t,,a,,W.,) = to* Ari /tr i *Cl-r i), (5) 

where r_. = exp(way-W° ,2/ Uitexp wy we, )] is the probability just before learning. Learning iterates 
gradually with a rate of eta, and at the Kel)-th iteration it is: 

ro (1-eta)*r,, “teta*a,/n,, O<eta<1, Tako? p. (Sa) 

As v -> infinity, we see that r Vv -> a,/n.. For each iteration step the change inr., is therefore: Ar 
: ak k ? ‘ . ak ak 

= eta*(a,/no-ra,)- Simultaneously, the other link Wea also learns according to 

B: Aw. =h'(t.,a,,W.) = t.*eta*(a,/n,-w .). (6) 

Rule B dynamically affects the result of rule A. It adjusts the term k proportion of query q_ towards that of 

the relevant set during a learning episode (v,eta).The same learning algorithm also applies to Wire Wha 

Currently, this takes place separately from the previous learning process. 

4. Experimental Results 

Such a network has been built and applied to the 4 collections popular with IR research and which have 
relevance judgment: MED(30q,1033d) (Medical, 30 queries 1033 documents) ,CACM(52q,3024d) (Computer), 
CISI(76q,1460d) (Information science) and CRAN( £25q, 1400d) (aerodynamics). Three different stages of learning 
were done. Stage 1 has no learning, with Pak aK =p=1/40; this we call Inverse Collection Term Frequency 
CICTF) formula and is analogous to the Inverse Document Frequency (IDF) formula of [10] and popular among IR 
work. Stage 2 involves item self-learning using a learning episode of (20,0.5). Stage 3 involves full feedback 

learning and assumes knowing all relevant documents to every query, with a learning episode of (30,0.5). 
Retrieval is done after each learning stage and evaluated using the average precision at ten standard recall 
points. Table 1 displays a summary of our experiments. At Stage 1 with no learning, ICTF performed 
substantially better than IDF across all 4 collections. Thus, within-item term frequencies are important, while 
IDF counts only presence/absence of terms. After Stage 2 self-learning, we obtained typically a few percent 
better effectiveness than before. Our results are much more stable and better than Croft's [11], and 

substantially similar to that of Salton's [12]. After Stage 3 full feedback, an interesting phenomenon was 

observed. Feed-backward (DtQ) and feed-forward (QtD) learning independently gave results fairly similar to each 
other, and to Croft's. However when both are accounted in one symmetric formula, it produces cooperatively 
substantially better effectiveness. So far, IR research has been using DtQ feedback only. When both types of 
information are simultaneously used, results outpreform Croft's formula from 13% (MED) to over 50% (CISI). 

5. Conclusion 

Probabilistic indexing and retrieval theory in IR may be implemented using a neural network. More 
sophisticated techniques for optimization such as the Hopfield net [13], the Boltzmann machcine (14] or the 
Harmony theory [15] may be used if we switch on the interations in layer T, or that of layer D. By building 
a bridge from the traditional IR model to this new formalism, we further achieve the advantages that the network 

can always default to known results and that sophisticated evaluation methods popular in IR work can still be 
available. 
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MED CACM CISI CRAN 

pta atD sym oDtQ aQtD sym oDtQ atD sym DtQ atD sym 

Stage 1 -- no learning 

ICTF =: .484 .420 .472 .276 .267 .297 .161 .165 .174 .399 .292 .376 

IDF =: .455 210 -128 0319 

Stage 2 -- self-learning 

NN * .489 .476 .487 .277 .320 .309 .181 .201 .194 .400 .394 .404 

Crofts: .493 255 147 -390 

Salton: 505 265 -203 - 389 

Stage 3 -- full feedback learning 

NN > .630 .689 .734 .477 .445 .575 .395 .437 .602 .503 .603 .666 

Crofts: .649 446 392 -497 

Table 1: Average Precision over 10 Standard Recall Points 
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Abstract 

Combinatorial optimization required in many engineering problems can be performed using mas- 
sively connected neural networks. In the Hopfield network approach, the constraint functions and 
objective function of a combinatorial optimization are combined in the energy function and coded into 
Synapse weightings. Due to the complexity of the network, there is a severe limitation on the scalabil- 
ity of this approach to large-size problems. In this paper, a novel competitive-Hopfield neural network 
which utilizes a separate competitive network to realize the constraint functions is proposed. The com- 
bined competitive-Hopfield network always converges a valid solution in a reduced computational time. 
The adaptive time-step control technique has also been developed to avoid invalid solutions due to 
accumulated error of the fixed-time step technique at the network evaluation. Several numerical 
Schemes to solve differential equations using the competitive-Hopfield network have been explored. 
Experimental results on the Traveling Salesman Problem show that the competitive-Hopfield network 
always gives valid solutions which are not sensitive to the selection of weighting factors in the energy 
function. 

I. Introduction 

Electronic neural networks are quite popular for solving heuristic problems which include pattem 
recognition, signal processing, and optimization. The immense computational power is derived from 
the massively parallel architecture and the adapting capability through a leaming process. Hopfield 
network [1], which consists of one layer neuron and fully connected synapses, is one of widely used 
network due to simple network architecture and well-defined network dynamics. Hopfield network 
always converges along the direction of decreasing the energy function. The stable Outputs are logical 
values, while the inputs can be analog signals. Given this property, Hopfield network is very suitable 
to solve combinatorial optimization problems [2]. Many of these problems are often NP-complete, 
indicating that only an acceptable solution can be obtained within a reasonable computational time. 

For a n-city traveling salesman problem (TSP) which finds a minimum round trip distance visit- 
ing all cities once, n? neurons are required to represent a tour sequence. The energy function for the 
Hopfield network can be constructed as 

A n n n B R n n 

=7>zy 2 2 xi Vxi +> ho > DL Vxivy 
X=1 i=l jaije=l i=) X=1 YsX Y=] 

2 
C n nA D n a 

+> Dy Ux OM) t= OY dey Vyi(Vy jar + Vy j-1) - (1) 
X=! isl 2 yal Yex Y=1 

Here, X and Y denotes cities, i and j are part of the tour-procedure, and dyy is the distance between 
cities X and Y. The first three terms in (1) are the constraint functions for a valid tour, while the last 
term is the total tour distance which is to be minimized. Heuristic weighting factors A, B, C, and D 
should be carefully chosen to find a valid and optimal tour. It has been reported that the choice of the 
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Table 1. Average CPU time of TSP on SUN 3/60 

  

  

Number of city CPU time 

5 1.5 minutes 

10 26 minutes 

20 490 minutes     

  
Fig. 1 The competitive-Hopfield neural network. 

weighting factors for a valid solution becomes very difficult as the number of city increascs [3,4]. 

This is caused by the mixture of the constraint functions and the objective function in the energy func- 

tion. During the searching process of decreasing the energy function, thcre is no distinction between 

the constraint functions and the objective function so that the final converged solution is usually invalid 

when the number of cities is large. Some previous results for the TSPs have been reported [5,6]. 

However, morc cfforts necd to be devoted to this subject. 

Il. The Competitive-Hopfield Network Approach 

A new solution consists of the utilization of a Hopfield network and a competitive network has 

been developed. The constraint functions are implemented in the competitive nctwork, while the 

energy function with reduced constraint functions is implemented in the original Hopfield network as 

shown in Fig. 1. The competitive network monitors the outputs of Hopfield network. Once the out- 
puts are larger than a threshold voltage of neurons in the competitive nctwork, the nctwork starts to 

search for the highest output through the competing process with the ’winner-take-all’ strategy. Here, 
signal delay in the competitive network is much smaller than that in the Hopfield network. Since the 

constraint functions of a combinatorial optimization problem are realized by the competitive network, 

the objective function in the energy function of Hopfield nctwork can be maximized. Hence, solution 
searching process in the Hopfield network can be mainly determincd by the objective function. 

For a n-city TSP, the synapses { TX: Yj } and input currents { /y; } for the Hopfield network are 

given as 

TX y; = — Adyy(1 — 6) — BO; (1 — dyy) — C — Ddyy (8; j41 + 9) 5-1) (2) 

and 

ly, =Cn+(A+B+C +D)V§¥, (3) 

while the synapscs { TXi.y; } for the compctitive network are given as 

C 
Txj yj = Oxy 1 — 8) + 5,1 — dyy) . (4) 

Here, V§; is the output of the competitive network and 6,; is 1 if i=j and is 0 otherwise. Notice that 

the weighting factors A, B, C, and D are the same as in (1). 

The dynamics of the Hopfield network can be described in the following differential cquation. 

duy; - — oH 
at me) | » Tx YY) — Tyjuy; + ly; , (5) 

=) sti y= 

  Cx; 
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where Ty;, Uy;, and Cy; are the equivalent conductance, input voltage, and input capacitance at the i-th 

amplifier input node, respectively. The Hopfield network is always guaranteed to decrease the energy 

function [1]. A simple Euler integration technique is often used to evaluate the differential equations 

(3]. But, the accumulated numerical error is the cause of a wrong solution. We have used a adaptive 

time-step control technique which adjusts the integration time-step by monitoring the local error [7]. 

II. Experimental Results 

In our expenments, the traveling salesman problem were simulated in a SUN 3/60 and the city 

locations was generated randomly. For simplicity, capacitances { Cy; } in (5) are set to be 1 and 
amplifier input voltages { uy; } are initially reset. Two versions of the forward-Euler integration 
methods were examined: the fixed time-step version and the adaptive time-step version. Figure 2 

shows energy function change as the function of time in a 10-city TSP. With the fixed time steps of 

1.0e-3 and 1.0e-4, the energy function is no longer continuously decreasing due to the numerical 
errors. The convergence time using fixed time-step is also adversely longer. Here, the CPU time for 

the fixed time-step being 1.0e-4 is about 5 hours while that for the adaptive time-step with 1.0e-3 error 
tolerance is only 0.5 hour. Table 1 shows the averaged CPU time for different size of TSPs. Figure 3 
Shows the solutions with different weighting values of the constraint terms. As the weighting factors 
for the constraint functions decrease, the tour distance tends to decrease. This is caused by the fact 
that the searching process in the Hopfield network is mainly determined by the objective function. Our 
experimental results show that the competitive-Hopfield network always gives valid solutions when the 
weighting factors for constraint functions are greater than 1.0 
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Fig. 2 Network dynamics for a 10-city TSP. 
(a) Transient behavior. (b) Solution with adaptive time-step and with fixed time-step of 1.0e- 
4 and 2.0e-5. (c) Solution with fixed time-step of 1.0e-3. 
The fixed time-step methods require a lot of computational time to obtain the solution. 
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Fig.4 TSP solution with different weighting factors. 

(a) 10-city TSP. (b) 20-city TSP. 
As the weighting factors of the constraint functions decrease, tour distance decreases. 

IV. Conclusion 

We have successfully developed and demonstrated a novel competitive-Hopfield neural network 

for the combinatorial optimization. The network is very effective and efficient in finding consistendy 
valid, near-optimal solutions for a high-city TSP. This competitive-Hopfield network can be extended 

other combinatorial optimization in signal processing with complicated constraint functions. 
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1. Introduction 
Classification is an important intelligent behavior. It has been an active research issue in the 

knowledge-based reasoning, pattern recognition, and connectionist paradigms[1]. One would like 
to observe positive and negative instances of a concept and then to propose a representation that are 
both suitable for the observed instances and useful to predict the classification of unobserved 
instances. This is one important kind of concept learning. 

A new neural network model called quasi-LTU-decision model is presented here, which 
performs very well to the concept classification described above. This model is based on the 
concept of decision tree and the operation of a simple neural network unit - linear threshold unit 
(LTV) which is the basic unit of Rosenblatt's perceptron[6]. They are chosen because the decision 
tree and the LTU are natural choices in terms of handling a large amount of instances. Unlike other 
models in which the network topology must be specified before training, in this model the network 
structure is generated during training by non-incremental or incremental learning. The training 
instances are not restricted to be linearly separable which means there exists a hyperplane to 
discriminate the positive and negative training instances. The nonlinearly separable instances set 
can also work well in this model. Moreover, the learning algorithms associated to this model can 
handle a large volume of training instances efficiently and incrementally, and the resulting concept 
represented by the network model can also efficiently classify the unobserved instances. 

  

2. Quasi-LTU-Decision Model 
This section describes a method in construction a hybrid representation and the associated 

learning algorithms. This representation not only can be generated by a set of existing training 
instances, but also can be created by incremental learning, i.e. multistage learning which 
information learned at one stage is modified to accommodate new facts provided in subsequent 
stages. Besides, the space of instances to be trained is not restricted to be linearly separable. 

Throughout this paper, an instance is described in terms of a set of attributes, which are 
binary values. Given a set of such instances and their classifications, the task is to distinguish 
these instances which belong to some class from those which do not. Without loss of generality, 
we assume the output is a binary value that represents acceptance or rejection of the input instance. 

2.1 Quasi-LTU-decision Representation 
The quasi-LTU-decision model consists of one multi-branch decision node and many 

quasi-LTU nodes. The network structure in the model is generated during training. There is a 
connection from the decision node to each of the quasi-LTU nodes. Attached to each connection is 
an attribute set belonging to its corresponding quasi-LTU node. An attribute set consists of a set of 
positive or negative attributes used to test for branching. These attribute sets are mutual-exclusion 
and the union of these attribute sets covers all the instances space, i.e. during the presentation of an 
input vector I, one and only one attribute set will pass the attribute test to the input vector I. The 
complete model structure is illustrated in figure 1. 

      

   

decision node       attribute_set attribute_set mn 

quasi-LTU nodes 

Figure 1. The quasi-LTU-decision model 

The quasi-LTU node, described in figure 2, is a modified linear threshold unit. Each node 
has a set I of n input lines and an output Fj. The weight vector Wj and threshold Tj represent some 
hyperplane P={I| Ie R" and W;!-I = Tj} that linearly separates the node's training instances. The 
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vector Nj is used to indicate whether the values of the corresponding elements of weight vector Wj 

d \ 

Ni Vy t 
1 if W; - I > Ty 

O otherwise 
  

wW =. 
a 

I 

Figure 2. The quasi-LTU nodedq, 

The operation of the quasi-LTU-decision model is illustrated as follows. When an input 
vector I is presented to the decision node, all the quasi-LTU nodes simultaneously test their 
corresponding attribute sets. The node which passes the attribute test is the only one to activate. 
Since these attributes are mutual-exclusion and the union of these attribute sets covers all the 
instances space, the node which activates is unique. If the node which passes the attribute test is 
qj, then the following operation occurs in qj. 

if Wj;I > Tj ---> the outputis1 (means the input I belongs to Class-1 ), 
if Wj < Tj --->  theoutputisO (means the input I belongs to Class-0 ). 

2.2 The Training Process 
Here, we first describe the non-incremental learning and leave the incremental learning in 

section 2.2.4. During the training phase, a collection of classified instances indicating a desired 
class is presented. The set of instances, called training instances, consists of typical examples of 
in-class instances as well as out-of-class instances. It is not necessary for the training instances to 
be linearly separable. The task of the training process is to generate the quasi-LTU-decision model 
which can be used to separate the in-class examples from those out-of-class examples and to 
predict the classification of the unobserved instances. 

The strategy used in the generation of the quasi-LTU-decision model is described as follows. 
Split the training instances first to many subsets, each of the subsets belongs to one quasi-LTU 
node. It is guaranteed that each of the subsets can be linearly separated after the splitting. We then 
use the quasi-LTU learning algorithm described later to compute each component of the quasi-LTU 
nodes, based on the training instances subsets owned by their corresponding quasi-LTU nodes. 
Finally, apply some guidances to merge these quasi-LTU nodes as much as possible. 

2.2.1 The Split Operation 
The initial quasi-LTU-decision model consists of a decision node and a quasi-LTU node with 

the whole set of training instances. These two nodes are connected by a "true" attribute. If the 
number of the training instances owned by the quasi-LTU node is greater than the attribute number 
(the dimensionality) of the training instance vector + 1, then it's time to split the quasi-LTU node, 
i.e. to split the instances set of the quasi-LTU node into two subsets. While the split occurs, we 
divide the original quasi-LTU node into two quasi-LTU nodes, each node consists of one subset of 

the original training instances set. This splitting process then repeatedly applies to the two 

quasi-LTU nodes independently until the instances number owned by every quasi-LTU node is 

less than or equal to the attribute number of the instance vector + 1. Here, we use the attribute 
number of the instance vector + 1 as the guidance for the split of the quasi-LTU nodes. This is 

because if the number of the training instances is less than or equal to the attribute number of the 
instance vector + 1, then we can guarantee this training instances set is linearly separable[2]. 

The reason to split every quasi-LTU node to be linearly separable is as follows. Due to 
training the linearly separable instances set, it is not necessary to use those complex learning 

methods , e.g. back propagation learning algorithm, that are time consuming. we can just use the 
algorithm similar to the LTU learning algorithm to distinguish the linearly separable instances set. 

Besides, the splitting can be seen as the modularization of the original instances set since the whole 

instances set is modularized to many instances subsets. Furthermore, the less instances number in 

the instances set is, the more quickly the LTU learning algorithm will converge. 

At this point, it seems important to illustrate how to split the quasi-LTU node. Since we use 

the instances number as the guidance in the split, it is not necessary to use the complex entropy 

functions[4,7,8,9] to split the quasi-LTU node. In our approach, what important is to split the 
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instances set of one quasi-LTU node into two subsets with the same instances number as much as 
possible. This is because the criterion can reduce the number of the splitting process. Therefore, 
the attribute to be chosen to split the instances set of the quasi-LTU node q; is that which minimizes 
INFik - 1/2 instance_nojl. Where instance_no; is the instances number belonging to the quasi-LTU 
node qj and NF; indicates the instances number in the quasi-LTU node q; that the kth attribute of 
these instances equals one. 

2.2.2 The Learning Algorithm of the Quasi-LTU Nodes 
After splitting the quasi-LTU nodes to be linearly separated, it's time to build a hyperplane 

for every quasi-LTU node to discriminate different classes. The learning algorithm of the 
quasi-LTU node qj is to generate the weight vector Wj and threshold T; representing some 
hyperplane P={I1 I € R" and W;' - I = Tj} that can linearly separate the instances belonging to the 
node qj. Besides, this learning algorithm also generates a "don't care" vector Nj for node qj to 
indicate whether the corresponding elements of weight vector Wj are "don't care", which means 
the weights can be any value, or not. Initially, the whole vector Ni is given to be one vector, i.e. 
every weight can be any value. The value will be kept if there is no change in the weight and the 
corresponding feature of instance I is zero. Since the spirit of this algorithm is the same as 
Perceptron Learning Algorithm[3,5], we can guarantee that if the instances trained are linearly 
separable, then this algorithm will converge and define a hyperplane to the trained instances set. 

2.2.3 Merge 
The last step in our approach to build the quasi-LTU-decision model is to merge these split 

quasi-LTU nodes as much as possible. To merge two quasi-LTU nodes means to combine the two 
instances sets of two quasi-LTU nodes into one instances set that can be discriminated by one 
weight vector and a threshold. The restrict in merging is we must still keep these quasi-LTU nodes 
formed after merging quasi-LTU nodes being linearly separable. 

To clarify what follows, we first define some variables and terms: 
Definition 1: qj means the quasi-LTU node qj, Nj is the "don't care" vector of qj, Wj is the 
weight vector of qj, Wik indicates the kth element of Wj, and Nix is the kth element of Nj. 
Definition 2: The term Wj, "equals" Wjk means Wi, = Wijk or at least one of Nix and Njk is 
one ("don't care"). 
Definition 3: Wj "equals" Wj means all elements of Wj "equals" the corresponding elements of 
Wi. 
Definition 4; Ij indicates the instances set in qj and Ij, is an instance numbered k in ]j. 
Definition 5: I;*+ is defined as these instances in qj and belonging to Class-1, and I; is defined 
as these instances in q; and belonging to Class-0. 
Definition 6: The modified weight vector Wj;' of Wj and Wj is defined as: Wijx' = Wik if Nix 
= 0; Wijk' = Wik if Nix = 1, where Wijk is the kth element of Wij’. 
Definition 7: the modified “don't care" vector Njj' of Nj and Nj 1s defined as: Njjx'=1 if Nix 
= 1 and Nj, = 1; Njjx' =O otherwise, where Nijk is the kth element of Nij- 
Theorem 1: If Wj "equals" Wj and Tj = T;, then the combination of the instances sets in qj and qj 
is still linearly separable and there exists a modified weight vector Wij and threshold T; forming a 
hyperplane to separate the combined instances set. 
Theorem 2: If Wj "equals" Wj, Tj > Tj, and V Ij € Ij*, Wij’ - Ijk > Tj, then the Wij’ and Tj 
can be used to separate the combined instances set of Ij and Ij. 
Corollary 1: If Wj "equals" Wj, Tj > Tj, and V Tix € Ij7, Wj’ Ii $j, then the Wj’ and Tj 
can be used to separate the combined instances set of Ij and Ij. 
Corollary 2: If Wj "equals" Wj, Tj < T;, and VTi, € ]jt; Wii: lik > Tj, then the Wji and T; 
can be used to separate the combined instances set of I; and I. 
Corollary 3: If Wj "equals" Wj, Tj < Tj, and Vizpe 1°, Wi Ik < Tj, then the Wij and Tj 
can be used to separate the combined instances set of Ij and Ij. 
Theorem 3: If Wj - [+] Ijk >[£] Tj, V Tj € Ij, then Wj and Tj can be used to separate the 
combined instances set of Ij and I;. Where "+"‘is used in front of Ijx and Tj when Ij, € Ij*; 
otherwise, put "—" in front of Tix and Tj. 
Corollary 4: If Wy (2) lik > [+] Tj, V Tip € Jj, then Wj and Tj can be used to separate the 
combined instances set of Ij and Jj. Where "+" is used in front of Ii, and Tj when Tix € Lit; 
otherwise, put "—" in front of Ij, and Tj. 

The three theorems and four corollaries can be easily proved and are used as criteria to merge 
these split quasi-LTU nodes. That is, if the conditions in these theorems and corollaries are 
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satisfied, then we can merge two quasi-LTU nodes into one that owns all the instances in the two 

merged quasi-LTU nodes. As the mergence occurs, the "don't care" vector of the new formed 

quasi-LTU node merged from qj and qj is Nij while the weight vector and threshold are indicated 
in these theorems and corollaries. The mergence continues as long as the conditions of these 
theorems and corollaries are satisfied. From these theorems and corollaries, we can make sure that 
the new formed quasi-LTU nodes from merging are still linearly separable by the given weights 
and thresholds. It is obvious that the criteria used here can not guarantee to merge any two 

quasi-LTU nodes that are still linearly separable after merging. It is not harmful, however, since 

the ability to find a consistent concept representation is not lost. Moreover, the number of the 
quasi-LTU nodes of the quasi-LTU-decision model is still far less than the nodes number in the 

decision tree and the training time of the model is much less than the time needed by other neural 
network learning algorithms. 

  

2.2.4 Incremental Learning 
It is not necessary to collect a large set of instances before building the quasi-LTU-decision 

model. We can also build the model incrementally, i.e. we can accommodate the structure of the 

model every time when we receive a new instance. The incremental learning algorithm used here is 

similar to the processing of classifying an unknown instance in the built quasi-LTU-decision 

model. When a new instance is presented to the built quasi-LTU-decision model, the appropriate 

quasi-LTU node will activate to classify this input instance. If the classification is correct, then just 
put this instance to the activating quasi-LTU node and then stop. Otherwise, repeatedly split this 

activating quasi-LTU node into several linearly separable quasi-LTU nodes and then merge these 
split nodes themselves as much as possible. After these, merge these new created and modified 
quasi-LTU nodes into the other quasi-LTU nodes in the quasi-LTU-decision model. The 
operations of the split and mergence discussed here are the same as described above. 

3. Conclusion 
There are a number of issues which need to be further investigated. Some of them are: 

(1) Handle the training instances with noises. Since it is inevitable that some of the trained 
examples are not correct, the learning algorithms which can handle the noisy training 
instances are necessary and useful. 

(2) To find fast and efficient ways to merge the quasi-LTU nodes which are still separable after 

merging. 
(3) Build aconnectionist expert system based on the representation. 
(4) Toextend the output to multiple values. That is, to extend the binary classes classification to 

multiple classes classification. 
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ABSTRACT 

Coulomb energy network originally developed by Scofield is applied to the recogni- 
tion of the korean characters. In his paper, Scofield demonstrated that his learning algo- 
nthm was applied to a system which learns the binary mapping for XOR. The present 
work describes the result of implementing multi-layer coulomb energy network for the 
korean character recognition. This neural network system was experimented on VAX 8800 
mini computer. korean characters can be classified into 6 types. We tried to make a sys- 
tem to recogmize characters in a subset of one type. We trained the system with patterns 
varying in size, rotation, and with distortion. Multi-layer coulomb network was able to 
classfy the korean characters and identify them. With korean characters, it is difficult to 
achieve proper classification using 1 stage training only, because two different korean char- 
acters can be very similar in shape. When confusion occured, 2-stage learning is necessary. 
Learning patterns which would not make a confusion were shown at first. and other learn- 
ing patterns which might make a confusion were shown next in training sequence. In this 
manner, the multi-layer coulomb energy network was trained to recognize the korean char- 
acters quickly with only quite a few learning patterns(20 patterns/consonant or vowel). 

INTRODUCTION 
Recently, Bachmann et al. proposed a relaxation modell!] based on an N-dimensional 

coulomb potential. Their system is similar to the Hopfield modell2I[3! in some respects, 
but has arbitrary large capacity. Scofield presented a learning algorithml4! for N- 
dimensional coulomb energy network which is applicable to a single as well as a milti- 
layer networks. While many learning algorithms to recognize characters already exist, 
Scofield’s learning algorithm is worthwhile to note, because it is applicable independently 
to each layer of a multi-layer network and does not depend on the propagation of errors 
through many layers. This property makes the system modular. We have tried to make 
a neural network for the korean character recognition using this mult-layer coulomb net- 
work. The korean characters can be classified into six types. They are katype, kak’type, 
kotype, kok’type, kKwa'ttype and kwak'type. The problem is that there are many similar 
chars in shape although they are different charaters. For example,’}’,’1’, ’4’ are very 
similar to each other. We have used ‘kak’ type koreans to train the networks. We also 
present an idea to save time and space in training the multi-layer coulomb network (2-stage 
learning) for Korean recognition. And we show the result of the experiment to classify 
the korean chars using the system. 
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MODEL DESCRIPTION 

The network model proposed here was composed of three types of layers: the input 
layer, the internal layers and the output layer. The input layer receives the binary values of 
an input pattern. The internal and the output layers consist of coulomb potental function 
units. The output values of the internal layer units are summed by the connection 
between the internal layer and the output layer to produce the output. The schematic 
diagram of a mult-layer coulomb energy network for the korean characters is shown in 
fig.1 

Output layer ‘ 

Internal layers aa Y 8 C & A & f- SAN LE 4 
Input layer A 000990000 0% $0608400000000¢ 00008800008080000 

  

Fig 1 : Multi-laver coulomb energy network model for the korean characters 

The korean characters can be classified into six different types, and each of them are 
composed of consonant(s) and a vowel. In this paper we used the ‘kak’type korean charac- 
ters composed of .a first consonant, a vowel and a second consonant. To recognize this 

type, we constructed 3 neural network modules, one for vowel and two for the first and 
the second consonants. The korean characters stored in a matrix 8x8 pixel were used as 
input patterns. Each consonant and vowel is composed of 4x4 matrix. The number of 
neurons in input layer, internal layers and output layer for each module are 16, 8, 4, and 1 
respectively. Each consonant and vowel area where each network module is looking at in 
the korean character input pattern along with some examples are shown in fig 2. 

  

first el 
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Lj 

Fig 2 : Consonant and vowel area in the korean character 

  
    

LEARNING 

Learning!4! in a coulomb energy network is to adjust the matrix w shch that the 
electrostatic energy, VY, of the collection of charges is minimized. Electrostatic potential 
edergy of the M memory sites x,,..., X, in RN used in coulomb energy network is : 

MM 

= 1/(2L) XY O,0,|X,-x,|~ (1) 
i=1j=1 

Where Qi is the charge at memory site i, Xi the representation of the i-th memory site. 
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Qi(c), the charge at memory site i and of class c is defined as follows: 

sign(Q;(c)) # sign(Q;(c)) for c= c 

sign(Q;(c)) = sign(Q,(c)) for c#c (2) 

And to minimize the electrostatic potential energy, gradient of potential energy was 
computed with respected to weight w (m-th synapse of the n-th cell). 

4 —— 2 —(L + Jur 122 2 Q;0,|Rif "PR, a/ao,,R,, (3) 
i=1j=1 

Where : 

But, equation (3) may be approximated through the successive computation of these 
terms over time as follows: 

Sam =(4/-) WL X(0)—X(¢+1)|~£ 7A (er), £6 +1) 

Where eta is the learning rate, negative sign is for subsequent patterns of the same class 
and positive sign for patterns of different class. 

The ‘kak’type out of 6 types was used in this experiment. Each consonant and vowel 
module was trained with 20 patterns(10 patterns were of same class while the rest were of 
different class). Learning patterns in pairs were selected randomly 38000 times out of 20 
patterns and were shown to train each consonant(vowel) module. The learning rate was 
chosen carefully and in our experiment, it was <0.0005. Here L was 2, and the tempera- 
ture was set as 0.8 and values between -0.3 and 0.3 were assigned randomly as initial 
weights. 

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

We made a network to classify’ 7’,’L’,’C’,’O’",’ +’,’ 1’, °4’, as our target 
consonants and vowels. At first, since there were only 10 learning patterns for each 
consonant(vowel), and also there were a few internal neurons, the network was not able to 
classify * F’” | ’” 4’ completely. To overcome this, input patterns for learning were made 
up of 2 classes. Patterns that should be recognized as a same character were put into 
class 1 and others recognized as different patterns into class 2. There may be some con- 
fusion if patterns of class 1 are similar to those of class 2. When confusion occured 2- 
stage learning was applied. Learning patterns which would not make a confusion were 
shown as input at first, and other learning patterns which might make a confusion were 
shown next. By doing that, the module could extract the major features of each 
consonant(vowel) in the first phase, and minute differences in the second phase. This 
makes it possible to learn quickly and clearly with a few input patterns in a little learning 
time. Some example patterns used here is shown in fig 3. As is shown, patterns belonging 
to the same class may have quite different bit vector representations in the input space as 
they have different shape, size, and distortion. 
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Fig 3 : Example patterns used in the experiment 

The summary of experimental result for the recognition of 100 random ‘ak’ type 
korean characters are shown in table 1. The test characters were with random noise, 
varying size, shape, and shift in position. As we can see, after first stage learning, only 
65 percents of the test characters are recognized correctly while after the second phase, it 

increased substancially to 97 percents. 
  

  

  

  

          

item \ stage no. stage 1 stage 2 

learning count 38 000 19 000 
recognition ratio 65% 97% 

confusion ratio 32 2 

error ratio 3 1 
  

Table 1 : Summary of experimental result 

CONCLUSION 

Coulomb energy network has been adopted to classify korean characters and perfor- 
mance was evaluated. This study found that 2-stage learning is effective in training the 
module. Clustering occurs naturally in this model. Without much learning time and com- 
puting, we have achieved a good result only with 20 patterns in training each 
consonant(vowel) and about 90 minutes CPU time for learning per consonant(vowel). 
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The radar clustering problem 

A region of the microwave spectrum can contain many 
radar signals from different emitters. It is assumed that 
the microwave receivers used can measure azimuth, 
elevation, frequency, pulse width, and time of arrival of 
individual radar pulses, with some degree of noise. For 
defense applications, it is important to be able to tell 
quickly (1) how many emitters are present; (2) what are the 
properties of these emitters; and (3) do they match any 
classes of emitters that have previously been seen and are 
known to have certain properties in common? We have 
designed a neural network that can perform all three of 
these tasks on simulated radar pulse inputs which are 
perturbations of characteristic pulses from 10 simulated 
emitters. The main part of our article concerns figuring 
out how many categories (emitters) the pulses fall into. 
This is an unsupervised learning task: categorizations are 
initially unknown. Previously (Anderson et al, 1988), this 
problem had been studied with the brain-state-in-a-box 
(BSB) algorithm. We applied to it a different unsupervised 
learning algorithm, the adaptive resonance theory (ART). 

The two main types of ART network are ART 1 for 
processing binary patterns (Carpenter and Grossberg, 1987a) 
and ART 2 for processing analog patterns (Carpenter and 
Grossberg, 1987b). Figure 1 shows generic ART architecture 
covering both subcases. Since ART 1 is, in general, 
Simpler than ART 2, we first tried to represent the radar 
Gata in a binary format. But since each variable has a 
range of possible values, reasonably accurate binary 
representations were found to require 40 or more feature 
nodes. ART is based on a system of differential equations 
including feature node activities, category node activities 
(at least 10, since there were 10 emitters), feature-to- 
category-node (bottom-up) connection weights, and category- 
to-feature-node (top-down) connection weights. Hence, 40 
feature nodes would mean at least 850 equations. 

We thus decided to use a simplified version of ART 2 
for radar categorization. Five radar variables were used 
-- azimuth, elevation, signal-to-noise ratio, frequency, 
and pulse width. (Time of arrival was added later, at the 
stage when derived categories were compared with known 
emitters.) The problem thus became one of clustering five- 
dimensional vectors. Each variable was normalized to be 
between 0 and 1. For example, the minimum observed pulse 
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frequency was 8640 while the maximum frequency was 10100. 
Hence, a frequency of 9339 was converted to a normalized 
value of (9339 - 8640)/(10100 - 8640)=.476. 
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For such low-dimensional data, in fact, much of the 
complexity originally built into ART 2 was unnecessary. 
The analog data classified by Carpenter and Grossberg 
(1987b) were curves described by 20 or more points. Hence, 
Classifying these curves required several preprocessing 
stages at the feature (F,) level of the network, for 
suppressing noise in the data. Such preprocessing was not 
needed for our task. Moreover, ART 2 actually uses simpler 
learning laws than ART 1. In ART 1, top-down and bottom-up 
connection weights obey different equations, whereas in ART 
2 (and ART 1.5), both sets of weights obey the same 
equations. (Top-down and bottom-up weights do have 
different initial values, for reasons to be given below.) 

Single versus dual vigilance measures 

Our categorization algorithm is as follows. Each 
normalized radar vector is presented as an input to the 
five F nodes. The the F, node activities are multiplied 
by the corresponding F.-to-F bottom-up connection weights, 
and each F node theteby eceives a linearly weighted 
signal frém the F, field. The input is first tentatively 
placed in the categédry corresponding to the node receiving 
the largest signal. (This "winner-take-all" mechanism is 
assumed to arise, in biological neural networks, from 
recurrent competitive interactions among F. nodes. In our 
Simulations, such competition is not explicftly included. ) 

When an F node is tentatively chosen, the input 
vector is comparéd with the vector of top-down connection 
weights from that node to F nodes (the category 
prototype). As in both Carpenter=Grossberg articles, a 
parameter called vigilance measures whether the match is 
close enough to accept the input into that category. ART 1 
and ART 2 use different matching criteria; ours, which is 
Similar to the ART, 2 criterion, is an angle-cosine measure. 
Specifically, if x = (x,,x,,X.,.,X,,X-) is the vector of F 
activities, in responsé t& the flor alized inputs, and z. i 
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Zs4,Zs5,Z224,2+,,2s-) 18 the vector of top-down weights 
tran thé 33th {éhog@n) node, match is said £6 occur when 

(KX eZ.) / (|x|! (2 [) > x (1) 
where r (the vigilance} is some dumber between 0 and 1. 

If (1) fails, the algorithm finds a new F. node 
receiving the next highest F, Signal and tests (1) ag&in on 
the corresponding j. In the’ Carpenter-Grossberg networks, 
if at least one F, node is uncommitted (that is, has all 
Z..=0 because no infuts have yet been placed in that 
category), an input which fails (1) for all committed nodes 
is placed in the category determined by some uncommitted 
node. If (1) is true for some j ("resonance"), the input 
is placed in that category, and synaptic weights (both top- 
down and bottom-up) are changed to reflect that input. The 
top-down weight changes, in our version, obey the equation 

dz../dt = af(j) (- (l-a) z.. + x.) (2) 
where a is a cédfistant between 0 and 1,Jand ft3) is 1 if the 
input resonates with node j and 0 otherwise. The bottom-up 
weights z.. obey an analogous equation. 

To process our noisy data, we varied Carpenter and 
Grossberg’s procedure to include two vigilance values -- 
r for "certain match" andr... for "possible match". 
THa* reason for dual vigilance TS"that the clustering of 
emitter parameter vectors in five-dimensional space is not 
uniform, so no single vigilance would yield accurate 
cluster sizes. Too high a vigilance, it was found, led to 
mismatch of some pulses to their correct categories, 
whereas too low a vigilance led to other pulses being 
incorrectly placed together. Moreover, since connection 
weights were updated with each categorization, these 
miscategorizations tended to perseverate to later pulses. 

To solve this dilemma, we imposed a rule whereby if 
(1) holds with r=r ax’ a2 pulse is placed in a category and 
weights updated, "88 before. If (1) with r=r_.. fails for 
all committed categories, the pulse is plated in an 
uncommitted category and weights updated, as before. In 
the intermediate case where the pulse matches no category 
to within r but at least one category to within r.._, 
the best matcli*%s chosen but weights are not changed. AKGs 
category boundaries will not be shifted by inputs that are 
close to those boundaries. (Levine, 1989 outlines another 
use for dual vigilance, the detection of ambiguity). 

Initial values of all top-down weights z.. are 0, 
i. e. no nodes are committed. The bottom-up weights z.. 
could not be started at 0, else F would receive no Fi 
Signals. Hence 254 are initialized af low uniform values. 

Results and comparison to known emitters 

The ART 1.5 network was simulated on a sequence of 294 
pulses, called the IOTA buffer, with vigilances r =.995 
and ming: 28>: This network had 5 F, nodes afla%12 F 
nodes. "the category placement of pulses khown to be frofi 
given emitters is shown in the matrix of Figure 2. The 
diagonal entries correspond to correct categorizations. 
Hence, 290 out of 294, or 98,7% of the pulses, were 
categorized correctly. The 4 pulses that were 
miscategorized all had anomalously large pulse widths, far 
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larger than the expected widths of pulses from any of the 
10 known emitters. This occurred because the radar 
receiver adds widths of pulses from two different emitters 
if they arrive nearly simultaneously. In hardware, it is 
easy to add a mechanism for flagging unusually wide pulses. 
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FIGURE 2 

After training on IOTA, the ART 1.5 network was run 
with the same vigilances on another pulse buffer known as 
"2x", based on the same emitter norms as IOTA but with 
twice as much noise. Out of 286 pulses in 2X, 277, or 
96.8%, were categorized correctly. Of the 9 errors, 3 were 
due to anomalous pulse width and 6 to excessive noise. 

In the classification stage of our algorithm, average 
frequency (FREQ) and average pulse width (PW) were computed 
for the pulses in each category with three or more members. 
A pulse repetition index (PRI) was computed for each 
category by averaging the differences between successive 
arrival times of the category’s pulses. Then these three 
variables were matched with those of the originally 
postulated emitters, by using (1) with x and 2. replaced by 
the two three-component (FREQ, PW, PRI) vectord’ and r=r . 
The category-to-emitter matches obtained were all cor baat 
with one exception. The same two categories matched both 
Emitters 3 and 9, because those two emitters happened to 
have (FREQ, PW, PRI) vectors that were nearly proportional, 
though far from equal. In hardware, this anomaly can be 
solved by replacing the angle-cosine match measure, at this 
stage, with an absolute vector-distance measure. 
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I. Introduction: 

One of the tasks of synthetic organic chemistry is to 
construct complex molecules from relatively simple starting 

materials and reagents. The principal analytical tool used for 
planning syntheses is known as retrosynthetic analysis, a process 
in which the complex target molecule is decomposed into a set of 
fragments [69Corey]. Each decomposition step represents the 
"undoing" of a particular chemical reaction. This process of 
fragmentation is iterated until each member of the set of 
fragments produced corresponds to a starting material or reagent. 
A “synthetic tree" is hereby produced, of which the "leaves" 
correspond to starting materials and reagents, the “branches" give 
the synthetic pathways, and the "root" is the target molecule. 

ll. Cognitive Tasks in Retrosynthetic Analysis: 
There exists a given set of rules by which these 

retrosynthetic transformations may be accomplished. A novice 
chemist will recognize a feature in a molecule (such as a 
strategically placed double bond, or perhaps a juxtaposition of 
two different substituent groups), and apply one of the 
aforementioned rules in a mechanical fashion to obtain the 
corresponding set of fragments ("synthons") for the respective 
target molecule. By repeating this process, a synthetic tree will 
be produced. In contrast, a more mature chemist will employ 
“chemical intuition" to choose a retrosynthetic transformation: in 
other words, the chemist will discern a pattern of relevant 
features which form a molecular "gestalt", and choose the 
appropriate disconnection to produce a set of fragmentary 
synthons. The difference in the cognitive processes used by the 
novice and the expert are analogous to the difference between a 
novice chess player and a grandmaster level player: the novice 
inspects the moves each piece can legally make and considers the 
"pros and cons" for the piece under consideration, and formulates 
the strategy for the current move accordingly. On the other hand, 
a grand. master looks for patterns of chess pieces, which in 
themselves form a series of "gestalts" which are altered as the 
game progresses. From the current pattern, the master chooses a 
move which will create a winning pattern, or a_ pattern 
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intermediate to a winning pattern; analogously, the mature 

chemist discerns patterns to create "elegant" syntheses. 

lll. Models of Retrosynthetic Analysis: 
The current computational models [84Wipke] for 

retrosynthetic analysis use the strategy of a novice chemist, in 
which individual features are recognized. Rules are then applied 

to give possible disconnections. By this method, many "synthetic 
trees" are generated; each must be analyzed with regard to cost 
and yield. In contrast, our approach uses neural networks 
[84Hopfield], [86Hopfield], [B6Rumelhart] to encode the sets of 
rules which correspond to the set of retrosynthetic 

transformations. This approach also examines the entire set of 
possible disconnection points in a molecule in a parallel manner, 
making it possible to discern patterns of features in the target 
molecule. The intuitive leaps which characterize elegant and 

creative syntheses are dependent on the ability of a chemist to 
discern these patterns of features; our approach thus embodies 
"chemical intuition". 

IV. Design of an Expert System with "Chemical Intuition": 

1. Input and Generation of Internal Representations. 
The target molecule is input via a menu-driven graphic input 

package, which produces a 2-dimensional picture. Choosing a 
graphic primitive, such as an atom, functional group, or ring, 

causes its internal representation atom or list to be appended to 

the target molecule list. When finished, the target molecule list 
contains all lists of primitives in the molecule. This list is used 
to construct an adjacency matrix. 

2. Parsing Lists for Feature Detection 
The target molecule list is scanned so that synthetically 

important features can be detected. The scanning "window" is 
seven skeletal atoms long, and the adjacency matrix is used in 

order to detect features that might not necessarily be attached to 
the skeletal atom chain currently being examined. This scanning 

is done for each skeletal atom, in parallel. A set of feature 
vectors is thus composed, one for each skeletal atom. 

3. Selection of Disconnection by Competition 

The feature vectors are presented to a set of neural 
networks, each of which is trained to propose a different type of 
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disconnection (Figure 1). Each network acts as an “agent” 
[86Minsky] for its own type of disconnection; competition 
between agents decides which disconnection is performed, and 
the loci for the disconnection. 

4. Formation of Fragments; Starting Material Detection 
Fragment lists are formed according to the disconnection 

chosen, and compared to lists in a database of starting materials. 
Iteration through Steps 2 , 3, and 4 continues until all fragments 
produced are found in the starting material database. 

V. Summary: 
The current methods of computational retrosynthetic 

analysis consider the molecule as a collection of discrete 
features to be analyzed in a sequential manner, thus limiting the 
process of creating a synthetic tree to a sequence of mechanical 
steps. Our approach, on the other hand, examines patterns of 
features, composes feature vectors, and uses neural networks to 
find "gestalts" that lead to creative disconnection steps, and thus 
to "elegant" synthetic routes. 
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Abstract 

The use of a neural network embedded in a larger General Purpose Simulation System (GPSS) 

simulation used to evaluate alternate human resource policies in a factory setting is described. 
The neural network is used to model the optimal control of a machine tool by a human operator. 
We evaluate the feasibility of using GPSS for neural network modeling. The interface between 
general simulation theory and neural network simulation is examined. Neural networks, when 

embedded in larger general purpose simulations, are found to offer the potential for improving 
on the capabilities of those simulations. 

Introduction 
Most neural network software simulations are implemented in either third generation 

languages or in commercial software “neural network simulators.” The authors’ experience with 
the development of neural networks in both of those environments [Madey-88] and their experi- 
ence with general purpose simulation packages raised the question as to whether a broader 
application of neural networks might occur if existing users of commercial general purpose 
simulation languages could also conveniently simulate neural networks. Thus the research 
described in this paper was motivated by two questions: 1) can general purpose simulation theory 
and languages, such as the General Purpose Simulation System (GPSS) [Schriber-74], be applied 
to neural network modeling, and 2) can neural network theory be used to improve on the state- 
of-the-art of simulation theory. We answer both of the questions in the affirmative, although not 
without some qualifications. 

Several dozen commercial neural network simulation packages are available today, 
although the installed base is just starting to grow [PC AI-89]. On the other hand, general pur- 
pose simulation languages (GPSS, SLAM, SIMCRIPT, SIMAN, etc.) have been in use for al- 
most two decades and currently have a large installed base with a corresponding large population 
of trained and experienced users. Thus, it would be of interest to those users if their experience in 
the general purpose simulation packages would permit their modeling of neural systems. Using 
GPSS we provide a “proof-in-principle” that this can be done. 

Several deficiencies of current simulation theory limit the usefulness of that technique for 
problem solving. These deficiencies include 1) the inability to optimize, 2) long solution times, 
3) unrealistic and simplified modeling of complex real world phenomena (including human be- 
havior), and 4) the requirement for labor intensive development and analysis of simulations. We 
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demonstrate that neural systems may contribute techniques that address these traditional defi- 

ciencies of general simulation theory. 

Problem 
Ongoing research by one of the authors [Bruning and Weinroth-88] has indicated a need 

for a more robust method for simulating expert human behavior within a simulation of the 

impact of human resource management policies in a factory setting. A block diagram of the 

overall simulation is displayed in Figure 1. The operation of a machine tool — a representative 

factory work station — is simulated to the level of detail in Figure 2. Machine breakdowns and 

the variable output of good and defective products per unit of time are modeled as dependent on 

  

    

        

Overall Simulation of Factory Human Resource Policies Machine Tool Simulation 

oceans cach ened Machine Breakdown 
achine Feed pe Probability (Exponential) 
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Human Performance 
Resource Machine Tool Module — 
Policy Simulation Module Modeled by a( Production Rate ‘) 
Module Neural Network 

Production Yield     

Figure 1: Block Diagram of the Overall GPSS Simula- Figure 2: Model of the Machine Tool Workstation for 

tion Profit Evaluation 

  
material property, and machine feed pressure and speed. Profit produced at the workstation is 
optimized by the machine operator (through two control parameters — machine speed and pres- 

sure) and is modeled by a 3-layer feedforward backpropagation network that is embedded in the 
simulation language. See Figure 3. Though the use of the embedded neural network, the relation- 

ships between profit and human resource policies are modeled more faithfully by the frequency 

and timeliness of the operator’s corrective intervention to adjust the control parameters on the 
machine. The optimal control of the machine was taught to the neural net by presenting it ex- 

amples of the proper response over the range of possible out-of-control conditions. No simple 

mathematical relationship — as might be derived from regression analysis — was found to per- 

form with equal effectiveness in capturing the dynamics of the optimal control of the machine. 

Approach 

The overall simulation depicted in Figure 1 was developed using GPSS/H from Wolver- 

ine Software running on either an IBM mainframe or PC [Banks-89]. The neural network was 

trained both offline on the Macintosh using the neural network simulator MacBrain [Jensen-88]. 

Prototype experimentation was also performed in training the net within the GPSS/H simulation 
language. A standard backpropagation network with a three layer (4-8-2) architecture was em- 

ployed. See Figure 4. 
The network required approximately 5000 epochs of the entire training set (20 presenta- 

tions) to reach acceptable performance (approximately +/-5% of the optimal control output). 
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Figure 3: The Embedded Neural Network Modeling Figure 4: Three layer 4-8-2 Feedforward/Backpropaga- 
the Expert Judgement of the Human Operator at the tion Neural Network Used in Simulation 
Machine Tool Workstation 

Conclusions 
We claim that a “proof-in-principle” of the feasibility of using a commercial general 

purpose simulation language for neural network simulations is provided. We also demonstrate 
the potential utility of embedding neural networks within more general simulations (e.g., a 
discrete event factory simulation). Table 1 displays several examples of the results of the ma- 
chine tool workstation simulation corrected by the embedded neural network. Parallel branches 
in the simulation, each using the same random numbers for computing failure times, failed 
condition and repair rates, were used to determine the effect of the embedded neural net’s 
control output. This was needed to obtain an “‘apples-to-apples” comparison of the performance 
of the simulation with and without the input of the embedded neural network. 

Other commercial general purpose simulation languages need to be evaluated and com- 
pared to GPSS/H for the ease and suitability of simulating neural networks. For example, the 
version of GPSS used for this research was limited to integer values for several network parame- 
ter values. This required extra steps to scale network parameters to and from large integer values. 
Most other commercial simulation packages do not have this limitation. 

Perhaps neural network simulation modules, similar to templates for spreadsheets, can be 
developed for the various network architectures. Only discrete event simulation has been exam- 
ined in this research. The continuous simulation languages may also need to be evaluated for 
their suitability for architectures such as the Hopfield net or Adaptive Resonance Theory. 

  

Trial Profit: Out-of-Control Condition Profit: After Intervention by Neural Network 

1 $5817.00 $6236.00 
2 6730.00 7504.00 
3 7246.00 8964.00 
4 4621.00 4640.00 
5 3834.00 5222.00 

Table 1: Comparison of Machine Tool Profitability with and without Embedded Neural Network in Factory 
Simulation 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Artificial neural networks (ANN) have been applied to problems such as robot control, speech 

and signal processing, pattern recognition and, in a more general way, to biological simulation 

and cognitive sciences. 
The topology and structure of the ANN may vary from one application to another: 

Hopfield nets, Kohonen nets, backpropagation nets are only a few examples. 
It seems nevertheless that some fields have been forgotten by ANN applications. Economics 

and especially economic theory is one of these: as we know, only few applications exist, mainly 

related to loan managing or forecasting [1]. 
The aim of this paper is to describe one particular aspect of the theory of the household, a 

problem of static optimization, known as the Neoclassical Problem of the Household. 

2. THE PROBLEM 

We can define: the household as any group of individuals sharing income in order to 
purchase and consume goods and services; a commodity as a particular good or service delivered 

at a specific time and at a specific location. 
The neoclassical problem of the household [2] is to choose a bundle of commodities that is 

"most preferred” among all the possible bundles, given: 
- the utility function, which is a continuous, real-valued function defined on 

commodity space and based on some assumptions about the tastes of the household (i.e. weak 
preference relation and indifference between two bundles); 

- the budget constraint, which states that total expenditure on all commodities 

cannot exceed money income. 
In terms of the utility function, the problem is: 

max U(x,,x,, ... X,) 

XoXo oe 9X, 

subject to y p..X, = p,-X,+p,.X,+... tp.x <I 
i=] 

with I = household income (I>0) 

n = number of commodities 
Xx. = quantity of the i" commodity 
x =n dimensional vector of quantities 
p, = price of the i* commodity (p,>0, i=1,2, ... ,n) 
p =n dimensional vector of prices (p is given). 
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It is easy to demonstrate that the optimal solution yields toa total expenditure of the income, 

so the budget constraint may be formulated as 2 p..x, = I. 

It is important to remark that the analytical form of the utility function of the household is 

generally unknown. But some assumptions are made about U(x): 
- U(x) is differentiable, and the first order partial derivatives (called marginal 

utilities) are all positive: 

5 U(x) 
>0   

dx 

- U(x) is twice differentiable with continuous second order partial derivatives, and 

the Hessian matrix is negative definite, so the function is strictly concave and we have: 

5* U(x) 
<Q = i=!1,2,... ,n.   

} x 

The solution of the problem can be found using the Lagrange multipliers method, that is 

defining the Lagrangian function (y is the Lagrange multiplier) 

L(x,y) = U(x) + y-(I- 2 x,p) 

and simultaneously solving the system of n+1 equations 

5 L(x, y) 5 L(x. y) 
= 0, 

dy 8 x. 
1 

=Q, i=1,2,... jn.     

3. THE NEURAL NETWORK 

The aim of the neural network model is to simulate the behaviour of the household in its 

decision-making process: the choice of the n quantities of commodities to purchase, given the 

income and the n prices, such as to maximize his utility. 
Assuming that the analytical form of the utility function is unknown, we consider that the 

preferences of the household are based on observed market choices. This set of observations 

(purchased quantities, prices and income) are used to train the neural network. 

For the purpose of this simulation, the training set of 250 observations is generated randomly 

using the following utility function: 

n l-ai 

U(x) = I («,+1) O<a<l, La<!l 

i=l i=1,2,... ,n 

The neural network we used is the “classic” three-layer (input, hidden and output) 

feedforward network, with a sigmoidal activation function and with continuous, bounded (from 
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zero tO a Maximum) activation values. 

The ANN is made of n+1 input units (n for the prices and one for the income) and n output 
units (for the quantities to purchase). The number of hidden units has been set experimentally 

to 2.n. 

The learning rule used was the generalized delta rule [3] with back-propagation of the error. 
The net completes the training after 35000 iterations, with the following parameters: learning 

rate 0.6, momentum 0.9, error tollerance 0.001, producing a maximum output error of 0.0009 and 
a total output error for the whole set of patterns of 0.065. 

4. SIMULATION RESULTS. 

Using the trained network to simulate the behaviour of the household, with values not 

belonging to the training set, leads to good results. The net achieves a good mapping of the utility 
function with a maximum error of 8% from generated to expected values in the whole range of 
activation values. 

The good quality of these results is partly explained by the property of the generalized delta 
rule to minimize the squares of the differences between the actual and expected output values as 
well as by the uniform ditribution of the training set: if the ANN were trained with true observed 
values, not uniformly distributed in the allowed range, it could exhibit a less regular behaviour, 
with worse results. 

5. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS 

The capability of this simple neural network to simulate the behaviour of a basic 

microeconomic agent is quite encouraging. 

We wish to develop an extension of this application, still related to economic theory, 

following two directions: 
- the implementation of an ANN acting like another economic agent, the firm, which uses 

economic inputs (labor, capital, ..) to produce outputs of commodities sold to households and 

other firms, following a production function subject to some constraints; 
- the realization of a tiny economic system made of several ANN (each of them 

corresponding to an economic agent, household or firm, with different utility functions and 

production functions) to simulate and analyze the problem of General Equilibrium [4] i.e. the 
interaction between the households and the firms, in the determination of prices and quantities of 

goods and input factors. 
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Abstract 

The implemented system for heart shape classification consists of a preprocessor 
and a classifier. Following the presentation of the image preprocessor, the 
application of error back-propagation network to the problem of heart shape 
classification is exposed. The employed network structure is presented, as well as 
the methodology of training set construction, training and testing. Classification 
results are discussed. 

1. Introduction 

The research reported herein concerns the possibility of using neural network 
architecture for heart shape classification. An automated system for heart shape 
classification could be used for preliminary heart anomaly detection, based on chest 
radiographic images being required in mass-screening lung checks. The problem 
of automating heart shape classification is well known [1], and is usually solved in 
two phases. Firstly, values of heart shape parameters are extracted from digitalized 
chest radiographic image. Secondly, some standard classification algorithm is used 
to classify any given set of parameter values. We tried to use neural network 
architecture instead. The system consists of a digital image preprocessor and a 
classifier. The preprocessor finds the heart position on the digital image and 
extracts a set of heart shape parameter values from it. Based on these values, an 
error back-propagation network performs classification. 
The rest of the paper is divided into three main parts: the preprocessor 
description, the network description, and the presentation of results. 

2. The Preprocessor 

The system has been designed having in mind detection of three heart shape 

categories: normal, aortal and myopathic, as sketched in Figures 1 to 3. The 

preprocessor implementation is inspired by some well known characteristics of chest 
radiographic images [1]. Preprocessing consists of several phases: early processing, 
detection of heart position, generation of binary image, correction of heart edge, 
and extraction of heart shape parameter values. 

Early processing. Standard X-ray chest radiographic film of 36x36cm size is being 
digitalized to 512x480 pixels of 256 gray levels. To enhance subsequent processing, 
the image is zoomed to 240x240 pixels of the same intensity range. Taking into 
account characteristics of the camera optics and the shape of digitalized area, this 
process converts approx. 2.2x1.5 mm of original radiographic image to one pixel. 
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Detection of heart position. Heart position is determined via horizontal and vertical 
spatial gray level signatures, as shown on Figure 4. This is being done in two 

steps. Firstly, signatures are constructed based on the whole image area. Using 

their extremes, positions of TOH, BOH, REC, LEC, REH and LEH are determined. 

Secondly, signatures are constructed taking into account only the area enclosed 

by TOH, BOH, REC and LEC. Using these new signatures, the process of TOH, ..., 
LEH determination is repeated. 

Generation of binary image. To enable later extraction of heart shape parameter 

values, it is essential to determine the heart edge position. This may be done by 

converting lungs area to black, and heart cavern area to maximum brightness, i.e. 

making binary picture. The threshold value for each picture is defined in such a 
way as to produce fixed percentage of black (white) pixels in the area enclosed by 

TOH, BOH, REC and LEC. In this way it is possible to reduce the influence of 

average brightness oscillations among the images. 

Correction of heart edge. Our preliminary research [2, 3] showed that high error 
rate of myopathic heart classification may be caused by preprocessing diaphragm 

shadow as a left lung edge. To remedy this flaw, left heart edge is being slightly 

corrected. This is being done using the information on maximum brightness changes 

in original 240x240 image, obtained by Kirsch directional gradient operator. 

Extraction of heart shape parameter values. The set of heart shape parameters 

consists of distances between heart midline and right (left) heart edge. Parameter 

values are obtained in the following way: The interval from A to B (from A to BOH), 
Figure 4, is divided in fifteen subintervals. For each one of them the average 

distance between midline and right (left) heart edge is determined. Each value is 

normalized with distance from MDL to REH (from MDL to (LEC+LEH)/2). In this way, 

a set of thirty values in the range [0, 1] is obtained. These may be used to feed 

neural network classifier. 

3. The Network 

By comparison of statistical data obtained from 111 images (37 of each class) it 

became clear that from thirty heart shape parameters only nine can be used as 
the basis for classification. The differences between the classes among the rest of 

the parameters were insignificant, most certainly due to inevitable oscillations in 

image preprocessing. Hence, only nine of thirty possible parameters were used to 

feed the network. Classification experiments were performed with standard error 
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  back- propagation three-layer network [4, 

5], of 9-9-3 units respectively. Unit 
thresholds were free to change, learning 
rate constant was 0.25, and learning 
momentum constant was 0.9. 

  

  

    

4. Results 

  Construction of the training set. The 
training set consisted of four 

representatives of each class. Choosing 

them by subjective comparison of 

digitalized or original images produced Figure 4. Binary image with 
no satisfactory results. They were signatures 
therefore chosen as the best 

representatives (prototypes) of their 
respective class. This was obtained by selecting them in such a way as to minimize 
the difference between their parameter values and average parameter values of 
their class. From a set of 111 images, twelve were selected in this way. It may be 
argued that in this way some ideas of statistical classification theory were mixed 
with connectionism. This is true, and we consider it being a positive approach. One 
may suppose that an "infinite" testing set will have the same statistical 
characteristics of parameter values as the finite set used. Hence, there is a good 
reason to make an informed choice of the training set members, since that greatly 
affects the learning speed and later classification success. 

  
      
  

Training. In each training epoch all members of the training set were presented to 
the network in the same order. Each input vector was paired with an output vector, 
forcing one of the three output units to 1, and the rest to 0. After 1200 epochs the 
total sum of squares error dropped to 0.0105. 

Testing. The system’s classification ability was tested using 99 images (33 of each 
class) which excluded the training set. The network output vector was interpreted 
in the following way: The class of the presented image was assumed to be the one 
associated with the output unit producing the maximum value. Results obtained 
using this procedure are summarized in Table 1. 

  

- Human specialist’s classification: 
normal aortal myopathic 

- Total number of images 37 37 37 
- Number of training images 4 4 4 
- Number of testing images 33 33 33 

- System’s classification: 
normal 15 0 7 

aortal 10 23 10 

myopathic 8 10 16       

Table 1. Results 
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5. Discussion and future work 

It is evident from Table 1 that from 47 - 67 per cent of each image class is 

correctly classified. Percentage of malformed heart shapes classified as normal is 

rather low (11% of all malformed cases). On the other hand, false alarms percentage 

(53% of normals) is intolerably high. There are several possible explanations for 

these, rather unsatisfactory results: the choice of heart shape parameters, the 

quality of parameter values extraction, and the small network training set. We have 

chosen rather straightforward representation of heart shape. Other approaches may 

be used as well, such as curve fitting. In order to keep the network small, we tried 

to use only thirty average distance values. Variations in positions of subintervals 

of heart height led to the loss of some valuable information on the shape of heart 

aortal area. Finally, the training set was deliberately chosen to be small - it is 

about nine times smaller than the testing set - to enable realistic testing with 

images at hand. If we obtain more images; substantially enlarged training set would 

be used. 

We plan to evaluate usefulness of some other heart shape encoding schemes, and 

enhance preprocessor quality. If that proves successful, we shall try to enlarge the 

set of heart classes (i.e. malformation types to be classified). 
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ABSTRACT 

Transient stability analysis of power systems by Liapunov's second method has been an 

area of active research for the past twenty five years. This method allows the stability of a system 

to be determined without directly solving the system state equations. In this paper we present a 

method for determining the stability of a given system under various conditions. This technique 

uses a multi-layer perceptron with the back propagation learning algorithm. Three network 

architectures have been analyzed to determine the most effective one for this type of problem. By 

using the back-propagation algorithm, the network is trained with known input patterns for the 

power system and corresponding Liapunov function as the desired output. After the network 

attained the capability of recognizing the stability region of known system, a set of data 

representing different operating conditions was presented to the network to determine the state of 

the system. 

INTRODUCTION 

In order to determine the most effective architecture for this problem we evaluated three 

different architectures shown in Fig. 1, for mean square error and convergence. The architecture in 

Fig. 1b was the most effective for this problem. This architecture has five inputs, six units in each 

hidden layer and one unit in the output layer. The performance characteristics of these three 

architectures are analyzed and the results of this analysis are given in Fig. 2. Fig. 2a depicts the 

mean square error of the given architectures with respect to the number of training sessions and 

Fig. 2b shows the relation between the different values of momentum and the number of iterations 

required for convergence. 

In the training phase the back-propagation learning algorithm has been used. Initially the 

network was presented with random set of interconnection weights and thresholds. The network 

with a learning constant of 0.05, momentum step size of 0.6 has converged with the mean square 

error bound of 0.04 pu. 

In the testing phase the network is presented with a new set of data belonging to different 

operating conditions. The results of the simulation are presented in Table-1. | 
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BACK PROPAGATION ALGORITHM 

The back-propagation learning algorithm was used to train the proposed network. In each training 

session the input units were presented with two state variables and three parameters of Eq.(13) 

D,P;, and §. The state variables are normalized to the range of (-1.0) to (1.0). The output of each 

layer was propagated forward through each layer by using Eq.(1) and the sigmoid nonlinearity 

f(.), Where in Eq.(1), Xx represent the input data, Wiz is the weight from kth to ith unit and 0; 1s 

the threshold of the ith unit. 

r= LW aX, + 9; 
k (1) 

Each weight was updated after the output had been compared with the desired output using Eq.(2) 

W(t +1) = W(t) +78, f0;)+oW, (1) W(t -1)] (2) 
This the step size, & is the momentum tenn, and §, is an error term for node &. If node & is an 

output node, then 

6, =(D,- YF ,) (3) 

If node k is an internal node then 

8, = Low, ft,) 
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SIMULATION OF POWER SYSTEM 

The block diagram of a single-machine system with damping is given in Fig. 3. the 

following assumptions were made for the system under investigation: i) Input to the machine is 

constant, ii) Field-Flux linkages are constant, iii) Damping power is proportional to slip velocity, 

and iv) Network is purely reactive. 
  

  

f(o) -x2 -x1 
r=0 o 

Nonlinearity m 1/S+D ~ 1/S   
  

            
  

  

Figure 3 

The normalized equations of a synchronous generator-infinite bus system in the post fault 

state can be written as 

§+Dd= P.- Sin& (5) 

Where 6 is the power angle, P ; the mechanical input, and D the damping coefficient. The equi- 

librium state 59g =Sin-1P ; » 5, =() can be transferred to the origin by defining new variable 

x =§- 5, | (6) 

X =-Dx+P,—Sin(x +5, ) (7) 

X =-Dx +P (1 —Cosx ) - 1-P* - SINX (8) 

By defining 

X, =X (9) 

X, =x (10) 

f (x )=-P(1-Cosx ) +./1 -P*-Sinx, (11) 

The state equation is given by 

X = AX +Bf (0) 
o=Cx (12) 

Where 

a ee 
The Liapunov function for the above system is given by 

Dx* (14+D°)x* 14D | + V(x, %,PD8,)=zt+— sp 2 xx, HO L¢ Cos 5, -Cos( x,+5, ) -P,x) (M,   
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2 _4 

— (m-25,) D (14D") 
Mo = (2 Coss, —-P,( x -25,) 2 2(1+D") D \< 0 0 ) (13) 

The network was presented with the data representing various operating conditions of the power 

system. This data was not presented during the training session and the results are compared with 

actual state of the system. The results are given in Table-1. 

X1 X2 P; 5, D Actual State Computed State 

0.2 0.2 0.4 0.45 0.01 Stable Stable 

0.6 0.3 0.7 0.3 0.02 Stable Stable 

1.5 0.9 0.9 0.7 0.5 Unstable Unstable 

1.6 1.2 0.5 0.8 0.08 Unstable Unstable 

Table-1. Test Results 

CONCLUSIONS 

This paper presents a method to determine the stability of power system under various 

operating conditions using feedforward artificial neural network. Due to parallel processing of 

information,ncural networks perform simple operation to classify the states of the system . This 

technique is potentially more efficient and less complex analysis. The MSE of three layer network 

presented earlier can be further reduced by choosing proper momentum and learning rate. The 

system analyzed involves five parameters causing complexity in computations. This method 

provides simple and faster solution to the problem. This method can be applied to the stability 

analysis of Power Systems without damping,with Transfer Conductances, velocity governor and 

Saliency. This method can be used to determine the Critical Clearing Angle of Power Systems. 

These are currently under investigation and will be reported later. 
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TO PROBLEMS BY OBTAINING THE KNOWLEDGE FROM THE DATA BASE 

By 
O. Enrique Martinez and Craig Harston 

C.A.S. 
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Chattanooga, TN 37403 

Abstract 

This is a neural network that get its knowledge from a data base. 
The system is 100 % accurate and can store several thousands of 
associations. The memory size is defined by the characteristics of the 
data base. One special property of the system among others is that at 
recall time, the input can be weighted differently to emphasize the 
importance of some values over others. The system also provides 
alternative solutions with a response time near zero for every output 
neuron, 

Introduction 

Data bases are the most important source of information. Tying this 
information to a neural network can create a new system with expertise 
in any field, The system can provide many answers to a particular 
input in a well organized manner. As the number of associations 
increase by hundreds, many of these associations become similar and 
this makes the need for a very accurate system. The system can find a 
single matching solution to a particular input if there is only one 
solution, but it can also respond with alternative solutions to those 
situations when the input is considerate by us, and no by the system, 
to be incomplete. 

To keep certain consistency with data bases, the system uses the many 
to one relationship, This relation provides the uniqueness of one 
element with respect the others. The output generalization depends on 
the input and the number of matches found by the recall. 

Properties of the system 

1) Most neural networks do not grow as intelligent systems because 
they do not make use of their knowledge. They do not show to the user 
the relations among similar experiences that occurred during the 
training. This particular system is not one goal oriented. It does 
not look for one exact match to the given input. The goal is to find 
all the possible matches by using the input as clue and present the 
answers to the user in a well organized manner. For many applications, 
the matching solution to an input could be the worst solution among the 
other possible responses, We will illustrate this with two examples: 

Business application: Suppose that you are looking for businesses 
that offer benefits in any given criteria. Instead of selecting a 
business that only meets the requirements, you can have a listing of 
businesses that meet your needs and provide more benefits. The goal is 
to find those companies that offers the most by meeting your needs as a 
minimum condition. Figure B is an example in which the response 3K 
(see figure 1) is the best match with very little to offer for this 
hypothetical case, but 3J is the optimal solution because has the most 
to offer, 

Medicine: Here we need information about symptoms and diseases. By 
given the most notable symptoms of a patient, the system can recognize 
the disease without presenting all the symptoms. It it is more 
important to detect what else could develop if the current condition of 
the patient is not stabled. A single answer is not enough. 
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The business example shows that the best matching response for a given 
input can be considered far remote from the best solution to many 
problems. The other example shows that one input can require more than 
one answer. 

2) Another property of the system is that it can work with 
inconsistent data. While other system using back-propagation fail to 
work with inconsistent data [1], the system is well adapted to this 
common circumstances, We frequently have two or more opinions or facts 
about a common subject, for instance: ''my car is new'' and ''my car is 
red'', A question to the system like ‘'my car is ", the system will 
simple respond with a combined answer ''new '' and " red ", 

NEURAL NETWORK DEVELOPMENT 

system memory: The system is built using the Hebb learning rule. The 
size of the memory is n by p where the maximum number of association is 
equal to p. The memory is the outer product of these two vectors, 

vectors = Z(n), U(Cp) 
matrix = T(n,p) 

Tas =» Tay + ( Zs * Us )D 

General Neural Networks Problem 

Saturation is a problem that limit the number of associations that can 
be stored in memory. Saturation also forces systems to increase 
unnecessarily the size of the memory in order to increase the number of 
associations even for a small fixed size application. 

The BAM formula (Haines and Hecht-Nielsen ,1988) determines’ the 
limitation of the other systems [5S]. Having two fields n and p, we 
take the smallest field to find the maximum number of associations m = 
r/(2log r) where r < min(n,p). Table 1 shows some r values used to 
reach a certain number of associations. 

  

    

r m matrix size  (r2) 

8 4 64 
15 6 225 

274 56 75 ,000 
5 ,000 675 25,000,000 
100,000 10,000 10,000 ,000,000 

TABLE 1 

Martinez-Harston (MH) Frequency 

The calculated interaction between memory and input is called MH 
frequency. For every output neuron there is a MH frequency calculated 
in the first recall. Some neurons might have the same MH frequencies. 
The MH frequency is stored in the output neuron array. A duplicate of 
these values are sorted and stored in tables (figure A, B, C, D, and 
E). 

MH Frequency Table: The tables are used to control the output 
responses, All the MH frequencies are stored in an ascending or 
descending order to control the response in a desired order. In all the 
figures, the highest calculated frequency corresponds to the response 
that best match the input. The other frequencies correspond to the 
best alternative solutions. 
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Testing the system: Running one of our experimental data to test a 
business information system, we have an input area with 15 input 
neurons ( attributes ) and 10,100 output neurons (companies). The 
memory size was the product of 15 * 10,100= 151,000 and the number of 
associated patterns was 10,000. 

Results: We have 100% accuracy for every recall made. We worked 
exactly with the number of attributes needed in the input field ( 
fifteen ). There was no need to increase the number of input neurons to 
100,000 as suggested on table 1. The response time after the recall for 
additional information was near zero for each output neuron. 

Simultaneous recall 

It is possible to recall simultaneously two or more associations 
that are different or to emphasize the important of one attribute over 
other. Figures B and C show the recall of two different associations 
and figure D show the simultaneous recall with weighted input. The 
half rectangle has a weight of two and the large rectangle has a weight 
of 1. Note how both associations are presented when using the smallest 
frequency value, 

Bypassing the memory 

After storing the MH frequency values in tables, it is unnecessary to 
recalculate the MH frequencies because the input is not changed. 
Response time is almost zero for every output neuron, since we only 
have to compare the value in the output array with the one given from 
the frequency table. 

Conclusion 

A important characteristic of the system is that its knowledge is 
growing as the number of association increase without being saturated. 
The system can become an expert adviser using information from data 
base. The other characteristics are: memory size is relative to the 
data base attributes and the number of entries, it can perform in real 
time, the input can be weighted differently, and it works with 
inconsistent data. 
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INPUT PATTERN Table —— 

180 .740448 > SA 

180 .444153 y 3 

01234 176.518219 4» AT 

0 a i 172 .592300 » 4B, 4C 
1 § a a 172 .370071 » 31 
2 a a 168 .666367 » 4 

168 .444153 >» 3H 
168 ,221924 4 4K 

FIGURE B f 

~ Responses 
INPUT PATTERN Table —— 

91 ,622345 ~ 3K 

91 .244987 ~ 4K 

01234 91 .018570 » 3 

0 B 87 .395927 ~ 3H 

1 a 5 87 .169510 ~« 3I 

2" 4 

FIGURE C f 

Responses 
INPUT PATTERN ——— Table —— 

38 .221924 >» 3¢c 
37 .999702 » 36 

01234 37 .925629 » 3K 
0 I a 

2 

FIGURE D | 

Responses 

INPUT PATTERN Table -—— 

147 .622345 » 3K 
147 .244980 4» 4K 

0123 4 147 .018570 > 3d 
0 = 143.395935 4 3H 

1 i a 143.169510 >» 3I 

2 = 139 .773285 » 3c 

139 .546875 » 3G 

Weighted input 

FIGURE E 
— Responses 

INPUT PATTERN Table -—— 
11 .407107 4 OJ 

11. 333033 4 (dl 

01234 1. .258959 5 2D,3E 

0 

1 ; a 

      

  

All the responses for each input set are obtained 

after one recall, 

neuron is measured and 

The reaction of each output 
stored in the tables, The 

neurons with the highest reaction ( pointed by the 
arrow ) correspond to the best matching solution, 

 



An Interactive Activation and Competition Model 
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Introduction 

Group technology (GT) is a manufacturing principle which is based on the hypothesis that 
a higher level of efficiency and integration can be achieved by grouping similar parts into part 
families. The idea is that through a process of generalization the complexity of raw data will be 
reduced into a manageable size of clusters. For instance, a factory manufacturing more than 
10,000 different parts may take advantage of the reduced number of 40 or 50 distinct part families. 
The group technology principle has been applied in various areas of design and manufacturing 
such as variant process planning system, group technology cell formation, group technology 
layout of machining tools, and so on. 

A machine-part family formation problem is the way in which the set of parts are 
partitioned into families, and then the set of machines are grouped into manufacturing cells based 
on the part families [1]. Typically, a set of machines through which a part must be processed is 
specified by route sheets or process plans. This information can be represented by a matrix form. 
That is, each row corresponds to a different part type while each column corresponds to a different 
machine type. A component of the matrix has a value of one if the corresponding part type needs 
to be processed in the corresponding machine type. Once the given information is represented by a 
matrix format, most of the family formation approaches have attempted to rearrange the sequence 
of rows and columns to find a block diagonal form of the matrix. [2] For example, an initial 
machine-part matrix and a desirable form of the matrix after family formation procedure are 
presented in Figure 1. 

  

  

  
  

  

parts 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

1 1 1 1 1 
2 1 1 

machines 3 l 1 1 
4 1 1 1 
5 1 1 

parts 
l 3 7 2 4 6 5 

3 l 1 1 
2 1 1 

machines 5 1 l 

l l 1 1 l 
4 ] l l 

Figure 1 
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King and Nakornchai classified existing approaches to the family formation problem as 
similarity coefficient methods, set-theoretic methods, evaluative methods, and other analytical 
methods [3]. However, none of the approaches had taken the advantage of parallel distributed 
processing. This paper proposes a new approach to the family formation problem employing the 
spontaneous generalization capability of an interactive activation and competition model [4]. 

A neural network for machine-part family formation 

Three types of information are assumed to be given initially: a set of part types, a set of 
machine types, and a machine-part matrix from routing sheets. Each part type and machine type is 
used as a processing unit of the network. The processing units are grouped into three different 
pools. Each pool consists of processing units which respectively represent part types, machine 
types, and part instances. . 

There are two kinds of connections involved in this network. One is based on the machine- 
part matrix, and the other based on the similarity matrices derived from the machine-part matrix. 

The weights between part instances and part types, and between part instances and machine 
types are given as a maximum value if there is a connection, if not, the weight is given as 0. The 
null weight means that there is no significant connection between the two processing units. 
Normally, the maximum value chosen is 1. 

The weights among part types and among machine types are determined by the similarity 
_ matrix. The similarity matrix for part types is constructed by counting the number of the same 
value between two part types, while the similarity matrix for machine types is constructed by using 
the same method between two machine types. Diagonal values are given as equal to the number of 
components. 

The weights among types are calculated by the following formula: 
Wij = (sjj /n) - threshold. Here, Sij is the value from the similarity matrix, and n is the number of 
components of the matrix. The value of threshold is usually chosen as 0.5. Therefore, the value 
of Wij lies between -1 and 1. The negative weight means that there is inhibitory activity between 
the two processing units. An example of a machine-part matrix and the constructed network are 
given in Figure 2. 

Each processing unit either receives an external input or output signal from the connected 
units. A combined input to the processing unit, i, is calculated as follows [4]: 

net, = > Wj; Output; + extinput, 
j 

where output; = [act(j)]*. Here, act(j) represents an activation value of the unit j. Also, 
[act(j)]* = aj if aj >0, otherwise [act(j)]t = 0. 

The activation values are updated according to the following equation: 
If (net; > 0), 

delta aj = (max - aj) net; - decay (a; - rest) 
otherwise, 

delta aj = (aj - min) net; - decay (a; - rest) 

where max = 1 
min <= reset <= 0 
O < decay < 1. 

Once a neural network has been established, the family formation is achieved through the 
following simple procedure. 

Step 1: Select a part and give an external signal to the part. 
Step 2: Run the neural network simulation and store the result. 
Step 3: If all the parts are assigned, stop. Otherwise, go to step 2. 
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Unlike the traditional approaches, the proposed procedure does not generate a matrix form. 
The groups are identified from the final activation values of each processing unit. That is, all the 
units having positive activation values are grouped together. 

  

  

part type 

1 2 3 

1 I 

1 2 machine type 

1 1 3 

Part Type 
Machine Type 

Part Instance   
Figure 2 

Conclusion 

The described approach has been tested using a simulation program [5] on various 
machine-part family formation problems. The preliminary results demonstrate several advantages 
of using the proposed method. First, it departed from the most commonly used matrix 
manipulation in the family formation problem. In the other approaches, the final decision involves 
another step to identify groups from the rearranged matrix because some overlapping of parts 
among different manufacturing cells is unavoidable. However, the neural network approach 
produces a reasonable result without examining the final matrix again. This feature will open up 
more possibilities of integration with other computer aided manufacturing functions. 

Second, the approach takes advantage of the inherent parallel processing of neural 
networks. Even a huge problem, for example, a problem with 1000 parts and 50 machines, can be 
solved instantaneously. 
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Third, the neural network approach can accommodate additional information. For 
example, when certain parts need to be grouped together the only necessary change to make is to 
increase the weight between the parts. 

Fourth, the procedure can be initiated either from part types or from machine types. Since 
there is no distinction between part types and machine types when a network is constructed, the 
described procedure can start from either type. More sophisticated approaches may be devised 
based on this characteristic. 

The most important potential of this approach is that it combines two functions of group 
technology, that is, classification/coding and family formation. The classification/coding function 
used to be based on the part design specification, mainly from part drawings, whereas the 
requirement matrix for family formation is based on routing sheets. Obviously, these two 
functions have not been integrated well. 

The neural network model can also incorporate additional feature pools without discarding 
the already built connections. This will lead to the successful retrieval of incomplete or ambiguous 
description of part geometry, and the proper assignment of the part. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Our project aims to exploit the learning ability of artificial neural networks 

for identifying or classifying faults in electronic circuits. The obvious utility 

of detecting and isolating the faulty components after the fact would be 

sufficient motivation, but there are additional alluring possibilities. 

Conceivably, an on-board neural net would be able to monitor circuit 

performance in real time. Warnings of impending failure due to 

degradation of components may be possible, as might dynamic 

reconfiguration in order to continue service until maintenance can be done. 

The methods that we are developing is required to be useful on a wide 

variety of circuits, both analog and digital. We have to pragmatically 

avoid the combinatorial (or worse) explosion of failure possibilities. In 

analog circuits, it is apparent that even the failure-free nominal case cannot 

be examined exhaustively. Therefore, it is essential that we concentrate on 

representative input signals and realistic fault subsets, based on historical 

component reliability data [1]. 

Avoiding the preparation of training sets from hardware prototypes, we use 

computerized fault simulation, taking advantage of available circuit 

simulation tools. Near-term practical applications will continue to make 

extensive use of conventional system elements. 
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2. APPLICATION ORGANIZATION 

The system architecture, i.e., its functions and information elements, 

suitable for a research or a production system, include the following: 

e A circuit model description for a computer-aided design (CAD) 

tool. 

e A simulation tool. 

e A library of information describing effects on the circuit of 

faults likely to occur. 

¢ A handler capable of injecting faults in the circuit model and 

building a training set from the results. 

e A means of presenting the training sets to a neural net 

(model representation [2]). 

e A neural net model with the appropriate parameters. 

The initial learning paradigm we are using is back-propagation [3], but 

counter-propagation [4] is also under consideration. 

3. APPROACH 

Rather than attempt to design the ultimate system immediately, we have 

graded the types of circuits we want to examine according to difficulty. 

That way the viability of the architecture can be verified without being 

impeded by modelling complications — in effect, a proof of concept 

demonstration. To simplify, we have picked combinational (memory-free) 

logic circuits as the first target. Their input and output sets are finite; for 
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relatively small circuits, even exhaustive combinations are feasible. <A 

wealth of information exists on digital test generation [5] to which we may 

turn for comparison, and reasonably expected faults (e.g., ‘‘stuck-at-0”’, 

‘‘stuck-at-1"") can readily be enumerated. For the present, we do not 

have to be concerned with the optimality of the test set regarding fault 

coverage and discrimination. Logic simulation is limited, however, in that 

it cannot emulate certain kinds of failure, such as power supply 

fluctuations. 

Even combinational logic circuits, when large enough, can be impractical to 

analyze completely. Digital circuits having internal state (e.g., sequential 

logic) cause some obvious complications, but still have finite input and 

output sets. Technically, that is not the case with analog (continuous) and 
hybrid circuits, whether they are state-free or not. (By state-free we mean 

that the output signals are instantaneous functions of the input signals, 

similar to combinational logic.) All the preceding situations involve some 

simplifying assumptions in their modelling. The hardest case we can model 

is any circuit that can be represented by linear or restricted non-linear 

differential equations (e.g., with SPICE). 

Most success with neural net classifiers appears to have been achieved when 

the inputs are quantitatively related. Then, in some sense, the learned 

relationships have some chance of approximating nearby signals correctly, 

using the intuitive idea of distance in a multidimensional pattern space. 

The point of this to permit explicit differences to be formed, between the 

observations associated with a given fault mode and the corresponding 

nominal circuit’s observations. Two parts of each training case are 

straightforward: The vector of input values and the vector of visible output 

values. (We have to allow for the situation where some components’ 
outputs are inaccessible.) The identification of the fault mode is more 
troublesome. One is inclined to label the fault mode symbolically; an 

implicitly structural labeling adheres better to the quantitative criterion. 

To achieve this, we form a list of the components; each item marked “0” 
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is normal, while non-zero marks correspond to a fault, the value designating 

the nature of the fault. Although this still has a residual symbolic aspect 

in that arbitrary designation, the importance of the kind of fault is 

secondary. 

4. SCOPE OF RESEARCH TO-DATE 

A system prototype has been evaluated with a familiar small circuit, the 

single-bit full adder, built from nand gates. This has been exhaustively 

analyzed; it has three inputs and two intentional outputs. Our 

implementation used 11 nand gates, all being visible. Another candidate 

under review, is a combinational logic circuit (proprietary), containing 

approximately 100 gates. Here, we do have access to the CAD circuit 

model description and simulator. The input combinations and fault modes 

are deliberately incomplete, i.e., not exhaustive, in the training set: Also, 

the circuit design limits the visible gate outputs. Nevertheless, we still 

expect to be able to identify some fault modes outside the training set. 

5. REFERENCES & NOTES 

[1] See databooks published by U.S. Reliability Analysis Center, RADC Griffiss AFB 
(Rome), NY 13441. 
[2] Specifically, in this case, on an ANZA Plus (Hecht-Nielsen Neurocomputers). 
[3] D. E. Rumelhart & J. L. McClelland, Parallel Distributed Processing: 
Explorations in the Microstructure of Cognition, Volume I: Foundations, MIT 
Press, 1986. 

[4] R. Hecht-Nielsen, ‘“‘Counterpropagation Networks’, Proceedings IEEE First International 
Conference on Neural Networks, II, 19-82, 1987. 

[5] For example, A. D. Friedman & P. R. Menon, Fault Detection in Digital Circuits, 
Prentice-Hall, 1971. 
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Abstract 

The SLI Avionic Systems Corp. (SLIASC) of Smiths Industries has performed Independent Research and 
Development to investigate advanced parallel processing architectures for path planning applications. We are 

investigating neural network technology for flight management (FMS) and vehicle management (VMS) system 

applications of optimal trajectory generation in embedded systems. This paper describes a parallel search model 

for multiple path generation and its neural network implementation. 

INTRODUCTION 

This paper describes a neural network architecture for finding multiple paths. The mathematical model which 1s 

the basis for this architecture is based on a conjecture that the problem of finding the best path through a region 

which contains a variable cost function is similar to the problem of finding the maximum current flow through an 

nonuniform conducting media, such as a plate of inhomogeneous resistive material. The variable cost function 1s 

analogous to the nonuniform conductivity of the plate media. Boundary conditions for the source potential and 

sink potential are analogous to the start and goal nodes, respectively. By numerically solving the finite difference 

approximation to the appropriate partial differential equation which describes the scalar electric field potential 

in the media. the current flow can be found as a vector field. 

Experimental investigation of this technique has shown promising results. The solutions generated by the 

simulated architectures have been checked against known admissible algorithm results. 

BACKGROUND & PROBLEM DESCRIPTION 

The path planning problem consists of a large problem space, typically with several state variables. Due to 

its large search space, the path planning problem places severe demands on computational resources. These 

problems often require real-time solutions unavailable from current technology. Path planning is achieved by 

searching over all possible paths in a multidimensional search space for the path with the optimal performance 

measure. 

A difficult problem in path planning applications is computing an aircraft trajectorv(9j in real-time onboard 

a high performance aircraft. For tactical aircraft the objective of trajectory generation is to increase the aircraft 

survivability and mission effectiveness by flying low to the terrain to avoid threat radar detection, referred to as 

threat penetration|10j. The quantitative measure of performance is usually expressed as a probability of survival 

P, along the aircraft trajectory. This performance measure attempts to capture a numerical representation of the 

probability of successfully completing the mission. This is met by finding a trajectory through the threat region for 

which the performance measure is maximized. Rather than maximizing the probability of survival performance 

measure, the problem is converted to the minimization of a performance measure which is a function of the 

negative logarithm of the probability of survival/9 

D = F(- log P,) (1) 

This function computes a danger metric based upon the survivability in a dense threat environment taking into 

account the threat locations, lethality. aircraft exposure due to altitude, and masking effects from the terrain. 

This metric is used as the cost function for the scarch by assigning a danger value to each state. | 

This research|!2] has investigated computer architectures and algorithms characterized by massive parallelism 

which solve combinatorial search problems. Much of the research regarding combinatorial search algorithms has 

focused on algorithm development and analysis for sequential processors, or distributed multiprocessors. The 

computational architecture known as the systolic array|3: derives from its similarity to a grid, with each point 
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of the grid as a processor, and the links of the grid consisting of the links between the processors. This array 

characteristic of the architecture capitalizes on the regular and modular structures which match the computational 

requirements of the algorithm. Current research interest|4! addresses developing new computational architectures 

and algorithms motivated by the massive parallelism of the brain. Neural network architectures for combinatorial 
search problems(5! are an example of such new approaches. 

MATHEMATICAL MODEL 

The mathematical model is based on electric field theory'8]. From the definition for current density and its diver- 
gence in steady state conditions the electric field potential of a nonuniform conductive media can be derived({11] 

as 

v76 4+ -Vo -Vo@=0 (2) 

where @ is the nonuniform conductivity of the media. For this research, the danger (1) 1s used to model the 

resistivity. or (inversely) the conductivity o of the conducting media. Expanding the gradient and divergence 

operators in two dimensions results in the following second order partial differential equation 

1 1 
Per + Pyy + 5 eee + —oyPy = 0 (3) 

Since the electric field and current density results from the gradient of a scalar field, they are conservative fields, 

and the field lines emanate from source charges and terminate on sink charges[{13]. These field lines represent the 
solution to the search problem as multiple paths. Several properties of the paths are noteworthy. First, everv 
heading from the start node has a defined path due to the continuous vector field emanating from the source. 

Second, every location which has non-zero conductivity has a path defined through it for the same reason. Third, 

the model supports zero and infinite danger regions. 

NEURAL NETWORK IMPLEMENTATION 

The neural network is emploved to perform a parallel computation of the scalar potential field @ at every spatial 

point. This requires the network to compute a numerical solution to (3). Thus, the architecture of the neural 

network must solve an elliptic partial differential equation. 

There are many numerical methods for solving partial differentia] equations|1.6}. In this research, finite 
differences|2,7| were employed to solve the potential field equation (3). Such an approximation is the five point 

formula ; 
o ; o Tr o 

Gig © V5 = , 10 4 56 tits + (1+ 55 Pia + + (1 - 55 O15 + (1 - 55 tia) (4) 

For the neural network implementation, the neuron input function wu; ; 1s defined as 

] a, Co Cr Co ue, -= -l(l1 + -=), —4(24 4)uc,,4 1 - —~)u1; 4+ - 4); 5_ 5 
t,J 4 | 5) wt ly ( 5) t,74 1 ( 55) w-1,7 ( 5) tJ 1 ( ) 

The svnaptic weights implement the non-uniformity of the cost functions (the coefficients of (5) which contain 

o, and cy). The nonlinear neuron output function v;,; 1s defined as 

Veet 
Vig ~ Ud.) Vet S tig S tl yep (6) 

Veer Wij > Ver 

ing < — Ver 

A portion of a neural network to solve the Laplacian partial differential equation for v;,; (oz = oy = 0, uniform 

cost function) is shown using an operational amplifier implementation in Figure 1. The entire search space is 

constructed by replicating this portion of the neural network over the entire grid array of the search space. The 

output of the source and sink neurons which correspond to the start and goal nodes are clamped to +Vier and 

Veep: Tespectively. Since the clamping of the source and sink to \he maximum and minimum (respectively) 

potential value occurs on the boundary of the problem, it is appropriate to use these clamped values as the limits 

of the neuron output function (6), since all potential values inside the boundary of the problem are guaranteed 

to he between these liuinits. 
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Figure 1: Neural Network Implementation 
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Figure 2: Illustration of Results 
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EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS & FUTURE DIRECTION 

The plot in Figure 2 illustrates the results of experiments. The cost function is displaved using contour lines. The 

dashed curve is the reference optimal path which was computed using best-first search. The remaining curves 

connecting the start node to the goal node are the field lines derived from the gradient descent on the potential 

field computed bv the neural network. Bv inspection. the field lines can be seen to have a reasonable location 

about the reference path. The reference path is entirely contained within a region which is bounded by a pair 

of field lines. Several portions of the reference path are closely approximated bv the field lines. Both of these 

examples were computed using a five point approximation, thus each neuron had inputs from its north, south, 

east, and west neighbors. The network for the plot on the left contains 3600 neurons, while the one on the right 

contains 4225 neurons. The reference path for the left example had a value of 5.343, while the minimal field 

line at one degree resolution occurred at a 96 degree heading with a value of 7.678. For the right example, the 

reference path value was 0.4495, and the 90 degree field line value was 0.4444 which represents a 1.1% error. 

Future work on this model is to add additional network lavers to compute the gradient of the scalar field. 

Work will begin on a VLSI implementation of a prototype chip. The paths obtained by this model are reasonable, 

but model considerations based on the calculus of variations should be studied to determine if another partial 

differential equation may provide better results. With an analog VLSI implementation, rapid settling times occur 

and super real time predictions using dynamic costs would be possible. 
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ABSTRACT 
We are investigating possible applications of Neural Network models to the VUV 

and optical spectroscopy of molecular (electronic and nuclear) systems. The principal 
goal of the study is to examine the information content of series observed in the 
spectroscopy of the excited electronic (Rydberg) transitions as well as of the spectral 
structures (rotational-vibrational) in the optical (Raman) spectroscopy as a function of 
the spatio-temporal characteristics of the excitation fields. A model for the 
calculation of the continuous-time sustained momentum gain or momentum transfer to 
molecules from external fields is being developed. The study of the nonlinear systems 
in which the coupling of nuclear and electronic moments takes place in the presence 
of the external fields is also important for better understanding of the mechanisms of 
biological information processing and possible app ications in the engineering of neural 
and optical computers and Very Large Systems of Neural Networks. 

INTRODUCTION 
The physical characterization of biological systems, as provided by atomic and 

molecular properties, must describe the biological structure and the biological 
functions relative to the natural environment of the biological systems. Biological 
molecules are particularly sensitive to perturbations due to the interactions with 
electric and magnetic fields. Absorption and Raman spectroscopy of atomic and 
molecular systems in the optical and Vacuum Ultraviolet (VUV) spectral regions, 
provide important information about the molecular structures and possible biophysical 
or photophysical processes (e.g. photosynthesis, photomovement, photosensitization). 
In order to characterize these processes and structures in a proper manner it is 
necessary to apply a "structured" perturbation to the system and analyze the induced 
changes which appear in the molecular spectrum. These measurements, in which time- 
dependent changes of the polarization of the electric and magnetic fields occur, are 
referred to as polarized light spectroscopy. A major advantage of polarized light 
spectroscopy is the precision with which the perturbation can be applied. 
xperimental investigations of polarized light spectroscopy of small molecular systems 

and of some larger biological materials are requisite to a proper interpretation of 
parallel distributive processes involved in the momentum (and energy) transfer under 
the influence of external fields. In Circular Dichroism spectroscopy (CD), for 
example, one measures the difference in absorption between left and right circularly 
polanizes light caused by the different torques exerted on the molecular constituents 

y the electromagnetic field. Consequently, the measurement is dependent on the 
molecular structure as well as on the changes that occur during interactions with the 
field, which is a continuous-time process sustained by a characteristic input pattern 
(of traveling waves, for example) and the response of the molecular system. In 
Magnetic Circular Dichroism (MCD) measurements the two forces, circulary polarized 
light and the magnetic field, are coupled. Since there is a coupling of a number of 
constituent parts in all time-dependent interactions, the measurements are expected to 
show explicit nonlinear behavior. From that viewpoint, Rydberg progressions are 
clearly one of the most important subjects for the study of nonlinear effects since 
they span broad and relatively well-resolved patterns in the frequency space. The 
information content of these spectra is related both to the spatial and temporal 
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characteristics of the processes. Recent spectroscopic investigations of the effects of 
the strong magnetic fields and circulary porarized light on atomic+ and molecular 
Rydberg transitions and of the effects of perturbers on molecular Rydberg transitions 
at relatively high number density” have given a new impetus to the study of the 
nonlinear mechanisms of electronic excitations. We have begun investigations of the 
VUV absorption and MCD spectrum of the HI molecule*. The measured spectra of 
that molecule is of particular interest since it represents a study of excitation of a 
simple AB type molecule that exhibits resolved rotational and vibrational electronic 
(Rydberg) absorption structure. This is the first attempt of interpretation of the 
MCD measurements of that molecule and a challenge that will test the proposed 
theoretical models. 

NEURAL NETWORK MODELS AND THEIR APPLICATION TO THE SPECTROSCOPY 
The studies of the response of the molecular systems to the external fields, as 

measured in optical and VUV spectroscopy, provide a new framework for application 
of Neural Network models. A possible phase-space approach to the calculation of the 
Rydberg constant has been discussed recently in the framework of g study of 
nonlinear dynamics of atoms and molecules in highly excited states~. One of the 
principal goals of this study is to examine the information content of optical and VUV 
atomic and molecular spectra as a function of the spatio-temporal characteristics 
(structures) of the excitation fields. Here, the spectral features are calculated using 
the algorithms that evaluate the momentum (energy) transfer through continuous-time 
momentum gain (transfer) mechanisms, as the result of the interactions between the 
molecular and field moments. These processes can be described by a non-linear 
function of a neutral network system®. A program "CORRECT" for the calculation of 
the momentum gain (transfer) is written for the tabletop computer (in ObjectLogo for 
MacPlus or MaclI). The program contains a simple algorithm (primitive) for a simple 
momentum gain and loss (XG(t)) and XL(t)) in time t, from/to an external field. It 
can be represented by the equations that are generally written in the form: 

XL(t+1) = (1-a/N (t (1 
XG(t+1) = Aala/N XG(t) bt 

where the parameter a = .45138 and N is the number of steps.. In the case of 
Rydberg transitions it is shown” that the parameter R, from the expression: 

a=- (1-R/?) [3] 
ives the value R in agreement with the measured Rydberg constant’. The agreement 

is explained in the framework of a continuous-time phase-space model, where the 
parameter R enters the formula: 

XG(t+1) = (1 + (R/N)/N) XG(t) [4] 
which leads to the pecur te representation of the Rydberg transitions®: 

d(»)/(cm-1*10-) = R/(1/M2-1/N4) 5] 
for different numbers N,M (1,2,3...). The expressions (1), (2) and (5) indicate that a 
consistent transcription of the various different approaches to the study of Rydberg 
transitions (such as the Quantum Defect Theory (6D) , for example ), is possible in 
the Neural Network models. It should be mentioned that the algorithm for the 
Rydberg series (5) represents the general pattern of the measured series. The 
formula (5) relates to the so called n-quantum numbers. The development of the 
relations for the other quantum numbers (1,m,...) will be given elsewhere. 

In addition to the study of Rydberg series we have also investigated the 
application of the Neural Network models to the rotational-vibrational spectral 
Structures. If the momentum gain (transfer) relations (1) (2) and {3) for the 
combinations of the Stokes and Antistokes transitions are written’ in the form: 

XG(N +1) = (1+(R/2)/N) XG(N) , [6] 
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they lead to the relation that can give the rate between some of the successive10 
frequencies X,Y of the Raman vibrational structures. Here, we treat the rotational 
envelopes as the "perturbation" of the vibrational structures. Our calculation gives 
the value k = 0.4326 for the ratio between the measured frequencies X/Y. The 
correlation between the measured experimental values of the successive vibrational 
frequencies in optical (Raman) spectroscopy for a number of small molecules gives the 
value k(experimental ) = 0.435. This result is in excellent agreement with the 
value calculated by the momentum transfer model. We have also measured some 
vibrational spectra (for molecules like CH3I and CD3I) on our Raman system (Coherent 
Inova Ar-ion (20W) laser, ISA-1000 spectrometer and IBM XT computer with data 
acquisition system). The rate of the observed vibrational frequencies for these 
molecules gives the parameter k (experimental)in the range between 0.42 and 0.46. 
This work 1s in progress. 

In conclusion, a brief description of the work done on the application of the 
neural network models into the VUV and optical spectroscopy is given. We do believe 
that the interpretation of the spectral structures in the optical and VUV regions 
could be given in terms of the Neural Network models for the calculation of the 
momentum gain (transfer) from the external fields, even for more complex molecular 
systems. 
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Abstract 

A neural network architecture based on self-organizing feature maps which is suitable for interpreting 
sequential information is presented together with how it can be applied as a building block for multi- 
level systems. The network is applied to the case role assignment problem in sentence understanding and 
the results shows good generalizing and asociation capabilities coupled with the ability to regenerate 
missing or empty features in unfamiliar input words. 

1 Introduction 

Interpreting sequential information is a part of most cognitive tasks such as speech recognition, natural language 
processing etc. In this paper, we will present a general purpose neural network architecture for processing sequential 
information using self-organizing feature maps [1] that can be applicd to multi-layer systems. We will also show 
the application of these neural networks to the problem of speech perception. 

At the lowest level, speech perception consists of phoneme classification from the acoustic signal. The next 
higher level can be the recognition of words from phonemes. Subsequent levels can be formed as assigning case 
roles to the input words (local context), story understanding (modeling global context) etc. 

In the past, researchers have applied various neural network models to each of these levels and it is our 
intention to present some general principles that can be applicd to this particular problem. 

At the phoneme classification level, McClelland & Elman [2] uses the interactive activation model in their 
Trace [ model and Kohonen [3] uses self-organizing feature maps in his phonetic typewriter to recognize phonemes. 

At the word level, McClelland and Kawamoto [4] uses a distributed representation (semantic microfeature 
encoding) where each word is classified according to a set of features (dimensions). Each feature (dimension) is 
assigned a node and the representation is in the form of a pattern of activation over the set of nodes. 

Another method proposed by Miikkulainen and Dyer [5] exploits the formation of internal representation in 
the hidden layers of a back propagation nctwork by extending the error signal to the input layer and developing 
representations of input data at the input layer. 

The notion of microfeatures are applicd at a higher Ievel in word sense disambiguation by Bookman [6] in 
which each sentence modifics a set of microfcaturcs representing global context and these microfeatures in turn 
affects the interpretation of subsequent sentences. 

2 System Description 

2.1 Basic Architecture 

The basic neural network architecture can be considered as having three layers (figure 1). i.e. an input layer, 
a topographically ordered intermediate layer and an output layer. 

2.1.1 Propagation 

Propagation equations are as follows. 

l 

a;(t)= Soa, (t).mjy + 0.0;(t -1) (1) 
j3=0 

O; (t) = f (a; (t)) (2) 
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ml, m2 - weights 

O - Feature map output 

X - input 

Output Layer 

m2 
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map 

layer 

    

Input 

Layer 

  
Feedback 

Figure 1 Basic Neural Network Architecture 

Where 

O; — feature map output 

f(z) — sigmoidal output function 

6 — hysterisis 

Propagation from the feature map layer to the output is similar to the above equation except that @ is zero. Input 
is propagated to the feature map layer for every input where as the feature map layer is propagated to the output only 

at the end of an input sequence. We have successfully implemented this model in robust word identification problems 

2.1.2 Learning 

Learning for the feature map occures in two steps. During initial learning, feedback from the feature map is 
disabled to allow context free learning. Subsequent enabling of feedback allows learning input with the context. 

Standard Kohonen feature map leaming rulcs are used to Icarn ml and m2 except that the output layer utilizes 

supervised learning and hence does not need to find the node with the minimum distance. 

The main difference between the above nctwork and Kohonen self-organizing feature maps is that the feature 
map retains output during a sequence of input vectors and that there is time delayed feedback from the feature 
map output to the input. This provides the ability to extract contextual nformation as well as learning ume varying 

sequences.. 

2.2 Application 

The above model can be applied to the task of specch understanding as shown in figure 2 

Each level of the system can be implemcntcd using the proposed neural network architecture. In particular, 

we have applied the network for case role assignment in which each word is represented by 47 microfeatures and 

outputs the microfeatures for each of the five case roles. 

First, the feature map layer was trained with the given vocabulary. Once the topological ordering of the 

input vocabulary is learned, the output layer was trained with the input sentences. This was accomplished by first 

calculating the feature map output using equations (1) and (2) for the entire sequence (assuming O, (0) = 0 ) and 
then training the five micro feature vectors for agent, action, paticnt, instrument and modifier with the corresponding 

input micro feature vectors as teaching patterns. (figure 3 (b)) 

A secondary supervised learning mechanism is also incorporated such that it leams both the microfeature 

representation of words in the lexicon and the weights betwcen the output layer and the feature map of the neural 

network if the output microfcatures substantially differ from those of corresponding input word (as in the case of 
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unknown words). The new microfeatures are learncd at a rate that is proportional to the number of times that word 
has been encountered. Thus, the course features are learned quickly for a new word and fine distinctions occur 
slowly when that word occurs in different contexts. 

2.2.1 Performance 

The system was initially trained with a vocabulary of 28 words (feature map size was 10 x 10) and the output 
layer was trained with 120 sentences. The vocabulary, sentences and the case roles were adapted from [4] in order 
to make the comparison easier. Sentences from the training set gave 100% recall (despite the fact that there were 
three overlapping words on the feature map). When tested with unfamiliar sentences (known words) 81% were 
identified correctly. 

For unknown words (blank micro feature templates) the system selected the most frequent training sentence 
form, i.e. the training set contained 5 sentences of the form boy ate <food> out of 8 boy ate <food,instrument, 
modifier>. Thus the sentencs boy ate <new_word> interpreted the <new_word> as food. 

Capacity of the feature map was tested using three different feature map sizes and the results show the 
degradation of the learning ability with increasing vocabulary size and decreasing feature map size(figure 3 (a)). 

3 Future work 

The main thrust for futher work is in applying the network to other levels of speech perception. At the phoneme 
level, the network will accept acoustic signal as the input and outputs either a distributed or local representation of 
phonemes and at the word level, outputs the microfcaturcs of the words. At a more higher level, information about 
case role assignment can be used to produce a global context in understanding a script. 

4 Conclusion 

We have proposed a neural network architecture based on sclf-organizing feature maps which can be used as a 

building block for complex cognitive tasks involving mutiple Icvels. With the modified Kohonen feature map, the 

sytem is capable of handling scqucnual information and shows good performance in handling variable time length 
sequences. Addition of an output layer makcs it casy to transform the feature map output to the desired form, 

making it easy to use in a network with several levels. Application of the system in case role assignment shows 
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(a) Number of distinct words learned as a function ot the size of the feature map 
(b) Case Role Assignment system 

its ability of forming good associations and generalizations. Further, the system is able to learn the coarse features 

of unknown inputs quickly and to learn the fine features slowly over time. This ability was adopted to enable the 

system to learn while testing, thus gathering “expcricnce” from each test session. 
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ABSTRACT 

The computation performed by an analog computer to solve partial 

differential equations numerically is studied from the viewpoint of a Hopfield 
neural network that optimizes a quadratic performance index. Energy equations 
for a Hopfield network that will solve Laplace's and Poisson's equations are 
defined by using the constraints that must be met for a numerical solution of 
both partial differential equations. The connection weights and the external 

bias terms are generated by comparing the standard Hopfield net energy 

equation and the proposed energy equations for solving Laplace's and Poisson's 

equations. It is also shown that the minima of the proposed energy equations 
correspond to solutions of Laplace's and Poisson's equations. 

INTRODUCTION 

The goal of this paper is to show that spatial solutions of certain 
classes of partial differential equations (pde's) can be computed by Hopfield 
networks with linear activation functions. An analog computer configured to 
solve pde's may be viewed as a special case of a Hopfield network with linear 

activation functions. 

Analog computers with identical computing elements have long been used 

to solve certain classes of pde's [6]- For example, to solve Laplace's 

equation spatially, each computation element might consist of an adder and an 
integrator configured as shown in Figure 1. The governing dynamics of the 

computation elements are given by the following equations: 

duj/dt= -uj + (1/W)>' OjjVj, and 

jen 
Vi = f(uj) = uj, for i=1, 2,..., N; (1) 

where Oi; is the topological neighborhood (TN) function defined by 

Oij = 1, if Vj and V5 are topological neighbors, 

Oij = 0, otherwise, and 

Ww and N are the number of topological neighbors and the set of computation 
elements respectively. A network topology to solve Laplace's equation 
spatially in two dimensions is a two-dimensional grid where each grid point is 
assigned a computation element [7]. In order to incorporate the boundary 

conditions in the problem solution, the activations of computation elements 
along the boundaries are clamped to appropriate boundary values. Initially, 

all activations are set to zero except the ones representing the boundary 

values. At t >» O all computation units start to integrate the error which is 
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the difference between its current output and input. The computation is 

complete when all activations are equal to the average of the topological 

neighbor activations. 

A/F 3.95 V3 

2 7 “i~ Uy 

ab | 

  

  

    
  

            
Figure 1. A Computation Element 

A HOPFIELD NET AS A PDE SOLVER 

System Definition 

Let Vv ,E[0,1], WieN, where N is the set of activation functions. 

Hopfield [1-4] shows that 

Eg = -(1/2) SD THViVz + (1/2)RTO(Vy)2 + YS GV (2) 
1eN jeN 1eN 1eN 

is a Liapunov function for the system of equations defined by 

duj/dt = -uj/t + >) T35Vj + Ij, and 

jeN 

Vy = f(uj) = uy, Vien. (3) 

Laplace's Equation 

The numerical solution of Laplace's equation in a two-dimensional 

coordinate system satisfies the following equation for each spatial coordinate 

[5] 
Vi = 1/9) 01575, Vien, (4) 

jen 

where Ci; is the TN function, YW is the number of topological neighbors for 

coordinate element "i" and N is the set of coordinate elements. 

Consider the following quantity as an energy equation for a network that 
will solve Laplace's equation spatially in two dimensions (WY = 4 _ for two 

dimensions). 

By = D [Vi- /)Y 04515) (5) 
ieN jeN 
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For a given vector, V, that is a solution to Laplace's equation, the 
energy function is equal to zero. This result can easily be observed if 

Eq. 4 is inserted into Eq. 5. For a vector, V, that is not a solution, the 
energy function is greater than zero due to the fact that at least one term in 
the summation is nonzero and quadratic. Thus the energy function minimum 
corresponds to the solution of Laplace's equation. 

Comparing Eq. 2 with Eq. 5, we can determine that Tjj= (4/¥)Oj;j and 

Ij = 0 subject to the constraints that R = 0.25 and 

Vi = (1/P) 3 05595, Vien. (6) 

jeN 

Note that last constraint simply imposes the condition that the net input sum 
to i-th node needs to be weighed by 1/W. We can therefore transform Eq. 5 
into the form of Eq. 2 using the above conditions and conclude that Eq. 5 
represents a Liapunov function for the network. 

Poisson's Equation 

The numerical solution of Poisson's equation satisfies the following 

equation for each spatial coordinate in two-dimensional space [5]. 

2[ (Ax/Ay)2+1]V; - $05 j045¥j = -(Ax)2£(xy.¥3), Vien, (7) 
jeN 

where xj, Yj are spatial coordinates of Vj, 

Ax, Ay are spatial difference between nodes along x and y axes, 

Oj; is the TN function as defined earlier, 

®ij = (Ax/Ay) 2, if Vj 1s a topological neighbor of Vj along y-axis, 

jj = 1, if otherwise, 

f£(xj,yj) is the value of source term at coordinates (x;,y;), and 
N is the set of spatial coordinates in a two-dimensional systen. 

Let a = 2[ (ax/ay) 242], B = (Ax)2 and Hij = %jj0ij then consider the 
following as an energy function for a network that will solve Poisson's 
equation: 

E= > [av; + BE(xj,y¥i) - > 45%; /. (8) 

ieN jen 

Consider the case when V is the solution to Poisson's equation, then the 
energy function is equal to zero since every term in the summation is zero. 
This can be verified by substituting Eq. 7 in Eq. 8. If V is not the solution 
vector, then the energy for this case is greater than zero since the summation 
term 1s always positive due to some of the quadratic terms violating Eq. 7. 
Therefore the energy function has its minimum which is equal to zero for a 
solution vector. 
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In order to put Eq. 8 in the form of the standard energy equation, let 

Ep = E/a2. Defining Tij = (4/a)ojyj and Ty = 2(f/a) f(xj.yj) subject to the 
constraints R = 0.25 and 

Vy = -(1/a) [pt (xy-¥3) - Y Hi¥5]. Vien, (9) 
jen 

demonstrates that Ep(and hence E) is a Liapunov function for the network. 

Again, Eq. 9 clearly states that the activation function of the computation 

node must be linear. 

CONCLUSIONS 

We have shown that the analog computation performed by an analog 

computer to numerically solve pde's is stable and convergent to unique 
solutions of pde's by interpreting the computation of the analog computer from 
the viewpoint of a constraint satisfaction neural net. We first noted the 
similarity of analog computer solutions to that of a Hopfield net and then 

applied the same mathematical tools used for Hopfield net analysis towards 

establishing computational stability and convergence properties of pde-solver 

analog computers. 

It is worth mentioning some of the problems associated with the 
representation scheme. The representation of the solution to a pde does not 
have any inherent redundancy to compensate for the failures of computational 
elements and hence is not fault tolerant in that sense. Another aspect is 

that the solution of the pde is a numerical approximation; hence some error is 
introduced. Also, the representation is very sensitive to noise inherent to 
the computational elements. Additionally, the activation function of a 
computational element must be linear, which may be difficult to realize with 
physical elements. 
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Abstract - Neural type connections are introduced in hypermedia like memory 
organization, utilizing parts of traditional file system structure without corrupting the 
latter. Logical chunks of memory (e.g. files, their parts or combinations thereof) are 
uniquely represented by small and convenient-for-manipulation forms or MEmory 
Descriptors. These descriptors are interconnected (with weighted links) into a large, 
adaptive MEmory MAnifold. This neural hypermedia or Neural Interactive Paradigm is 
an adaptive environment with computer situation sensitive functionality where 
sensitivity is tuned via an attention span filter mechanism. This schema allows smooth 
and effective control of a computational process with more streamlined user-system 
interaction. It implies a very effective caching procedure. 
Memory organization - Typical file structure organizes files into hierarchical 
directories with little consideration of logical, situation or procedure dependent 
closeness of files or adaptability to different users or repetitive computational patterns. 
Symbolic means of referencing the files are the corresponding file names. Here we 
introduce dynamically adaptable, computer system situation dependent memory 
organization. System situation describes the system in terms of the activity of its 
memory. 

Memory formation, typically a file, is pointed to from a small template like object 
called a MEmory Descriptor or MED. This descriptor provides information on the 
pointed memory. As a symbolic means of referencing corresponding memory it affords 
a much richer functionality compare to a mere index information of the traditional file 
system. MED is a template or a collection of fields from an expandable set of standard 
information fields of certain types (e.g. memory pointer, date of modification, author, 
rights, functionality, help pointer etc). It is an object with multiple inheritance from the 
classes of constituting fields [MTW]. To point to the memory at a finer grade then a 
file, the file’s MED contains additional pertinent fields with corresponding information 
utilized by appropriate methods. 

MEDs are further dynamically interconnected into a more logical or computational 
process dependent memory structure. Information about links is stored in MED fields. 
All together, information on the described memory may be efficiently manipulated and 
utilized by the system or user working with large sets of MEDs and invoking actual 
memory only when it is indeed required. So far it is just a different type of hypermedia 
memory organization [BV, CEJ]. However, MEDs memory structure consistently 
incorporates a native file system plus the descriptor information organized more like 
Minsky’s frame [MM]. ' 

This memory organization does not need to violate or change the way of a 
conventional file system. Rather, it offers a more convenient alternative practice 
without interference with the former way of operation. This compatibility opens a door 
to a great number of new applications to be introduced consistently into traditional and 
dominating computer system environments. Some application areas to consider are 
knowledge representation (especially the correlation or unification of an accumulated 
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set of perhaps diverse information), expert systems enhancements. 
Now we marry one great idea to another. 

Neural structure of memory - In addition, MED incorporates fields describing the 
neural nature of the environment: threshold, excitation, list of normalized weighted 
connections to other MEDs etc. They are instrumental in shaping a geometry of 
memory. Geometry here is a dynamic structure depending on changes in actual 
connections, their weights, and excitations [MWS+, RF]. Topology of the memory is 
derived from the architecture of actual connections. Long term memory metric 1s 
defined by weighting of those connections, MEDs with heavier links are stronger 
related and thus closer in our memory organization. The short term memory metric is 
defined via actual levels of excitation of our nodes. At a given time the latter metric 
depends on the absolute value of the excitations of memory nodes, depicted in the 
corresponding MED fields. It is presented to the user or system via an attention span 
filter, showing locally all sufficiently excited memory. 

Total collection of all interconnected MEDs is called MEmory MAnifold (MEMA). 
It may be represented as an arbitrary directed graph with weighted links. MEMA may 
serve aS a more generic memory model to embrace different excitation flows and their 
interactions, complementing (e.g. allowing smooth incorporation in_ traditional 
computing environments) a multitude of particular experiments in neural architectures 
of formal neurons (e.g. ART, back_prop, Kohonen, Hopfield etc). 

MED, as a node, in MEMA is different from a traditional formal neuron. It is not 
only a part of an architecture, where an individual neuron may not mean much on its 
own. The MED node carries not only external information through its weighted 
connections and firing regulations but it also has an internal structure providing 
information on the functionality and status of memory it represents. Therefore, active 
and rich functionality, which may be attached to the node, makes a much greater 
functional complexity then that of a formal neuron. The neural node in the proposed 
Neural Interactive Paradigm or NIP model is not like an individual neuron but perhaps 
some neuron assembly responsible for a particular functionality which is in turn in 
neural ensemble with other functional groups. This schema is not an atomistic one in 
that smaller constituting blocks need not to be considered of elementary functionality 
but of open, dynamically evolving one [GS]. 

One may point rather quickly to discrepancies with organic models, which may be 
mellowed in refinements of the schema, but we are making no such claims to the 
correspondence and rather making a technical proposition. 
Excitation propagation - Neural excitation in a network of MEDs propagates from 
active nodes through local connections to the neighbors. In addition to the local 
excitation propagation via weighted connections there is also a global, related to "long" 
haul message communication mechanism, where one node sends a message to a group 
of other nodes (e.g. one to one, broadcast), causing appropriate actions and events e.g. 
excitation of some MEDs with corresponding propagation of the excitation and 
perhaps modification of weights (e.g. arriving of mail to user's mailbox). 

Attention span plays a significant role in the modification of excitation propagation 
by selecting resolution levels of a global picture and thus the direction of an excitation 
propagation. 
Attention span - The number of excited or neighboring nodes may be considerable 
(e.g. a word processor, called by user to action, may excite a large number of files that 
could be edited with this word processor or a problem of overloading with large fanout 
hypermedia). Thus, to focus the attention of a system or user on a related subset it is 
natural to introduce a filter (e.g. a prioritized subset of recently or frequently accessed 
word processing files by this user or more typical nodes for hypermedia transition). An 
adjustable attention span is a view comfortable to a user (e.g. a screen or window full 
of appropriate and affordable information). The only nodes with a certain level of 
excitation, default or satisfying some other pertinent property get into immediate view 
and access an area of attention span. Attention span masks sufficiently excited nodes 
and may compute propagation from this set. 
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Thus attention span is a mechanism to map a global picture into a local one. This 
mechanism allows experiments where global conditions affect local modification to 
excitation propagation. It could be a convenient instrument in determining a mode 
change or a global shift of behavior. | 
Navigation and flow of attention in memory manifold - Navigation or transition 
through MEMA of attention span or locale of activity can be done by a user or system 
in control or via an auto transition both using presented information on a system 
situation. The last may be done in several ways. For example, one may transit on the 
heaviest link from the current situation to the next one (we may refer to it as a local or 
hyper transit). Another way, is to transit to the most excited node in the attention span, 
perhaps with a construction of a corresponding path plan. In that case, there is a 
convenient opportunity to identify special cases where a new link may be created. Any 
auto transition should provide some default time window to override it. 

In effect, the system offers and may enact reasonable action based on the 
‘combination of experience stored in LTM, current information on the situation from 
STM and conventional information provided by MED fields. This mechanism enables 
a potentially very intricate response of the system to accumulated information relating 
to the specific situation. Therefore it provides architecture for sophisticated interaction 
or "control" in complex multimode environments, where global information can be 
taken into consideration. 
Learning - Learning in the system occurs through interaction with it. Modification of 
weights perhaps to be done when a desired or actually made transition differs from the 
one suggested by the system. That situation may be easily detected and the learning 
subsystem is alerted. That is when a user or system forces transition to a particular 
situation and then, if it is satisfactory (e.g. when some process or underlying memory 
engaged), issues a command to learn. At that time the weights for the appropriately 
computed short path will be modified and weights of pertinent links renormalized or 
even connection architecture may be changed. 
Implementation - Software, reflecting this type of architecture, is implemented as 
Hyper Information Manager (HIM) in the Neural Interactive Paradigm’. It provides 
adaptive, situation sensitive (e.g. user sensitive) interaction with the computer system. 
Standard primitive types of files that the application allows to connect are executables, 
text and graphics. 

We adopted a Markov chain as an restricted but easy to implement model for 
excitation propagation. Excitations and weights are real numbers from the [0,1]. A 
particular computer system situation may be represented as a distribution pattern of 
activity of the system memory or excitation of MEDs in MEMA. Thus it is a vector 
(w;) from [0,1}", where w; is a probability of MED node i to be active and n is a total 
number of nodes in the system. Weighted connections are represented by the transition 
matrix (w;;) of n*n size, where w;; is interpreted as a probability of transition of 
activity from node i to j. One step of propagation in our model is equivalent to 
multiplication of a state vector (w;) by the transition matrix (Wij). Dynamic behavior of 
that system is well known [FW]. We fuzzy the system up by computing propagation 
from filtered and normalized attention span mask. 

The system starts up in a special junction node ROOT (as parameter, we may 
specify user bias node) being active. From here system starts to propagate to the 
neighbors and fills in the attention span window (input or perception), presenting more 
likely choices to transit. Evaluation of the most excited node in the attention span 
determines the next most likely activation site or/and transition path (processing or 
cognition). The auto navigation system then moves to this new active node and/or does 
other appropriate actions (output or action). A user may always preempt and correct the 
transition of the system, leading it to any desired computer situation (fact of correction 
is again considered as an input or perception). 

The lack of success in auto navigation is marked by the user's change in the learned 
flow with consequent engagement of the memory for base functionality. At that point 

' This implementation is done under a contract with TU Inc. 
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recomputation of weights message is issued, shortest path computed and corresponding 
weights are modified and renormalized (learning or adaptation). The cycle of 
perception, cognition and action is repeated. 
Comments in conclusion - The neural dynamics already implemented in HIM are 
rather trivial but sufficient to illustrate the potency of the idea with a simple but 
effectively useful application, and thus invite further exploration. We are currently 
working on Unix version of HIM, and some variations on neural dynamics in MEMA. 
Mathematical foundation for this kind of memory organization is being developed 
[SY]. The whole schema is wide open for different implementations and 
experimentations. 

Proposed memory organization enables the following theoretical and practical 
implications: 

streamlining interaction with complex systems, utilizing the experience of experts: 
through learning or compressing information of the "typical" computational flow 
and memory organization of the experts and suggesting those choices to a less 
experienced user 
emergence of naturally intelligent behavior of NIP system: reasonable anticipation 
and response through a "look ahead" for some most likely computational behavior 
recorded in the learned weights from previous experience 
efficient cache memory procedure: by bringing in the memory logical pieces which 
are more likely to be used next, via monitoring excitation values and perhaps their 
rate of change through appropriate filters 
natural paradigm for parallel and distributed computation: by automatic 
invocation of processes based on the appropriate level of excitations in the 
environment of these processes, and information on the most likely future for 
distributed computational flow. 
productive way to neurocomputer architecture: by a mutually advantageous 
relation with a rich and fertile world of classic computing on von Neumann 
machines through the incorporation of the existing computing structures instead of 
building them from scratch. 
This paradigm offers an effective and natural mechanism to interact with (e.g. 

manage) great volumes of information by compressing it, or making it handy (localized 
and filtered) on situation dependent demand, through "on the job” training. That fact is 
very timely and important in lieu of the advent of very powerful machines and the 
rising information management bottleneck: gigabytes of interrelated information on 
line we would like to handle. Here we offer an example of some appropriate tools for 
the task. 
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Abstract 

Several automatic music arrangement systems have been developed with the pervasiveness of 

MIDI! controlled music instruments. Harmonization modules usually used in such systems are 
based on rules. Both AI and music knowledge are necessary for describing harmonization rules. 
Moreover, each music genre requires different rule sets. This paper describes an alternative idea us- 

ing associative memory, a neural network based melody harmonizing method whose network can be 

trained by examples. It also presents the results of a subjective evaluation for the accompaniments 

obtained by the personal computer based music arrangement system equipped with the module 
based on this method. As the result of the evaluation, the module based on this method without 

making any rules generates as natural chord progressions as a transition table driven harmonization 

module does. 

1. Introduction 

In accordance with the development of digital controlled musical instruments, especially music 
synthesizers, several automatic music arrangement systems has been developed. Such an automatic 

arrangement systems are constructed on an assumption of existence of tonality, and includes chordal 
harmonization module [1] (3). 

In some popular music, like modern jazz, harmonizations are symbolized by chord progressions, 
usually indicated by chord symbols such as Am7-5, Cmaj7,C-+, etc. However, there is no es- 

tablished harmonization theory which provides one-and-only chord progression for given melody, 

and this lack causes rule based machine harmonization approach difficult to generate natural chord 

progressions. For example, if a user or a knowledge engeneer is to improve those rules, s/he may 

avoid inconsistencies which are productions of ambiguous rules by eliminating some rules and may 

suffer unnatural progressions caused by those eliminations. Some systems avoid this problem by 
showing possible progressions and leaving selection to user, others use transition rules [1][3] which 
are sometimes mapped into the tables. 

In this paper, a rule description free associative memory based harmonization method is de- 

scribed. The results of the subjective evaluation for the musical performance outputs obtained by 

the music arrangement system [1] equipped with this method based harmonization module is also 

reported. 

2. An Overview of Automatic Music Arrangement System 

Fujii et al.[1] developed a music arrangement system based on hummed melodies. The system 

uses a 16-bits personal computer (NEC PC-9801 series), a digital signal processor, an A/D con- 
verter, a microphone and music synthesizers . This system consists of four modules; a transcription 

module, a chord generation module, a melody analysis module and an arrangement module(see 
  

1Musical Instrument Digital Interface 
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Figure 1: Four Modules of the Music Arrangement System 

Fig.1). Hummed melody is transcribed into musical notation in the transcription module. Then 
results of the transcription are passed to two modules which provide chord progression and struc- 
ture of the melody line. The melody analysis module divides the entire melody into relatively small 
melody blocks, and determines relations among blocks as the structure of the entire melody. The 
arrangement module generates an accompaniment, an introduction, an intermission and an ending 
using transcribed melody and generated chord progression. 

The chord generation module which provides chord progression selects candidate chords every 
half measure by examining the melody line. Then fittest chord among the candidates is selected for 
each half measure according to a chord transition table. This method is referred as the transition 
table method in later chapters. 

In this table-driven system, what most affects chord progression is the chord transition table in 
the chord generation module. However, chord progressions generated by using such table are some- 
times unnatural, because the transition table are made by considering not about the really existing 
melodies and chord progressions but only about the possibilities of adjacent chord transitions. 

The maintenance of such transition table is difficult because of ambiguity of harmonization. So 
the easy maintenance for the transition table emerged as a first motivation. Music harmonization is 

a kind of pattern association. If that association is to be self-organized by only showing examples, 
maintenance of rule set is replaced with selecting typical examples of melody and chord progression. 

3. Chord Association from Melody 

In most cases of tonal popular music, especially in chordal compositions, basic harmonization 
is done in the following sequence [4]: 

e Step 1 To search where the cadences are. 

e Step 2 To search most important note in each bar. 

e Step 3 To see if such notes forming or suggesting a:particular chord. 
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Figure 3: An Example of Output Representation 

Step 2 and step 3 suggest the possibility of an associative memory approach for musical har- 
monization — associating chord progressions from melody/phrases. 

And step 1 is an interesting but difficult problem. In our experiments, we restrict music genre 
to Japanese traditional popular songs, Enka, whose melody may easily be divided into 4 bars long 
phrases like Gershwin’s standard songs, so that we can easily extract typical chord progressions 
from Enka songs and avoid cadence searching problem. The next chapter describes a neural net- 
work based harmonizing method. 

4. Network Architecture and Representations 

A three layers feed forward network is used for associative memory model. This network was 
disciplined to recall chord progressions from input melody using error back propagation learning 
method [2]. 

Input melodies, transcribed to MIDI code in the transcription module discussed in chapter 2, 
must be translated into the representation seemed fit for such networks. According to the solution 
for step 1 and network architecture, such a representation must have indices for note positions and 
pitch indices, say timing-index and pitch-index respectively (see Fig.2). In this simulation, timing 
resolution was set to an eighth note, and pitch resolution to twelve tone, so that network requires 
384 ( = 8notes x 4bars xX 12tones ) units for input layer. 

Chord progression representation was decided to use chord tone. Figure 3 shows an example 
of chord progression representation. In this example, one chord is represented by 24 units, 12 for 
chord tone and 12 for root. As for pitches considered in both input and output representations, 
octave-equivalent pitches category is represented by one unit. We gave two chords per a bar in the 

implementation, so the output layer requires 192( = 2chords x 4bars x 12tones x 2 ) units . Note 

that representations like one unit per one chord symbol for every harmonic rhythm lead impractical 

number of output unit if we consider combinations of root notes and triads and tension notes used 
in chord symbols. Representations like bursting chord symbol into root, triad type and tension 
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notes literally do not seem appropriate because network using such representations will be tend to 
give conflicting triads against desirable output. 

In this implementation, we put 150 units in the hidden layer. We have not examined other 
number of units in the hidden layer, and it may be reduced to less number. 

5. Simulation and Subjective Evaluation for System Output 
Melodies and chord progressions for training data are chosen from Japanese traditional Enka 

songs of minor key. Each song is transposed to one key, to say, A-minor. 198 patterns are derived 
from 33 songs, and the network is trained with those data for 1000 epochs, ¢ in Rumelhurt [2] set 
to 0.01. The total sum of squared error became 63.98 . 

The efficiency of this method was compared with the table-driven chord generating module by 
subjective evaluation. The results showed that chord progressions generated by this method are no 
worse than the ones produced by the original chord generation module at least. Twelve accompa- 
niments for chosen six Enka song melodies, not included in the training data set, were evaluated. 
Those Melodies were hummed into the system and every transcribed data was harmonized by two 
modules, then twelve accompaniments were obtained. 19 subjects evaluated these accompaniments 
in terms of naturalness by five categories — 1 for unnatural to 5 for natural. The scale values for 
this method and the transition table method were 3.13 and 2.91, respectively, but it followed from 
F test that the difference between the two values was not significant. 

6. Conclusions 

In this paper a neural network based machine harmonization method which requires no rules 
as for chord progressions is described. In the implementation on the personal computer based 
music arrangement system, the network was trained with Japanese Enka songs to associate chord 
progressions from melodies. Through the training, only the training pairs of the existing melodies 
come in through the transcription module and chord progressions burst into chord tones were pre- 
sented to the network. Nevertheless, this method showed the equal performance with transition 

table method, that the results of the subjective evaluation for accompaniments obtained by the 

arrangement system equipped with this neural network based module yields. 
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Abstract—In this paper, we have investigated the faults that may occur in hardware implementations of 
neural networks. The effect of these faults on network performance is simulated and analyzed by modeling 
the faults and the neural network in software. We shall consider four different types of faults in our 
analysis—1. Noisy inputs, 2. Connection weight modifications, 3. Stuck-at-faults, and 4. Delay faults. A 
Hopfield auto-associative memory is used as the example network in our experiments. 

1. Introduction 
A fault-tolerant system is one that can continue to correctly perform its specified tasks in the pres- 

ence of faults. The failure of a hardware component in a fault-tolerant system does not inhibit that system’s 
ability to correctly execute its functions. Fault Tolerance is the attribute that enables a system to achieve 
fault-tolerant operation [1]. 

Systems achieve fault tolerance through the use of redundancy. Since a neural network (NN) 
employs a large number of functionally simple and similar elements, more than necessary to realize the 
function the NN is supposed to realize, it is inherently fault tolerant. Belfore et al. [2] and Kidwell [3] have 
also looked into the fault tolerant behavior of NNs. The objective of this paper is to model faults that occur 
in hardware implementations of NNs in software and analyze the behavior of the networks in the presence 
of faults. A Hopfield auto-associative memory is used as the example network in our experiments. 

The faults that occur in NNs include, 
1. Noisy inputs 
2. Connection weight modifications 
3. Stuck-at-faults 
4. Delay faults. 

NNs are expected to operate in noisy environments, where the received inputs do not exactly 
match the inputs on which they have been trained. A large class of NNs is used to solve pattern matching 
problems where almost always partial information is provided as the input. This partial information can be 
viewed as noisy input. In the binary domain (inputs are binary vectors), a noisy input would be a vector 
with some bits complemented. 

Modification of connection weights can occur in hardware implementations of NNs. Carver Mead, 
in his VLSI implementation of a Hopfield net, used an operational amplifier (Op Amp) as a neuron [4]. 
Each Op Amp provides positive and negative outputs to realize positive and negative connection weights. 
A bridging fault between the Op Amp’s outputs could reverse the polarity of the weights used. In Howard 
et al. 's implementation, each weight is stored as a binary word [5]. Complementing bits in a word results 
in weight modification. 

The classical stuck-at-fault model from switching theory is used to model faults within a neuron 
(with binary outputs) as stuck-at-O and stuck-at-1 faults at the neuron’s output. Hardware neurons in a net 
have varying processing delays because of variations in device parameters (due to fabrication, aging). This 
effect is modeled as a delay fault. Section 2 describes the simulation settings. The simulation results of the 
above four faults are presented in Section 3 before concluding in Section 4. 

Table 1: Patterns stored in the Hopfield net 
  

  

  

          

Patterns Groups 

Gy Go 1G G3 
P, 11111111 | 00000000 l 00000000 
P» OOOO00000 | 11111111 0 00000000 
P3 00000000 | 00000000 | 0 11111111 
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2. The Hopfield Net and the faults 
We illustrate, as an example, the fault tolerant behavior of a Hopfield net. A 25 neuron binary net 

is used as an auto-associative memory [6]. The net stores the 3 patterns shown in Table 1. 

Each pattern is divided into 3 groups (G 1, G2, and G3), a group of all 1s and two groups of all 
Os. These patterns are mutually orthogonal to each other. This is done to enhance the fault tolerant 
behavior. The neurons are also considered to belong to one of the three groups. The Hamming distances 

(HDs) between the pattems are, 

HD(P;,P2) = 17 (1) 
HD(P),P3) = 117 (2) 
HD (P2,P3) = 16 (3) 

The HNC-Anza neurocomputer was used for the simulations. The simulation results are presented in the 
following section. 

3. Simulation Results 
(A) NOISY INPUTS 
In this experiment, the stored patterns with some bits complemented are presented to the net. A specific 
method is followed in the introduction of noise. At any time, the noise introduced causes the resultant pat- 
tern to be related to two of the stored patterns. For example, consider P ; and P>. In case 1, we start with 
P , and introduce noise in G until the G, field of P ; becomes equal to the Gj 1 field of P 2. Next, we 
start with P ; and introduce noise in G2 until the G2 fields of P) and Pz are equal. Finally, we start 
with P ; and introduce noise in both G ; and G2 until the result is P». 

The simulation results of the above example are presented in Table 2. In case 1, the G, bits of 
P are complemented sequentially and the pattern is presented to the net as P;. The HD (P ,,P;) 
increases while the HD (P 2,P;) decreases. We see that the net produces the correct pattern, P ;, as long 

Table 2: Simulation results of a noisy input experiment 
  

  

  

  

  

Input Pattern (P;) HD(P,,P;) | HD(P2,P;) | Pattern Found 

0111111100000000 100000000 ] 16 Py 
0011111100000000 100000000 2 15 P, 

000111 1100000000 100000000 3 14 P, 

00001 1 1 100000000 100000000 4 13 P, 

00000 1 1 100000000 100000000 5 12 P, 

0000001 100000000100000000 6 11 P, 
0000000 100000000 100000000 7 10 Py 
0000000000000000 100000000 8 9 P, 

1111111110000000100000000 l 16 P, 
1111111111000000100000000 2 15 P, 

1111111111100000100000000 3 14 P, 

1111111111110000100000000 4 13 NONE 

1111111111111000100000000 5 12 NONE 

1111111111111100100000000 6 11 NONE 
1111111111111110100000000 7 10 NONE 
1111111111111111100000000 8 9 NONE 

0111111110000000100000000 2 15 P, 

0011111111000000100000000 4 13 P, 

0001111111100000100000000 6 11 NONE 

0000111111110000100000000 8 9 NONE 

000001 1111111000100000000 10 7 NONE 

0000001 111111100100000000 12 5 NONE 

0000000111 111110100000000 14 3 P> 
000000001 1111111100000000 16 1 P>           
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as at least | 1 bit in G , remains uncomplemented. This is because of the zero inhibitory signals from groups 
1 and G2. 

In case 2, the G, bits of P, are correct and the G> bits are sequentially complemented. The 
expected output is P,; whose G2 neurons should have output of 0. The negative weights from the G 
neurons give a total inhibitory input of -9 to all the G 4 neurons. Thus, as long as the excitatory input to the 
Gy» from their own connections within the G2 neurons remains less than +10, the net produces the 
correct output. Thus, the net can withstand 3 bits of G> being complemented as a fourth bit complementa- 
tion will give the G neurons an excitatory input of +12 and then cause the net to produce a wrong output. 

The behavior of the network when noise is introduced in both G, and G > is similar except that 
the inhibitory input to a G2 neuron from the G neurons is reduced and hence a fewer number of faults 
are tolerated. The results obtained for the other two pattern combinations can be explained in a similar way. 

(B) WEIGHT MODIFICATION | 
In this experiment, connection weights are modified and correct inputs are presented to the net- 

work. The net is considered to have failed when it fails to reproduce any one of the inputs. The weights to 
be modified can be selected in two different ways, randomly and modified singly, or randomly and modi- 
fied symmetrically, i.e. both W;; and W,; modified simultaneously. Faults in VLSI chips may be res- 
tricted to very small areas, spot faults, or may affect very large areas. Accordingly we consider both, the 
modification of weights located within a small area of the weight matrix and weights distributed uniformly 
across the entire matrix. Further, selected weights are either set to 0 to model physical shorts across resis- 
tors or their signs are reversed to model bridging faults between the Op Amp outputs. 

A random number generator is used to select the weights. The seed was used the control the range 
of numbers generated and hence the area of the weight matrix that was affected. For example, a seed of 52 
resulted in a uniform selection across the matrix, while a seed of 364 caused weights in the central area of 
the matrix to be selected. 

When a large number of the weights of a neuron are modified, there is a change in the sign of the 
sum of its weights, resulting in faulty outputs. Thus, the net fails when a particular neuron has, in the pro- 
cess of weight selection, a large number of its weights modified. Setting of weights to 0 requires a larger 
number of modifications to cause a sign change than when the signs of the weights are reversed. Hence, the 
net is able to tolerate a larger number of short circuit faults than bridging faults. When weights are modi- 
fied uniformly across the matrix, the probability of a large number of a particular neuron’s weights being 
modified successively is low, and hence the net is able to withstand a larger number of faults than when the 
area affected is small. The effect of modifying symmetric weights again depends on the area of the matrix 
being affected. This may or may not result in quicker failure than when non-symmetric weights are modi- 
fied. The results are condensed in Table 3. 

The values of the modified weights also affects the performance. Modification of large valued 
weights causes a faster decay in the performance. 

(C) STUCK-AT-FAULTS 
In this experiment stuck-at-faults are introduced at the outputs of neurons and correct inputs are 

presented to the net. A net is said to produce the correct output if the fault free neurons output the correct 
values. Also, s-a-1 (s-a-0) faults are introduced in neurons which normally output a 0 (1). 

The effect of s-a-0 faults is to eliminate some normally necessary weights in the output evaluation, 
while the s-a-1 faults introduce a normally ineffective weight into the output evaluation. Hence, the relative 
effects of these two faults is the same and depends on the values of the weights they affect. In one 

Table 3: Weight modification experiment results 
  

  

  

      

Seed Type of No. of weights Pattern at which 

weight modification | modified before failure the net failed 

52 Non symmetric 180 P3 
52 Symmetric 144 P3 
364 Non symmetric 21 P»> 
364 Symmetric 38 P»       
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experiment, pattern P ; was presented to the net with neurons in G2 and G3 s-a-1. The results are shown 
in the Table 4. The interesting point is that when G4 and G3 neurons are simultaneously s-a-1 the net 
withstands a larger number of faults than when the faults lie only in G2 or G3. This is because with s-a-1 
faults, the G2 and G3 neurons mutually inhibit each other causing them to continue to output Os for a 
larger number of faults. 

(D) DELAY FAULTS 
In this experiment, neurons with delay faults are modeled as having D latches at their outputs. If 

the processing delay of a neuron has to be increased over its normal value Af by a factor of n, we place n D 
latches in series with the output. If each evaluation iteration through the net is considered as the basic pro- 
pagation delay of the neuron, then after (n+1) iterations the correct output will be available. The net will 
then take n more iterations to arrive at the correct output. 

4. Conclusion 
In this experiment we have investigated the faults that may occur in hardware implementations of 

NNs and have observed the effects these faults have on network performance through simulations. The 
faults considered include: (1) Noisy input, (2) Connection weight modification, (3) Stuck-at faults, and (4) 
Delay faults. The results presented here are for the cases where all faults were considered independently. 
Simulations with combinations of faults were run and as expected, the network performance degraded fas- 
ter. With some combinations however, one type of fault counteracts the effect of another type and increases 
the fault tolerance. The large numbers of faults tolerated by the net is due to the high orthogonality of the 
stored patterns. 
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Table 4: Results of s-a-1 fault simulations 

Input pattern = P ; 
  

  

No. of s-a-1 No. of s-a-1 Pattern found 
neurons inGy | neurons inG3 

3 0 FOUND 
4 0 NOT FOUND 

5 0 NOT FOUND 
6 0 NOT FOUND 
0 3 FOUND 
0 4 NOT FOUND 

0 5 NOT FOUND 
0 6 NOT FOUND 
2 0 FOUND 
2 2 FOUND 

4 2 FOUND 
4 4 FOUND 

5 4 NOT FOUND 
5 5 NOT FOUND 

6 5 NOT FOUND 

6 6 NOT FOUND           
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Space-Scanning Curves for Spatiotemporal Representations... 
useful for large scale neural network computing 
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Abstract: 

Neural Networks (NN) for computing should be able to deal with a large scale visual processing, since 
animal species have survived through the prey-and-predicator relationship by quick scanning and computing. 
In order to avoid the unnecessary detail in the wide open and cluttered field, an efficient spatiotemporal 
analysis must be based on motion detections and the cause and effect judgement. Thus, a space-filling curve 
covers a large scale spatiotemporal domain to any desire degree of accuracy, suggested by the french 
mathematician Peano and supported by human eye scanning experiments, is adopted for dividing a large scale 
NN ina controllable and successive coarse graining sense. This kind of Peano curves is general and applicable to 
many classes of spatiotemporal control problems in a natural environment: TSP, Rocket Engine Plume, 
Autonomous Robots and Vehicles, to name a few; all require real time optimization, ahead planning for 
anticipation, as well as the associative recall for the past performance experience. 
Keywords: Hierarchical Neural Network, Spatiotemporal Representation, Space-filling, Fractal, Trajectory, 
Optimization, Planning, Associative Recall, Divide-Conquer, Cut-Splice, Travelling Salesman Problem, NP- 
Complete 
1. Background: 

Our case study involves a classical generic problem - the large scale traveling salesman problem (TSP), 
which belongs to the class of NP-complete (nondeterministic polynomial-time complete) problems, as noted by 
Papadimitriou (1977) and Garey and Johnson (1980). The task of the salesman is to make a round trip of all the 
N cities once only, and determine the tour of the minimum possible distance. In the simplest case where the 
cities are points in the plane and travel cost is a function of the Euclidean distance, the problem is to find a 
polygon of minimum perimeter passing through all cities. Although easy to state, the problem is hard to solve; 
the number of possible tours increases exponentially with the number of cities. In fact, for a N -city problem, 
there are N! possible tours. However, since each tour may be traversed either clockwise or anti-clockwise and 
each tour may be started from a different city, the number of unique tours is N!/2N . Since exact solutions are 
unattainable for problems of any appreciable size in reasonable time, there has been interests in heuristic and 
parallel distributed processing (PDP) approaches. Lin and Kernighan [1] introduced a heuristic method for 
solving TSP based on an interchange strategy and backtracking. In 1985, Hopfield and Tank [2] pioneered a 
heuristic method based on neural network energy landscape approach to solve the TSP. Since then, Wilson and 
Pawley [3] have pointed out a convergence difficulty of the Hopfield and Tank algorithm in solving a larger 
scale TSP. Szu [4] proposed a Fast TSP algorithm based on an efficient hybrid neuron model (analog input and 
binary output) that is appropriate for an internal logic problem without noise( as opposed to the sigmoidal 
neuron suited for an external sensor problems with noise). Moreover, the binary output ignores other neurons’ 
inhibitions and, by jumping to conclusion to visit a particular city for any weak positive encouragement, can 
energize the monotoneously decaying Lyaponov system to keep the optimization ball game going. Fast TSP 
allows no self-talk (zero-diagonal interconnect matrix elements) in order to insure the absolute convergence 
[dE/dt < 0 for any real E(Vj), e.g. [11] for a general proof]. Lastly, Fast TSP adopts the necessary and sufficient 
constraint of a permutation matrix (row-sum and column-sum equal to one), in order to eliminate the ground state 
ambiguity in converging to a valid tour only. Never mind about the dynamics. Imagine the statistics what 
happens when a board of chinese go game gets bigger, as one requires to throw one and only one piece of stone in 
each row and column. For much larger size TSP, even the modified H-T algorithm, Fast TSP [4], becomes 
inefficient using single layer neural networks, because the phase space for the valid solutions becomes 
exponentially smaller as the problem size increases. Thus, Foo and Szu [5] introduced an ad hoc cut-and-splice 
algorithm using a first layer of four partitioned neural networks operating in parallel and a second layer single 
network for global interconnect. Other recent approaches includes an "elastic net" method by Durbin and 
Willshaw [6], and Angeniol, Vaubois, Texier [7] based Kohonen adaptive net, divide-and-conquer algorithms 
by Prof. Karp (Turing Award, 1985), and space-filling curves by Bartholdi and Platzman[8].There are several 
interesting developments that have led to the present work. Our work is motivated by the question of how to 
solve large scale optimization problems using divide-and-conquer neural networks and fractal space-filling 
curves (c.f. Appendix A What are Fractals ?). 
2. Reduced Neural Nets over domains controlled by Space-Scanning Curves: 
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A lexicographical scan is not suitable for vector representation of a two dimensional image since two 
pixels next to each other on two rows become far apart on the row-by-row scans. A spiral scanning is only better 
in maintaining the relationship near the center of the spiral but has a similar drawback as in row-by-row scan. 
Our challenge is to systematically break down a large scale neural network over a large spatiotemporal 
domain. We wish to map arbitrary spatiotemporal domain onto a linear sequence that can be easily partitioned 
and yet maintain the causal neighborhood relationship. 

The basic question of how to partition and preserve a neighborhood relationship has been posed by a 
French mathematician Peano [9], who has proved that the mapping of the two-dimensional neighborhood 
relationship can be preserved onto a real line. In other words, any partition on the real line defines connected 
regions on the plane that can fill the plane. A deterministic fractal curve has been developed in a recursive 
algorithm that can fill the plane in a successively increased resolution, as shown in Figure 2. In other words, 
the line density of the space filling curves increases linearly as the number of iteration increases, from a coarse 
graining to a fine resolution, e.g. Dragon curves, etc. 

3. Applications: 
Numerical simulations will be presented. A stochastic application has been documented in the 1-D fast 

simulated annealing feature extraction technique based on the 1-D Peano curve from the 2-D occluded and 
cluttered moving objects [12]. 

3.1 Fractals for large-scale TSP? We think so. In small-scale TSP, the "fractals" may not be applicable. 
But for large-scale TSP (with thousands of cities), fractals can be used to identify the flavor, the attrator 
source, the chaos, etc. The proof is made by calculating the fractal dimension D of both city sets and showing 
that they both have approximately the same D. This phenomena is analogous to that of the convergence of a 
fern leaf (c.f. Barnsley [10]). Imaging how do we exam a maple leaf, whose circumference may be approximately 
inscribed by a convex polygon of minimum perimeter connecting edge cities solving TSP of several thousand 
cities. Consider initially clumps in fewer tens cities, and later hundreds, and thousands cities, by beginning 
with a blurred/lowpass maple leaf that has been successively bring into sharp focus. 

We present two algorithms to do precisely that based on divide-and-conquer with space-filling fractal 
curves. The first ad hoc procedure is as follows: (1) Partition an N-city map recursively until each square (or 
cluster) has an approximately even distribution of cities. (2) For each neural network representing each cluster 
of cities: (2a) Prefix a pair of "starting" and “ending” terminal cities; (2b) With local tour partially fixed, let 
NN converge a open-tour. (3) The fractal curve (such as the one in Figure 2) is then applied to globally connect 
the open tours in a successively increased resolution until all cities are covered. Figure 1 illustrates the first 
algorithm with the city map being recursively partitioned and the corresponding representation by a 
hierarchy of neural networks. The fractal curve is applied at the "merging" layer. The depth of partitioning 
depends on the distribution and concentration of cities. The second algorithm is a variation of the first with 
"even" partitioning of the city map, as shown in Figure 2. Each square (representing a neural network) is 
processed based on the flow of the fractal curve. With increased resolution (or more levels of partitioning), it is 
possible to preserve the neighborhood of the cities. However, this means more boundaries, i.e., more global 
interconnects. Therefore, we will investigate the relationship of the minimum tour distance and the number (or 

depth) of partitioning. A parameter as a function of tour distance, number of cities, and number of cycles required 
for convergence, is identified. 

3.2 Spatiotemporal Jet Engine Plume Diagnosis: Consider experiments performed by Strahle (1987) to 
study the chaotic dynamics present in jet exhaust flame. The input data are time series for the temperature and 
velocity at two different points in the jet flame. The flame is probed by: (a) a laser beam, where the photons 
bounces off the fast moving (turbulent) molecules in the exhaust, and a sensitive photodetector measures the 
characteristics of the deflected light. The output of the receiver is a voltage representing the temperature of 
the jet flame, a function of time. (b) a very thin wire, where a constant temperature is to be maintained through 
a wire in the flame. The voltage necessary to hold the temperature constant is recorded. This voltage (a time 
series), after scaling, gives the velocity of the jet flame as a function of time. A close-up look of a portion of the 
waveform reveals the self-similarity property of the time series. The fractal dimensions of the graphs of the 
two time serics are calculated using the Box Counting Theorem. Both sets of data yields a fractal dimension D = 
1.5, suggesting that, despite the different appearances in the graphs, there is a common source for the data. 
This common source is the chaotic dynamics of a certain flavor present in the exhaust. Therefore, fractal 
dimension provides a means or a measurable parameter to classify chaos. 

3.3 Autonomous Robot/Vehicle Control, Planning, Optimization: For example, the two-dimensional(2- 
D) x-y space and one-dimensional (1-D) time t are mapped onto a one-dimensional (1-D) arc length s, e.g. Peano 
curve. The arc may be a parameter of time ordering on a linear interval (say at a piecewise constant speed). 
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Then, all those possible world-line arc partitions are mapped back onto the space-filling 2-D regions, where 
every regions are governed with reduced neural networks. This 1-1 mapping can be used for searching for better 
trajectory on such a large-scale spatiotemporal representation. 
4. Conclusion: 

Hierarchical neural networks are useful for such a successively coarse graining approximation 
controlled by deterministic space-scanning (or space-filling, namely fractal) curves. Thus, a dynamically 
reconfigurable neural network architecture [11] can provide a piecewise quasilinear approximation, where 
increasing the resolution gives better approximation to a large scale nonlinear problem. 

Appendix A: What are fractals? 
Fractals (or space-filling curves) are iterative functions operating on a geometry with statistical self- 

similarity and self-affinity. In particular, fractals consists of transformation, translation, and duplication. 
Fractal geometry provides both a description and a mathematical model for many of the complex shapes found 
in nature. Traditional Euclidean geometry suits man-made objects but could not easily described natural shapes 
such as coastlines, mountains and clouds. The property of objects whereby magnified subsets look like (or 
identical to) the whole and to each other is known as self-similarity. It is the major characteristic of fractals 
and it differentiates them from traditional Euclidean shapes. Therefore, fractal shapes are said to be self- 

similar and invariant to scaling. Self-affinity is a non-uniform scaling where shapes are (statistically) 
invariant under transformations that scale different coordinates by different amounts. Fractals belong to the 
class of "mathematical monsters” (such as Cantor sets, Weierstrass functions, Peano curves, curves without 
derivatives and lines that could fill space), created at the turn of this century by "naturalist" scientists. 
However, they could not find any real applications until computer graphics came along. Since then, fractal 
geometry plays an important role in realistic modelling of natural phenomena in computer graphics. 
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Abstract. 

In this paper, the performances of three popular neural network architectures, viz. 

Hopfield net with asymmetrical connection matrix, Hamming net, and a multi-layer 
perceptron trained using radial basis functions are compared on a reasonably realistic 
problem of database retrieval. The neural net architectures are compared on the 
following criteria: (a) noise immunities, (b) generalisation capabilities, (c) random 

failure of neurons. 

lL. Introduction. 

Recently, there is much interest in artificial neural network methodology [4,9]. This 
may be attributed to the popularisation of a training algorithm for a multi-layer 
perceptron [4], and to the enormous interest generated within the physicist community 
on the possibility of applying spin glass analysis to a class of auto-associative neural 

networks, viz Hopfield net [see eg ref 9]. 

There are indeed many possible neural network architectures. For example, there is an 
auto-associative neural network commonly known as the Hopfield net [1,2]. This 

network has a very simple architecture. The output of each neuron is fed back to the 
inputs of the neurons. Because of the possibility of extending current understandings in 
spin glass analysis to this network architecture, as a result, its performance has been 
analysed to a large extent by physicists who are trained in statistical thermodynamics. 
There is a class of neural network architectures which is based on the simple clustering 
concept [6]. The following neural network architectures can be loosely classified in this 
category: Hamming net, Carpenter/Grossberg net, Kohonen Feature map [6]. There 1s 
yet another class of neural network methodology which is based on the perceptron 
algorithm [4,5]. This is a feed forward only network, ie the signals are flowing in one 
direction only. 

Despite the popularity of some of these neural networks, there is very little comparisons 
on their performances. Very often, one researcher would use one particular neural 
network architecture for a particular application, without giving the underlying reasons 
why that particular neural network architecture is chosen in the first instance. To a 
newcomer to this field, this may give an incoherent view of the different types of neural 
networks. In fact, one of the questions that a newcomer to the neural network field 
would ask is: which neural network architecture is most appropriate to the application in 
mind. 
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In this paper, we will consider three typical neural network architectures, viz. Hopfieid 
net Hamming net and a multi-layer perceptron. The training algorithms for these 
networks are atypical in that for the Hopfield net, we will use a training algorithm 
which will give rise to an asymmetrical connection matrix [3]; in the multi-layer 
perceptron we will use a training algorithm based on radial basis function method [7,8] 
rather than the more traditional gradient based algorithm known as the back propagation 
method [4]. The main reason why we chose to use slightly different training methods in 
preference to the more eStablished training methods is that, we find, in actually 
applying the various network methodologies to a practical problem, it is necessary to 
modify the training algorithms somewhat in order that the methods can be applied. 

In order to focus our attention, we will apply the three neural network architectures to 
the same problem, viz a database retrieval problem. By applying all three methods to 
the same example, we hope to convey the idea that these three neural network 
architectures, which are typical examples of most of the neural network architectures 
that have been proposed by the researchers, even though they might appear quite 
different, are nevertheless capable of being applied to the same practical problem. 
Furthermore, we hope, by applying these three methods on the same problem, their 
performances can be compared, thereby indicating the strength and the weakness 
underlie each method. 

We compare the performances of the networks with respect to the following criteria: (a) 
noise immunity, (b) generalisation capabilities, (c) fault tolerance. By exposing each 
neural network architecture to these performance measures, we hope to give some 
indications as to which network architecture to choose for a particular application. 

Due to the space limitations, we will only present the results rather than to present the 
theory involved in each network. They can be obtained from the literature [see eg ref 6] 
or from the author. 

2. Results of the comparisons. 

The database under study is the same one as given by Anderson et al.[10] It is a 
pharmacological database involving drugs, bateria, and the route of administration. It 
consists of 31 records, each being 25 alphanumeric characters long. We use the same 
encoding algorithm as Anderson et al [10], each record is converted to a 200 x 1 vector 
using the alphabets {-1,1} 

In the Hopfield net and the Hamming net, there is no problem in identifying the input 
and output variables as they are self evident. For the multi-layer perceptron case, we 
assume that the output classes to be 31 

The results of different runs through the programs can be summarised as follows: 

(1). Retrieval of the original basis pattern vectors. 
In this case, it is found that all three neural network architecture can correctly 
retrieve the basis pattern vectors when the probing vector is one of the original 
basis pattern vectors. 

(2) Retrieval of the basis pattern vectors when they are contaminated by noise. 
We simulate the contamination of noise by the following method: We assume that 
the bits of the original basis pattern vector are flipped according to whether a 
random number obtained from a random number generator is greater than a 
predefined probability function. 
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It is found that as long as the percentage of bits flipped is less than 35% of the 
length of the basis vector for the Hopfield net; and it is less than 45% of the 
length for the Hamming net, the neural networks can retrieve correctly the 
original basis pattern vectors. The percentage of the number of bits flipped in the 

Hopfield net could possibly be increased by using a large constant associated 
with the Gardner's method [3] to yield a deeper basis of attraction. 

For the multi-layer perceptron the noise immunity of the network appears quite 
significantly lower than the Hopfield net or the Hamming net. We find that if the 
noise is more than 10% the network ceases to classify the input vecotrs. 

Furthermore, for the Hamming net and the multi-layer perceptron, the output 
would attain to the correct classification as indicated by the output of the network. 
On the other hand for the Hopfield net, it is possible to observe the way in which 
the network converges to the minimum. For example,if the initial vector is: 

Enteroba-bacUrTrInCephalo 

and that we have 38 bits of the basis vector are flipped 

Then we find that the network converge in the following manner: 

iteration output from the network 

Eotecnjm%faDM25zI.A%xza-G 
Dktesobi--acUpTrInCephado 
Djtesoba-bacUpTrInCephado 
Dntesoba-bacUrTrInCaphalo 
Dnteroba-bacUrTrInCephalo 
Enteroba-bacUrTrInCephalo 
Enteroba-bacUrTrInCephalo N

M
N
R
W
N
—
 ©
 

It is worthwhile to note that the network seems to have settled quite quickly from 
its initial rather noisy input in the first iteration as something already similar to the 
original pattern vector. It is observed also that the changes in each iteration after 
that are small. 

It is tempting to speculate that this behaviour mimicks the way how human recalls 
a pattern. Initially we "home" into a pattern vector which is already quite close to 
the final steady state vector. Thereafter each iteration, the pattern recalled 1s 
gradually refined until we recognise that this is the correct vector. However one 
should not attempt to place too much emphasis on this speculation, as the 
Hopfield net architecture, admittedly, is a very crude model for the underlying 
behaviour of human memory recalls. 

(3) Generalisation capabilities... 
In order to test the capability of the network to generalise, we take a segment 
from one basis pattern vector, concatenated it with a second segment from a 
second basis pattern vector, selected at random from the exisitng 31 records, and 
then further concatenated it to a third segment from a third basis pattem vector, 
again selected at random. Then we input this "amalgamated" vector as the probing 
vector into the networks. 
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It is found that none of the network i ‘ble indicat; ee ret generalise at all. The only possible indicat 
of any generalisation capabilities came from the Hopfield net We found that for 
some Cases, it seems to have some generalisation capabilities. For example, we 

iteration output of the Hopfield net 

Proteus"+cocUrTrInGenicil 
Proteuw -bocUrtrInPenicil 
Pvoteuw -bkcUnrtrInPenicil 
Pvoteuw’ -bicUrtrInPenicil 
Pvoteuw -bacUrtrInPenicil 
Pvoteus -bacUrtrInPenicil 
Pvoteus -bacUrtrInPenic1l “
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In this case we find that the network, instead of settling to the pattern vector, 

Proteus -bacUrTrInGentamy, it settles to a new pattern vector which is not 

contained in the original database.This is particularly interesting in that the neural 

net seems to think that it is possible to treat Proteus -bacUrTrIn ( stands for 

Urinary tract infection) with Penicil ( stands for Penicillin). 

One should not be tempted to conclude from this observation that the network 

has some kind of generalisation properties. This is because of the fact that the 

machine seems to have 6 out of 31 records which give different pattern vectors 

than those that werte originally stored in the database. Much more testing needs 

to take place before one can comfortably conclude that the Hopfield net has 

some kind of generalisation properties. 

(4) Robustness with respect to the failure of the neurons 

It is found that both the Hamming net and the Hopfield net performance degrades 

"sracefully" with the degradation in the number of neurons which are 

mulfunctioning. On the other hand the multi-layer perceptron does not degrade 

well. It is found that the network just wrongly classify the outputs. 

3. Conclusions 

In this paper we considered the problem of database retrieval and we have employed 

three typical neural network architectures to see if they can retrieve the records under 

various conditions. 

It is found that all the networks can retrieve the original pattern vectors if they are input 

_as the probing vectors. Furthermore if the probing vectors are contaminated with noise 

then the original pattern vectors can be retrieved provided that the noise contamination 

is not high. Both the Hopfield net and the Hamming net appear to degrade their 

behaviour rather gracefully as the number of malfunctioning neurons increases. Both 

networks simply do not produce some of the pattern vectors, but they do not affect the 

retrieval of other unaffected pattern vectors. On the other hand the multi-layer 

perceptron appears to be very “flakely" to the degradation of the performance. It simply 

gives up to classify the input pattern vectors. Only the Hopfield net appears to give 

some generalisation capabilities. 
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From these experiments, we can conclude: 

(1) The neural nets considered are good pattern matchers. They can match a given 

pattern with patterns already stored in the memory, provided that the noise 

contamination 1s limited. | 
(2) Because of the distributed nature of the storage of the memory, even if some of the 

neurons failed, the performance of the networks, in general, degrade gracefully. _ 

(3) As a generalisation device, the networks, at least in the way this paper considers, 

are not good at all. 

In general, there is not much to choose among the networks if one's aim is to classify a 

given set of pattern vectors. Any one of the three neural network architectures are 

applicable. On the other hand, if one wishes to have some robustness in the hardware, 

then it is advisable to choose either the Hopfield net or the Hamming net. If one wishes 
to see how a network mimicks a human brain's behaviour in the memory recall, then it — 
is perhaps best to use the Hopfield net. 

It would be interesting to see if the Hopfield net methodology can reproduce some of 
the findings by psychologist in memory recognition and recalls. 
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1. POTENTIAL FOR USE OF NEURAL NETWORKS IN SPACE ELECTRONICS 

Massively parallel networks offer enhanced computational capability in a variety of fields including Space 
power system design. Cost effective operation of the Space Station will depend on the automation of tasks 
which have ordinarily been performed by human operators. "The four major aspirations for Space Station 
automation are (1) maximize productivity, (2) stay within budget, (3) minimize R&D risks, and (4) maximize 
crew safety."[2][6] To achieve these goals the initial automation schemes will include "both conventional 
automation schemes (algorithms and event driven logic programs) and expert systems...Conventional 
automation will handle the bulk of the regulation and high response tasks, as well as any crisis management 
tasks."[2] The approach will be to upgrade incrementally through several generations of automation systems 
until “intelligent autonomous systems" can be implemented by "building full-fledged executive controller 
hierarchical networks."[3] Even within these intelligent systems "algorithmic responses will be absolutely 
necessary when speed is of the essence, since deducing how to respond using standard AI techniques may 
require too much time."[3] Moreover, standard AI techniques implemented on a traditional von Neumann 
architecture suffer fundamental reliability problems since the traditional architecture is susceptible to severely 
reduced performance when an individual component fails. This is an undesirable property, since such 
component failure has been shown to be likely under conditions found in Space. 

Neural networks, in addition to having the property of generalization, are much more tolerant of individual 
component failure. This property comes from the network architecture and the distributed nature of its 
parallel computation and database. Several researchers have shown these systems to be remarkably tolerant 
to the disabling of some fraction of the processing elements.[4][5] Related work by the Space Electronics 
Research Group at Vanderbilt University has shown similar tolerance to the systematic disabling of both 
processing elements and signal interconnections. Evidence of catastrophic effects of radiation on Space 
system reliability has been observed since 1975 with increasing regularity. These have included notable (and 
expensive) cases such as memory failures in the Pioneer Venus and Voyager probes, as well as numerous 
satellites. A complete refit of the Galileo probe (at great expense) with radiation hardened electronics has 
recently been performed after land-based simulations predicted large numbers of memory bit upsets in the 
Jovian radiation belts. It follows that highly reliable, radiation tolerant parallel computing networks for 
Space applications are worthy of investigation. 

2. MASSIVELY PARALLEL NETWORK FOR COMPUTING [It 

Simulations were performed on fundamental power system control blocks in order to determine (1) the 
feasibility of constructing massively parallel network computing structures which could be manufactured with 
available VLSI technology (e.g. 3 micron analog CMOS processes), and (2) their tolerance to transient 
disturbance. We modelled I’t elements, which are used in power systems to protect components from 
damage due to large current surges caused by short circuit faults. These elements compute a measure of 
the energy that is applied to a constant impedance series device during a high current transient. One cause 
of such transients is the presence of intense Space radiation. Such radiation tends to cause semiconductor 
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power devices to turn on, thereby inducing current surges. A major advantage of a fault tolerant I’t block 
would be its ability to function reliably in the presence of such radiation. I’t blocks are effective only if 
they have the ability to perform rapid integration of the square of a fast transient waveform (typically 16 
millisecond response is required). For this reason, I’t computation requires the sort of speed which can be 
provided by parallel computing blocks. Current breadboards of the Space Station automated power 
distribution system located at Marshall Space Flight Center, Alabama utilize remote power controller 
modules containing solid state MOSFET switches. These breadboards use analog signal processors to 
compute the I’t trip condition.[1] The time available to sense a fault condition and protect a semiconductor 
Switch is critical due to the low thermal capacity of the die and the relatively high thermal resistance 
between the die and heatsink. 

The I’t neural computer comes in two forms. Both configurations input a 2’s complement binary number 
representing a level of measured current. One configuration produces a 2’s complement output which 
represents the amount of energy (I’t) accumulated since the specified zero time. The alternate configuration 
has a single output (possibly with redundancy for fault tolerance) which goes high when the calculated I*t 
reaches a given value. This configuration is effectively an alarm which trips when the calculated energy 
reaches a certain predetermined threshold. 

Both configurations of the It unit contain two core neural blocks with a total of three feedforward layers. 
The first unit takes the binary current level and converts it to a unary representation, with all outputs zero 
when the input is at its minimum magnitude, all outputs one when the input is at its maximum magnitude, 
and a proportional number of outputs one for an intermediate magnitude input. This processing block is 
a two layer network, easily realized with standard back-propagation methods. The second network is a 
single layer device which takes as input the output of the first block and integrates the square of that input. 
Its output is also an unsigned unary representation with all outputs zero when the integrated amount is 
zero, all outputs one when the integrator is saturated, and a proportional number of outputs one for 
intermediate integration levels. For binary output, the output of the integrator may be reconverted into 
2’s complement binary with another back-propagation network. The alarm configuration is achieved with 
a simple network which yields a one when the majority of its inputs are one. For fault tolerance, the 
inputs to this network are attached to the output representing the desired alarm level, as well as to the 
outputs surrounding that level. If more outputs are examined there is less chance that a faulty output or 
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Outputs will set off the alarm inappropriately. This same notion of fault tolerance is behind the unary 
representation fed to the integrator unit. The representation chosen places less weight on each individual 
signal; whereas a faulty signal on one bit of a binary input can change the input by 50% of full scale, one 
faulty signal on the unary input to the integrator can change the input by at most one level. The unary 
input also simplifies the programming of the integrator network. The integrator is a single layer device 
trained by a direct method. Each individual output element has two principal types of characteristics, 
namely rates and biases. For each output element, a net is computed by taking the weighted sum of the 
inputs to that output. This sum is added to the integrated value within the output element at a controlled 
rate. Whenever the integrated value within the element overrides the built in bias of the element, that 
element produces a one at its output. 

3. FAULT TOLERANCE OF I’*t NETWORK TO INTENSE TRANSIENT NOISE 

Cosmic radiation composed of high speed, high energy particles is referred to as single event radiation. 
Such radiation affects electronic equipment by creating extremely short duration disturbances within that 
equipment. The character of these transients depends on the distribution of ion atomic weights and linear 
energy transfer characteristics in the surrounding environment. Disturbances similar to those caused by 

single event radiation can be simulated in neural nets by presetting a probability that a given unit will be 

affected by a noise pulse in a given time period. For each time period a random number generator is used 
to determine for each processing element whether it will be disturbed. When an element is affected, its 
Output is randomly set to either 0 or 1. Note that one way to increase tolerance to such disturbance is to 
use redundancy in the design of the circuitry. If an output is replicated two or more times, then the effect 
of transient disturbances can be reduced. Figure 2 shows the outcome of tests of the [*t computing device. 

Shown are the input to the device for each test, the output of both the binary and the alarm devices for 
zero disturbances (dotted lines), and the output of both devices at a disturbance level of 800,000 expected 
disturbances per thousand processing elements per second. It can be seen that the disturbances degrade 
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the output of the binary output network. It is interesting to note that the tendency of the output level of 
the disturbed integrator to rise above the output level of the undisturbed integrator is caused primarily by 
disturbances within the binary to unary absolute value converter, while the instantaneous spikes in the 
output level of the disturbed integrator are caused primarily by disturbances to the integrating layer itself. 

Also, the alarm device trips earlier under disturbed conditions than under undisturbed conditions. However, 

the alarm is still set off sufficiently close to the proper time as to allow for shutting down of appropriate 
sensitive components. Simulation results indicate that, in the case of the I’t network, the alarm will, at 

worst, be set off prematurely. This behavior is desirable, as a premature trip condition is likely to be far 
less harmful than a delayed trip condition. Table I shows the behavior of the alarm device under a variety 
of disturbance conditions. 

Table I Comparison of Trip Times of Disturbed I’t Network 
nnn 

Disturbance Frequency Mean Trip Time Standard Dev. 
(per second per 1000 elements) (msec) (msec) 

0 15.8 0.000 
200,000 15.7 0.310 
400,000 15.4 0.057 
800,000 14.9 0.122 

1,600,000 13.0 3.090 

It was shown that the neural I’t possesses significant fault tolerance to transient electrical disturbances 
which are potentially similar to the type of single event Space radiation of interest in Space electronic 
applications. This device, as well as other parallel computing blocks, is currently being studied to determine 

its behavior when exposed to simulated single event radiation phenomena as well as other types of radiation 
damage of interest in both Space and military applications. 
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ABSTRACT 

Recently, several researchers tried to solve Traveling Salesman Problem (TSP) 

using Hopfield’s model (also called McCulloch-Pitts’ model) (Grossberg, 1988; Hopfield. 
1982. 1984: Hopfield & Tank. 1985: Foo & Szu. 1988; Wilson & Pawley, 1988). Unfor- 

tunately, the results obtained so far are not good enough compared to the ones obtained 

by conventional heuristic algorithms. This paper presents a new approach. It is based 

on a generalized neural network (Xu. Tsai. & Huang, 1988), and has a comparable per- 
formance with conventional heuristic algorithms. On 40 randomly generated planar 

TSP instances (each has 100 cities), with a confidence level a = 0.0069, the algorithm 

improves the 2-OPT (25 runs) by at least 1.1%. On TSP instances with random dis- 
tance matrix. the algorithm has drastic improvement over 2-OPT. The higher complex- 

ity of the generalized network is responsible for the power of the algorithm. 

1. Introduction 

Traveling Salesman Problem (TSP) has been studied extensively in the literature for many years. 
Recently, several researchers have tried a new approach to TSP (Hopfield & Tank. 1985; Foo & Szu, 
1988; Wilson & Pawley, 1988), i.e., using Hopfield’s model (also called McCulloch-Pitts’ model (Grossberg, 

1988)) to obtain optimal or near-optimal solutions. One possible advantage of a such approach is the util- 

ization of massive parallelism of such neural networks. Unfortunately, the results obtained so far are less 

encouraging. In (Hopfield & Tank, 1985), even for a 30-city problem, the result produced is more than 
17% longer than the one produced by a well-known heuristic algorithm (Lin & Kernighan. 1973). The 
performance is thus rather poor considering that many other heuristic algorithms can obtain solutions 
within few percentage of the best known solutions even for larger-size problems (Golden & Stewart, 
1985). 

In this paper, we present a new neural network algorithm, which has a competitive performance 

compared with conventional heuristic algorithms. 

2. Algorithm 

We first describe the coding scheme used in this algorithm. Like in (Hopfield & Tank, 1985), the 

neural network is organized as an nXn matrix (although half of the matrix is sufficient, using the entire 

matrix is more convenient), each neuron v,; corresponds to the link from city z to city ¢. If v,; = 1, then 

the solution will use link (z, 7), otherwise link (z, 7) is not present in the solution. 

With the above coding scheme, one possible energy function is: 

A & n 2 Bs n 2 n-l on 

= AN (Me 2) + (Don 2) + OY onde (1) 
zeel (=| tal zl zmlémz +l 

with v,;; = 0, d,, is the distance between city z andi. 

the meaning of each term is clear, term A and B require that each city has two links in the solution, and 
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term C is the cost of the solution. 

The above coding scheme is natural and easy to implement on neural networks. The essential diffi- 
culty with the above coding scheme is the subtour problem, i.e., a global minimum point of (4) may not 
correspond to a minimum-length Hamiltonian circle but to a set of smaller cycles. To overcome the sub- 
tour problem, we employ the so called generalized neural network (Xu, Tsai, & Huang, 1988), the general- 
ized neural network allows more complex interactions among the neurons and thus is more powerful. 
Theoretically, the generalized neural network can guarantee to produce the global optimal solution, but 
at the cost of using an exponential number of coefficients (ie., the size of the neural network is large), 
which is not practical for even small-size problem. However, by allowing only some specific interactions 
among the neurons, one can get measurable improvement from neural network defined by (1) without 
increasing the neural network size much. The technique used in the algorithm is called Adaptive Subtour 
Elimination. 

2.1. Adaptive Subtour Elimination 

While no effective mean is known to eliminate subtours under the coding scheme using Hopfield’s 
neural network, there are many possible ways to eliminate subtours by using the generalized neural net- 
work. One solution would be adding to the energy function (1) all terms that correspond to all possible 
Hamiltonian tours, i.e., terms in the form: 

— Deity My o 
which is the total enumeration of all possible Hamiltonian tours, or equivalently, one can add all terms 
that correspond to all possible subtours (tours with fewer than n links), it is obvious that such enumera- 
tion is too expensive and impractical. 

Although the above simple method of eliminating subtours has little practical usefulness, it can be 
useful if we do the partial enumeration instead of the total enumeration. This is justified by the following 
reasoning: 

Suppose neural network 1 starts from a state S,, it will converge to a stable state S, which consists 
of several cycles, CYL = { cyl,, ..., cyl, }, where: 

cyl, = ( node ;,, eeey node ;. ), i= l, secy k 

If we add only the terms that correspond to those cycles to the energy function (1), we have a new 
neural network with energy function: 

A ht 2 B& 2 2 n-l on 

B= Fdi(dvi — 2) + SU (es - 2) + CO DY widy: 
“~ gal t=] ~ sul cml 2 mls nz +] 

k 

+ FYUY;, 

im) 

2 e@ v 

HJ, (3) 

Equation (3) defines a new neural network, if we start the new neural network again from S,, it will con- 
verge to a stable state S y, the cycles in S, will not appear in S ys, since term F' penalizes those subtours. 
However generaly, state S y will consist of a new set of subtours. 

J. 
1°*2 

We can repeat the above procedure until we get a neural network that will produce a satisfactory 
result. This is called the adaptive subtour elimination since each time when we construct a new neural 
network, only terms that penalizes subtours of the immediate previous solution are added. 

After the adaptive subtours elimination, there may still be a small number of subtours, those are 
merged by simple operations such as the ones in (Karp & Steele, 1985), and finally the resulting solution 
is improved by 2-OPT (Golden & Stewart, 1985) 
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3. Performance Analysis 

Forty random planar TSP instances have been generated and tested on our algorithm (each prob- 
lem has 100 cities), and the same instances are feed to an 2-OPT using random initial solutions, the 
results are summarized in Table 1. The results from 2-OPT are the best selected from 25 runs starting 
from random initial solutions. The reason to compare the algorithm to 2-OPT is that on some well- 
studied instances, 2-OPT has performed consistently within 3.3% of the optimal solution (Golden & 
Stewart, 1985). 

Definition: Let A be an algorithm for TSP, the percentage of improvement of algorithm A over 

2-OPT (25 runs) on an TSP instance is 

Sol(2—OPT) — Sol(A) 

Sol(A) 

where Sol(A) is the tour length obtained by algorithm A (on that instance). 

pi(A) = 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

Problem | pt(our) | Problem | pi(our) | Problem | pt(our) | Problem | pz(our) 

1 -2.188 11 -0.789 31 1.704 4] 2.690 

2 3.080 12 0.361 32 1.791 42 0.309 

3 7.170 13 2.021 33 -0.791 43 4.939 

4 2.144 14 3.240 34 -1.122 44 0.518 

5 1.178 15 2.828 35 1.668 45 1.323 

6 2.239 16 -0.599 36 2.921 46 0.800 

7 0.885 17 2.655 37 3.750 47 1.880 

8 2.574 18 0.783 38 -1.785 48 2.319 

9 3.778 19 1.110 39 4.342 49 3.792 

10 1.202 20 4.319 40 0.831 50 4.278                     

Table 1 Percentage of improvement (of our algorithm) over 2-OPT. 

Based on the data of Table 1, a large sample statistical test enables us to say that our algorithm 
improves 2-OPT (25 runs) by at least 1.1%, with a confidence level a = 0.0069. 

Due to the unavailability of the problem instances and the heuristic algorithms of (Golden & 
Stewart. 1985) (we have only problem # 24), a direct comparison between our algorithm and those heuris- 
tic algorithms cannot be made. We again select 2-OPT (25 runs) as a “standard” algorithm to compare 
with. H10 in Table 2 is the heuristic algorithm CCAO, i.e., Convex hull, Cheapest insertion, Angle selec- 
tion and Or-OPT. 

Based on the data in Table 2, we also made a statistical test on CCAO, and it revealed that CCAO 
improves 2-OPT (25 runs) by at least 1.1%, with only a confidence level a = 0.3707. 

From the two tests, one may get the impression that our algorithm is better than CCAO, this is 
rather illusionary, because the number of experiment data is too small in test two, while the first test is 
much accurate. It is much fairer to say that our algorithm is competitive with CCAO or other heuristic 
algorithms listed in Table 2. 
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Problem 24 25 26 27 28 

pt(H1) 0.9686 1.5671 -0.5442 2.5216 | 0.7613 

pi(H2) | 0.1684 | 1.0889 | -1.0728 | 1.2054 | 0.0194 
pt(H3) 0.7373 1.5671 -0.5442 | 2.9098 | 0.7613 

pi(H4) | 0.2976 | 1.5871 | -0.0199 | 1.5038 | 3.0545 
pt(H5) -1.3657 1.6272 -1.0046 3.0947 0.2038 

p?(H6) -0.3057 1.5171 -2.0084 2.1161 1.6242 

pt(H7) 0.5469 1.6974 -0.6818 | 2.5929 | 2.1571 

pt(H8) | -0.0593 | -0.0388 | -0.0696 | 0.9087 | 0.6238 
pi(H9) | 0.6470 | 1.4571 | 0.0199 | 2.8074 | 2.2381 
pt(H10) 1.1100 2.0600 0.0100 2.2779 | 0.6827             

Table 2 Percentage of improvement over 2-OPT (From Golden & Stewart, 1985). 

4. Conclusions 

In this paper we presented a neural network algorithm with Adaptive Subtour Elimination. The 
algorithm is based on a generalized neural network model (Xu, Tsai, & Huang, 1988). The results of 
those neural networks are post-processed by a simple iterative algorithm, known as 2-OPT. By using the 
generalized neural networks, our algorithm has produced comparable performance with other conven- 
tional heuristic algorithms on TSP. From the experiment data, we can say, with confidence level 
a = 0.0069, that our algorithm is better than 2-OPT (25 runs) by at least 1.1%. This is a good result 
considering that on 5 TSP instances, the 2-OPT (25 runs) has produced solution within 3.3% over the 
optimal solution (Golden & Stewart, 1985). By demonstrating that neural network can produce competi- 
tive results with conventional heuristic algorithms, this paper indicates that the neural network approach 
is indeed a viable alternative to solve hard optimization problem. 
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1. Introduction 

Fuzzy control has been known as a successful application of fuzzy theory(), and is used for many 
real systems(2), Fuzzy control realization needs the three steps; 1) we acquire the fragment of 
expert's uncertain knowledge, 2) write the knowledge in fuzzy rules, and 3) refine the fuzzy rules. 
To support the latter two steps, we proposed SNN-AM (Structured Neural Network - Associative 

Memory system)(3). SNN-AM can infer suitable rules from the expert's uncertain knowledge with 
its associative function and can refine fuzzy rules with a special learning method. We use a short- 
term memory system (STM) for inference and a long-term memory system (LTM) for learning. We 
also use a structured neural network architecture which is advancement of BAM (Bidirectional 

Associative Memory) (4) architecture. SNN-AM's inference might activate some stored memories 
which fit for an input condition. If the input condition isn't suitable for any stored conditions, SNN- 
AM makes up a rule image suitable for the input condition from stored rules. SNN-AM's learning is 
fast, because neural networks in the structured neural networks are separately trained. 

In this paper,we first propose SNN-AM, and discuss its architecture and the framework of STM 
and LTM. Second, we discuss how the fuzzy rules are stored in SNN-AM, how the suitable rules 
are inferred from the stored fuzzy rules, and how the stored rules are refined. Finally, we reports 
the elevator group control application, which uses SNN-AM in predicting control effects, and the 
usefulness of SNN-AM. 

2, SNN-AM;: 

  

SNN-AM memorizes concepts given by expert's uncertain knowledge on a bidirectional associative 
network, which connects structured neural networks. 
SNN-AM's architecture is shown in 
Fig.1. It consists of structured neural 
networks SO~SN. (It is possible to 
represent hierarchical concepts by 
applying the same architectures to 
SO~SN.) SO has a concept name set 
which consists of concept named 
neurons, and S1~SN have attribute 
name sets which consist of neurons 
characterizing the concepts in SO. SO is 
connected to S1~SN in respect to 
special uncertain relationships. These   
connections are constructed by BAM. Output / Input 
BAMs in SNN-AM activate the stored Fig. 1 Concept representation 
concepts which fit for an input 
condition. 
There is a special architecture that a concept set in SO conducts attribute sets in S1~SN, and its 
architecture makes the network dynamics stable because the major macro factor (concept set) drives 
micro factors’ (attribute sets’) actions to be stable. This architecture is well known as a holonic 

system(°), It will be mentioned below that SNN-AM has an inference function anda learning 
unction. 
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STM (short-term memory system) and inference | 
STM has an inference function which temporarily keeps the network dynamics stable. The series of 
active states’ transition explains an infering transition with some meanings. In this transition, the 
most fitting concept's activation value gradually increases toward the highest level, while other 
concepts’ activation values decrease. SNN-AM controls this activation values. To imitate some 
fuzzy inference methods which are used in fuzzy control, SNN-AM stops the transition before the 
state sufficiently converges. SNN-AM's inference activates some concepts fitting for the input 
condition with its certainty factor, as the fuzzy inference does. 

LTM (long-term memory system) and learning 
LTM consists of the connection weights between SO~SN and the connection weights in each 
network SO~SN. These connection weights are refined by following two learning methods. 
The learning method at the connection weights between SO and S1~SN is based on an idea similar 
to Hebbian learning law, and is shown as follows. 

WAC=-WAC+XCRA, (1) 

where, WAC is the connection weight between a concept C and an attribute A; if the concept C has a 
relation to the attribute A, XC's value is 1, and otherwise, X's value is 0; RA is A's certainty 
factor to attribute A's labeled meaning. We arrange Eq.(1) for A's independent and discrete timing 
learning and the representation of the learning times k on considering Eq.(1)'s learning curve, and 
make Eq.(2). 

AWAC(k) = Di[exp(-T(k-1))-exp(-T(k))] , (2) 

where, Dj] is a coefficient, T(k) means the k-th learning time. 

The B.P. learning method(®) can be used as the learning method for the connections in SO~SN. 
Other methods (like L.V.Q, etc.) are also applicable as the learning method. SNN-AM's learning 
can be fast because SO~SN are trained independently. In LTM, the learning effect is changed in 
proportion to the matching grade between attribute A's meaning and its learning data, and inversely 
proportion to the rate of learning about attribute A. 

   
Memory part 

S0 (Rule name)     ZzV rule representation 

     

    

Fig.2 shows fuzzy if-then rules, which 
corresponds to Fig.1. Fuzzy rules are 
memorized in SO as concepts. These fuzzy 
rules’ concepts have "if" and "then" attributes. 
Sl is "if" attribute set. And S2 is "then" 

attribute set. Fuzzy model(/), which has high 
representation ability, is formed by SNN-AM. 
Ordinary fuzzy model rules are written as Fig.2 Fuzz I ntation 

Input Output 

  

Rule i:If ((ul=Cil)&--&(uj=Cij)&--&(ur=Cir)) then yi=fi(u), (j=1~r, i=1~N), (3) 

oo eacoeseccocoesconcoomos, 

ott 

x where, u=[ul,--,ur]? is a input vector, 
Cij is a fuzzy set like "Big","Medium", or 
"Small", fuzzy set are characterized by a ae 
membership functions which represent ect see Te at floolh fod 
each label's meaning, yi is a output Agee GS OY 7 / | 
vector. fi(-) is ordinarly a linear function pT ererneelage 
which shows a sub-model. We use neural __; Tn 

3; Memory part oe 
{%. 

a “eee, 

   

“e 

eens See 

° 
*Ovcnccovcccoceveseccssoo® 

then-part 
  

  

ve bes + weight networks for sub-models, so sub-models Oe eee nates = weight are non-linear function in this paper. if: part : C) neuron 
Fuzzy model is useful for representing cie.3 Memorig hed 
structured neural network model. Fig.3 Memorizing method 
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This fuzzy model's rule are represented in Fig.3, where we explain how to memorize a fuzzy rule 
on Rule i. Each circle shows a neuron which represents each structured neural network. The 
memory part is at the center of SNN-AM, and connected to if-part and then-part. Positive relations 
have plus weighted bidirectional connections, and negative relations have minus weighted 
connections. No connection if there's no relation. In the memory part, rule neurons have minus 
weighted connections each other. 

SNN-AM's fuzzy inference dymanics is shown as following discrete equations. 

v(k+1)=f {Wve-c(u(k))+Wvv-v(k)+Wvx-x(k)}, 

x(k+1)=f {Wxv-v(k+1)+Wxx-x(k)+Wxz:z(k)} , (4) 

z(k+1)=f {Wzx-x(k+1)+Wzz-z(k)}, 

where, v, x, and z are neuron'’s states, v is a r-vector for the if-part, x is a N-vector for the memory 
part, zis N-vector for the then-part, f{-} is a sigmoid function, c(-) shows membership functions 
Cij for input u, Wij shows weight matrix from nodes i to nodes j. 
When T is the inference transition stopping time, the output activation vector of then-part is shown 
as a(u)=z(T). The output vector y is given by 

N N 

y= ailu)-yi/(2 ai(u)) ; (5) 
— j= 

SNN-AM's learning at Wxz and Wzx is given by follows from Eq.(2). 

AWij=( +Dj[exp(-D2(Ti(k-1)+D3))-exp(-D2(Ti(k)+D3))] , (=) 6) 

-Dilexp(-D2(Ti(k-1)+D3))-exp(-D2(Ti(k)+D3))] , (i#j) 

N 
ATi(k)=T1i(k)-Ti(k-1)=min( 1, D4(dai(u)/Wii) ); (7) 

i=1 

where, D1, D2, D3 and D4 are coefficients. Eq.(7) represents the learning effect feature described 
in LTM. 

4, Application to elevator group control system 

The fuzzy rules designed for elevator group control are 

Rule 1:If d=BIG then yl=fp(x), 
Rule 2:If d=~MEDIUM then y2=f,y(x), (8) 
Rule 3:If d=SMALL then y3=fs(x), 

where, BIG, MEDIUM and SMALL 
are membership functions, fB(-), 

fM(-) and f§(-) are sub-models then-parts 
which show predictive effects, yi sub-models 
and x are 3dim-vector. Eq.(8) 

Uncert ain a 

IT 
Demand : Small, Medium, Big Small, Medium, Big 

  

  

  

      

shows expert's rules where we get 
predictive control effects yi when the N i Y Nb t fo 
demand is d and control parameter is Compost itribute 
x. Output y is given by Eq.(5). eos 
In this application explained in Fig.4, Inference output Leaming data 
sub-models fR and fS are certain but Fig.4 Outline of inference and learnin 

  

fM is uncertain at the beginning. 
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If an inference at the condition d=MEDIUM is done, output y is given by fm, fp, and fs because 
fm isn't sufficiently trained. The fyy's activation area becomes wider by the learning, as shown in 
Fig.5. Fig.6 shows that the error rate is decreased by the learning. The transition of active state 
rates at inference is shown in Fig.7. 

  
  

  
       

      
     

e r e | 
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= § f ' a 

€ & fi Error rate 5 oo 
cmd af 
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(A) Before learning (B) After leaming 
Fig.5 Activ ford Fig.6 Error transition at learning Fig.7 Active state transition at inference 

5. Conclusion 

This paper presented how to realize fuzzy rules within an associative memory system, how to infer 
suitable memorized rules, and how to refine the memorized rules. 
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